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The Portuguese in India and Arabia, 1517-38

BY E. DENISON ROSS

In continuation of my previous notes on the Portuguese in India and Arabia, I propose to deal with three Muhammedan chiefs who played an important part in the history of the Portuguese between the years 1517 and 1538, namely: —

1. Salmán Ra'ís.
2. Sulaymán Pasha al-Khádím, Governor of Cairo.

(1) Salmán Ra'ís

Salmán Ra'ís, the Turkoman, began his military career as an Ottoman subject in the service of Sultan Salím. How he first came to Egypt is accounted for in a different way by the Arabic and Portuguese writers. The former say that he was sent by Sultan Salím to help the Sultan of Egypt in the expedition he was preparing against the Portuguese in India. Goes, on the other hand, says he deserted from Salím's service to enter that of Qánsawh Ghawrí. However that may be, he

1 Called incorrectly Soleiman Rex (see note on p. xxxvii of vol. ii Arabic History of Gujarat). Couto goes so far as to confuse him with Sulaymán Pasha, who will be mentioned below. See Couto, Decada iv, Bk. 3, chap. 6.
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seems to have accompanied Amír Ḥusayn Kurdí on his first expedition to India in 1508.

Regarding the beginning of Salmán’s career in the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, the most authoritative account is that given by Ḥájjī ad-Dabīr, who tells us (p. 218) that he derived his facts from one of Salmán’s captains, by name Muḥammad al-‘Anasí. The Captain’s story is as follows:—

“During the last days of the Circassians (i.e. the Mamlúk Dynasty in Egypt), Salmán made a reputation for himself in the Mediterranean. He possessed quantities of slaves and ships, and there gathered round him men of his kind, who brought with them ships and fought each for his own ends. Now, at this time, the Franks had made the Mediterranean dangerous, and Salmán used to visit the Mediterranean ports and the coast in ships from Cairo, Alexandria, and the Delta ports, for purpose of trade by barter; and although he often encountered Frankish ships in his journeys they seldom outstripped him, and his wealth increased, his reputation grew, his fame was noise abroad, and his approach inspired terror.

“Now in the days of Qánṣawah Ghawrí, King of Egypt, Aden belonged to Melik Zásīr-‘Āmir, last of the Táhiríd kings, and from him reports came of the damage wrought by the Franks in the Indian Ocean, and on the shores of Arabia from Aden to Hormuz. The Indian Ocean ends near Aden at Bab-el-Mendeb. ‘Āmir wrote to the Ghawrí explaining his fears of the Franks attacking Aden, which is the frontier of Islam for the Yaman. The Ghawrí promised to come and help him on condition that he should receive something in return. The emissary returned to the Ghawrí and announced ‘Āmir’s acceptance, but ere the Ghawrí had given orders for the expedition, ‘Āmir had rid himself of the Frankish menace and no longer needed assistance. Immediately after this success the Egyptian emissary returned to demand what had been offered in the way of estates. But ‘Āmir put him off and the emissary returned, and the Ghawrí was enraged. At that moment Salmán arrived according to his wont in
Egypt, and the Ghawrí called him up, and he had before him a folded carpet which had been given to him; and he said to the nobles who were present, pointing to the carpet: 'Where shall it be spread?' and each one mentioned a suitable place. Then he said: 'No! It shall be spread in the capital of Yaman.' Then he turned to Salmán and said to him: 'Go to the Yaman this very day, reinforcements will follow immediately.' So Salmán set out for the Yaman, and shortly after Amír Ḥusayn arrived also and there followed what has been related above. After this Ḥusayn returned and Salmán remained. And fate overtook the Ghawrí as it had overtaken Amír, and Egypt became an Ottoman Province, and it had been the capital of the Circassians (Mamlúks).

What happened to Salmán after the murder at sea of Amír Ḥusayn in 1517, I have been unable to determine with any degree of certainty. According to most authorities he succeeded Ḥusayn as Governor of Jedda, but if he did so he cannot have held the post for long; for Qutb ud-Din tells us that the post was given in 1519 to a certain Amír Ḥusayn Rúmí, a protégé of Khayr Beg, Governor of Egypt, on the death of a leading Amír of Jedda named Amír Qásim Shírwání, who had been Governor of that port.¹ Thus, between his abandonment of the siege of Aden in 1516 and his next appearance on the scene in 1520, we have no definite news of Salmán.

In 1520 he seems to have accompanied Amír Ḥusayn Rúmí on his first expedition against the Yaman, which, with the exception of Aden, was still in the hands of the Circassians, who had been left there by Amír Ḥusayn.

In order to understand the position of affairs in the Yaman after the conquest of Egypt by the Ottomans, it is necessary to carry back the narrative to the year 1516, when, as we have seen, Amír Ḥusayn left one of his Circassian captains in charge

¹ Colonel Ráshid, on the authority of the Barq al-Yamdní, says that Ḥusayn Rúmí was appointed to Jedda after the removal of Ḥusayn Kurdi, but this is an error.
of Zabíd. The only authority for the history of the Yaman at this period is Quṭb ud-Dīn (Kitāb al-Barq al-Yamānī), whose narrative has been followed and sometimes amplified by Munajjim Bāshī.

The name of the Circassian officer left in Zabid by Amīr Ḥusayn was Barsbāī. At the beginning of 1517 Barsbāī determined to extend his possessions in the Yaman. The Sultan ʿĀmir, being informed of these designs, prepared to defend what was left of his kingdom, and withdrew with all his troops to Taʻizz. Barsbāī reached Taʻizz in February, 1517, and took that town without a blow being struck, as ʿĀmir, fearing treachery on the part of his own troops, had withdrawn to Ibb and Jèbla. Barsbāī thus became master of Taʻizz, which he entered with all his troops. He next seized Miqrānā, a fortified town, which contained the Sultan’s treasury, and this he appropriated to himself. He now encountered his first reverse, being attacked by a powerful tribe of the Banī ʿAmmār in whose territory he found himself. After a severe repulse at the hands of these tribesmen, he marched against Ṣānʻā, whither he was followed by the Sultan ʿĀmir, and an engagement took place, in which the Sultan and his brother, ʿAbd al-Malik, were killed, and his troops dispersed. Thus perished, in May, 1517, the last ruling prince of the Ṭāhirids of Yaman.

Barsbāī having spent two months in Ṣānʻā, set out for Zabíd laden with such immense booty that it required, we are told, 8,000 camels to carry his own share. But on his way he was attacked by another Arab tribe called the Banī Ḥubaysh, who killed Barsbāī,¹ scattered his troops, and captured all the booty. Those of his followers who reached Zabīd now set up in Barsbāī’s place a Circassian named Iskandar, who subsequently received letters patent from Sultan Salīm appointing him Governor of the Yaman. In the meanwhile, a certain Amīr Ramazān set himself up in Taʻizz.

¹ Some accounts say that Barsbāī was killed in the engagement with the Banī ʿAmmār.
In 1519 Ḥusayn Rúmí was, as we have seen above, made Governor of Jedda in succession to Amir Qásim Shírwání; and finding in Jedda the fleet and arsenal which had formerly belonged to Amir Ḥusayn the Kurd, and hearing that there was no stable government in the Yaman, he conceived the idea of an expedition to that country in order to bring it all under his own control. Having obtained permission for this undertaking from Khayr Beg, the Governor of Cairo, he set out, accompanied by Salmán Ra’ís, for the Yaman, which he had hardly entered when the news arrived of the death of the Sultan Salím (A.H. 926, A.D. 1520). He also learnt that Iskandar, refusing to recognize his succession, intended to oppose him with a large force. In view of both these circumstances, Ḥusayn Rúmí returned to Jedda without having accomplished anything. Shortly after this Amir Iskandar was murdered by one of the Levanti officers, called Kemál Beg, a yanichari who had entered Egypt under Sultan Salím. He had also been in the Yaman with Salmán Ra’ís at the head of a party of Levantis, and had there risen to the rank of amír.¹ After treacherously murdering Amir Iskandar, Kemál gave out that Iskandar had betrayed the Sultan and had refused to obey Amir Ḥusayn Rúmí, who had been sent as governor of the Yaman by Sulaymán. This was in A.H. 927 (A.D. 1520–1) and Kemál ruled in the place of Iskandar over Zabíd and the surrounding country, and caused the Khūṭba to be read in the name of Sultan Sulaymán Khán; while Amir Ramazán remained with his own faction in Taʿizz. Matters continued thus till A.H. 930 (A.D. 1523–4), when a party of Levantis who had grown very powerful in the Yaman determined to overthrow both these chiefs. Having killed Kemál Beg and Amir Ramazán, they set up in Zabíd, Iskandar Beg Qaramání, and in Taʿizz, ‘Alí Beg.

We do not hear of Salmán again until the year 1524, when, we are told, he went to Egypt to obtain permission to under-

¹ This may refer to the expedition of 1515.
take a fresh attack on the Yaman, from the newly appointed Governor of Cairo, Aḥmad Pasha. While he was in Egypt, Cairo was convulsed by what is known as "the revolt of Aḥmad Pasha." The circumstances of this revolt are of sufficient interest to be recorded here, although only indirectly connected with the story of Salmán.

Chapter viii of Quṭb ud-Dīn's *History of the Yaman* bears the heading: "The revolt of Aḥmad Pasha in Egypt and the escape of Salmán in fear. Salmán's arrival in Mekka and his second expedition in company with Ḥusayn Beg against the Yaman."

Quṭb ud-Dīn also gives a full account of this revolt in his *History of Mekka*. Taking the two accounts together, the story is as follows:—

When Sulaymán succeeded his father as Ottoman Sultan, he appointed as Grand Vezir his slave Ibráhím Pasha. Now, a certain Aḥmad Pasha had for a long time been in the service of Sultan Salīm, and was therefore superior to Ibráhím in rank, and he refused to recognize the precedence of Ibráhím and to occupy the place of second Vezir in the Council, where his experience was of great value to the Sultan. Ibráhím complained of this, and thereupon the Sultan appointed Aḥmad Pasha to the governorship of Egypt, thus leaving the first seat in the Council free for Ibráhím.

No sooner had Aḥmad Pasha set out for Egypt than Ibráhím secretly issued Imperial orders to the officials temporarily in charge of Egypt that they should seize Aḥmad Pasha and, cutting off his head, send it to the Sublime Porte; in the meantime, pending the arrival of the new Pasha, they were to conduct the affairs of Egypt. When the secret envoy with these orders reached Alexandria, one of Aḥmad Pasha's slaves, who was governor of that place, having learnt what orders the envoy was carrying, invited him and his companions to a repast, where he filled them with wine, and as soon as intoxication had overcome them he ransacked the envoy's belongings and seized the orders. When he learnt
their contents he forwarded them to Aḥmad Pasha in Cairo; and as soon as Aḥmad Pasha had read them he summoned the officials who had been ordered to kill him into his presence and said he had received Imperial command to put them to death.

Having killed these men, he determined to revolt, and, laying claim to the Sultanate for himself, collected an army, caused his name to be read in the Friday prayers, and struck coins in his own name. He imprisoned many of the Sultan's officials, among them Janán al-Ḥamzawí and Muḥammad Beg, but before he was able to put them to death these men learned that the Sultan had gone to his bath; they thereupon surrounded the bath-house, raised a standard, and called out aloud: "Let those who obey Sulaymán take their stand under this flag!" and many of the soldiers did so. When Aḥmad Pasha heard that the bath-house was surrounded (and we are told that only one-half of his head was shaven), he scrambled on to the roof, and finally descended to the ground, where some of his slaves had a horse ready for him, and fled to the house of an Arab Sheykh.

Meanwhile the Imperial forces sacked his treasury, and set out after him. They surrounded the house of the Arab Sheykh, and by threats made him give up Aḥmad Pasha, whose head they cut off. After parading it around Cairo, they sent it to the Sublime Porte, and thus ended the revolt of Aḥmad Pasha.

In his History of Mekka Ḍūl-Dīn makes no allusion to Salmán, but in his History of the Yaman he says in conclusion:—

"Now Salmán was in Cairo at the beginning of this revolt, but became alarmed and fled away to Mekka, where he induced Ḫusayn Beg, the Governor of Jeddah, to make another expedition against the Yaman.

Colonel Rūshid (op. cit., p. 50) says that when Aḥmad Pasha arrived in Egypt Salmán Raʾīs went to meet him from Jeddah in order to obtain his permission to conquer the Yaman,
but that when he saw that things were going badly with the Pasha he ran away; but the permission had probably been obtained. On reaching Mekka he persuaded Ḥusayn Beg Rúmí to make a second expedition to the Yaman. On their way thither, according to Quṭb ud-Dín, they attacked the Franks, who had established themselves in the Island of Kamarán, killing many and taking many prisoners. No allusion to this event seems to be made by the Portuguese chroniclers, but we know that the Portuguese had been cruising in the Red Sea annually since 1513. As Mr. Longworth Dames tells us on page 13: In 1523 an expedition was sent to Massowa in the Red Sea to bring back a Portuguese ambassador who had gone to Abyssinia, but it returned without effecting its purpose. In 1524 Eitor de Silveria again went to the Red Sea and also made peace with Aden . . .”

After this Salmán appears to have advanced alone with a number of troops, leaving Ḥusayn Rúmí with the fleet. He called on Iskandar Beg Qaramání to submit, and when he refused Salmán invited the assistance of ‘Izz ud-Dín, Sharíf of Jázán, and certain Arabs from Yáfi‘ and Mahra. As a result of the engagements which followed, Salmán found himself master of Zábíd, Iskandar Beg having been killed by the Sharíf of Jázán; Salmán made himself much hated by his cruel treatment of the inhabitants of Zábíd, who showed a marked preference for Ḥusayn Rúmí, who had now rejoined Salmán and restored order in the country.

We next hear of Salmán in Egypt, whither he had gone to meet Ibráhím Pasha, who had been sent to establish order there after the disturbance caused by the revolt of Aḥmad Pasha. His chief motive in seeking out the Grand Vezir from Constantinople was to wreak his vengeance on Ḥusayn Rúmí, who had deprived him of the fruits of his victories in the Yaman. With this object he painted Ḥusayn Rúmí in the blackest colours to the Grand Vezir, and asked to be allowed to go and subdue the Yaman, and afterwards to
drive the Franks out of India. The Grand Vezir Ibráhím lent a willing ear to Salmán, and eventually a large army of four thousand men, Turks and Lavantis of a very poor type, was raised and placed under the command of a certain Khayr ud-Dín Ḥamza.¹ Salmán was appointed qapudán, or Admiral of the Fleet.

On reaching the Yaman they learnt that Husayn Rúmí was dead, and that Muṣṭafa Beg had succeeded him. Salmán thereupon informed Muṣṭafa Beg that Khayr ud-Dín had been appointed Governor of the Yaman,² and ordered him to report himself in Constantinople. Instead of obeying, Muṣṭafa Beg had resort to árms, and at a place called aṣ-Ṣalīf he suffered a total defeat at the hands of Salmán. Thus it came about that in 1527 Salmán and Khayr ud-Dín found themselves masters of the whole of the Yaman. For two years these two chiefs appear to have lived on peaceable terms, Khayr ud-Dín being Governor and Salmán commander of 4,000 troops. This state of affairs was not, however, destined to endure, and in 1529 occurred the fatal quarrel between Salmán and Khayr ud-Dín referred to on page 13 of Mr. Longworth Dames’s article.

The account of this quarrel is vividly given by Ḥájjí ad-Dabír (Arabic History of Gujarat). On pp. 22 seq. we read as follows:—

“‘And Khayr ud-Dín set out for the Yaman. Now Salmán had already established his residence in the fort of Kamarán, and was busy building ships on the coast of aṣ-Ṣalīf, which is opposite Kamarán, separated by a sea passage of less than an hour. Now Khayr ud-Dín loved independence, and he

¹ Barros tells us that Khayr ud-Dín (Haiderin) was an old man—veedor da factura do Soldam—and that he had orders to hand over the fleet to Salmán, but to be himself in command of the people, Salmán having made himself very unpopular. (Dec. IV, Liv. I, Cap. VIII.) Through a misprint this man has come down to history as Haidarin instead of Hairadin, which led to such conjectures as Haidar and Haidari.

² It would appear from this statement that the Governorship of the Yaman was included in that of Jedda.
ordered a sword bearer to bring him a drawn sword when he was at an audience given by Salmán, and this was done while Salmán was playing chess. Khayr ud-Dín said to the sword-bearer: 'How much was this sword of yours?' and he replied, 'So much,' and he offered it to Khayr ud-Dín, who took it from him and struck Salmán with it, so that he died; and Salmán had only a few men with him, and they were at the time on an island near the village. And Khayr ud-Dín joined his companions, and (Salmán's) friends heard of what had happened. Amír Muṣṭafa was in Jázán and Khwája Ṣafar was in Kamarán. They exchanged messages and agreed to be avenged of Khayr ud-Dín. And when the opposing forces faced each other Muṣṭafa came out of the ranks and said to Khayr ud-Dín in a loud voice: 'You murdered my uncle with your own hand; I will avenge his blood. Both armies are slaves of the Sultan. It is necessary that one of us should follow Salmán. What was your object to-day in killing an innocent man? Come into the open field, and what God wills will happen.' Khayr ud-Dín turned to his companions, who said: 'He acts fairly to you, who stands up alone against you to avenge his uncle's death.' So Khayr ud-Dín came out, and he was among those who perish.

"Salmán was murdered in A.D. 1529 and Amír Muṣṭafa set himself up in the Amírate. And the companions of Khayr ud-Dín attached themselves to him. In the meantime, Bahrám, who was in Constantinople, wrote to his son Amír Muṣṭafa telling him that he had been deprived of his office, and ordering him to proceed to India before the arrival of the Mutawalli of the Yaman.¹

"So he made ready and set out with his companions, and those of Khayr ud-Dín's men who had joined him, for India; and they strayed into ash-Shihr. This was in A.H. 937 (A.D. 1530). They emerged from the country (of ash-Shihr)

¹ Colonel Ráshid says that Muṣṭafa left a certain Aḥmad Beg as his locum tenens in the Yaman.
before the opening of the sea (i.e. the beginning of the monsoon) and reached Diu, which was occupied by Melik Toghan, son of Melik Ayáz, who went out to meet them and did him honour and saluted him, so that he lacked nothing—and he was in Diu and he (Toghan) wrote to the Sultan (of Gujarat) announcing (Muṣṭafa’s) arrival. He had with him Kwája Ṣafar Salmání, a slave of his uncle’s, and others who afterwards became famous in Gujarat. When the monsoon was over and Muṣṭafa was still in Diu, the Portuguese commander at Goa made an attack, and a fight took place between Toghan and the Portuguese, who had cast anchor in the Turkish port.\(^1\) And he sunk many of their ships, and a battle followed, the like of which had never been seen off the coast of Diu. And they (the Portuguese) fled in disorder to the shore, near Diu Pattan, in order that they might discover whether these ships belonged to Diu or to somewhere else. And one of them who landed was told on inquiry: ‘These belong to the son of Amír Salmání’s sister,’ and he returned with his report, and the (Portuguese) said: ‘We cannot oppose him,’ and they returned to Goa.

‘Orders then came to the Amír Muṣṭafa, who set out for Champanír with his suite, and there he met the Sultán, who welcomed him with joy, and promoted him to a high position, whereby others of the King’s servants were degraded. And (Muṣṭafa) received the title of Rúmíkhán, and was put in charge of the arsenal. And among the gifts bestowed on him was a cannon which Salmán had cast in honour of the Sultan of Rúm, Sulaymán, and this he called Laylá; and he cast another in the name of Bahádur and called it Majnún.

‘He chose as his fiefs Ránír and Surat and all the adjoining coast as far as Mahaim, to which was afterwards added Diu. For the Sultan showed his special appreciation by taking Diu from Toghan, and giving it to Muṣṭafa, in addition to the

\(^1\) Bandar at-Türk. I have not met this name elsewhere, but it may refer to Gogala which, Castanheda tells us, was called Villa dos Rumes after Almeida’s victory in 1509.
other fiefs. Now, among the Amirs of the kingdom there was no one with Toghan's strength, courage, appearance, and stature, nor was there among the slaves anyone who approached him, much less equalled him. So that when Toghan was removed he came to Champanir and hung about the court, and whenever he saw Rúmí Kháń he could scarce contain himself; and Rúmí Kháń grew suspicious for fear of Toghan's violence, and one day he complained to the Sultan, who ordered Toghan to be imprisoned, and when later the expedition was undertaken against Chitor the Sultan put Toghan to death in order to curry favour with Rúmí Kháń."

Muṣṭafa Beg's father, whose name is variously given as Bayram or Bahram, evidently held some post in Constantinople, and had married Salmán's sister. The Barg al-Yamání says that after avenging his uncle's death Muṣṭafa Beg proceeded to Kamarán, and remained there till the monsoon broke. That the story given by Hájji ad-Dabír is the correct one is curiously confirmed by an allusion to be found in the Nür us-Sáfir,¹ where under the year A.H. 937 (A.D. 1530) we read:—

"My grandfather, 'Abdullah 'Idarús, and my father were journeying to Lahj, and in that year the Turks were besieging Adén, but for some time were hindered by ships from approaching (that is, by Portuguese ships). And when my grandfather reached ash-Shihr, Amír Muṣṭafa Rúmí, who was wandering about ash-Shihr, and about to set out for India, heard of his arrival and came to visit him. And my grandfather told him he was making for Adén, and Salmán allowed him to proceed thither."

(2) Sulaymán Pasha al-Khádim

It is not my intention to repeat the story of Sulaymán's abortive expedition to India which is to be found in many histories, European and Oriental. I merely desire to call

attention to one or two circumstances derived from Turkish sources, which throw fresh light on the expedition.

Sulaymán al-Khádím had accompanied Sultan Salím on his expedition against Egypt in 1516–17, and in May, 1523, when he was 70 years of age he was made Beglérbeg of Egypt in succession to Ibráhím Pasha, who had held the post for only seven months. Qúṭb ud-Dín tells us that Sulaymán had learnt nothing from his royal master except the needless shedding of blood. In March, 1535, he was sent on a mission to restore order in the Yaman and Aden; at the same time he received the title of Vezir. He was absent for nearly two years, but I have been unable to find any record of his activities during that period. Indeed, this mission is generally ignored by historians of the period. Thanks, however, to a manuscript in the British Museum called *Lāṭā’if Akhábár al-Uwal*¹ we are able to assign an exact date to this expedition.

From this work we learn that Sulaymán Pasha received his first appointment of the 18th Sha‘ban, 931 (12th June, 1525), and that after governing Egypt for nearly eleven years he was sent to the Yaman, that is, on the 20th Ramaḍán, 941 (3rd March, 1535), when Khusraw Pasha was made acting Governor. He returned from the Yaman and began his second tenure of office in Cairo on 11th Rajab, 943 (25th December, 1536). It was on his return that he apparently began the equipment of the Grand Fleet in Suez, but he held the post of Governor down to the time of his departure for India on the 15th Muḥarram, 945 (15th June, 1538). He was succeeded in the Governorship of Egypt by Dá‘úd Pasha, who held the post down to A.H. 956 (A.D. 1549).

It was no doubt the “murder” of Bahádur Sháh of Gujarat (on 3rd Ramaḍán, 943, 13th February, 1537) that finally determined Sultan Sulaymán to undertake an expedition on a larger scale against the Portuguese in India. At that date Sulaymán Pasha was absent in the Yaman, and we are told

¹ Or. 4582. See Rieu, *Supplement to the Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts*, p. 357 (No. 567).
by Quṭb ud-Dīn in his *History of Mekka* (see Wüsteinfeld, *Geschichte der Stadt Mekka*, p. 301), that when the Sultan heard of Bahādūr’s death by treachery he ordered Sulaymān Pasha to return to Cairo and to equip a fleet for India.

Mr. Longworth Dames maintains that the size of the fleet and army eventually led by Sulaymān Pasha leaves little room for doubt that Sulaymān’s intention was “to establish his power in India, relying at first on the support of Gujarat”. In this connexion the actual instructions of the Sultan to the Pasha are of considerable interest. A Turkish manuscript in the British Museum entitled *Tarjuma Nuzhat as-Sunna* purports to give the exact words employed on this occasion:—

“You who are the Beglerbeg of Egypt, Sulaymān Pasha, immediately on receipt of my orders will get ready your bag and baggage, and make preparations in Suez for a holy war, and having equipped and supplied a fleet, and collected a sufficient army, you will set out for India and capture and hold those Indian ports; cutting off the road and blocking the way to Mekka and Medina you will avert the evil deeds of the Portuguese infidels and remove their flags from the sea.”

Further evidence with regard to the limited scope of Sultan Sulaymān’s ambition is also afforded by a passage which occurs in the letter written from Mekka by Āṣaf Khān in A.H. 946 (A.D. 1539) to Daryā Khān, the Vezir of Sultan Maḥmūd III of Gujarat. “When Sulaymān Pasha entered Egypt on his return from Diu he gave out in the first instance that he was going to equip another expedition against Diu, thereupon news so spread abroad that the Sultan was vexed with him and he addressed him in the following terms: ‘I only sent you to drive the Franks out of Diu and to help the Lord of that City, not in order that you might tyrannise over the Muslims of India, nor in order that you might behave as you did in Zabīd, nor as you acted towards ‘Āmir Ibn Dā’ūd, the Lord of Aden.’ It is of course still possible that he may make another expedition

---

1 Add. 7846. See Rieu, *Catalogue of Turkish Manuscripts*, p. 66a.
against Dīn, and he has indeed given orders for the preparation of a fleet in Egypt, but since he has obtained nothing from the Treasury he certainly will not be able to leave Egypt this year. However, it is best that you should be on your guard.”

When Sulaymán Pasha was about to set out he announced that he was going to attack the infidel Franks, and invited all good Moslems to join him in the holy war.

Mr. Longworth Dames suggests that the appointment of this old man of 82, so inordinately fat that it took four men to lift him from his seat “may be regarded as an example of the vicious Turkish system of later days, but can hardly be considered as typical under the usually vigorous administration of Sulaymán the Magnificent”. I am inclined to disagree with this criticism. Sulaymán Pasha was no doubt long past his prime, but in order to retain his high office as long as he did he must have relied on something better than the intrigues of the hareem. Moreover, other examples of vigorous old age were not wanting at the period. Qa’it Beg, the builder of the mosque which is one of the great prides of Cairo, was over 80 when he died, and Qānṣawh Ghawri was 60 when he came to the throne in 1501, and in 1516 was still able to lead his troops in person against a powerful enemy.

Many accounts have come down to us of the disgraceful way in which Sulaymán Pasha treated the people of Aden. He enticed the governor, ‘Āmir ibn Dī‘ūd, and other leading nobles on board his ship by false pretence, and hung them at the yard arm. Now this dastardly capture of Aden is known to have taken place in July 1538, when he was on his way to India, and Quţb ud-Dīn tells us that although Sulaymán Pasha sailed immediately after this event direct from Aden to India, news of the Pasha’s cruelty in Aden “reached India before the fleet”, and that consequently the Indian Moslems were alarmed when they heard of his arrival on the coast.

1 See Arabic History of Gujarat vol. i, pp. 385-7.
and refused to join him against the Portuguese. It is quite clear that the Indian Moslems were prejudiced against him, as their behaviour towards him when he anchored at Muzaffarabad proves, but I think it unlikely that news of his treachery towards the nobles of Aden reached India in advance of the Pasha’s fleet. It is more likely that his cruelty towards his co-religionists in the Yaman during 1535 and 1536 had become widely known in India.

The account of Sulaymán’s treachery in Aden and the abrupt ending of his attack of Diu, is graphically told by the Venetian officer who was compelled to take part in the expedition. He tells us that on 20th July Sulaymán anchored at Kamarán; from this island the Pasha sent two galleys, one to the King of Zabíd, and the other to the King of Aden, commanding them to hold supplies in readiness for him for his voyage to India against the Portuguese. Aden was reached on the 3rd August, where the Pasha behaved in a most treacherous manner—sending on shore a Sanjak named Brahram Beg with 500 janisaries to occupy the town while Amir bin Dhiʿud was held prisoner in the Pasha’s ship.

With regard to Sulaymán’s arrival in India, he tells us that when they came near Diu they were met by Khwája Šafar, a renegade of Otranto, who had come to India on a former expedition sent by the Ottoman Sultan. Khwája Šafar had been on friendly terms with the Portuguese, but when he heard of the fleet which was being sent from Suez he attacked the Portuguese.

He reported to the Pasha that there were 500 fighting men in Diu and 300 others, and that all the help he required from the Pasha was supplies of guns and munitions. But, meanwhile, the Turks had landed on the coast and began to treat the Indians in the most brutal fashion, even sacking the house of the Gujarat Viceroy. The siege proper began in October, and ended quite suddenly on 5th November. On 31st October the last landing was made. On 2nd November all the Turkish soldiers returned to the ships, leaving their large guns on the
shore; for there was a report that a large Portuguese fleet was on its way to Diu.

On 5th November twenty Portuguese ships were seen in the offing—and thereupon the whole Turkish fleet put to sea; the Pasha commanding that three rounds be fired from each ship—and then the trumpet be sounded, and sails set and the oars got to work.

(3) Khwája Šafar, Khudáwand Khán.

On page 24 Mr. Longworth Dames has been at considerable pains to unravel the confusion to which the various spellings of this man’s name has given rise.

I have dealt with the matter in the introduction to the second volume of the Arabic History of Gujarat. Suffice it here to say that Khwája Ja’afar, Ghazanfar Aka, Sufy Agha, and Coge Cofar, all refer to one and the same man, namely Šafar Salmání, who accompanied Muṣṭafa Rúmí Khán to Gujarat in 1532. (See above, page 11.) He afterwards became Governor of Surat, and received the title of Khudáwand Khán. This circumstance has given rise to further confusion, for, although all the variations of “Šafar” stand for one man, the title Khudáwand Khán stands for two individuals who were both Governors of Surat between 1536 and 1560.

1. Šafar Salmání became Governor of Surat in 1538. In 1546 he was killed by a gun shot at Diu.

2. Rajub Salmání, the son of Šafar, succeeded his father as Governor of Surat, and also took the title of Khudáwan Khán in 1546. He was killed by Chingiz Khán in 1560.

Thus we see that:

1. The Khudáwand Khán killed at Diu in 1546 was Šafar Salmání.

2. That “Khwája Ja’afar” who was Governor of Surat in 1538 at the time of Sulaymán Pasha’s expedition was Šafar Salmání.
3. The Khudáwand Khán governing Surat in 1554, when Sidi ‘Alí Ra‘ís came to India, was Rajab, the son of Şafar Salmání.

4. The Khudáwand Khán killed by Chingiz Khán at Surat in 1560 was also Rajab Salmání.

It may be mentioned that there was a third Khudáwand Khán who rose to considerable distinction at the same period, and was murdered in 1554 by the regicide Burhán. This man was Ḥalím, the brother of the famous Āṣaf Khan, who spent many years in Mekka in charge of Sultan Bahádur’s hareem and treasure, and was in 1548 recalled to India by Sultan Maḥmúd III. The Sultan and the two brothers all perished together by the hand of Burhán.

In concluding these notes, which owe their origin to Mr. Longworth Dames’s article, I would express a hope that I have succeeded in showing how much still remains to be done in this engrossing field of research, and how much care and labour will be required before the imperfect and often conflicting accounts of the Franks and the Moslems can be weighed in the balance and reduced to something like historical fidelity.
The Development of the Land-revenue System of the Mogul Empire

By W. H. Moreland

The Land-revenue system described in the Āin-i-Akbari differs widely from that which British administrators took over in the eighteenth century, and students of history or economics require to know when and how the changes took place. I cannot find any literature dealing with this subject, and I attempt in this paper to estimate the changes which took place during the reigns of Jahangir and Shah Jahan.

Akbar’s system was discussed by Mr. Yusuf Ali and myself in the Journal for January, 1918. I have not succeeded in tracing any relevant Persian document during the two succeeding reigns, but the system in force in Aurangzeb’s early years can be understood from the two farmāns published by Professor Jadunath Sarkar in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for June, 1906 (pp. 223 ff.).¹ The earlier of these farmāns, addressed to Rashik Dās, came into force from the beginning of Aurangzeb’s eighth year, while the second, addressed to Muhammad Hāshim, is dated A.H. 1079, which was the eleventh year; the two together may therefore be used to indicate the changes which had taken place up to the years 1665–8. Both farmāns purport to be issued by the Emperor, or in practice are the work of the revenue department at Imperial headquarters; they are thus comparable with the revenue-chapters of the Āin-i-Akbari, and a comparison will show the changes in the system prescribed, though it may not always be conclusive as to its practical working. The documents appear to have been skillfully drafted, and, like the Āin, they are full of technical terms,

¹ Translations of these farmāns appear in Professor Sarkar’s Studies in Mughal India, 1919. I have departed occasionally from his version of particular passages in order to bring out the use of certain terms, which I take to be technical.
some of which are obsolete, while others have, or may have, changed their meaning in the course of two centuries and a half.

The contents of the farmāns may be summarized as follows: The earlier, addressed to Rashik Dās Karori, was intended to serve as an "administrative manual" (dastūr-ul-'amal),\(^1\) and consists of a preamble, a general order, and fifteen clauses dealing with specific points. It is clearly meant for the guidance of provincial Diwāns, and the designation of Karori must be read as a soubriquet and not as a description of the office held at the time by Rashik Dās; an order addressed to a Karori as such would not instruct him as to the procedure he should follow in dismissing the Karori’s superior officer.\(^2\)

The preamble first refers to the increase of agricultural production as a necessary preliminary to enhancing the yield of revenue, and then describes the current procedure and its defects; the general order insists on the need for action by the Diwān, and in particular calls for the supply of more detailed information to headquarters; the clauses deal in succession with the familiar topics, development, assessment, collections, assignments, remissions, cesses and exactions, procedure on dismissal, accounts, returns, and periodical reports.

The later farmān is also clearly addressed to a provincial Diwān, and Professor Sarkar identifies the recipient as Diwān of Gujarat; but it was intended to be of general effect, for its object is stated to be that the officers "of the Empire of Hindustan from end to end" should be guided by its

---

1 In the former paper dastūr-ul-'amal was taken to indicate Akbar’s schedules of assessment rates; the argument there was directed to show that a dastūr was an official paper and not a local administrative area, but it would perhaps have been more correct to say that the dastūr contained the schedule of rates, since its scope may have been wider.

2 For Karori as a soubriquet, see Rogers and Beveridge, Tāzuk, i, 111, where we find Ali Khān Karori as darogha of the Imperial drums, a post outside the revenue department. Mr. Foster (English Factories, 1655–60, p. 62) gives an instance of the correlative title, Amin, being used as a soubriquet for a "Governor".
provisions. It is less systematic and more detailed than the earlier farmān, and reads like a collection of rulings on questions which had arisen from time to time; it supplements, but does not supersede, the earlier document, and the two, when taken together, cover a large part of the revenue system. Along with this farmān Professor Sarkar printed a commentary which he found in the Berlin Royal Library; it is not dated, but its contents suggest to me that it may be considerably later in point of time than the farmān which it attempts to explain, and therefore I have not relied on it to establish the procedure under Aurangzeb.

The changes in the revenue system can best be described under three main heads, the administrative framework, the procedure of officers, and the effect on the peasant.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK

Akbar’s organization of the Empire into provinces (suba), districts (sarkār), and subdivisions (mahal or pargana) reappears in these documents, but there are some changes in the designations of officers, and apparently some alterations of functions, which require to be examined.

The Province.—Akbar’s designation of Sipah-sālār for the head of the province did not survive. The title used in the Tūzuk is Subadār; in contemporary Dutch and English correspondence we occasionally find Sāhib-Suba, but the usual expressions are Great Governor, or Viceroy.

It is clear from these farmāns that at the outset of Aurangzeb’s reign the provincial Diwān had charge of the revenue administration, and that he corresponded direct with Imperial headquarters; while there is evidence that he might on occasion act independently of the Subadār,¹ so that some progress had been made towards the segregation of the revenue-administration (diwānī) from the general administration (nizāmat), which was so familiar in the

¹ See the account of the proceedings of the Diwān of Orissa in Sarkar’s Studies in Mughal India, pp. 221 ff.
eighteenth century. Now the Aín does not contain any trace of this segregation. There is no hint in it that the provincial Diwān was anything but a financial, or disbursing, officer, which is the usual signification of the word Diwān at this period; the head of the Province, or Sipah-sālār, was to be supreme under the Emperor in all parts of the administration, and he was instructed specially to supervise the revenue officers.¹ It seems to be clear, then, that this segregation was not prescribed by Akbar, and probably it was a later development; I have found no record of the change being made, but a remark in the Tūzuk (i, 22) may possibly give a clue. Jahangir says there that he appointed Wazir Khan to the divāni of the province of Bengal, and assigned to him the settlement of the revenues thereof; apparently, therefore, settlement was not part of a Diwān's regular duties in the year 1605, and perhaps the arrangement indicated by this special order became in time the regular thing. It is easy to conjecture that, under Jahangir's methods of administration, the autocracy of the Subadār might become a political danger, to be minimized by tightening up the Imperial control of the revenue, and with that object bringing the provincial Diwān into direct subordination to headquarters, but additional evidence on this point would be welcome.²

The District.—Within the province Akbar's regulations provided for a rudimentary segregation of departments. The

¹ See Blochmann & Jarrett's translation, ii, 38. The only reference I have found to the provincial Diwān's duties under Akbar is idem, p. 50, where we find him as a disbursing officer. The Akbarnamā (Beveridge, iii, 412) shows that Akbar appointed Diwāns on the provincial establishments, but does not indicate the nature of their duties.

² Mr. H. Beveridge, who has been so kind as to furnish a large number of references regarding the position of various Diwāns, provincial and other, under Akbar, has suggested that the powerful and quasi-independent Diwāns of later times may be derived directly from the Imperial Diwān (who might in practice be Prime Minister), and not from these petty provincial officials. On this point also evidence would be welcome: at present we know only that the designation was identical.
chief officers directly subordinate to the Subadār were (1) the Faujdār, who was responsible for what would now be called the duties of military police (including the severer forms of action against revenue-defaulters), and (2) the ‘Amalguzār, who controlled the rest of the administration, particularly the assessment and collection of the revenue. It was suggested in the former paper that the jurisdiction of these officers was the sarkār or district. An examination of the appointments recorded in the Tūṣuk shows that, so far as the Faujdār is concerned, this was usually, but not invariably, the case; most of the faujdāris mentioned in that work are districts, but some are larger and others are smaller units of area, so that it may be inferred that the establishment was regulated in accordance with local requirements. Faujdārs are mentioned occasionally in contemporary English correspondence as performing the duties assigned to them by Akbar, suppressing minor rebellions, hunting dakaits, or taking action against revenue-defaulters.

As regards the general administrator, the designation ‘Amalguzār did not survive, and may perhaps be taken as one of Akbar’s experiments in nomenclature. Even in the chapters of the Īn dealing with the Bitikchi and the Khizānadar, ‘Amalguzar and ‘Āmil are used indifferently, and I take the latter to be the title used by ordinary people; it occurs in the Tūṣuk, it appears in Aurangzeb’s farmāns, and it is quite familiar in the literature of the eighteenth century, as the designation of the executive officer subordinate to the Subadār, and in charge of a district or other portion of a province. I have not found the word ‘Āmil in contemporary Dutch or English correspondence, which speaks of the Subadār’s immediate subordinate as the “Governor”; this designation, presumably originated by Portuguese interpreters, must, I think, be taken to denote the ‘Āmil, since we find the “Governor” occupying the position which, in fact, belonged to the ‘Āmil.

Akbar’s regulations threw on the ‘Āmil the whole burden
of the revenue administration. Aurangzeb's farmāns are more vague: the 'Āmil is there, but the stress is laid mainly on the provincial Diwān and on the subdivisional officers, and it looks as if the 'Āmil in the district was being to some extent eclipsed by the Diwān at the headquarters of the province. The revenue-duties of the 'Āmil under Aurangzeb are stated in clause 2 of the earlier farmān, and it will be seen that they related mainly to what I call development, that is to say, extension of cultivation and improvement of crops; the responsibility for assessment and collection is (by clauses 3–5) thrown directly on the subdivisional officers under the orders of the Diwān.

The Subdivision.—Akbar's regulations do not enter into details regarding the subdivisional officers, the whole burden of the revenue administration being, as I have said, thrown on the 'Āmil, but subdivisional officers existed, and some of them, such as the Amīn, are mentioned incidentally in the Aīn. In Aurangzeb's farmāns we find two principal officers, the Amīn, who assessed, and the Karori, who collected; and there are suggestions of a tendency to bring them into closer subordination to the provincial Diwān. The 'Āmil was still their superior, but his position must have been affected by the activities of the Diwān, and the general effect of the farmāns is to exhibit him as an intermediate authority, and not, as under Akbar's regulations, the mainspring of the administration. We meet Amīns and Karoris in the English and Dutch correspondence, but usually in connexion with miscellaneous business, in which the Amīn in particular stands out as the executive subordinate of the 'Āmil or Governor. It will be noticed that the Karori's functions are entirely different from those intended when the designation was first introduced; Akbar meant him to be what would now be called a colonization officer,¹ but he appears in the farmāns only as a sub-collector, and the duty of extending cultivation is assigned to other officers.

¹ See Elliot's History of India, v, 383, 514.
Local Authorities.—Below this official hierarchy come what, for want of a better term, must be called the local authorities, residents who were recognized by the officials as representatives of subdivisions or villages. In the subdivision or pargana there were two of these, the headman (chaudhri) and the registrar (gānāngā); in the villages also there were headmen and accountant-registrars (patwāri). The village headmen are usually spoken of as muqaddam, but there are various synonyms, such as kalāntar. The attitude of the farmāns towards these authorities is, as might be expected, one of suspicion and distrust.

Procedure of Officers

Development.—Apart from the rate of assessment, the amount of the revenue depended on two main factors, the area cultivated, and the class of crops grown. Increase of revenue was the great object of the administration, and all the revenue documents of Mogul times which I have seen place in the forefront the paramount necessity for maintaining and extending cultivation, and improving the class of crops. Akbar’s appointment of Karoris with this object was, as is known, disastrous; his later views on the subject were presumably those which were incorporated in the opening sections of his directions 1 to the ‘Amalguzār or ‘Āmil, and, on the whole, they must be regarded as statesmanlike. The idea of pressure is not absent, for the ‘Āmil is told not to accept plausible excuses for deficiency in the area cultivated; but greater stress is laid on inducements—advances, rewards, considerate treatment of individuals, variation of the mode of assessment, anything, in fact, to carry the peasants with him. Some of these features recur in Aurangzeb’s farmāns, but the accent has changed, and it does not seem possible to doubt that the pressure exerted on the peasants had materially increased. The second clause of the later farmān lays down the following rule: "At the

1 See Blochmann & Jarrett, ii, 44.
beginning of the year, inform yourself as far as possible about the condition of every peasant, and whether they are engaged in cultivation or are abstaining from it. If they have the means to cultivate, ply them with inducements and encouragements, and show them any favour they may desire. But if it be found that, in spite of having means to cultivate and of a favourable season, they are abstaining from cultivation, then you should urge and threaten them, and make use of force and the whip (zarab).” With this provision may be read Rai Bhara Mal’s eulogy on Shahjahan (Elliot, History of India, vii, 170–2), in which he tells us that the Imperial expenditure multiplied fourfold, yet treasure was amassed at an unprecedented rate, because the revenue rose very largely, owing, amongst other things, to the Emperor’s “attention to the improvement of agriculture and the collection of the revenues of the State”. Put into plain words, this eulogy indicates a great increase in the pressure exerted on peasants by the revenue department to meet Shahjahan’s magnificence or extravagance, and it becomes possible to appreciate Bernier’s statements in his Letter to Colbert, that in the Mogul Empire as he knew it the ground was seldom tilled except under compulsion, and that land lay waste for want of peasants, many of whom died through ill-treatment, or fled to the towns, the camps, or the dominions of some Raja. The officials had to get revenue at all costs; to do so they had to extend cultivation, and they were explicitly authorized to take action whip in hand. Apparently, then, it is to Shahjahan that we must attribute the increased pressure which in Bernier’s time was already beginning to defeat its object. The flight of cultivators bulks largely in these farmāns; in clause 2 of the earlier one, the ‘Āmil is directed to make special efforts to induce absconders to return, and to tempt cultivators to come in from all sides; while the provisions in the later one for replacing absconders are so detailed as to indicate that the matter was of great practical importance.

Assessment.—Aurangzeb’s farmāns show that the distinctive
features of Akbar's assessment-system had almost disappeared. It was shown in the former paper that, while Akbar tolerated in special cases both the old practice of crop-division (\textit{ghallabaklis}) and existing methods of summary assessment (\textit{nasaq}), he relied mainly on the system known as \textit{zabt}, the essence of which lay in the equitable (though not lenient) assessment of each individual peasant on his crops of the season, the area being determined on the spot, and the revenue fixed by the application of cash-rates representing the average value of one-third of the yield. The determination of the area cultivated by individuals is usually spoken of as \textit{paimaish}, but occasionally we find \textit{jarib} as a synonym: the cash-rates seem to have acquired the name of \textit{dahsula} from the fact that eventually they were based on the actual figures for ten years. The current method of assessment under Aurangzeb is described as follows in the preamble of the earlier farman

The Amins assess the bulk of the villages and parganas at the beginning of the year on a consideration of the produce of the \textit{sul-i kamil} \textit{va sul-i muttasil}, the culturable area, the condition and resources of the peasants, and other data;

and should the peasants of any village refuse this procedure, they assess the revenue on them at harvest by the procedure of measurement (\textit{jarib}) or estimation (\textit{kankat});

and in some tracts (\textit{qarati}), where the peasants are known to be poor and to lack capital, they employ the procedure of crop-division (\textit{ghallabaklis}) at the rate of \(\frac{1}{2}\) or \(\frac{1}{3}\) or \(\frac{2}{5}\), or more or less.

It will be seen from this description that, while crop-division held its place in backward tracts, the standard procedure

\footnote{I am not sure of the exact meaning of this phrase. Sarkar has "the past year and the year preceding it"; but possibly \textit{sul-i kamil} has the technical meaning of some "standard year" recognized in practice but not defined in the farman, and in that case we should read "the produce of the standard year and the most recent year". In the \textit{Akbarnama}, \textit{sul-i kamil} is contrasted with \textit{pairasa sul}, but Mr. Beveridge is uncertain as to the precise significance of the contrast (\textit{vide} his translation, iii, 688).}
was a summary assessment applied either to whole parganas or to villages. The method described fits in closely with what we know of the procedure of *nasaq* (a term of which I have found no contemporary definition), and we are apparently justified in saying that under Aurangzeb *nasaq* was the rule, and that measurement (*jarīb*), the foundation of Akbar’s system, was applied only when the Amīn’s initial assessment was refused. If we visualize the proceedings, we may go further and say that measurement has in practice become a threat; the headmen are told that they must accept the Amīn’s estimate, or the measurers will be let loose in the village or the pargana. The worst feature of measurement was in any case the scope for extortion, and when it was used as a threat, we may be sure that most headmen would see the wisdom of accepting the Amīn’s proposal or negotiating for some consideration. This view is strengthened by the absence of any detailed provisions for valuing the State’s share, for, had measurement and valuation been frequent, these farrāns would almost certainly have contained directions how the valuation should be made. We may say, then, that under Aurangzeb summary assessment (*nasaq*) had regained the position from which it had been ousted by the regulation-system (*zaib*).1

I know nothing to show when this change occurred, but we may conjecturally attribute it to Jahangir’s reign. The regulation-system can have had no friends in the villages, except among the smaller peasants; officials must have hated it because it meant hard work with a strict time-limit; the “local authorities” must have resented the reduction of their influence; 2 and substantial peasants must have anticipated

---

1 It may be objected that Akbar’s *dahsūla* rates were still available; but, as we shall see further on, they had been rendered obsolete by the rise in the standard of assessment from one-third to half the gross produce, so that revised schedules would have been necessary.

2 Akbar prohibited *nasaq* on the specific ground that it might confer undue authority on high-handed oppressors (Blochmann & Jarrett, ii, 45).
extortion in proportion to their ability to pay. In all probability, therefore, its continuance depended on the driving force supplied by Akbar, and I suspect that it did not last long after his death. The view has, indeed, been put forward that the zabt was never more than a theory, but that seems to be going too far; Akbar's theories were usually put into practice, and the survival among the people of such an expression as zabti rent shows that the zabt was applied long enough to affect the language of the villages. The most probable view is that the zabt was a reality while it lasted, but that it did not last for long.

Collection.—The farmâns contain nothing of interest under this head beyond the fact, already noted, that the actual collector was the Karori, and the provisions regarding currency in the eighth clause of the earlier document. As might be expected, Aurangzeb's coins were preferred, but any coin could be taken, the discount being realized from the revenue-payer. The rules thus contemplated payment in cash, not in kind.

Remission.—The farmâns provide for remission of revenue on account of damage to crops occurring between assessment and harvesting, and the interest of these provisions arises from the amount of fraud which they suggest. The preamble to the earlier document indicates that the practice was to send up to headquarters a large demand-statement with a lump deduction from the total by way of remission, and headquarters insisted that the facts should be placed before them in greater detail; the inference is obvious that such an "adjusting entry" could be used to screen any quantity of fraud. The ninth clause lays down the duty of the officials to ascertain the facts of a calamity at first hand, and on no account to accept a distribution-statement of injury prepared by the "local authorities", that is the headmen, qanângos, or patwâris, so that we may infer that "calamities" might prove profitable to these authorities as well as to the regular officials.
Assignments.—The instructions to the Diwān in clause 7 of the earlier farmān contain some expressions which are not easy to understand, but their general effect is to confirm the impression given by other records of a perennial struggle to prevent assignees (whether jāgirdārs or grantees of other classes) from making realizations in excess of the nominal value of the grant. A curious light on this struggle is thrown by the twelfth clause, which requires the Diwān to report specially on the conduct of Amīns and Karoris employed in assigned tracts; presumably this means that there was a risk that the officials would “stand in” with the assignee to the prejudice of the interests of the State, and consequently the Diwān was required to report them for promotion or punishment as they might deserve. These provisions reflect the extension of the practice of making assignments which followed on the removal of Akbar’s restraining influence.

Exactions.—The Diwān was specially required by clause 11 of the earlier farmān to recover for the Treasury the illegal exactions of his subordinates and of the “local authorities”. The procedure recommended was to get hold of the rough accounts kept in the villages, which would show the true payments; the treasury accounts would show how much of these payments had reached the State; the balance was to be treated as exactions, distributed over the various authorities, and recovered from them; but allowance was to be made for the recognized dues of the local authorities. The expedient of getting at the facts through the village accounts was not new, for it had been practised under Alauddin Khalji (Elliott, History of India, iii, 183); for the present purpose, the importance of these regulations consists in the evidence they afford that the headmen were preying upon the peasants.

The Effect on the Peasant

Passing over various regulations on matters of detailed procedure, we have now to attempt an estimate of the effect of the changes on the peasants.
Compulsory Cultivation.—It is unnecessary to emphasize the
danger to agricultural production resulting from the system
which has been described above, under which peasants could
be forced to extend their operations by officers whose
reputation depended mainly on an immediate increase in
revenue, and it is sufficient to refer again to the passages cited
from Bernier as indicating that production was in fact
suffering.

Rise of Intermediaries.—The effect of changes in procedure
was to reverse Akbar’s policy of direct dealings with the
peasants, and to interpose various intermediaries who were
in a position either to intercept a portion of the State’s dues
or to levy additional contributions from the original payers.
Among these intermediaries were the headmen of sub-
divisions and villages. We have just seen that they were
suspected of making exactions from the peasants; and clause 6
of the earlier farmān shows that they did not always make
a fair distribution (tafrīq) of the revenue summarily assessed
on the village or pargana as a unit, for the Diwān was ordered
to watch for and correct unfair distribution in the course
of his inspections. Some progress had thus been made towards
the conversion of headmen into landholders, which was a
feature of the eighteenth century. The regular grant of
assignments by Jahangir and his successors operated in the
same way, for, as we have seen, the assignee hoped to extract
more than the nominal yield of his grant; and when changes
of assignments were frequent, the effect on the peasants must
have been serious. William Hawkins had personal experience
of the system, being himself a grantee under Jahangir, and
his verdict is well known: “A man cannot continue half
a year in his living, but it is taken from him and given unto
another; or else the king taketh it for himself (if it be rich
ground, and likely to yield much), making exchange for a
worse place; or as he is befriended of the Vizir. By this
means he racketh the poor, to get from them what he can,
who still thinketh every hour to be put out of his place.”
(Purchas his Pilgrimes, I, iii, 221.)
Aurangzeb's farmāns contain no reference to the practice of "farming" the revenue, or, in other words, of appointing officers pukhīta, but there is no doubt that it prevailed somewhat widely in the middle of the seventeenth century, and there would be no obvious reason for alluding to it in regulations which applied to the alternative system. The evidence of its prevalence is scattered widely through the English and Dutch correspondence, and its reproduction would be beyond the scope of this paper, but as an example of its nature I may refer to the fact that when the farm of Surat ("the adjacent country, mint, and customhouse") broke down in the year 1641, the introduction of direct administration was such a novelty that both Dutch and English merchants considered an explanation of the new system to be necessary (Dagh Register, 28–1–42 (Surat section), English Factories in India, 1642–5, p. 21). Between farmers, assignees, and headmen, therefore, a large proportion of the peasants were placed under masters other than the State, and the foundations of the modern zamīndāri system were being laid. It is also possible that speculative leases were granted at this period, for clause 3 of the later farmān provides that derelict land might be given either for ijāra or for cultivation (ba qasad ijāra ya zaraʾat); in later periods ijāra denotes an intermediate speculative tenure, the holder of which hoped to make money out of the cultivators to whom he gave possession, but I am doubtful whether this rendering is applicable to the middle of the seventeenth century, and I have not found any contemporary passages which place the meaning of the word beyond dispute.

The Standard of Assessment.—The most important difference disclosed by Aurangzeb's farmāns is the rise in the standard of assessment. Akbar aimed at taking the value of one-third of the gross produce; the farmāns show that under Aurangzeb the standard was one-half, which, it may be noted, represents very nearly the entire surplus of an ordinary holding. The new standard is referred to several times in the later farmān.
In the fourth clause, one method authorized for assessing vacant fallow is "to lay on it the prescribed revenue of half the crop". Again, in the case of unassessed land, the rule was to "fix such an amount that the ryots may not be ruined; and for no reason exceed one-half, even though the land may be capable of yielding more." In clause 14 the proportion of one-half is applied to gardens and orchards; while clause 16, dealing with transfers of ordinary peasants' land, lays down the limits of assessment as not more than one-half and not less than one-third; "if it be less than one-third, increase it as you consider advisable". The effect of these passages is that, while the one-third assessment may have survived in places, one-half was intended to be the working rule. We know that one-half was the actual rate throughout Gujarat before the year 1638, for Van Twist's *Generale Beschrijvinge van Indien* (first printed in that year), says that one-half, or sometimes three-quarters, of the crop was taken for the king or the governors; and Van Twist adds that peasants often got no profit in return for their labour, and that in consequence it was difficult to get the land cultivated. One conjectures that the rise in the standard was one of Shahjahan's measures for "improvement of agriculture and the collection of the revenues of the State"; so far as I can find, the annalists did not record the change, but the revenue statistics of the century indicate a moderate enhancement under Jahangir, a very large enhancement under Shahjahan, and practically no change in the first ten years of Aurangzeb's reign.  

*Rise of the Rental System.*—Akbar's regulations give no hint of a rental system; however the assessment was made, it represented a share of the season's produce, and no claim was made on any land which did not bear a crop. The earlier of Aurangzeb's farmāns is drafted on the same lines, but the

---

1 Professor Sarkar inserts in the translation [if more than one-half decrease it], but these words do not appear in his printed text.

2 I hope to publish figures bearing on this point when the cost of printing renders publication possible.
latter contains sundry rulings as to the procedure to be adopted in regard to persons holding lands on cash-rents, the income from this source being described as kharāj-i muwazzaf, as distinguished from revenue obtained from a share of the produce (kharāj-i muqāsimā). From these rulings it appears that the holders (who, by the way, were called "landlords", arbāb-i zamīn), were liable to pay rent at a definite rate on their holdings whether the land was cultivated or not (clause 2); that the tenure could not be created or changed to muqāsimā without the peasants' consent (clause 7); that it might be heritable (clause 11); and that some forms of transfer were recognized, though a mortgagee was to be treated as a trespasser (clauses 12, 13). There is no suggestion that the rate of rent was invariable, and the tenure approximates closely to some of those which were found in the eighteenth century, and which still survive.

I have traced no clue to the origin of this rental system. It may have existed in Akbar's time, though it is quite inconsistent with his regulations, but if it had been common, it would probably have obtained some notice. The number and detail of Aurangzeb's rulings regarding it indicate that it had now become a matter of practical importance, and pending the discovery of more definite information, the conjecture may be hazarded that its importance, if not its existence, arose after the disappearance of Akbar's regulations system of assessment. Summary assessments prevailed probably because of their convenience to the officials and the leading peasants, and convenience would suffice to account for the further step to cash-rents; seasonal pressure to get the land cultivated would no longer be required when the rent was payable in any case, and both parties might be expected to concur in a bargain which, for the time, would save trouble to both. However this may be, the fact remains that a system of cash-rents was in existence at the beginning of Aurangzeb's reign, though assessment on a share of produce was still the ordinary rule.
Conclusions

The features of the revenue-administration on which Akbar laid stress had practically disappeared within sixty years after his death. Assessment was no longer made with the individual peasants, but with the headmen, and the amount of revenue was no longer determined by measurement and precise valuation, but was the result of a kind of bargaining, in which the officials had the whip-hand.

There are signs that the revenue-administration was becoming segregated, or, in other words, that the division between diwānī and nizāmat had made some progress within the same period.

The standard of assessment had been raised from one-third to one-half of the gross produce.

The pressure on the peasants had been increased, both by the rise in the standard of assessment and by compulsion under threat of the whip to cultivate the largest possible area. This pressure was already producing an unfavourable reaction, and peasants were abandoning the land for other pursuits.

The same circumstances may possibly explain the rise of a system of cash-rents paid on the area held, whether it was cultivated or not.

The summary assessments, the lavish grant of assignments, the practice of farming the revenue, and possibly other causes combined to facilitate the appearance of intermediaries between the peasant and the State.

The Mogul revenue-system in Aurangzeb's early years had, in fact, nearly reached the stage at which it passed under English control. Accounts of the systems prevailing in the eighteenth century (such as the Mysore Regulations, printed in Greville's British India Analysed), can be understood with little difficulty by anyone who has mastered Aurangzeb's farmāns, while they would be nearly unintelligible to readers familiar only with the Āīn-i Akbarī.
Taxila Silver-scroll Inscription

By Harit Krishna Deb, M.A.

In Part III of last year's JRAS. (pp. 319–24), Mr. Ramā Prasād Chanda has well summed up the controversy regarding Sir John Marshall's explanation of the word ayasa in the Taxila silver-scroll inscription recently discovered by that eminent archaeologist. Mr. Chanda has, however, in his defence of Sir John, put forward arguments which, I submit, are far from convincing. I propose, therefore, to examine them in the following note.

(1) Professor Konow's objection on the ground that there is no royal title attached to the supposed name of Aya or Azes stands, in my opinion, unrefuted. That no argument can be derived from inscriptions dated according to the Gupta or the Śaka era, specified as such, has been admitted by Mr. Chanda, who consequently invokes the aid of the phraseology employed in three epigraphs, making use of the Lakṣmaṇasena era. Apart from the circumstance that Lakṣmaṇasena flourished ten centuries after the Kushān king during whose rule the Taxila silver-scroll was inscribed, it will be observed that all the three mediaeval records quoted as witnesses by Mr. Chanda contain the expression atitārājye, thus conveying, by implication, the idea that Lakṣmaṇasena was a king. There was no urgency, therefore, for an explicit reference to that king's royal condition in these epigraphs: omission of his royal title could not be calculated to mislead anybody. Mr. Chanda's last two analogues can be ruled out with equal justification. It is true that Vikramāditya and Śālivāhana were designations believed by mediaeval inscription-writers to have been applicable to real rulers. But it must not be forgotten that those writers belonged to an epoch removed by several centuries from the record under review. It should
be remembered further that these two designations were mere epithets, not names, of kings; that Vikrama or Vikramāditya was believed to have been a title borne by the king who was thought to have founded the era 58 B.C.; that the epithet Śālivāhana had acquired as much of a dynastic significance as the epithets Gupta and Śaka, so that the omission of the royal title (to quote Mr. Chanda himself) "cannot be considered as serious an omission as the absence of such title with [before] the names of individual kings". Aya was doubtless the name of an individual king whose coins we possess, and is not known to have been, at any time, conceived of as a kingly epithet or a dynastic appellation like the terms Gupta, Śaka, Vikrama, and Śālivāhana.

(2) Sir John Marshall has compared the dating of the Taxila silver-scroll mentioning King Khuṣaṇa with that of the Taxila copper-plate mentioning King Moga, and has pointed out that the position of the words maharayasa mahamātasa Mogasa in the latter record corresponds to the position of the word ayasa in the former inscription. The comparison appears, at first sight, to warrant the inference that ayasa, like Mogasa, is the genitive singular of a king's name. Our temptation to draw this inference grows very strong when we recall the fact that a King Aya actually ruled in these regions at about the same period as that to which the puzzling inscription seems to belong. Yet deeper analysis, as already noted, warns us that there is nothing in the silver-scroll record showing this supposed Aya to have been a royal personage like Moga. Mr. Chanda, however, takes courage from a peculiarity of the phraseology of dating in the Taxila copper-plate. Throughout the Śaka-Pahlava-Kushān-Gupta period, "the usual way of dating," contends Mr. Chanda, "is, first, the name of the king with royal titles, then the year of the unspecifed era, then the month and the day," the allowable exceptions being: (i) the Taxila copper-plate inscription containing the name of King Moga; (ii) the Taxila silver-scroll inscription mentioning King Khuṣaṇa as well as
(according to Mr. Chanda) King Aya or Azes; (iii) the Panjtar inscription alluding to King Gusaña; (iv) the Mankuwār inscription, referring to King Kumāragupta. Mr. Chanda derives a lesson from these exceptions. Following Sir John Marshall, he draws our attention to the circumstance that the king’s name is placed not before but after the year-date in the Taxila copper-plate. This circumstance alone would not, of course, justify the inference that the date in the copper-plate belongs to an era established by King Moga. An exactly similar arrangement is in fact met with in the Mankuwār inscription; and a nearly parallel phraseology is found employed in the Panjtar inscription. But Mr. Chanda thinks he can distinguish the datings of these two records from the dating of the Taxila copper-plate. In the Panjtar inscription, as Mr. Chanda emphasizes, the word rajami (= Skt. rājye) is introduced after the name of the reigning king in the genitive case; and similarly, the word rājye is inserted after the king’s name in the Mankuwār inscription; but the Taxila copper-plate inscription is characterized by no such insertion and consequently appears to Mr. Chanda to call for special treatment. A point Mr. Chanda would make is that while the addition of the word rājye (or a variant) is thought necessary when the date is expressed in exceptional phraseology, no such addition is ever made when the dating follows the usual method; the object being the same in both cases, namely, to indicate that the date in each case pertains to the reign of the king named, not to an era established by him. But is the assumed contrast well-founded? What about the inscriptions numbered 22, 33, 51, 69a in Professor Lüders’ List? In all these records the expression rājyaśaṇīvatsare occurs after the king’s name in the genitive case. The same expression occurs in similar contexts in several Gupta epigraphs. Fleet, in a footnote at pp. 38–9 of his Gupta Inscriptions, finds fault with the compound and proposes the emendation rājye saṇīvatsare as yielding suitable sense. It is true that the compound is
faulty, and consequently out of place in purely Sanskrit compositions. But we can hardly "emend" it, seeing that it occurs not in one but in several Sanskrit inscriptions of the Gupta period. On the other hand, we cannot deny that the expression is equivalent to rājye sanivatsare. We are thus driven to conclude that the irregular compound rājya-sanivatsare, really meaning rājye sanivatsare, attests the survival of an earlier custom, prevalent in times which tolerated the so-called Mixed Dialect—a custom which conservative India of the Gupta period did not care or dare to correct. At all events, we have, from the Kushān down to the Gupta period, a number of inscriptions where the dates occur in conjunction with the expression rājya-sanivatsare (= rājye sanivatsare) which takes the place of the usual expression sanivatsare (or an abbreviation); and yet no scholar has claimed that those datings are liable to a distinctive interpretation. The omission of the word rājye (or an equivalent) from the Taxila copper-plate has, therefore, no such significance as Mr. Chanda seeks to see. In fact, the introduction of such a word would be tautologous where the king is given his royal title or titles. This tautology was avoided, naturally, in most cases, and that is why it appears so rarely.

Mr. Chanda would probably draw a distinction between cases where, as in the Taxila copper-plate, the king's name is placed after the year-number but before the name of the month, and cases where, as in the Panjtar inscription, the king's name is introduced after a fuller recital of the date. But this distinction does not mean a difference. The month belongs to the year, and cannot be separated from the year, in idea, by the interposition of the king's name. In the Māṇikīālā inscription, as read by Professor Konow, the name of Kanishka is inserted between the year and the month, whereas in the Zedā inscription the name of Kanishka is placed after an enumeration of the year, the month, the day, and even the nakṣatra. For further
and more precise analogy to the way of dating exhibited in the Taxila copper-plate we may appeal to documents discovered in Central Asia. Two Kharoṣṭhī records unearthed in the Niya site,1 for instance, are dated in exactly the same style as the Taxila copper-plate inscription. This is just what might be expected, since tradition testifies to an early emigration from Taxila to Central Asia. In these two records, which may be regarded as belonging more to Taxila than to Central Asia, two different kings are named, but, judging from palæography, a common era seems to have been employed. Is Mr. Chanda prepared to assume that these two kings established two eras of their own? Are we not justified in assuming, rather, that the position of the king’s name in connexion with dating was determined by a custom preferred in the Taxila region, the custom having found its way into Central Asia along with emigrants from Taxila?

Under the circumstances, no case, I venture to hold, has been made out that Moga founded an era. And any such claim, on the ground of analogy, in favour of Azes, remains unproved.

Before concluding, however, I wish to observe that there is no reason why we should refuse to refer the date in the Taxila copper-plate to the same era as that employed in the silver-scroll found in the same locality, and that, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, this era is the familiar Vikrama era of 58 B.C. The onus of proving that another era beginning about the same time is contemplated in either or both of these epigraphs lies on those who offer the surmise, and that onus is far from being discharged as yet. Scholars no longer entertain any doubt that the dates on coins of the Western Kṣatrapas of Cašṭana’s line refer to the Śaka era, although what has been strictly proved is that the starting-point of the era used is very near to the starting-point of the Śaka era,

so that we must, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, regard the two reckonings as identical. Sir John Marshall's objection to the view that the year 72 pertaining to Śoḍāsa (Lüders' List, No. 59) should not be referred to an era different from that employed in the Taxila copper-plate has been met by Dr. R. C. Majumdar in a paper on the date of Kanishka, published in the Indian Antiquary, 1917. If Professor Konow—and, along with him, Sir John Marshall and Mr. Chanda—be "forced to the conclusion" that Śoḍāsa's inscription is dated in the Vikrama era, I fail to see why we should not likewise be constrained to admit that the date in the Taxila copper-plate is referable to the same reckoning, even though such an admission involves the positing of a comparatively late date for Moga. I am, I may add, prepared to prove that, accepting the identity of Moga with Maues, the consequent scheme of chronology is not at variance with numismatic facts.

By F. Krenkow.

Since the publication of these three important collections of ancient Arabic poetry, I have had access to two valuable old works dealing with the older period of Arabic poetry, viz. the second volume of Ibn Qutaiba’s Kitāb al-Ma‘ānī (India Office, No. 1155) and the Ijamāsa of Hibat Allāh Ibn ash-Shāgārī (Paris: Arabe No. 6018), the latter in photographs belonging to Mr. Storey.

As the pieces quoted in these two works in some cases give the actual reading of the lines where Sir Charles had to resort to conjecture, I thought it might be useful to give the variants and additions which follow.


v. 13. جَمُّعًا كَانَ سَتَا

v. 14. تَمْسَى يَتَا ... خُوْصُ العَيْوُنِ كَأَثْنِ الرَّبُبُ

v. 15. وَدْرُوْعُبَا قَدْ أَحْقَبَتْ مِنْ خَلْفِنَا وَجِيَادُنَا زُوْرُ

v. 16. المناكِبِ تُجِبِبُ

v. 17. طُولُ الْقِيَادَ المَعَيْبِ

v. 19. كَالسَّيِّدِ خَاصًّا أَحْمَيْنَا مَجْدُوْلَةَ جُدُلَ العَيْنَ تَقَبُّ

v. 20. وَلَوْا وَقَدْ شَرَبُوا بِكَأْسِ ... نَقْعَا يَتَصَبُّبُ

v. 25. لَمْ أَرُوْنا وَالعَجَاجِةَ فِوْقَنَا

The vocalization is mine, as the MS. of Hibat Allâh gives no vowels, or very rarely.

'Abîd No. 7, vv. 1–7, 14, 19, 20, 25; cited Hibat Allâh, 16b.

v. 19. 

'Abîd No. 11, vv. 24, 25, 26, 30, 16, 31, 33 = Hibat Allâh, 17a.

v. 16. 

v. 25. 

v. 26. 

v. 30. 

I believe this is an error.

v. 31. 

v. 33.

'Abîd No. 26, v. 16 = Ibn Qutaiba, Ma‘ânî 124a, the only citation from this poem found so far outside the MS. of the Diwân; it has erroneously 

'Abîd No. 28, vv. 7, 8. Hibat Allâh, 123b.

v. 8.

'Abîd. Additional verses not found in Diwân; they may belong to Poem No. 21 or 28. Hibat Allâh, 105b.
(1) As if her saliva after a siesta were mixed with dark-coloured flowing wine, which is kept in the wine-booth, (2) or with sparkling wine, whose scent is like musk, or even with the juices of pomegranates and apples.

'Āmir No. 1, vv. 1–3 = Hibat Allāh, 3b.

v. 1. إن أصبَحتُ فَآرسَ عَامِرٍ وَوَافِدهَا المَجمُودَ

v. 2. عَن وَرَآئِهِ

'Āmir No. 2, v. 6a, 8b, 11, 10; addit. verse 21; addit. verse 28; cited Hibat Allāh, 4a.

v. 8. عَرَامَا

v. 10. وَوَافِيَتَا

Add. verse.

وَحَيَا مِنْ قَضَاعةَ قَدْ تَرَقَتَا فَمَسَّهُمَا بَعْدَ أَصْدَأَ وَهَمَا سَارُوا إِلَيْنَا مَعَ أَبِنِي الْجُوْنِ فَأَصْطَمِلُوا Fills gap in Diwān.

Add. verse.

فَتَرَقَتَا ثُمَّ لَمْ يَأْسِسَ عَلَيْهِ أَبَا عُمَروُ وَحَسَّانُ اَلْهُمُامةَ This verse was probably omitted on account of the grammatical difficulty, ل being followed by the indicative.

v. 28. يُوْدُوا أَخْرَجُهُمْ عَامِكاً Fills gap in Diwān.

v. 10a. And the tribe of Quḍā‘a did we attack at night, then were they afterwards only death-owls.

v. 21a. We killed—and no one was sad over it—Abu 'Amr and Ḥassān, the lord.
'Āmir No. 11, vv. 1–6, 9, 10, 7, 8, 11 = Hibat Allāh, 3b.

v. 2. على جمعهم كر المنير المُشَهُر. Better reading on account of v. 9.

v. 4. أخبرته لم يبل. The word is vocalized in MS.

v. 8.

v. 11.

'Āmir No. 29, vv. 7, 8, 10, 3, 4; cited Hibat Allāh, 3a, without variants.

'Āmir. Additional poem Hibat Allāh, 3a.

 قال عامر بن الطفيلة العامري

1) We held out at al Mushaqqar nobly, you saw the cavaliers doubled over through the lance-thrusts.

2) With horses on which Abqari jinns seemed to ride, and young men trained for warfare, no dwarf among them.

3) They shouted, saying: "People of 'Āmir attack Tamīm!" Then their auguries showed them an evil augury.

4) We pressed upon them, and when their cavalry gave way in flight, we presented them with hard lances to great harm.
‘Amr ibn Qamī’a, 2, v. 15 = Ibn Qutaiba Ma‘ānī, 229b, reads يَأْرُزَاقُ الْعِيْالِ, which is a better reading than العياد. The commentary is as follows:

فلِسْ يَحْوِزُ أَنْ يَكْونَ الْمَنِيْحُ فِي هَذَا الْبِيْتِ الَاَلْقَدْحَا
يَمْنِيْحُ فِيدِخِلِ فِي الْقِدْحِ لَأَنَّهُ قَالَ يَتَعَوُّدُ بِآرَزَاقِ الْعِيْالِ فَدَلَّ
على أَنَّهُ لَهُ حَظًّاَ.

‘Amr ibn Qamī’a, 2, vv. 16, 17 = Ibn Qutaiba Ma‘ānī, 128a.

v. 17a.

تَزْجُحُ النَّسَمَ ثَحْتَ لَبَانَتِهَا كَرَّ يَدَهُ

Commentary.

يَصُفُ كَتِبَةُ وَالْمَلَوْعَةُ المُجْمَعَةِ لَا يَنْفَذُ الْبَصَرُ فِي
عُرُضِهَا مِنْ كَسَرَتِهَا وَكُوْكُ الْشَّيْءِ مُعْطُومَةٌ فَخَمْ عُظْمِ
شَدِيدٍ وَضُوُوحُهَا أَيْ يَبَاضَهَا تَزْجُحُ النَّسَمَ تَقَدَّمَ الْمَوْتَ بِيَدِهَا وَالْصَّبُّوَحُ شَرْبُ الغَدَا وَهَذَا مَثْل

‘Amr ibn Qamī’a, 2, v. 21 = I. Qutaiba Ma‘ānī, 207b,

جَمِعُهَا... وَتَمَيَّزُهَا. The commentary is similar to kk.

Amr ibn Qamī’a, 2, vv. 22, 19 = I. Qutaiba Ma‘ānī, 149b–150a. Commentary.

هَذَا مَثَلٌ يَقُولُ دَرَّتِ الْحَربُ كَاَدَرَّتِ اللَّقَوْحُ طَبَاقًا
أَيْ طَابَقَتْ بَعْدَ أَنْ كَانَتْ لَا تَذْرُعُ وَالْبَكِّ قِيَّةُ اللَّبَنَ
يَأَلَّ مَالِياَكْ يَرِيدُ قَوْمِهِ اَيْ هَذِهِ الدَّعْوَةُ حَاجَةٌ انِّهُ لمُتَبِدَّ
مِنْ يُرِيجُهَاِ اَيْ يُرِجُهَاِ بِفَدَاهَا أَوْ مَا تَرَدَّ بَمْثُلِهِ
'Amr b. Qami’a, 11, v. 1, 2, and additional verse = Hibat Allāh, fol. 95b, copied by the author from the book Ṭaif al-Khayāl of al Murtada, who stated that 'Amr was the first poet to speak of the vision of his beloved.

v. 2.

[Arabic text]

v. 2a.

[Arabic text]

The MS. has simply خيال سحيل and لم يحمل خيال سحيل.

Ibn Qutaiba has in fol. 41b two verses by a poet also named 'Amr, the son of Qami’a, who, however, was of the tribe of 'Abd al Qais, describing a mountain-goat. Verses belonging to this poem are cited in the Khizānat al Adab, and probably the verse printed as No. 9 of the Appendix to the Dīwān is part of the same piece.

قال عمر بن قميصة من عبد القيس يذكر وعلاء
فلو أن شيملا فإن تموت أحررت
عماما أدرأج الأرخ الموقف
سما طركه وأبيض حتى كانه
خصى جفت عنه الرحال أكلف

(1) If anything could escape death, then would the mountain Amāya guard the paths of the ibex with wide cloven-hoof and white foot-joints.

(2) Who raises his eyes and has become white with age, till he resembles a tawny gelded horse from whose back the saddle has slipped.
Pictographic Reconnaissances. Part IV

By L. C. HOPKINS

THAT "East is East and West is West, and never the twain shall meet", Rudyard Kipling has impressed on us, and the dictum is widely accepted as an article of popular faith. But as an axiom it is not be to pressed without certain qualifications.

Beyond doubt there prevail certain antipathies, dissympathies, and as it were static estrangements of populations, deeply rooted in racial sub-consciousness, but capable of becoming profoundly dynamic under appropriate stimulation and appeal.

Nevertheless, in the planes of religion, of art, and of philosophy, we know that the East and West have more than once "met", flowed together for a time, the one tingeing the current of the other with a hue outlasting the duration of accidental contact, then parting once more and going their separate ways.

Such an influence, reciprocal but small as yet, is now at work in the quest of historical knowledge, whether pursued in the Far East or in Europe and America. And the studies of character which follow are, in fact, illustrations of the co-operation of Orient and Occident in one small division of a difficult branch of inquiry. It might indeed be plausibly maintained that the investigation of their own ancient writing could well be left entirely in the capable hands of Chinese scholarship, since no Occidental lives or has ever lived who can have at his call the immense learning and prodigious memory of the foremost Chinese scholars. This is perfectly true, and must always remain so. But, on the other hand, the Far Eastern litterati, always excepting those of Japan, labour under one serious disability. They have no real acquaintance with the learning of the Western world.
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The use of the comparative method is as unfamiliar to them as are the ascertained stages of the tardy growth of human culture.

Here, then, is a possible contribution that even a very modest appreciation of the outlines of scientific and historical advance will qualify an Occidental student to make, for instance, to the present state of Chinese palæography. And in this belief the notes that follow are submitted as examples of the co-operative efforts of East and West.

*Chih* 戟, to seize, grasp, to take into custody, arrest.

The last is the explanation of the *Shuo Wen*, 捕 罪 人 也, "to arrest a culprit." Owing to Mr. Wang Hsiang’s happy inspiration, which has succeeded where Lo Chên-yü failed, this character has been equated with its archaic original, and its graphic significance made fully clear by the former, supplemented in one detail by myself, which Wang may have understood, but has not explicitly specified.

*Significance of the archaic forms.*—A crouching or kneeling human figure, with extended arms secured by handcuffs. Working this out in detail, we find that the right-hand element of the Lesser Seal and modern forms, Figs. 8a and 戟 respectively, have been so distorted that the aim of the primitive artist is not recognizable. The left-hand element is the *Shuo Wen*’s 396th Radical nieh, though from what the text adds there seems to have been another reading which perhaps was chih, though this cannot be positively stated. The explanation of this word *nieh* (or *chih*) is, according to the same work, 所 以 驚 人 也, “that with which men are terrorized.” This does not carry us far enough, for many things, such as whips, knives, and other instruments of torment, can be used to terrorize or overawe men. But the archaic forms of 戟 *chih* show that *nieh* was something fastened on or over the hands, and my belief is that this was meant to depict a cuff. This is actually figured as an independent character by Wang Hsiang in his section 10, p. 48, as 戟, but without a reference, and is probably inferred from
the compounds. It appears to represent a central lozenge-shaped opening, divided into two halves, one probably for each hand, the outer ends secured by fastenings of undetermined nature.

The above being the analysis of the composition of the character, it seems clear that the sense chosen by its designer for illustration was that of the securing of an arrested culprit or prisoner, and I may say that the archaic forms of the later 廴 yü, a prison, exhibit 彪 chih in full, and not 幸, inside 目 wei, and are therefore more fully significant than the present character.

The discovery accordingly is to be credited to Mr. Wang Hsiang, for, though years before I had seen his book, 彪 chih had suggested itself to me, as my notebook shows, it was only as one of several possibilities, and there I had to leave it.

Lo Chên-yü, however, did not get as far as that. He includes the archaic form among several pages of signs, of which the constructive significance was, as he supposed, clear, but which he could not equate with any modern characters. Thus he adds here\(^1\) the note 象人 發弩 形, “depicts a man shooting from a cross-bow.”

Figs. 1 to 8a.

The oldest Bronze examples, e.g. Fig. 8, are typologically considerably later than those from the Honan relics.

**Shang 上**, to ascend, upper, above.

*Significance of the archaic forms.*—Uncertain, even the most ancient forms are rather symbols than pictograms. Figs. 9 to 14.

Before introducing Lo Chên-yü’s excellent note on 上 shang and 下 hsia, which are inserted on p. 24 of his *Investigations*, in their modern shapes as contiguous entries, I have a small bone to pick with him regarding the misleading manner in which he has printed the two examples adduced. Figures 15 and 16 are reproduced under 下 hsia, the second of the two

\(^1\) *Yin Hsi Shu Ch’i K’ao Shih*, p. 68.
contiguous entries, the column under \( \updownarrow \) shang being purposely left blank. This arrangement is for the purpose of illustrating for the reader the fact that each of the two groups is really two characters, and not, as it seems, a single one. But when the reader has grasped this he naturally, trusting to Lo's sequence of \( \updownarrow \) shang and \( \updownarrow \) hsia in that order, must suppose that the upper two lines in each group are \( \updownarrow \) shang, and the lower two \( \updownarrow \) hsia. But the reverse is the fact, and whenever these four-lined groups occur they are always to be read hsia shang, not shang hsia, curious as this order may seem. And Lo Chên-yü knows this is so, for in a later part of the book, p. 97, he transcribes into modern Chinese a sentence containing the group shown in Fig. 16, \( \updownarrow \) 上弗若 hsia shang fu jo, "below and above not favourable," a formula often found on the Bones, apparently referring to the technique of the diviners, and descriptive of the responsive cracks upon the surface.

This being premised, we come to Lo's note, already mentioned. He writes:—

"In the oracular sentences two characters when forming a special combination (二字 连合 用者) coalesce graphically (合書之), as they do on ancient Bronzes. "Mr. Tuan [Tuan Yü-ts'ai] in his notes to the Shuo Wen has corrected the [Shuo Wen's] ku wén forms \( \updownarrow \) shang and \( \updownarrow \) hsia to \( \equiv \) and \( \equiv \). This distinguished author had never devoted much labour to the inscriptions on ancient Bronzes, and that he should have had the penetration to hit upon the true antique shapes shows a degree of acumen to be admired in the highest measure."

This graphic coalescence to which Lo draws attention is peculiar to the oldest Chinese writing. I have given other examples of it elsewhere. At first it is a snare to the student, and, as an instance, for some years I supposed these combinations of \( \updownarrow \) hsia and \( \updownarrow \) shang to be variants of the archaic scription of \( \equiv \) ssü, four, viz. four parallel horizontal lines.

I may mention here that a recent Chinese scholar, Mr. Wang
Hsiang, 王裹, has collected a large number of these coalescing characters from the Honan relics, filling a section of seven pages of his work.

Hsia 下, to descend, lower, below.

Significance of the archaic forms.—Uncertain, see under 上 shang.

Figs. 17 to 19.

Liao 燕 (for which the augmented form 燕 is now used),

to set on fire; lighted torches or faggots; and, specially,
to sacrifice a victim over burning faggots.

The identification of the archaic forms of this character, the range of whose variation is very considerable, is interesting and valuable; the more so as the Lesser Seal and modern forms appear to descend from some other type. The discovery of the equation is due to Lo Chên-yü, and is accepted and confirmed by his fellow-investigators Wang Kuo-wei and later by Wang Hsiang 王裹.

The explanation of the Shuo Wen is 矧祭天也, and whether with Wang Yün we read this with a stop after the first character, or with Tuan Yü-ts’ai omit the stop, it makes little difference to the general sense, which means “to offer worship to Heaven with the rite of burning wood”. Lo goes on to point out that the archaic forms found on the Honan relics, which are very frequent, are composed of 木 mu, wood, over 火 huo, fire, while the dots at the sides represent flames leaping upward, 象火爍上騰之狀. Lo expressly denies the strange analysis of the Shuo Wen, from fire and an alleged “ancient form” of 靈 shên, reverence, not however to be found in the Shuo Wen’s entry under that character.

The Significance of the archaic forms is, then, wood-having fire beneath it and throwing out flames or sparks. Sometimes the fire beneath is omitted, as in the commonest variant, wood with two lateral dots. Sometimes the flames are placed symmetrically in the angles formed by the branches
with the trunk. In other instances wood is written horizontally and six dots added, thus strongly but fallaciously suggesting a star. Again, some examples exactly mimic the modern character 米 mi, rice. Finally, here and there, the character is contracted to the old form of 木 mu, wood.

Lo mentions a single example, which I have not otherwise seen, from an ancient Bronze, almost identical with Fig. 22. The inscriptions on the Honan relics make it quite certain that the sacrifice known by the term liao was not confined, as the Shuo Wen implies, to the address of Heaven, but was habitually offered to ancestral or other apotheosized personages.

Figs. 20 to 28.

Chi 祇, to raise. An obsolete character, omitted as Chalmers points out in Kanghsii, but cited by the Shuo Wen from the Tso Chuan (twelfth year of Duke Hsüan) ¹ in this form, and with this meaning. But the present text of the Tso Chuan reads 祇 chi, which Tu Yü glosses by 教 chiao, to teach, or show how.

Significance of the archaic forms.—The two hands raised and holding up a basket (now 篠 tzū).

Figs. 29 to 34.

The Figure, No. 29, from the Yin Hsü Shu Chi'i Tai Wen Pien, or Chapter of Characters from the Shang tumulus awaiting investigation, has a note by Lo Chén-yü that this character probably depicts some kind of basket (筐 筏 k'uang fei), but this has not led to his identifying the whole character with chi, nor does he equate the basket represented with 篮 tzū.

I may add that if anyone wants to be exasperated almost to madness he should try to find this character chi, to raise, and one exceedingly like it, 範 pi, to furnish, in Kanghsii. The former is not in the dictionary at all, and the latter, which really consisted of 篦 tzū, over 口 chi, a stand, is placed under the Radical 口 t'ien, fields.

I 異, strange, rare, different.

The explanation of the structure and significance of this character being entirely new and unsuspected by Chinese scholars hitherto, should be read after reference to the treatment of the characters 畼 třū, basketry, and 雙 chi, to raise in the hands, in order fully to appreciate the argument.

Significance of the archaic forms.—A frontal and linear representation of a man with arms raised and holding on his head a basket. This design is intended, as I believe, to suggest rare or precious products brought in baskets to the Chinese Court as dues or “tribute” from the various regions, as described in the 禹貢 Yü Kung, or Tribute of Yü, where such baskets are called 糸 fei.

It will be noted that the extant examples omit the head, an omission often found in representations of the human figure, but especially perhaps here in order to emphasize the basket, which is the dominating feature of the character.

If this explanation should be thought far-fetched, I would point out that unless the character designer had adopted the plan of borrowing some homophonous sign he would be hard put to it to construct a purely ideographic figure more vivid than this to illustrate the sense of rare, strange. And I would further call attention to the fact that this interpretation of 異 i, does also and satisfactorily explain the formation of the character 戴 tai, to carry on the head, otherwise inexplicable.

Figs. 35 to 42.

The first three of these figures are from the Honan relics, and are treated by Lo Ch'en-yü as unknown forms, Nos. 198 and 199 in his Yin Hsü Shü Ch'i Tai Wên Pien 殷書契待問編, p. 11, but are also ranged correctly under 異 i, on p. 57 of his Yin Hsü Shü Ch'i K'ao Shih, which is inconsistent. The remaining figures are from ancient Bronzes, and their general resemblance is obvious.

If we examine the Shuo Wen's Lesser Seal example we shall find on closer inspection an indirect confirmation of the view
propounded above. This Lesser Seal is 上, and when analysed is seen to differ in an important detail from the construction of the modern character 翼 i. For the latter is made up of 田 t'ien, fields, over 具 kung, all, also to offer. The lower part therefore in the Lesser Seal phase of 翼 i should seemingly be 矢, which is the Lesser Seal of 具 kung. But it is not. It consists of 上 (＝上 kung in modern writing) over what seems to be 上 chi (＝上 in modern writing, found only in composition). But a very slight modification (instead of 上) would turn the chi unto the Shuo Wen's so-called chou wen form of 大 ta, great (the Shuo Wen's 402nd Radical). And if we combine the archaic sign 翼 (＝上 kung) with the archaic 上 (大 ta), and draw the two arms of the latter as so to extend horizontally instead of downwards we shall have done little violence to the Lesser Seal scription, while at the same time reconciling this restored outline with the archaic type shown in the foregoing figures.

It will thus be seen to what extent, and why, I differ from Lo Chên-yü's less definite view of this character. After quoting the Shuo Wen's explanation Lo continues: "The form on ancient Bronzes is always Fig. 42, and depicts a man with arms raised and protecting himself 自 翼 蔭 tzü i pî. It is always borrowed to write 翼 i, to shelter."

The upper part of the Bone forms, he adds, is again different from that of the Bronze examples.

Tai 蒼, to carry on the head; met. to support from below.

Significance of the archaic forms.—No example can be found of date earlier than the Shuo Wen's Lesser Seal, Fig. 43. This is a Phonetic Compound of 翼 ts'ai as the Phonetic, with 翼 i as the ideographic element. The sound ts'ai is given in Kanghsi as an occasional one in certain contexts, and we may fairly conclude that it was the normal pronunciation at the date this character was designed.

The fitness of the ideographic value of 翼, its artistic design, that is, a man bearing something on his head, without
reference to the sound and sense of the word (i, rare), to which it had been attached, is obvious.

\[ P'i \] 乏, mate; to match; one of a pair or team, especially used of horses.

Significance of the archaic forms.—Hitherto obscure, but it is now submitted that the example drawn from the invaluable Bronze known as the Mao Kung Ting, or Caldron of the Duke of Mao, Fig. 44, goes far to prove the original character to have been a profile of a horse’s head with the eye emphasized, and the front and jawbone shown. The ears are omitted. A very slight negligence in drawing has sufficed to render the original design unrecognizable in all the other forms.

Figs. 44 to 49.

Modern Chinese scholars have been impressed by a curious yet natural feature in the most ancient texts of their language, which consists, in the case of certain words between which the liaison is very close, in writing apparently as a single group what are really two separate characters. This they call 合文 ho wen, “sign-welding,” or 合书 ho shu, “graphic coalescence.” One living scholar, a Mr. Hua Shih-fu 華石斧, in a laudatory postface to a recent work on the Honan Bone characters by Mr. Wang Hsiang, 王襄, is moved by several instances of this phenomenon to exclaim, as a spiritual avatar, one might believe, of the late Terrien de Lacouperie: “Hence we may be sure that the modern character 焉 chiang [or Yangtze Kiang] ought to be pronounced kung shui, 水, and the 河, ho [or Yellow River] should be k'o shui, ㄠ 水, and not as in the traditional pronunciations of the present day.”

Returning from this venture into the blue waters of speculative analysis, to the word \( p'i \) 乏, we should note what Wu Ta-ch’êng, a very sound scholar in Chinese palæography, has written under the example cited from the Mao Kung Ting, where, as he states, the words are 厉 乏, ma ssú \( p'i \), “of horses four head” [a team of four], are written as in
Fig. 50. And he expands this under another example, thus: 凡 一 马 謂之 上 加 三 畫 即 四 齊 矣 四 匹 二 字 多 合 文 非 三 匹 也, “With horses, one head is written [as the 7th character above], adding above this three strokes, we get four head. The two characters 四 匹 ssū p‘i are usually made to coalesce, and do not represent the words 三 匹 san p‘i, three head.”

Although this economy, which makes use of the upper line of the figure 匹 p‘i to form the lowest of the four horizontal lines of the old character 四 ssū, four, is frequent, it is not by any means the invariable rule on the Bronzes. The character 匹 p‘i has not yet been recognized on the Honan relics.

Chung 中, middle.

This character, which appears so simple in its symbolical design, and to be susceptible of so obvious an explanation, is really neither simple in its oldest form, nor can it be in that form accounted for without a certain subtlety of analysis. Assuming that it implies an earlier circle divided by a vertical line into two equal halves, we should naturally regard such a sphere pierced through the centre as a very appropriate symbol for a word meaning centre or middle. And yet as we shall immediately see this view will not respond to the historical facts.

Neither the Lesser Seal character 均, nor the Shuo Wen’s alleged ku wen and chou wen forms, nor the text itself are beyond doubt, while the latter is far from satisfying a critical scrutiny. It explains chung by the word huo 和, harmony, which seems so pointless that Tuan Yü-ts’ai in his edition emends it to ṭi nei or na, within, or to insert, which is an improvement, but an arbitrary one. When we turn to the Shuo Wen’s analysis of the character we find 從 口 | 上 下 通, “composed with 口 wei, to surround, and ḏun, a vertical line; above and below in communication.” We need waste no time over this, for it throws no light upon anything. Finally,
the Shuo Wen gives Fig. 51 as the chou wen form, and Fig. 52 as the ku wen, or ancient scription.

After citing five examples of the archaic type of 𢅦 chung from the Honan Bones, Lo Chên-yü proceeds (p. 24) to make the following remarks on the Shuo Wen's text:

"The ancient Bronzes and the oracular sentences write 𢅕 and 𢅖, with the pennon sometimes on the left, sometimes on the right. The pennon flies according to the wind, either to the left or the right. There is no such form as 𢅑, for the pennon cannot at the same time fly first to the left and then to the right. Further, in sentences wherever the character has the sense of 𢅖 chung chéng, in a right line, upright (physically or figuratively), it is written 𢅕, composed with 一口 and 𢅶. Whenever the character is used as in the phrase 伯 𢅗 pé chung, eldest and second sons, it is written 伯, without the addition of the pennon. The element 伯, forming part [of the early scription] of 𠀒 shih, secretary, is written 𠀒. These three characters are quite distinct and not confused one with the other. The form 𠀒, which, in Hsü's work, is part of the character 伯 in the phrase 伯 chung chéng, upright, is probably an error due to copyists."

Agreeing though I do with almost every word in the above statement, we must still remark that Lo leaves us in the dark as to his own interpretation of the pictorial aim of the character, except that we see that he describes the wavy lines as streamers or pennons 𢏃 yu, and therefore we must infer that the vertical line from which these float must in his view be a flagstaff, but he is silent as to the variously shaped circle, oval, oblong, or square, pierced by this median line.

Possibly an enclosed space or town was intended, as often elsewhere, by this circumference, and if so the designer may have meant to represent two flagstaffs, one on the upper, and one, reversed, on the lower boundary of the enclosure, though in such case the relation between this design and the idea of centrality is not too obvious.
However, in this uncertainty as to the depictive intention of the original constructors of the character I venture to propose a perfectly novel solution of the Significance of the archaic forms. It is based not on the idea of centrality, but on that of uprightness, extension in a right line, inherent in the Chinese word chéng 正, one of the meanings given in Kanghsi to 中 chung, and equally the sense of the binomial expression chung chéng 中 正, cited above.

Starting, then, from this idea of "uprightness", I suppose the archaic forms to represent a flagstaff, viewed as a standard and illustration, both literally and metaphorically, of uprightness, with the addition of streamers above and below the □ symbol, which I imagine was once the outline of the characteristic wooden tou tsü 꽁子, or "bushell", through which a Chinese flagstaff passes, and familiar to every resident or visitor. Such a figure would have been in primitive times more or less as in 꽁 or 꽁, the artist in such cases ignoring as usual the actual interruption of the vertical line by the surrounding trapezoid or "bushell". Figs. 53 to 63.

We must not overlook the fact that already in Shang times a graphic distinction was made between the normal senses of 中 chung, and the special sense of second in order of birth, now indicated by 中 chung. This is well shown in the titles of Ch'ung Ting and Ch'ung Tsung (two early Sovereigns of the Royal line, the latter commonly styled T'ai Mou), where the symbol for chung always lacks the streamers. We cannot on the evidence, tell which of these scriptions is the earlier.

I would also call attention to Fig. 60, where the alleged ku wén and chou wén versions of the Shuo Wen are, to some extent, confirmed by the mouth-like change of the more usual □ element.

But chung has a further sense, still retained in the modern speech and literature with a corresponding change of tone, viz. that which in English is often expressed by "stroke", as, for instance, in "sunstroke", and in French by "coup".
Thus, the Chinese say 中暑 chung shu for sunstroke, and 中寒 chung han, a chill, literally "cold stroke," while 中风 chung feng, "windstroke," is a paralytic stroke, and other such phrases exist, such as 中意 chung i, "fancy struck," to admire or desire.

This usage, I believe, is also found on the Honan relics, as witness the occasional occurrence of 中 pu chung, which in the original is written with the pennon variant of chung. I regard it as referring to a stroke or attack of violent illness, such as would be certain to form the subject of inquiry by divination.

The Chou Li of the succeeding Dynasty (Book 24, ch. 7) enumerates the eight subjects of divination, the last of which was 中 ch‘ou, wrongly rendered by Birt as "épidémies", whereas the commentators and the dictionaries prove that it means "recovery" or "cure". Such may have been the more euphemistic term under the Chou Empire for the same evil thing as the blunt candour of the Shang age indicated by "attack" or "stroke". But it may have been an attack of illness personal to the Royal inquirer, and not a popular epidemic.

Kung 祭 or 祭, to offer or furnish to a superior.

Lo Chên-yü transcribes the archaic examples by the second form, but strictly these correspond rather to the first. They are, of course, slightly varying scriptions of the same word.

Significance of the archaic forms.—Doubtful. The interpretation I now suggest is novel.

The Shuo Wen's view of these two characters, which are not explained by the same synonym, nor given the same meaning, by the author, Hsü, is that they are composed of 爾 kung, to present with both hands, in one case, 祭 kung (same sense), in the other, with 龍 lung, dragon, in both as the Phonetic (sic). This seems a topsy-turvy and senseless explanation. For as both 祭 and 祭 are pronounced kung,
neither required any phonetic at all, still less a phonetic that, besides being needless, was also imperfect, and liable to mislead the student into reading the compound thus formed as lung.

In place of this unsatisfactory account, I propose the solution that the characters are Suggestive Compounds, i.e. ideographic, and represent the two hands holding up, not a living dragon (which would be absurd even in Chinese eyes), but something in the shape, or with the decoration of a dragon. This object might well be a 龍壁 lung pi or Dragon Disk, a term which occurs on the Honan relics, and must have indicated a symbol or token of high potency and distinction.

Figs. 64 to 74.

**Kung 公, public, just, fair; a title of nobility usually translated "duke"; male.**

**Significance of the archaic forms.—**The male organ, the glans penis being emphasized. That sense of the word kung has been selected by the primitive artist which was most easy to represent to the eye, namely "male".

There is no warrant for this explanation of the character in any Chinese author, but I have myself no doubt of its correctness. As will be seen it accounts for one type of the most archaic forms which the received explanation fails to do. But, apart from this, the *Shuo Wen*’s analysis smells too strongly of the moralistic lamp. The author of that work follows up the Lesser Seal form 公 with a note thus conceived: 平 分 也 從 八 從 六 八 究 背 也 背 非 且 背 六 爲 公, that is, "Fair division. Composed with 八 pa, eight, and 六 ssū, private; 八 pa, is, as it were, 背 pei, to turn the back on. Han Fei has written ‘To turn the back on ssū, private, is to be kung, public or fair’.”

There may, of course, be some to whom this kind of solemn word-juggling appeals, but I confess I am not of them, though Chalmers, Wieger, and even Chalfant accept it without demur. Lo Chên-yü, who cites only one example, No. 81, merely remarks that this and those from ancient Bronzes all consist
of 八 pa, and the sign □, so that he, too, seems to concur with the traditional symbolism.

Figs. 75 to 82.

Hsün 旬, a decade of days, a cycle of ten days.

The identification of the archaic forms given below with the modern character 旬 hsün is due to the acumen of Mr. Wang Kuo-wei 王國維, and is perhaps one of the most brilliant solutions in this study, yet attained. I propose to translate Wang's account of the discovery, which will be found on p. 49 of his Yin Hsü Wên Tzŭ,殷墟文字, in No. 20 of the I Shu Ts'ung Pien Review.

“旬 hsün,” says Wang, “is written in the forms 旬 and旬 in the oracular sentences. Now I find on the 使夷 敦 Shih I Tui Bronze the words ‘Of metal ten 旬 chün’ [1 chün = 30 catties], and on the cover of another Bronze [cited by name], the same words [for the two forms of chün here written see plate, Figs. 89 and 90. I add from my own collection the variant, Fig. 91, on H. 173].

“On reference to the character 鈆 chün in the Shuo Wen,” continues Wang, “we note as the ku wén there given, the form 鈊. Thus the Figures 89 and 90 are the character 鈊, and旬 is hsün. The oracular sentences, again, contain the expression 旬之 旬 [1 hsün chih erh jih [two days of the decade, or, perhaps, the second day of the decade], which may also be adduced in support.”

“I have,” Wang goes on to say, “gone through all the passages in the oracular sentences containing the phrase 貞旬 旬 chéng hsün wu (?), ‘the response is, nothing untoward during the decade,’ and in every case the divination was made on a kuei day,癸 日 [that is, on a day beginning with the cycle character kuei, which would be the last day of each decade of days, there being six such kuei dates in the Cycle of Sixty]. Under the Yin dynasty they appear to have (蓋 kai) counted from 甲 chia to癸 kuei as a decade, and on
the last day of one decade to have divined as to the good or bad fortune of the next.”

Quoting three characters from the particular Bone text on which he is commenting, Wang continues: “旬兑戊 hsün vu (?) resembles the expression in the Book of Changes 旬兑癸 hsün vu chiu, nothing untoward in the decade. The sun from 甲 chia [the first of the denary cycle] to 丙 kuei [the last] makes one revolution, 日自甲至癸而一循, hence the meaning of 旬 hsün by extension becomes a revolution, a cycle 循 pien. The Erh Ya defines the word 宣 hsüan by the term 旬 循 hsün pien, to complete a circle.

“The Shuo Wen’s [343rd] Radical 月, explained as 裹 kuo, to wrap round, is, in fact, this character [viz. 日], but later ages, not recognizing this, read it as 包 pao, to enfold, quite ignorant of the fact that 月 is the primitive scription of 旬 hsün.2

“The character 龀 chüen, composed with 车 ch’è, chariot, and 月 [hsün as explained above] is also a suggestive compound, and at the same time a phonetic compound, 會意 形聲 也.”

This last sentence of Wang Kuo-wei illustrates one of the classificatory refinements of modern Chinese scholarship. Thus 龀 chüen, now usually written 車, an army, an encampment, can equally well be viewed as a suggestive compound, i.e. an ideographic binomial made up of the elements chariot and 月 defensive circle, suggesting a military force within a zareba of its own war-chariots, or it can be considered as consisting of chariots as the determinative, with 月 hsüen (in certain contexts read chüen) as the phonetic. But we, nous autres, need not trouble ourselves too much over this terminological exactitude of classification.

Wang Kuo-wei, the discoverer of the identity of this hitherto

1 I do not understand this alleged astronomical fact.
2 More strictly speaking, 月 is the modern development of 日, which is the primitive scription of 旬 hsün.
unknown form, does not propose any explanation of its original artistic intention, which remains obscure, though a spiral tendency, congruous with the fundamental sense of the word hsin, revolution, cycle, is obvious enough. The significance of the archaic forms must therefore for the present be doubtful. But I will confess that it suggests some kind of looper caterpillar, the original head being, as in other cases, reduced to a cross-bar, and in particular it recalls the very similar construction of the character 爬 shu, "a silk-worm found in malvaceous plants" (Shuo Wen), after withdrawing the determinative 虫, insect. The remainder depicts, according to the same authority, the caterpillar's head, and the lower part, its wriggling body,其实縫縫.

* * * * *

Pleasant enough it has been to wander hand-in-hand with Wang Kuo-wei among the checkered glades of this Oriental palæographic paradise. But the scene changes, and I must assume another and less agreeable attitude. The public profession and the contrite spirit of the Penitent are behoving on me, as on every pioneer who has by mischance or blundering blazed a false trail. And such a false trail was published in this Journal on pp. 301–2 of the April number, 1915, in the paragraph commencing, "I am specially pleased to have identified the fourth character," which was the character now under discussion, and I concluded, "I have at last equated the former with有 yu, to have, . . ." It was all wrong. It was not 有 yu, and I had not equated it. It was one more fragment of that ponderous mass of "knowledge of things that are not so", that clogs advance in every direction.

Figs. 83 to 91.

Fu 負, to carry on the back; to turn the back on.

Significance of the archaic forms.—A man carrying a bundle of firewood on his back. Figs. 92 to 94.

As the significance here given is entirely new and in opposition to that of the Shuo Wen, and, as further, these archaic pictograms have never been equated with the modern
character 負 fu, the onus is incurred of submitting the reasons which have convinced me, and will, I hope, carry persuasion to the reader, that this identification is valid.

Fig. 95 is the Lesser Seal version. It is explained by the Shuo Wen as 慢 sīh yeh, "to rely on," and the character itself is thus analysed: 從 人 守 員 有 所 慢 yeh, "composed of man guarding a shell: having something to rely on."

Considering that in common parlance and literary usage the word fu means to carry on the back, while the Seal character seems to depict a man standing on a shell, it will hardly be denied that there is a rather wide hiatus and breach of logical relation between such a word and such a sign, which is not by any means closed by Hsü Shên’s analysis of the character. Again, why should there be any difficulty in finding a pictorial design for a word of so simple and concrete a sense as that of carrying on the back? Obviously there could be none. The designer had only to draw a man in profile bearing something on his back. What in an early and a simpler age could be more appropriate for that something than a load of firewood? And that, I maintain, is what is meant by the crude symbol (for it is more than a picture), of wood in a bundle tied round the middle. Perhaps in support I may cite the remark of Lo Chên-yü, appended to two unknown characters, Figs. 96 and 97, from the Honan Bones. He writes: 象 東 物 形 X 與 二 象 絡 東 處 疑 負 木 字, "depicts something tied round. The elements X and 二 [included in the respective forms] depict the places where the cord is tied. We may surmise that they [the two complete figures] are the character 束 su, to tie, bind."

Whether this last conjecture of Lo’s is well-founded or not we need not here stop to discuss, but it will be seen that to some extent it reinforces my view of what the man in our figures is carrying, though Lo does not explicitly mention the “something tied” as being wood.

As to previous explanations of our three figures, I know of
one only. This is by Wu Shih-fên, the author of the splendid collection of facsimiles published in his Chiên Ku Lu Chin Wên. In that work, vol. i, p. 34, he describes the first figure as 子負車形, "a son carrying a cart on his back." Let us charitably pass this in decorous silence; after all it is not much more inept than the Shuo Wen's effort, "a man guarding a shell."

We can, however, perceive how the, as I consider it, thoroughly corrupted version preserved by the Lesser Seal came into existence. The man who was originally drawn at the side, as seen in our figures, and shown supporting his load, has been by a kind of shell-shock lifted to the top and his load of wood dropped from his back to beneath his feet, and changed beyond recognition into the contour and markings of a cowrie. Particular note should be taken that in one of our examples the burden carried would, if standing alone, be the character 東 tung, East.

Wên 文, lines, design, ornament, a pictogram, literature, civilian, civilized.

In putting forward the following explanation of the ancient character it is right to warn the reader that it is entirely unsupported by any previous authority, Chinese or foreign, so far as I know, and must stand on its own merits, naked but unashamed. Here, then, is my hypothesis on the significance of the archaic forms. A human figure viewed frontally, and showing tattoo marks, or perhaps painted designs.

Although no dictionary known to me includes the meaning of tattooing under 文 wên, there is also no doubt that such is the sense of the word in certain contexts. Thus Ssu-ma Ch'ien says of the two elder sons of Tan Fu, the progenitor of the House of Chou, that they retired and lived among the Man barbarians, where, conforming to the custom of the country they "cut off their hair and tattooed their bodies, 髪文身". And Wang Yüin, in his edition of the Shuo

Wen, cites another passage from the same Historical Memoirs (section of the Hereditary House of Yueh 越世家), with the commentary upon it, as follows: 裏鬚文身錯臂 左紅注云錯臂亦文身以丹青錯畫其臂, “cut off their hair and tattoo their bodies, decorate their arms, and button their jackets on the left. *Commentator's note*: ‘Decorating their arms’ is also ‘tattooing their bodies’; with red and blue pigments they draw designs on their arms.’

There need be no hesitation in accepting the sense of tattooing as one covered by the syllable 文 wén. And I may add that if there is one character that should have been correctly described by the Shuo Wen it is in view of the book’s own title, the character 文 wén. And yet it is not, but is said to “depict crossing lines, 象文文”, whereas really the Lesser Seal form displays merely the human figure without any indication of lines, see Fig. 98. Not so the archaic forms, where in various ways the tattoo-marks are shown on the front of the body, sometimes as actual cross-lines, sometimes as a design, resembling the old figure of 心 hsên, the heart.

Figs. 99 to 121.

It may perhaps be objected that such an explanation, based on a rare sense of the word in question, is far-fetched and improbable. But it will, I submit, seem more plausible when we consider the prevalence of what may be termed the Method of Signal Examples in Chinese palæography. For many words express ideas of such wide range and diffused application as to defy a pictorial representation that would cover the whole field. A single facet of the multiform surface, a concrete instance favourable to the primitive artist, was consequently chosen to illustrate the general idea by a particular and familiar example. Our character 文 wén, a human tattooed figure, such as the ancient Chinese knew well among the indigenous neighbouring tribes, becomes less unlikely in view of the above graphic exigencies.

In conclusion I will call in support of what has been urged evidence of a quite different nature.
There exists a single specimen of a character of unknown equation, but of an interesting and significant design. It will be found on p. 11 of the *Yin Hsü Shu Ch'i Ching Hua*, 般 虚 書 契 萌 华, of Lo Chên-yü, and is reproduced in Fig. 122. This character depicts a man viewed frontally, holding in his right hand what may be a spear, his two legs complete with feet, and showing a roughly semi-circular or heart-shaped design upon his breast. It is not claimed that this unknown pictogram is 羽 wén, but evidently it includes one of the archaic variants of that character, amplified with feet, and some object held in one hand. And since no one will doubt that the unknown character crudely represents a human figure, the part of it which is identical with 羽 wén, must, though less completely, do so, too. It is difficult to see how any other conclusion can be reached.

But there is a difficulty, or a complication, which I do not wish to ignore. This is due to the existence both on the ancient Bronzes and the Honan relics, of a type not conforming to that explained above. This type, examples of which are shown in Figs. 123 and 124, appears to consist of a shield-shaped element, bearing the figure of a heart, or perhaps a shell, and having above and below it the upper and lower parts of 木 mu, wood, the central vertical stroke of which is occluded by the shield. I am unable to explain the significance of this type, which can hardly be a corruption or alteration of the other. I suspect, however, that these two forms have been wrongly identified, and are not variants of 羽 wén at all.

Yeh 也, a definitive and final particle. In modern colloquial, also, too.

*Significance of the archaic forms.*—A serpent, perhaps a cobra.

This explanation, to which after a long period of disbelief, then doubt, then hesitation, and finally acceptance, I am now a convinced convert, with certain reserves of detail, we owe to Mr. Takada, the learned and independent author of the *Choyokaku Ji Kan*, 朝阳阁字鉴.
Very different were the two previous accounts of the character which held the field till Mr. Takada entered it. The Shuo Wen’s analysis, following the Lesser Seal "， at all events, is old and well stricken in years, and its language is blunt, and runs "the pudenda muliebría; a pictogram." Chalmers is very ladylike over this, and merely refers, p. 5, to "an indecent meaning" of the Han lexicographer. Père Wieger is even more discreet, and altogether ignores the Shuo Wen’s faux pas. Both these writers adopt the second and more decorous explanation, that, namely, which regards the form as representing a vessel "with a tubular handle, now written 匙, and read "， " in Chalmer’s words. A favourite type of this vessel is, in fact, shaped like a modern sauce-boat. A good example is figured in No. 19 of the I Shu Ts’ung Pien 矢術叢編.

But while the archaic forms of 也 yeh might, perhaps, be explicable on the Shuo Wen’s theory, it is necessary for that hypothesis that there should have existed a syllable having the meaning postulated by the Shuo Wen, and the same sound as yeh, the particle, then had, so that the character representing the bodily organ could have been borrowed to write this homophonous and elusive syllable. But there does not exist a Chinese vocable with that meaning, and the sound yeh or i, or (speaking in anticipation) shé. The Shuo Wen’s explanation therefore is left rather in the air.

Nor does that which is based upon a supposed representation of a vessel with a tubular handle and a spout stand scrutiny any better. For clearly if these archaic forms represent such a vessel at all they must do so diagrammatically and viewed from above. But that is contrary to the Chinese practice of depicting vessels, whether of bronze, earthenware, or horn, which were always figured in elevation. It is most unlikely that an ewer would have formed any exception to this rule, and if that is conceded we are forced to abandon both the earlier explanations and prepare to listen to that of the Choyokaku Ji Kan. This will be found stated in substantially the same
words in two passages, one under 也 yeh, chüan i, p. 15, and again under 它 t’o, chüan viii, p. 1. For the convenience of the reader I shall add a few explanatory notes in square brackets as I translate the first passage into English.

After giving the Lesser Seal form of 也 yeh (see above), the author cites from Wu Ta-ch’eng’s Ku Chou Pu 古箱補, an archaic example 它, used on the original Bronze to write the then homophonous word now written 它, an ewer. Mr. Takada then proceeds, “This antique form [篆 chüan, usually rendered Seal character] is a pictogram of a snake, 革蛇之象形. The Shuo Wen writes: ‘A creeping thing, 虫 hui. Composed of the character 革 lengthened; depicts the bent shape and drooping tail.’ Just so, and so we may conclude that in early times 它 [t’o] and 也 [yeh] were the same character, 因謂古它也同字也.

“On the Han ewer known as the 注水匜 chu shui i, the last character is written as Fig. 134, composed with 它 [它 t’o]. On a Ts’in tile, in the name 蘭池宮 lan ch’ih kung, the character 池 ch’ih is written as Fig. 135 [viz. with 它 t’o], and confirms the above.

“The Shuo Wen further asserts that in the highest antiquity men dwelt in the grass lands and suffered from serpents. Hence they would inquire of one another, ‘No snakes, eh?’ T’o is sometimes composed with 虫 hui, and written as Fig. 136 [viz. modern 蛇].”

May I here interject an expression of wonder that no one—not even Terrien de Lacouperie—should have seen in this anecdote of the Shuo Wen a reminiscence of Adam and Eve’s contretemps in the Garden of Eden.

The author of the Choyokaku Ji Kan then resumes his own argument, and proceeds, “By extension of meaning and the method of borrowing, the character 它 came to stand for the syllable t’a 他 [he], of the phrase 自 他 tz Cadillac, self and others, where 他 is a vulgar scription of 它. And the Shuo Wen produced a separate character 蛇, which it treated as a pictogram of the pudenda muliebria, and as a grammatical
particle, probably both being later explanations 盖从後出 說 也.”

The Japanese savant thus appears to believe firstly that 也 and 它 are forms originally identical; secondly that 它 and 蛇 are mere graphic variants; and thirdly that all three forms are modern variant descendants of a pictogram of a serpent. But neither he nor Wu Ta-ch’êng, nor any other Oriental scholar that I have read, has explained how, in that case, the later shapes of one and the same character have come by syllables so different in sound, as yeh, t’o, and shê, and, moreover, how one of these, yeh, does not bear the meaning of serpent at all, but is either used as a particle, or anciently as the word for an ewer.

But these phonetic questions, which seem not to be appreciated, or, if appreciated, are ignored, by these Oriental scholars, call for some solution, and in default of more competent authority I shall now propose one of my own, always bien entendu with one shrinking glance at M. Karlgren, and another deprecating gesture towards Professor Pelliot.

This thesis, then, is that 也 and 蛇 were the first a simple, the second an augmented figure of a serpent, and that the modern sounds yeh and shê are only divergent variations of some very early word, the pronunciation of which I do not pretend to lay down, but which in any case must have resembled shê more than it resembled yeh, since it is more difficult to believe that the wear and tear of usage in speech could have resulted in a primitive semi-vowel such as y generating a sibilant such as s or sh, than it is to see in the semi-vowel or vowel an abraded relic of a consonant. This phonetic vibration (if I may use the term) between shê and yeh is observable in some other syllables. Thus 射, normally shê, has the exceptional sound yeh in the ancient official title 僕 射 pu yeh,¹ while 葉, normally yeh, is pronounced shê in 葉 縣 Shê hsien, a district of Honan. An analogous

¹ As to which see Chavannes, Mémoires historiques, vol. 2, Appendice I, p. 517.
alternation prevails in many cases between the syllables shih or ssü and i. All these variations appear to illustrate a progressive enfeeblement of initial utterance from sibilation to a mere smooth breathing.

And lastly, I suppose that this ancient pictogram of a snake was borrowed not only to supply the homophonous word for “ewer” (now read i) with a written form, but also for another homophone, now remaining as the particle yeh.

Figs. 125 to 136.
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

HAMM.-GATAU

The Prakrit Grammarians discuss at considerable length what they call dhātv-ādēṣas. As a grammatical term, ādēṣa means "substitute", and a dhātv-ādēṣa is the Prakrit verbal root which is to be, or may be, substituted for a Sanskrit verbal root. Thus, according to Hc. iv, 60, the Prakrit root hō- is one of the ādēṣas for the Sanskrit root bhū-, so that one of the Prakrit equivalents of bhavati is hōi.

Prakrit roots may be looked upon as falling under one of four classes, viz.:

(1) Those which are identical with the corresponding Sanskrit roots. Such a root is cal-, which is identical in both languages, so that Sanskrit calati = Prakrit calai. As nothing can be substituted for itself, such a Prakrit root is not an ādēṣa.

(2) Those which are regularly derived, according to the ordinary phonetic rules, from the corresponding Sanskrit forms. Thus, the Sanskrit root pād- becomes pāl- in Prakrit, under the phonetic rule that Sanskrit medial ṣ becomes Prakrit l, and the Sanskrit pādayati becomes Prakrit pālei. Again, such a root cannot properly be called an ādēṣa, for there is no substitution, but only development.

(3) Those which cannot be connected with any corresponding Sanskrit roots by any admitted phonetic rule. Thus, an ādēṣa for the Sanskrit root cal- is call-, with the l doubled, so that the Sanskrit calati may be represented by

1 Vararuci (Vr.), viii; Kramadsāvara (K.I.), latter half of the Tīhanatka-pāra; Rama-sarman (Tarkavāgīśa) (RT.), I, viii; Mārkaṇḍeyya (MK.), vii; Hāmacandra (Hc.), iv, 1-259; Trivikrama, latter half of ii, 4.

2 Grammarians are sometimes careless in this respect. Thus RT. I, viii, 27, gives kil- as an ādēṣa of krīḍ-, and (41) pāl- as an ādēṣa of pād-. This was quite unnecessary, and the words are ignored, as ādēṣas, by other grammarians.
callai, as well as by the calai mentioned under head (1). These are all true ādēsas, and a great number are borrowed dēṣya words, and cannot be referred to Sanskrit at all.\(^1\)

(4) Those which are regularly derived from Sanskrit roots, but which have slightly changed their meaning, and which are therefore, in Prakrit, equated with and substituted for some other Sanskrit root which has a meaning more nearly akin to the acquired meaning of the Prakrit word. Being substitutes, these are also properly called ādēsas. As an example we may take the Sanskrit compounded root prēks-. The literal meaning of this is “to look at”. In Prakrit it becomes quite regularly pecch-, but this has acquired the meaning of “seeing” in a more general sense, and is hence divorced by the grammarians from the root prēks-, and is given as an ādēsa for the much more general Sanskrit root dṛś-. There is no reason for assuming, as is sometimes done, that this ascription to dṛś- is a blunder of the grammarians. It would be absurd to suppose that scholars like Hēmacandra or Mārkaṇḍēya were ignorant of the manifest etymological connexion between pecch- and prēks-. They were certainly fully aware of it, and when they deliberately equated pecch- with dṛś-, and not with prēks-, they did so because there had been a change of meaning. This is well brought out by a remark of Mārkaṇḍēya when dealing with the Šaurasēnī dialect (ix, 112). There are two equally possible Prakrit forms of the word prēks-. One is pecch- and the other is pekkh-. In ix, 112, Mk. differentiates these two forms. He says that pecch- is an ādēsa for dṛś-, but that pekkh- is the equivalent of prēks-.\(^2\) In other words, while the form pekkh- still retains the slightly specialized connotation of prēks-, the form pecch- has, in Prakrit, acquired the wider connotation of “seeing” in general.

---

\(^1\) As an example:—Hc. gives 930 ādēsas. Of these 327 are quoted in the Dēśināmāmālā as dēṣya words.

\(^2\) But see Hultzsch in ZDMG., lxvi, 1912, p. 719. It will be observed that here I venture to differ from that eminent scholar.
We thus see that ādēṣas are confined to the last two classes of Prakrit roots. They cannot belong to the first or second. All the above somewhat trite remarks are introductory to the consideration of one Prakrit root, which illustrates in a striking manner the difference between the grammatical schools of eastern and western India.

The eastern grammarians give ā-hamm- as an ādēṣa for ā-gam- (RT. I, viii, 34; Mk. vii, 140). To them, therefore, as this is clearly put as a substitute, there is no Sanskrit root hamm-(gatau). To the Easterners, ā-hamm- is a borrowed dēṣya word.

Hēmacandra (iv, 162) recognizes this Prakrit root, but combats the statement of the Easterners, and denies that it is an ādēṣa of gam-, or, indeed, any substitute at all. On the contrary, he puts it in the first class of the Prakrit roots given above, and equates it with a Sanskrit root hamm-(gatau). As this root does appear in the Dhātupāṭha, Hēmacandra appears to be right, and the Easterners do not seem to have a leg to stand on. But Pataṅjali vindicates them. In his preface to the Mahābhāṣya, he treats of Sanskrit words which are used only locally. One of these is this very root hamm-¹ which he says is used only in Surāṣṭra, i.e., in the very tract of country in which Hēmacandra lived and worked. It is evidently a dēṣya word, introduced into Sanskrit in the West, but in the East still a dēṣya word, and only a dēṣya word, and there properly treated as an ādēṣa for gam-.

GEORGE A. GRIERSON.

Camberley.
21st June, 1921.

THE PLAYS OF BHĀSA

I am unable to concur with Dr. Barnett’s appreciation (supra, pp. 587–9) of Mr. A. Banerji’s article (pp. 367 sqq.) concerning Bhāsa. In 1920, when I had the pleasure of meeting the discoverer and editor of the plays, Mahāmahopādhyāya

¹ Kielhorn, p. 9, l. 26.
T. Ganapati Śāstrī, I urged him to write an article summarizing the whole position, and discussing the doubts propounded by some scholars in India, and prominently by Dr. Barnett in Europe. Although the case for the ascription of the plays to Bhāsa is convincingly stated in the Mahāmahopādhyāya's prefaces to his editions of them, he agreed that it might be advisable to deal with the points which have been raised, and this, I trust, will in due course be done. Mr. Banerji's article, however, when it appeared, seemed to me so conclusive as almost to render any further argument on the main question superfluous. Having long been interested in the plays, I may, however, venture to state generally how the case presents itself to me:—

(1) The only known title of a play by Bhāsa is Svapna-Vāsavadattā; but that there were others by the same author is indicated by the familiar references on the part of Kālidāsa and Bāṇa. That the plays existed in a group is apparent from Rājaśekhara's expression Bhāsa-nāṭaka-cakra.

(2) If the Trivandrum Svapna-Vāsavadattā is not the work of Bhāsa, the author has plagiarized the title.¹ This would be initially very unlikely, since Sanskrit dramas usually (and the old ones known to us invariably) have distinct titles, even when they deal with similar subjects (so the many plays relating to the story of Rāma), and even when they are plagiaristic, e.g. in the case of the Mahānāṭaka and in that of the Cāraudatta and Mrčchakatika. Still more improbable would be the subsequent history. The Trivandrum Vāsavadattā was in the ninth century a famous play; it is quoted by Vāmana in the Kāvyālāṃkāra-sūtra-vṛtti, and a work of this name is mentioned by Abhinavagupta in his Bharata-nāṭya-vedā-vṛtti and in the Dhvanyālokalocana. Yet we are never told that there were two famous dramas of this name.

(3) Others of the Trivandrum plays were likewise famous.

¹ Dr. Barnett's expression, "the pseudo-Bhāsa," if it does not imply any intention of falsification, seems rather hard upon an author who gives neither his own name nor another.
Bhāmaha in the seventh century, perhaps even before the date to which Dr. Barnett assigns the authorship, refers to the Pratijñā-yaugandharāyana; Abhinavagupta names the Daridra-Cārūdatta; Vāmana quotes the Svayma-Vāsavadattā, Pratijñā-yaugandharāyana and Cārūdatta. Yet, if the author of these works and of the others which we have is not Bhāsa, he is quite unknown. Supposing it was his intention to father his work upon Bhāsa, he has been at any rate phenomenally successful in suppressing his own name. And how did he impose upon the contemporary public, literary and otherwise, and upon his royal patron?

(4) The plays of Bhāsa were similar in structure, so far as our indications go, to those which we now have, a similarity which has been expounded in detail by the Editor and others. The published plays are in style and matter worthy of the fame which they have enjoyed and of Bhāsa’s authorship. They impress us by their freshness and vigour; and we feel in them the inspiration of direct derivation from the great epics.

(5) There are good evidences, adduced by the Editor, of borrowing, as between Kālidāsa, who mentions Bhāsa, and the Trivandrum plays. A dependence of the Mrchakaṭikā of Śūdraka upon the Cārūdatta has now been thoroughly worked out by Dr. Georg Morgenstierne (Über das Verhältnis zwischen Cārūdatta und Mrchakaṭikā, Leipzig, 1921). In the latter case the idea of making the Trivandrum work the borrower is excluded. I have the impression that other evidences of influence exerted by the plays upon later literature are available; but, since a date later than the seventh century is not propounded, this point may be passed over.¹

¹ I may note that in Pūrṇabhadra’s Pañcatantra there occurs, in addition to the verse cited by Dr. Morgenstierne, p. 12, n. 2, also a well-known verse (nityodita) corresponding to the Bhāsa (Avindraka) verse yatne kṛte yadi na siddhyati. As regards the verse saścīlapakamakāptām, cited in the Dhvanyālokocana (p. 102) as from the Svayma-Vāsavadattā, we find it with the obviously correct opening svanita... in Hemacandra’s Kavyānukāsana, p. 21.
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Nothing has been discovered in the plays which would conflict with a date prior to Kālidāsa.

(6) In regard to the Prākrit much valuable work has been done by Dr. Lesný (ZDMG., lxxii, pp. 203–8 and ref.), Dr. Sukthankar (JAOS. xl, 248 seq., xli, 107 seq.), Dr. Georg Morgenstierne (op. cit.), and by Mr. Banerji in his article; and now we have the elaborate dissertation on the subject by Dr. W. Printz (Bhāsa's Prākrit, Frankfurt A.M., 1921). The evidences of antiquity are unmistakable; but Dr. Barnett now proposes to put them aside on the ground that similar phenomena are adducible from other plays edited in Southern India. No doubt this contention will receive examination in detail. But shall we find anything to match the instances which Dr. Printz has elicited (pp. 26–7) of accusative plural masculine in -āni, a form which Professor Lüders first distinguished in the Edicts of Aśoka and the plays of Aśvaghoṣa?

(7) That the few verses ascribed to Bhāsa in the anthologies are not discoverable in the plays is at first sight a difficulty. But the explanation given by the Editor and by Mr. Banerji seems to me adequate. The anthologies cite verses by Kālidāsa, Bāṇa, and the other eminent poets which are likewise untraceable; and one of those ascribed to Bhāsa was identified by Gaṇapaṭi Śāstri in his edition of the Mattavilāsa, which, as he showed, is similar in structure to Bhāsa works.

(8) The European scholars who accept the authorship of Bhāsa include practically all (excepting Dr. Barnett) who have written upon the subject, at least the following: Professor Jacobi (trans. of the Vāsavadattā), Professor Jolly (Göttingen Nachrichten, 1916, p. 353), Professor Winternitz (Festschrift Kuhn, pp. 299–304), Professor Konow (ibid., pp. 106 seq. and Das indische Drama, pp. 51 sqq.), M. Baston (trans. of the Vāsavadattā), Professor Suali (Giornale della Soc. As. Italiana, xxv, p. 95), Professor Pavolini (ibid.), Dr. Lesný (loc. cit.), Dr. Lindenau (Bhāsastudien), Dr. Morgenstierne (op. cit.), M. Lacôte (J.A., sér. xi, vol. xiii,
pp. 493 seq.), Dr. Printz (op. cit.). It would be difficult, I believe, to rebut the evidence adduced in these works.

F. W. Thomas.

NOTE ON THE HATHIGUMPHA INSCRIPTION

We are still awaiting the definite edition of this important inscription, expected from Messrs. Jayaswal and Banerji, who have made valuable contributions to its readings. It is to be hoped that the plaster casts which have been taken may clear up some of the still doubtful points, and perhaps photography in its modern developments has not yet said its last word on the subject. But the difficulties of the inscription are by no means solely those of reading, and interpretation has still to play a part. En attendant, I should like to record the following:

(1) 1. 4. In place of—
Kaśapana[ṃ] Khatiyam ca sahāye vitopati Musika-nagaraṃ,
I read—
kataṭhenāgatiya ca sahāyavatā pīthulasīkam nagaraṃ,
where, however, I must admit that "vata" would possibly be "vitā and "lasikatī "lasiki. Taking the reading as proposed, the only possible Sanskrit equivalent would be—
kṛtārthenāgatiya ca sahāyavatā pṛthūllāsīkam nagaraṃ,
"and, having returned with his purpose accomplished, he with his allies made gay the city.

The reading here is a matter of importance, since Mr. Jayaswal finds a reference to Kāśyapa Kṣatriyas and the Mūsika capital. If the ally is the Sātakarnī referred to in what precedes, then the reading abhiśaśītā (= abhitrayītā, or "tā, "going to the rescue of ") is preferable to aceṃtuiśītā.

(2) 1. 6. For rāja-seya-saṃdānisanato I would read rājasūya-
saṃdānisanato, the rājasūya ceremony following upon the [punar]-abhiśeka.

(3) 1. 7. For ca [ja ra gha]ra read vajira-ghara = vajragṛha.

(4) 1. 9. For jaṭharam bhi paraṇ read jaṭharaśāhpiṇam.
(5) l. 10. For manoradhāni read maniratanāni.
(6) l. 11. For va[se] ... sehi read vase satasahasehi = varṣe satasahasraiḥ.
(7) l. 12. For Ma[ga]dhā ca rājāna[m] it seems possible to read Muriyaṁ ca rājānaṁ.
(8) l. 16. I can find no evidence for the use of antara with arithmetical sense, and the words pāṇamṭariya . . . vohine seem antithetic to the following °(k)amṭariyaṁ upādayati. Consequently I would read—pāṇamṭariya(m ?) sa . . . rāja (?)-Muriya-kāle vohine (°nāṃ ?) ca . . . agasa(°si ?)tikamṭariyaṁ upādayati, and translate “and a . . . of five antaras (cells, antara-grha, ?), which had been left unfinished (destroyed ?) during the time of the Maurya kings, he erects with . . . and a full hundred (eighty, aśīti, ?) cells”.
This, however, is only an approximation.
(9) l. 1. Caturanta (not °untala) = “earth”.

F. W. THOMAS.

SATIYAPUTRA OF ASOKA’S EDICT NO. 2

Among the several countries to which Buddhist missionaries were sent, Asoka mentions Chōlas, Pāṇḍyās, Satiyaputra, and Kērālaputra. We all know that the Chōlas, Pāṇḍyās, and Kērālaputra are the three ancient kingdoms of the Tamil land, and the Satiyaputra is not finally identified. The several theories relating to the identification have been discussed by Professor S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar in this Journal (Oct. 1919), and he finally identifies them with the Nāyars of Malabar. He says that the name means a child of chaste woman, or a Durga devotee, and that, widowhood being impossible to them, the Nāyars and Tuḷus are peculiarly chaste. But Mr. K. G. Śankara, of Trivandrum, argues (Q.J.M.S., vol. xi) that “Māṅgalya implies a living husband, while chastity means faith to him. So, even if widowhood is impossible, one may be unchaste, and widowhood is only needless, not
impossible, as no one is forced to re-marry; and matriarchate prevails not only among the Tulu, but among the Nāyars of Kerala also. Yet Keralaputra is distinguished from Satiyaputra; and, though Bengalis also are Durgā devotees, they are not called Satiyaputras.

Again, Mr. Śankara identifies them with the Tulu, but with no basis.

This hopeless difference of opinion is due to the fact that much of what goes for the early history of India is an almost inextricable tangle of proved facts and wild guesses.

Since Satiyaputra is mentioned among the kingdoms of the Tamil land, it should be one of them. Aśoka mentions them in order from north to south—on the east coast Chōlas and Pāṇḍyas, and on the west coast Satiyaputras and Keralaputras. We know that the Chōlas and Pāṇḍyas occupied the districts of Tanjore and Trichy, with Uraiyūr and Kāvērippūmpattīnamb as capitals, and the districts of Madura and Tinnevelly, with Madurai as capital respectively. But as for the capital of the Chēras there are two different opinions—one headed by R. Raghavaiyaṅgār says that it is Karūr of the present Trichy district, and the other headed by Rao Bahadur K. S. Śrīnivāsapillay and S. Bhārati says that it is Koḷungōḻur (Cranganore of Trivandrum State).

We know that the Chēra capital is on the banks of the River Porunai. It was also called as River Kāṇchi, Ānporunai, and Pēriyāṟū, and is identified with the present River Periyar. Again in Periyapurāṇam it is said that the Chēra capital is Koḷungōḻur. Thus we see that the Chēra kingdom occupied the present States of Travancore, Cochin, and some portion of Malabar, with Koḷungōḻur (Cranganore) as its capital. The

1 Puṟam 387.
2 See the descriptions of Kāṇchi by Paranār in Ten Tens, 48; Pēriyāṟū by Paranār and Pāḷai Kouthamanār respectively in ibid., 43 and 28; and of Porunai by Nakērār in Aham, 93. They all bring in the same lakṣaḥaṇa that it will be in full floods even in summer when all the other rivers are dried.
3 Chapter on Śēramān Perumāl, verse 1.
country lying north of this was ruled by some Vēlirs (petty chieftains), and a little to the east the land was occupied by Kongus. That the Kongus occupied the interior of the land is justified by the Pathikam of Śilappadikāram, and the boundaries of the Kongunaḍu are as follows: In the north Talaimalai (in the Satyamangalam Taluk of the Coimbatore district near the boundary of the Mysore State), in the south Vaṅkāvūr (in Palni Hills), in the east Kūḻitalai (in the Trichy district), and in the west the Western Ghats.

The Kongunaḍu was governed by a line of kings named Kōśar, and they are often mentioned in Tamil classical literature. They are famous for their Satya. In Aham they are often mentioned as—

Onrāmolik kōśar. (196.)
(Kōśar that always speak the truth.)
Vāyomoli nilaiya śēnvilāngu nallisai
Vaṅgheḷu Kōśar. (205.)
(Kōśar, whose fame for speaking the truth has reached the heaven), etc.

Again, Aham (262) has a reference to a story in which a Kōśar excused a man who committed a serious crime because he spoke the truth. Thus we see that they not only speak the truth, but also have a high regard for Satya. The Kōśars of Kongu are also of sufficient importance in the history of Tamilaham to deserve special mention in the inscription of Asoka. Thus I identify the Satyaputra with the Kōśars of Kongunaḍu.

T. N. Subramaniam.

ABRACADABRA

In the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of 1920, p. 597, Mr. Yellin has explained the famous word as being derived from the Arabic 'abra qad 'abra, a pleasing conjecture. I should, however, like to add a few remarks on this subject.

The derivation from Arabic seems a little doubtful because the Arabs of that time (at the latest the third century)
were a comparatively illiterate people, and written magic came to the Greeks and Romans not from more barbarous regions but, with other written culture, from the Eastern literary nations. The derivation from Semitic is very tempting, but it seems more advisable to turn to Hebrew than to Arabic or even Aramaic. Among the interpretations put forward in recent years Bischoff's seems preferable, because it allows for the claim, made already by Sammonicus in the third century, that the word should be written in a triangle with a gradually diminishing number of letters. But phonetically Bischoff's proposal, "abbada kedabra" (Aramaic), seems a little far-fetched.

In the Danish periodical Danske Studier of 1919, p. 13 ff., I made a similar suggestion, viz. Hebrew מָדָבָר "'abra kadabar" or "it shrinks as the word". To this I added a hypothesis which I beg leave to recapitulate here. The correspondence between the word shrink and the shrinking of the triangle itself seems obvious—nevertheless, it involves a certain difficulty. The formula mentions the mystic "word", but what is this word? A sort of trap is presented to us, for (beyond Abrakadabar) no word is actually communicated. Such a thing is in itself not unimaginable in magic. It is, however, well worth noting Sammonicus' introductory line regarding the cure. It says Inscribis cartae quod dicitur abracadabra. This may be interpreted in two ways:

(1) Write the word Abr.; but just as well (2) Write a so-called Abracadabra. In the latter case Abr. would be no fixed formula, but a recognized pertinent common term, "Shrink-as-the-Word" (cf. Vademecum, etc.), for all such mystic words which are to be written in a diminishing triangle, from a word like the Hebrew סבורי (the demon of blindness, Goldschmidt, Talmud, ii, p. 712—here the shrinking of the word is particularly appropriate) to the Greek "akrakaranaba" and many others. As dabar in late Hebrew may also designate a thing ("the thing in question"), the name may besides have comprised all cures in which, even without the use of
words, an ailment was transferred to some object to be made to shrink with this object (as when in modern superstition a wart is believed to disappear gradually as by gradual degrees the slug with which it was touched dries up, etc.).

We notice that Sammonicus at the close of his directions does not say that the last letter will be $\alpha$, but in quite general terms, donec in angustum redigatur littera conum. Add to this that he never, even when occasion offers, communicates any definite, mystic word. At the utmost he gives a vague indication in verse 981, carta igitur variis pinxit quam littera verbis. In 929 he even affects to be above such things, multa praetera verborum monstra silebo!

Possibly, then, Sammonicus understood Abracadabra as a common noun, and only by a very natural misinterpretation of his text did it become a definite magic word.

F. OHRT.

A FOOTNOTE TO MANUCCI

The mission of Lord Bellomont in 1653 to the courts of Persia and India, to beg assistance for the exiled King Charles II, is well known from the account given by Niccolao Manucci in the opening chapters of his Storia do Mogor. His editor, the late Mr. William Irvine, was indefatigable in the collection of materials for the elucidation of Manucci's narrative; but he appears to have overlooked the following document, which is preserved among the Domestic State Papers (Charles II) in the Public Record Office (vol. Ixxiv, No. 71).

To the Kings Most Excellent Majesty. The humble petition of John Belle, Arminian, humbly sheweth:—

That your petitioner hath rendred unto Your Sacred Majesty many services as interpreter unto the Right Honourable Lord Viscount Bellomont, who, haveing beene robbed by the Turkes and lost all his equippage, did happily meete with your petitioner in Armenia Major, who borrowed from him eight hundred dollars of a marchant there (which summe your petitioner was afterwards constrained to pay); by meanes whereof hee being putt
into equipage was received in the courte of the Kinge of Persia, where hee continued about a yeare, and then going for India (where he mett with sufficient supplys from Mr. Henry Young) towards the Grand Mogulls court, hee dyed suddeinely twixt Agra and Dilly, where all that he had was seized on by the Kinge of Indeas ministers to a greate value, and your petitioner left to shift for himselfe, haveing served soe longe in hopes of future benefitt. Wherefore hee doth most humbly pray Your Majesty would take him into your princely consideration, that, after soe tedious and chargeable a journey, hee may receive some satisfaction in consideration of his losse and charges, and be recommended to Your Majestyes ministers and subjects for future imployment in Persia or India, when occasion shall present. And hee shall ever pray.

The name of the petitioner was doubtless Hovannes, here Anglicized as John; to which, in intercourse with Europeans, he added Belli as a distinctive appellation. Manucci does not mention him specifically, though he obviously alludes to him when speaking (vol. i. p. 22) of an Armenian "in our employ" who acted as interpreter at the Persian court. Belli's other assertions—the robbery of the ambassador by the Turks, and his own assistance to and attendance upon Bellomont up to the time of the latter's death—find no support from Manucci's narrative; but this does not necessarily discredit his story. The author of the Storia was frankly egotistical, and mentioned others only when it suited him; moreover, at the time he wrote his memoirs, his remembrance of those far-off days was vague and imperfect.

Some further particulars of Belli's career may be gathered from the records of the East India Company. Evidently he returned to Persia after Bellomont's death (June, 1656), for we learn that he was employed in that country as interpreter by two of the Company's Agents in succession, viz. William Garway (1658-9) and Nicholas Buckeridge (1659-61). When the news reached the East that King Charles had been restored to his throne, the Armenian seems to have concluded that it would be worth his while to travel to England and prefer his
claim for compensation for the services he had rendered to the late ambassador. Hence the petition which has just been cited. The document itself is undated; but it is accompanied by an attestation, signed by Nicholas Buckeridge and Henry Young, that the petitioner had really served Lord Bellomont as interpreter in Persia and India. This certificate is dated 15th May, 1663, and there cannot be much doubt that the petition was presented about that time.

Apparently no notice was taken of either Belli or his application. The King was overwhelmed with such claims, and could not satisfy more than a small percentage of those who clamoured for rewards for services rendered to him or his father. Disappointed in this quarter, Belli turned to the East India Company and petitioned for an appointment as one of their wine-makers in Persia. Since the Prophet had frowned upon wine, the Persian authorities could not openly countenance its manufacture by their own people; but they saw no harm in allowing infidels to make it. Hence both the English and the Dutch were permitted to keep wine-makers at Shiraz, and the liquor thus produced was sent to Surat, Batavia, and other European settlements in considerable quantities. One of these posts was vacant, and the East India Company on 29th July, 1663, appointed Belli to fill it. He was granted a free passage in the London, which left England in the spring of 1664 and reached Surat in the middle of the following September. From that place he was sent on to Gombroon (Bandar Abbas) two months later, with instructions that he was to be admitted to the post to which he had been appointed by the Company, and these directions the Gombroon factors, in their reply, promised to obey. The last trace of him I have as yet discovered is a letter in Italian, written by him to his old patron Buckeridge, and dated from Gombroon on 1st January, 1665. This is among the Buckeridge Papers in the Bodleian Library (MS. Eng. Hist., c. 63, f. 61).

William Foster.
The word *simkurru* is proposed to be explained by the "Arabic" word سنقر and as authority *Dozy’s Supplement* is cited. سنقر is not an Arabic word at all, but the word was introduced into the language at a late period by the Turkish soldiery. The earliest occurrence of this word in Arabic literature will probably be found in the names of Turkish officials and generals in the forms سنقر and سنجر, which are explained as being the Turkish word for "a kind of falcon". The Turks, like the Arabs, were fond of animal (totem) names, and I could give a list of considerable length from memory, which a search would no doubt increase considerably.

F. Krenkow.

THE SURROSH K. R. CAMA PRIZE

The K. R. Cama Oriental Institute (172 Sukhadwala Building, Hornby Road, Fort, Bombay) invites competitive essays for the Surrosh K. R. Cama Prize of the value of Rs. 225 on the following subject:—

"A lucid and thoroughly intelligible translation in English of the first four chapters of the Ahnuwaiti Gatha in due accordance with grammar and philology with notes and comments wherever necessary and with the substance of the whole at the end."

The essays should be designated by a motto, and should be accompanied by a sealed cover containing the name of the competitor and his Post Office address, and should reach the Honorary Secretaries of the Institute on or before 15th July, 1922. The competition is open to all.
FONDATION DE GOEJE


2. Sont encore disponibles un certain nombre d'exemplaires des six ouvrages publiés par la Fondation ; la vente de ces ouvrages se fait cher l'éditeur E. J. Brill à Leyde au profit de la Fondation. Ce sont : No. 1, Reproduction photographique du manuscrit de Leyde de la Hamâsah d'al-Buhturi (1909), au prix de 96 florins hollandais ; No. 2, le Kitâb al-Fâkhîr d'al-Mufadḍal, publié par C. A. Storey (1915), au prix de 6 florins ; No. 3, Streitschrift des Gazâli gegen die Bâṭinijja-Sekte, par I. Goldziher (1916), au prix de 4,50 florins ; No. 4, Bar Hebraeus's Book of the Dove, together with some chapters from his Ethikon, by A. J. Wensinck (1919). au prix de 4,50 florins ; No. 5, De opkomst van het Zaidietische Imamaat in Yemen, par C. Van Arendonk (1919), au prix de 6 florins ; No. 6, Die Richtungen der islamischen Koranauslegung, par I. Goldziher (1920), au prix de 10 florins.

3. Les frais d'impression de ce dernier ouvrage, qui se répartiront sur quelques années, demanderont provisoirement tous les revenus de la Fondation.

Novembre, 1921.

This Society in response to an invitation received from Professors Lanman and Moore, of Harvard University, supported by Professor Breasted, of the University of Chicago, Professors Torrey, Hopkins, and Clay, of Yale University, and other distinguished American Orientalists, sent a delegation to a conference at the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Boston early in October. The same invitation was received by the French and Italian Oriental Societies. The Société Asiatische responded by sending two delegates, who were also instructed to represent the Government of the French Republic, and were generously financed by their State. The Italian Orientalists accepted the invitation, but were unable to send a delegation. The following members of the Royal Asiatic Society were present at the conference: Dr. A. E. Cowley, Professor Langdon, Mr. H. Weld-Blundell, and Mr. Lee-Shuttleworth. For France, Professor Paul Pelliot, the Sinologist, and Professor Alexandre Moret were sent.

The American Oriental Society was represented by its President, The Rev. Dr. J. B. Nies. The British and French delegates were most hospitably entertained by the Harvard Club of Boston by the generosity of Mr. Charles Dana Burrage, founder of the Omar Khayyam Club, of America, who also gave each member of the conference souvenirs of the event in the form of elegantly bound copies of Fitzgerald’s translation of Omar Khayyam, privately printed and similar works.

The conference was attended by some of America’s most distinguished scholars, including Professor A. V. W. Jackson, of Columbia University, Professors Jewett, J. H. Woods, K. Lake, Arnold, Ropes, Lyon, and Reisner, of Harvard, Dr. William Sturgis Bigelow, of Boston, Professor Breasted, of Chicago, Professors Torrey and Hopkins, of Yale.
Professor G. F. Moore presided at all the meetings, and Professor Lanman spared himself no trouble on behalf of the conference, both before and during the sessions. His tact and energy excited much admiration, both British and French delegates being deeply touched by his kindly services.

The first session in the morning of 5th October was opened under the presidency of Professor Moore, who addressed the conference upon American contribution to Oriental studies in general. After this address, Professor Pelliot read a letter from M. Senart, President of the Société Asiatique, presenting the compliments of French Orientalists and extending an invitation to the Centennial Anniversary of the Société Asiatique, which takes place in Paris next year. Professor Hopkins, of Yale, then addressed the conference upon the history of Sanscrit studies in America, referring to the work of Whitney, Lanman, Jackson, Bloomfield, and Egerton. Professor Lanman gracefully commented upon Hopkins' own fundamental contributions to Sanscrit study. Professor Torrey, in the same manner, gave a résumé of Semitic studies in America, and a brief account of the collections of Arabic and Syriac manuscripts. Professor Reisner spoke on Egyptology in America, and emphasized the fact that up to the present American Egyptology had been chiefly devoted to archaeology and excavation. A brief account of the Egyptian collections in America was included in Reisner's address. The delegates later visited the Egyptian galleries in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, where Professor Reisner acted as guide and interpreted the collection.

Professor Morse followed in an address upon the well-known Japanese collection at Salem, Massachusetts, and upon American Indian Antiquities in America. The morning session closed with an address by Professor Lyon, of Harvard, upon the important Babylonian collections in America, and the recent excavations of his University at Samaria.

At the morning session of 6th October, Dr. Cowley explained
his work upon the decipherment of the Hittite inscriptions, and Professor Moret followed with an extremely lucid address upon ethical movements in Egyptian religion. This session closed with a paper by Dr. Langdon, upon his recent discovery of new fragments of the Babylonian poem of the Righteous Sufferer and its relation to the Hebrew Book of Job. Reports of all these papers appeared in the Boston Press. The principal address of the morning session of the third and last day was by Professor Pelliot, who outlined the history of Chinese archaeology. The conference closed in the evening of 7th October with a dinner at the Harvard Club. At this dinner Dr. Cowley spoke for the Royal Asiatic Society, and Professor Pelliot for the Société Asiatique. Professor Ianman presided, and called upon President Lowell, of Harvard, and Professor Moore, now President of the American Academy, who gave addresses.

The delegates of the Royal Asiatic Society, Dr. Cowley and Professor Langdon, were invited to meet the Yale Oriental Club in New Haven on the evening of 8th October. This meeting was addressed by Dr. Cowley, who repeated his lecture upon Hittite inscriptions, and also spoke about the Aramaic papyri from Elephantine. The same delegates then proceeded to New York City, where, as representatives of the British Society, they were given a reception by Professor and Mrs. Jackson. In the evening of 12th October, these two delegates met the Oriental Club of New York City. This meeting was addressed by Dr. Langdon, who lectured upon the relations between early Sumer and Egypt. The Chicago Society of Biblical Research invited one of the delegates, Dr. Langdon, who also lectured at the University of Chicago, and North-Western University at Evanston, to their regular session of 29th October.

The delegates of this Society met with every sign of sympathy and encouragement in America. Our Journal is widely read, and always favourably commented upon there. Although official visits of European Oriental Societies must
necessarily be very infrequent, owing to the great distance and heavy expense, yet this first visit will suffice for many years to come. The warmth of our reception at the American Academy and at other centres of Oriental studies was unmistakable. The Oriental Societies of France and Britain are assured the active co-operation of American scholars. It is the message which the delegation has brought home to the *Royal Asiatic Society*.

The Delegates.
NOTICES OF BOOKS

Short Notices of some Recent Publications on Chinese Subjects


This is the first of a series to be issued under the guidance of a committee composed of MM. Finot, Goloubew, Hackin, Lévi, Maitre, Pelliot, and the Curators of the Musée Guimet. The title should not be taken to indicate a mere catalogue of the exhibits at the Museum. It provides, besides, a general survey of the activities of several distinguished Frenchmen in the domain of Far Eastern archaeology; and it fittingly includes commemorative notices of three of the greatest of them who, alas, have recently been cut off in their prime. That giant of sinology, the late Ed. Chavannes, is written of by Professor Pelliot and by M. Lévi, the latter dealing with his Indianistic writings; and an appreciation of the late Victor Segalen comes from the pen of M. Vitry.


The authors of the second number of this series are MM. Pelliot, Hackin, and Bacot. Most of the objects brought back from Tun-huang by the Mission Pelliot (1906–8) are at the Musée Guimet, and we have here a valuable commentary on the exhibition by M. Hackin, who also writes about a number of Tibetan banners collected by M. Bacot. M. Hackin gives special attention to the sixty great magicians (mahásiddhas).

JRAS. JANUARY 1922.

This worthily maintains the standard set by the first volume of the series, which is high praise indeed. The printing, paper, and reproductions are of the best; and, needless to say, the letterpress is at the same lofty level. There is no space to discuss here the six monuments, which are all of prime importance. Five of them are Buddhistic, and among these is one dated A.D. 670, which shows the oldest-known representation in China of Kṣitigarbha. Indeed, at the time this sculpture was made the cult of the bodhisattva under the name Ti-tsang had only recently been established in the country.


These portfolios contain pictures of six important Chinese carvings ranging from Han to Sung times, which might well be studied in conjunction with the book just reviewed. There are besides nine other objects of Chinese art all excellently illustrated. The rest of the plates represent Egyptian and Assyrian sculpture.


The late M. Petrucci’s wide knowledge and his remarkable faculty for appreciating Chinese painting are represented here
in condensed form for those who seek an introduction to the subject. Both editions are unfortunately printed on the so-called “art-paper”, which has such unpleasant texture and ephemeral life.


An album of forty-eight famous landscapes reproduced in half-tone. Many of them will be familiar to readers of the *Kokka*.


An excellent album of half-tone reproductions, showing a large number of first-class objects of Far Eastern art, many of which have been portrayed previously in the publications of Shimbi Shoin and other presses. China is mainly represented by pictures, of which there are forty.


This magnificent publication merits a longer notice. Original paintings of the greatest of Chinese artists, Wu Tao-tzū, no longer exist; and we are dependent for knowledge of his work on copies or copies of copies. Some are preserved incised on stone, some as wood-cuts, and some as brush drawings. The collection here excellently reproduced in collotype, comprises a set of line drawings attributed to the Chinese Leonardo, Li Lung-mien; and they may have been copied from frescoes by the great master. Whoever the actual artist, he was a consummate draughtsman. The late Anders Zorn contributes a few lines of appreciation, and Dr. Haenisch some notes.

This monumental work supplements the author's Allbuddhistische Kultstatten in Chinesisch-Turkistan published in 1912, and together these two books represent the results of his explorations of 1906–7 in a series of grottoes near Kutscha and ruins in the oasis of Turfan. Twenty-five plates are coloured, and they with the rest of the book and numerous illustrations are beautifully printed. A highly important contribution to the study of Oriental art and iconography by a master of the subjects.

DER CHINESISCHE TEPPICH. By ADOLF HACKMACK. 9 × 5½, x + 34 pp. 26 plates and 1 map. Hamburg: Friederichsen & Co., 1921.

The time is opportune for the publication of a booklet like this; for never have Chinese carpets been more fashionable. It is disappointing, however, to find little about the history and technique of carpet making in China, but much about the decorative designs which have all been described and explained many times previously.


It is rather doubtful whether the inclusion of Mr. Hill's compilation among these notices is justified, although he gives accounts of Japanese raids on China (originally translated by Sir T. Wade in the Chinese Repository), of Coxinga's capture of Formosa from the Dutch, and of a brush with Chinese river-pirates near Fu-chou in 1851. Other episodes
took place far from China's shores—one even so far west as the Straits of Gibraltar. Who can resist the glamour of pirates? This collection is specially real and attractive, because it has the merit of being contemporary and unaltered narrative.

**Travels of a Consular Officer in North-West China.**


Unfortunately the reduced size of the *Journal* does not permit an adequate review of this interesting book. Shensi and Kansu are among the most attractive and less-known provinces, and it is through these the author takes us, illustrating the journey with excellent photographs. Apart from topographical data, there will be found many shrewd observations that illuminate not only the present chaos but also events leading up to and following the Revolution. A chapter on the vexed question of Christian missions is convincingly sane and impartial.


*Cantonese Love-songs* and Chinese immigration to a Crown Colony are poles apart. In 1904 the author wrote on the former topic with much charm; now he endows the second with an attractiveness that renders this book acceptable even to the average Briton who knows about British Guiana no more than about China or the Chinese, and cares less. He provides, besides, opportunity for indulging in the popular pastime of railing at the Government; for his story does, indeed, disclose amazing official ineptitude in the past.

This is a work of importance apart from British Guiana. Unless some vast catastrophe occurs to decimate the rapidly growing populations of China and Japan, problems concerned with emigration from these countries will soon become of vital interest to everybody.

A marvellous amount of information about China and the Chinese, past and present, is packed into this little volume, which slips easily into the pocket. It should be possessed by everyone interested in the Far East.

W. PERCEVAL YETTS.


An attempt to give a notice of this slender but extremely valuable and interesting volume recalls at once a remark in the January issue of this Journal concerning a book of Major Soane: "Unfortunately there appears to be no Englishman save the author who is sufficiently conversant with the subject to review the book"—substituting perhaps "hardly any" for "no"; and the present writer is certainly not among the number so qualified.

The title of the volume does scant justice to the value of its contents. The materials for the study of the Central Asian dialects mentioned in it are mainly derived from those collected by Sir Aurel Stein in the mountain ranges west of the Pamîrs and through the chief alpine valleys drained by the Oxus. But Sir George has added much material derived from other sources, including several of the Pamîr languages, notably the Zêbakî language, and gives abundant comparisons with at least eight more or less kindred dialects. The phonetics, grammar, and constructions of these little-known tongues are exhaustively treated, and a short Ishkasmi folk-story, with translation, adds much interest to the monograph.

The value of this monograph goes far beyond the interest attaching to a comparison of a number of kindred Central
Asian dialects. It is well known that whilst the Middle Persian (Pahlavi) and Modern Persian are the lineal descendants of the Old Persian preserved in the rock-cut inscriptions of the Achaemenid Kings, the sister language of the Avesta seems to have left no progeny. Darmesteter, indeed, thought to have found a descendant in the Pushtu or Afghan language, and it is to be noted that Sir George Grierson in the subsequently issued Vol. X of the monumental Linguistic Survey of India, lends the great weight of his authority to the support of this thesis. In any case, what is very striking in his present volume is the large number of words in various of the Central Asian dialects which seem clearly connected with Avestan words—ninety-three are indicated in the index—in some cases in contradistinction to the Persian, Old or New, forms. I need but indicate as a specimen the pronoun az (I), Avestan azəm, as against O.P. ādām. Other interesting words of Avestan type are: Yd. (Yūdṛā) kšira, milk, Av. ḫšira, as against M.P. šīr; Yd. truṣna, thirsty, Av. tārṣna, as against M.P. tīs; S. (Śūrṇi) wūry, Yd. wūry, wolf, Av. vōhrka; ašru, tear, Av. asru, as against M.P. ars. Av. hāētu, bridge, appears in Iš. yetik.

Perhaps the two most startling identifications are the Zebaki word ōrmōzd and Yd. rēmuz, the sun, which preserve unmistakably the name of Ahura Mazda—an extraordinary phenomenon surely!—and Yz. mīθ, day, which is, of course, Av. Mīθra.

One or two more Avestan words might be added to the list of comparisons. Iš. urvēs, fox, appears to me to be Av. urupa; WaΧί, sprāγ, flower or sprout, recalls Av. fra-sparveta, which contains none other than the familiar Gr. ἀσπάραγος, our "asparagus".

A consideration of the numerous identifications of the vocabularies of these small and scattered Central Asian dialects really makes one wonder whether after all they may not represent fragmentary survivals of an ancient Eranian language whose literary form is known to us in the
Avestan—which used to be incorrectly (though conveniently) called Zend—something in the same way as the asteroids are supposed to be scattered fragments of some exploded planet!

It is, however, impossible in a short notice to do any kind of justice to the extraordinary erudition and minute scholarship of these 128 pages, and a reader can but admire the unrivalled and minute knowledge of so vast a number of Oriental tongues, ancient and modern, which the author is well known to possess.

I hope it is not impertinent to express satisfaction that Sir George has the courage to go back to the old-fashioned and, I believe, more correct spelling Eranian, instead of the now universal Iranian.

L. C. Casartelli.

THE ANGAMI NAGAS. By J. H. Hutton, C.I.E., M.A.
$8\frac{3}{4} \times 5\frac{3}{4}$, xv + 480 pp., 49 plates, 4 maps. London: Macmillan, 1920.

This handsome, scholarly, and readable volume is a welcome addition to the series of Ethnographic Monographs, limited in earlier days to 200 pages, which the Government of Assam began to publish in 1907, when Colonel Gurdon's valuable account of The Khasis first appeared.

The Drang nach Osten of Indian politics forced upon the attention of the Government of India the importance of opening up direct communication between Assam and Manipur and "it was in the course of explorations directed to this end that we first came into conflict with the Nagas of these hills" (Mackenzie, North-East Frontier of Bengal, 101). From 1832 till 1880, when we settled down to permanent control of the Angami area, there was constant trouble with the Angamis. The policy of scuttle and indifference, the policy of bribery and placation by gifts, the policy of vigorous attack and of control were tried. The amazing results which have been won by methods of control are due to the knowledge, sympathy, and
skill of men like McCabe, Davis, Woods, whose acquaintance with the Angami and his ways established a "tradition" which Mr. Hutton is following most worthily.

There are signs that the author leans to the view that these tribes came up from the South, but in an area so situated as this we find disturbing influences pointing to infiltration of culture from many sources. The account of the domestic life and the social structure of the Angamis is well done. The development of the terraced field, sometimes scarped out, sometimes built up, in combination with systematic irrigation which forms so interesting a feature of the Naga economic life, is as considerable here as in the other parts of the world where similar wet cultivation is practised. Special sociological importance attaches to the traces of the duality of social structure among the Angamis, supporting the evidence which has been found among cognate tribes to the south. The process by which the KELHU, the THINO, and the PUTSA or the kindred are related as marriage units is well described. The day has to come for the analysis of the terms of relationship used all over the hills of Assam, and we shall find in this task much help from the material recorded by Mr. Hutton. One feature is of notable interest. The term used for the Father's sister in Angami is NYE or NYA, seemingly identical with the Lushai NI, also in vogue among the Chiru, Tangkhul, Lisaw, Kami, Siyin, Haka. The complexity of social relations is exemplified by the rules of inheritance and the custom of mengu which may be compared with the mandu of the Kuki and Kabui, and perhaps with the puma of the Lakher. The practical value of a knowledge of the beliefs of these hillmen, ready to dispute and expert litigants, is almost obvious, for as Hutton remarks, "a false oath is held to entail death or at least misfortune as the result of it." The various motives underlying the practice of head-hunting are well discussed and were control relaxed the custom might be studied as was possible only some forty years ago. The conclusions at which Hutton arrives are in entire accord
with my own observations and experiences. The section on Religion contains a full account of the genna system as it was called. *Kenna* is simply "prohibition, laid on a unit of the community, *penna* is prohibition laid on the whole community". There are gennas for the married, for the unmarried, for the married but childless, for crop purposes, for throwing away the mouse (which may have some relation with the pestilential effect of rodents in the jhums), for averting hail, for unusual or untoward occurrences. They did these things twenty years ago. What is the social significance of the rite of taking a new-born babe to the house of one of the father's kindred, who is newly married and has suffered no misfortune or whose children are all alive? Special duties are thus created between the man and the child. Infanticide was practised of children born of unmarried girls, yet there is still prenuptial laxity. The successes which carry social distinction are similar to those which "earn merit" among the Lushais. On every page there is matter for the student of ethnology, the handsome illustrations add greatly to the value of the letterpress, and it is to be noted that besides full discussions of folklore, and Angami grammar are added, appendices containing notes on the Memi (largely by Colonel Shakespear, to whom we owe an admirable index) on the non-Angami Tribes, South, West, and East and North-East, which bristle with interesting observations, on totemism, which, being, I fear, denied the vision of faith, he has not succeeded in detecting, on the family and Peal's theory of exogamy and premarital licence, on celts and stones (a topic of great importance, since the Nagas, like the Khasis, still erect stone monuments), on ethno-astronomy, on the orientation of the dead, on the Angami clans, and on anthropometry. The book covers the ground fully and is written in a pleasant style. Mr. Hutton's knowledge of his people is illuminated by a fine sympathy. We have waited for the book on the Angamis and Mr. Hutton has given us a book for which it has been worth waiting. 

T. C. Hodson.
Palaung is a language spoken in the Shan States of Burma by a tribe bearing the same name. According to the latest information the number of speakers is about 110,600. Hitherto, the only materials available for its investigation have been a few meagre vocabularies, but these have been sufficient to show that it, and a cognate language called Wa, spoken in the same part of the country, form a sub-group of the Mōn-Khmēr languages, providing a link between them and the Khasi spoken in Assam. Through the latter they are more distantly related to Santālī and other Mupḍā languages spoken in India, while, on the other hand, Mōn-Khmēr connects them with the tongues of Indo-nesia and beyond. It thus forms an important link in the chain connecting together the various Austro-Asiatic languages. Mrs. Leslie Milne has now given students valuable help towards acquiring a further knowledge of this form of speech. The accuracy of her statements is guaranteed by the fact that her materials were collected during a lengthy residence in the Palaung country, where she received great assistance from the Chief of the Tawngpeng State, the home of the purest form of the language; and our confidence is increased by the meticulous care with which she has illustrated its phonetics by a properly devised system of spelling. The rules are put particularly clearly, and the whole arrangement of the printing by the Clarendon Press is, I need hardly say, beyond reproach.

The authoress does not concern herself here with the question of the relationship existing between Palaung and other forms of Mōn-Khmēr speech, confining herself to the practical question of the study of Palaung as a language per se; but the philological side is provided for by

---

1 The Preliminary Estimates of the Linguistic Survey of Burma.
Mr. Blagden’s Introduction, in which,—and who is more competent than he—we have an interesting summary of the main conclusions to which he has been led by a study of Mrs. Milne’s materials. These materials include not only a formal grammar, but also about twelve pages of illustrative sentences, and a long and curious folktale, covering over thirty pages of text and translation, in which each word is analysed and explained. We have thus a very complete and well-arranged account of the language.

The Môn-Khmêr languages have one important point in common. Unlike their neighbours of the Tai and Tibeto-Burman families, they do not possess significant tones. All of them having a monosyllabic basis, the want of tones wherewith to differentiate words would seriously diminish the number of words available for its vocabulary, had it not developed in their place a rich vowel system. In this respect, as in others, Palaung follows the example of Môn and Khmêr. Mrs. Milne has identified no less than twelve vowel sounds, each of which may be long or short, or, in some cases, clipped. Again, as in other languages of the family, a genitive or an attributive adjective follows the qualified substantive, and case-relations are indicated by prepositions, not by post-

1 It must be understood that the so-called “checked” final consonants—common in Burmese and Tai and corresponding to the Cantonese “entering tone”, and, less closely, to the glottal check also called “entering tone” of Southern Mandarin, are not properly tones at all (vide JRAS. 1920, p. 459). The Môn-Khmêr languages have these. I would take this opportunity of correcting a mistake of my own. In 1904 I was not aware that the “entering tone” was not a tone, and in the account of Khasi in the Linguistic Survey (Vol. ii, p. 7) I wrongly stated that that language possessed tones. It has none, though many of its words end in a glottal check. See G. Maspero, Grammaire de la Langue Khmêre, p. 21.

2 It would be an interesting task for some student of the languages of Further India to discuss how far the Môn-Khmêr vowel sounds are connected with, or influenced by, the tones of the Sinitic languages. In Tai, for instance, initial aspirated surds, sibilants, and h naturally give a word a mid-rising tone, and the unaspirated surds give it a mid-level tone. In Môn and Khmêr there are similar divisions of the consonants, which relate, not to tone, but to the inherent vowel.
positions—thus illustrating the truth of Pater Schmidt's general rule on the point. It is difficult, without mere quotation, to give a further account of the language. When there is no real inflexion, such as that to which we are accustomed in Indo-European forms of speech, when relations of time or place, of being, doing, or suffering, are indicated only by prefixes or suffixes, when even parts of speech are indefinite, and the same word may at one time be used as an adjective, and at another time as a verb, and when the order of words is all-important, there is little which can be excerpted. The book must be studied for itself. I therefore conclude with congratulations to Mrs. Leslie Milne on the successful completion of this excellent little book, and with an expression of the hope that her promised Palauug Vocabulary will ere long see the light.

GEORGE A. GRIERSON.

CAMBERLEY.
22nd June, 1921.


This little book of 54 pp. is the eleventh in the series entitled "Materials on Japhetic Linguistics", and its author asks readers to suspend judgment till they are in possession of the data on which it is based. He had to leave Russia in such haste and in such circumstances that he could not risk the safety of his MS. material by bringing it with him. The fact, however, that his brochure was printed with the imprimatur of Professor S. Oldenburg, Perpetual Secretary

1 *Die Mon-Khmer-Völker*, p. 16. When an affix-less genitive precedes the qualified substantive, postpositions are used, and vice versa.

2 i.e. the order of thought. Considering the variations in word-order found in the different Indo-Chinese languages, this suggests ethnological questions which are usually barred from philology.
of the Historical and Philological Section of the (ex-Imperial) Russian Academy, and that Professor Marr was himself Dean of the Faculty of Oriental Studies at the University of Petrograd, and is well known to scholars throughout the world makes it unnecessary to say that whatever he writes is worthy of notice. The writer of these lines last had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Marr in Petrograd immediately after Lenin's *coup d'état*, and had very irregular direct and indirect communication with him from time to time by travellers arriving in Moscow, and, later, in Tiflis, down to April, 1920. All the news tended to show that Mr. Marr was not only carrying on his studies in conditions of great hardship, but was bravely protecting the valuable literary and ecclesiastical monuments of Transcaucasia and other Eastern lands.

Mr. Marr, though a Georgian citizen, is the son of a Scotsman whose services to agriculture in Transcaucasia were of lasting value, and this book curiously gives hints of the affinity between "Japhetic" and the ancient languages of Britain (e.g. Pictish) and their remnants in our speech of to-day.

It is too early to deal in detail with the interesting matter which is treated in this eleventh part of the "Materials on Japhetic" until it is followed by the twelfth part, which will summarize the results of further study in Bayonne, Tuscany, and probably England. It may suffice for the present to say that Professor Marr produces evidence to show that Georgian, and to some extent Armenian and other "Japhetic" languages, are related to Basque and Etruscan, and that the languages of the Mediterranean basin, including Greek and Latin, have features of "Japhetic" origin. He refers to Sir John Rhys for confirmation of the connexion between Pictish and Basque, and the influence of the non-Indo-European "Japhetic" on Gaelic and the languages related to it and through them on English. He considers the English word *dog* as possibly of "Japhetic" origin. As for Georgian, the new theory explains a great deal which was obscure. It is interesting to recall the mediaeval belief in Georgia that Iberia
of the West (Spain) and Iberia of the East (Georgia) were severed fragments of one people (see vol. xxi, O.T.F., new series, top of p. iv of the Introduction to Rustaveli). To the south-east Professor Marr claims to have discovered in the pre-Semitic languages of Mesopotamia a relationship with Georgian, and has further evidence as regards Georgian elements in the languages of Asia Minor.

In 1916 Professor Marr, while carrying on excavations near Van, found in a cave in the rock a Halldian inscription much longer than any previously discovered, on a pillar raised on a plinth, where a king of the Ians (Greeks) in the middle of the eighth century B.C. is named *diulini = diutini*, i.e. Diogenes. He has also found on the Pamirs a “Japhetic” language with a strong resemblance to those of the Caucasus.

It may be remarked that Professor Braun, of the Petrograd University, has lately been lecturing at Leipzig University. His preliminary lecture, entitled “Die Urbevölkerung Europas und die Herkunft der Germanen”, will appear as the first part of a series called “Japhetitische Studien”, of which the second part will be a translation of the Russian brochure by Professor Marr, which forms the subject of the present review.

O. Wardrop.

---


As is well known, the earlier portion of Ibn Taghrī Birdī’s history of Egypt was edited by Juynboll and Matthes (1855–61), who carried the chronicle down to A.H. 365. From this point it has been continued by Professor Popper, of whose edition the first instalment appeared in 1909, while since
then seven more fascicles have been published at short intervals, the present one (October, 1920) comprising the years A.H. 824–36, and leaving 36 years still to be covered. The work, therefore, is approaching completion, and is, in fact, already finished down to the year A.H. 524, inasmuch as the third fascicle (1912) contains an index and glossary to the text printed in the first three fascicles. Students of Islamic history will appreciate the great service which Professor Popper has rendered by the publication of this valuable work; its range, of course, is much wider than the title suggests. The editor shows sound scholarship and his treatment of the text is generally judicious. One of the few instances in which he does not satisfy us raises a question of some interest to lexicographers. On p. 525, 19 seq, we read:

ثم نكون بعد ذلك جميع تحت طاعة الامير الكبير ونقول
قد عاش الملوك الظاهر ططر (برقوق) ومنحن في
خدمته لا أنا قد ملئت من الشتات الخ

In explanation of the editor appends the following note: “i.e. عاش عيشة حسنة; cp. the dictionaries s.v. عاش.” Whether the verb can bear this meaning seems to me very doubtful, nor does the context require it. The spokesman of the conspirators says to the أمير al-Kabîr, “If you accede to our demands we will all give you our allegiance and say that al-Malik al-Zâhir has come to life (in you) and we will serve you, etc.” Although the MSS. are
to confuse the latter, who founded the Burjî Mamlûk dynasty, is probably intended here, since comparison with him is the higher
compliment. For the use of عاش in this sense I need only refer to Ma‘arri’s epigram:—

وقد يعيش الفتى حتى يقال له

ما مات عند لقاء الموت بل عاشا

The edition is admirably printed, and errors are so rare that it may be worth while to point out that on pp. 684 and 688, in the margin opposite l. 1, سنة 839 is a mistake for سنة 876. To conclude with an apology, justice cannot be done to Professor Popper’s work except by those familiar with the details of Egyptian history, whereas the foregoing remarks indicate the impression made on one who is not a specialist in that subject but has read a considerable part of the text for other purposes.

R. A. N.


It is one of the unfortunate consequences of the Great War that this very important book did not become accessible in this country till at least three years after the date of its publication, and that a review of it in this Journal has been necessarily still further delayed.

In addition to his many other contributions to Vedic research, Professor Bloomfield’s Vedic Concordance, when it appeared in 1906, placed scholars under a great obligation to its author. That work contains an alphabetical list of all the verses (Pādas or metrical lines) occurring in Vedic literature, together with their variants. All the textual material supplied
by the present work is extracted from the contents of the *Concordance*. But the rearrangement of, and the discussions on, that material have given it an independent value and an even greater importance in a critical sense. Scholars have, of course, long been aware of the existence of numerous repetitions in the *Rig-Veda*. But it is doubtful whether any of them have till now realized the full extent of these repetitions. The original material that is found recurring in the same or other hymns amounts to at least 2,400 Pādas. The latter, being repeated on the average one and a half times, make 6,000; by adding the lines of refrains, which are very numerous, and the lines that vary only slightly in their repeated form, we obtain a grand total of 8,000 Pādas, equivalent to about one-fifth of the contents of the entire *Rig-Veda*.

It is in the large number of these repetitions and in their fairly even distribution throughout the text of the *Rig-Veda* that their true significance lies. The evidence that they yield must, for example, put an end to theories as to profound differences between the "family" books, their authors, and their places of origin. Thus the third and seventh books, between the descendants of whose authors, Viśvāmitra and Vasishtha, a hereditary enmity existed, are here proved to share about as many repetitions as any two other family books. These two volumes constitute a perhaps more valuable storehouse of material for the self-illuminating interpretation of the *Rig-Veda* than any other that has as yet come into the possession of Vedic scholars. They show clearly how the poets of the *Rig-Veda* borrowed from and imitated one another. The repetitions of that Veda throw new light on the relative chronology of recurring passages. Thus the line *rājantam adhvarānām* (RV. i, 1, 8a) is applied to Agni, and can be shown to belong primarily to the phraseology concerned with that god; it reappears in the modified form of *rājantāv adhvarāṇāṃ* in another passage (viii, 8, 18c), where it is addressed to the Aśvins, and is evidently secondary.
Repetition, again, often gives useful aid in the exegesis of a passage which in one context is obscure, but can be successfully interpreted in its recurrent form. Thus, in the line \textit{yad dha codam āvitha} (ii, 13, 9b), the word \textit{coda} has been interpreted as meaning "inspiring", "poet", "sceptre", or "command", but its parallel \textit{yad dha Pauram āvitha} (viii, 3, 12), "when thou didst help Paura," indicates that \textit{Coda} is the name of a man. There are various criteria showing whether a Pāda is primary or secondary. When it appears as a parenthesis, or shows anacoluthon, tautology, ellipsis, expansion, metrical addition, subtraction, or imperfection, while it is elsewhere free from such faults, we have indications helping us to judge which is the original form. But wherever a given verse unit remains unaltered in a different context, it must have the same meaning. Existing translations constantly show inconsistencies in their renderings of such repeated passages, thus betraying their provisional character. With Professor Bloomfield's present volumes to assist them, Vedic scholars will now have no excuse for such inaccuracies.

The first volume consists of an Introduction describing the scope and character of the book (pp. 1–28), and the main body of the work (Part I) containing the actual text of the repeated passages according to the order of the \textit{Rig-Veda}, together with critical comments, especially such as bear on relative chronology, and with occasional translations. The student will now not only have an aid ensuring the consistency of his renderings, but also much exegetical material helping him to improve on his predecessors in dealing with many hymns of the \textit{Rig-Veda}, and often in several verses of the same hymn.

The second volume contains a large amount of highly interesting matter, the careful classification of which yields many important results. Part II (pp. 491–650) is analytical and explanatory, being divided into five chapters. In the first of the latter, the repeated passages are divided into ten classes. One of these comprises the entire single stanzas that recur unchanged as refrains at the end of hymns. There
are forty-three such, totalling 129 stanzas, and the same refrain is restricted to the same book. Here it appears that only Books VIII and IX are entirely lacking in refrain stanzas; this is a particularly striking fact in the case of Book VIII, which is especially rich in single refrain lines. On the other hand, Books III and VII show an unusual abundance of refrain stanzas. Another group in this chapter consists of the numerous class in which one whole Pāda is repeated with the addition of a single word or phrase. Here the critical value of the repeated Pāda is sufficient to show that borrowing has taken place, while the additional words often throw light on difficulties of interpretation. Thus the two alternative words, kīrin and kāru, occurring in VI, 23, 3 and VI, 44, 15, as equivalents, in addition to the parallelism of the repeated Pāda, show that the former as well as the latter should (with Sāyaṇa) be recognized to mean "poet", and not "miserable" or "poor". (p. 509). There is further a surprisingly large group of stanzas containing two, three, or even four single verses, each of which is repeated in a different place in other parts of the Rig- Veda. Repetitions of this kind show what Professor Bloomfield calls the "tessellation" of the Rig-Veda more than anything else does. Upwards of 300 stanzas repeat two of their Pādas in separate passages. Lines repeated in this way do not always suit their new contexts equally well. They often fit only loosely in the form of anacoluthon or parenthesis. This test, in addition to considerations of language, style, and metre, must in future be applied in the critical estimate of the quality and relative age of stanzas and hymns of the Rig-Veda.

Chapter II deals with metrical variations as the result of addition or subtraction or verbal change in repeated Pādas. The number of lines related in this way is about 200, involving altogether about 500 Pādas. Many Triṣṭubh and Jagatī lines are thus identical except that they add or subtract the last syllable. Most of the metrical differences in the repeated Pādas are insufficient to decide the question of
relative date. Sometimes, however, it is possible to determine the original form on purely metrical grounds, occasionally reinforced by other considerations. In a general way it may be said that a repeated verse showing inferiority of metre belongs to a later date. This is, for instance, the case when the line rājantam adhvarāṇām (i, 1, 8; 45, 4) appears as samrājantam adhvarāṇām (1, 27, 1), where the prefixed syllable sam changes the line into a trochaic Gāyatrī; the secondariness of the latter Pāda is corroborated by the use of the denominative verb samrāja (with the Sandhi mr). Again, the regular Tristubh line referring to Indra vytram jaghanvān asṛjad vi sindhūn (iv, 18, 7; 19, 8) is cut down to the faulty octosyllabic Pāda vytram jaghanvān asṛjat (i, 180, 10), in which the necessary object sindhūn is dropped.

Chapter III handles verbal variations in repeated Pādas which are virtually synonymous, as differing only in the order of the words, or, in the interchange of two words either identical or divergent in sense, or modified only by change of ending in noun or verb. Thus, the line bhantam rsvam ajaram yuvānam twice referring to Indra (iii, 32, 7; vi, 19, 2), with the antithesis “the youth who ages not”, becomes bhantam rsvam ajaram susumnam (vi, 49, 10), where the antithesis is lost by substituting for the last word the attribute “kindly” as more in keeping with the euphemistic epithets applied to Rudra. The commonest of all the verbal variations is that of the 2nd and 3rd persons; as avāśṛjah (or avāśṛjat) sartave sapta sindhūn. Sometimes a god is introduced as speaking in the 1st person. When there is a parallel passage in the 3rd, the former may always be assumed to be imitative and late.

Chapter IV is concerned with the subject-matter of the repetitions, which may be said to cover the entire range of Vedic thought and expression. In other words, a very great deal of what is stated in the Rig-Veda is repeated once, twice, or even more often in the same metrical units, lines, or stanzas. The salient features of the most prominent deities become-
stereotyped within these limits, and tend to be repeated in this form. Thus the recurring lines concerning Indra amount to about 250, and those relating to Agni and Soma to about 200 each. These repeated lines would give us a fairly connected account of the three deities, if we had nothing but this recurring material. An even larger number of lines repeat statements not about one and the same god, but rather about two or more. It is especially the more general cosmic activities of the gods, such as establishing heaven and earth or placing the sun in the sky, that are expressed in repeated formulaic lines and applied to a number of deities.

The relations of the sacrificer to the gods, his prayers, his expressions of piety, the favours bestowed on him by the gods, often appear in repeated formulas. Moreover, identical similes, figures of speech, and various poetical phrases, covering the whole range of Vedic diction, recur many times in this form. This type of formulaic diction, which may be said to constitute the stock-in-trade of the Vedic poets, is so frequent that it pervades to some extent every hymn of the Rig-Veda. The formulaic statement of a divine activity is sometimes transferred from one god to another in such a way as to show clearly to whom it originally belongs. Thus, the same Pāda states in three different places that “Savitṛ has placed a light on high” (urdhvam bhānun Savitā devo aśret). In another passage it is said of Agni that “he, like Savitṛ, has placed a light on high” (urdhvam bhānun Savitevāśret). Of Dawn it is said that she “follows straight the path of cosmic law” (ṛtasya panthām anv eti sādhu, i, 124, 3). The same line appears elsewhere in the mouth of a sacrificer, who says: ṛtasya panthām anv emi sādhuyā (x, 66, 13), being used parenthetically and ṛta having the sense of “ritual order”.

Chapter V, which discusses the relative chronology of the books and minor collections of the Rig-Veda (pp. 634–50), is the most interesting and important, being full of valuable critical matter. Professor Bloomfield estimates the historical value of the author-names mentioned in the
repeated verses of the Rig-Veda themselves, as compared with
the attributions of the Anukramaṇī; the intrinsic criteria
of relative dates; and how these determine the relative
dates of single hymns. He emphasizes the inconclusiveness
of the attempts that have hitherto been made to arrange the
Rig-Veda "historically", without regard to the fact that some-
thing like one-fifth of its contents is repeated, in a quite
haphazard manner. He rightly points out that the first thing
to do with a hymn that shares perhaps half a dozen lines with
other hymns is to correlate it with those hymns. He goes
on to show how the accumulation of repetitions is a criterion
of the relative date of Maṇḍalas or other collections, since,
if a hymn contains an unusual amount of repetition, it cannot
on the whole be the source of these repetitions, but is itself
the borrower. Thus Book VIII contains more repetitions
than any other, except IX (which iterates its own formulas
endlessly, but shows little contact with other books). The
correct conclusion, based both on the frequency of its
repetitions and on the sense and connexion of its repeated
verses, seems to be that a considerable proportion of Book VIII
is late. There is already enough evidence to show that the
group of fifty hymns at the beginning of Book I, which are
akin to Book VIII, exhibits a similar degree of lateness as
compared with the family books. Book IX shares only about
thirty repetitions with other books; eight of them are found
in Book VIII and are regularly superior to the correspondences
in the latter collection. As regards the family books, every one
of them shows repetitions which are inferior as well as superior
in comparison with those of the others; but the evidence proves
that they are on the whole all earlier than the non-family
books. Of Book V it may be said that it contains many
repetitions that place it in a position of advantage as com-
pared with the other family books. The character of the
repetitions in the nine groups of hymns from 51 to 191 in
Book I indicate that this aggregate of 140 hymns is of late
origin. The repetitions of Book X justify the universal
conviction that the great majority of these hymns were not only gathered at a later time, but were also composed at a later time. It is here to be noted that Book X contains very few cases of superior repetitions, and that when there is a superiority it is over Book I, and hardly ever over family books.

The work ends with five lists or indices: (1) of the repeated cadences of *Rig-Veda* lines in reversed alphabetical order (that is, according to the sequence of the final letter); (2) of the lines repeated in one and the same hymn; (3) of refrain lines; (4) of the Sanskrit words dealt with in the notes; (5) of subjects.

Professor Bloomfield is to be congratulated on placing in the hands of scholars a work calculated to advance the critical and exegetical study of the *Rig-Veda* as a whole to a greater degree than any contribution that has appeared for a long time past. Those who use the book will not fail to recognize how much it owes in clearness and convenience of arrangement to the unsurpassed editorial skill of Professor C. R. Lanman, the founder of the Harvard Oriental Series.

A. A. Macdonell.

---

**DIE RICHTUNGEN DER ISLAMISCHEN KORANAUSLEGUNG** (Lectures followed by the Islamic Exegesis of the Kur'an). Lectures delivered in the University of Upsala on the Olaus-Petri foundation by Ignaz Goldziher. Vol. VI of the Publications of the de Goeje Stiftung. 9\(\frac{3}{4}\) × 6\(\frac{1}{4}\), x + 392 pp. Leiden: Brill, 1920.

Professor Goldziher's new book displays the characteristics which we are accustomed to find in his writings; unrivalled familiarity with Arabic and Islamic literature of every period, sobriety of judgment, and lucidity of style. Much of the matter is new—at any rate, to most students; and even where the ground covered is familiar, he has furnished a
wealth of new illustration which every reader will find instructive.

The history of the Kur'an up to the time of its circulation in an authorized edition is obscure, and any solution of the problems which arise in connexion therewith would be conjectural; the subject of Dr. Goldziher's lectures is far less controversial, as the gigantic commentary of Tabari (printed first twenty years ago) embodies the efforts of his predecessors, and from this time onwards we possess a series of commentaries whence a history of Islamic exegesis can be obtained. Not a little patience is indeed required for the perusal of these tomes; but the reader is helped by the fact that the Kur'an itself is of moderate size, and that matters debated are in most cases clearly explained by some authority or other.

It is remarkable that the Commentary which was regarded by Sprenger as the best extant, that of Tha'labi (ob. A.H. 427), appears to be still unprinted. Dr. Goldziher devotes much attention to that of Zamakhshari, first published by Nassau Lees in 1856, which favours Mu'tazilite opinions; and he naturally makes much use of Tabari. For the Sufi exegesis he mainly depends on the Commentary ascribed to Ibn al-'Arabi, and for the views of the Shi'ah on that of Kummi. The Kur'an, however, is so much in the heart and mind of all Moslem writers that Dr. Goldziher is able to illustrate the views which he enucleates from most departments of literature. Parallels can be found to the various methods from the exegesis of other sacred books; and some very interesting ones are brought. One which is striking is between Philo and Ghazali in their safeguarding the literal sense of the passages which they allegorize; the shoes which Moses had to put off his feet had a mystic signification, but they were real shoes none the less. So Ghazali, and doubtless Philo would have approved.

Stress is with justice laid on the fact that whereas the non-Sunni sects theoretically suspect the authenticity of the Kur'an which is connected with the name of the Third Caliph,
they in practice assume it, and attempts which have been made to give practical effect to these suspicions have had no permanent success. In the case of the Shi'ah this is natural, since the breach between them and the Sunnah was of slow development; indeed, the twelfth Imam, who enters into the most widespread Shi'ah system, lived, if at all, in the latter half of the third Islamic century; but the Khawarij, whose first appearance is in connexion with the murder of the Third Caliph, might be expected to have Kur'ans of their own. It does not appear that they have; but their commentaries, which are said to have been printed in Zanzibar, are not easy to procure, and without their guidance one cannot be sure of the attitude of these relics of the earliest Islamic schism.

The place which Dr. Goldziher occupies among European students of Islam is so very high that we may be sure his book will be widely read. It will probably be admitted by Moslem critics that he has tried hard to do justice to the great Islamic theologians of various schools who spent so much labour in accommodating their sacred volume to their systems.

D. S. M.

**Studia Semitica et Orientalia.** By Seven Members of Glasgow University Oriental Society. 9 × 6, 226 pp. Glasgow, 1920.

Seven Members of the Glasgow University Oriental Society have united to present Professor Robertson on the celebration of his eightieth birthday with a volume containing articles written by them on various subjects of Oriental learning, and they have chosen the title for this "Festschrift", as it would be called abroad, "Studia Semitica et Orientalia."

The studies contained in this collective volume are as follows, and by the variety of topics treated are sure to appeal to a wider circle.

J. R. Buchanan, in his article "A Study of Hebrew Synonyms", discusses the various Hebrew Synonyms for shutting and closing.
W. M. Christie endeavours to settle the vexed problem as to the original site of Capernaum, which he localizes as Tell Hum in preference to El-Minaye. His reference to the Minnim is not very happy, and can only be accepted with great reservations.

A. R. S. Kennedy, "Jewish Everyday Life as reflected in the Mishnah Treatise Shabbath." An interesting article in which the author tries to reconstruct everyday life from a single treatise of the Mishnah, viz. that of Shabbath. Krauss, in his Talmudic Archaeology, has dealt with the subject on a much broader basis, and with more satisfactory results.

R. B. Pattie proposes in a very ingenious and plausible manner a settlement of the synchronistic difficulties presented by the Book of Kings.

E. Robertson, "Translation of an Arabic MS. on Calligraphy." From a comparatively modern copy of an Arabic text made in 1912 the author is able to trace back most of his contents to the treatise of Ibn Mugla, and to throw unexpected light on the real meaning of the writing called Mansub.

W. B. Stevenson offers a selection of three Moslem Charms which though common in various parts of the Mohammedan world, are none the less extremely interesting. The Seven Sleepers appear in one, and the others show the practical use of various verses of the Koran for magical purposes. It would have been very interesting if the author had continued his comparison between these talismans and the amulets and philacteries of a magical character of other Semitic nations, among them notably the Samaritan philacteries which are of pre-Mohammedan origin and no doubt exercised a decisive influence upon the latter. (My Publication, PSBA.)

The book concludes with a rather curious study by Macdonald, who sees in the first chapters of Genesis the work of a philosophic mind. According to him, all the modern critical dismemberment theories no longer hold good; on
the other hand, if pushed further his theory might land us in Philo.

The book is beautifully printed, and in every way exceedingly well got up. It is a handsome gift to the venerable scholar whose portrait faces the title-page, and is in many ways a real contribution to Semitic Philology.

M. GASTER.


Professor Christensen, sent to Persia in 1914 on a mission to collect MSS., brought among others a comparatively modern copy of a hitherto unpublished book which contains the lists of sentences from the Koran which are used for magical purposes. The book is believed to be the work of Abdullah ibn Muhammed ibn Husain, and rests upon an old translation of the sixteenth century from the Arabic, ascribed to Ja'far es Sadiq. It may be considered a handbook of Practical Magic. Many Arabic treatises of a similar character exist, but there are none published and translated.

Professor Christensen, who has recognized the importance of the MS. from a mystical and folklore point of view, inasmuch as it contains many of the formulas used in amulets and conjurations, has translated the most salient portion, and in a long introduction has been able to group together under special headings all the occurrences in life, illnesses, foretelling, etc., for which these verses are used. In addition he has also fully discussed the formulas which are used, the manner of writing, the astrological influences of days and hours, and many remnants of ancient practices which have been preserved by these conjurations.

In a way it is a full commentary to the article of E. Robertson in the preceding "Festschrift" of Professor Robertson, where some Arabic amulets have been described in which the same sentences of the Koran occur.
The author deserves the thanks of the Students of Oriental Learning, as well as of those interested in Magical Literature and its Persian representative.

M. Gaster.


The first of these papers—all of which have been reprinted from the Anglican Theological Review—on the Folk Lore of the Old Testament is a timely production, seeing that the presence of Folk Lore elements in the Old Testament is now being more freely recognized in theological circles. The kernel of truth inside these is emphasized. The paper is, in places, mildly critical of Sir James Frazer. The continuity of the spirit of revelation is the contention of the paper, which is decidedly interesting, sensible, and moderate.

The second pamphlet, treating of the Eschatology of the Old Testament, is also a good and useful piece of work. I cannot help thinking, however, that a clearer and more forcible representation was possible—(p. 201)—of the reaction against the Egyptian religion, and of the later attitude to the doctrine of Sheol (p. 206). Surely Hosea xiii, 14, might well have been added to the passages there quoted. These mark a great advance on the unrelieved pathos of the earlier utterances on Sheol. But the idea of personality, whether in the present or the future, was still apt to be over-powered by that idea of the Kingdom, on which Professor Gowen lays proper stress.

The third paper consists of critical and scholarly notes on "The Colour Terms of the Old Testament". Its aim
is to present, without too much detailed tabulation, the results of an analysis of the colour vocabulary of the Old Testament. The author first analyses the Hebrew terms expressive of colour itself, then the terms for particular colours. The result is to show "the surprisingly small range of the colour vocabulary" (p. 150). The paper is a very interesting one.

JAMES LINDSAY.


Those who are acquainted with Dr. Carpenter's previous publications will recognize in the present work the ripe product of his long and patient study of the subjects treated in it. The work cannot but be welcome, for the full history of Theism is so vast and unfulfilled a task that every contribution towards any part or section of it is of great value. The opening chapter deals with "The Origins of Theistic Buddhism", and the second with "The Development of Theistic Buddhism". "Popular Theism: Brahmā" forms the theme of the third lecture, and "Religious Philosophy in the Great Epic" that of the fourth. The author then passes, in the fifth lecture, to the treatment of "The Trimūrti", and, in the sixth, to "Philosophy and Religion in Čāivism". Lecture the seventh is concerned with "Religion and Philosophy in Vaishnavism", while the eighth or concluding chapter deals with "Hinduism and Islam".

The work is mainly expository, but in part critical. The author is excellently versed in the literature of the subject, and the expository work throughout is admirably done. On the critical side, there is a good deal of criticism, both philosophic and religious, interwoven with the expository material. The criticism is good, so far as it goes, but I cannot find that it is always thoroughgoing and adequate.
And if criticism is not adequate you leave Brahmanic and Buddhistic conceptions on important matters with the appearance of religious or philosophical value greater than can be claimed for them under more searching analysis. However, the author has given us so much that is valuable, and calculated to be extremely useful, that it would be ungracious to do more than mention this aspect. There is an excellent index.

The work in whole is one to be warmly commended.

JAMES LINDSAY.


The translations issued by the Pali Text Society are all of great interest but vary in attractiveness, like most other series. Some are attractive chiefly to those who have already found their way pretty far into the field of Pali studies. Within the latter class, perhaps, comes the fifth century psychological work now translated in full for the first time. The new volume begins with an editorial note by Mrs. Rhys Davids, whose collaboration as editor has been a matter of course. Without her valuable pioneer work in the Pali Abhidhamma, particularly the fine translation entitled “A Buddhist Manual of Psychological Ethics” (RAS. Oriental Translation Fund Series, 1900), with its Introductory Essay, the work now appearing would have needed a whole volume of introductory matter. Here Mrs. Rhys Davids makes a few further observations on the translation of difficult words, but brings forward chiefly the work of her Burmese colleagues, Maung Tin, translator of the Atthasālinī and Shwe Zan Aung
(translator of the Abhidhammatthasangaha under the title "A Compendium of Philosophy", Pali Text Society, 1910). Mr. Shwe Zan Aung is known as a distinguished exponent of Buddhist philosophy as studied in the Burmese Schools from the twelfth century onwards. Mr. Maung Tin, also a keen worker in this field, points out in his preface that the Atthasālinī (a title rather heavily translated "The Expositor") is, among all the works of Buddhaghosa, one of the best known in Burma. In the introduction to his commentary the famous Indian doctor exalts the Abhidhamma almost at the expense of the Suttapiṭaka, on which, however, Buddhaghosa himself spent years of labour. In his commentaries he left a whole Sutta literature to posterity. But "it is to be understood", he says, "that the Abhidhamma exceeds and is distinguished from the Dhamma chiefly in the great fulness of its classifications." The value of thorough classification, among other disciplines, is set forth in phrases so characteristic of Buddhist insistence on the rigorous use of the intelligence that one may well be quoted: "The Bhikkhu who is ill-trained in the Abhidhamma makes his mind to run to excess in metaphysical abstractions and thinks of the unthinkable. Consequently he gets mental distraction. For it has been said, "Bhikkhus, there are four unthinkables, things that should not be thought of. Madness or vexation will be the portion of him who does so" (p. 31).

At the time of writing the Atthasālinī Buddhaghosa may have feared a decline in Abhidhamma studies. He gives explanations, definitions, and descriptions of the Abhidhamma which amount to a defence of that forbidding and indigestible body of teaching. He was against indulgence of metaphysical curiosity and weakening of mental discipline. "Tradition has it," he even says, "that those Bhikkhus only who know Abhidhamma are true preachers of the Dhamma."

But the Dhammasangani, the first book of the Abhidhamma piṭaka, selected by Buddhaghosa for one of his earlier essays in commentary work, must have been hard reading,
even for the very earnest, till he had expounded it and enriched
the school to which he belonged with the Atthasālīni. The
commentary is long—naturally, and discursive—again
naturally—and fortunately for us. It provokes questions
and leaves puzzles of its own for almost every difficulty of the
Dhammasangāni that it solves. But to work through it with
conscientious translators is to gain insight into the necessity
(from the Buddhist point of view) of the Abhidhamma; also
into the methods of certain of the (Pali) Abhidhamma teachers.
Without some study in this field Buddhism cannot be quite
understood.

Classification—so taught the Abhidhamma doctors—is an
essential act of the mind in its effort for deliverance. The
theory of an ancient school that knew the Sutta profoundly was
that the highest duty of the Buddhist was to clear away all
mental confusion by training the mind to subject its own
states to the closest analysis. Words and phrases that had
become stock expressions of Sutta teaching and the worn
currency of the technical terms of conduct (or rather mis-
conduct) and moral discipline in the Vinaya must be examined,
discussed, and derived from their roots. Thus a system and
language of psychology were elaborated on a basis, which,
as Mrs. Rhys Davids has shown, was ethical and may be called
scientific.

The process of psychological analysis placed first was the
considering of “states” (dhammā) in groups (twos and threes)
of fundamental states holding a certain relation to one another.
No state was to be allowed to pass unnamed or to be confused
with any other state. Beside the naming and discriminating
of psychological states Buddhaghosa is occupied with definition
of terms on scriptural authority. Happily for us, he is inspired
to add a good deal of description of the “states” in their
livelier manifestations. Nothing reveals his quality as a
commentator better than what may be called his marginal
sketches. These are a welcome help to the student, too, for,
as Mr. Maung Tin remarks in his preface, the plan of the work
itself is enough to prejudice the reader. Perhaps so; if the readers shirks a dry beginning he will feel inclined to skip the first chapter (Table of Contents) and the word-by-word Commentary that follows. A following section of Book I, however, will certainly, or should certainly, be read with attention. The quotations from the Buddha's discourses show on almost every page the identity of thought and expression in Sutta and Abhidhamma. There are some interesting examples of the use of the word "consciousness" (for which, by the way, Mrs. Rhys Davids thinks there is no exact equivalent in Pali, see *Psychological Ethics*, p. xvii). A significant sentence or two in the midst of scriptural quotations lay down, in the fewest words, a distinction that no student of Buddhist terminology should forget: "In worldly phenomena consciousness (cittan) is the chief, consciousness is the principal, consciousness is the forerunner. In transcendental (lokkuttara) phenomena, however, understanding (paññā) is the chief, understanding is the principal, understanding is the forerunner" (p. 90). The small boy who recites the first stanza of the Dhammapada speaks Abhidhamma doctrine; the mano of that famous verse and the cittan of the Dhammasangani are synonymous terms.

Another sentence that has echoes of many a Sutta sermon in it is the following: "Consciousness, i.e. mind, is capable of producing a variety or diversity of effects in action." Good and bad acts are accomplished by the mind; from the power of the mind to do this arise variety of kammass and difference in destinies. But "no moral states headed by understanding become degraded" (p. 92). The understanding has the task of knowing its busy partner, mind. But indulging in metaphysical abstractions is only to be permitted (if ever) after a course of patient study of consciousness. "The Lord of the Law has classified consciousness as an object of thought on the threefold basis of meritorious act by means of the nine doors of action." The nine doors are the subject of chapters on acts of body, acts of speech, and acts of thought. The
exposition goes on from certain emotions and their expression to the important subject of volition and Kamma. In the emphasis given to the importance of thought as action we are reminded of some modern writing on this theme.

Following the chapter on Kamma is one "On Courses of Immoral Action", in which the commentator takes the opportunity to dissert on degrees of immorality both for laymen and monks. Buddhaghosa refers here to the Samantapāsādika, his own commentary on the Vinaya. A good example of his method is the interesting short instruction on the term "life-taking", applied to the "bodily and vocal doors" (p. 129).

Part IV has the rather attractive title "Of moral consciousness in the world of sense". Here is again psychological science; and again edification is not quite left out. The commentator’s treatment of theory, with the frequent application to ethical practice, reminds us how little right we have to emphasize the negative side—abandonment of craving—more than the positive—development of intelligence and will—in Buddhist teaching. At the same time it is rather remarkable that so little sermonizing occurs in the course of so much discussion of human feeling. Or rather, it would seem remarkable if one came to the psychological subtleties of the Abhidhamma without remembering the elaborate descriptions of human weakness in the Vinaya and the still wider range of the Sutta, in which every step of an almost immeasurable moral progress is traced up to the highest destiny—Arahatship. The Abhidhamma teaching (being like the Sutta in this respect, too) has some reference to rebirth in various spheres. Therefore Part V (Discourse on moral consciousness in the realm of attenuated matter) carries the exposition into a field in which modern psychologists do not expect to feel much at home.

Of course there is much pre-supposed in Buddhaghosa’s discourse which no Indian novice would fail to understand, but the style is difficult to the European reader. Nevertheless,
to those interested in psychological study at its present phase in Europe the Atthasālīni has more than a historical interest. To the Buddhist it is instruction in the Abhidhamma, the "Dhamma par excellence", not to be learned by sudden religious intuition but by disciplines such as classification and by the methodical development of the understanding. In giving a faithful translation of an ancient treatise (doubly difficult, as the matter demands a scientific language and our own terms are not always exact equivalents), Mr. Maung Tin has done admirable service. His own difficulties are naturally greater from not using his own mother-tongue, but there are few passages in which any hint of this appears. As to his translation of terms of which certain renderings have already general favour, there is nothing to be said against some such changes as each translator has a right to propose; but why such a rendering as "the Ariyan facts" for ariyasaccāni? The essential meaning of the word has been far better preserved in the well-known rendering "the noble truths"; "Ariyan facts" is neither a translation nor an interpretation.

Those who can consult the Pali Texts will be glad of the useful notes giving chapter and verse for quotations. The Burmese translation by Pyi Sadaw is occasionally quoted. This translation, issued in the middle of the nineteenth century, is the last of a considerable list of commentaries and studies, showing how carefully the teaching of the old Indian psychologist has been preserved through phase after phase of the changing fortunes of scholarship in Burma.

M. H. B.


Professor Naville’s interesting and suggestive book appeals in the first instance to the Egyptological specialist, but it appeals also to the linguistic student in general. It is only
in the latter quality that I can profess to deal with it. Professor Naville is now the Nestor of Egyptology, the last survivor of the great masters in Egyptological research, and he therefore possesses a ripe experience and a practical acquaintance with his subject, which is attainable only by those who have helped to make it what it is to-day. What is learnt from a teacher is something very different from what has been painfully elaborated by oneself.

One result is the vein of common sense which characterizes the Professor's work. It is especially evident in the first two chapters, which deal with the Egyptian script and the phonetic values of its symbols, in which he maintains the vocalic nature of certain of the signs. To anyone outside the circle of the so-called Berlin School the prevailing system of representing them is contrary alike to the principles of scientific philology and to common sense. As Professor Naville says: "Voici le nom des Ethiopiens que nous transcrivons Kaš ou Kuš, et que nous lisons d'après la transcription Kasch ou Kousch. Ce dernier nom est celui que le pays a en hébreu et en assyrien. Mais cette transcription n'est pas la bonne, ce doit être 'ektóšej (Sethê) que je ne sais comment prononcer. Le nom des 'Ахалоу, des Achéens, que nous lisons Akaiou-va devient Ektwsh (Breasted). Peut-on admettre que les Égyptiens rendaient ainsi un mot que les philologues des langues indo-européennes nous disent avoir été Αχαιοῦς ?" As a matter of fact, the cuneiform texts of Tel el-Amarna and Boghaz Keni have now told us approximately how many of the Egyptian names were pronounced in the age of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties; needless to say, the true pronunciation bears no resemblance to the forms invented by the Berlin School, although in several instances it agrees with Maspero's transcription, which was based on the Greek and Coptic forms and, it may be added, the application to them of linguistic knowledge and common sense. "By their fruits ye shall know them," and it is impossible for the outsider not
to sympathize with Professor Naville when he asks whether the knowledge of the texts has really been greatly benefited by the grammatical hair-splitting of German scholars: "nous en attendons la preuve par la traduction des textes des pyramides, que Maspero seul a tentée, traduction qu'en Allemagne on déclare vieillée, sans cependant qu'on ait essayé de nous en présenter une nouvelle."

In the third and fourth chapters Professor Naville passes on to the Demotic and Coptic, and points out that the appearance of Demotic belongs to much the same age as that of the Aramaic (or Phœnician) script in Western Asia. Was there any relation between the two events? He further points out that Coptic presupposes a language which belonged to a wholly different form of speech from that demanded for ancient Egyptian by Erman's Grammar. "La grammaire copte est avant tout une legon de particules, car la langue possède à peine des flexions." It is this which has always made me as a comparative philologist wonder whether the view taken of Old Egyptian by Maspero and, more especially Reusuf, is not more correct than that elaborated by Erman and his disciples.

In the last chapter Professor Naville leaves his own province and ventures into the Semitic domain. Here he seems to have forgotten the passage in Gen. xxxi, 47, which fixes the boundary between what we call Aramaic and Hebrew at Mizpah in Mount Gilead. But we are still much in the dark as to the extent and history of the various Aramaic dialects. They were included in what the Babylonians termed "Amorite", and the only early Amorite documents with which we are as yet acquainted are the tablets of Khana (Dér ez-Zor) on the Euphrates and the Cappadocian tablets of Kara Euyuk, near Kaisariyeh, in Asia Minor. The Cappadocian dialect seems to have been spoken from Ganis (Kara Euyuk) south-eastward to Harran, if not to Assyria. Assyrian, it must be remembered, was the language of Semitic Babylonia and was confined in Assyria to the educated class.
It was "the language of the scribes", not of the lower classes of the country.

A. H. Sayce.

The Bengali Ramayanas (being Lectures delivered to the Calcutta University in 1916, as Ramtanu Lahiri Research Fellow in the History of Bengali Language and Literature). By Rai Saheb Dineshchandra Sen, B.A. 8½ x 5½, xxx + 304 pp. Published by the University of Calcutta, 1920.

This is the most valuable contribution to the literature on the Rāma-saga which has appeared since Professor Jacobi's work on the Rāmāyaṇa was published in 1893. The latter was confined to Vālmiki's famous epic, and the present volume, from the pen of the veteran author of the History of Bengali Language and Literature, carries the inquiry on to a further stage, and throws light both on the origins of the story and on its later developments.

The subject covers so wide a ground, and its treatment exhibits so wide a field of Indian learning that, within the limited space available, it is impossible to do more than indicate the more salient points adduced by the author, and, perhaps, to add a few new items of information.

It has long been admitted that the core of the Sanskrit Rāmāyaṇa—the portion written by Vālmiki himself—consists (with a few interpolations) of the second to the sixth books. The first and the seventh, in which Rāma is elevated from the stage of a heroic mortal to divinity, are later additions. The Rai Saheb, accepting these conditions, has been able to dispel part of the darkness which has hitherto enveloped the sources of Vālmiki's poem, and to trace its origin to three distinct stories, which the great poet combined into a single epic.

The oldest version is that contained in the Dasaratha Jātaka, in which Sītā is said to be Rāma's sister, Rāma is

1 This was long ago recognized by A. Weber. See Indian Antiquary, vol. i, p. 121.
banished to the Himālaya, being accompanied by her and Lakṣmaṇa—under much the same story of palace intrigue as that told by Vālmiki,—and returns to reign after twelve years. He then marries his sister Sītā, and they live happy ever afterwards. She is not abducted by anyone, and there is no mention either of Hanumān or of Rāvaṇa.

The second strand of the epic belongs to Southern India, where there grew up a cycle of legends about a grand and noble Brāhmaṇa hero, Rāvaṇa. Most of these stories are said to be collected in the Jaina Rāmāyaṇa of Hēmacandra, a work which I have not seen, and which is described by our author as far more a history of Rāvaṇa than of Rāma. On the other hand, a Buddhist work—the Lankāvatāra Sūtra—narrates a long discourse which Rāvaṇa held with the Buddha, and claims him as a follower of Mahāyāna Buddhism! He was thus revered by Hindūs, Jainas, and Buddhists alike.

The third strand was the floating group of legends related to ape-worship once widely current in India. In these Hanumān was at first connected with Śaivism, and there are still extant stories telling how Śiva made him over to Lakṣmaṇa for service under Rāma. Even at the present day it is not only the devotees of Viṣṇu who adore him, and Śaivas, but the crypto-Buddhists of Orissa claim him as a powerful divinity.

From materials taken from each of these three sources Vālmiki welded together his immortal poem. He refused sanction to the ancient legend that the Sītā whom Rāma married was his sister, but gave no hint as to her parentage. This was supplied in later works, such as the Adbhuta

1 We find much of this in that portion of the Uttara Kāṇḍa which Jacobi calls the Rāvaṇāsīs.

2 Numerous temples in Southern India are said to have been founded by Rāvaṇa (see Bombay Gazetteer, I, i, 190, 454 n. 1; XV, ii, 76, 290ff., 341). He is said to have performed his celebrated austerities at Gokarna, in Kanara (Bombay Presidency), a district which abounds in legends about him. Some of these have spread to very distant parts of India. For instance, the story of the loan to him of Śiva's "self-līṅga" (Gaz. XV, 290) reappears in the Kāshmirī Rāmāyaṇa.
Rāmāyaṇa—a wonderful collection of old and fantastic traditions—in which she is described as the daughter of Mandôdari, the wife of her abductor.¹

After thus discussing the origins of the Rāma-saga, and its development by Vālmīki, the Rai Saheb proceeds to the main subject of his work—the Rāmāyaṇas of Bengal. None of them are translations of the Sanskrit epic. Like the celebrated Rāma-carita-mānasā of Tulasī Dāsa, each author tells his story in his own way, weaving into it his own thoughts and ancient traditions current in his neighbourhood. They secured their general popularity by the thorough Bengalization of their theme. The scenery, the manners and customs, the religious rites, the very food, although placed in Lāṅkā, are all those familiar to Bengal. The most famous, and one of the oldest, of these Rāmāyaṇas is that of Kṛttivāsa (fourteenth century). All these features are already found there, but later writers, falling under the influence of the Vaiṣṇava revival of Caitanya, not only filled their poems with Vaiṣṇava doctrine and with theories about bhakti, but even transferred legends concerning Caitanya to pseudo-prototypes in the war before Lāṅkā.² Space will not permit me to mention all

¹ Vide JRAS., 1921, p. 422. This story appears to have been widely spread. It is popular in Kashmir. According to the Jaina Uttara Purāṇa, quoted by our author, she was a daughter of Rāvaṇa himself.

² The Bengali version of the conversion of the hunter Vālmiki is worth noting for the light it throws on the connexion of Bengali with Māgadhī Prakrit. Nārada tried to teach him to pronounce Rāma’s name, but he could not do so, owing to sin having paralysed his tongue. Nārada succeeded in getting him to say māḍā (pronounced māṛā), meaning “dead”. This is the Māgadhī Prakrit māḍa- (Vr. xi, 15). It is peculiar to the Bengali language, the more western word being māṛā. Nārada next got him to use this western pronunciation, and to repeat the word rapidly several times,—thus, māṛāmāṛāmāṛāmāṛā. It will be seen that in this way Vālmiki, without his paralysed tongue knowing it, uttered the word Rāma, and thus became sufficiently holy to become converted. A propos of the bhakti influence, on page 127, there is a story about Nīgāmu’d-din Auliā and a robber, which recalls the finale of the Tannhäuser legend. The robber is told that he cannot hope for forgiveness till a certain dead tree bears leaves. In process of time he does feel true repentance, and the dead trunk becomes at once covered with green leaves from top to bottom.
Kṛttivāsa’s successors. Each had his own excellencies and his own defects. I therefore confine myself to calling attention to the incomplete Rāmāyaṇa of the Mymensingh poetess Candrāvatī. In one of her poems she tells her own beautiful and pathetic story, and there can be no doubt but that her private griefs, nobly borne, inspired the pathos with which her tale of Sītā’s woes is distinguished. It is interesting that, like one or two other authors, she ascribes Sītā’s banishment to Rāma’s groundless jealousy. A treacherous sister-in-law, a daughter of Kaikēyi, named Kukuā, persuaded Sītā, much against her will, to draw for her a portrait of Rāvana. She then showed this to Rāma as a proof that his wife loved, and still longed for, her cruel abductor. This story was not invented by the poetess. It must have been one of those long orally current, but not recorded by Vālmīki or by the writer of the seventh book of the Sanskrit poem, for it re-appears in the Kāshmirī Rāmāyaṇa to which I have previously alluded.

A few words may also be devoted to another curious version of the old tradition. Under various orthodox names Buddhism has survived in Orissa to the present day, and, in the seventeenth century, one Rāmānanda openly declared himself to be an incarnation of the Buddha, and, to prove it, composed a Rāma-līlā, or Rāmāyaṇa. I have already alluded to the fact that Hanumān was worshipped by these Orissa Buddhists. It need not therefore surprise us that Rāmānanda stated that he wrote his book under the ape-god’s inspiration.

I have drawn attention to only a few features of this excellent work, in the hope that my remarks will induce those interested in the subject to buy the book and study it for themselves. It deserves attention, even if we do not accept all that its author wishes to prove. As a collection of hitherto unknown facts bearing on the development of the Rāma-saga in Bengal it is unique.

I have, however, one serious criticism to offer to the consideration of the authorities of the Calcutta University. It
does not refer to the matter of the work, but to the dress in which it appears. The book comes from a University Press, and a University Press should be impeccable. Unfortunately, this book is disfigured by numerous misprints and by inconsistencies in the transliteration of Indian words. For some of these the author will, I am sure, admit his responsibility, but, even so, we may ask where was the Press proof-reader? It is the duty of a professional proof-reader to cultivate a lynx-eye not only for blunders of the compositor (and there are many of these), but also for evident slips of the author. Had this book issued from an ordinary Calcutta Press, I should have accepted the inevitable and have said nothing. But from a University Press!

GEORGE A. GRIERSON.

CAMBERLEY.  
21st June, 1921.

ARABISCHE SYNTAX. By H. RECKENDORF. 9 1/2 x 6 1/2, viii + 567 pp. Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1921.

This lengthy work is the product of vast industry, the treatment of the subject is extremely full, and each rule is exemplified by a number of examples from authors of the best period, in the original Arabic with a translation.

Unfortunately the author has disdained the use of those typographic devices which are so essential in the treatment of a complicated subject like Arabic syntax, and has printed the whole of his book, main rules, subsidiary rules, exceptions, translations of examples, etc., in the same sized type, with the result that it is practically impossible to see the wood for the trees. The excellent analytical table of contents atones to a certain extent for this defect, but even with this the book is of little use to the beginner. As a work of reference or dictionary of syntactical niceties it will no doubt be of permanent value. It is provided with three indices, of subjects, words, and Arabic grammatical technical terms, the last particularly full.

G. L. M. CLAUSON.

This interesting little book is a translation of The True Annals of the Prophet of Arabia, by Liu Chih of Nanking, who compiled it from various Arabic works, and finally completed it in A.D. 1724. It is adorned with a number of photographs of Mohammedan buildings in China and pages of bilingual Arabic-Chinese devotional books.

Liu Chih's work on the whole closely follows the original Arabic, but there are occasional interesting divergencies on points where Chinese susceptibilities might be upset by the real facts. The most interesting of these are concerned with the Prophet's matrimonial ventures. His taste, as is well known, ran principally in the direction of widows and divorcées; but in the Chinese account all these ladies become virgins, who, conscious of the high destiny awaiting them, refuse numerous advantageous offers of marriage in order to keep themselves unsullied for the Prophet.

There are certain curious chronological points in connexion with the book which deserve fuller examination than they have hitherto received. The earliest dates in the history of Mahomedanism are pitched about twenty-four years too early. This would seem to indicate that the first historical work on the early history of Mahomedanism was written by some Chinese scholar, who was not aware that the Mahomedan year was a lunar one, in about the year A.H. 800 (A.D. 1498). An attempt to reckon back from about this year would produce the necessary error in the dates of Mahommed's life. Mr. Mason would add much to the value of his Mahomedan studies if he could trace the earlier works on which Liu Chih must have founded his book. He would also be doing a great service to science if he could discover and record briefly any early Arabic books in China; there is always the possibility of discovering works which have been lost elsewhere in the libraries of the outer fringes of Islam.

G. L. M. Clauson.

In 1840 the late Joseph Zedner (keeper of the Hebrew books at the British Museum) published his Auswahl historischer Stücke aus hebräischen Schriftstellern with vocalized text and translation, and in 1887-95 the late Dr. Neubauer’s two volumes of Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles appeared, but without translation. Whilst the former was an interesting and instructive reading book, the latter was meant to provide the research student with reliable texts of works either unpublished, or not critically edited. Both works are now surpassed, but not superseded by Dr. Halper’s Anthology, which, not being confined to one branch of literature, is much more comprehensive, and provided with translation, critical notes, and a glossary of difficult words. Each extract is headed by a brief literary introduction. There is more in it than in the two other works, since it contains specimens of nearly every branch of literature, such as Talmud and Midrash, gnomology, liturgy, poetry, tales, legends, philosophy, ethics, politics, and grammar. The compiler deserves praise for not having confined his selections to famous authors, but to have also considered less-known writers whose works are worthy of being saved from oblivion, but whose chances of being published entirely are not very great.

Dr. Halper justly complains that no critical editions of many important works of mediaeval Jewish writers exist. This is unfortunately the case with Sa’adyah’s, Babyya b. Baquda’s, and, in some respect, even Maimuni’s philosophic treatises. The printed editions of their Hebrew translations are so badly made, that they are practically useless for study unless read side by side with their Arabic originals. The evil effect of these conditions is visible in works
on the history of philosophy, which drew their information from modern translations based on these Hebrew versions. The force of this argument is fitly illustrated by instances of Maimuni’s Guide of the Perplexed, of which our compiler gives an interesting specimen. The word אָמָה, discussed on p. 248 is to be found in a MS. in the possession of the present writer, a MS. which had remained unknown to the editors both of the Arabic original and the Hebrew translation, but is only a dittography, or rather revised reading of חָב. In Ibn Tibbon’s Hebrew version a word is missing corresponding to the Arabic والبحث which Al Harize rightly translates by וחקרoration. Further should be וְסָלֶט as translation of וְסָלֶט. The word should be replaced by והשמת and the translation should run: “The mind strives to seek the truth thereof, and its investigation is found with every class of thinking men.” p. 119, l. 55, the correct reading is לַחֲבָה ל corresponding to the original תָּעֶצֶּיהָ.

Wherever the editor vocalizes his texts he does so with the care and correctness to be expected from so tried a scholar. The notes are full and clear, and show his great familiarity with all the subjects concerned. For אָמָא it might be better to read אָמָא (אָמָא) the aliph of the Arabic article being commonly omitted in the spelling of North African Jews owing to phonetic writing. The editor is heartily to be congratulated on his publication, which is eminently suitable for academic use. Its only drawback is that it is not of greater bulk.

H. HIRSCHFELD.
OBITUARY NOTICES

Professor Ignaz Goldziher

On 13th November, 1921, the Royal Asiatic Society lost one of the most distinguished of its Honorary Members by the death of Ignaz Goldziher, Professor at the University of Budapest, who was perhaps the greatest authority on Mohammedan theology that the world has ever seen. He was born in 1850 at Székes-Fehérvár (called by the Germans Stuhlweissenburg) in Hungary, and after studying Semitic languages both in his own country and in Germany received his Doctorate at Leipzig in 1870. Three years later he spent some time in the East, and succeeded in realizing an ambition which he had long cherished—the privilege of attending lectures at the Azhar in Cairo. On his return to Europe he soon acquired a world-wide reputation as an Orientalist, but the fact that he was a Jew rendered him an object of suspicion to the bigoted rulers of Hungary, and it was not till 1894 that he obtained a Professorship. In spite of the ungenerous treatment which he had received from his fellow-countrymen he was, throughout the whole of his career, a fervent patriot.

Of his numerous publications it is impossible here to give any adequate account. His reading was of enormous extent, and he never treated any subject without throwing fresh light upon it, for he possessed, in a high degree, the faculty of selecting out of the vast mass of details that lay before him those which were of real interest. Among his contributions to the study of Arabic poetry it is sufficient to mention his edition of the Diwān of Jarwal ibn Aus al-Ijūtā’ah (published originally in the Zeitschrift of the German Oriental Society and afterwards in a separate form, 1893), and his Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie (1896, 1899). But by far the most important of his works are those which deal with the origin and internal development of Islām, in particular his
Muhammedanische Studien (1889, 1890) and his Vorlesungen über den Islām (1910). Here, as in everything that he wrote, his standpoint is that of a strictly impartial scientific investigator, and for this reason the conclusions at which he arrived will be pleasing neither to the blind admirers nor to the fanatical opponents of the Mohammedan religion. It had long been recognized, not only by European scholars, but also by intelligent Mohammedans, that the books of Sacred Tradition, such as the Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhārī and the other so-called "canonical" collections of Ḥadīth, contain much that is untrustworthy. Nevertheless it may be truly said that Goldziher was the first to discover how large a part of the Sacred Tradition was deliberately fabricated in the interest of one or another of the various parties which arose during the first three centuries after the Prophet. Moreover, Goldziher had the merit of pointing out in detail the influence exercised by other religious systems, in particular by Christianity, Gnosticism, and Neoplatonism, on the development of Mohammedan theology. Thus we are now enabled to perceive, much more clearly than was possible forty years ago, that Islām, as it has existed from the Middle Ages to the present day, is an amalgam of many elements which are often quite inconsistent with one another.

Most of Goldziher's writings were published in German, but unfortunately some of them remain shrouded in the impenetrable obscurity of the Hungarian language. It is most earnestly to be wished that all his contributions to learning should, as soon as possible, be rendered generally accessible to Orientalists, for even his briefest articles have a permanent value.

To him we may apply, in the deepest and truest sense, the verse of al-Husain ibn Muṭair—

Fātan ḍīṣa fī ma‘rūfihī ba‘da ma‘tuhi
Kamā kāna ba‘da 'ṣ-sailī majūhi marta‘ā.

A. A. BEVAN.
Sir 'Abdu'l-Baha 'Abbas

Died 28th November, 1921.

The death of 'Abbás Efendi, better known since he succeeded his father, Bahá'u'lláh, thirty years ago as 'Abdu'l-Bahá, deprives Persia of one of the most notable of her children and the East of a remarkable personality, who has probably exercised a greater influence not only in the Orient but in the Occident than any Asiatic thinker and teacher of recent times. The best account of him in English is that published in 1903 by G. P. Putnam's Sons under the title of the Life and Teachings of Abbas Effendi, compiled by Myron H. Phelps chiefly from information supplied by Bahiyya Khánum. She states that her brother's birth almost coincided with the "Manifestation" of Mírzá 'Alí Muḥammad the Báb (24th May, 1844), and that she was his junior by three years. Both dates are put three years earlier by another reputable authority,¹ but in any case both brother and sister were mere children when, after the great persecution of the Bábís in 1852, their father Bahá'u'lláh and his family were exiled from Persia, first to Baghdad (1852–63), then to Adrianople (1863–8), and lastly to 'Akká (St. Jean d'Acre) in Syria, where Bahá'u'lláh died on 28th May, 1892, and which his son 'Abdu'l-Bahá was only permitted to leave at will after the Turkish Revolution in 1908. Subsequently to that date he undertook several extensive journeys in Europe and America, visiting London and Paris in 1911, America in 1912, Budapest in 1913, and Paris, Stuttgart, Vienna, and Budapest in the early summer of 1914. In all these countries he had followers, but chiefly in America, where an active propaganda had been carried on since 1893 with very considerable success, resulting in the formation of important Bahá'í centres in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and other cities. One of the most notable practical results of the Bahá'í ethical teaching in the United States has been, according to the recent testimony
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of an impartial and qualified observer, the establishment in Bahá’í circles in New York of a real fraternity between black and white, and an unprecedented lifting of the "colour bar", described by the said observer as "almost miraculous".

Ample materials exist even in English for the study of the remarkable personality who has now passed from our midst and of the doctrines he taught; and especially authoritative are the works of M. Hippolyte Dreyfus and his wife (formerly Miss Laura Clifford Barney), who combine intimacy and sympathy with their hero with sound knowledge and wide experience. In their works and in that of Mr. Myron H. Phelps must be sought those particulars which it is impossible to include in this brief obituary notice.

E. G. B.

Robert Watson Frazer, LL.B.

The world of Indian studies is poorer by the death of Mr. Frazer, a man of very wide reading and interests, acute intuitions and refined literary taste. He had been connected with the Society in several ways, both personally as member (1886–1918), member of Council from time to time, and secretary, and also through his marriage with Miss Hughes (1917), whose long service as secretary is so appreciatively remembered. His studies were concerned mainly with the Dravidian languages, especially the Telugu and Tamil, in which he was lecturer at University College, London, during over thirty years (1885–1916), and at the School of Oriental Studies from 1917 to 1919. He had also a good knowledge of the Sanskrit literature, especially in the sphere of philosophic and religious ideas, and he was intimately acquainted with Indian life. Of his publications the ablest and most interesting was no doubt the last, Indian Thought, Past and Present (1915), a work of ripe reflection and wide knowledge. His Literary History of India (1898) was stimulating, and, in illustrating the Dravidian literatures in connexion with the Sanskrit, original. Silent Gods and Sun-steeped Lands
(second edition 1896) shed interesting lights upon the social life of the Telugu country. In 1897 he wrote the *Story of India* in the well-known series, and in 1907 he compiled for the League of the Empire a Text-book of Indian History.

By birth (1854), temperament, and intellect, Mr. Frazer was an Irishman. He belonged to a notable group of the famous Professor Atkinson’s pupils in the Dublin University, who have contributed in an eminent degree to the knowledge of Indian languages, sociology, and history. His work as an Indian civilian (1877-86) was unfortunately cut short by ill-health. Returning to England, he became Principal Librarian and Secretary of the London Institution, as well as Lecturer at University College. In the transfer of the Institution’s building to the School of Oriental Studies he played, by way of initiation and influence, an important part. Pensioned in consequence of the transfer, he returned in 1917 as lecturer in Telugu and Tamil, a post which he finally resigned in 1919. As recently as the latter year he was appointed (by the India Office) to the Governing Body.

F. W. T.

The Society has just sustained a loss in the person of Mr. Longworth Dames, a much-esteemed member of Council. An obituary notice will appear in the April Journal.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER

(November, 1921–January, 1922)

The following honorary members have been elected by the Council:—

Monsenhor Sebastião Rodolfo Dalgado, Professor de Sanscrito na Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa.
Mahāmahopādhyāya Haraprasūd Śāstri, C.I.E., M.A., Professor of the University of Dacca.
Mahāmahopādhyāya T. Gaṇapati Śāstri, Curator of the Department for the Publication of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Trivandrum.

The following seventy-six have been elected as members during the quarter:—

Pandit B. P. Misra, M.A. Mr. M. L. Sharman.
Mr. S. T. Mohammed. Mr. H. K. Sherwani.
Capt. C. J. Morris. Mr. L. F. Shroff, B.A.
Mr. Y. Nath. Mr. G. P. Stavrides.
Miss F. Parbury. Mr. E. de la M. Stowell.
Kunwar S. S. Parihar. Mr. M. Subramanyam.
Mr. D. D. Parmar. Mr. A. P. Tampi.
Mr. W. R. Plowes. Mr. R. H. Tangri.
Mr. R. K. Pillai. Mr. A. C. Trott.
Mr. J. T. Rankin. Mr. V. V. Vadnerkar.
Mr. Md. J. Rehman. Kunwar G. S. Varma.
Mr. Md. N. Rehman. Mr. L. Rama Varma.
Mr. B. Rubenstein. Mr. P. N. Lal Varma, B.Sc.
Mr. S. Sandapan. Mr. B. J. Williams.
Mr. M. A. Varesi Sahib. Mr. E. J. Williams.
Mr. G. Shankar.

Nine members have resigned during the quarter:—
Dr. M. B. Davar. Prof. Nasiri.
Mr. Deb. Mr. H. Phipps.
Mr. Edwards. Mr. Proctor.
H.H. the Thakor of Gondal. Miss E. Trotter.
Mr. Jinaradasa.

and three have died:—
Rev. W. Campbell. Mr. A. Renjo.
Mr. C. Pittar.

The Siamese Legation, at the request of H.R.H. the Prince of Chandaburi, has forwarded to the Society a gift of publications on Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on Four Nikāyas of the Sutantapitaka. These were issued by his Holiness the Supreme Patriarch of Siam, the late Prince Vajiranana.

Professor Margoliouth has presented to the Society 275 copies of an Arabic work which he has edited. It is by Muḥassin Tanukhi, and is a collection of anecdotes illustrating the political and social life of the Caliphate in the ninth and tenth centuries.
Lectures

Professor Sayce read a paper in November entitled "New Light from the East"; Mr. Campbell Thompson one on "Modern Babylonia" in December; and Dr. F. W. Thomas's paper in January is entitled "Notes on a recent tour in India". In February Colonel Hodson reads a paper on "Head Hunters at Home"; in March Mr. Lee Shuttleworth speaks on "Some Peoples and Religions of the Punjab Himalayas"; and in April Mr. Perceval Yetts describes "A Buddhist Pilgrim Shrine in China".

The Society's Tuesday Afternoons

It was agreed by Council that on every Tuesday, except on the second Tuesday in the month, the Council Room on the entrance floor should be open from 3.30 to 5.30 for the use of members and students wishing to meet other members. Tea may be obtained.

The Royal Asiatic Society's Public School Medal has been won by Geoffrey Francis Hudson, of Shrewsbury School, and the prize of books by Humphrey Charles Baskerville Mynors, of Marlborough College. The subject for competition was "The part taken by India in the late War". Owing to unforeseen circumstances the presentation of the gold medal and books has been postponed to February. Viscount Chelmsford has kindly consented to present the Medal and Prize.

Members are asked to sell or present the following numbers of the R.A.S. Journal:

Old Series . . . 1842, Vol. XIII.
  1848, Pt. II.
  1861, Pt. III.
New Series . . . 1870, Vol. IV, Pt. II.
              1873, Vol. VI, Pt. II.
              1879, Vol. XI, Pt. III.
              1881, Vol. XIII, Pt. I.
              1882, Vol. XIV, Pts. III, IV.
              1883, Vol. XV, Pts. I, II.
              1885, Vol. XVII, Pt. IV.

Present Series . . 1903, Pts. I, III.
                 1904, Pts. I, II, III.
                 1919, Pts. I-IV.

LIBRARY FUND

A special Library Fund has been started for the purpose of buying, repairing, and binding books. The Librarian would welcome contributions to this fund as well as additions to the Library.
ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Books


Bengal Secretariat Record Room. Vol. ii, ser. iii. Press List, November 1774 to December 1776. Calcutta, 1921. From the Secretary of State.


Burma, Amended list of Ancient Monuments.  
*From the Government of Burma.*

*From the Publishers.*

*From the Publishers.*

*From the Publishers.*

Cuneiform Texts from Cappadocian Tablets, British Museum. Pt. i.  
*From the Publishers.*

*From the Trustees.*

*From the Publishers.*


*From the Publishers.*

Debi Prasad, Iftikhar al-tawarikh.  
*From the Author.*

*From the Publishers.*

— Letters for 1694.  
*From the Secretary of State.*

Diary and Consultation Book, 1696. Madras, 1921.  
*From the Secretary of State.*

*From the Publishers.*

*From the Publishers.*

*From the Publishers.*

*From the Translator.*


Sa’dî Shîrâzî, Odes of Muṣlihu-d-Dîn, edited by Sir L. W. King. Pt. i (Tâyyibât), fasc. i, Bib. Ind. Calcutta, 1919. From the Editor.


From the Author.


From the Publishers.


From the Secretary of State.


From the Publishers.


From the Secretary.

— Calendar, Regulations, 3 vols., 1921–2. From the Publishers.

Varma, G. N. S., A short History of the Kayasthas, Prabhus and Thakurs of India. Pts. i, ii. From the Author.


From the Committee for Malay Studies.


From the Publishers.

Pamphlets


From the Author.


— The Pallava Painting. From the Author.


From the Author.


From the Author.


From the Publishers.


Ram Gopal, The Dantyosthavidhii. From the Author.
Raychandhuri, H. C.
Epigraphic Notes.
The Gupta Empire in the sixth and seventh centuries A.D.
The Lakaśmaṇasena Era.
The Later Mauryas and the Decline of their Power.
Reprints, 1921.  \textit{From the Author.}

Seal, Shibchander, Arya Jatir Adi nibash.  \textit{From the Author.}

Stein, Sir A., Notes on ancient Chinese documents, discovered along the Han Frontier Wall in the Desert of Tun-Huang.  \textit{From the Author.}
An Unidentified Territory of Southern India

By K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyer, B.A.

Free intercourse with Malabar was long denied to the rest of Southern India by the formidable natural obstacle of the Western Ghats with their impenetrable fastnesses and few passes. Owing chiefly to this circumstance that part of the country remained to a great extent isolated and secure from frequent invasions by other southern powers. This isolation, coupled with the conservative nature of the people of this tract, accounts for the preservation intact of several ancient customs of the Indians. Even in later times, whenever there had been any general disaster affecting the whole of the Dekhan, such as an invasion by the Muhammadan kings of the Khilji and Taghlak lines, the west coast afforded a safe asylum to the rest of the south. There is nothing unnatural in the following exclamation of the poet-composer of the Tiruvālaṅgādu plates of the eleventh century A.D.:

“Excepting Paramēśvara, who else in this world could contemplate even in mind the humiliation of that country which is protected by the glory of the crest jewel of the Bhṛgu race (i.e. Paraśu-Rāma) and the austerities of its chiefs, and which had not been injured by enemies.”
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It was given to that sturdy warrior of the Chōla line, Rājarāja I, who braved and courted danger, to invade this tract and to conquer the country of Kollam and Kolla-dēsam, breaking for once the naval supremacy of the Chēras by destroying many of their ships at a place named Kāndaḷūr. Leaving open the question of the identity of the two places Kollam and Kāndaḷūr, about whose existence in Malabar there is not the least doubt, we may proceed to point out that the Chōla king was accompanied in his expedition and assisted by his valiant son, Rājēndra-Chōla I, who later on carried further the intention of his father. There is every justification for declaring that Rājēndra-Chōla was the greatest of the Chōla sovereigns, greater even than many of those who stand prominently forth in the ancient history of India. By the success of his arms he was able to leave the Chōla empire much more extended than could have been thought possible. When his activities ceased, Chōla supremacy was acknowledged everywhere in the Dekhan. Chōla arms were felt in the Gangetic region, in the island of Ceylon, in distant Burmah, and in the several islands of the Indian Ocean. He even sent an embassy to far distant China, though what his intentions in that direction were it is not at present possible to fathom. The wars of Rājēndra-Chōla were mostly conducted by his eldest son, Rājādhirāja I. The latter, as is natural, records in the historical introductions of his inscriptions all the military feats performed by him, though in truth they were effected for Rājēndra-Chōla I and during that king’s reign. The nomination of Prince Rājādhirāja to succeed Rājēndra-Chōla I appears to have taken place in A.D. 1018, although he actually came to rule in about A.D. 1045 and held the reins of government till A.D. 1050. It is impossible to conceive that in the short period of his actual rule of four or five years he could have done all that is claimed for him in his inscriptions. The isolation of which we have spoken accounts for the want of references to the political history of the Chēras in the historical documents of other
parts of southern India. There is thus dearth of information in early Chōla and Pāṇḍya records regarding the territorial divisions of the west coast.

One such division that still remains to be identified occurs in the historical introductions of the inscriptions of the Chōla king Rājākēśarivarman Rājādhirāja I. After conquering the Pāṇḍyas this Chōla sovereign is said to have marched against the Chēra country. The feats performed by him in that quarter are described in the following words 1:


The whole of the passage extracted here relates to a distinct campaign of the king. A translation will show the order in which the events of this campaign took place:

"Having despatched the irreducible king of Vēnādu to heaven (or to a distant country) and having fought (so fiercely) as to destroy the three (kings) of the famous Irāmakudam, and the powerful Villavan (i.e. the Chēra) having run away carrying his folded bowels, abandoning his country, and hid himself in forests, (the Chōla king) put on (a garland of) beautiful fresh vañji flowers (as token of his victories) and then destroyed the large (number of) ships (floating) on the sea at Kāndalūr-chchēlai."

In his South-Indian Inscriptions 3 Dr. Hultsch has translated the passage as under:

"(He) sent the undaunted king of Vēnādu to the country of heaven and destroyed in anger the three (princes) of the famous Irāmakudam. While the strong Villavan (i.e. Chēra)

---

1 South-Indian Inscriptions, vol. iii, pt. i, No. 28, text-ii. 2 ff.
2 Another reading of this word is miṭal.
3 See vol. iii, p. 56.
was attacked by pains in the bowels, fled from his country and hid himself in the jungle, (the Chōla king) destroyed (his) ships (at) Kāndaḷūr-Śālai on the never-decreasing ocean as (easily as he) would have put on a beautiful fresh flower of the Vaṇji (tree)."

It will be seen that my rendering of the passage differs in some respects from that given by Dr. Hultzsch. I take odukkī, munindu, malaindu, and arutu as past participles; consider that kalam has two adjuncts, viz. vēlai-keḷu and Kāndaḷūr-Chchālai; and regard māḍi as an adjective qualifying kuḍar. The material difference is that the Chēra king did not run away from the field of battle, abandoning his country, because he had pains in his bowels, but that he fled, not being able to stand against the enemy. Though it may not be incorrect to take malaindāṅgu to mean "as he would put on", it is more appropriate to separate the compound and make malaindu a finite past participle. Being left without opponents, the Chōla king put on the garland of vaṇji flowers as token of his victory. Āṅgu means "when", i.e. "at the time or place".

The proper names that occur in the passage extracted above are Vēṇāḍu, Irāmakuḍam, Villavaṇḍ, and Kāndaḷūr-Chchālai. Though difference of opinion exists as regards the derivation of the word Vēṇāḍu, there is so far none as to what it denotes. It signifies the country comprising the Tranvancore State. The late Mr. Sundaram Pillai made the following note on Vēṇāḍu ¹:

"Vēṇāḍu is one of the twelve districts of low or vulgar Tamil according to Tamil grammarians. The Kēraḷōḷpatti makes it one of the divisions of Kēraḷa. It is derived from vēḷ 'love or desire', either directly or through vēṅ. Vēṇāḍu would mean, therefore, 'the land of love or the lovely land.'"

The late Mr. Gopinatha Rao expressed the view that Vēṇāḍu should be divided into vēḷ and nāḍu, and that it means

the country of the Vēls. He was of opinion that there was no justification for taking Vēnmaṇṇaṇ as the ruler of Vēṇu.¹

Though it is not improper to regard Vēṇādu as a compound of Vēḷ and nādu and interpret it as the country of the Vēls, yet the special application of the term Vēṇādu to a particular country ruled by one of the several families of Vēls—and not to others—would clearly indicate that the proper division of the compound Vēṇādu is Vēḷ and nādu. If it is incorrect—and it is so—to call by the term Vēṇādu the country of Kōṇādu, of which Koḍumbāḷur was the principal town, of Milādu, of which Tirukkoilur was the capital, of Parambu-
nādu and several others which were ruled by Vēḷ chiefs, its separation into vēḷ and nādu is open to serious objection. In this connexion it is also worthy of consideration that the Tamil grammars call the country by the mere name Vēṇu.

Of the other names, Villavan stands for the Chēra, whose emblem was the bow; and Kāndaḷūr-Chchālai for a port town in the Chēra territory.

Now as regards the country indicated by the term Irāmakuḍam. The word may be split up into either Irā and makuḍam or Irāma and kuḍam. The first does not yield much sense, while the second admits of a better meaning, as will be shown below. In the latter case, the Sanskrit equivalents of the two words, of which the name is the compound, are Rōma and ghāṭa. Hence, Irāmakuḍam of Rājādhirāja's inscriptions may answer to Rāmaghāṭa. It is not unlikely that in the numerous collection of the king's epigraphs in the Madras Epigraphist's office we may meet with another possible variant Irāmakaḍam, in which case kaḍam may be regarded as a simple adoption of the Sanskrit ghāṭa. And it may be noted that even in Tamil kaḍam is a synonym for kuḍam.

Having shown that Irāmakuḍam is the same as Rāmaghāṭa, we proceed to point out that the country indicated by the term Irāmakuḍam is the Mūshaka territory and to find out its modern representative. But, before doing so, it is

¹ Travancore Archaeological Series, vol. i, p. 188.
necessary to consider here a few statements in the Mūshaka-
vāmaśa, from which extracts have been given in the Travancore
Archaeological Series¹, which are of help in identifying and
locating the country in question. It says:—

A Kṣhatriya having been killed by Paraśu-Rāma, his
queen attempted to undergo sati; but the purōhita of the
family dissuaded her and took her to a mountain cavern,
where he kept her concealed. Here a rat, as big as an elephant,
appeared to devour her, but was killed by the fire of her anger.
The soul of it then appeared in the form of a Parvata-rāja and
explained its behaviour. The queen soon brought to bed
a male child. When he came of age, Paraśu-Rāma was
pleased with him and crowned him king of the country in
which the rat-mountain stood, and performed the pāṭībhishēka
ceremony by pouring potfuls of consecrated water on his
head. On this account the prince acquired the name Mūshaka-
Rāmaghaṭa. He chose for his minister Mahānāvika, a native
of Māhishmati, and made Kōla his capital. On his way to
the capital he learnt that the town of Māhishmati, which
belonged to him and which is described as the capital of the
Haihayas, had been taken by Mādhavavarman, the king of
Magadha.

Shorn of the legendary garb in which it is clothed, the above
account reflects the fact that at a remote age the Mūshakas
were obliged by some stress of events to leave their country
and to take shelter in the mountain fastnesses of the south.
There may be a kernel of truth in the statement that
Rāmaghaṭa’s mother was a queen of the country in which
Māhishmati was situated, and that she was taken for safety
to a southern hill where Rāmaghaṭa was born. This account
of the queen-mother reminds us of what inscriptions state
concerning the Chālukyan ancestor Vijāyaditya and of the
Purāṇic account concerning the feud between Kārtavīry-
ārjuna and Paraśu-Rāma. Since the husband of
Rāmaghaṭa’s mother, who was a ruler of a province, is said

¹ Vol. ii, pp. 87 ff.
to have been killed by Paraśu-Rāma and since Māhishmati
was a city in Mid-India, it may be thought that the city was
included in his kingdom and that he was one of the hundred
sons of Kārtavīrya and a brother of Sūrasena. The Purāṇas
state that the town of Māhishmati was founded by Mahishmati
the fifth in descent from Haihaya, who was the fourth
descendant of Yadu. This reference is only of use as indicating
that the Mūshakas, who traced their line from one of this
branch, must be Yādavas. So were the Kōlādiri kings of
Irāmakuḍam.

The name Rāmaghaṭa, as applied to a king, may be regarded
as a pure invention; and the story that Paraśu-Rāma
anointed him king by pouring potfuls of water may have
been woven simply to account for the origin of such a queer
name. We cannot consider that Rāmaghaṭa is anything more
than an eponym, similar to Pallava, Chōja, or Pāṇḍya. It is
not improbable that the name of the country was Kuḍam
or Rāmakuḍam, as distinguishing it from Kuḍamalai-nāḍu
(i.e. the Coorg Province), another southern territorial division.
Further, it may be pointed out that Kuḍam is mentioned in
Tamil grammars as the name of one of the outlying provinces
where vulgar Tamil was in use; it figures along with Kuṭṭam
(in Malabar) and Vēn (Travancore). With respect to the
name Elimalai also the poet has similarly introduced the story
of the huge rat, and its subsequent transformation into a king
of mountains. The fact may be that the hill in whose cavern
the Mūshaka queen was hid came to be called Elimalai by
the Tamil inhabitants of the place. This substratum of fact
may have excited the imagination of the poet to account for
its names in the ingenious way he did. It is quite significant
that, as soon as Rāmaghaṭa was anointed king of the region
in which his mother was sheltered, his first thought was to

1 That there is little possibility of this will be shown by the fact that
the date of the movement of the Mūshakas from Mid-India to the
W. Ghats, if it really occurred in early times, must have been after the
reign of Khārvēla and before the date of the Bharata-nāṭya-kāstra.
recover Māhishmatī, which, he was informed, had been taken by Mādhavavarman, the king of Magadha. This statement makes the facts appear in their proper light. When a prince newly installed as ruler of a small territory on the west coast of the Deccan lays claim, all of a sudden, to the possession of a principal city in Mid-India, there must be a tale behind it. The fact seems to be that the town belonged to him originally, and the country whence his mother came, after her husband’s death, lay in the Vindhyān region and had for its capital Māhishmatī. Kājīdāsa¹ refers to Māhishmatī, and his reference takes us to the Narmadā river. Mr. Pargiter identifies it with Mandhata.² We have enough reason to believe that in early days the Mūshaka territory was located near the Vindhyā mountains not far from the southern Kōsala and the Kalinga countries. From what is stated in the Mūshakavāmanā it is clear that the Haihaya and the Chēdi countries were included in that of the Mūshakas. Another fact that is made plain is that the southern Mūshaka territory on the Malabār coast was not due to a gradual expansion of the original Mid-Indian territory. The establishment of the southern Mūshaka is in several respects analogous to the foundation of the Pallava power in the Deccan. In both cases the emigrants came from the north and were governors of provinces and held dependent positions under some suzerain power and were forced by circumstances to quit their homes. The truth of that part of the mythical account which states that the southern Mūshaka kings were able to get back the Haihaya and Chēdi countries which once belonged to them cannot be guaranteed.

Now a word about the time when the kingdom of Irāmakudam or the southern Mūshaka may have come into

¹ Verse 43 of canto vi of the Raghuvamsa runs as under:—
"स्वारुङ्गलक्ष्मेधव दीर्घवाहोमाहिष्मतीवप्रभुतवाचारोः।
प्रासादवाच्छलबिगिरमयां रेवां यद् प्रितितुलसितः कामः।"

² Colonel Todd identifies Māhishmatī with Chuli Maheswar.
existence supposing the statements of the book are based upon facts. In the second century B.C. the Kāliṅga king Khāravēla (173–160 B.C.) is said to have invaded the Mūshaka country, which lay to the west of Kāliṅga.¹ As we do not find a Mādhavavarman in the list of kings who ruled over Magadha down to the time of the Kāliṅga king Kharāvēla, the aggressor who caused the uprooting of the Mūshakas from their original home must be regarded as having flourished later than 160 B.C. It could not be much later. Since the Mūshakas are described in the Bharata-nāṭya-śāstra,² as Kāliṅgas, it appears that the territory of the former had been annexed to, and was included in, that of the latter. Hence it may be concluded that the dispossessory alluded to in the Mūshakavāmśa had taken place some time prior to the date of the composition of Bharata’s work and not long after the reign of Khāravēla. In the Viṣṇuprāṇa, Mūshaka is mentioned along with Strirājya and several other kingdoms of the Vindhyan region.³ It may be that the original Mūshaka country lay to the west of the southern Kōsala and extended along the Narmadā as far as the sea. In the Mahākūṭa pillar inscription (A.D. 601) of the Western Chalukyan king Maṅgalīśa Raṅavikrānta, it is said that Kīrtivarman I, who reigned at the end of the sixth century A.D., defeated, among others, the kings of Kēraḷa, Gaṅga, Mūshaka, Pāṇḍya, Drāmīla, and Chōla.⁴ It is not unlikely that the Mūshaka herein referred to denotes a southern power as it is mentioned along with the Kēraḷa, Gaṅga, and Pāṇḍya. The Mahābhārata groups the Mūshakas with distinctly southern countries, such as the Drāviḍa, Kēraḷa, Prāchya, and Vanavāsika.⁵

From the foregoing it may be observed that the Mūshakas originally occupied a territory in the Vindhyan region and subsequently moved southwards and permanently settled in

² Ibid., p. 148.  
³ p. 148.  
⁴ *Ind. Ant.*, vol. xix, p. 16.  
⁵ Verse 58 of ch. 9, Bhīṣma-Parva: द्राविडः केरः प्राचा मूङ्खिका वनवासिका:
the Deccan; that the Elimalai was the spot to which the Mūshakas repaired after they had been overthrown in Mid-India, and that over a small region a prince of the original Mūshaka line was installed king and the new kingdom came to be known as Rāmaghaṭa or Irāmakuḍam; and the kings themselves were styled Mūshikēśvaras or Rāmaghaṭa-Mūshikēśvaras. The hill of Elimalai was included in this new country of Irāmakuḍam. As a rule, the chieftains of the Deccan were lords of one or more divisions (nāḍu), possessed a favourite hill (malai) and a capital city (ūr). The principal hill of the Mūshaka king was the Elimalai, his nāḍu was Irāmakuḍam, and his capital Kōlam. Here it may be noted that the Kēralōḷpati gives four divisions of Malai-nāḍu. These are the Tulu, Kūpaka, Kēraḷa, and Mūshaka, whose other name, as we have now shown, was Irāmakuḍam. In the description of these there appear two versions, according to one of which the Mūshaka kingdom would extend from Kannetti to Cape Comorin, while according to the other it would comprise all the tract of land lying between Perumbulai and Puduppaṭṭaṇam. That the first of these versions is wrong and that the second correct will be evident from what has been said already and from what follows also.

A few points of geographical and historical interest are found in the Mūshakavanśa. We note them below. An attempt will be made at the same time to trace the modern representatives of places mentioned in the Mūshakavanśa, in the very tract of country where we located the ancient territorial division of Irāmakuḍam, as nothing else would prove better the correctness of the identification.

Kōlam, the capital of the kingdom, was on the bank of the river Prathanā. Starting from here, one has to cross in succession the two rivers, the Vaprā and the Killā, and proceed along the sea-coast to reach the mountain Elimalai. The temple at Chellūr, dedicated to Śiva, was built by one of the Mūshaka kings, Śatasōma by name. At Śambarapura, a suburb of this place, there is a famous temple of Vishṇu.
The temple of Vaṭukēśvara at Ālasuddhi and that of Ahīraṇēśvara on the west bank of the Prathanā were constructed by Vaṭukavaraman and Ahīraṇa, two kings of the Mūshaka line. At the foot of the Elimalai, the city of Achalapāṭṭaṇa was founded by Achala, another Mūshaka king. On the bank of the Parushṇi river a battle once took place between the Kērala king Raghupati alias Jayarāga and the Mūshaka king Īsānnavarman II. A town named Nārāyaṇapuram was founded by king Kundavarman. One has to go southwards to reach the Kērala country, and in this route lies the temple of Sugata (Buddha) at the holy and religious town of Mūlavāsa. Bhaṭasthalī and Marupura are two other places in the Mūshaka country. Religions with dreadfully opposed doctrines flourish harmoniously in the country of Rāmaghaṭa-Mūshikēśvara. Vaḷabha, another king of the Mūshaka dynasty, built the town of Mārāhi at the mouth of the Kiḷḷā river. This place became replete with articles of merchandise brought in ships from distant lands by foreign merchants. The king also erected high fort walls and cut a deep moat round the city of Vaḷabhapaṭṭaṇam, which was on the bank of the Prathanā river.

The Tamil equivalent of mūshaka being eli, the country indicated by the term must be the tract of land surrounding the Elimalai hill. As will be pointed out presently, this hill was known to early European and Muhammadan navigators and traders by various names more or less connected with the term Eli. The dental l of the word was sometimes changed into the lingual ḷ which gave rise to the name Saptasāla applied to the same territory in some of the Sanskrit works such as the Kēraḷa-māhātmya. Local tradition also perpetuated this name. The rulers of the country were called Kōḷātiri-rājas, i.e. kings of Kōlam. The suffix tiri is nothing but an adaptation of śrī.

Albėrūni (A.D. 970–1039) mentions the country of Eli and places it on the Malabar coast, immediately after Manjarūr and before Sadarsa. According to him the people of the place
were Śamaṇas, by which he may have meant either Baudhās or Jainas. The position assigned by this authority is the same as that furnished by another Muhammadan historian Rashid-ud-din. In the latter case Col. Yule observed that Sadarsa was a clear misreading for Fandarina. The correction is applicable to the reading of the passage from Albērūnī. The identity of Manjarūr, Hili, and Fandarina with Mangalur, Elimalai, and Pandalāyani, which are all stations in the Shoranur-Mangalur branch of the South Indian Railway, is beyond doubt. The most handy map that indicates the exact situation of all the three places with distances marked between them is the South Indian Railway map. Here it will be found that Pandalāyani (429 miles from Madras) is 58 miles south of Elimalai (486 miles from Madras), and that the latter is 66 miles south of Mangalur (551 miles from Madras). It may be noted that Pandalāyani is not different from Kōlam, the capital of the Mūshaka kingdom. In fact, there having existed in ancient times two famous cities bearing the same name Kollam, the distinction seems to have been made by terming the one Pandalāyani-Kollam and the other Kurakkīṭi-Kollam. Since the Mūshakavaṇīśa says that Kōlam was on the bank of the Prathanā, the latter must be identical with the Agalappuṇḍai river, at whose mouth Pandalāyani is situated. Al Idrisi, writing about the eleventh century A.D., describes Fandarina as a town built at the mouth of a river where vessels from the Sindh cast anchor. The temple of Ahiraṇēśvara, which is said to have been built by the Mūshaka king Ahiraṇa on the west bank of the Prathanā, must therefore be looked for in the vicinity of Pandalāyani-Kollam.

Albērūnī observes that the people of this country were Śamaṇas, by which he must have meant that there were many Buddhists in the land. We have for consideration a few important references in this respect. The Mūshakavaṇīśa states that a famous temple of Sugata (i.e. Buddha) existed at Mūlavāsa, which lay on the route to the Kēraḷa country from
Kōlam, the capital of the Rāmaghaṭa-Mūshakasvaras. This temple was in a very flourishing condition in the time of king Vikramāditya Varaguna, belonging to the Yādava lineage, who ruled in about the ninth century A.D., and by whom it was greatly patronized. The plates from which we gather the above information give us also to understand that that king had a strong leaning to the cardinal points of the Baudhāya religion, Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. After making a grant of land to the Buddhist temple at Mūlavāsa, the king, with a bowed head, implored his successors and the friends of their devotees in the following words:—

“This meritorious dynasty of yours should not be ruined and this land should always be kept in heart and personally safe-guarded by you from time to time from the possibility of enjoyment by others. The God of Death, terrible with mouth wide open, is roaming near, awaiting his time; and, as if to show him favour, his father, the lord of day, with quick marches, hurriedly leads away the remainder of your lives.”

The discovery by Monsieur Foucher, in distant Gandhāra, of an image of Buddha with an inscription engraved on its pedestal, stating that it was the figure of “Lōkanātha of Mūlavāsa in the Dakshināpatha” proves how widely known and in what great esteem this Buddhist vihāra was held in ancient times throughout the Buddhist world. China's trade with the Malabar coast, especially with the region near about Elimalai and Quilandy, led to a settlement of Chinese Buddhists in that part of the country and to the foundation of Buddhist vihāras.

A word more has to be said regarding other religions that found favour among the people of Irāmakuḍam in early days. The Mūshakavanśa says, “Religions with dreadfully opposed doctrines flourish harmoniously in the country of Rāmaghaṭa-Mūshakāśvar.” In this connexion, we have to draw attention to the fact that besides Hindus and Buddhists,
there was a large number of Jews, Christians, and Moors settled in the country. The Cochin Jews' grant of Bhāskara-Ravivarman of the tenth century A.D., the Kōṭṭayam plates of Sthānu-Ravi of the ninth century A.D., granting concessions and privileges to the founders of early Christian Churches at Quilon, and the Vīrāḡhava-Chakravartin's tablet, allowing similar favours to Ravi-Korttan of Mahādayarpatṭinam, reflect the tolerant spirit of the kings of Malabar and the establishment in the land of foreign settlements and religious institutions. Of early Muhammadan settlements and the Arab trade with the west coast, which continued without much obstacle till the appearance of Europeans any book relating to early European settlements will give an idea. Thus the statement as regards the religion of the country is amply borne out by facts that could be well established in history. Nothing needs be said concerning the antiquity of Christianity on the Malabar coast.

Marco Polo (A.D. 1293) states that Eli is a kingdom towards the west about 300 miles from Comari (Comorin). The people are idolators; pepper, ginger, and other spices grow in abundance; the kingdom is strong by nature; there is no proper harbour, but there are many great rivers; the ships of Manzi (China) and other countries come hither. Abul-Feida calls it Ras Haili, and says that it is a great mountain projecting into the sea and discerned from a great distance. Ibn Batuta (A.D. 1342–4) reached it after leaving Manjarūr (Mangalore). He describes it as a great and well-built city, situated on a large estuary accessible to great ships, and says that Chinese vessels call at it. Vasco De Gama, Nicolo Conti, and others visited the place. It was burnt by the Portuguese under Simon De Melo. This mountain city of Elimalai contains one of the oldest palaces of the ancient line of Kōlāṭṭiri Rājas, at a very short distance from its northern shore, and is almost surrounded on all sides by water. The Nilēswar and Elimalai rivers unite together immediately to the north of the mountain, flow southward, and then, taking
a turn, enter the sea. In its neighbourhood is the town of Cāchal-paṭṭanäm—a settlement of foreign traders—which we may identify with the Achalapaṭṭanā of the Mushaka-
vāmśa, said to have been founded by Achala at the foot of the Eli mountain. The abode of Parašu-Rāma referred to in the same work is probably represented by the modern Rāmantalli temple, lying close in under the mountain on its western or sea face. The town of Mārāhi, built by the Mushaka king Valabha at the mouth of the Killā River, retains its name in the slightly altered form of Mādāyi. Colonel Yule has the following very interesting note on the place:

"When De Gama was on his way from Baticola (in Canara) to Cannanore, in his second voyage, a squall having sprung his mainmast, the Captain-major anchored in the bay of Marapia, because he saw there some Moorish ships, in order to get a mast from them. Indeed, the name of Marapia, or Marawi, is still preserved in Madavi or Madia, corruptly termed Maudoy, a township upon the river which enters the bay about 7 or 8 miles south-west of Mount De’ Ely, and which is called by De Barros the Reo Marapia. Mr. Ballard informs me that he never heard of ruins at Madai; but there is a place on the river just mentioned and within the Madai township, called Payaṅgāḍi which has the remains of an old fort of the Kōlātiri Rājas. A palace at Madai is alluded to by Dr. Gundert in the Madras journal, and a Buddhist vihāra is spoken of in an old Malayālam poem as having existed at the place. He gives an extract from Barbosa, wherein it is stated that Moors, gentiles, and Jews have long dwelt there."

We have only to note here that Palayangadi is a station in the South Indian Railway only 2 miles off Elimalai. It is situated on the bank of the Taliparamaba river, which must be the modern representative of the Killā river referred to in the Mushakavāmśa.

From the above account it will be seen that Irāmakuḍam is the name given to the ancient Mushaka kingdom on the west coast of the Dekhan, extending from Tulu or South Canara to the Keraḷa dominion.
Hittite Legend of the War with the Great Serpent

BY A. H. SAYCE

Among the Boghaz Keui tablets is one which, though terribly mutilated, is of considerable interest. It is the story of the war between the gods and the Serpent of Evil told from the Hittite point of view and connected with the institution of the festival of Purulliyas. The original text has been published in the Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoi, iii, No. 7. The following is my translation of it so far as it is preserved:

Col. I.

1. umma D.P. Killa [AN-UT] ... AL Perik
   Thus (speaks) Killa-Samasi [seer] of the city Perik.
2. nebisas AN IM ...
   'Tesub of heaven [has revealed]
3. purulliyas uddar numân
   concerning the Purulliyas festival the word: accordingly
4. kissan taranzi
   thus he repeats (it).

5. UD-NI-ya mão sesdu nuwa
   "At dawn the cakes (?) let them receive; also
   UT-NI-e
   at dawn
6. pakhsanuwan sesdu numân
   an alliance let them make." Accordingly
7. mão seszi nu EZEN
   the cakes (?) they received. So the festival
   purulliyas
   of Purulliyas
8. iyanzi
   they celebrated.

JRSA. APRIL 1922.
9. màn AN-IM-as MUS Illa-yankass-a
Now Tesub and the serpent Illa-yankas
10. ina AL Kiskilussa argat'eer
in the city Kiskilussa had joined in marriage.
11. nu-za MUS Illu-ànkas AN-IM AN-MES
Afterwards the serpent Illu-ànkas to Tesub gods
[kh]asta
bore.

12. AN-IM-as tass-a khuman[-das an-]da
Tesub and she to all (of them)
13. mugit anda-ma
gave instructions: ‘‘To
Khattiya . . . ten
the Hittite people be ye [kind].’’
14. nu-za AN Inaras EZEN-an ieiit
Afterwards the god Inaras a feast made.

15. nu-khuman mekki khandait
On a very great scale was it instituted.
16. wiyanas DUK palkhi MAR-NU-wandas
Wine in barrels, milk
DUK palkhi
in barrels,
17. . . . rakhiyas DUK palkhi . . . [DUK] palkhas . . . in barrels, . . . in barrels
18. an[d]an iyâku (?) iyânzi (?)
there . . . [they had ?].

19. nu AN [Inaras] . . .
So the god [Inaras] [feasted ?]
ziggurat-ta pait
and to the temple-tower marched:
20. nu D. P. Khûpasiyan NISU-ALU-LU
and Khupasiyas the citizen
uemit
he took (with him).

21. umma AN Inar D. P. Khûpasiya
Thus (spake) Inar to Khupasiyas:
kâsawa
"As to this,
22. kieya kieya uddar iyami
this and that word I utter:
23. nu-wa mussan zigga-qâ kharabkhut
to me also as to thee one was hostile."

24. umma D. P. Khûpaliya ana AN Inar
Thus (spake) Khupaliyas to the god Inar:
25. mâwa kitti-ti sesmi [nu]wa uwami
"A cake (?) for thee I receive; so I am come:
26. kardias-tas iyami ... si
thy offerings I make " [Accordingly] for him
sesta
he received (it).

The next line begins: "Then Inaras to Khupaliyas," after which the tablet is broken. The commencement of Column II is lost: after a paragraph in which the words "back he came" (makhkhat uit) occur, we have:—

9. [um]ma AN Ina[ras] ...
Thus (speaks) Inaras ...
10. arkha wa[tikut?] ...
away he goes (?) ...
11. sû ta ...
...
12. kharan ...
a road (?) ...
13. AN-IM-as u-salli . . .
   Tesub magnify . . .
14. apâs nan nak . . .
   he him . . .

15. AN Inaras ina AL Kiskilus[sa] . . .
    Inaras in the city of Kiskilussa [remains ?];
16. [ana] BIT-SU khunkhuwanas pa[it]
    to his temple the . . . goes,
17. [ana] qati sarri mân dâis
    into the hand of the king when he had given
18. kha[n]teizziyam purul[liyan]
    the first purulliyas
19. kuit iyaueni û qat [sarri ?]
    which we made; and the hand [of the king ?]
20. AN Inaras khunkhuwanass-a a . . .
    Inaras and the . . .

21. KCHAR-SAG Khaliyanu khûmandas khan[dis]
    On the mountain Khaliyanus they all stood;
22. mân ina AL Perik kheûs
    while in the city of Perik provisions
23. khinikta nu AL Periqqa-z
    were abundant. So from the city of Perik
24. AMIL GIS-KHAT NIG khursin bêdâi
    the scribe the mill ordered.

25. nu KCHAR-SAG Khaliyanu kheûn
    On mount Khaliyanus the provisions
eikta
    he devoured;
26. nan-si NIG [khursin . . .] bêdâi
    him for it the mill [to use] he had ordered
27. nass-a . . . bêdâi
    and he . . . ordered
Col. III.
4. nu-za TUR-SAL sa AMIL asiwandas
   After that the daughter of a friend
5. ana DAM-SU dâs nu-za TUR-us
   to be his wife was given, and after that children
   she bore,
6. mânas sallista-ma
   and they had grown up;
7. nu-za TUR-SAL MUS Illuyankas
   After that a daughter the serpent Illu-yankas
8. DAM-anni dâs
   for a wife gave.

9. AN IM TUR-an watar-nakhkses-kizzi
    Tesub the son appointed as (his) envoy,
10. mân-wa ana BIT DAM-KA päisi
    saying: "to the house of thy wife thou shalt go.
11. mân-wa-s-mass-a GÛ SAG sakuwaya
    And then also the flesh of the heart
12. u-eik
    devour!"

13. mânas pâita nû-s-mas GÛ SAG
    Then they went, and they the flesh of the heart
14. u-eiktâ nas-si bieir
    devoured; one to the other gave (it),
15. abbizziyannas-mas sê mawa[yâ]
    and what remained of the cakes (?)
16. u-eiktâ nû-ssi abêya bieir
    they devoured; to him there they gave (it).
17. nat AN IM atti-ssi bêdas
    This to Tesub his father he offered.
18. nu-za-n AN IM-as GÛ SAG sakuwa-sseta
   Thereupon Tesub the flesh of the heart aforesaid
19. makhkhat-dâs
   handed back.

20. mân èsre-ssi âppa
   "If thou [prevailed?] forthwith
21. karû ili atta SIG atta
   to-day a god art thou; happy art thou."
22. nas namma aruni zakhkhiya pait
   He then to the sea to battle proceeded.
23. màn-si zakhkhain päis
   Then with him battle he joined;
24. nan-za namma MUS Illu-yankan
   him afterwards, even the serpent Illu-yankas,
25. tarakhkhûwan-dâis û TUR AN IM
   he attacked, but the son of Tesub
26. MUS Illu-yankas kitta . . .
   the serpent Illu-yankas over[powered];
27. nu sarâ- . . . bi-si atti-ssi
   so: "bring help to (me)" to his father
28. khalzâis
   he cried.

29. ammu-g tâpa anda eip
   "To me assistance send!
30. lie-mu GI-EN-ZU wisi
   not to me a support art thou!"
   So Tesub the serpent Illu-yankas [smote]
32. û TUR-SU kuenta
   and his son killed (him).
33. nu-kâs apâ[ni ?] AN IM-as . . .
   Thus him Tesub [destroyed ?].
34. umma Killa-[AN UD] . . .
   Thus (spake) Killa-[Samsi] . . .
35. mànass-a AN-MES . . .
   and they the gods [obeyed ?]

Col. IV.

Of the first three lines only the name of Perik is preserved. They probably introduced the priest Takhbutallis: "Thus (speaks) the priest Takhbutallis, the priest of Tesub of Perik."

4. . . . ana AMIL IM-ME Takhbutalli
   . . . to the priest Takhbutallis
5. [à a]na AN IM AL Perik
   [and] to Tesub of Perik
6. paiwini nuwa-ssa-n kuwabit
   we will go, and he it in return
7. esuwassati
   will bring to pass.

8. umma AMIL IM-ME Takhbutallis
   Thus (says) the priest Takhbutallis:
9. màiwassan TAK SU-O-BAR-A estummat
   "The subari-stone of the cake (?) . . .
10. nu-za AMIL IM-ME màn bûl-tianzi
    Afterwards the priest when (?) he . . .
11. AMIL IM-ME an za li-nu-un kuis kharzi
    the priest . . . who took.
12. nuwa-ttar waser TAK SU-O-BAR-A kitta
    So they made (?) the cake (?) on the subari-stone;
13. nas-san abiya esari
    he it there will have.

14. nu AN-MES-is khûmantes anda-aranzi
    So all the gods flock thither.
15. nu-za bûl-tianzi nu AN-MES-nas
    After that he . . ., the gods
16. khûmandass-ä AL Kastama
    and all the city Kastama's
17. AN Zaskhabunâs sallis
    Zaskhabunas-deities are mighty.

The next four lines, in which mention is made of the city Tanibiya, are too mutilated for translation.

22. nu âppa khatrâ BE ina AL Tanibiya
    So from henceforth as before in the city Tanibiya
23. A-SAG kuera SARRU-waz biyanza
    the estate from the king is a gift.

24. VI kabunu A-SAG I kabûnu GIS-SAR
    6 kabunu of field, 1 kabunu of orchard
    SAR[-RI]
    belonging to the king,
25. bit-tim û KIZLAKH III BIT-ZUN
    a house and court, 3 houses
    SAK amat-tim
    belonging to the chief of the concubines
26. [a]abbi-ma ésszi ammuga
    theirs are; and to me
27. . . . na(?)s nakkkhân
    . . .
28. nu [ma ?]-i memakahkhun
    So the cakes (?) I have described.

Colophon.

DUB I-KAM qati sa Killa-[AN UD]
First tablet by the hand of Killa-[Samsi]
AMIL IM-ME-usnas Kaskha AMIL [GIS-PA] pani
    the priest; Kaskha the [scribe] before
Ur-makh RAB DUB-[SAR]-MES is-dhur
    the Big-Dog the chief scribe has written-(it).
Notes

The composition does not say much for the literary ability of the Hittites. But the mutilated condition of the text may be partly answerable for this. Its object is to explain the origin of the Purulliyas-festival, which, it would appear, was instituted by the god Inaras, who thereby drew upon himself the hostility of Tesub (?) and Illu-yankas. But the loss of all the central part of the story prevents this from being certain, and renders it impossible to know what connexion there is between the earlier and later parts of the narrative. Eventually, however, the battle took place between the serpent and the son of Tesub, whom he had appointed to fight against her. She is the Tiamat of Babylonian cosmology, “the dragon” of the Apocalypse. But whereas in the Babylonian legend it is the god Merodach himself who contends with the dragon, the Hittite version like the Apocalypse makes it the deputy and representative of the god.

Illu-yankas is a compound of the Assyrian ʾilu “god” and the Hittite yankas “serpent”. According to my decipherment of the Hittite hieroglyphic inscriptions, in them also agus, akus, signified “snake”, and gave a name to the deity Agusimis, who in the Tell Ahmar text (Annals of Archaeology, ii, 4, pl. xxxviii, 2) is called “Agusimis of Tyana” (D.P. Agusimis Tuananis-mi, with a picture of the serpent here accompanying the name of the deity). At Carchemish Agusimis is the monster-god who sits on a throne supported upon lions; his consort was Agusaya, whom Khammurabi in a poem of his own composition claims to have reconciled with the Babylonian goddess Istar and to have united the two divinities in one. Ankas, agus, are clearly the Indo-European anguis, ἕχος, our eel, though whether the borrowing of the word took place on the Indo-European or the Asianic side it is impossible to determine.

Purulliyas is a derivative from puru, which Professor Hrozný may be right in connecting with the Hebrew Purim. It was one of the chief Hittite festivals, and is called “the
great festival". As Hrozný remarks, it probably took place in the spring, since it immediately preceded the beginning of a campaign. In *Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoi*, ii, No. 7, 14–16, "five festivals" are enumerated—*khurpas*, SE-*khurbiyā* (the festival "of the cold weather"), a lost name which is probably *purulliyās*, *lielas*, and URUDU-SU-QIN ("of copper-polishing").

Col. I.—1. Killa-[Samsi] is a name similar to that of Kili-Tesub, king of Kummukhi, according to Tiglath-pileser I. Perik seems to have been next to Boghaz Keui the most important city in the Hittite kingdom, and therefore, probably, an old capital. It is named in the Treaty between Ramses II and the Hittites. I would identify it with the modern Eyuk of Alaja, north of Boghaz Keui.

2. Hrozný is certainly right in rendering *nebis" heaven". In K.A.B., iv, No. 1, 35–40, we read: *samanus kittan sa BABAR GUSKIN-ya ddīr GUSKIN AL Bi . . . uteir BABAR kuzzā-zi uteir TAK ZAGIN KHAR-SAK Takniyara-z [uteir] TAK AS [sic]-SIR-GAL MAT AL Kaniskha-z uteir TAK GAB-SU-A MAT-AL Ilamda-z uteir TAK kunkunuzzin daqanzīpa-z uteir AN-BAR MI nebisas nebis-z uteir URUDU UT-KA-BAR AL Alasiya-z KHAR-SAK Taggata-z uteir, "For the columns silver and gold they gave; gold [from] the city of Bi . . . they brought; silver from the mine (?) they brought; lapis lazuli from Mount Takniyara [they brought]; alabaster from the land of the city of Kanis (Kara Eyuk) they brought; 1 *dusu*-stone from the land of the city Ilamda they brought; a jewel from the wine-cup they brought; black meteoric iron from heaven they brought; copper and bronze from the city of Alasiya, from Mount Taggata, they brought."

5. I have not found *māu*, *mawa*, elsewhere, and my translation is a mere guess.

1 Dr. Scheil has shown that *assirgallum* denotes "alabaster" (*Revue d’Assyriologie*, xiv, p. 90). The Hittite text informs us that the reading is *assirgallum* and not *gissirgallum*. Scheil suggests that the *dusu*-stone was chalcedony.
6. The verbal noun *seskiwvan* is found in the inscription of Telibinus (Hrozný, *Hethitische Texte*, p. 100). The sense of the verb seems to be settled by K.A.B., ii, 7, 14, so much meal, wine, beer, etc., “the god receives” (*IL-LUM seszi*).

13. The verb *mugit* is found in the “Yuzghat” tablet, where I was unable to translate it two years ago (*Yuzghat, Rev.* 10, 13). The rendering should be: “I (i.e. Telibinus) have instructed the gods,” “the instructions of Telibinus.”

16. MAR is *labanu* “milk”; NU, which generally follows it in the Hittite texts, is the phonetic complement of the Assyrian *labanu*.

23. There is no subject to the verb; was it Tesub or the serpent who was hostile to Inaras? The suffix -*qa* is new to me, but the sense seems clear.

II.—13. The verbal suffix *u*-, which we find again in *u-eikta* (III, 14), and is commonly met with in *u-danzi* by the aid of *danzi* “he gave”, is still unexplained.

22. *Kheus* must be borrowed from the Sumerian, since the vowel *e* is written after *khe*. Otherwise *khe* could be regarded as used ideographically.

23. Literally “was joyful”.

24. *Khursin* or *kharsin* is another Sumerian loan-word.

III.—4. For *asiyatar* “friendship” see K.A.B., ii, 9, 31.

9. A trilingual vocabulary translates *watar-nakhkhanza* by *mueru* “envoy”.

11. For *sakuya* see the text I have published in JRAS., 1907, p. 914, where the reading must be corrected *sa-ku-ya*. The belief that to eat the heart of an enemy is to transfer his courage and valour to the recipient has been widespread.

29. From *tapa* is formed *tapassas* “assistant” or “assistance”, which Professor Hrozný, misled by the Indo-European mirage, would connect with the Latin *tepor*. The unknown ideograph occurring along with *tapassas*, which Hrozný transcribes “KIL + DA?”, has been shown by Sommer to be an equivalent of the Hittite *arkha bessi*. Sommer supposes this to signify “give an oracle”, but
K.A.B., ii, 6, iii, 54–5, makes it clear that the sense is either "issue forth" or "twitter"; *isti AMIL SI-KHU irtum qatamma BE nu KHU-ZUN ID.-andu IT-KHU-gan bian kuis utt nas-gan bian arkha pa[it], "when the bird-seer has pronounced the oracle, let the birds issue forth, and the eagle which has gone within, it comes forth from within."

IV.—8–13. I can make nothing of this paragraph. The spelling of the first syllable of *subara* in l. 9 indicates that the borrowed Sumerian word was pronounced *sōbara* in Hittite. It is the Hebrew נְבָרָא, Greek συμφειρως. The verb *tarwaser* has the same root as the adjectives *tarwassis* and *tarwaniassis*, K.A.B., ii, 4, 4, 32, where we read *inbu tarwassis* "the fruit t." and *inbu SE tarwaniassis* "the fruit with pounded (?) seed".

14. Besides *araunuur* "to flow", there is another root *ara* "noble" to which the *aranzi* here may belong.

Colophon.—UR-MAKH "the big dog" or "lion" may be a proper name rather than a title. But "the lion" or "big-dog men" are mentioned in the text.

By way of appendix I add the translation of the fragment of another legend, written, however, not in Hittite but in Assyrian, or rather Babylonian as the Semitic language of Mesopotamia was termed by the Hittites (K.A.B., ii, No. 13):

*Obr. 1.* û D. P. Katterkhe istu

And Katterkhe from

[bit AN Marduk illik]

[the temple of Merodach went],

2. ana D. P. Biriya ibtanassi[q]...

against Biriya he is violent...

3. dalta isabbir anaku...

the door he smites: "I... [he cried];

4. û D. P. Biriya ana D. P. Katterkhe...

and Biriya to Katterkhe [says]:

5. là daballagu là daba[lu]...

"Do not destroy, do not throw down..."
6. summa daqarrar kur[ra]...
   If thou settest on fire, the flame...

7. û D. P. Katterkhe ana [Biriya iḳabbi]
   And Katterkhe to [Biriya replies]:

8. minam umdalla...
   "What shall I fulfil?...

9. umma D. P. Biriya [ana Katterkhe iḳabbi]
   Thus Biriya [to Katterkhe answers]:

Rev. 1. [a]na bit AN Mar[duk]...
   To the temple of Merodach...

2. amilum istu...
   the man from...[goes]

3. amilum sibu ina ali (?)...
   the old priest in the city (?)...

4. ana bit AN Marduk uste[rib]...
   to the temple of Merodach des[cended]...

5. AN Marduk bi-su ipte [iḳabbi]...
   Merodach his mouth opened; he says:

6. umma AN Marduk ana Kat[terkh[i] ḫabbi]
   Thus Merodach to Kat[terkh[i] says:]

7. GAR-ZUN sa dâkuluni u[l ? dhabu ?]....
   "The food which you have eaten [is not good?]...

8. û D. P. Biriya ana AN [Marduk iḳabbi]
   And Biriya to [Merodach says:]

9. ammini aninamma la da...[sa ina]
   "Why and what didst thou not...[which by]

10. [b]ī AN UD EN GAL
    the mouth of the Sun-god the great lord
    iskuna...
    he has established...

11. [is]tu bit AN Marduk D. P. Ka[tterkh[i] illik]
    From the temple of Merodach Ka[tterkh[i] departed;

12. ... di-tum û GIS erini GIS...
    the...and the cedar, the wood...
13. [â i]na  mukkhhi
   and in  addition to
   GIS erini GIS ...  
   the cedar, the wood ... [he carried away ?]

14. ...  itbi-anni  GIS erini ...
   ... he came against me; the cedar [he carried away ?]
In Obv. 8 the verb may be umdalla[ka] "shall I counsel".
Notes on the Phonology of Southern Kurmanji
BY E. B. SOANE

The allocation of its proper place among Iranian languages to Kurmanji (Kurdish) has been rendered well-nigh impossible up to the present by the lack of material available for examination. The most careful Orientalists tend to consider it a non-Persian language, notably Justi, Darmesteter, and Socin (in the Grundriss der Iranschen Philologie). The first emphatically states that it is in no way a degraded New Persian, and that a description of the peculiarities of Iranian speech would not be exhaustive if the phonetics and etymology of Kurdish be disregarded.¹

The second, confronted with many apparent phonological incongruities, leaves it an open question, but places importance upon the preservation of the Avestic ə, which both in Old Persian and New Persian is represented by ə in certain conditions. Examples of this will be seen in the notes below.

Darmesteter furthermore lays stress upon the necessity of studying the material of a single dialect in order to avoid confusion. I have carefully excluded from the following notes consideration of any but the great southern section of Kurmanji.

As bearing upon the apparent incongruities mentioned above I would quote a speculation of Darmesteter which study of the language has now proved to me to have been of the greatest importance. He says: "Ici se pose la question inextricable des emprunts au persan : l'identité de forme entre un mot persan et un mot kurde est, en général, un indice que le mot kurde est emprunté."²

¹ Justi, Introduction to Kurdische Grammatik.
² Darmesteter, Études Iraniennes, vol. ii, p. 89.
In the section on Kurdish in the Grunrriss der Iranischen Philologie, Sochin prefaces his general remarks with the statement that Kurdish does not stand either to Pehlevi or New Persian in the relation of "sister-dialect", but that there is something remoter in the relationship. He further considered that Kurdish does not come from Old Persian, and advised the comparison of the former with New Persian, in order to determine in which particulars it exhibits older or younger word-forms.

I hope that the following notes may throw some new light upon the subject, and serve as a preliminary step to further investigation of a widely-spoken language which has hitherto suffered neglect because of our ignorance of it.

I venture to think that sufficient individuality will be seen to invite further research, for though, as might be expected, Kurmanji is in consonance with Pahlevi and New Persian in many of its differences and developments from Avestic, it has quite enough characteristics of its own to render its description as a dialect of one of the two younger languages very hazardous.

Of its well-preserved grammar there is not space to treat here, nor of its peculiar affinities with Pushto, Baluchi, and Ossethian.

I am aware that I have not done full justice to the vowel sounds, which require further subdivision, but the subject is a very large one, which demands separate treatment.

Abbreviations used are:—

Tk. = Turkish.             Ar. = Arabic.
Kj. = Kurmanji.            OP. = Old Persian.

**VOWELS**

Short:  a  e  i  o  u.
Long:  ā  ē  ī  ō  ū y.
THE PHONOLOGY OF SOUTHERN KURMANJI

I. Short a

1. Kj. \( a = \) Av. \( a, \) Phl. \( a, \) NP. \( a. \)
   
   wafr, snow: Av. \( vafra, \) Phl. \( vastr, \) NP. \( barf. \) pas, small cattle: Av. \( pasu-, \) Phl. \( pah, \) NP. \( -\) wan, a common mountain tree: Av. \( van\ddot{a}, \) Phl. \( van, \) NP. \( -\) hakar, aka, hagar, if: Av. \( ha-kara, \) Phl., NP. \( agar. \) ham\(\ddot{a}r, \) a store-room: Av. \( ham\sqrt{bere}, \) Phl., NP. \( amb\ddot{a}r. \) angust, finger: Av. \( angushta, \) Phl. \( angust, \) NP. \( angusht. \) ava, that: Av. \( ava, \) Phl. \( ava, \) NP. \( -\) han-, verbal prefix: Av. \( han-, \) Phl., NP. \( an-. \) war\(\ddot{a}z, \) boar: Av. \( var\ddot{a}za-, \) Phl. \( var\ddot{a}z, \) NP. \( gur\ddot{a}z. \) asr, tears: Av. \( asru, \) Phl., NP. \( ars. \) az, az\(\ddot{e}, \) I: Av. \( azem, \) Phl., NP. \( -\).

2. Kj. \( a = \) Av. \( a, \) Phl. \( \ddot{a}, \) NP. \( â. \)
   
   bar, loose, free: Av. \( fra-, \) Phl. \( fr\ddot{a}j, \) NP. \( fr\ddot{a}z. \) man, appertaining to: Av. \( manah-, \) Phl., NP. \( -m\ddot{a}n. \) awand, that so much: Av. \( avavant, \) Phl. \( h\ddot{a}vant, \) NP. \( -\).

3. Kj. \( a = \) Av. \( a\ddot{e}, \) Phl. \( i, \) NP. \( i. \)
   
   am, this: Av. \( a\ddot{em}, \) Phl. \( ima, \) NP. \( im-. \)

4. Kj. \( a = \) Av. \( ai, \) Phl. \( a, \) NP. \( a. \)
   
   gar, mountain: Av. \( gairi-, \) Phl., NP. \( -\) kan\(\ddot{e}, \) maiden: Av. \( kain\ddot{e}, \) Phl. \( kan\ddot{ik}, \) NP. \( kan\ddot{i}z. \)

5. Kj. \( a = \) Av. \( \ddot{a}, \) Phl. \( \ddot{a}, \) NP. \( â. \)
   
   a, to: Av. \( \ddot{a}, \) Phl. \( \ddot{a}, \) NP. \( -\) \( \sqrt{aparm\ddot{u}}, \) trust: Av. \( \ddot{a}-\sqrt{aparm\ddot{u}}, \) Phl., NP. \( -\) danik, a pip: Av. \( d\ddot{a}no-, \) Phl. \( d\ddot{anak, \) NP. \( d\ddot{anah. \) ga, time, place: Av. \( g\ddot{au}-, \) Phl. \( g\ddot{as, \) NP. \( g\ddot{ah. \) pata, a pen for animals: Av. \( p\ddot{ata}-, \) Phl., NP. \( -\).

II. Long \( \ddot{a} \)

Pronunciation very much lighter than the NP. \( \ddot{a}, \) practically the same as in English "half", "father".

1. Kj. \( \ddot{a} = \) Av. \( \ddot{a}, \) Phl. \( \ddot{a}, \) NP. \( \ddot{a}. \)

\( \ddot{as}, \) gazelle: Av. \( \ddot{asu}-, \) Phl. \( \ddot{ah\ddot{u}k, \) NP. \( \ddot{ah\ddot{u}. \) m\(\ddot{o}l, \) mose, family: Av. \( nn\ddot{ama}-, \) Phl. \( m\ddot{an, \) NP. \( m\ddot{an. \) p\(\ddot{an\ddot{ia}, \) heel: Av. \( p\ddot{ashna-}, \) Phl. \( p\ddot{ashnak, \) NP. \( p\ddot{ashna. \) ãst, alignment: Av. \( r\ddot{ast-}, \) Phl. \( r\ddot{ast, \) NP. \( r\ddot{asta. \) ãgir, fire: Av. \( \ddot{atar-, \) Phl
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ätär, NP. ädar. brä, brother: Av. brātar-, Phl. brāt, NP. barādar. wā, wind: Av. vāta-, Phl. vāt, NP. bād. hāvin, summer: Av. hāmin-, Phl. hāmīn, NP. —. bā, certainly: Av. bā-, Phl., NP. —. kār, relatives, people: Av. kāra-, Phl., NP. —. √āzhu, drive, urge: Av. ā√zi, az, Phl., NP. —.

2. Kj. ā = Av. a, Phl. —, NP. —.

āwā, down: Av. ava (seen in Phl. and NP. only as prefixial ō to verbal roots). √nāš, become interred: Av. √nash.

2a. Kj. ā = Av. a, Phl. a, NP. —.

hawār, an encampment or camping ground: Av. vara-, Phl. var, NP. —.

2b. Kj. ā = Av. a, Phl. a, NP. a.

pāšh, after, behind: Av. pascha, Phl., NP. pas. sār, cold: Av. sareta-, Phl. sart, NP. sard.

3. Kj. ā = Av. a, Phl. ā, NP. ā.

jūān, young: Av. yuvan-, Phl. yovān, NP. javān. kānī, a spring: Av. khan-, Phl. khānīk, NP. khānī. ferā, broad: Av. frābāh, Phl. frāh, NP. frākh. hāzār, miserable: Av.√zar, Phl. zhār, NP. zār. māsī, fish: Av. masya-, Phl. māhik, NP. māhī.

4. Kj. ā = Av. a, Phl. āh, NP. ah.

zhār, poison: Av. jaṭra, Phl., NP. zahr. pān, broad: Av. pātan, Phl. pahan, NP. pahn.

5. Kj. ā = ah, āh in loan-words.

jāsh, a donkey foal: Ar. jaḥsh. kārēz, a conduit: NP. kāhriz.

III. Short e.

1. Kj. e = Av. e, Phl. u, NP. u.

dahem, tenth: Av. dasema, Phl., NP. dāhum. berz, high: Av. berz, Phl., NP. burz. perd, bridge: Av. pērētu-, Phl. puhr, puhl, NP. pul.
2. Kj. e = Av. āi, Phl. āy, NP. ā, āy.
\( \sqrt{e} \), come : Av. \( \sqrt{ā}-i \), Phl. \( \sqrt{āy} \), NP. \( \sqrt{ā} \), āy.

3. Kj. e = Av. a, Phl. a, NP. a, u.
est, bone : Av. asta-, Phl. ast, NP. ust (in ustkakhwan).
nezāk, near : Av. nazda-, Phl., NP. nazd.

IV. LONG ē

Pure vowel sound as ē in French béte, not ai diphthong.

1. Kj. ē = Av. ē, Phl. ē, NP. ē.
ēma, we : Av. ēhmā, Phl. ēmā, NP. —. ēwārē, evening : Av. —, Phl. ēwārak, NP. ēwār.

2. Kj. ē = Av. ai, Phl. a, NP. a.
pērē, fairy : Av. pairika-, Phl. parīk, NP. parī. pē, to : Av. paiṭi, Phl. pat-, NP. ba. kēnī, girl : Av. kainē, Phl. kanīk, NP. kanī z.

nēr, male : Av. nāiryā-, Phl. nāririk, NP. nar.

4. Kj. ē = Av. a, Phl. a, ā, NP. a, ā.

5. Kj. ē = Av. a, Phl. ē, NP. ē.
\( \sqrt{hēl} \), refrain, permit, leave alone : Av. \( \sqrt{harz} \), Phl., NP. \( \sqrt{hāl} \).

6. Kj. ē = Av. ā, Phl. ā, NP. a, ā.
drēzh, long : Av. drājo-, Phl. drāj, NP. dirāz. chēsh, a meal : Av. ?, Skt. \( \sqrt{chāsh} \), Phl. chāsh, NP. chasht. \( \sqrt{ēnā} \), \( \sqrt{hēnā} \), bring : Av. ā-\( \sqrt{nay} \), Phl. —, NP. —.
khvadā, owner: Av. khvadā, Phl. khūtā, NP. khudā. -ēn, the agent: Av. i, Phl., NP. -ān.

6a. Kj. ē = ā in loan-words.

kīrē, hire, rent: Ar. kīrā. kīb, book: Ar. kitāb.

7. Kj. ē = Av. a, Phl. ō, NP. ū.

pēst, skin, bark: Av. pasto-, Phl. pōst, NP. pūst.

8. Kj. ē = Av. ae, ae, Phl. ē, NP. ē.

bēn, nose: Av. vaṇṇa-, Phl. vēnī, NP. bīnī. kēm, pus, mucus: Av. haṃ-, Phl. khēm, NP. khīm. ē, terminal indefinite article: Av. aeva, Phl. ēv, NP. ē. nēva, vicinity: Av. nasma, Phl. nēmak, NP. —.

9. Kj. ē = Av. ao, Phl. ā, NP. —.

vēzh, speak: Av. vōoj, aoghzh, Phl. vōj, NP. —.

10. Kj. ē = Av. ao (i), Phl. o, ō, NP. ō, ū.

hēzh, hēzh, strength: Av. aoja-, Phl. ōj, NP. —. bēn, smell: Av. baoīhi-, Phl. bōd, NP. bō, bōi. mēr, ant: Av. maoiri-, Phl. mōr, NP. mūr.

11. Kj. ē = Av. au, Phl. ō, NP. ū.

kōf, mountain: Av. kaufs-, Phl. kōf, NP. kūh.

12. Kj. ē = Av. e, Phl. ō, NP. ū.

rēwē, fox: Av. revish-, Phl. rōbūs, NP. rūbāh.

13. Kj. ē = Av. iθ, Phl. ēθ, NP. —.

ēra, ēra, here: Av. iθra, Phl. ēdar, NP. —.


ēsh, pain, affliction: Av. yaska-, Phl. yask, NP. jask.

15. Kj. ē = o in loan-word.

hēldāsh, travelling companion: Tk. yoldāsh.

V. Short i

1. Kj. i = Av. i, Phl. i, NP. —.

gisht, all: Av. vispo-, Phl. vist. nizm, low: Av. nitem-, nisma, Phl. —.

2. Kj. i = Av. a, Phl. a, NP. a.

nim, dampness: Av. namna-, Phl., NP. nam. min, me:
Av. mana, Phl., NP. man. kirdin, to do: Av. √kar, Phl. kartan, NP. kardan.

3. Kj. i = Av. a, Phl. a, NP. u.
   girō, gullet: Av. garah-, Phl. garük, NP. gulū. √kir, gnaw: Av. √kar, Phl. √kārin, NP. —.

4. Kj. i = Av. a, Phl. u, NP. u.
   √bir, cut: Av. √bar, Phl., NP. √bur. √mir, die: Av. √mar, Phl., NP. √murd.

5. Kj. i = Av. a, Phl. —, NP. —.
   girj, wrinkle: Av. √garez, Phl., NP. —.

6. Kj. i = Av. a, Phl. u, NP. u.
   mirishk, hen: Av. morogha-, Phl., NP. murgh. √pirs, ask: Av. √pors, Phl., NP. √purs.

7. Kj. i = Av. ae, Phl. ē, NP. ē.
   mizh, mist: Av. maagha-, Phl., NP. mēgh.

8. Kj. i = Av. u, Phl. u, NP. u.

   -in, adjectival suffix: Av. -aēna, Phl. -ēn, NP. -in.

10. Kj. i = Av. i, Phl. i, NP. ē.
    √chin, pluck, cull: Av. √chinl, Phl. √chin, NP. √chin.

VI. Long ē.

1. Kj. ē = Av. ē, Phl. ē, NP. ē.
   bir, reason, understanding: Av. vīra, Phl., NP. vīr. shīr, milk: Av. khshīra-, Phl., NP. shīr. √dī, see: Av. √dī, Phl., NP. √dī.
2. Kj. ī = Av. ī, Phl. ī, NP. ī.
    shīn, wailing: Av. khśhim-, Phl. shīn, NP. —. √zhī, live: Av. √jīv, Phl. √zīv, NP. √zī.
    bīānū, pretext: Av. vi- √dāhā, Phl. vhānak, NP. bahāna.
4. Kj. ī = Av. ī, Phl. u, NP. ī.
    ispī, louse: Av. spīsh, Phl. shapush, NP. shapish.
5. Kj. ī = Av. ae, Phl. ī, ē, NP. ī.
    spī, white: Av. spaeta, Phl. spēt, NP. safīd. qīzh, locks: Av. gaesa-, Phl. gēs, NP. gēs. pīm, fat: Av. paem-, Phl.
    pīm, NP. pī. shīn, blue, green: Av. khśhaena-, Phl., NP.
    khashīn. nīw, half: Av. naema-, Phl., NP. nīm.
    √shī, being worthy: Av. √khśāy, Phl., NP. √shāy.
    shīw, evening meal: Av. khśāfniya, Phl., NP. shām.

VII. Short o

This vowel is not common, nor are there sufficient words of which the derivation is clear, for comparison. In the case of o “and”, the equivalent in Av., Phl., and NP. is u, while in the word mort “myrtle”, u is seen in the NP. murad. In the word mokh “marrow of bones”, it appears to represent Av. a in mazga-, and Phl., NP. a in mazg and maghz respectively. It occurs in the words mor “goggle-eyed”, polh: “pea, pod”, rong, a kind of felt, the etymology of none of which is clear. The word tor “anger, chagrin, offence” appears to have a NP. counterpart in tör. It also appears in the loan-words from Turkish, otrāq, qonāgh, komite.

VIII. Long ē

1. Kj. ē = Av. ē, Phl. ?, NP. ē.
    dōl, a dale: Av. dārena-, Phl. ?, NP. darrā.
2. Kj. ē = Av. ae, Phl. ?, NP. ē.
    jōsh, white heat of iron: Av. √yaesh, Phl. ?, NP. jōsh.
3. Kj. ṃ = Av. ao, Phl. ơ, NP. ơ, ū.
   rō, day: Av. raochā-, Phl. rōch, NP. rōz, rūz. bōr, brown: Av. ?, Phl. ?, NP. būr. dōsh, a load for the back: Av. daosha-, Phl. dōsh, NP. dūsh.
4. Kj. ṃ = Av. ava, Phl. ava, NP. aw.
   ḍora, there: Av. avāṭra, Phl. —, NP. —. nō, new: Av. nava, Phl. navak, NP. nauce.
4a. Kj. ṃ = Av. ? ava, Phl. ṃ, NP. —.
   -ōk, attributive suffix: Av. ? avaka-, Phl. ōk, NP. —.
   gōza, a large jar: Av. kauza-, Phl. ?, NP. kūza.
6. Kj. ṃ = Av. u, Phl. ṃ, NP. ṃ.
   hōsh, reasoning: Av. ushi-, Phl., NP. hōsh. √dōsh, milk: Av. √dūz, Phl., NP. √dōsh.
7. Kj. ṃ = Av. u, Phl. af, NP. —.
   gōra, large: Av. ugra-, Phl. gafra, NP. —.
7a. Kj. ṃ = u in loan-word.
   √tōq, bursting out: Ar. طغياً
8. Kj. ṃ = uh in loan-word.
   mōr, seal: NP. muhr.
9. Kj. ṃ = Phl. va, NP. ū in loan-word.
   khōsh, pleasant: Phl. khvash, NP. khūsh.
10. Kj. ṃ = ṃ in loan-words.
   tōp, cannon: NP. tōp. tōz, dust: Tk. tōz.

IX. Short u

1. Kj. u = Av. u, Phl. u, NP. u.
   amust, finger: Av. angushṭa-, Phl. angust, NP. angusht. duvā, the rear, behind: Av. dum-, Phl. ?, NP. dum— (in dumbāl).
2. Kj. u = Av. u, Phl. ū, ū, NP. ū.
   kutik, a fragment, small piece: Av. kutaka-, Phl. —,
NP. —. zhuzhik, hedgehog: Av. dusahaka-, Phl. zhuzhak, NP. zhuzha.

3. Kj. u = Av. a, Phl. a, NP. a.
   \sqrt{wush}, sway, wave: Av. \sqrt{vaza}, Phl. \sqrt{vaz}, NP. —.
   qurna, corner, border: Av. karana-, Phl. kanarak, NP.
   kanar. mughagh, a low-lying place: Av. magha-, Phl. magh,
   NP. maghak. pursha, sleet: Av. parshva-, Phl. parashveh,
   NP. —.

4. Kj. u = Av. a, Phl. a, NP. u.
   gurg, throat, gullet: Av. garah-, Phl. garok, galok, NP. gul.

5. Kj. u = Av. ao, Phl. o, u, NP. u, û.
   dusuh, last night: Av. daosh-, Phl. dosh, NP. dušuh. \sqrt{kush},
   kill: Av. \sqrt{kaosh}, Phl. \sqrt{kush}, NP. \sqrt{kush}.

6. Kj. u = Av. û, Phl. û, NP. û.
   tu, thou: Av. tû, tum, Phl. tü, NP. tü.

7. Kj. u = Av. e, Phl. u, NP. u.
   gurshik, kidney: Av. veretka-, Phl. gurtak, NP. gurda.
   gurg, wolf: Av. veërka-, Phl. gurg, NP. gurg.

8. Kj. u = Av. i, Phl. —, NP. —.
   \sqrt{nus}, sleep: Av. ni- \sqrt{si}, Phl. —, NP. —.

X. Long û

1. Kj. û = Av. û, Phl. û, NP. û, u.
   \mbox{gû}, excrement: Av. gûdh-, Phl. gûh, NP. guh. anu,-
   now: Av. nû, Phl. nûn, NP. aknûn. azhnû, knee: Av.
   zhnû-, Phl. zânûk, NP. zânû. zû, quick: Av. \sqrt{zû}, Phl. zût,
   NP. zûd. bûm, earth: Av. bûmi-, Phl. bûm, NP. bûm.
   \sqrt{aparmû}, hope: Av. a- \sqrt{parmû}, Phl. —, NP. —.

2. Kj. û = Av. a, Phl. ak, NP. a.
   biânû, pretext: Av. —, Phl. vhanak, NP. bahana. zhingû,
   alive: Av. —, Phl. zîwadak, NP. zinda. hamû, all: Av.
   hama, Phl. hamak, NP. hama. khanû, house (probably
   loan-word): Phl. khânak, NP. khâna.
3. **Kj. ú = Av. aw, Phl. aw, ap, NP. ab.**
   hastür, thick, heavy, strong: Av. stawra-, Phl. stawr, stapr, NP. sitabr.

4. **Kj. ū = Av. ao, Phl. o, u, NP. o, ū.**

5. **Kj. ū = Av. av, Phl. av, NP. u.**
   √dū, answer, retort: Av. √dav, Phl. √dav, NP. —. √chū, go: Av. √shav, Phl. —, NP. √shu.

6. **Kj. ū = Av. u, Phl. u, NP. u.**
   jūt, a plough: Av. yukhta-, Phl. yukt, NP. juft. sūr, red: Av. sukhra-, Phl. sukhr, NP. surkh. sūchar, porcupine: Av. sukuruna-, Phl. sukur, NP. sugur.

7. **Kj. ū = Av. u, Phl. ū, ū, NP. ū, ū.**
   parasū, rib: Av. paresu-, Phl. pahlūk, NP. pahlū. drū, lie: Av. √druj, Phl. dārōg, NP. dūrōgh. shū, husband: Av. shudra-, Phl. shō, NP. shū, shō. kūderī, where: Av. kudra, Phl. ?, NP. —.

**XI. ŭ similar to French u**

Generally speaking this vowel shows the same equivalents in other languages as does ū, and is sometimes interchangeable therewith.

1. **Kj. ŭ = Av. ao, Phl. o, NP. ū, aw.**
   gye, ear: Av. gaosha-, Phl. gūsh, NP. gūsh. suind, oath: Av. saokenta-, Phl. —, NP. sawgand.

2. **Kj. ŭ = Av. a, Phl. ĕ, NP. ū.**
   tūzh, sharp: Av. taezha-, Phl. tēj, NP. tīz.

3. **Kj. ŭ = Av. va, Phl. u, NP. u.**
   khyē, owner: Av. khvadāta-, Phl. khudāi, NP. khudā.
4. Kj. \( u = \text{Av. } va, \text{Phl. } v\ddot{a}, \text{NP. } w\ddot{a} \).
   \( \sqrt{khu\ddot{u}n} \), read, sing: Av. \( \sqrt{khu\ddot{a}n} \), Phl. \( kh\ddot{a}n \), NP. \( \sqrt{khu\ddot{a}n} \).

THE COMMONER DIPHTHONGS

1. \( \ddot{a}o \).

In \( b\ddot{a}osh \), the upper part of the side, the side of the bosom, \( \ddot{a}o \) represents Av. \( aro \) with loss of \( r \), for other examples of which see consonant tables, cf. Av. \( baroz\ddot{h}da-\). There does not appear to be any equivalent word in Phl. or NP.

The diphthong \( \ddot{a}o \) also occurs in \( bl\ddot{a}o \), scattered, dispersed, which has no counterpart as a separate word in either Phl. or NP., of which the origin from Av. \( para-\), OP. \( par\ddot{a}-\), suggests itself. In \( k\ddot{\ddot{a}}o \), a hat, an equivalent \( \ddot{\ddot{a}} \) is seen in NP. \( kul\ddot{\ddot{a}}h \), from which it is quite possibly a loan-word.

2. \( ao \).

In the word \( draosh \), shining, glinting, \( ao \) represents NP. \( af \) in \( dirafsh \). \( Draosh \) is probably a NP. loan-word. \( ao \) occurs in a number of words of which the etymology is not clear, and in loan-words from Ar., when it usually represents \( aw \), as in \( haoz \), Ar. حوض, \( khaoli \), Ar. خول, etc.

3. \( ai \).

This only occurs in loan-words, as \( aiw\ddot{a}n \), NP. \( aiw\ddot{a}n \); \( aib \), Ar. \( \text{'}aib \); \( ain \), Ar. \( \text{'}ain \).

4. \( i\ddot{e} \).

This combination is very common. In loan-words it represents original \( i \), as in \( gi\ddot{e}l\ddot{a}s \), from NP. \( gil\ddot{a}s \), the sweet cherry. In the word \( ki\ddot{e}rd \) it represents Av. \( a \), Phl., NP. \( \ddot{a} \) (see also \( \ddot{e} \) in this value). It occurs in many words as a result of the diminutive \( \ddot{e}la \), being added to a word already ending in \( i \) or \( \ddot{i} \), as \( ps\ddot{h}\ddot{e}la \), a cat = \( ps\ddot{h}\ddot{-}\ddot{e}la \), ; \( bir\ddot{s}\ddot{e}la \), unripe grapes = \( bir-\sqrt{si}\ddot{-}\ddot{e}la \).

ANAPTYXIS

Unlike its neighbour, NP., Kurmanji displays a repugnance to much-vocalized words, and in many cases where NP. has
introduced anaptyxis, Kj. has perpetuated the original form. This is most noticeable in the case of initial pairs of consonants.

Examples: drēsh, Av. drājo-, NP. dirāz. drū, Av. draogha-, NP. durūgh. stēr, Av. star-, NP. sitāra. šhka, Av. šchan, NP. šhik. spī, Av. spaeta-, NP. sifād. stūn, Av. stūna-, NP. sutūn, and many others. In all these examples Phl. does not show anaptyxis.

Kj. rejects short vowels in initial positions before two consonants, or short vowels between them.

Examples: spār, Av. us-parallel; slām, Ar. "سلام"
kāb, Ar. کتاب; mghēri, NP. bukhāri; bwār, Av. vi-parallel;
kr, Av. kār; sbē, Ar. صح, and numerous others.

In many cases Kj. is not averse to a word of two or three consonants entirely unvocalized. Such are pstr, a rent or tear; pr, full; qng, anus; sht, thing; pchk, small; fshk, a spark; brzk, scorch; and many others.

XII. SEMI-VOWEL w
1. Kj. w = Av. w, Phl. f, NP. f.
   wa, towards, against: Av. aiwi, Phl., NP. af- (in verb forms).
2. Kj. w = Av. w, Phl. w, NP. b.
   hawr, cloud: Av. awra, Phl. awr, NP. abr.
3. Kj. w = Av. w, Phl. —, NP. —.
   chwār, four: Av. chadhwār.
4. Kj. w = Av. v, Phl. v, NP. b.
   wahr, a patch of ploughing: Av. varz, Phl. varz, NP. barz.
   wach, twig, shoot: Av. vakhsh, Phl. vakhsh, NP. —.
   wārān, rain: Av. vārā-, Phl. vārān, NP. bārān. wafā, snow: Av. vafra, Phl. vafār, NP. barf. wan, tree: Av. vanā-, Phl. van, NP. —. wā, wind: Av. vāta-, Phl. vād, NP. bād.
5. Kj. $w = Av. v$, Phl. $v$, NP. $v$.
   $dīw$, devil : Av. $dau$-a-, Phl. $dēv$, NP. $dīv$.

6. Kj. $w = Av. v$, Phl. $v$, NP. $g$.
   $veṇāsa$, violent offence, quarrel : Av. $\bar{\mu}$, Phl. $vinās$, NP.
   $gūnāh$. $wer$, circular motion : Av. $\sqrt{vērēθ}$, Phl. $\sqrt{vart}$,
   NP. $\sqrt{gard}$. Note also Kj. $win$, lost, where NP. shows $gum$;
   and $āwīr$, fire, against Kj. $āgīr$.

7. Kj. $w = Av. f$, Phl. $f$, NP. $h$.
   $keu$, mountain : Av. $kaofa$-, Phl. $kōf$, NP. $kūh$.

8. Kj. $w = Av. f$, Phl. $f$, NP. $f$.
   $nāwik$, navel : Av. $nāfah$-, Phl. $nāfak$, NP. $nāf$. $wer$, over,
   forward : Av. $fra$-, Phl. $fra$-, NP. $far$.

8a. Kj. $w = f$ in loan-words.
   $kawsh$, footgear : NP. $kaʃh$. $kawgīr$, ladle : NP. $kaʃgīr$.

   $aw$, water : Av. $əpo$-, Phl. $əp$, NP. $āb$. $\sqrt{nəw}i$s, write :
   Av. $nī-\sqrt{pish}$, Phl. $nipishtan$, NP. $navishtan$. $\sqrt{rev}$, go :
   Av. $\sqrt{rəp}$, Phl. $\sqrt{raʃ}$, NP. $\sqrt{raʃ},\sqrt{rav}$. $-wān$, a guardian :
   Av. $pəna$, Phl. $-pən$, NP. $-bən$. $\sqrt{wa}$, flee : Av. $\sqrt{pad}$,
   Phl. $-$, NP. $-$.

10. Kj. $w = Av. m$, Phl. $m$, NP. $m$.
    $chaw$, eyes : Av. $chashman$-, Phl., NP. $chasm$. $zāvā$,
    bridegroom : Av. $zamūtār$-, Phl. $dāmād$, NP. $dāmād$. $hāvīn$,
    summer : Av. $hāmīn$, Phl. $hāmīn$, NP. $-$, $nāw$, name :
    Av. $nāman$-, Phl., NP. $nām$. $nīw$, half : Av. $naʃma$, Phl.
    $nēm$, NP. $nīm$. $\sqrt{nəw}ā$, display : Av. $nī-\sqrt{mā}$, Phl., NP.
    $\sqrt{nimā}$. $nuʃh$, prayer : Av. $nemah$-, Phl. $namāk$, NP.
    $namāz$. This last word is probably a loan-word from Phl.
    or NP.

10a. Kj. $w = m$ in modern loan-words.

   $awīn$, safe : Ar. $\text{امين}$, $hawīr$, dough : Ar. $\text{خير}$.
   $kut$, chestnut-coloured : Ar. $\text{كيت}$, $lagāw$, bridle : NP. $lagām$. 
11. Kj. \( w = \text{Av.} \ h, \ \text{Phl.} \ kh, \ \text{NP.} \ kh. \)

\( \text{wishk}, \ \text{dry: Av.} \ hushka, \ \text{Phl.}, \ \text{NP.} \ khushk. \) \( \text{wash, pleasant: Av.} \ hush, \ \text{Phl.} \ khvash, \ \text{NP.} \ khush. \)

Initial \( w \) in \( \text{wirch}, \ a \) bear, \( \text{Av.} \ aresha-, \) may be a change from the \( h \) augment of \( \text{hirch}, \) which is also commonly heard; similar to \( h \) to \( w \) in \( \text{wishk} \) (see above), Phl. and NP. both show \( khirs. \)

\( \sqrt{\text{vis}}, \) wish, desire: invites comparison with \( \text{Av.} \ \sqrt{\text{vas}}, \sqrt{\text{vis}}, \) as apart from \( \text{Av.} \ hvdd, \ hvst, \) and Phl., NP. \( \sqrt{\text{khvst}}. \)

In the word \( \text{wurd}, \) small, broken small (which also occurs as \( hur, \) \( hurd), \) \( w \) appears to represent \( kh \) in \( \text{Av.} \ \sqrt{\text{khvar}}, \) Phl. \( \text{khurtak}, \) and NP. \( \text{khurda}. \)

12. Kj. \( w \) as augment.

\( \text{wushtir}, \) camel: \( \text{Av.} \ ushtra-, \ \text{Phl.} \ ushtr, \ \text{NP.} \ shutur. \)

\( \text{wulakh}, \) beast of burden: NP. \( ulagh. \) \( \text{wutu}, \) flat iron: NP. \( utu. \)

13. Kj. \( w = \text{Av.} \ t, \ \text{Phl.} \ t, \ \text{NP.} \ d, \ \delta. \)

\( \sqrt{\text{bwar}}, \) crossing over: \( \text{Av.} \ \sqrt{\text{tar}}, \ \text{Phl.} \ \sqrt{\text{vitar}} \), NP. \( \sqrt{\text{gudar}}. \) \( \text{awr}, \) fire: \( \text{Av.} \ \text{atar}, \ \text{Phl.} \ \text{atir}, \ \text{NP.} \ \text{adar}. \) saw, hundred: \( \text{Av.} \ \text{sata-}, \ \text{Phl.} \ \text{sat}, \ \text{NP.} \ \text{sad}. \)

The words \( \text{bwar} \) and \( \text{awr} \) are seen also as \( bgar \) and \( agir, \) and may be developments therefrom. See XVI, 6.

XIII. \( y \)

This letter is rare, and is usually seen only in loan-words, as \( \text{yakhud}, \ \text{NP.} \ yakhud; \ \text{yasakh}, \ \text{Tk.} \ yasakh. \) It appears as an augment in \( \text{yakhsir}, \) a prisoner of war: Ar. \( \text{عسير}, \) but this is probably borrowed from Oriental Tk. \( \text{yesir}. \)

\begin{center}
CONSONANTS
\begin{align*}
\text{Guttural} & \quad k \hspace{0.2cm} kh \hspace{0.2cm} g \hspace{0.2cm} gh \hspace{0.2cm} \eta \\
\text{Palatal} & \quad ch \hspace{0.2cm} j \\
\text{Dental} & \quad t \hspace{0.2cm} d \\
\text{Labial} & \quad p \hspace{0.2cm} f \hspace{0.2cm} b \hspace{0.2cm} m \\
\text{Nasal} & \quad n \hspace{0.2cm} \tilde{n} \hspace{0.2cm} ng
\end{align*}
\end{center}
Liquids  \( r \, r \, l \, l \)
Sibilant  \( s \, sh \, z \, zh \)
Aspirate  \( h \, h \)

**GUTTURALS**

**XIV. \( k \)**

1. Kj. \( k \) = \( ^{\text{Av.}} k \), Phl. \( k \), NP. \( k \).
   - kamar, rock: Av. \( kamar\), Phl., NP. \( kamar \). \( \sqrt{\text{kan}} \), dig, carve: Av. \( \sqrt{\text{kan}} \), Phl., NP. \( \sqrt{\text{kan}} \). wishk, dry: Av. hushka, Phl., NP. \( khushk \). tak, rutting: Av. \( taka \), Phl., NP. \( tak \).

2. Kj. \( k \) = Av. \( ? \), Phl. \( kh \), NP. \( kh \).
   - kirin, to buy: Av. \( ? \), Phl. \( khar\), NP. \( khar\)\(\text{dan} \).

3. Kj. \( k \) = Av. \( h \), Phl. \( kh \), NP. \( kh \).
   - kēm, pus, temper: Av. \( haem \), Phl. \( khem \), NP. \( khem \).

4. Kj. \( k \) = Av. \( kh \), Phl. \( kh \), NP. \( kh \).
   - kānī, spring, source: Av. \( khan \), Phl. \( khanik \), NP. \( khan\)\(\text{i} \).
   - kar, ass: Av. \( khar \), Phl., NP. \( khar \). \( \sqrt{\text{kand}} \), laugh: Av. \( \sqrt{\text{kvand}} \), Phl., NP. \( \sqrt{\text{kvand}} \).

5. Kj. \( k \) = Av. \( ch \), Phl. \( k \), NP. \( k \).
   - kerā, spawn: Av. \( chi\), Phl., NP. —. \( \sqrt{\text{shka}} \), break: Av. \( \sqrt{\text{scha}} \), Phl. \( \sqrt{\text{shika}} \), NP. \( \sqrt{\text{shika}} \).

6. Kj. \( k \) = Av. \( g \), Phl. \( g \), NP. \( g \).
   - kirch, wrinkle: Av. \( \sqrt{\text{garez}} \), Phl., NP. —. kisht-, finger: Av. \( \sqrt{\text{angu\text{st\text{a}}} \), Phl. \( \sqrt{\text{angu\text{st}} \), NP. \( \sqrt{\text{angu\text{st}}} \).

**XV. \( kh \)**

1. Kj. \( kh \) = Av. \( hv \), Phl. \( hhu \), NP. \( hhu \).
   - kho, self: Av. \( hva\), Phl., NP. \( hvud \) (Av. \( hvato \)). khēz, relatives: Av. \( hvastush \), Phl., NP. \( hvesh \). khuē, owner: Av. \( hva\), Phl. \( khutai \), NP. \( hvud\). khōshk, sister: Av. \( hvanhar \), Phl., NP. \( hv\), Phl., NP. \( kh\).

The influence of the \( v \) in \( hv \) is seen in most of the vowels following the Kj. \( kh \).
2. Kj. $kh = \text{Av. } k, \text{Phl. } k, \text{NP. } g$.
   sikhur, a porcupine: \text{Av. } sukuruna-, \text{Phl. } sukur, \text{NP. } sugur.

   kham, sorrow: Ar. غم. khalat, error: Ar. خلط. kharib,
   stranger: Ar. غريب. khuncha, bud: NP. غنجه. zākh,
   alum: Ar. NP. زاغ. bākhcha, garden: NP. باغه.

4. Kj. $kh = \text{Ar. ح}$.
   khaml, body ornaments: Ar. جمل. khenā, henna: Ar. حنا.

5. Kj. $kh = \text{Tk. and North Kj. } q, \text{Ar. } g$.
   khanjīla, a pretty, small child: Tk., North Kj. qenj.
   nakhū, ready money: Ar. نقده. takhdīr, fate: Ar. تقدیر.

**XVI. $g$**

1. Kj. $g$ (initial) = Av. $g$, Phl. $g$, NP. $g$.
   ga, time, place: Av. gātu-, Phl. gās, NP. gāh. gan, fetid:
   Av. gaintī-, Phl. gand, NP. gand. ganum, wheat: Av.
   gantaoma-, Phl. gantum, NP. gandum. germ, warm:
   Av. garema-, Phl., NP. garm. ger, hill: Av. gairi, Phl. —, NP. —,
   gā, ox: Av. gāv-, Phl. gav, NP. gāv. gāw, pace: Av. gāma,
   Phl., NP. gām. girīfān, pouch, pocket: Av. garēwa-, Phl.
   garīvpān, NP. girībān.

2. Kj. $g = \text{Av. } k, \text{Phl. } g, \text{NP. } g$.
   -ger, a worker in, maker of: Av. -kara, Phl., NP. gar.

3. Kj. $g = \text{Av. } k, \text{Phl. } ?, \text{NP. } k$.
   gōza, earthen pot: Av. kavza-, NP. küza.

4. Kj. $g = \text{Av. } v, \text{Phl. } g, \text{NP. } g$.
   gurch, kidney: Av. veretka-, Phl. gurt, NP. gurda. √gür,
   change: Av. √varet, Phl. gāsh, NP. √gāsh, gār. gurg,
wulf: Av. vehrka-, Phl., NP. gurg. gund, village: (Skt. vṛṇḍu-), Phl. gund, NP. ghund.

5. Kj. g = Av. v, Phl. v, NP. g.
   \√gar\, turn, wander: Av. \√varet\, Phl. \√vart\, NP. \√gard.
gish-k, all: Av. vispo-, Phl. visp, NP. —.

6. Kj. g = Av. t, Phl. t, NP. d, ō.
   aigir, fire: Av. ātar-, Phl. ātār, NP. ādar. jigā, separate: Av. yuta-, Phl. jutāk, NP. jūdā. reg, line, row: Av. areta-, Phl. —, NP. rada.
   Compare also zerg, yellow, with NP. zard; tagbīr, loan-word from Ar. تار; pāgā, loan-word from NP. pīāda.

7. Kj. g = Av. gh, Phl. ?, NP. gh.
mērg, turf, meadow: Av. maregha-, Phl. ?, NP. margh.

8. Kj. gi = Av. ga, Phl. j, NP. j.
   giān, soul: Av. gaya-, Phl., NP. jān.

XVII. gh

The sound is rarely heard except in loan-words, usually having been hardened to kh (which see). It appears in the place-name Mughāgh, a low-lying marshy place, which is a loan-word from NP. mughāk.

In the loan-word mghērī, it represents NP. kh in bukhārī.

XVIII. q (Ar. ﺞ)

1. Kj. q = Av. k, Phl. k, NP. k.
   k is seen unchanged in kun, a hole. There are several cases where, although k is seen changed to q, the original form is still in use, as in pishqil, pishkil; qaladar, kaladar; qöl, köl; qāliq, kālik.

2. Kj. q = Av. g, Phl. g, NP. g.
   gurg, gullet: Av. garah-, Phl. garūk, NP. gulū. qizh, locks:
Av. gaësa-, Phl. gës, NP. gës. qirch, wrinkle: Av. ḫ̣aře̱, Phl., NP. —.

The last word is also seen as girj, chirch, and kirch.

3. Kj. q = kh in loan-words.

qiṛa, dotard: Ar. خرر. qirzhänk, crab: NP. kharchang.

PALATAL

XIX. ch

1. Kj. ch = Av. ch, Phl. ch, NP. ch.

chwär, four: Av. chaŌwār, Phl., NP. chaḥār. chaw, eye: Av. chashman, Phl., NP. chashm. ḫ̣e̱, cultivate, sow: Av. ḫ̣a̱uy, Phl. ḫ̣i̱, NP. ḫ̣i̱. chār, face: Av. chihad-, Phl. chihrak, NP. chihra.

2. Kj. ch = Av. sh, Phl. s, NP. s.

hirch, wîrch, bear: Av. aresha-, Phl., NP. khirs.


göchka, ear: Av. gaosha-, Phl., NP. gösh.

4. Kj. ch = Av. s, Phl. s, NP. s.

ḫ̣ hṛi, call, cry: Av. ḫ̣a̱ru, Phl. ḫ̣a̱ru, NP. ḫ̣a̱ru. pach-, cattle: Av. pasu-, Phl. —, NP. —.

5. Kj. ch = Av. s, Phl. z, NP. s.

pirch, locks: Av. varesa-, Phl. varz, NP. gares.


chaqāl, jackal: (Skt. sṛgāla-), Phl., NP. shaghāl.

7. Kj. ch = Av. z, ḏ̣, Phl. —, NP. —.

chirch, wrinkles: Av. ḫ̣a̱re̱, garez. čiha, chin: Av. zanva- (cf. NP. zanakh).

8. Kj. ch = Av. k, Phl. k, NP. g.

suchar, porcupine: Av. sukuruṇa-, Phl. sukur, NP. sugur. cherā, shears: Av. ḫ̣eret, Phl., NP. —.

9. Kj. ch = Av. g, Phl. —, NP. —.

chirch, wrinkles: Av. ḫ̣a̱re̱, Phl., NP. —.
10. Kj. \( \text{ch} \) = Av. \( t \), Phl. \( t \), NP. \( d \).
   gurch, kidney: Av. veretka-, Phl. gurtak, NP. gurda.

11. Kj. \( \text{ch} \) = Av. \(?\), Phl. \(?\), NP. \( kh \).
   chilm, mucus: Av. \(?\), Phl.?, NP. khilm.

12. Kj. \( \text{ch} \) = Av. \(?\), Phl. \(?\), NP. \( k \).
   kēch, flea: Av. \(?\), Phl. ?, NP. kēk.

XX. \( j \)

1. Kj. \( j \) = Av. \( j \), Phl. \( j \), \( z \), NP. \( z \).
   jindū, alive: Av. \( √jī \), Phl. zīvandak, NP. zinda. ārejū, desire: Av. \( √\text{rej} \), Phl. arj, NP. ārzū. -jār, a place of: Av. \(?\), Phl. jār, NP. zār.

2. Kj. \( j \) = Av. \( y \), Phl. \( y \), \( j \), NP. \( j \).
   jūt, plough: Av. yuktta-, Phl. yukt, NP. juxt. jēzhn, festival: Av. yasna-, Phl. yashn, NP. jashn. jerg, liver: Av. yākār-, Phl. jakar, NP. jīgar. jīgā, separate: Av. yuta-, Phl. jūtāk, NP. jūdā. jūn, to chew: Av. \(?\), Phl. jūtan, NP. jāvidan.

3. Kj. \( j \) = Av. \( ch \), Phl. \( ch \), NP. \( z \).
   rōj, light, day: Av. raochāh-, Phl. roch, NP. rūz.

4. Kj. \( j \) = Av. \( g \), Phl. \( g \), NP. \( g \).
   jā, time: Av. gātū-, Phl. gās, NP. gāh.

5. Kj. \( j \) = Av. \(?\) (Skt. \( t \)), Phl. —, NP. \( d \).
   janjar, a threshing appliance: Skt. yantrā-, Phl. —, NP. jandara.

**Dental**

XXI. \( t \)

1. Kj. \( t \) = Av. \( t \), Phl. \( t \), NP. \( t \).
   tūw, seeds: Av. taokhma-, Phl. tokhm, NP. tukhm. \( √\text{tw} \), melt, flow: Av. \( √\text{tach} \), Phl. \( √\text{vitāk} \) (NP. gudākhtan). stēr, star: Av. star-, Phl. stārak, NP. sitāra. tur, hatchet: Av. \(?\), Phl. tabrak, NP. tabar. jūt, plough: Av. yuktta-, Phl. yukt, NP. juxt. \( √\text{tash} \), carve, cut: Av. \( √\text{tash} \), Phl. \( √\text{tash} \), NP. \( √\text{tarāsh} \).
2. Kj. t = Av. t, Phl. t, NP. d.
    * nwt, felt: Av. nimata-, Phl. namat, NP. nanad.

3. Kj. t = Av. d, Phl. d, NP. d.
   tush, difficulty, obstruction: Av. dush-, dush-, Phl. dush-, NP. dush-.

4. Kj. t = d in loan-word.
   nakhtē, some: Ar. ʿāwī.

5. Kj. t = Av. ch, Phl. ch, NP. z.
   √sūt, burn: Av. √such, Phl. sōc, NP. √sōz.

6. Kj. t = Av. s, Phl. ?, NP. ch.
   pūt, empty, rotten, rubbish: Av. paosh-, Phl. ?, NP. pūch.
   Nos. 5 and 6 are more fully exemplified in Northern Kj.

XXII. d

1. Kj. d = Av. d, Phl. d, NP. d.
   dān, tooth: Av. dantan, Phl. dantan, NP. dandān. danīk,
   pip: Av. dānō-, Phl. dānak, NP. dānah. ďerzī, needle:
   Av. √dārez, Phl. ďarz, NP. ďarzī (tailor). √der, tear: Av.
   √dar, Phl., NP. √dar. √da, give: Av. √dā, Phl., NP.
   √da.

2. Kj. d = Av. j, Phl. z, NP. z.
   √da, strike: Av. √jan, Phl., NP. √zan. Compare also
   Kj. √doz, seek, find, with NP. justan from OP. √jad.

3. In the following two words—dast, hand, dōst, friend—lie
   one of the incongruities of Kj. As original z does not become
   d it would appear that dast and dōst must (a) have been
   borrowed from Phl. or NP. if Kj. is a non-Persian language,
   and supplanted the words zast and zōst, which would have
   followed Av. zasta- and zaosha-, (b) be original words in a
   Persian language.

   A further difficulty is, however, presented by the word
   ward, a cultivated plot, against which z is seen in Av. √varz,
   Phl. √varz, NP. √barz.
LABIALS

XXIII. p

   \( \sqrt{\text{aparmū}}, \) trust, hope: Av. \( \tilde{\text{ā}}- \sqrt{\text{parmū}}, \) Phl., NP. —.
   spē, white: Av. \( \text{spaēta}, \) Phl. spēt, NP. sāfīd. spār, trust,
   entrust: Av. \( \text{us}- \sqrt{\text{par}}, \) Phl. \( \sqrt{\text{spar}}, \) NP. \( \sqrt{\text{sipār}}. \) pas,
   small cattle: Av. \( \text{pasu}, \) Phl. pāh, NP. —. parasū, ribs:
   Av. \( \text{parasu}, \) Phl. pahlūk, NP. pahlū. pert, bridge: Av.
   \( \text{pērētu}, \) Phl. puhl, NP. pul. pursha, sleet: Av. \( \text{parshva}, \)
   Phl. parashveh, NP. —.

   pai, to: Av. paiti, Phl. pat, NP. ba.

   pirinp, rice: NP. birinj. sharāp, wine: Ar. word borrowed
   through NP. sharūb. kharāp, bad: Ar. خرآب. tapl, drum:

Ar. طبل.

4. Kj. p = Av. v, Phl. v, NP. g (see also Kj. b, 3 and 4).
   pirch, locks: Av. varesa-, Phl. varz, NP. gars. \( \sqrt{\text{psr}}, \)
   break, apart: Av. vi- \( \sqrt{\text{sard}}, \) Phl. visastan, NP. gusistan.
   \( \sqrt{\text{psēw}}, \) being confused, perturbed: ? Av. vi- \( \sqrt{\text{khsēw}}, \) Phl.,
   NP. —.

5. Kj. p = f in loan-words.

sipla, humble, mean: Ar. سفله. pata, the Ar. proper
name قتاح.

XXIV. b

(b is seldom seen except initially, changing to w medially
and finally.)

1. Kj. b = Av. b, Phl. b, NP. b.
   bā, certainly: Av. bā, Phl., NP. —. bar, breast, front:
   Av. para-, Phl., NP. —. berz, high: Av. berzz, Phl. burz,
   NP. —. brā, brother: Av. brātar, Phl. brātar, NP. berādar.
bin, the bottom: Av. buna-, Phl., NP. bun. bizin, goat: Av. buja-, Phl. buj, NP. buz.

2. Kj. b = Av. v, Phl. v, NP. b.
   bafr, snow: Av. vafra-, Phl. vafr, NP. barf. bën, snout: Av. vaena, Phl. vēnīk, NP. bīnī. bā, wind: Av. vāta-, Phl. vāt, NP. bād.

3. Kj. b (i) = Av. v (i), Phl. v (i), NP. gu.
   /bvār, passing over: Av. vi- /vīr, Phl. /vītar, NP. guqhar. /bzhār, choosing from: Av. vi- /vīchar, Phl. /vīchar, NP. /guzar. bīnāsa, quarrel, violent offence: (Skt. vi- /naṣ), Phl. vinās, NP. gunāh. barāz, hog: Av. varāza-, Phl. varāz, NP. gurāz.

4. Kj. b = Av. ?, Phl. g, NP. g.
   birs, hunger: Av. ?, Phl. gursak, NP. gurs.

5. Kj. b = Av. f, Phl. f, NP. f.
   bar, cause, reason: Av. fra-, Phl. freh, NP. firih. bar, loose, free: Av. fra-, Phl. frāj, NP. firāz.

XXV. f

1. Kj. f = Av. f, Phl. f, NP. f.
   ferā, broad, ample: Av. fraθah, Phl. frāh, NP. ferākh.
   /frūsh, sell: Av. fra- /vakhsh, Phl. ferūsh, NP. ferūsh.

2. Kj. f = Av. f, Phl. f, NP. h.
   kēf, mountain: Av. kaufa-, Phl. kēf, NP. khūh.

   /kaft, fall: Av. /pat, Phl. /kaft, NP. /āft.

   /fer, fly: Av. parena-, Phl., NP. /par.

5. Kj. f = NP. kh.
   fēnūk, cool: NP. khunūk.

XXVI. m

1. Kj. m = Av. m, Phl. m, NP. m.
   mēsh, fly: Av. makṣhī-, Phl. magas, NP. magas. pīm, fat: Av. paeman, Phl. pīm (NP. pī). nim, dampness:
Av. namna-, Phl., NP. nam. maz, mas, large: Av. mas, Phl. mas, NP. mih. māsī, fish: Av. masya-, Phl. māhik, NP. māhī.

2. Kj. m = Av. ū, Phl. v, NP. b.
zmān, tongue: Av. hizū-, Phl. uzvān, NP. zabān.

3. Kj. m = b in loan-words.
ghumār, mist: Ar. غبار. mghērī, stove: NP. بخاری.
mhāna, pretext: NP. بیانه.

4. Kj. m = Av. ng, Phl.:ng, NP. ng.
amust, finger: Av. angushta, Phl. angust, NP. angusht.

**Nasal**

**XXVII. n**

1. Kj. n = Av. n, Phl. n, NP. n.
ganum, wheat: Av. gantaoma-, Phl. gantum, NP. gandum.
chan, some: Av. chvant-, Phl. chvant, NP. chand. nava, offspring: Av. napa, Phl. nāf, NP. navādah. nēr, male: Av. nairyā-, Phl., NP. nar. nizm, low: Av. nitem, Phl., NP. —. √nvā, display: Av. ni-√mā, Phl. √nimā, NP. √nimā.

2. Kj. n = Av. m, Phl. n, NP. n.
han-, verbal prefix: Av. ham, Phl., NP. an-. shīn, lamentation: Av. khshīm-, Phl. shīn, NP. —.

3. Kj. n = Av. ?, Phl. n, NP. m.
bān, roof: Av. ?, Phl. bān, NP. bām.

**XXVIII. ŋ**

I have used this symbol to indicate nasalization following a long vowel. The sound is nearly the same as that heard in Urdu, but is less marked. There are but few words in Kj. which possess it.

The NP. words tāzī greyhound, tāj crown, bāzī gaming, have been borrowed and nasalized to tānzhī, tānį, and bānį.
Other words in which it occurs are könder, where, for küder; lavōnderī, there, for lavōderī; lāṅgīr, a partisan, for lāṅgīr; spīṅdār, poplar, for spīṅdār; and possibly Kurmānjī, for Kur(ā)-mād.

XXIX. ng

This is the guttural nasal, pronounced as in English "hang", "bang".

1. Kj. ng = Av. n, Phl. —, NP. —.
   māṅg, moon: Av. maonha-, māh, Phl., NP. māh.

2. Kj. ng = Av. n-g, Phl. n-g, NP. n-g.
   angust, finger: Av. angushta-, Phl. angust, NP. angusht.
   angvēn, honey: Av. ?, Phl. angumēn, NP. angubīn. rang, colour: (Skrt. ranga-), Phl. —, NP. rang.

   qng, anus: Av. ?, Phl., NP. kān. Loan-word kānga, a mine: NP. kān. Loan-word dānga, a pimple: NP. dāna.

4. Kj. ng = Av. nt, Phl. nt, NP. nd.
   chang, some: Av. chvānt, Phl. chvānt, NP. chand. pang, idea: Av. pantān, Phl., NP. pand.

5. Kj. ng = Av. nd, Phl. nd, NP. nd.
   bang, bond: Av. √band, Phl., NP. band.

6. Kj. ng = nd in loan-word.

mangīl, kerchief: Ar. منديل.

Liquids

XXX. r

1. Kj. r = Av. r, Phl. r, NP. r.

2. Kj. r = Av. r, Phl. r, NP. 1.
   gerū, gullet: Av. garah-, Phl. garūk, NP. gulū.
XXXI. \( r \) (alveolar, strongly trilled)

The use of \( r \), though quite distinct from that of \( r \), does not appear to be the subject of any readily detected rule. In the words \textit{par} feather, \( \sqrt{b}ir \) cut, the \( r \) has its counterpart in NP. In other words, such as \textit{pr}, full, many: Av. \textit{per}na, Phl., NP. \textit{pur}; \textit{rava}, a drove: NP. \textit{rama}; \( \sqrt{ri}f \), snatch away: NP. \( \sqrt{rub} \); \textit{rash}, black: NP. \textit{rakhsh} (Firdausi), the cause of its strengthening is not evident. The sound is very widely used, and is one of the commonest characteristics of the language.

XXXII. \( l \)

1. Kj. \( l = \text{Av. } r \), Phl. \( l \), NP. \( l \).
   \( g\text{il}, \) complaint : Av. \textit{gereza-}, Phl. \textit{gilak}, NP. \textit{gileh}.

2. Kj. \( l = \text{Av. } r \), Phl. \( r \), NP. \( r \).
   \( g\text{il}, \) detention, holding : Av. \( \sqrt{gar}w \), Phl. \( \sqrt{graf} \), NP. \( gir \). \( \text{halata}, \) hill : Av. \textit{haraiti-}, Phl. \textit{har}, NP. —.

3. Kj. \( l = \text{Av. } n \), Phl. \( n \), NP. \( n \).
   \( k\text{ul}, \) blunt : Av. ? (Skt. \textit{kuntha-}), Phl. ?, NP. \textit{kund}. \( j\text{u}l \), young, pretty : Av. \textit{yu}van, Phl. \textit{jav\text{"a}nak}, NP. \textit{jav\text{"a}n}. \( m\text{al}, \) house : Av. \textit{nmana-}, Phl. \textit{m\text{"a}n}, NP. \textit{m\text{"a}n}. \textit{ruv\text{"a}la}, \( r\text{\text{"o}la}, \) beloved, soul : Av. \textit{urvan-}, Phl. \textit{ruv\text{"a}n}, NP. \textit{raw\text{"a}n}. \( z\text{il}, \) large, powerful, heavy : Av. \textit{zainti-}, Phl. \textit{zand}, NP. —. \( l\text{a}, \) at upon, from : Av. \textit{ana}, Phl., NP. —.

4. Kj. \( l = \text{Av. } t \), Phl. \( t \), NP. \( t \).
   \( k\text{ul}, \) short : Av. \textit{kut\text{"a}ha-}, Phl. \textit{kut\text{"a}k}, NP. \textit{kut\text{"a}h}.

5. Kj. \( l = \text{Av. } t \), Phl. \( \text{d}, \) NP. \( \text{d} \).
   \( kh\text{ul\text{"a}}, \) God : Av. \textit{khvad\text{"a}t\text{"a}-}, Phl. \textit{khud\text{"a}k}, NP. \textit{khud\text{"a}}.

6. Kj. \( l = \text{d} \) in loan-word.
   \( k\text{il}, \) key : NP. \textit{kil\text{"a}}.

XXXIII. \( ë \)

Similar to the Russian \( l \)

1. Kj. \( ë = \text{Av. } r \), Phl. \( r \), NP. \( r \).
   \( g\text{ulch}, \) kidney : Av. \textit{veretka-}, Phl. \textit{gurtak}, NP. \textit{gurda}. \( d\text{"o}l\text{"e}, \) vale : Av. \textit{daren\text{"a}}, Phl. ?, NP. \textit{dorah}. \( \sqrt{k\text{"e}l}, \) cultivation:
Av. √karš, Phl. √kāsh, kār, NP. √kār. sipul, spleen: Av. spereza-, Phl. sparz, NP. sipurz.

2. Kj. l = Av. r, Phl. l, NP. l.
   sāl, year: Av. sareta-, Phl., NP. sāl. √māl, rub, sweep: Av. √marz, Phl., NP. √māl. √hēl, allow: Av. √harz, Phl., NP. √hīl.

Sibilant

XXXIV. s

1. Kj. s = Av. s, Phl. s, NP. s.
   asr, tears: Av. asru-, Phl., NP. ars. sipul, spleen: Av. spereza-, Phl. sparz, NP. sipurz. sāl, year: Av. sareta-, Phl., NP. sāl. est, bone: Av. asta-, Phl. ast, NP. ust-
   hastār, thick, heavy: Av. stawra-, Phl. stapr, NP. sitabr.

2. Kj. s = Av. s, Phl. sh, NP. sh.
   ispī, louse: Av. spish-, Phl. shupush, NP. shipish. kēs-, tortoise: Av. kasyapa-, Phl., NP. kashaf.

3. Kj. s = Av. sh, Phl. s, sh, NP. sh.
   aṃust, finger: Av. angushta-, Phl. angust, NP. angusht. mist, fist: Av. mushti-, Phl., NP. musht.

4. Kj. s = Av. θ (r), Phl. s, NP. s.
   avis, pregnant: Av. aputra-, Phl. āwus, NP. ābis. pās, guarding: Av. paṭra, Phl. pās, NP. pās.

5. Kj. s = Av. z, Phl. z, NP. z.
   bāṣik, arm: Av. bāzū-, Phl. bāzūk, NP. bāzū. brus-, flashing, sparks: Av. √braz, Phl., NP. —.

6. Kj. s = z in loan-word.

temīs, clean: Ar. تميز.

7. Kj. s = Av. s, Phl. h, NP. h.
   pas, sheep, small cattle: Av. pasu-, Phl. pah, NP. —.
   āsik, gazelle: Av. āsu-, Phl. āhik, NP. āhū. māsī, fish: Av. masya-, Phl. māhik, NP. māhī.

8. Kj. s = Av. s (z), Phl. s, NP. h.
   mās, great: Av. mas-, maz, Phl. mas, NP. mih. āsin,
iron: Av. —, Phl. āsīn, NP. āhan. benāsa, quarrel, offence of violence: Av. —, OP. vi-nātha, Skt. vi- √nac, Phl. vinās, NP. gunāh.

XXXV. šh

1. Kj. šh = Av. šh, Phl. šh, NP. šh.


2. Kj. šh = Av. s, Phl. s, NP. s.

āsh, millstone: Av. as-man, Phl. as-yāw, NP. ās-yāb. gisht, all: Av. vispo-, Phl. -vīst, -vīsp, NP. —. ēsh, pain, hurt: Av. yaska-, Phl. yask, NP. jask.

3. Kj. šh = Av. s, Phl. s, NP. šh.

lash, dead flesh: Av. nasu-, Phl. nasāy, NP. lāsh.

4. Kj. šh = s in loan-words.

yakhshīr, prisoner of war: Ar. loan-word through Tk.

5. Kj. šh = Av. ch, Phl. ch, NP. —, z.

-sh, enclitic meaning, and, also: Av. cha, Phl. -ch-, NP. —. √rīsh, outpour: Av. √rēch, Phl. √rēch, NP. √rīz.

6. Kj. šh = Av. —, Phl. h, NP. h.

kāh (in kākhēshān), chaff: Av. ?, Skt. kāca, Phl., NP. kāh.

7. Kj. šh = Av. z, Phl. z, NP. z.

mēshīk, marrow, brain: Av. mazga-, Phl. mazg, NP. maghz.

8. Kj. šh = Av. z, Phl. šh, NP. šh.

√dōsh, milk: Av. √düz, Phl., NP. √dōsh.

9. Kj. šh = Av. sch, Phl. s, NP. s.

pāsh, after, behind: Av. pascha, Phl. pas, NP. pas. shūen, traces. place, consequences: Av. ? √scha, Phl., NP. —.
XXXVI. z

1. Kj. z = Av. z, Phl. z, NP. z.
   \( \sqrt{za} \), be born: Av. \( \sqrt{zan} \), Phl., NP. \( \sqrt{zā} \). barāz, boar:
   Av. varāza-, Phl. varāz, NP. gurāz. mūz, urine: Av. \( \sqrt{maez} \),
   Phl. \( \sqrt{mēz} \), NP. \( \sqrt{mīz} \). zamān, tongue: Av. hizū-, Phl.
   uzwān, NP. zabān.

2. Kj. z = Av. z, Phl. d, NP. d.
   \( \sqrt{zān} \), know: Av. \( \sqrt{zān} \), OP. \( \sqrt{dān} \), Phl., NP. \( \sqrt{dān} \).
   zāucā, bridegroom: Av. zāmātar, Phl. damādh, NP. dāmād.
   az, I: Av. azem, OP. adam, Phl., NP. —, zer, heart: Av.
   zered-, Phl., NP. dil.

3. Kj. z = Av. zh, Phl. z, zh, NP. z.
   dīz, thief: Av. daozhda-, Phl. duzhd, NP. duzd. mūz,
   wage: Av. mizhda-, Phl., NP. muzd.

4. Kj. z = Av. j, Phl. j, NP. z.
   bizīn, goat: Av. buja-, Phl. buja, NP. buz. \( \sqrt{zar} \), bray:
   Av. \( \sqrt{jar} \), Phl. ?, NP. \( \sqrt{zār} \).

5. Kj. z = Av. ch, Phl. j, NP. z.
   \( \sqrt{pārēz} \), abstain, protect, defend: Av. paiti- \( \sqrt{raech} \), Phl.
   \( \sqrt{pahrej} \), NP. pahrīz.

6. Kj. z = Av. t, Phl. sh, NP. sh.
   khīz, relatives: Av. khvaetu-, Phl., NP. khvēsh.

7. Kj. z = Av. s, Phl. s, NP. s.
   zīw, silver: Av. simā, Phl. asīm, NP. sīm. nīzm, low:
   Av. nisma, Phl., NP. —. guz, uterus: Av. ?, Phl. ?, NP. kus.

   zīk, belly: Av. ?, Phl. shikambu, NP. shikam.

9. Kj. z = Ar. ذَٰظ ض.
   azāb, Ar. عذاب. zīāfet, Ar. صيافت. zarar, Ar.
   qūzī, Ar. قاصئ. zālim, Ar. ظالم. haz, Ar. حظ.
XXXVII. zh

1. Kj. zh = Av. zh, Phl. z, j, NP. z.
   zhnū, azhnū, knee : Av. zhnū-, Phl., NP. zānū = Av. zānū.
   tüzh, sharp : Av. taezha-, tizhi-, Phl. tēj, NP. tēz.

2. Kj. zh = Av. z, Phl. z, NP. z.
   āshār, torment : Av. ā- √zar, Phl., NP. āzār. √āzhū, urge, drive : Av. ā- √az, Phl., NP. —.

3. Kj. zh = Av. z, Phl. zh, NP. z.
   hashār, wretched, miserable : Av. √zar, Phl. zhār, NP. zār.

4. Kj. zh = Av. j, Phl. j, NP. —.
   hāzh, strength : Av. aōja-, Phl. āj, NP. —.

5. Kj. zh = Av. j, Phl. z, NP. zh.
   zhūr, chamber, cellar : Av. jafra-, Phl. zufar, NP. zhārf.

6. Kj. zh = Av. j, Phl. z, NP. z.
   zhin, woman : Av. jēnū-, Phl., NP. zan. √zhī, live : Av. jī, Phl. √ziv, NP. √zī. √zhān, churn, beat : Av. √jan,
   Phl., NP. √zan. zhār, poison ; Av. jaβra, Phl., NP. zahr.

7. Kj. zh = Av. ch, Phl. ch, NP. z.
   √rēzh, pour : Av. √rech, Phl. √rech, NP. √rēzh, light, day : Av. raochah-, Phl. rōch, NP. rūz.

8. Kj. zh = ch in loan-word.
   halōzha, plum : NP. ālūcheh.

9. Kj. zh = Av. s, Phl. s, NP. s.
   qizh, locks : Av. gaesa-, Phl., NP. gēs.

10. Kj. zh = Av. s, Phl. sh, NP. sh.
    jēshn, festival : Av. yasna, Phl. yashn, NP. jashn.

11. Kj. zh = Av. sh, Phl. s, sh, NP. s, sh.
    √chēzh, taste : Av. √chash, Phl., NP. √chash. √kuzh, kill : Av. √kaosh, Phl., NP. √kush. mizh, midge : Av.
    makhshi-, Phl., NP. magas.

12. Kj. zh = Av. d, Phl. z, NP. zh.
    zhushik, hedgehog : Av. duzhaka-, Phl. zūzak, NP. zhūzhī.
Aspirate

XXXVIII. h

Occurs only initially, not having survived medially or finally.

1. Kj. h = Av. h, Phl. h, NP. h.
   hāwan, mortar: Av. hāvana-, Phl., NP. hāvan. hāwīn, summer: Av. hāmin, Phl. hāmīn, NP. —.

2. Kj. h = Av. h, Phl. —, NP. —.
   ḥagār, if: Av. ha-kara-, Phl., NP. agar. han-, verbal prefix: Av. ham-, Phl., NP. an-. ḥī, genitive particle: Av. hē, OP. hya, Phl. i, NP. i. (the iżāfa).

3. Kj. h = Phl. h, NP. —.
   harmā, pear: Phl. hormod, NP. armūd.

4. Kj. h = Av. h, Phl. kh, NP. kh.
   hishk, dry: Av. hushka-, Phl., NP. khushk. hu, hog: Av. hu-, Phl., NP. khūk.

5. Kj. h = Av. —, Phl. kh, NP. kh.
   hilka, hēk, egg: Av. ?, Phl. kāi̇k, NP. kāya. hirch, bear: Av. aresa-, Phl., NP. khirs.

6. Kj. h = NP. kh.
   hēnik, cool: NP. khunūk.

7. Kj. h = kh in loan-word.

   havīr, dough: Ar. خمير.

8. Kj. h = y in loan-words.

   hatūw, orphan: Ar. ﺪم. ḥeldāsh, travelling companion: Tk. yoldāsh. hēwāsh, gently: Tk. yawāsh.

9. Kj. h = Kj. w.
   hirch = wirch. hishk = wishk. henāsa = wenāsa. hurād = wurd.

10. Kj. h occurs as augment before a or ā.

    (a) In the following original words it is an augment:
    √hasā, be easy: Av. √sī. ḥasp, horse: Av. aspo-. hawr,
cloud: Av. awra-. havrāz, ascent: Av. aiwi-rāsta. √hā, come: Av. √āī. hāz, power: Av. aoja-. √hān, bring: Av. ā- √nay.

(b) In the following loan-words: halōsha: NP. alūcha. hanār: NP. anār. hanjūr: NP. anjūr. harzān: NP. arzān. hasīr: Ar. āsir. hājīz: Ar. āğz. halak: Tk. alak; and many others.

(c) In hastūr, Av. stawra-, Phl. stavr, NP. sitābr; and in havār (camping ground), Av. varā-, Phl. var, NP. —, it appears with -a, as ha augment.

XXXIX. ʰ

The guttural aspirate, which is not natural to Kj., being borrowed from Arabic. It is not always preserved in loan-words from Arabic, tending to become a simple aspirate, as in haz, Ar. حاز; hafr, Ar. حفر; hazir, Ar. حاضر.

In one case only has ʰ become ʔ, namely in havt, seven: Av. hapta-, which is, however, only thus pronounced in a small area in the south.

LOSSES OF ORIGINAL LETTERS AND TREATMENT OF SOME CONSONANT GROUPS

1. The commonest loss is that of original ḍ and t, which is supported by hundreds of examples both ancient and modern. The dental is, however, preserved in the initial position. After a long vowel, between vowels, and after n, it invariably disappears.

In all the following examples both Phl. and NP. preserve the original t, the former as t or ẓ, the latter as ḍ.

ganum, wheat: Av. gantaoma-. waż, wind: Av. vāt. gan, fetid: Av. gainti-. √gar, turn: Av. √veret. kām, which: Ab. katama-. ăzā, brave; Av. āzāta-. ʔi, willow: Av. vaεiti-. spī, good, pretty, white: Av. spaeta-, etc.

2. Original thr preceded by a short vowel becomes ʔr, while
in Phl. and NP. original short vowel is preserved and thr changed to tr or hr.

chār, face : Av. chithra-, Phl. chihr, NP. chihra.
zhār, poison : Av. jathra-, Phl., NP. zahr.
shār, district, township : Av. khshathra-, Phl. shatr, NP. shahr.

The group ēra, awra, and kūra, seen in their proper forms in Central and Northern Kurdistan as ēder, avder, and kūder (Kj. koñder), suggest comparison with Av. ithra, avathra, and kuthra, with simple loss of th, as in chwār, where the w of Av. chathwār, is preserved and th lost, as against the reverse process in Phl. and NP., where the th has been preserved in the h of chahār, and no trace of w survives.

3. Original medial khr only appears to be represented in the word sūr, red ; Av. sukhra. Phl. has preserved the group in sukhr, while NP. has inverted it in surkh. From the presence of suhr in Central and Northern Kj., it would appear the sūr is the result of loss of kh before r with the vowel lengthening noticeable with the loss of original th before r.

Original medial fr is preserved intact in one case, and as ur in another, without inversion as in Phl. and NP.

wafr, snow : Av. vafra-, Phl. vafr, varf, NP. barf.
zhūr, chamber, cellar : Av. jafra-, Phl. zafr, NP. zahr.

In the second example af appears to have passed through aw to ā. The form zhaur is heard in the extreme south.

4. Original mr only appears in nerm, Av. namra, Phl., NP. narm, which may be a loan-word from Phl. or NP.

5. Original sr appears in asr, tears, Av. asru-, Phl., NP. ars, i.e. not inverted, as in Phl. and NP.

6. The word chaur, fat, grease = Phl. charp, NP. charb, indicates the preservation of a possible br, pr group.

7. Original consonant(s) plus n. This may be subdivided into khshn, other consonant plus n, and group r-n.

In the first case Kj. loses khsh, while Phl. and NP. preserve sh, losing kh.
√nās, know, recognize : Av. √khshnās, Phl. √shnās, NP. √shinās.

rūn, light : Av. raokhshna = Phl., NP. rōshan.

In the second case Kj. loses any consonant preceding n, while Phl. and NP. preserve it.

rūn, oil : Av. raoghna-, Phl., NP. rōghan.

tīn, thirst : Av. tarshnia, Phl., NP. tashna.

pāni, heel : Av. pāshna, Phl., NP. pāshna.

The treatment of original r-n is the same as Phl. and NP. viz. loss of n, as par : Av. parena-, etc.

8. Treatment of original kh.

As an initial, before sh, Kj., like Phl. and NP., drops kh, as in shaw, shīr, etc., from Av. khshapa-, khshāra-, Phl. shap, shīr, NP. shab, shīr.

As an initial, where Phl. and NP. preserve kh, Kj. loses it, as :—

wash, pleasant : Av. ?, Phl. khvash, NP. khūsh.

wurd, small : Av. √khvar, Phl. khurtak, NP. khurd.

shīn, blue, green : Av. khshaena-, Phl. khashīn, NP. khashīn.

As a medial, where Phl. and NP. preserve kh, Kj. loses it, as :—

bash, part, lot : Av. bakhsh, Phl., NP. bakhsh.

mēsh, fly : Av. makhshi-, (Phl., NP. magas).

tūm, seeds : Av. taokhma-, Phl. tokhm, NP. tukhm.

wach, twig : Av. vakhsha-, Phl. vakhsh, NP. —.

9. Kj. loses original sh where it is the final consonant, while Phl. and NP. preserve it.

ispī, louse : Av. spīsh-, Phl. shupush, NP. shepīsh.
gye, ear : Av. gaosha-, Phl., NP. gōsh.
mē, ewe : Av. massha-, Phl., NP. mēsh.
rēwī, fox : Av. revish-, Phl. rōbās, NP. rūbāh.
rē, beard : Av. rōsha-, Phl. rēsh, NP. rīsh.
10. In the word *sipul*, Kj. has lost the *z* of Av. *sperza*-, which is preserved in Phl. and NP. in *sparz* and *sipurz*. In *brīka*, "flashing, sparks," a similar loss of *z* (Av. √*braz*) is noticed, though it is preserved as *s* in *brīka*, having the same meaning.

11. Kj. loses final *ch*, preserved by Phl. and changing to *z* in NP.

   *ro*, light, day: Av. *raochah*-, Phl. *roch*, NP. *ruz*.

12. Loss of *r*.

? initial (unsupported by other examples):—

   *āst*, direction, line: Av. *rāst*-, Phl., NP. *rast*.

Medial:—

   *baosh*, upper part of side: Av. *barozhdā*-, Phl., NP. —.
   √*ba*, take, bear: Av. √*bere*, Phl., NP. √*bar*.

Final:—

   √*āxh*ī, flood, inundate: Av. √*ghzar*, Phl., NP. —.
   √*pzhā*, sprinkle continuously: Av. *vi-√ghzar*, Phl., NP. —.

13. Loss of *t* preserved in Phl.

   √*gūr*.


14. Loss of medial *b*:

   *tūr*, radish: NP. *turb-īza*.
   *tūra*, wallet, loan-word from Tk. *tubra*.

Loss of *b* after *m*:

   *shamū*, Sabbath: NP. *shambēh*.
   *gumez*, dome: NP. *gumbad*.
15. Loss of final v.
   gā, bull: Av. gāv-, Phl., NP. gāv.
16. Loss of gh preserved in Phl. and NP.
   drū, a lie: Av. draogha-, Phl. drogh, NP. durōgh.
   rūn, butter: Av. raoghna-, Phl. rokan, NP. rōghan.
   mir-iskh, hen: Av. meregha-, Phl., NP. murgh.

Authorities consulted: Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie; Grundriss der Neupersischen Etymologie, Horn; Kurdische Grammatik, Justi; Dictionnaire Kurde Francaise, Justi-Jaba; An old Zand Pahlavi Glossary, Jamaspji; Avesta-English and English-Avesta Glossary, Bharucha; An Avesta Grammar, Williams Jackson; Études Iraniennes, Darmesteter.
The Provision of Funds for the East India Company’s Trade at Canton during the Eighteenth Century

By H. B. Morse, LL.D.

Note

Picul = 100 catties = 133½ lb. av. 
1 English ton = 16.8 piculs. 
1 cwt. = Pls. 0.84 (84 catties). 
Tael of Canton = 579.84 grains. 
100 taels = 120.8 oz. Troy. 
Tael of currency (Canton) = 579.84 grains of 940 silver, 
nominaly equivalent to 6s. 8d. (£1 = Tls. 3). 
Dollar, Ryal of Eight, Piece of Eight:—
Intrinsic value 4s. 2d. 
Ordinarily invoiced at 5s. (£1 = 4 dollars). 
Exchange against 365-day bills 5s. to 5s. 7d. 
100 dollars = 72 taels of currency.

The dominating factor in the China trade for over two centuries was the problem of “laying down the dollar.” The dollar was not the currency of China; but during those two centuries—positively to 1834, and practically to 1857—it was the token by which the pound sterling and the woollen cloths of England were converted into the taels of silver and the silks and teas of China; and on the answer to the question whether the dollar delivered to the Company’s treasury at Canton had cost to lay down four shillings, or five, or six, might depend the degree of profit on the round voyage.

In primitive times the adventurer to distant parts took on his ship an assortment of the products of his own country—wine, crimson-dyed cloth, bronze tools, and arms, if he were from Tyre—and exchanged them by barter for the produce of the outlandish countries he visited. In trading to the Indies the English were dealing with peoples, who, in many respects, were in a higher state of industrial development than themselves. The trade of the English with European
countries had been built on wool, and later on woollen cloth; and this was the principal commodity which they had to offer to the inhabitants of tropical and sub-tropical countries. Their precursors the Portuguese had made the Spanish Ryal of Eight, Piece of Eight (peso duro of 8 reals), later (from about 1680) called generally the Dollar, the means of providing the funds for buying the return "investment" for their ships; and from the early days of the English Company the principal part of the outward "stocks" consisted of silver, nearly always silver coin, for the greater part Spanish dollars. In the first nineteen years of the English Company, 1601–20, the total stock sent by its ships to the East Indies was as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English products (woollens, lead, etc.)</td>
<td>£292,286</td>
<td>(35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver bullion and coin</td>
<td>548,090</td>
<td>(65%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This general tendency increased, more marked in the China trade than elsewhere; and in the fifty years 1710–59 following the amalgamation of the two English Companies, the stocks sent to the East Indies were as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English products</td>
<td>£9,248,306</td>
<td>(25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver bullion and coin</td>
<td>26,833,614</td>
<td>(75%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certainly no more unprofitable way of laying down the dollar could be adopted than that of sending the actual coin over fifteen thousand miles of ocean.

The first English ships to carry English trade to a Chinese port were those despatched by the Courten Association, under Captain John Weddell as Commander and Nathaniell Mountney as Cape (Chief) Merchant. They had made some purchases in India, but had sent them direct to England; and they arrived at Canton in 1637 having no goods on board, and silver to the amount of 145,000 Ryals of Eight; of this sum they were, after many vicissitudes, able to invest 65,000 Rs, leaving 80,000 Rs to be carried away uninvested. They

1 Wissett, *Compendium of East Indian Affairs*, i.
2 Peter Mundy, *Travels of*, vol. iii, Hakluyt Society, Sec. series xlv (1919).
had disposed of some lead in India, but not a dollar's worth of English products at Canton.

From that date until 1680 only five ships of the English Company visited Chinese ports; of these one, the Return, in 1673 records that at Lampacão the supercargoes "sold their Pepper in truck", but of their English goods they were "not able to sell above eleven pieces of Cloth in truck and that at poor rates". 1 This ship had been despatched from Bantam and had no silver in her stock. From 1680 to 1699 the English trade was conducted solely at Amoy. At this port in 1681 the stock of the Barnardiston was made up as follows:— 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50,000 Dollars (regularly invoiced at 5s.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>£12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woollens (Broadcloth, Rashes, Perpetuanoes)</td>
<td></td>
<td>£8,997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td></td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firelock Muskets, Gunpowder, etc., for sale</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£22,950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1682 four ships (760 tons in total) at Amoy carried a stock of £14,599 in goods and £28,000 in silver; and they were for the first time ordered to invest in some tea, Bantam being instructed to "send home annually fine Tea to the value of 1,000 Dollars". 4 These were unusually large proportions of goods; but an invoice of 30 to 40 tons of lead was then (and for the next hundred years) "as good as money", and at that date the Court of Directors were always pressing their factors to "vend" larger quantities of English products.

In 1699 the English trade to China found a more solid and regular footing. In that year the new or English Company sent to Canton the Macclesfield frigate (250 tons) with a stock of £5,475 in goods and £26,611 in silver. His goods, chiefly woollens, the Chief Supercargo, Mr. Robert Douglas, sold to

1 Diary of Supercargoes, Return, 1672-3.
2 D. of Sup. Barnardiston, 1680-1.
3 So called for the first time in the records.
4 Court to Bantam, D. of Amoy Factory, 1682.
good advantage at prices about 30 per cent higher than those obtained in Amoy during the previous season—and then his troubles began. Supplies from Amoy came to the Canton market; and the purchaser of the Macclesfield’s cloth was in difficulties, faced by a falling market, cast in prison for having monopolized the ship’s trade, compelled to share his contract with rivals, driven into a position of hostility to Mr. Douglas, until in the end Mr. Douglas was left with a fourth of his cloth on his hands and the Macclesfield had “lost her monsoon’. The ship then went to Chusan and completed her trade there.1

In 1702, under the Managers of the United Trade (of the two companies) the Aurungzebe (425 tons) and the Chambers frigate (350 tons) were at Amoy trading as one joint stock for the London (the old) Company. The stocks in goods of the two ships were sold to one merchant, the principal trader in the port, and with him they contracted for the return investments, the actual amounts realized and contracted for being shown as follows:—2

Stocks :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadcloth and Rashes, 30,111 yards</td>
<td>Tael 42,156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other woollen cloths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead, 1,958 piculs (115 tons)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundry commodities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Goods</td>
<td>Tael 73,657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver at the rate of Tls. 51.50 = 60 ounces:</td>
<td>Tael 39,706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53,895 Ryals of Eight, wt. 46,260 oz.</td>
<td>Tael 39,706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71,500 Ducatoons, wt. 74,986 oz. &amp; 2 2/3 Ct. advance</td>
<td>Tael 65,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000 French crowns, wt. 10,440 oz. &amp; 1 2/3 Ct. discount</td>
<td>Tael 8,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 Bars silver, wt. 41,672 oz. at par</td>
<td>Tael 35,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Silver</td>
<td>Tael 150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Stock</td>
<td>Tael 223,657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Diary of Supercargoes, Macclesfield frigate, 1699-1700.
2 Diary of Sup. Aurungzebe, 1702.
3 Cloth of Arras, so called.
Investments:—

Raw Silk, 500 piculs at Tls. 132 . . . Taels 66,000
Japan Copper, 9,500 piculs at Tls. 10-50 . " 99,750
Gold, enough to balance the account . . " 57,907

Total Investment . . . " 223,657

Excellent prices had been obtained for the English products, but the satisfaction of the supercargoes was mitigated by the fact that, after a lading had been provided for the two ships, there remained in the merchant’s hands unliquidated advances amounting to 60,000 taels, which were recovered only some years later.

By the Company’s charter its ships were required to take not less than one-tenth of their outward stock in “goods the growth produce or manufacture of the Kingdom”, and up to this date the requirement was met, and even bettered; but in every voyage there is evidence that the demand for English products was limited. Even when the entire lading was sold, it was always in truck, overt or covert—usually the latter; when cloth was sold at certain prices, silk (and later tea) was invariably contracted for at prices fixed at the same time, and the one was conditional on the other. The Court year by year gave instructions that cloth was never to be sold by barter, but always for cash, in order that they might be able to gauge the course of their trade; but the supercargoes were constrained by circumstances to disregard the spirit of the instruction, while conforming to its letter. The Joint Committee (from 1703) and the United Company (from 1710) continued to repeat this instruction, but they abandoned attempts to exceed the statutory one-tenth; and for fifty years we never find a ship despatched from London with more than one-tenth of her stock in goods. Thus the Kent (350 tons) trading at Canton in 1704, took from London a stock of £51,450, of which £4,966 in goods and £46,484 in silver; and her supercargoes record:—

1 Diary of Super-cargoes, Kent, 1704.
The Earthenware [Chinaware] was mostly purchased in truck for Cloth, which they found unexpressable Difficultys to get quit of at any rates; in bartering it they observed the Company’s Orders as far as possible, not to mix Money with the Manufactures but had they been entirely obedient thereto, they must have carried the Cloth & Perpetts back, or have given them away after having paid the Custom.

The restricted demand was well known to the Court; and in three successive years, 1713–14–15, while renewing the instruction, they informed the supercargoes ¹ that the Woollen Manufactures sent from hence for divers Years past, are not all disposed of, but several Quantitys yet remain in the Warehouses . . . We have heard that the Chineeese apprehend we are obliged to send out, and therefore impose upon our Supra Cargos, and will have it at their own prices.

The Court struggled along, trying to maintain their statutory obligation, but in a few years they abandoned the effort. For the season 1730 they dispatched four ships (1,895 tons) and a sloop (200 tons) from London to Canton with the following stock:—²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Ells, 984 pieces</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead, 120 tons</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver, Pillar (Seville) Dollars</td>
<td></td>
<td>588,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico Dollars</td>
<td></td>
<td>75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatoons</td>
<td></td>
<td>93,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French crowns</td>
<td></td>
<td>44,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>13,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silver, Mexico, and Ducatoons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>582,112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tls. 595,824

It is to be noted that the stock contained none of the Broadcloth on which England’s foreign trade had been built up, and that the silver constituted 97.7 per cent of the total stock. This was the most expensive method of laying down the dollar, since at the end of the outward half of a voyage for which the Company paid ordinarily from £25 to £30 per

¹ Court to SuperCargoes, Loyal Blisse (1713), Hester (1714), Dartmouth (1715).
² Diary of Council, Canton, for 1730.
ton Charter money for the ships engaged, the stock realized
no more than the exact invoiced value; and this method, with
sometimes 98 per cent of the stock in silver, was followed
for some years, as evidenced by the following figures:—

1732.—Four ships were sent from London with a stock of 1,000
pieces of Long Ells, 160 tons of lead, and 656,000 dollars
in silver. The supercargoes reported that the market
could absorb 1,000 pieces of Perpetuanoes (Long Ells), but
practically no Cloth and no Callimancoes: and that
160 tons of lead, which formerly was as good as money,
was now too much, the maximum to sell at a profit being
80 tons in one year.¹

1736.—The Normanton carried as stock Tls. 115,497 in silver and
Tls. 7,155 in goods (lead 100 tons, Long Ells 100 pieces).

1739.—Four ships at Canton; of these, one the Walpole had
as stock:—²

Lead, 80 tons . . . realised Tls. 4,820
Perpetuanoes (Long Ells) 1,000
pieces . . . . . realised Tls. 6,600

Tls. 11,420 = £3,800

Pepper from Banjar-massin, 115
tons . . . . . . . Tls. 19,430 = 6,475
Silver dollars invoiced at . . . 23,000

£33,275

1741.—Five ships at Canton; particulars are given of the stock
of two :—

Duke of Dorset:³

Lead, 75 tons . . . realised Tls. 4,820
Perpetuanoes, 988 pieces " " 6,916
Broadcloth, 96 pieces—2,200 yards
realised Tls. 1,772

Tls. 13,465 = £4,488

¹ Diary Council, Canton, 1732.
² Diary Superbargo, Walpole, 1739.
³ Diary Superbargo, Duke of Dorset, 1741.
The silver on the *Duke of Dorset* is not recorded, but it was not appreciably below that on the *York*.

*York*: ¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Realised Tls.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead, 80 tons</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetuanoes, 997 pieces</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12,101</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Silver dollars invoiced at £30,000

**Total** £34,030

1742.—One ship the *Defence* was sent from London to Canton direct, and one the *Onslow*, from London to Bombay, there to take a stock to Canton. The *Onslow’s* transactions will be considered later; the silver on the *Defence* is not recorded, and her goods realised the following sums:—²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Realised Tls.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead, 80 tons</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Ells, 1,880 pieces</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcloth, 2,040 yards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(90 pieces)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>19,314</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1751.—Four ships were despatched from London direct to Canton, carrying total stocks of £129,842, consisting as to £10,842 of goods, and £119,000 of silver.³

The particulars given above are not selected to demonstrate the fact that, in this period, the stocks of the ships sent direct to Canton consisted of silver to the extent of from 90 to 98 per cent; they give the only instances from 1713 to 1751 in which the archives in the India Office give such details as will allow of any exact statement being made on the subject.

The English trade with China was conducted from Bantam, until the factory was expelled in 1682; the ships making the venture were there provided with stocks of English and

¹ Diary Supercargoes, *York*, 1741.
² Diary Supercargoes, *Defence*, 1742.
³ Court to Council, Canton, 1751.
Indian produce and of silver, and they brought back their investments there to be forwarded to London. After 1682 a few ships were despatched from Surat; but, from 1699 on, the ships for China were generally despatched from London and were provided there with their stocks. Occasionally one ship of the season, instead of sailing with the fleet in January or February, was sent off in the previous August or September, with orders to proceed to Banjar-massin in Borneo, or to Benkulen in Sumatra, to be there provided by the factory with a stock of from 100 to 300 tons of pepper for the Canton market. The trade between the Indian Peninsula and Canton was neglected by the Company, and was left to be developed by the private merchants (English or Indian) and country ships, trading and voyaging under the Company's licence. Only in a few instances, all after 1730, did the Company engage in this direct trade, until the period of the maritime wars from 1748 on.

1732.—The *Compton* carried Chinese produce and gold to Bombay; they were sold there at a good profit; and, under orders from the Court of Directors, a total stock of 360,000 rupees (at 8 R. per £ = £45,000) was provided by the Bombay Presidency, with which the ship returned to Canton in 1733 and loaded for London. Her account at Bombay was as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rupees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net proceeds of sale of cargo</td>
<td>160,455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from Canton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceeds of gold sold at Bombay</td>
<td>134,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or coined at Madras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance provided by Bombay Council</td>
<td>64,879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>360,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The *Compton's* Canton cargo, costing Tls. 37,950, realised at Bombay a gross profit of 40 per cent, and her Indian cargo (chiefly pepper, costing 75,000 rupees) realised at Canton a gross profit of 38 per cent.

1 Diary Supercargoes, *Compton*, 1732-3.
1732.—The ship *Wyndham* followed the same course as the *Compton*, going from Canton to Madras, where her stock was made up to 360,000 rupees; but her records have not been preserved.

1736.—The ship *Richmond* repeated the voyage of the *Compton*, her stock being made up to 320,000 rupees (£40,000) by the Bombay Council. This stock she took partly in Indian produce (pepper, sandalwood, etc.), which realised at Canton the sum of Tls. 56,384, a gross profit of 47 per cent.¹

1739.—The *Harrington* was despatched from London with a stock for Bombay; and at Bombay was given a stock for Canton of 240,000 rupees = £30,000, viz. cotton and pepper invoiced at 45,106 rupees, and silver (dollars, French crowns and rupees) at 194,894 rupees. At Canton her cotton was sold at a gross profit of 107 per cent, and her pepper 51 per cent.²

1742.—The *Onslow* followed the course taken in 1739 by the *Harrington*; the details of her transactions at Bombay are not recorded, but there is reason to infer that she received for Canton a stock of 240,000 rupees. At Canton her cargo (cotton, sandalwood, putchuck and olibanum) realised Tls. 29,920, presupposing an invoice cost of about 60,000 rupees; and, as Spanish dollars were not at the moment obtainable in Bombay, she had on board a varied assortment of silver:—

Bar silver: invoiced at 99 touch (990 fine);

Bar silver: " at 74 ";

Nadirees: "a Persian coin lately introduced by Shaw Nadir since his invasion and subduing the Mogul Empire": invoiced at 99 touch;

Rupees: "93½ tale weight of Rupees to be accounted Tale 100 wt. Dollar money." i.e. 100½ of Chinese touch;

Zelottas: invoiced at 61 touch, but accepted at Canton at only 57 touch;

Piasters: invoiced at 61 touch; presumably so accepted.

² Diary Supercargoes, *Harrington*, 1739.
These were the only recorded instances in which the Company engaged directly in the trade between the Indian settlements and Canton down to the year 1748; and to that date the Court had taken no other steps to use the resources of the Indian settlements for the development of the Company’s China trade.

From 1754 to 1774 inclusive there is a complete and much to be regretted hiatus in the existing records of the English East India Company. In that interval, in 1770, the Court abandoned the practice of sending their supercargoes out in the ships of the season, to buy the investment for those ships, and to return in them; and they now established a permanent resident Council of supercargoes, transacting the business of the season at Canton, but compelled to spend at Macao the between-season period from usually April to the arrival of the first ship of the next season in July or August. For one season, that of 1780, and permanently from 1786 on, the Company was represented by the Select Committee, consisting of the senior supercargoes, having a higher status than the Council, exercising more undisputed authority at Canton, and treated with more consideration by the Governor-General and the Presidencies in India. Under both resident Council and Select Committee transactions were carried on from season to season, and were no longer closed on the departure of each ship. This allowed of greater continuity and greater flexibility in the methods of providing funds for the China trade than had been possible before; and that was fortunate, because a succession of maritime wars drove the Company to devising new methods of laying down the dollar.

**English Products**

On re-opening the records in 1775 we find that *woollens* have increased notably. In that year the shipments of Cloth and Long Ells from London to Canton were invoiced at £124,545, a figure in marked contrast with those given above for the years 1704 to 1751. The maritime wars (1779-83 and from
1793 on into the nineteenth century) interposed no stoppage to the movement of the Indiamen, well armed themselves and protected by the British Navy; and the shipments of woollens maintained this level for a few years until the resumption of peace in 1783, and then steadily increased: £113,763 in 1784; £323,107 in 1788; £431,385 in 1791; £527,020 in 1796; £746,130 in 1800. There was, however, a seamy side to this trade. In 1775 the Cloth, 3,533 pieces, prime cost £62,400, realized Tls. 167,367, showing a loss of 10·5 per cent; and the Long Ells, 26,600 pieces, prime cost £62,145, realized Tls. 180,580, a loss of 3 per cent. That such a loss on the woollens was a constant factor is shown by the evidence given forty-five years later before a committee of the House of Lords, 1820, when the Court stated that their net loss on English products shipped from London to Canton in the preceding twenty-three years had been £1,688,103, or an annual average loss of £73,400. The loss was an element in a settled policy, well understood by the Court and their agents for a hundred years past. In 1700 the Court had written:

We are very intent upon promoting and increasing the Vent of our English Woollen Manufacture;¹ but a year later they wrote to the Council for China:—

Mr. Gough tells us that the sending Woollen Manufacture, or other Europe Commodities will not turn us to account, because in the Goods you take from them, the Chineeses will advance the prizes more than the profit that can be made by the said Europe Goods;—however we must endeavour to keep on that Trade, and to promote their Vent as much as possible, because the more wee send out, the more acceptable it will be to the Nation, and for that we are by our Charter obliged to export at least 1/10 part therin; wherefore we continue to recommend that matter to you.²

¹ Court to Sup. Sarah, Trumball, China Merchant, and Neptune, Nov. 1700.
² Court to Council, China (at Chusan), Nov. 1701.
In 1780 the Select Committee, sending home an indent for a largely increased quantity of woollens for 1782, remarked:—

By the Indent for Woollens will be seen how much the importation of that important article may be increased; especially as quantity, not profit, appears to be the object of the Company; and indeed a large importation is the only effectual check on private trade and the foreign Companies.

In that season, 1780, the English Company had twelve ships at Canton, imported directly no silver, and exported 69,445 piculs of tea and 2,514 piculs of raw silk; the Dutch, Swedish, and Danish Companies (the war kept the French away) had ten ships, imported £159,000 in silver (636,000 dollars), and exported 85,559 piculs of tea and 502 piculs of silk; and a large stock of cheap woollens (inferior though they were to the Dutch) was an important weapon in the hands of the English supercargoes. They were disposed of in veiled truck; and it mattered little to the English Company if it received 100 taels for woollens and paid 100 taels for tea, or received 90 and paid 90; the adjustment of the account was in the hands of the Chinese merchants, for there was no open market; but, subject to this loss, the Company was able to dispose of increasing quantities of English products, the value realized amounting in 1799 to Tls. 2,382,322.

Lead usually showed a profit of about 40 per cent on the prime cost. In the years of peace 1784 to 1792 the value of shipments ranged from £27,000 to £40,000; but in war time, when it could not realize the prime cost, it was often below £10,000. Under a contract with the Cornish miners, English copper was shipped without profit during the five years 1787–91. Shipments of tin began in 1789 and continued, profitably or without loss, thereafter year by year, the value rising in some years to £90,000. Flints were shipped as ballast, between 500 and 1,000 tons a year; they were at first sold at Canton for Tls. 1·50 to 2·00 a picul (a penny a lb.), but fell later to a fifth of that value.
The above were all the English products for which a demand existed, or could be created by the Company, at Canton. Woven cottons were then an article of export from Canton, the Company sending to England an annual quantity of 20,000 pieces of nankeens, rising after 1785 to 40,000, and by 1794 to 90,000. Of Manchester cottons samples were sent out in 1786, but were not approved; in 1788 the Select Committee indented for a trial shipment of 400 pieces, to be dyed in plain colours—blue, brown, ash, etc., but not scarlet or orange—but, arriving in 1790, they met with no favour.

The supercargoes were now no longer allowed private trade by the Company's ships; but they might act as agents of consignors in India engaging in the country trade, and for this they usually divided a commission of 5 per cent with the consignor's own representative, generally the captain of the country ship. The captains of the ships engaged in the Company's service were liberally treated in the matter of private trade, and the officers and petty officers on board all had some indulgence, the total privilege at the end of the century being 99 tons for each ship. The value of this private trade was considerable, between £100,000 and £200,000 to the end of the eighteenth century; in 1811 it amounted to over £300,000 for the season,¹ and in it were not included any of the Company's staple articles of trade.

Indian Produce

The Councils in the Indian Presidencies, Bombay, Fort St. George (Madras), and Fort William (Calcutta), made some spasmodic efforts, under explicit instructions from the Court of Directors, or, occasionally, from the Governor-General at Fort William, to make direct shipments of Indian produce. As a rule, however, this was left to the private merchants engaging in the country trade, and either shipping in country ships or hiring tonnage space on the Company's ships; sometimes tonnage space was granted free under certain

¹ Milburn, Oriental Commerce, ii, p. 480.
conditions. In 1788, when the cotton shipped to Canton on the Company's own account was only 3,300 piculs, there were imported at Canton in the English trade 61,632 piculs by Company's ships and 84,168 piculs by country ships, the value realized being upwards of Tls. 2,000,000. Cargoes of pepper came occasionally from Benkulen, but the great discovery of this period was that a demand for Indian cotton existed in China, which was itself a great cotton-producing country; until 1823, among Indian imports at Canton the value of cotton always exceeded that of opium, was often more than twice as great, and not infrequently five times as great. Only once in all its history was the Company directly concerned in the conveyance of opium to China, an occasion which will be referred to below.

**Silver from England**

The Spanish colonies in the Americas continued to pour a stream of silver into the mints of Mexico and Seville, but the Court of Directors, even at a time when peace prevailed in Europe, found increasing difficulty in laying their hands on Spanish dollars to dump into the bottomless pit of Canton. In 1777, under date of 25th July, the Governor and Council of Fort St. George, wrote to the Council at Canton:—1

The Honble Court of Directors in their Commands of 3rd January last have inform'd us that in order to give all possible assistance to the increase of the China Stock, they have contracted for the value of Seventy or Eighty thousand Pounds of Silver, which they proposed sending to this Presidency, to be forwarded to you from hence by the China Ships of this Season. They recommended to us at the same time, that in case it should not arrive before the latest of the Coast and China Ships 2 should have left us, we should use every means in our Power to supply the Deficiency by collecting a Quantity of Silver equal at least to the abovementioned sum, and consign the same to you.

---

1 Consultations, China Council, 1777.
2 Ships despatched from London to Canton via Madras.
In that season the Madras Council sent to Canton country produce to the invoice value of 19,229 pagodas (£7,692), and in addition 308,000 Spanish dollars (nominally £77,000) in specie; while the Bombay Council sent two lakhs of rupees, turning out Tls. 70,252 = 97,572 dollars; only small amounts of silver were in that season received at Canton from England. It is to be noted that from 1776 and for some years after that date the dollar (intrinsic value 4s. 2d.), which had for a century and more past been regularly invoiced at 5s. per dollar, was now invoiced at a prime cost of 5s. 5½d. per oz. for new dollars, and 5s. 6½d. for old dollars.

In February, 1779, France formally recognized the independence of the United States of America, and in the summer of that year Spain entered the war. The competing neutral Companies to which Canton was still open—the Dutch, Danish, Swedish, and Imperial—found means to obtain the supply of Spanish dollars required for their trade; but the market was not accessible to the English, and for the seven seasons 1779 to 1785 the Court sent not a dollar in their ships from London to Canton. From India some small supplies were sent in 1779 and 1780 by means which will be described below, but in 1781 the Governor-General under the exigencies of war prohibited the export of the precious metals,¹ and this prohibition continued to be the policy of the Indian administration even after the restoration of peace. In 1785 the Court again obtained access to the Spanish market, and for the seven seasons 1786 to 1792 sent in their ships from London to Canton a total of Tls. 10,188,439 in Spanish dollars; then none in the three years 1793 to 1795; thereafter smaller amounts ranging from Tls. 120,960 to Tls. 1,623,171 in a year.

The Company’s investment at Canton amounted, between the years 1775 and 1786, to a value in each year ranging between Tls. 1,500,000 and Tls. 2,500,000 (£500,000 to £800,000). In 1784 the Commutation Act of the previous

¹ Fort St. George to Canton, Consult., China Council, 1781.
year reduced the English duty on tea from about 125 per cent on common Bohea and 75 per cent on the finest Hyson, to a uniform tax of 12\textfrac{1}{8} per cent. This cut at the root of the French, Dutch, and Scandinavian smuggling, and the annual investment of the English Company rose with a bound to Ts. 4,000,000 in 1786, Ts. 4,500,000 in 1787, and the same in 1788. The stocks sent out in goods and silver in 1775, 1776, and 1777 fell short of the amount required for the investment by a million taels in each year, and the deficit exceeded a million taels in each of the remaining years to the end of the century. Even after the Court resumed the sending of dollars from London the investment increased faster than the inflow of silver. Under these circumstances the Court called on their Indian possessions to supply the needs of their China trade. Apart from or in conjunction with the operations of the Supercargoes at Canton, this was done by several methods.

**Subscription**

In 1776 the Governor-General's Council at Fort William, having no official funds available for the purpose, invited subscriptions to a fund, the subscribers to receive bills on London at the Canton rate of the season, which was then uniformly 5s. per dollar. Under this scheme the treasury at Fort William received from 40 subscribers, nearly all army officers, a total of 966,666 \frac{2}{3} Arcot Rupees = Current Rupees 1,044,000, for which they were credited with 420,520 dollars at Canton, and were given bills on London at 365 days after sight for £105,130.\textsuperscript{1} The silver was sent to Canton in a king's frigate.

In 1778 the Governor and Council of Fort St. George adopted another method of transmitting dollars to Canton, without commercial risk to themselves and without sending their own specie out of India. They advanced to Mr. Thomas Ferguson, a private merchant, the sum of 483,544 Sicca Rupees, in consideration of which he

\textsuperscript{1} Consult., China Council, 1776.
engaged to pay into the Treasury at Canton the sum of Spanish Dollars 205,555 on condition he may be permitted to send 4,000 Bales of Cotton [12,000 piculs] and 6,000 piculs of Tin freight free on the Hon’ble Company’s Ships to China, to be consigned to one or more of the Supra Cargoes jointly with his agent and in case a sufficient quantity of the above goods should not be procurable to make up the Sum in Pepper, Silver or Gold. Mr. Charles Grant made a similar agreement to pay 1,50,000 Current Rupees at the rate of 40½ Spanish Dollars for 100 C.R.

and Mr. Thornhill for an amount not identified.¹

In 1779 the Councils of Bombay and Fort St. George sent funds to Canton by a modification of the subscription plan. They invited private merchants to send silver to Canton freight-free and at the Company’s risk, to be paid into the Company’s treasury at Canton against 365-day bills on London at the exchange of the season. Under this scheme 1,581,816 rupees were received, realizing 661,700 dollars for which bills for £165,425 were granted.²

In 1782 Bombay could give no help. From Fort St. George Lord Macartney wrote to the Canton Council:

Our distress for Money has rather increased than diminished & we cannot therefore flatter you even with the most distant hope of any supply from hence.

At Fort William the Governor-General, Mr. Warren Hastings, in order to relieve the stringency in his own treasury, and by the same stroke to supply the treasury at Canton, initiated a transaction in opium—the only one for carrying opium outside India in which the Company was directly concerned in the whole of its history. He invited subscriptions for ten lakhs of rupees to be paid into his treasury, and gave the subscribers certificates for the equivalent in dollars; these were to be exchanged at Canton for 365-day bills on

¹ Consult., China Council, 1778.
² Consult., China Council, 1779.
London at the exchange of the season, which that year was 5s. 6d. To provide cover for this operation he withdrew opium from the Calcutta sales and shipped it on the Company's account: 1,466 chests on the sloop *Betsy*, invoiced at Current Rupees 719,108, for the Malay Coast and Canton; 1,601 chests on Lieut.-Col. Henry Watson's coppered private Ship of War *Nonsuch*, invoiced at Current Rupees 825,023, for Canton direct. The *Betsy* sold along the Malay coast opium to the amount of 59,600 dollars, and was then captured by a French privateer; the money was rescued and brought to the Canton treasury, but the rest of the sloop's lading was lost. The *Nonsuch* made her way to Canton, where her opium was sold with great difficulty at 210 Head Dollars a chest; the purchaser found no market at Canton, sold 200 chests at Macao, and sent 1,400 chests down to the Malay coast. The invoiced cost, with Canton charges added, was Tls. 291,709; the price realized was Tls. 237,082, a loss of Tls. 54,637, or 18.7 per cent; and the purchase-money was not fully paid for two years.¹

**Gold**

In 1779 the Canton Council received into their treasury a quantity of gold from India, for which they gave bills on London. At the beginning of the century gold was bought in Canton at the ratio of 1:10, Tls. 94 for 10 taels of gold of 94 touch; but the price had risen under the impetus of half a century of buying for the European and Indian mints with their ratio of 1:15½ or 1:16; and in 1779 the price of gold was Tls. 175, or in the ratio 1:18. Of the import at Canton in this year, 4,880 taels weight (5,895 oz. Troy), value Tls. 85,000 came in bars and dust; 7,934 gold Mohurs, value Tls. 56,730; 245,993 Pagodas, value Tls. 393,600; and other gold coins to a value of Tls. 331,800; total Tls. 867,130. The other gold coins included English Guineas; Turkish Stamboles and Germabots; Venetian, Austrian, Hungarian,

¹ Consult., China Council, 1782.
and Dutch Ducats; Persian Messieries and Custoons; and the Pagodas included coins of four different touches and two different weights.\(^1\)

**Free-freight Privilege**

In 1777 the Council of Fort St. George adopted for Indian produce a plan, which in 1779 was followed for silver, of allowing the shipment on the Company's ships, free of freight, of private merchants' goods shipped under licence to Canton—

Our situation being such as render'd us utterly incapable of supplying the Deficiency from our own resources, the only methode we could devise for this purpose was to enter into such agreements here as might give you the option of receiving Money into your Treasury, in the same manner as was practised last year for Bills upon the Court of Directors. We accordingly accepted the proposals to this effect, which were then made to us by . . . and have in consequence permitted them to load a Quantity of Tonnage as mentioned in the Manifest by the respective Ships free of Freight, in consideration of which they promise to pay to you the full produce of the Goods so laden in case you shall be willing to receive it, and to grant Bills on the Court of Directors for the sum they may so pay at the stated Exchange of this Year.\(^2\)

This plan was again adopted in 1778; but thereafter it was found that private merchants were ready to pay freight on goods so licensed, the proceeds to be paid into the treasury at Canton. In 1788 a total of Ts. 43,178 was paid as freight on private (licensed) cargo so shipped on the Company's ships from Indian ports to Canton,\(^3\) and in other years similar sums.

**Certificates**

The Company's ships were never fully laden outward, but on the homeward voyage they were crammed to the hatches with tea; there was therefore less restraint on the quantity

---

\(^1\) Consult., China Council, 1779.
\(^2\) Consult., China Council, 1777.
\(^3\) Diary, China Sel. Com., 1788.
and value of the private trade of the commanders and officers of ships on the voyage to Canton; and they had considerable sums from their outward ventures which they were not permitted to invest in Chinese produce to be taken to England. Of woollens, for example, each commander was permitted to take out, up to a prime cost of £1,000, any kinds except Broadcloth and Long Ells (in which the Company traded), but on condition that the entire proceeds were sent home through the Council and not in their own private trade. These and any other surplus moneys were paid into the treasury and Certificates were granted for them, half at 90 days, half at 365 days, which were in effect bills of exchange on the Court of Directors, at the rate of exchange of the season. Their amount was considerable: 183,295 dollars in 1780; 56,842 dollars in 1784; 223,784 dollars in 1785; 303,484 dollars in 1790.

**Issue of Bills**

In what year the supercargoes began the practice of issuing bills on London cannot be stated with any degree of certainty, the records 1754 to 1774 being missing. It cannot have been more than a couple of years before 1775. In that year, in addition to Certificates for 120,000 dollars, they issued bills, at 365 days after sight, on the Court of Directors for a total of £136,705, the equivalent at the exchange of the season of 546,820 dollars paid into the treasury by those engaged in the country trade. The opportunity for finding money from this source is referred to by the supercargoes in a minute in which, after enumerating their available resources for meeting their commitments, they continue—

... there will remain a deficiency of Tales 202,948 to make good the said investment of Raw Silk. Tho the amount may appear large, the immense sums lodged at this place, with no other view than to catch the first opportunity of a remittance; moreover the expected bullion from Manilla, and other places, to answer the same purpose; the eagerness the foreigners, as

1 Consult., China Council, 1775.
well as individuals, have expressed to embrace such an opportunity, indicates to us more than a possibility of attaining such a sum.

The modesty of the supercargoes in thus estimating the possibility of finding so moderate a sum as three lakhs of dollars from this source, when twelve years later, no less than forty lakhs were paid into the treasury for this purpose, indicates that the practice was of quite recent origin.

The bills issued were, as a standing rule, payable at 365 days after sight. In 1779 the Council received 1,145,379 dollars (Tls. 825,073) against 365-day bills at the exchange of 5s. 2d. per "new milled Mexico Dollar". This was enough for their needs for the investment of that year, but, as more money was tendered, they offered 730-day bills at 5s. 3d. per dollar; for these they received a further sum of 990,171 dollars (Tls. 712,923), and they rejected a tender of four lakhs of rupees offered at the close of the season. This was repeated in 1780, when they received Tls. 1,203,562 for 365-day bills at 5s. 1d., and Tls. 182,415 for 730-day bills at 5s. 4d. In 1791, 1792, and 1793, having sufficient funds in the treasury, they issued no 365-day bills, but accepted silver offered to them against 730-day bills, at the rate of exchange which in 1790 had been the rate for 365-day bills. The reason for so long a term as one calendar year was to allow of the money advanced in Canton being repaid from the proceeds of the sale in London of the cargo for the purchase of which it was taken into the treasury; and it will be useful to record the period covered by the transactions for one season at Canton, called in this paper the season 1779.

The silver dollars, woollens, and lead for stock were contracted for in the spring and summer of 1778, and shipped before the close of that year; ships ordered out via Benkulen, Bombay, or other Indian ports ordinarily sailed in August or September, 1778; direct ships received their sailing orders in January, February, or sometimes March, 1779, and sailed from the Downs as soon thereafter as the wind permitted
(cases are on record when ships were wind-bound in the Downs for forty days); the first ships arrived usually in July, 1779, and the others were strung along from then until, sometimes, as late as February, 1780. Contracts for the homeward investment were made from March, 1779, to December, 1779; but purchases of odd lots were made up to March, 1780. The earliest ships were sometimes dispatched from Canton in November, 1779; the greater number by the end of January, 1780; a belated few in March, 1780; and occasionally one in the first week of April, 1780. A few early ships arrived in the Downs on the return voyage before the September sales of 1780; a considerable number arrived after that date, and their cargo must then wait for the December sales, 1780, or the March sales, 1781; and at the sales the Company must give six months' credit to the purchasing merchants. The bills sometimes arrived in London by the ship which brought the cargo to cover them; but more commonly they were sent to Calcutta or Bombay, were sold there, and were then sent to London by the Suez overland route, or by Basra, and might reach London before the corresponding Canton ships. In either case there was ample time, even with the long credits of the period, to obtain from the sale of the Canton cargo the funds needed to meet the bills.

The exchange of the season had for more than a century past (since 1619) been 5s. per dollar. In 1779 the Council fixed the exchange at 5s. 2d. in order to encourage further receipts; but in 1780 it was at 5s. 1d.; both for 365-day bills. In 1781 the war kept away the French and the Dutch, but the attention of the Danish and Swedish Companies had been drawn to this method of providing funds; the two Companies together exported 55,000 piculs of tea, against the English Company's 63,000 piculs, and they brought in their ships 580,000 dollars, while the English ships brought none. The Swedes now offered 9-months bills for 5s. 7d., and the Danes 6-months for 5s. 6d. The shorter term was attractive, but
London was the better money market; and the English Council obtained all the money they needed at 5s. 6d. for 12-months bills. The next year the Swedish and Danish ships brought a million dollars, and the English none; and again the English Council obtained all they wanted, but again at 5s. 6d.; and this rate was maintained until 1788, when it was lowered to 5s. 4d.

The money which bought these bills came for the most part from the country trade between Indian ports and Canton. Some considerable sums came indirectly from Spanish sources; dollars were sent from Acapulco to Manila, from Manila to Macao, and there used to buy Chinese produce, which was then sent Manila-Acapulco-Panama-Cadiz.

Opium.—The opium trade to China in the eighteenth century was centred at Macao; the Bengal opium being shipped from Calcutta in English country ships, the Malwa and Persian opium coming generally in Portuguese ships from Goa and Damán. The annual quantity between 1780 and 1787 was about 1,400 chests, which was sold at prices ranging from 200 to 500 dollars, making an annual total of about Tls. 400,000, all of which went in the Company's London Bills to Calcutta or Bombay. Only once, in 1782, had the English Company embarked in a direct venture in opium, as described above; but in 1786 the China Council proposed to the Governor-General that some quantity of opium offered at the Government sales in Calcutta should be sold subject to the condition that the purchase-money should be paid in dollars into the Company's treasury at Canton. The next year Tls. 350,000 was paid in at Canton for opium so sold—

The Government of Bengal has this year made an effort to assist us with 22 Lacs of Rupees of which they remitted 10,51,223 in the mode we recommended of delivering Opium in Calcutta to be paid for at Canton.

A further sum of 2 lakhs of rupees was received for copper and salt-petre shipped from Calcutta to Bombay and sold there
on condition of paying the amount into the Treasury here [Canton] . . . The remainder of the 22 Lacs they have never been able to send, chiefly we suppose from the difficulty of finding Modes of remittance without exporting the Currency of the Country. Later in the same season, 1786, in connexion with a project of co-operation with the Spanish at Manila, the Council withdrew their proposal for the opium sales—

Also resolved to recommend to the Government of Bengal that in future the whole of what they intend for our Supply be remitted thro' this Channel & that the Opium be disposed of in the usual way, instead of being sold to be paid for into the Treasury here; for the latter mode altho' it seems a Medium of Remittance from thence, is so much taken from the produce of the Country Trade which would otherwise be paid in for Drafts on England; & as we shall require whatever funds can be thrown into our hands by any means, it will be advisable to drop this mode when a better can be substituted in its place and not liable to its uncertainty, for altho' the amount of the Agreements made this Season is not very great, we have every reason to think that little more than \( \frac{3}{4} \) will be paid.\(^1\)

*Country Trade.*—It was from the country trade between Indian ports and China that the Council obtained the greatest part of the money paid in for bills. This country trade increased *pari passu* with the growth of the Company's trade: in 1775 out of a total of 26 foreign ships at Canton 5 were English Company and 8 English licensed country ships; in 1788 out of 66 foreign ships 26 were English Company and 24 English country ships. In the country trade China took from India produce having a relatively high value—opium, cotton, putchuck, olibanum, myrrh, sandalwood, etc.—but the goods carried back were of cheaper kinds—sugar, alum, tutenague (spelter), etc., with sometimes fairly large quantities of raw silk. There was consequently always a large surplus not required for the return investment, and for this the country traders welcomed the means of remittance afforded by the Company's sterling bills.

\(^1\) Consult., China Council, 1786.
Bills on Bengal.—In 1786 the China Council granted bills on Bengal for a considerable amount, nearly seven lakhs of rupees, at the exchange of 39 dollars for 100 Ct. rupees. The new Governor-General, Lord Cornwallis, wrote at once protesting against this drain on the resources of Bengal and against the unduly favourable rate of exchange, and ordered that no more such bills should be granted. The Council obeyed the injunction, but, as regards the exchange, pointed out that the Company, by its London office, paid more for sterling bills than, by its Bengal office, it did for rupee bills. The sterling bills were commonly sold in Calcutta and Bombay at 2s. and often 1s. 11d. per rupee, and the transactions of 1786 had by the two methods the following values:—¹

Head Dollars 258,479 paid into the Canton Treasury
at 2 per cent discount is Old Mexico Dollars 253,310
at 5s. 6d. per Old Dollar is 569,660
at 2s. per rupee is Current Rupees 696,600
at 1s. 11d. per rupee is " 726,888

Head Dollars 258,479 at 39 Dollars per 100 R. " 662,767

Transfers in the Treasury.—An immediate result of the prohibition of rupee bills was a notable development of the practice of granting transfers in the treasury.

This Transaction had its origin at a time when the want of Specie rendered it an object of reciprocal convenience to the Company, the Merchant, & the Remitter, & was an order from the Merchant to whom the Company was indebted to pay the amount of the Balance owing or any part thereof to an Individual who has at the same time a demand on the Merchant, which payment it is always understood is to be made by a Bill of Exchange on the Hon’ble Court of Directors. Totally to suppress such a mode of Payment will we believe be impracticable, the necessity of remitting large sums into the Country leaves so little Specie in Canton that the whole collected Currency of the place would not suffice for the payments which must be made in our Treasury for Bills in the course of the Season—but as the granting Bills upon such orders at a time when we are not indebted to any Merchant.

is in reality a Payment in advance rather than a Transfer of Debt & as such payment in advance would not have been made in Specie without some consideration in favour of the Company so it appears but reasonable that a Credit afforded by this means should be accompanied with similar Advantages.

Resolved therefore that no Transfer or Order from any Merchant for the Payment of Money by Bills on the Hon’ble Court of Directors be accepted except the same be in discharge of a debt actually existing, or that the same be considered as an advance on some Contract which shall take place in consequence thereof; except as to such Merchants and in such case or situation as the Committee would otherwise on application have made a payment in Silver.¹

The Committee had closed the season 1785 with a debit balance of Tl. 804,307 and that of 1786 with a debit balance of Tls. 914,308, the latter being the resultant of the amounts owing to the merchants, Tls. 1,397,602, less silver in the treasury and tea in godown, Tls. 483,294; but though owing so much, they were still able to give the advances required for making their winter contracts for the coming season by means of the system of transfers. These transfers, amounting to some lakhs of dollars, served in fact as currency for the needs of the Company—

This evil was the necessary effect of want of Money, & whilst the Company continued in debt was unavoidable not being able to pay by means more eligible it would have been unjust to reject these which were in our power.²

In 1798 the Select Committee opened the season with a debit balance of Tls. 2,810,798; imported silver to the value of Tls. 1,321,984; and granted bills on London and Bengal to the amount of Tls. 2,497,576, of which Tls. 1,637,506 represented transfers in the treasury.

*Bonds.*—In addition the supercargoes received money on deposit for one year, with interest at 10 per cent per annum;

¹ Consult., Sel. Com., 1787.
² Ibid.
but these deposits gave temporary relief only, and did not add permanently to the resources of the Canton treasury. The amount so received did not exceed Tls. 50,000 to Tls. 70,000 in any one year.

By these various methods—remittance of specie, shipment of goods, and banking procedure—the Canton treasury was kept supplied with the funds required for the Company's business at Canton, in proportions which may be gauged by the figures for certain typical years from 1775 on:—
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tlhs.</th>
<th>Tlbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1775</td>
<td>340,395</td>
<td>369,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>842,789</td>
<td>746,136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1777</td>
<td>1,411,433</td>
<td>1,410,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>493,835</td>
<td>407,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1778</td>
<td>2,946,341</td>
<td>2,810,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>914,308</td>
<td>741,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1779</td>
<td>2,062,030</td>
<td>1,534,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,912,320</td>
<td>1,534,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1780</td>
<td>2,875,523</td>
<td>2,875,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1781</td>
<td>1,107,418</td>
<td>1,107,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1782</td>
<td>2,345,505</td>
<td>2,345,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1783</td>
<td>4,719,428</td>
<td>4,719,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1784</td>
<td>6,662,814</td>
<td>6,662,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1785</td>
<td>3,838,868</td>
<td>3,838,868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tlhs.</th>
<th>Tlbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1793</td>
<td>2,947,576</td>
<td>2,497,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>1,386,343</td>
<td>1,386,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1795</td>
<td>2,911,231</td>
<td>2,911,231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tlhs.</th>
<th>Tlbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1787</td>
<td>1,912,320</td>
<td>1,534,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1788</td>
<td>2,875,523</td>
<td>2,875,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1789</td>
<td>1,107,418</td>
<td>1,107,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1790</td>
<td>2,345,505</td>
<td>2,345,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1791</td>
<td>4,719,428</td>
<td>4,719,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>6,662,814</td>
<td>6,662,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793</td>
<td>3,838,868</td>
<td>3,838,868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tlhs.</th>
<th>Tlbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>2,911,231</td>
<td>2,911,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1795</td>
<td>2,911,231</td>
<td>2,911,231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Carry over:**
- Credit:
- Debit:
- English products realized:
- Indian goods:
- Total goods:
- Silver brought in ships:
- Cash received for Bills, and Agreements:

**Net Total Assets:***
- 1,210,851
- 2,000,000

**Investment:**
- 1,210,851

---

*Eleven ships of which six carried an investment of Tls. 1,049,306.*
The Kufic Inscriptions of Kisimkazi Mosque, Zanzibar, 500 H. (A.D. 1107)

By S. FLURY

OUR knowledge of ornamental Kufic inscriptions is chiefly based on the materials which have been found in Egypt, Syria, Asia Minor, and Upper Mesopotamia. Although they are fairly numerous, a comparative study of the origin and general development of the different types of Kufic writing is not yet possible. Such a work would have to include the countries further East, and unfortunately they have not been thoroughly explored hitherto. But the few landmarks we possess show clearly that the outlying Eastern provinces produced a greater variety of decorative inscriptions than the West ever did.¹

This small stock of epigraphic documents from the Eastern part of the Muhammadan world has received a very remarkable addition through a discovery recently made by Major F. B. Pearce, British Resident in Zanzibar. In the course of his researches on the Muhammadan antiquities of this island, he has found several Kufic inscriptions in the Mosque of Kisimkazi,² which are all the more valuable as they bear an exact date. They are carved in stone, and decorate the qibla-wall and the miḥrāb.

A transcription and a translation of the two larger inscriptions have already been published in the Supplement to the Official Gazette, Zanzibar, vol. xxx, No. 1526. The one on the right of the miḥrāb is koranic, and contains chapter ix, 18 (cf.


² A description of this mosque is to be found in Zanzibar, the island metropolis of Eastern Africa, by F. B. Pearce, pp. 418–9.
Plate I), the other on the left is historical (cf. Plate II). M. A. Patricolo renders the historical text as follows:—

الشيخ الر
 Corona
 هناء السيد أبى عمران

الله عمرو وأهله عدوه

بناء هذا المسجد في يوم الأحد ث الث قعدة سنة خمساً ثة

This version requires some additions and corrections. The beginning of the text reads: هذا ما أمر, part of is covered by a border of plaster,¹ which surrounds the two bands of writing. The words after الشيخ are partly defaced. The first must be الزؤيس,² as the two yās and the outline of the sin are still visible. The second word is الإبل; the three vertical shafts of alif lām-alif are to be seen in the left top corner of the second slab. The nūn read by Patricolo is merely an excrecence for ornament alone, an embellishment frequently used in Kufic script of this kind; the last letter is not alif, but a final lām, the tail of which ends under the lām of the following مفهمو. السيد.

Cairo transcription reads after عمران, neither agrees with the number of the letters nor with their forms, it should be replaced by بن موسى. The little ornamental excrecence between bā and nūn occurs here again.

The first word of the second line is also partly hidden by the plaster border, and all that is entirely clear is a final

¹ It may be due to the restoration of 1184 H. (A.H. 1770) recorded by a naskhi inscription of the mihrāb, cf. loc. cit. inscription 3.
² This word has been kindly suggested by Mr. W. Marçais.
mim. The next word is طولل. The band ends with 
من شر [ش], but again the last two letters are covered by plaster. The rest of the date affords an interesting example of boustrophedon writing. The first letters of the month 
القعدة [القعدة] are cut off by the border. Between 
في ذي القعدة [في ذي القعدة] and سنة is visible a badly written في in a vertical position.

Translation: This is what has ordered the high and very great Shaikh es-Saiyid Abû 'Imrân Mûsâ, son of el Ijasan, son of Muḥammad . . .—may Allâh grant him long life and destroy his enemies—about building this mosque on a Sunday of the month Dhû-l-Qâda in the year five hundred (A.D. 1107).

A Kuranic inscription of a somewhat simpler style than the one of Plate I, is reproduced on Plate III. It contains chapter xvii, 80–82.

On the right of Plate III: 
أَقِمِ الصَّلَاةَ لِدَلَّوْك

In the middle: 
مَقَامًا مُحَمَّدًا وَقَلِبٌ أَدْخِلْني
on the right of the naskhi inscription already mentioned:

و اجعل لي

The last word on the left must be نصيرا; it has probably been restored, as its style differs much from the rest.

Plate IV gives the deep recess of the mihrâb with the whole of verse 81. The circular inscriptions within the two rosettes over the mihrâb arch (cf. Plate III) have been read with the kind assistance of Aly Bey Bahgat. The rosette on the right
contains K. xiii, 24, as far as فنعم, the one on the left عقبى الدار.¹ It has not been possible to decipher the rest, the only word quite clear is سلام.

What data are to be gathered from the inscriptions of Kisimkazi? It seems that the historical text does not yield much evidence as to the person and quality of the founder of the mosque. The epithets of ‘Abū ‘Imrān Mūsā are not sufficient to determine his exact position in the settlement of Kisimkazi or to ascertain whether he was connected with one of the provinces of the Asiatic continent. The political history of Zanzibar about the year 500 H. is still in the dark, as the historical sources are very scanty.²

The chief interest of the unique inscriptions of Kisimkazi,³ therefore, lies in the many palæographical facts which they contain. At first sight the three inscriptions seem to differ considerably in their style of writing. The two bands of Plate I are decidedly more elaborate than those of Plate II and Plates III and IV. This is due to the fact that the former possess several specimens of the so-called “plaited Kufic” (couifique tressé). In the three Allâhs of Plate I all the vertical shafts are interlaced and form a compact and intricate mass, which covers the whole surface to be decorated (cf. Plate V, bottom line), scarcely leaving any space for ornamental foliage. But a close examination of the alphabetic table of the different inscriptions ⁴ clearly shows that their characters belong to

¹ According to Aly Bey Bahgat this verse is frequently to be found in tombs of saints.
² Kind communication of Mr. R. Guest and Professor Snouck Hurgronje.
³ Cf. F. B. Pearce, loc. cit., p. 419 top.
⁴ A, B represent the characters of Plates I and II, C those of Plates III and IV.
one family. As a rule the same elements of foliage are used to fill up the open space between the letters, and it will be noticed that the tendency to interlace the shafts is a characteristic feature of all these bands.

The manner in which the calligraphist treats the article \textit{alif lām} forms one of the best criteria for judging the style of his script. It is very remarkable that in the Kisimkazi inscriptions \textit{alif lām} is always once or twice plaited (cf. Plate V, 1a, b). In this respect the contemporary inscriptions of Cairo form a striking contrast. Perhaps the finest specimen of Egyptian \textit{floriated Kufic} is to be found in the qubbat Ikhvat Saiyidnâ Yûsuf.\footnote{Cf. Flury, \textit{Die Ornamente der Hakim und Ashar Moschee}, pl. xviii, and A. Creswell, \textit{A brief Chronology of the Muhammadan Monuments of Egypt}, pl. iv, A.} It contains the same Kuranic inscription as Plate I, and therefore offers the best material for comparison. But although the Kufic characters of the Cairo monument are carved in stucco and about 20 years later than those of Kisimkazi, they are much more severe in style, and do not contain a single plaited \textit{alif lām}.

The calligraphist of Kisimkazi not only interlaces the shafts within one word, he even connects two words by plaiting their final and initial letters (cf. Plate V, 1b end and the last but one Allâh, and Plate III on the left: \textit{Aj‘al bî}). But the most striking feature of his script will be found in the letters with horizontal limbs: \textit{dāl}, \textit{sād}, \textit{tā}, and \textit{kāf} (cf. Plate V, 4, 7, 8, and 11). These letters differ so much from their canonic models as to be hardly recognizable. Instead of two horizontal bars, he sometimes uses four, and not content with this radical alteration of the original type, he further plaits them and adds little decorative loops at the top and bottom of the letters (cf. 4a, 4b, 7a, 7c, 8b, 11a, and 11c).

Another feature of this Kufic script, which, at first sight, does not strike the observer, but which is none the less very characteristic of it, must still be mentioned: the calligraphist of Kisimkazi, as a rule, does not try to displace the graphic
accents from the lower zone of the band towards the upper one. The bevelled shafts of \textit{alif} and \textit{lám} just touch the top edge of the band, but they are neither bent nor broken there to end in a horizontal direction or to be turned down again. \textit{Dāl}, \textit{jā}, \textit{kāf} (cf. 4, 8, 11), and the tails of \textit{rā}, \textit{mīm}, \textit{nūn}, \textit{waw}, and \textit{yā} (cf. 5, 13, 14, 16, and 17) never reach the top edge, and no vertical shafts are used as mere ornaments. Obviously the artist wanted to have large gaps in the lettering to give free play to his scroll work.

From Plate VI, which shows some typical specimens of the floriated Kufic of Kisimkazi, it will be seen what a prominent place ornamental foliage holds in this script. Long, slender-stemmed scrolls spring from the letters, forming graceful involutions, and ending in three or five-lobed leaves (cf. Plate VI, \textit{a}, \textit{b}, and \textit{d}), sometimes they are arranged symmetrically (\textit{c}, \textit{d}); but in either case great care is taken that the ornamental elements should be regularly distributed over the ground to be decorated. A very rare specimen of Kufic script, combined with elaborate ornaments detached from the characters, is reproduced in Plate VI, \textit{e} (cf. Plate II, second band). The different floral elements, growing from the central, heart-shaped figure, blend into a remarkably well-balanced composition. This detail alone would suffice to prove that the calligraphist of Kisimkazi was a perfect master of his art.

The question of the origin of the Zanzibar Kufic is not easy to answer. One fact seems to be established by the analysis of the inscriptions: they exhibit such a degree of technical skill and feeling for style that they are not likely to be the work of a provincial craftsman, who knew no art beyond that of his native place.\textsuperscript{1} A remark of Major F. B. Pearce hints at the country the script may come from: “The

\textsuperscript{1} The same observation applies to the architectural features of the miḥrāb (cf. Plate III); they at once recall a well-known series of mihrābs, one of the oldest of which is to be found in the mosque of Ibn Ṭūlūn at Cairo.
main fabric of the outer walls (of the mosque) affords unmistakable evidence that the building is of Shirazian origin.\footnote{Cf. loc. cit., p. 418.} Unfortunately decorative Kufic inscriptions of cities near the Persian Gulf have not been published hitherto. Some fragmentary bands with a few letters, scrolls, and leaves might settle the question of origin at once.

As suitable materials for comparison are not available in Arabia, southern Persia, and 'Irâq, only the products of remoter art-centres can be compared with the Kufic script of Kisimkazi. And if its origin still remains in the dark, it will at least be possible to make clear its distinctive characteristics.

The capital of the Fatimite empire has already been mentioned. But among its many Kufic inscriptions there is not one which affords an indication of a possible connexion between Cairo and Kisimkazi. The Fatimite art of Egypt is characterized by a certain severity of style, traceable both in architecture and in ornamentation. The Kufic script of Cairo, accordingly, makes a sparing use of plaited characters.\footnote{Cf. Flury, *Islamische Schriftbänder, Amida-Diarbekr*, p. 31; translated into French in the *Berne Syria*, vol. ii, p. 61.}

In this regard the inscriptions of Amida differ widely from those of Cairo and provide several details, which recall the alphabet of Plate V. The inscription of Sultan Malik Shâh, for instance, dated 484 H.,\footnote{Cf. loc. cit., pl. x.} has a considerable variety of plaited alifs and lâms, their shafts are decorated with loops and knots in the form of a heart, and the tails of râ, nân, wâw, and yâ end in three-quarter circles. But in spite of these common features there exists a fundamental difference. The calligraphists of Amida distribute their lettering over the whole surface of the band, and accordingly keep the floral scrolls in the background, whilst the artist of Kisimkazi reserves the upper zone as much as possible for foliage; the few specimens of pure plaited Kufic, of course, form an
exception (cf. Plate V, 1b end and the two Allâhs of the last line). The latter, as well as the plaited dâl, sâd, tâ, and kâf (cf. Plate V, 4, 7, 8, and 11), cannot be derived from the contemporary epigraphic monuments of the Jazîrah province.

The highly developed script of Kisîmkâzî is not only unique on the African coast, but also on the Asiatic continent. So far only one prototype has been published, the inscription on the tower of Râdkân, near the Caspian Sea, dated 411 H.\(^1\)

The comparative analysis of the two scripts,\(^2\) which are separated by such a great distance and a space of over eighty years, clearly shows that they belong to one and the same line of evolution, although the connecting links are still missing. Hitherto it has only been possible to follow the migration of the plaited characters from the North-East to the West,\(^3\) but now there is reason to believe that already in the course of the fifth century they had spread over the South as well.

Ornamental Kufic characters seem but a small field when compared with the range of the great monuments that Muhammadan art has produced; but, when thoroughly explored, they furnish a very sensitive instrument, enabling some hidden currents of Muhammadan civilization to be detected and estimated.

\(^1\) Cf. E. Diez, Churasanische Baudenkmâler, Plates II and III.

\(^2\) Cf. Flury, Islamische Schriftbänder, Plates XIV, 1, 4, 7, 15, 16 f., and lâm-alif.

\(^3\) Cf. loc. cit., p. 51.
Kufic inscription in Kisimkazi Mosque, Zanzibar.
Mihrab of Kisimkazi Mosque, Zanzibar.
Interior of the Mihrab of Kisimkazi Mosque, Zanzibar.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

A CAPPADOCIAN SEAL

In the *Proceedings* of the Society of Biblical Archæology a photograph has been given of a seal-cylinder of hæmatite which I obtained from Cappadocia when I was in Asia Minor many years ago. The seal belongs to what is called "the Hittite" class; the work is exceptionally fine, and the date about 2000 B.C. or earlier. It represents (1) the Moon-god of Ur seated, with a springing goat above his outstretched hand; (2) in front of him a priest of diminutive size, also seated on a cross-legged chair, and offering a lyre; (3) above the lyre a hare, and above this again the sun resting on the crescent moon with the seven stars at the side; (4) two goats in an heraldic position with their figures crossing one another; (5) below them three men with birds' heads and long robes in a horizontal position; and finally (6) two lines of inscription.

These two lines of cuneiform inscription were reproduced in the photograph. I regarded them at the time as the work of an engraver who was unacquainted with the cuneiform characters and employed them only as ornaments, like the Egyptian hieroglyphs on many Phœnician seals. Since then the publication of the Boghaz Keui and allied texts have shown that I was mistaken in this view, and that the characters belong to one of the local forms of what we may now call the Hittite type of cuneiform script. The character ||||, which occurs three times and was the principal cause of my belief that the writing was merely ornamental, can now be traced back to ﬣ||| the Hittite form of the Assyrian u, which is occasionally written in the same way.

The two lines of inscription are as follows:—

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x} & \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \\
\equiv & \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv \equiv
\end{align*}
\]

This reads:—

(1) AN-as ni-nu-u-as /
(2) za-nu-u-as SAMAS-AN-u-as.
In the second line we could read SARRU AN-\textit{u}-\textit{as} "the king divine", since the use of \textit{⟨⟩} for "king" goes back to an early date in Assyria, and the cuneiform characters were first introduced into Cappadocia by the Assyrian colony at Kara Ryuk. The Hittite kinglets, however, called themselves "Sungods", and I therefore prefer to give \textit{⟨⟩} its signification of "Sun-god" rather than "king", supposing that the Cappadocian writer has transposed the place of the determinative "god", writing SAMAS-AN instead of AN-SAMAS.

The first line, which ends with the sign of division, is the Hittite AN-\textit{as Ninua}s "the god(dess) of Nineveh", i.e. Išhar. Arrian (in Eusebius: D. \textit{Per.} 772) tells us that \textit{Ninua}s was the brother of Kappadox; it is, therefore, possible that "the Ninevite deity" is here intended to be an epithet of the king. Zanu-ki was the name of a locality from which silver was brought according to a Cappadocian tablet formerly in my possession and now in the Ashmolean Museum; we may also compare the Pontic Zani.

If we are to read SARRU instead of SAMAS, we must regard Zanuas as a divine name before which the determinative of divinity has been omitted contrary to rule, though not without examples in the Cappadocian tablets. The two alternative translations, accordingly, will be: (1) "The goddess of Nineveh. (2) Zanuas the Sun-god," i.e. supreme king; and "The goddess (or god) of Nineveh, (2) Zanuas, king (or queen) of the gods". There was no gender in the Hittite languages.

A. H. SAYCE.

\textbf{THE "OROPUS" TITLE OF CARCHEMISH}

In his interesting note in the \textit{Journal}\textsuperscript{1} on "Oropus" or "Europus" of classic Greek geography, as a name for the ancient Hittite capital Carchemish, the modern "Jerablus"

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{JRAS.} 1921, 47 f.
on the last ford of the Upper Euphrates, Professor Sayce confirms that identity and derives that name from a suppositious Sumerian and Mitannian compound of *Uru* + *pi*, in which *Uru* = "the city" in Sumerian and *pi* is "a Mitannian definite suffix". I venture to offer an alternative suggestion on the origin of that name, on an Assyrian basis, as the Assyrians dominated that city after 717 B.C. in the post-Hittite and pre-Greek period.

The usual Greek and Greco-Roman name for the strategic town occupying the site of the old sacred Hittite city of Carchemish was "Hierapolis", which Greek name is generally assumed to be the source of the modern name by which the site is known to the Arabs——"Jerablus." But none of the writers on Carchemish, as far as I am aware (not even Mr. Hogarth), seem to have remarked that Homer apparently called the chief city of the Hittites "Europulos", which, or its Hittite original, thus seems to be a remoter common source of both the later Greek "Hierapolis" and the Arabic "Jerablus". The "Heths" or "Hitts" of the Hebrew Old Testament, latinized into "Hitt-ites" in our English version, called themselves "Khati" or "Khatti", the "Kheta" of the Egyptians, and Homer states that the Kôlei¹ as defenders of Troy were led by Europulos against the Achaian Greek invaders. Homer here appears to call this Hittite chief after his capital, as the poet does in many other instances, just as modern squires are sometimes called after their estates. For this Hittite "Europulos", meaning in Greek "the wide-gated", can only be applied to a city, and it presumably was the source of the modern name "Jerablus".

The original Hittite form of this Grecianized name "Europulus" will doubtless be disclosed when the excavations at Carchemish are further advanced and the cuneiform tablets translated, and the local Hittite hieroglyphs deciphered. As regards the formation of the later Greek name "Oropus" or "Europos" it seems conceivable that the

¹ *Odyssey*, 11, 521.
later Seleucid Greeks, who are usually credited with having had the Assyrian priest Berosos in their employ, may have treated the latter part ("ulos") of the name "Europulos" as the common Assyrian affix of city-names, namely, alu, "a city." This would result in a reading of "Europ" for the city-name, and "Europ" would be Grecianized into "Europus" or "Oropus".

But more probably the immediate source of the Greek name "Oropus" and the Arabic "Jerabis" — the commoner modern local name for Carchemish—is, I think, the Akkado-Assyrian "Arba-ilu" or "The divine Arba". This latter city contained a famous shrine sacred to the goddess Ishtar, who bears the title of "Arba" or "The Four"—presumably connecting her mystically with the phases of the Moon with which she is identified; and I have observed some evidence indicating that "Arba-ilu" was Carchemish. "Nana", a common title of Ishtar, the Mother-goddess, has been shown by Professor Sayce to have been another later Greek or Byzantine title of Carchemish, as "The Old Hierapolis" on the Euphrates. And the modern name for the lower channel of the Euphrates as "Shatt-el Arab", or "Channel of Arab", appears to me to possibly preserve the tradition of "Arba" or Oropus, when it was a chief capital of the Seleucids (and pre-Seleucids) in Upper Mesopotamia.

For large rivers are frequently called in the east after the chief city situated upon them; and I find that the other great channel of the Old Euphrates, below Babylon, the "Shatt-en-Nil", or "Channel of Nil", seems named in an analogous manner. The usual abbreviated name for Babylon upon official and religious documents from the Assyrian down to the Medo-Persian period of Darius is, I find, "Nir" (not "E" as hitherto transcribed), which

---

1 See Cuneiform Texts in British Museum, xxxv, 1918, pls. 9, 36, etc.; and Thureau-Dangin, Rituels Accadiens, Paris, 1921, 88, 111 f.
2 JRAS. 1921, 47 f.
was dialectically corrupted into "Nil". Moreover, "Arba" is an Akkade-Assyrian synonym for Gar, the first syllable of "Gar-gamish"—the proper spelling of the name rendered "Carchemish" by the Hebrews—and thus would lend itself to an abbreviated Semitic form of the old city-name; and thus be the remoter source of both the modern Arabic "Jerabis" and the Greco-Roman "Oropus".

L. A. WADDELL.

8th February, 1922.

In continuation of my note on this place-name in our Journal for 1921, I have found in Schulyer's Turkistan, ii, 191, that Nor (Nūr) is a Kalmak word signifying lake. I think that this must be the original name of the valley, and that it means the valley of the lake. The valley must have had a name centuries before the Muḥammadans came into Afghanistan. When they came, they either did not know the Kalmak word, or they altered it into Noe, that is Noah, in accordance with their traditions about the prophet and his father Lamech, and that the settlers in the valley called themselves the Nūrzai, that is, the descendants of Noah, and is a well-known tribe. It may, however, be that Nūr was the name of their leader, for Nūr is a common Muḥammadan name. They also may have or they may have wished to take advantage of the Persian name for light, just as the Roshanis did.

Against this is the fact that there does not now seem to be any lake in the valley. But there may have been a lake in the early days of their occupation. The fact that the valley is full of boulders seems to indicate that there was much water in the valley in old times.

H. BEVERIDGE.

5th February, 1922.

1 See article by me on "Shinar and the Tower of Babel" in Asiatic Review, April, 1922.
EPIGRAPHICAL NOTES
No. 1
A Persian Seal Cylinder

This fine specimen of the engraver’s art belongs to Trinity College, Dublin. The details of the figures and the style of workmanship point to the Persian age, and to the latter part of the sixth century B.C.

On the left is represented a king or god in combat with a rampant lion, a subject delighted in by the seal engravers, and handed down from Assyrian, indeed from early Babylonian times. As on the famous seal of Darius,¹ now in the British Museum, the king wears the characteristic Persian crown with points, and the equally characteristic long robe kilted up on one side to free the limbs for action. He holds in his right hand a short sword or dagger, and with his left seizes the lion by the throat. The nearest parallel to this representation occurs on a seal in the Pierpont Morgan Collection (ed. Ward, 1909, No. 274). On the right, facing the combatants, stands a male robed figure in the attitude of worship, with the left arm raised and the finger extended; the right is held close to the side, with the palm of the hand open and turned upwards; the lower part of the figure has been obliterated by a chip in the stone. A similar figure may be seen in Delaporte, Cyldindres Orientaux, 1910, pl. xxvi, No. 383.² In front of the worshipper, presumably the owner of the seal, is his name, written in

¹ Reproduced in Ball’s Light from the East, p. 227.
² I owe this and the reference to Ward to the kindness of Professor Langdon.
old Aramaic characters, שֶׁבֶשׁ, $Kabš(u)$ or $Kileš(u)$). The name, which appears to be not otherwise known in Aramaic, may be connected with the Hebrew שֶׁבֶשׁ, lamb, and with the Arabic كُبْشَةُ young ram, which was used also of a leader or hero in early poetry,¹ and as a proper name occurs early in the forms كَبْشَة, كَبْشَة, كَبْشَة.² In Aramaic the equivalent is kebšû, with sh instead of the s which we should expect.

It is tempting to read the name שֶׁרֶשׁ, i.e. Cyrus, spelt as in Ezra i, 1, 2, though usually written שֶׁרֶשׁ; but the tail of the second letter distinctly curves to the left in the original (in the photograph not so clearly), and we must recognize a beth and not a resh.

No. 2

A Palmyrene Tessera

A

B

This tessera, made of terra-cotta, belongs to a well-known type, but it is specially interesting on account of its excellent state of preservation and the two inscriptions. It may be dated in the second or third century A.D. The triangle measures about one inch each way.

A. This side bears a trefoil in high relief, not unlike those shown in Mordtmann, Neue Beiträge z. Kunde Palmyra’s, No. 87, and in Lidzbarski, Ephemeris iii, Taf. xii, No. 5, but without the stem; it may have been intended for a bunch

² See Wüstendfeld, Das Leben Muhammad, ii, p. 253; Professor Margoliouth has kindly pointed out the reference.
of grapes. Below is an ornament with dots; and on the right, at the beginning of the inscription, the symbol י, which frequently occurs on these tesserae, and perhaps represents the planet Jupiter. The inscription in Palmyrene characters reads:

آنMAL בני ביתוימהשא

"May Bel protect the family of Bani-taimarsu!"

The tesserae often contain this formula, and sometimes in connexion with "the family of Taimarsu." The novelty here lies in the combination of Bani with Taimarsu to form a single name. There can be little doubt about the reading, though the first four letters, בניה, are run into one another in a rather perplexing way. The right-hand stroke of the י (shaped like a chevron) comes directly under the right leg of the מ, while the left stroke of the י, visible in a good light, crosses between the two legs of the מ. The י of מקרץ is joined to the top of the מ. As a proper name Bani by itself occurs in the inscription Vog. 34, given by Lidzbarski in his Handbuch, p. 478, No. 4.

B. This side has a bunch of five palm leaves, and below a trefoil ornament between two volutes. The inscription may be read:

آنMAL בני בתוועשא

"May Bel protect the family of Bath‘an!"

The name בתוועשא, if correctly deciphered, may be a shortened form of בתוועשא, Répertoire d’Épigr. Sém., No. 405, which is abbreviated בתוועשא, ib. No. 350, and may have been just as well abbreviated בתוועשא. As the מ in Palmyrene is often identical in form with י, the name might be read.

1 e.g. Mordtmann, loc. cit., No. 79; Lidzbarski, Handbuch d. nordsem. Epigr., Taf. xliii, No. 5. For the explanation see de Vogüé, La Syrie Centrale, p. 81, and the tessera No. 134 in his collection.
3 For an explanation of this name see my North-Semitic Inscriptions, pp. 273, 295 f.
Bus'an, and connected with an Arabic بسع which Lidzbarski thinks may be the native equivalent of the name Βεσιος, found by Savignac in Ḫaurān (Eph. ii, p. 334; Rev. Biblique, 1905, p. 95); however, is not known in Palmyrene, and the reading بسع is to be preferred. The ṇ here resembles the form of the ṇ in A; the Ṽ is clear, with its tail turned to the left; the last letter, though faint, looks like a final ṣ joined to the projecting stroke of the Ṽ; after the ṣ comes, not another letter, but an outline of the ornamental circle above the volute.

G. A. Cooke.


Fifty Years of the Indian Antiquary

With the last issue of the Journal was circulated a small pamphlet, in reference to the Jubilee of our now old contemporary the Indian Antiquary, explaining its story and its services to Indian research. It has throughout its career been the handmaid of the various Asiatic Societies, never their rival, publishing in its monthly issues articles and notes of a kind not usually to be found in such pages as our own, partly on account of their length and partly on account of their nature. It has, however, all along had the good fortune to secure the services of the first Oriental scholars of the time, both European and Indian, besides a host of others, who have been, nevertheless, all serious students of things Indian. In congratulating this periodical on its past history, we gladly draw attention to the fact that it still continues and is open to articles, notes, and queries on its old subjects—the Archaeology, Epigraphy, Ethnology, Geography, History, Folklore, Language, Literature, Philology, Philosophy, and Religion of the Indian Empire, and to a certain extent of its surroundings. The Editor is Sir Richard Temple, c/o H. S. King & Co., 9 Pall Mall, London, S.W. 1, and the Indian Office is c/o The Superintendent, British India Press, Mazgaon, Bombay.

Jras. April 1922.
Correspondence

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
Institute of Historical Research, Bloomsbury

Sir,—Will you allow me to inquire, through your columns, whether any of your readers would be interested to co-operate in some organized study of Western influence on Near and Middle Eastern peoples?

The history of this influence during the last two or three centuries is one of the keys to present oriental problems, and the intellectual and social sides are at least as important as the military, diplomatic, and economic. There is an admirable field for such studies in the narratives of Western travellers, which, though often ransacked for curiosities of literature, seem never to have been surveyed systematically. But this field is so vast that no one inquiring into some particular subject can really cover it single-handed. Group work suggests itself, and I am trying to bring together at the Institute of Historical Research, Malet Street, Bloomsbury, a group of people interested in the studies that I have mentioned. For this purpose I am proposing to exclude India and Russia, to concentrate on the peoples and countries that have at one time been included in the Ottoman Empire, and not to go further back to start with than about the last quarter of the seventeenth century. On these lines I have already made a start with several collaborators.

At the Institute of Historical Research we have rooms, maps and works of reference, and are conveniently near to the British Museum. If any of your readers wishes for further information, I should be glad if he or she would write to me at the Institute; I will only add that I am not asking for pupils but for collaborators, and that even those with little time to spare may give valuable help.

ARNOLD J. TOYNBEE

(Professor of Byzantine and Modern Greek Language, Literature, and History, University of London, King's College).
NOTICES OF BOOKS

Some Recent Arabic Literature


Now that a generation of interpreters of South Arabian monuments has passed away, it is probable that Dr. Rhodokanakis can claim the first place among the Epigoni. The second volume of his Studien may be said to represent the high-water mark in this branch of philology; and his other works on this subject contain matter which is indispensable to students. His new treatise will therefore be studied with care, and will certainly form the basis for any future treatment of the texts which it contains. It is evident that the four inscriptions are all edicts of a king of Kataban in favour of certain hallowed individuals described as the ARBY alumni "reared" by the god 'Amm of Lubakh. In the first they are assigned a tithe of various revenues, which the Kabir (sheikh) of the tribe K1ID is to furnish. In the remaining three they are declared exempt from certain taxes which others have to pay. This is evidently the general drift of the inscriptions; but the obscurity of various expressions and constructions renders it difficult to make out more with certainty.

The editor's view that they have to with Bodenwirtschaft seems to be based in the first place on his rendering of the word $\text{H08}$ in i.4 as Irrigationsgebiet. But in the phrase $\text{H080 | 9401 | 70}$ the second word must clearly be a verb; and in C.I.H. 318, 4, a derivative of this root is rendered possessio, which accords perfectly with $\text{9401}$; these words may then be translated *Let there obtain and possess*, followed by the object in line 5, *the tithe*. 


Much depends on the sense of the word $\Delta \Omega \theta$, which occurs several times in the deed. The editor supposes it to mean Leistung, "performance"; but the context does not seem to favour this view. We have the sentences—

Lines 2, 3: $\text{IYNYLN} | \text{S0} | \text{AE00YN} | \text{BB90}$

" 9: $\text{ILB017} | \text{AE01} | \text{BB90} \text{L}$

" 8, 9: $\text{IYNYLN} | \text{BB90} | \text{BB90} | \text{IN91} | \text{BB90}$

And in other deeds among taxes $\text{BB90} | \text{BB90} | \text{BB90} | \text{BB90}$

In the first of these the word is coupled with $\text{LOB0}$, the expression wherewith the deed itself is described; in the second passage it seems to be substituted for $\text{LOB0}$. In the third the words $\text{IYNYLN}$ look like a false dittography of the preceding $\text{IYNYLN}$. In the other deeds the phrase $\text{BB90} | \text{BB90}$ is parallel to $\text{BB90} | \text{BB90} | \text{BB90} | \text{BB90}$, implying that $\text{BB90}$ is here the name of the god Wudd. In C.I.H. 290, 5, the word is followed by that comes, but the passage is otherwise as yet unintelligible. Now, whereas the Arabic root $\text{ZEM}$ seems to be far removed from any sense which would suit these passages, the root $\text{ZEM}$ offers some possibilities; indeed, the tradition $\text{ZEM}$ brings the verbal noun into connexion with a Divine name, as it is brought in the S. Arabian texts. The commentators offer the translation: Alms are one of God's rights, which would be almost the sense which Dr. Rhodokanakis gives the S. Arabian word; but there is another interpretation according to which $\text{ZEM}$ means an ordinance, and $\text{ZEM}$ is said to mean an injunction, and often means a spell. The sense order,
command, will suit the S. Arabian passages, in the first of which the Kabir is described as the person who writes and enforced the charters and such orders as are issued by the god. In the second the subject is told to write out and enforce the order. In the third there is a corruption, which can be neglected. In the fourth we have an order of the god Wudd. In the fifth any order which comes.

The three deeds of exemption begin with the formula אֵלֶּהְהוֹ יַּעַבְדֵּךְ, and the Arby are told to אֵלֶּהְהוֹ יַעַבְדֵּךְ אוּלַבְּרִיתֵך. The translation, hat entschieden und eröffnet, "has decided and disclosed," seems infelicitious, since the first verb has to be rendered in a later line by zugewiesen, "assigned," and the order die Eröffnung zur Kenntniss nehmen, "take notice of the disclosure," is far from convincing. It would seem clear that אֵלֶּהְהוֹ יַעַבְדֵּךְ must somehow mean exempt, and its reflexive claim exemption. A derivative of the same group which occurs in texts published in the editor's Studien ii seems to follow the Arabic sense, to shed. The Ethiopic sense is to expand, and this root is clearly identical with the Arabic يُلْقَى, which in legal and commercial language is used in connexion with permits, extension of terms, and (in modern times according to Belot) dispensation from observance of laws, which last is precisely the sense which we require. Of the taxes from which the Arby are exempted only one לֶהָ יַעַבְדֵּךְ can be interpreted with certainty; in this case also from the Ethiopic. It would seem, however, that the ordinary Katabanian had to pay various dues to the state, and in addition a series of imposts to the gods.

Dr. Rhodokanakis has thrown much light on the history and geography of this state, and on S. Arabian institutions generally. He has included in this work an edition and interpretation of a very important inscription, which, he thinks, deals with military taxation imposed by the kings of Saba.

This work is a careful and richly annotated translation of a MS. in the Landberg Collection of Yale University Library, in which an eye-witness of the events describes the massacres in Lebanon and Damascus which aroused so much indignation in Europe in 1860, and prepared the way for more recent developments in the country which was their theatre. The translation is preceded by an elaborate introduction, and followed by a conclusion in which history is brought up to date. The translator has been at pains to elucidate the historical and geographical allusions, and though the Arabic text is withheld, there is no reason for doubting that the translation is accurate. In an appendix some contemporary European documents are reprinted.

The events recorded have almost passed out of recollection; so many a catastrophe has befallen the Ottoman Empire since 1860. Any one who desired to write the history of the troubles of 1860 would have at his disposal besides the work translated by Dr. Scheltema at least two works in Arabic by eye-witnesses, as well as a great collection of diplomatic correspondence, of which an Arabic Corpus was started, but did not get (so far as the writer knows) beyond the third volume. By collation of these works with European authorities, it ought to be possible to get at the facts.
LOS PRECEDENTES MUSULMANES DEL PARI DE PASCAL. Por MIGUEL ASIN PALACIOS, Presbitero. 8vo. Santander, 1920.

By the Pari de Pascal the argument is designated that the believer has nothing to fear in the next life if the atheist be right, whereas the atheist has everything to fear if the believer be right. The Rev. M. Asin Palacios, who has written other works on Islamic philosophy, has in this treatise traced the employment of the argument in both Christian and Islamic literature, and analysed the resemblances and differences between the two. As he finds the resemblances between Ghazali and Pascal very remarkable, he suggests that Pascal may have had access direct or indirect to the works of Ghazali, but on the whole prefers the hypothesis of unconscious transmission of ideas.

This treatise will be found of considerable interest, as it gives in translation the passages in which Ghazali makes use of the argument, and in translation or original the corresponding passages of the Christian authors from Arnobius to Pascal, after whom it is named. Many bibliographical details are added both about Pascal’s work and the translations of Ghazali current in Europe; and in the introduction a parallel is drawn between the progress of thought in Islam and Christendom, to account for the genesis of apologetics for revealed religion.

What surprises the reader is that this argument, which occurs to every street-preacher, whether he has or has not heard the names of Pascal and Ghazali, should be so scantily represented in Christian theology. The germ (and something more) of the Pari is found in Plato’s Republic, where it is stated that when men get old they begin to wonder whether the doctrine of future retribution may not, after all, be true, and if they have bad consciences live in a state of painful apprehension.
تاريخ الصحافة العربية (History of Arabic Journalism).

Containing the story of every Arabic Journal or Magazine, which has appeared in the world, east or west, with portraits of their editors and contributors, and biographies of the most famous among them. By Viscount Philip Dey Ahrarzé. In two volumes. Beyrut: Adabiyyah Press, 1913.

The author of this work states that he has in his possession the largest existing collection of Arabic magazines and newspapers, reaching the number of 1,200; the two volumes which have appeared and which are to be followed by a third, contain a mass of information on this subject, which the author seems to have collected with great diligence and to have arranged with admirable method. He commences with an account of his predecessors in this line of inquiry, of whom he enumerates twenty-three; this is followed by a section on the titles of the Arabic journals; and this by a collection of thirty-two facts of interest in the history of journalism in general and Arabic journalism in particular. It appears that the first Arabic paper ever issued was one instituted by Napoleon in Cairo at the time of his invasion of Egypt. We also learn from this collection the name of the first illustrated journal and the first with coloured illustrations that appeared in the Arabic language.

The history of this journalism is divided into periods, of which the first extends from 1799 to 1869 and the second from 1869 to 1892. This latter date is the furthest reached in the second volume. The ground covered is very considerable, for journalism gradually spread to most of the countries where Arabic is spoken, and became established in all the larger towns. It also spread to America, where the first Arabic journal was published in 1892. Many of these issues are ephemeral; but some have maintained themselves for a long series of years owing to the ability with which they are
conducted. The current *Muktataf* is in its fifty-ninth volume, and the *Hilal* in its twenty-ninth.

Some ladies figure among the Arabic journalists; there is a portrait of Mariana Marrash, "the first Arab lady who wrote in the periodical press"; and if this work is ever completed there will be portraits of many Syrian and Egyptian women who are known as either editors or journalists. Indeed, the number of women's journals which have either appeared or are still appearing in those countries must be very considerable.

It is to be hoped that the remaining volume or volumes of this work will not be long delayed.

---


This work is an official account of the Vilayet of Beyrut as it was under Ottoman administration. The first volume deals with the southern, the second with the northern portion of the Vilayet. The work is the joint composition of Rafîk Bey Tamînî, and Mohammed Bahjat Bey, of whom the former treats history, geography, economics, geology, ethnology, and some of the religions; whereas his colleague deals with sociology, languages, foreign institutions, literature, art, and the remaining religions. The whole work was organized by 'Azmi Bey, the Vali, who arranged that the authors should traverse the regions which they describe, though he allowed them only a short time for the purpose; as it is likely that the work was intended in the first place for the use of the military authorities, it can be easily understood that time was precious. The first volume claims to be a translation from the Turkish, but this is not stated with regard to the second.

The two authors appear to have made good use of their time and the volumes contain a quantity of statistics which could not easily be procured elsewhere. On the principle of the Arabic proverb, "The scout tells no lies to his employers,"
it may be assumed that this information is trustworthy. For the regions which it covers it should (for those who read Arabic) supersede such European works on the subject as appeared before the French occupation; and even if the new government should bring Cuinet up to date, this work will remain a monument of importance for the condition of the province under the former régime. It is illustrated with a fair number of photographs and plans.

THE KORAN. Translated by GEORGE SALE, with explanatory notes and SALE’s preliminary discourse. With an Introduction by Sir EDWARD DENISON ROSS, C.I.E., Ph.D., etc. 8½ x 6, xvi + 608 pp., 8 plates. London: F. Warne & Co., Ltd.

This is a reprint of Sale’s Koran, to which Sir E. D. Ross has furnished an introduction, though he does not appear to be otherwise responsible for the edition. He observes that Sale professes to have used no MSS. save those in his own collection, with the exception of a MS. of Baidāwī, which he borrowed; and that Sale’s MSS. were catalogued by his executor, and ultimately found their way into the Bodleian Library. Among them are hardly any of the Arabic works, and none of the commentaries to which Sale makes frequent reference in his notes. It follows that Sale must have taken these references from Marracci, to whom Sale acknowledges obligations, but not to the extent which this procedure would demand.

Sir E. D. Ross does not tell us whether he has a posteriori as well as a priori evidence for his charge, and this should be easy to find, as it would only be necessary to compare the places in which Sale cites Zamakhshari, etc., with the corresponding places in Marracci. It seems clear that these bear a very small proportion to the places wherein Baidāwī is cited, and to the work of the latter, as has been seen, Sale had independent access.
A bibliography of Sale’s Koran would be of some interest. It has certainly been printed a great number of times, and it must have been edited once or more often, for in the original edition the references are in an additional set of footnotes, and the index is free from various faults which deface that which is appended to the new edition. An example may be produced:

Kazraj, Al, 498
Khazr, Al, the Jewish tribe of, 13, 57.
Khazraj, Al, the tribe of, 58.

All these should come under the one heading al-Khazraj, and it will appear to one who verifies the references that Sale is not responsible for the second of these entries, even according to this edition. Perhaps it is better not to know the name of the reviser of the index, as one might be inclined (to use Bentley’s phrase) *digno eum convicio excipere*.

Do we know much more about the Koran than was known when Sale translated it? Not, it is to be feared, very much. Arabic literature “passes through a tunnel” after the compilation of that book, somewhat as Christian literature does after the close of the New Testament canon. How little even early generations of Moslems knew about it was made clear when Ṭabarī’s Commentary came to light. Where we should expect to find knowledge we are confronted with guesswork. On the other hand, in the subjects covered by Sale’s Preliminary Discourse great progress has been made, chiefly since the epigraphic stores of Arabia have been brought to light.

---

تاريخ المسئلة الشرقية (*History of the Eastern Question.*)

By Ḥusain Labīb. Cairo: Hilal Press, 1921.

This treatise on the Eastern question is one of the two volumes presented by the Editor of the *Hilal* to its readers at the close of the year, the other being selections from the writings of Gurgi Zaidan, founder of the journal. Mr. Labīb
commences with an inquiry into the causes of the decline of the Ottoman Empire; this is followed by a brief history of that Empire; the author dates the commencement of the Eastern question from the entry into Ottoman politics, which became momentous towards the close of the seventeenth century, and he follows its phases in a series of chapters up to the present time. The work, which is rather short for the subject, contains much useful information, and is illustrated with portraits, views, and maps.

D. S. M.


This second volume of Mr. Dames's admirable edition of Barbosa is so full of important matter of all kinds—due to the extraordinary power of observation of the author and his early date, and also to the excellent notes of the editor and his coadjutors, Mr. Thorne and Mr. Moreland—that it should be properly reviewed in sections, as it were, geography, ethnology, linguistics, and folklore. I have divided it up, therefore, into such sections, and have sent the geographical and ethnological portion to the Indian Antiquary, reserving the linguistics and folklore, including customs, for this Journal. It is also pleasant to record that Mr. Dames has been able to use the monumental Glossario Luso-Asiatico and other works of our recently elected Honorary Member, Monsenhor S. R. Dalgado, of Lisbon.

To take linguistics first. I am rather glad that the long-disputed derivation of the name Mount Delly on the Malabar coast of India comes at the very commencement of the volume, because I wish to make a protest against the transliteration
of zh for a peculiar South Indian l. It is not Mr. Dames’s fault that zh has been adopted, but anything more misleading to European ears and eyes, and even it may be said to non-Malayālam Dravidian ears, than zh for the sound could not have been hit upon. Apparently this l is not a true phonological l, but it is near enough to l to be mistaken for one by all ears unaccustomed to the Dravidian languages. Hence, Mount Delly, as the European form of a native name for the first landfall made in India by Vasco de Gama in 1498. If we discard the d as a Portuguese grammatical addition, Eli, or something like it, may be taken as the real name. The Arabs called it Haili or Hili, and the h in this form is etymologically important. The Malayālam name sounds to foreigners, including even Tamils, like Eli-mala (mala being “hill”), but it is written with the l, which it is the present fashion to write zh (Ezhi-mala). We see this l in Kolikkōd (Calicut), written “scientifically” Kozhikkod. On the above argument, eli may be taken to mean either “high” or “seven”, and the name would thus mean the “High Hill” or the “Seven Hills”, according to the appearance of the landfall from different points of view. A proposal by Burnell to derive it from tali, a temple, and thus to make it mean the Temple Hill, is rather upset by the old Haili or Hili of the Arabs. They might have adopted h for an initial s, but were not likely to have done so for an initial t.

In reference to this peculiar Malayālam l, I would remark also that in the derivations of the terms Malayālam and Malabar respectively, “the language and land of the hills”, the alternative form Malayazhma (for Malayālma) for the former rather sticks on the tongue.

After a very valuable note on the legend of the conversion of Chērumān Perumāl to Islam, Mr. Dames tackles another knotty linguistic question—the derivation of the name Zamorin—with the aid of Mr. Thorne, who gives at great length excellent reasons for finding the origin in Swāmi-śrī, the Excellent Lord, in the place of the hitherto accepted
Sāmudri, Lord of the Seas. So that many of us, including myself, in *The Travels of Peter Mundy*, vol. iii, pt. ii, pp. 469-70 n., will now have to own ourselves corrected.

After dealing at great length with the Hindus, Barbosa turns his attention to the Moors, as he calls them in the fashion of his day, i.e. the Muhammadans of the Malabar coast, both those that had become naturalized and those still strangers in the land. This leads him to speak with his accustomed acuteness of the Moplahs (Māpillas), and in regard to them he makes but few mistakes. In the course of his remarks on the foreign Muhammadan traders, he notices their wealth and rich style of their costume, including garments of “scarlet-in-grain.” This induces Mr. Dames to reply to my criticism on the use of this last term in his first volume, and also to my remarks on the former meaning of the word “scarlet.” I feel that here again I must stand corrected, though I cannot regret my criticism, since it has led to the publication of so useful and valuable a note on an old controversy, for which we must all be grateful.

In the course of comments on Barbosa’s description of Cannanore and the Maldive and Lacadive Islands, mention is made of the “Ali Raja”. This term requires, in my opinion, further investigation. The first suggestion that comes to mind is that it refers to Adi Rāja, First or Great Raja, and that it is comparable with the Aji Rāja, or, rather, Aji Saka, the “first hero” from India of the legends of the Archipelagic Malays of Sumatra and Java. Another reference that suggests itself is that the virtually independent Muslim family of immigrants that acquired power in Cannanore and the Islands for a while took their title from the Malayālam term Ilaya Rāja (Elliah Raja), representing the old Sanskrit term Yuvarāja, Second or Junior Raja (also heir apparent to the throne). I throw out these suggestions in the hope that some one will investigate further. That well-informed, and, as far as quaint spelling is concerned, truly delightful volume, the *Madras Manual of Administration*, vol. iii, s.v. Cannanore,
remarks: “The descendant of the old Cannanore Moplah Sultans, Ally Rajah, resides in the east of the Bay.”

While describing the neighbourhood, Barbosa makes a remarkable slip in this version of his work in talking of the cocoanut as “a great fruit which they call cocos”, while the versions in Ramusio and of the Spaniards are more correct in saying “which they call tenga [Malayalam form] and we call cochi [cocoas]”. Barbosa is not often caught tripping like this (p. 90). On p. 92 he correctly describes the areca nut (Malayalam, adakka) under that name. The term poonac (cocoanut oilcake) used in note 1, p. 90, wants investigation. The Sanskrit term is puṣiṇīga, and any South Indian similar term would be a borrowing. Has this been the case?

At p. 36 is a note by Mr. Thorne, to which I wish to draw attention. Barbosa is describing the Śrīkōvil or Great Temple of Calicut, and remarks “without the church [read “temple”] is a stone of the height of a man”. On this Mr. Thorne notes: “This is the mandapam, a stone platform with a tiled canopy, in front of the Śrīkōvil, but within the four walls of the temple enclosure. Only Brahmans may use the mandapam, on which prayers are said by the worshippers.” In editing Peter Mundy, vol. iii, pt. i, pp. 75–6, who had remarked: “We lay . . . in a Pagode. It seemses they serve here [Bhatkal] to harbour passengers in their Courses round about (like to the Saraes aboutt Guzaratt) as well as For Devotion.” To this my annotation was: “Mundy means that they rested in the open porch (mantapam) of a temple (kōil) near Bhatkal, often used by travellers for that purpose.” I made this note because I had so rested myself, notably, I recollect, at the Seven Pagodas, Māvalivaram (Mahābalipuram). I see that the Madras Manual, above quoted, has: “Mantapam (mandapa, San.; mandef, Hind.): . . . any square or rectangular hall with a flat roof supported by pillars, open at the sides; particularly the porch (toranam) of a temple (coil [kōil]).” Mr. Thorne’s note seems to indicate another sense of the term mantapam—mantapam in Malayālam.
The above note leads one to the derivation of "pagoda", a very old puzzle. I said as much in *Peter Mundy*, vol. iii, p. 190 n. Monsenhor Dalgado has discussed all the old suggestions: Chinese *pao-t'ah* and *poh-kuh-t'ah*; Portuguese *pagão*; Singhalese, *dāgaba* through *bāgada* and *pagode*; Persian, *būt-kadah*; and Sanskrit, *bhagavat*. He rejects all of them, except *bhagavat*, and I suppose *bhāgavata*. On this I would remark in favour of the old suggestion *dāgaba*, that the Indo-Chinese *pagoda*, as a matter of fact, is a true *dāgaba*, or reliquary, and that the forms *pagod*, *pagode*, and *pagoda* may, like many terms common to objects in Europe, India, and the Far East, have a multiple origin, Eastern and Western, owing to similarity in sound of terms of totally different origin for the same or like objects in the East and West. Instances that occur to me are Hindostani *rasīd* and English *receipt*; European *taffeta* and Persian *tāsfa*; European *dimity* and Oriental *dumiāti*; and so on. As regards the derivation from *Bhagavat*, the Adorable, or its derivative form *bhāgavata*, the adorer or adored, it is *prima facie* not clear why an interpreter should choose such a term to describe a structure having common descriptive names of its own everywhere. Assuming, however, such to be the case, then on the fact of the Dravidian, like the German, difficulty in clearly distinguishing between surds and sonants, we might proceed to look for a sequence such as this: *bhagavat*, *bhagvat*, *bagwat*, *bagaut*, *bagōt*, *pagōt*, *pagōd*, *pagoda*. I suspect, however, that the old travellers really said to themselves *pāgōd*, *pāgōda*, in which case the sequence would start with *bhāgavata*. But no such sequences have been actually traced as yet.

At p. 121 Barbosa has a remarkable passage relating to the boat, well known as the *sampan*. He says: "A land belonging to the King of Coulam [Kollam, Quilon], and to other lords who are subject to him, which is called Quilicare [Kilakarai, in the Madura district opposite Ceylon] wherein are many and great towns of the Heathen, and many others with havens on the sea where dwell many Moors, natives of the land. Its
navigation is carried on in certain small craft, which they call *champanes*, in which Moors come to trade there and carry thither the goods of Cambaya. Here certain horses are of great value, and they take cargoes of rice and cloth and carry them to Malabar.” What did Barbosa mean by *champanes* the *sampam* of modern times? I have very often been in a *sampan*; it certainly could not go round to Malabar or Cambay with cargo. Barbosa may have meant generally that these “Moors”, i.e. Labbais or Lubbays of Madura or Ceylon, a naturalized and half-indigenous Indian population, like Navāyats and Moplahs, traded about India. But the point is that in the early sixteenth century the *sampan* was used by Muslim sea-coast people between Southern India and Ceylon under that name. Mr. Dames says, following Dalgado and Yule seemingly, that it “is Malay and apparently ultimately Chinese”. I have always seen them with eyes painted on either side of what may be called the bows, which predicate a purely Chinese origin. The word would mean in dialectic Chinese “three planks”, just as the Tamil catamaran (*kattumaram*) is of three planks corded and sewn together, and I cannot see any Malay origin for the *sampan* in design or form. M. Noel Peri, in *Bulletin de l’École Française de l’extrême Orient*, t. xix, No. 5, discusses the term at length, but he says that it is doubtful whether it is in common use beyond Japanese and Far Eastern ports. It is common enough, however, in Burmese, Nicobarese, Malayan, and Singhalese harbours, and, as we have seen above, in South-East Indian harbours, too. His desire, backed by Professor Bloch, is to show that it is (American) Columbian, and introduced thence to the East by the Portuguese, but his quotations are not early enough. I am afraid that the Chinese derivation is not upset yet.

When Barbosa is off Java, amongst the islands to the south of it, he notes (p. 195) “that the women wear *suruces*”, and on this Mr. Dames remarks that “this name for a garment has not been traced elsewhere, and is not given in the Spanish
version or in Ramusio. It may very probably be a form of the Malay sārong". As a matter of fact the word has only lately come to light (see Indian Antiquary, vol. l, supplt. p. 11). It has been taken for sārī, but wrongly. There are steady quotations for it from 1604 to 1661 in various forms, but usually sarasses. It meant the highly figured cotton skirt or petticoat of the Malay women, and the material for it. It was often used in conjunction with tappi (tappi-sarasses), meaning a skirt (Malay-Jav. tapeh). Serāsah appears to be the Malay-Jav. form of the imported Persian term sarāsar, brocade, but the material was cotton. Europeans used it for any kind of cotton cloth. To make confusion worse con- 
cfounded, tappi-sarasses got mixed up with tappiceels and 
tapseiles, plain and striped silk and cotton cloths, arising 
out of the Persian tafsīla, a rich silken stuff; and even with 
other cloths and materials, with which I need not trouble 
my present readers.

As regards "patolas (that is to say Cambaya cloths)", p. 198, found at Banda, there are quotations in the early 
seventeenth century which seem to identify them with 
sarasses, manufactured at Surat for Batavia and Bantam, 
and with a garment of cotton called tapchindie, i.e. a 
chindie-skirt, for which also there are a good many quotations.

Barbosa has an appendix on precious stones, opening up 
so many questions as to words and terms that I will not 
attempt to examine it here. I propose to examine the folk- 
lore in this very important volume on a future occasion.

R. C. Temple.

Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 3 : 
Talamana or Iconometry. By T. A. Gopinatha Ras, 
M.A. 13 × 10, 115 pp., 5 plates. Calcutta: Superin- 

This publication professes to furnish a concise account of 
the measurements of Hindu images as given in the Āgamas 
and other authoritative works, with illustrative drawings.
It constitutes a general introduction to Hindu Iconometry or Tālāmāna, and the writer appears to have previously published a more detailed work with quotations from Sanskrit texts bearing on the subject under the title "Elements of Hindu Iconography". The present work is of a highly technical nature, and consists of nothing more than a series of elaborate tables giving the minutest measurements of the various parts and members of the human body, male and female, prescribed for the making of images, together with a preliminary account of the various systems of measurement employed. There are two different units of lengths, absolute and relative. In the former the standard is the aṅgula, which is either 8, 7, or 6 barley-corns; while in the latter the aṅgula is either taken as being the length of the middle finger of the sculptor or architect or of the rich devotee who provides the necessary funds, or is obtained by dividing the whole length of the body of the image by a multiple of four, not greater than 124. The last kind of aṅgula is termed dēhāṅgula, and images of the three supreme deities, Brahmā, Viṣṇu, and Siva contain 124 of these dēhāṅgulas, or 124 aṅgulas.

In the case of inferior deities the number of aṅgulas decreases according to a complicated and elaborate scale. A short glossary of technical Sanskrit terms employed is given at the end. The illustrative plates do not suggest that the adoption of this rigid system of minute measurements of every detail of the human frame leads to a production of any artistic value. Carried to its logical conclusion in every part of the male and female body (e.g. pp. 55, 64), it leads to results which seem to postulate a lack of a sense of decency or humour or of both on the part of the compiler, and the authors from whom he derives his materials. On the whole, there is little or nothing in this publication likely to interest those who are not specialists in a form of Hindu art, which is highly conventional and unattractive to Western taste.

R. P. Dewhurst.
Two Translations of the Quran


Mr. Ahmad Shah, who is responsible for these two attempts to render the Quran into Urdu and Hindi, is well known to all those who are interested in Hindi literature, as the translator into English of the famous Bijak of Kabir. As Mr. Ahmad Shah rightly claims in the brief and modest preface to the Hindi translation, this is the first time that an attempt has been made to render the Quran in Hindi, though there are several versions in Urdu, the best-known and probably the best of which was made by Maulavi Nazir Ahmad, the famous novelist, and also the translator of the Penal Code into Urdu.

The present translator in the preface to his Urdu version sets forth the main considerations which have influenced him in carrying out his task, viz. a desire to avoid foreign words, to be as idiomatic as possible, while disturbing the order of the Arabic original as little as possible and retaining all Arabic words, which are current in Urdu, together with an endeavour to translate with fairness and an absence of bigotry and partiality, without prejudging any of the points which have given rise to controversy between various sects of Musalmans. It is obvious that some of these considerations are not applicable to an attempt to render the Quran into Hindi, but both these versions seem to have been made with great care and a laudable desire to be fair. Both versions are accompanied by abundant footnotes, explaining difficulties or allusions in the text, and these are similarly characterized by a spirit of impartiality. A comparison of two short corresponding passages from each rendering will show how widely the two differ in vocabulary, though the grammatical framework is practically the same.
The first passage is Sura lv, verses 26–8. The Urdu runs thus: “Tum donon apne rabb ki kis kis ni'mat kā inkār karte ho. Aur jo kuchh uspar hai fanā h невозалā hai, magar tere rabb ki zāt jo bārī 'ażmat aur buzurgī wālā hai bāqi rahegī.” The corresponding Hindi is: “So tum apne prabhu ke kis kis bardān se mukarte ho. Aur jo kuchh uspar hai naṣṭ honehārā hai, parantu mere prabhu ki asti jo bārī mahimā aur bārāīwālī hai rahjāygī.”

The second passage is part of the famous Throne verse (Sura ii, 256), the Urdu being: “Allah hi hai aur uske aiwā koi ma'būd nahin, wuh zinda aur hamesha qāim rahnewālā hai, jise na ūngh ātī hai na nīnd, Jo kuchh āsāmān o zamān men hai usī kā hai aur uske sāmne uski mārā kē baghair kaun sifārish kar saktā hai.” The Hindi rendering of this is: “Ishvar hī hai koi dev nahin baran wah jivatā hai aur sadā kāl sthīr rahne hārā hai jise na ālās ātā hai na nidrā, jo kuchh svarg aur pṛthvī men hai usīkā hai uske sanmukh uski ichchhā ke binā kaun bintī karasktā hai.” The labour involved in preparing these two translations must have been very great indeed, more especially as the Urdu version at least has been made direct from the Arabic, and is not merely a translation of a translation; and Mr. Ahmad Shah may be congratulated on the completion of a careful and scholarly project of no little interest.

R. P. Dewhurst.
last forty years, as many of them are still living, and the position of most of them remains to be determined by the test of time. A history of this kind was greatly needed, as, although several accounts of the chief Hindi authors with specimens of their writings had been published in Hindi, nothing had hitherto been done in English with the exception of Sir George Grierson’s valuable Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, which was published thirty-two years ago by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and the form and method of publication of which caused its circulation to be limited to a few Oriental specialists. It may be hoped that this present history will reach a much wider public, and that the translated extracts from the works of most of the chief Hindi poets will open the eyes of many to the great and characteristic beauties of Hindi poetry. Hindi literature may be divided into four epochs. The first, which may be taken as beginning somewhere about 1100, is the period of the early bardic chroniclers, of whom Chand Bardāi is the most prominent. The second starts about 1400, when the religious influence of the Vaishnava movements began to affect the literature. This period includes such poets as Nāmdev, Kabīr, Vidyāpati, and Malik Muḥammad Jāyasī, and the poetess Mīrā Bāi. The third period, lasting about two hundred years, which has been rightly described by Mr. Keay as the golden age of the literature, begins about 1550, and includes the greatest stars, such as Tulsi Dās, Sūr Dās, and Bihārī Lāl, besides other poets well in the front rank, such as Bhūshan, Mati Rām, Dev, and Senāpati. The last period starts about 1800, when the literature began to be affected by contact with the West and prose begun to be written both in the Brāj Bhāṣā dialect (as in the Rāj Nīti) and in the so-called High Hindi. Mr. Keay devotes only a short chapter to each of the first two and the last of these epochs; but the third is dealt with, as it deserves, much more fully, separate chapters being devoted to (i) the Hindi poets connected with the Mughal Court, such as Rahīm
and Gang, and the artistic influence in Hindi literature, as manifested by such writers as Kesav Das, Balbhadra, the Tripāthi brothers, and, above all, Bihārī Lal, the great writer of the elaborate Satsai, every couplet of which is a poem in miniature; (ii) Tulsi Dās and the Rāma cult; (iii) the successors of Kabir, such as Dādū, Sundar Dās, and Lal Dās; and (iv) the Krishna cult, including the famous Ashṭa Chhāp, the eight standard poets of the Braj Bhāshā dialect, of whom Sūr Dās is the greatest and Nand Dās the second luminary.

Of most of the chief writers mentioned typical passages are translated and a fair and adequate attempt made to gauge their relative positions and special characteristics. It is gratifying to find that Mr. Keay fully appreciates the great and unique position of Tulsi Dās, though as a Christian missionary he was not likely to start with a bias in his favour. Kabir is indeed the only Hindi poet whose sentiments, apart from style and poetic expression, have made an appeal to the Christian critic. Mr. Keay says of the Rāmāyan that it "has had great and deserved fame not only in India but throughout the whole world", again, that it "is undoubtedly a great poem, worthy to rank amongst the great classical masterpieces of the world", and that it "will always hold its place as the work of a great literary genius". As one who has for nearly twenty-five years been an enthusiastic admirer of this great poet, I find in these remarks a compensation for the summary obiter dictum of a well-known Oriental scholar, who recently went out of his way to refer to the Rāmāyan as "doggerel". The account given of Kabir is also a full and sympathetic one, though the error made by Bishop Westcott of assigning Maghar, the place where Kabir died, and where his chief memorial is to be found, to the Gorakhpur district instead of the Basti district, is repeated. There is also an interesting summary of that great epic, the Padumāvati of Malik Muhammad Jāyasi, but nothing is said about the birthplace of the poet. That the common
belief that he was born at Jāyas (modern Jais) in the Rai Bareli district is erroneous is clear from the poet’s own words in the Padumāvati: जायस नगर धरम ख़ानु | तहां चारार कवि कोऽह ख़ारू || (Having come to the town of Jāyas, the abode of righteousness, the poet there wrote his narrative.) There is an interesting story told of this poet. He is said to have been ill-favoured and blind in one eye, and on one occasion a stranger glanced at him and burst out laughing. The poet turned on him and said: मोहि का इंसान को हरी (Art thou laughing at me or the Potter ?) Other great poets of whom a full account is supplied are Bihārī Lāl, Sūr Dās, and the modern Hariśchandra. It is interesting to notice that this last poet is included among the nine great poets, the Navaratna of Hindi literature, by a recent Hindi critic, and that Kabīr is omitted. The other eight include, of course, Tulsi Dās, Sūr Dās, Bihārī Lāl, and Keśav Dās, the remaining four being Chand Bardāi, Dev, Bhushan, and Mati Rām. It is a unique feature of Hindi literature that only were two of its greatest poets, Bhushan and Mati Rām, brothers, but that their father Ratnākar Tripāthi had four sons, all of whom became well-known poets. There is no other literature, I think, which can furnish a parallel to this, except Hindi itself, as Keśav Dās and Balbhadra, the author of the famous Nakhshiṣk, were also brothers, and there is even an instance of two sisters, Sahaj Bāī and Dayā Bāī, being Hindi poetesses, the Dayā Bodh of the latter having been composed in 1751. In another respect Hindi poetry seems to have been uniquely fortunate, viz. in the munificence of its patrons. Bhushan is said to have received from Śivaji five elephants and twenty-five thousand rupees for a single poem. Several other poets appear to have been rewarded even more liberally, the culminating effort of lavishness being that of a minister of Akbar, who rewarded the poet Gang with thirty-six lakhs of rupees for a single verse. The typical beauties and defects of Hindi poetry are well summed up by Mr. Keay. Its chief defects are its limitation of range, conventionality in the use
of metaphors, and a tendency to lay stress on form rather than on substance. Its main beauty lies in its melody and rhythm and variety of versification, and in its felicity of phrase and the genuine manner in which both its language and thought reflect the real language and thought of the people. In a brief sketch of this kind, completeness could not be expected. There are some well-known poets, such as Narpati Nalh, the author of the Bisaldeo Raso, and Vṛind, whose dohas are very celebrated indeed, who are omitted entirely, and Narottam Das, the author of the Sudāma Charitr, is referred to very briefly in a manner which hardly does justice to a poet who, if not absolutely in the first rank, must take a very high place in the second class. In dealing with words of Sanskrit and Prakrit origin there are very few mistakes in this little book, such, for example, as Probodh for Prabodh (p. 93), Kampilā for Kampil (p. 46), and Kabīr for Kabir (p. 68), but this cannot be said for words of Persian and Arabic origin, in which errors are fairly frequent, e.g. Shukoh for Shikoh (p. 42), Abdul for Abdur (pp. 36, 37), Sāhibā for Sāhiba (p. 42), Sayyad for Saiyīd (p. 76), Bāksh for Bakhsh (p. 76), Nūr Munshi for Mir Munshi (p. 90), and Farrukhabad for Farrukhabad (p. 96). There is a useful bibliography and an index of proper names at the end, but the former is by no means complete and might with advantage be extended in a future edition. It may, indeed, be hoped that the author may be encouraged by the success of this sketch of Hindi literature to deal with the subject on a more elaborate scale, accompanied by longer quotations in the original Hindi, as well as translations, from all the chief Hindi authors. Some account might then be given of modern Hindi prose literature, which is rapidly developing and assuming formidable dimensions from the point of view of quantity, if not of quality.

R. P. Dewhurst.

This publication contains an account of historical material of considerable interest, which was brought forward before a joint meeting of the newly constituted Indian Historical Records Commission and the Panjab Historical Society, which has been doing admirable work for several years past. It consisted mainly of exhibits of Government records in English and records in Persian relating to the Sikh period, and a quantity of selections lent by various libraries, such as those of the Patiala and Kapurthala Darbars, the Lahore public library, and the Azad Collection in the University library. Some interesting papers on historical subjects were also read before the meeting. Professor Jadunath Sarkar drew attention to some remarkable missing links in the history of Mughul India. It is a surprising fact that although there is a wealth of materials in the shape of records and letters for the first and last decades of Aurangzeb's long reign, there is very little forthcoming for the three decades in between. There is a similar gap in the middle of the next century, i.e. from 1718 to 1760. The Marathi dispatches from generals and envoys at Delhi are copious after the last year. Another paper of great interest was contributed by Maulavi Zafar Hasan of the Archaeological Survey, who furnished the originals and translations of letters purporting to have been written by Sulaiman Safavi, of Persia, to Aurangzeb and by the latter in reply. Both letters are couched in strong terms. The Persian king criticized Aurangzeb for his bigotry and failure to suppress rebellion and his unnatural behaviour towards his father and brothers. Aurangzeb defends himself in a spirited manner, and sneers at the youth and folly of his critic. There seems little reason to doubt the genuineness
of the first letter, which has been quoted before, but it is possible that the reply is only a rhetorical exercise representing what a clever student thought might have been written by way of an effective reply. Two other papers were also read on the Sikh Government records and on the general question of the preservation of old records, which show how valuable some of the old surviving historical material is, and how difficult it is to preserve it from the many climatic and entomological influences which militate against its conservation.

R. P. DeWHURST.

JOURNAL OF THE GYPsy LORE SOCIETY. Third Series.

A cordial welcome must be extended to this Journal on its reappearance after the war. In the past it has often contained articles of great linguistic value, and though for a time its activities may be curtailed, the future is not dark. Many Orientalists are unaware that great scholars have studied Romani. We are now promised articles by many well-known writers. I may mention Mr. Winstedt and Dr. Sampson, themselves accomplished scholars, and Professor Woolner, whose qualifications are almost unique, for in addition to wide Oriental knowledge, he possesses, what is sadly lacking in some who write on the subject, a real knowledge of Romani. I would urge upon Gipsy scholars the necessity for a phonetic study of the different dialects. Every conclusion regarding the relation of Romani to other languages which is not based upon severely accurate phonetic knowledge is precarious. May I risk urging another point? The Society evidently has a great deal of material which it lacks means to publish. These articles will bear much compression, and many pages may be saved. This number contains a three-
page review of a book described as almost worthless. A few lines would have sufficed. Orientalists will be interested in two Gipsy tales translated by Dr. Sampson. Parallels are adduced from the Panjab. The editor of the Journal is Mr. E. O. Winstedt (181 Iffley Road, Oxford), brother of the Malay scholar.

T. GRAHAME BAILEY.


Both in mediaeval and in modern times there have been heard in India voices clamantium in eremo protesting against the cumbersome and crabbed methods of the Pāṇiniya schools of grammar and their congeners, and crying out for a return to simpler and straighter ways. But nevertheless the ancient courses seem to have an irresistible attraction for the Hindu mind, and so long as this influence lasts we may be thankful for viatica like that of Professor Ray. The present volume, which, in spite of its title-page, contains only the section on kāraka or syntax of the cases of nouns, is intended to be the first instalment of an edition of the whole Siddhānta-kaumudī, and we hope that this design will be fulfilled in due course. The little book is neatly and on the whole fairly correctly printed; the English translation is helpful, and so is the Sanskrit commentary, which judiciously refrains from the display of needless erudition and gagana-rōmanthāyatam unhappily too common in grammatical writings. Professor Ray’s work is quite independent of Rai Bahadur Sris Chandra Vasu’s translation, the existence of which seems to be unknown to him; but there is room for both.

L. D. B.
OBITUARY NOTICES

Mansel Longworth Dames

Our late colleague, Mansel Longworth Dames, and myself were born in the same year, went out to India in the Civil Service and Army respectively at about the same time, began to publish the results of our several studies of things Indian in about the same year, travelled over the East and Europe in much the same way and collaborated on occasion all our joint lives—even to the very end of his life I hoped to have the benefit of his assistance in projected volumes for the Hakluyt Society. It is therefore fitting that I should comply with the Council’s request and bid our old friend farewell.

He was born at Bath in 1850 as the eldest son of Capt. George Longworth Dames, 66th (Berks) Regiment, and of Caroline Amelia Brunswick, daughter of Thomas Northmore, of Cleve, Exeter, and god-daughter of Queen Caroline Amelia Brunswick, wife of George IV, whence her Christian names. She lived to be 97, dying as lately as 1918. His father was the seventh son of Thomas Longworth Dames, of the well-known Irish family of Greenhill, King’s County.

Mansel Longworth Dames spent his childhood and youth in Ireland and Devonshire among his family, and without any special education therefor passed for the Indian Civil Service in 1868, owing to his extraordinarily accurate memory and his capacity for using it aright. He went to India in 1870, hearing of the fall of Metz at Alexandria on the way out, as I heard of the debacle at Sedan in the middle of the night in the train. His service was spent in the Panjab and on the N.W. Frontier. He became Deputy Commissioner of the Jhang, Dera Ismail Khan, and Dera Ghazi Khan districts, and finally Commissioner of the Rawal Pindi Division. He retired in 1897, having married in 1877 Mary Jane, daughter of Thomas Ivens, British Consul in the Azores, and Henrietta Carew, of Ballinamona, Waterford, Ireland, by whom he had one daughter, who married in 1909 Francis W. Bolton Smart, now a House Master of the Charterhouse, Godalming.
They both survive him. This was a fortunate marriage, and Mrs. Dames’ knowledge of Portuguese and its literature, added to his own, proved of the greatest assistance to her husband, especially in his fine edition of Barbosa.

It is the story of an uneventful career, but Dames was anything but a mere official. He studied the people he was placed over and knew them. Indeed, his knowledge of that difficult and in some respects obscure people, the Balochis, was so thorough and so respected by them that he was often called in by the chiefs to help in settling tribal troubles and quarrels. He counted among his special friends that fine old chief the blind Nawab Sir Imam Bakhsh Khan.

With such a memory as Dames possessed he could not help being a fine Oriental linguist and a master of the literature of the languages he studied. To this must be added a profound knowledge of English literature, which he loved. His wide travels, his interest in everything—including architecture, antiquities, numismatics, and even natural history—his reading, and his memory of what he saw and read and heard, made him a delightful companion. Even in England he saw all he could, and what is more, if one got him on the subject, he could talk interestingly and informingly about it.

Dames was, however, nothing if not retiring. His was the true scholarly temperament: delighting to learn for learning’s sake and to pass on his knowledge to others, if it would help them, to review their work in journals, magazines, and reviews of the serious sort, and to devote his time and acquirements to forwarding knowledge in any shape. He wrote but few books with which his name is identified. There is his very fine edition in two volumes of the Book of Duarte Barbosa for the Hakluyt Society, the Baloch Race for this Society, the Popular Poetry of the Baloches in two volumes jointly for this and the Folklore Society, and his official Baluch Grammar and Textbook, which so long held the field. These about sum up his separate works.

Dames’ main contributions to the Journals of Societies
were reviews of books with great insight into the subjects he discussed. But he did much for the Royal Numismatic Society, besides original articles for the Folklore Society chiefly on his favourite study, the Baloches, for the Royal Anthropological Institute he contributed to Man a note (1902) on Major [Sir P.] Sykes' Gypsy Vocabulary and one (1913) on a Gandhara relief representing the Story of King Sivi. For this Society he contributed (1908) "The Mint of Kuramān (Coins of the Qarlughhs and Khwarizm Shahs)", (1913) "Coinage of Husain Baikara", (1921) "Portuguese and Turks in the Indian Ocean in the Sixteenth Century". Years ago he helped me with three legends published under his own name in the Legends of the Panjab and in notes for Panjab Notes and Queries, and with occasional contributions to the Indian Antiquary. He was also a contributor to the Encyclopædia of Islam.

He was a collector of note of Oriental coins, especially of the Græco-Baktrian type, and had a remarkable collection of Gandhara Græco-Buddhist sculpture, which was shown in the South Kensington Museum in 1903-4, but passed unfortunately to Berlin in 1906 for want of funds in England. I have it also from Sir Percy Sykes that his knowledge of Afghanistan and the Afghans was such that no one living was better qualified to write the greatly wanted history of that country and its inhabitants.

Always ready to help, he undertook in recent years to arrange an accumulation of objects at the British Museum illustrating Hinduism and Buddhism, and on this work he was still engaged when he died. I leave it to our mutual colleague and friend, Sir Henry Howorth, a Trustee of the Museum, to describe Dames's lasting services to the nation in this direction. In the same spirit of helpfulness when required, Dames was at times Hon. Treasurer and Secretary and Vice-President of this Society.

It now remains to part company with an old servant of the Indian Government, who carried out his official work in
the spirit that has so long distinguished the great service to which he was proud to belong—a kindly English gentleman, who felt himself to be sufficiently rewarded if but his self-accumulated knowledge was of use to his fellows.

R. C. Temple.

As a special tribute to our versatile and highly gifted friend I would like to say that among the places where Mr. Dames will be largely missed will be in the British Museum. The work he did there, and was still doing when he died, was difficult and involved a minute knowledge of the ritual and mythology of the Indian religions.

When the new building of the Museum was completed it was possible for the first time to find room in the two larger saloons then vacated for the exhibition of the considerable collection of objects which had accumulated in past times, and continued to accumulate faster after the campaign in Tibet. There was no one at the time on the Museum staff who had the necessary knowledge and also possessed the art of displaying this class of object, and it was a piece of singular good fortune that Mr. Dames was available and willing to undertake the duty for which he possessed exceptional qualifications. He attacked the work with his characteristic energy and thoroughness. The two saloons were practically divided between the illustrations of Hinduism in its various phases on the one side, and of the sister religions, Buddhism and Jainism, on the other.

These were again divided according to geographical areas, in which, besides India itself, Hinduism was represented by the remains from Java; while Buddhism was represented by the principal homes of that faith, not only in India, but in Ceylon, Burma, and Indo-China, in China itself, Japan, and Tibet. The latter faith was again illustrated by its several stages. The early Graeco-Buddhist remains from North-West India, of which the Museum possesses a fine series, illustrating the Jatakas stories, was arranged in due order, and it now forms a
fine parallel to the sculptural remains from the great Amaraucaní Stupa on the staircase of the Museum. The later and more flamboyant and sophisticated Mahāyāna Buddhism, with its appalling medley of manifestations, avatāras, and metaphysical Buddhas, and the fiendish animalism of the Tantrik development, were duly grouped and arranged in serial order. The whole ritual of Lamaism, the clothing of its priests, and the furniture of its temples, were illustrated by a fine series of objects.

It is a real tragedy and a sad thing to be remembered by those who knew our friend that he should not have had the opportunity of publishing a catalogue or at least a handbook of the collection which he set out so well. It is to be hoped that it will be visited by all interested in the mental history, metaphysics, and material representation of the divinities and demons of India and her mental offspring. All this they will see in this fine galaxy of exhibits, and let us hope that they will remember the kind and courteous gentleman who made it possible for us all to study these treasures. Let us hope, too, that the collection will continue to grow in those directions in which it at present has many gaps. This would be the monument our friend would have loved best.

H. H. Howorth.

Sir Arthur Naylor Wollaston, K.C.I.E.

The death on the 8th February of Sir Arthur Wollaston deprived the Society of one of its oldest subscribers. He joined as far back as 1876, and was for many years a prominent member of the Council, giving ungrudgingly of his time and energy to the promotion of the Society's work. A lasting monument of his zeal is the fund which provides the Triennial Gold Medal and the Public School Gold Medal for Indian History. These medals were founded in 1906 with money collected mainly through his instrumentality; and for years he paid the closest attention to the administration of the
scheme, remaining a member of the Medal Committee and one of the examiners for the school essays until his death.

His interest in Oriental studies was the natural outcome of his connexion with the India Office, which he entered in 1859 at the age of 16. Posted to the Political Department (where he had for his chief Sir John Kaye, the well-known historian), young Wollaston set himself to acquire a knowledge of the Persian language as a useful asset in the discharge of his duties. His studies soon showed him the need of an English-Persian dictionary, and in 1873 he undertook the task of compiling one, with the aid of a Persian assistant. The result of their labours appeared in the form of a student's dictionary in 1882, and a much larger one seven years later. For many modern European terms no equivalent existed in Persian, and suitable words had therefore to be invented; and it was a source of pride to Wollaston that several of these were actually adopted in Persia.

Before the appearance of these works the author had published in 1877 a translation of the Anwār-i-Suhaili, and in 1879 an edition of Sir Lewis Pelly's miracle play of Hasan and Husain. In 1886 he produced, in collaboration with Sir Roper Lethbridge, an abridged and revised version of Thornton's Gazetteer of India. In the same year appeared the unfortunately named Half Hours with Muhammad—a popular account of Muhammadanism and its history; and nineteen years later it was recast as The Sword of Islam. Other works of a slighter character were a little book of Persian stories for children, entitled Tales within Tales (1909), and two volumes in the Wisdom of the East series, viz. The Religion of the Koran (1905) and Sadi's Scroll of Wisdom (1906). The latter was reissued in 1908 with the addition of the Persian text.

Wollaston's linguistic labours were recognized in 1886 by his appointment to the Order of the Indian Empire. He had by this time left the Political for the Revenue, Statistics, and Commerce Department, in which he served for fourteen years as Assistant, twice officiating for long periods as
Secretary. In July, 1898, he was transferred to fresh duties as Registrar and Superintendent of Records, a post which he held until his retirement in October, 1907, after a service of forty-eight years. In the following January he was promoted to K.C.I.E. Not long after his retirement he had the misfortune to lose the sight of one eye; and thenceforward his energies were confined to the locality of his home at Walmer, where for many years he served as a Justice of the Peace and Vice-Chairman of the Wingham Petty Sessional Division. His popularity in the neighbourhood was well attested by the large gathering at his funeral, which took place on the Saturday following his death.

W. F.

Mrs. Haynes Bode

Mabel Kate Haynes Bode was the younger daughter of Robert William Haynes, the well-known law publisher. From him she inherited her love of literature and scholarship, as well as the beautiful voice and enunciation which all who heard her lecture will remember.

She was educated at Notting Hill High School, and always showed a remarkable gift for languages. Later, at the suggestion of Professor Rhys Davids, to whom so many of us owe gratitude, she devoted herself, under his teaching and guidance, to Pali. Her Ph.D. was taken, "summa cum laude," in 1898 at Berne, where she worked with Professor Müller-Hess. In 1904 she studied Sanskrit at Pisa with Professor C. Formichi, who speaks of her "as one of the cleverest and best women I ever met".

But it was at Paris that she found the great intellectual influence of her life in the teaching of M. Sylvain Lévi, and in the unity of spirit, under his inspiration, of a band of scholars joined in loyalty of work, love of truth, and disinterested comradeship. She always spoke of that time as the happiest in her life. French became, as one of her French friends said, "her other language." In 1909 she became Assistant Lecturer, and from 1911 to 1917 Lecturer, at
University College, London, and she was the first Lecturer in Pali at the School of Oriental Studies. Besides her formal lectures, she gave other public ones on Buddhism, and on these she bestowed great care. Among her private pupils was the composer, Gustav Holst, who shows her influence by his setting of Vedic subjects. During the war she was a valued helper to the Belgian Committee and to many exiled scholars; and she worked hard for the French Red Cross and kindred objects. Her last two years were spent in the country, and finally, till her death after a few days' illness from influenza, on 20th January, at Shaftesbury, where she won the hearts of those who could not share her interests but felt her charm.

Her first work was a paper on Women Leaders of the Buddhist Reformation (Oriental Congress, 1892), and was followed by an edition of the Sūsana Vāṃsa (1897); “On German Universities” (a pamphlet, 1905); The Pali Literature of Burma (1909, R.A.S. Prize Publication Fund); Indices to (a) the Gandhāvāṃsa (P.T.S., 1896), (b) Pali words discussed in translations (P.T.S., 1901), (c) Śikṣā samuccaya (1897–1902). She collaborated with Professor Geiger in the translation of the Mahāvāṃsa (1912), and with Mr. T. W. Rolleston in Oriental articles in the Times Literary Supplement, and she wrote many notices of books in the JRAS., including her last article in the January number on the Atthasaññī. The work that always occupied her, and that she was happily able to complete, was her section of the Pali Dictionary; and this was a great achievement for one who was never physically strong and who never refused any claim either of friendship or kindness. She had a rare unselfishness; a deep love of truth; absolute fairness; reverence for all sincere thought and belief; and her work is marked by careful accuracy and delicate perception, and, a beauty of style arising from these. In all she said or did “there shone forth” (to quote her own words 1 of a fifteenth century Burmese commentator) “the scholar’s clear and simple soul”.

C. MARY RIDDING.

1 Pali Literature of Burma, p. 42.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER

The following thirty have been elected as members during the quarter:—

Mr. R. S. Ayyar, M.A.  
Dr. B. K. Banerjee, M.B.  
Professor A. Bonucci.  
Mr. R. Bruce-Low.  
Mr. D. N. Ray Chaudhury, B.A.  
Mr. K. K. Chowdhury, L.M.P.  
Mr. A. Nath Das.  
Mr. P. L. Dickson.  
Thakur L. S. Gantam, B.A.  
Mr. C. Ikeda.  
Professor S. P. Jain.  
Mrs. W. Kennedy.  
Mr. K. Krishnaswami, B.A.  
Captain F. T. Masterton-Smith, M.A., B.D.  
Mr. G. R. S. Mead.

Eleven members have resigned during the quarter:—

Mr. I. Abrahams.  
Mr. D. Ainslie.  
Mr. Blumhardt.  
The Dowager Lady Boyle.  
Mr. B. Davis.  
Mr. H. C. Fanshawe.

And five have died:—

Mrs. Haynes Bode.  
Mr. Longworth Dames.  
Mr. R. W. Frazer.

Professor A. Mingana.  
Mr. C. S. Mohideen, B.A., L.T.  
Mr. P. K. S. A. Arumuga Nadar.  
Pandit Surendra Nath, M.A.  
Mr. T. K. Panalar.  
Dame Una Pope-Hennessy, D.B.E.  
Maulavi Shaikh B. A. Quraishi.  
Dr. K. M. Radhakrishnan.  
Mr. M. Rahimuddin, M.A.  
Mr. L. P. Narayan Ray.  
Mr. M. Sathasivam.  
Mr. Haryyan Singh.  
Captain H. H. M. Spink.  
Hon. Mrs. Tennant.  
Mr. B. B. M. Lal Varma, B.A.

Gifts

Sir Wallis Budge has presented the Society with a cast of the Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II. The Rev. C. U. Manning has given a framed photograph of the bust of his great-uncle Mr. Thomas Manning, friend of Charles Lamb and the first Englishman to visit Lhasa in 1811.
The portrait is placed in the room containing Chinese MSS., some of which Mr. Manning had presented to the Society. A gift of books has been presented to the Library by Mr. Pilcher, who has also, together with Dr. Morse and Mrs. Waite, given various numbers of the *Journal*.

The Executors of the late Mr. W. Morrison have presented a large number of parts of the *Journal* and some of the *Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archæology*, Mr. Henry Proctor also presenting two volumes of the *Proceedings*.

---

**CENTENARY OF THE SOCIÉTÉ ASIATIQUE**

The Société Asiatique of Paris proposes to celebrate during 10–13th July of the present year the Centenary of its foundation, in conjunction with a special commemoration of Champollion's discovery, which likewise goes back to the year 1822.

We have pleasure in transmitting to all our members a cordial invitation on the part of our French colleagues to take part in the proceedings, which will comprise, in particular, a meeting at the Sorbonne in the presence of the President of the Republic, a meeting in the Egyptological department of the Louvre, a reception at the Hôtel de Ville on the part of the Paris Municipality, etc.

All requests for information and details should be addressed to the Secretariat of the Société Asiatique, 2 rue de Lille, Paris.

---

The Society has received an invitation from the University of Padua to send delegates to its seventh centenary, 14th to 17th May. It is hoped that Sir Richard Temple will represent the Society on this occasion, and that Mr. Lee Shuttleworth will go as a delegate.

The Hungarian Geographical Society invites the Society to send a representative to the celebration of its Jubilee.
Colonel Hodson read a paper entitled "Head Hunters at Home" in February, Mr. Lee Shuttleworth one on "Some Peoples and Religions of the Punjab Himalayas" in March, and Mr. Perceval Yetts described a visit to "A Buddhist Pilgrim Shrine in China" in April.

In May is the Anniversary Meeting, and in June Sir Percy Sykes lectures on the Achæmenian Dynasty.

At a meeting of the Society on 7th February, 1922, the Viscount Chelmsford presented the Public School Gold Medal to G. F. Hudson (Shrewsbury School) and a book prize to H. C. B. Mynors (Marlborough College), the subject of the competition having been "The part taken by India in the late War".

Dr. F. W. Thomas, who was in the chair, expressed regret at the absence of the acting President, Sir Richard Temple, in Switzerland, and paid a warm tribute to the services he had rendered to the cause of Oriental scholarship, particularly as editor-proprietor of the Indian Antiquary, which had now attained its jubilee. The name of another absent friend, that of Sir Arthur Wollaston, could not be omitted, having regard to the outstanding share he had in bringing about the foundation of the competition. The gathering that day suffered in attendance from the unfortunate coincidence of the date clashing with the ceremony at Cambridge of a presentation to Professor E. G. Browne as a testimony to the splendid service he had been rendering for so many years past to the cause of Persian and Arabic scholarship.

The feature of their own proceedings that day was the presence of Viscount Chelmsford (cheers), whose period of Viceroyalty had been one of great emergencies both in peace and war. It was not for them in the Society to appraise the manner in which those high functions were discharged, but he might be permitted to say that Lord Chelmsford had faced grave crises in a spirit of calm statesmanship, but while shrinking
from no responsibility had never allowed himself to be hurried into precipitate action.

Dr. Gaster, one of the examiners, said that by this competition the Society sought to further the bond between East and West. The Council had some trepidation in choosing a subject in respect to which memories were so recent—a great earthquake which had shaken the world and of which the aftermath was still being felt. They were doubtful whether young men could grasp the problems which these great issues raised, but he was pleasantly surprised on reading the successful papers, both of which showed much grasp and judgment. The difference between the two papers was so small that it was not easy to decide which of them should secure the medal. Passing on to a remark made by one of his daughters when he was reading the papers, he expressed the opinion that the competition should be open to girls' schools. He intended to bring the suggestion before the Council in due course.

Viscount Chelmsford, who was cordially received, congratulated the winners on the admirable work which had entitled them to these awards. He had had the privilege of reading Mr. Hudson's paper, and could cordially endorse the praises of Dr. Gaster. The facts were admirably marshalled, and the presentation of the salient features of India's part in the war was extremely well put. The subject of the competition was one in respect to which he desired to state some facts which were not generally known, and certainly not sufficiently appreciated here in England. He could speak from personal knowledge as he happened to be in India from November, 1914, as a soldier, and from April, 1916, as Viceroy, to and beyond the end of the war.

The first thing he must bring to remembrance was that when the war started India had maintained her Army on the understanding that her military effort should be confined to the defence of her frontiers (using that term in no rigid sense) and to her internal security. It could well be imagined then, that when the war came with its great demand upon
India for help in regions all over Europe and in various parts of Asia and Africa, the demand was on resources which had never been adequately prepared for any such purpose. Notwithstanding that fact, it was remarkable that at the very outset India sent two cavalry divisions and two infantry divisions fully equipped to the Western front, the equivalent of a division to East Africa, one cavalry and six infantry brigades to Egypt, while very soon after a division admirably equipped was sent to Mesopotamia besides forces which were sent both to Muscat and to Aden. All these forces, with the exception of those sent to the West, were based upon India, and they relied upon that base for their food, their forage, and their reinforcements. This bare record in itself showed how amazing was the injustice of a cry raised in England in the early part of the war that the Government of India had shown a neutral attitude. The deepest gratitude was owing to his distinguished predecessor, Lord Hardinge, for the courage with which he denuded India of troops at that time and threw them into the battle lines. The wastage by casualties and sickness amounted to no less than 150 per cent per annum, and had to be made good by recruitment.

Coming to the time when he took over the office of Governor-General in April, 1916, he would remind them that just then Kut had fallen, and the position in India, to use the graphic phrase of Lord Hardinge, was that on the military side she had been bled white. No one present acquainted with India or even those in England at that time could well overestimate the tremendous moral effect of the surrender of Kut. The blow to our prestige was great, so that both on the material and moral side our position was deplorable. He would put before them some of the difficulties with which he and his colleagues were faced in the work of reconstruction. Looking up his papers for a few facts he found a memorandum written for him shortly after he assumed office by the then Commander-in-Chief, the late Sir Beauchamp Duff. It stated that the system of reserves had absolutely broken down;
that 48 per cent of the men on the reservist roll were no good and could not be taken into the ranks. Even if this deficiency could be made good there was another serious difficulty. It was one thing to stamp on the ground and produce men for training; it was another thing to find officers who were going to lead them. That problem faced the authorities in India throughout the war. In August, 1914, the cadre of British officers on the Indian establishment was 4,598. Of these 530 happened to be at home on leave at the outbreak of the war and Lord Kitchener naturally took them for the urgent requirements of the situation. During the period, irrespective of the officers who went with their troops in the contingents, India sent 2,600 British officers for service in various directions not in connexion with the Indian Army. They had not only to replace the casualties, which were quite as high, if not higher, among officers as in the rank and file, but they had also to find trained officers to deal with the stream of recruits.

They would remember that one grave criticism passed upon the Mesopotamian campaign in the earlier part of the war was the breakdown on the medical side. Doctors did not grow on every bush in India, however numerous they might be in England. There was only a limited number, and of these a very limited number had been trained as doctors who could take their place in the military cadre. There were all sorts of administrative duties for a medical officer in the field which did not come within the ordinary scope of a doctor's training. He would not weary them with figures, but would simply state the fact that it was with the greatest difficulty that they kept their military cadres supplied during the war. Nearly a year after the war was over he had a letter from a lady complaining that there was no medical officer at her station. He referred the matter to Army Headquarters, and they informed him that even at that time there were only 98 British medical officers on the military side in the whole of India. They could imagine what the state of things was during the war, when this was the position nearly a year after its close.
Another serious difficulty was that of the provision of equipment and material. In the memorandum of June, 1916, Sir Beauchamp Duff said that they had 121,000 infantry soldiers to equip, but had in stock only 74,000 serviceable rifles, or only sufficient to make up losses which were the result of the campaign. At that time India was not in a position to produce a large output of military material. The factory at Dum Dum near Calcutta had been run on the lines of obtaining sufficient arms for an ordinary campaign on the frontier; it had not been devised for the demands of a world war.

They knew that in regard to the breakdown on the medical side in Mesopotamia there were savage criticisms and complaints made of the administration of the Army in India and of the Government of India generally. He received those complaints on becoming Viceroy, and it was his duty to try and investigate them and to get replies to questions which were put to him from Whitehall. These questions took up the time of overworked officials at Army Headquarters just as they were engaged in the strenuous work of reconstructing the military machine. He was lost in admiration of the grit and determination of those men who went on with their heavy task in the face of grievous discouragement from the bitter criticism which was always pouring out upon their heads.

It must be remembered that the first flush of enthusiasm when war broke out was one thing, but when weeks drew on and became months and months became years you could not rely upon that "first fine, careless rapture" which always seemed to be characteristic of a people when war began. But while there was not perhaps in India much of such rapture in the first instance, it could be said that as time dragged on the peoples of India set their teeth and were determined that this thing should be seen through. The Government and the peoples of the country did see it through, and that brought him to the third and final stage of the war from the Indian standpoint.
No one, he thought, was likely to dispute the proposition that India played a leading part in the decision in Eastern theatres, and notably in Mesopotamia and in Palestine. She poured forth troops and munitions, and the Eastern campaign relied on her for supplies of all kinds, and notably for the rails and equipment for the military lines. The campaigns in Mesopotamia and Palestine were most successful at the end, and it was unquestionable that India was the decisive factor in that success. It should be remembered, too, that the Armistice did not finish the war, so far as India was concerned. For more than a year after she was carrying out on behalf of the Empire the mandates to bring tranquillity in Africa, in Asia Minor, in Syria, and in Mesopotamia. As late as January, 1921, more than two years after the Armistice, there were over 100,000 Indian troops still carrying on the military effort associated with post-war policing of mandated territories. So he thought that those of them who loved India, and desired to see India prosperous, and wished to see her reputation maintained were proud of India's record in the war. (Cheers.)

He must not forget that besides all that British India was doing there were those who had helped them most substantially. The Princes and Chiefs threw themselves and their resources into the war, and during its weary length their enthusiasm never flagged and their loyalty never wavered. (Cheers.) Nor must it be forgotten that the independent kingdom of Nepal freely placed at our disposal in addition to the Gurkha troops in the Indian Army, one-sixth of its martial population between the ages of 18 and 35. He thought they had every reason for profound gratitude to the rulers of Nepal for what they did to help the Empire in the war. (Loud cheers.)

Sir Francis Younghusband said that he was greatly flattered that a book on Kashmir to which he had contributed had been selected for the prizes on this occasion. He had never won a prize, but he had some clever cousins who won
a large number when they were at school. He saw them in beautiful bindings on their bookshelves, but he did not remember that they ever opened their books when once they had received them. (Laughter.) He hoped that the two recipients would often open their prizes, if not to read his writings, at least to see the beautiful pictures of Kashmir with which they were adorned by the late Major Molyneaux. He could not help wishing that among British residents in India, in addition to the painting of pictures of scenery, there could be produced literary artists who could describe that most wonderful country in words that would make a wide appeal. (Cheers.)

Sir GEORGE GRIERSON, in proposing a vote of thanks to Lord Chelmsford, said he congratulated the medallist with the greater heartiness, since Shrewsbury was his old school. On a recent visit he found it had changed very much since he knew it more than sixty years ago, under the headship of Dr. Kennedy, who had the most terrible voice and tenderest heart of any master in England. Since then three headmasters had presided over the school, but he found when visiting it that there were still many of the same old things, including the same old ideals of scholarship and the same love of healthy sport. Many Salopians had heard the East a'calling, and perhaps one reason was that Clive was born and bred in Shrewsbury, as they were reminded by his statue in the market place. Sir George mentioned that one of his contemporaries there, with whom he often went out with a shotgun, was Charles Yate, now Sir Charles Yate, M.P., whose name rang through England in 1885 for the manner in which he upheld the honour of the British nation and of his school in connexion with the Penjdaah incident. There were to-day many Salopians in India, and one of them, Major Humphreys, had just been appointed the first British Minister to the Court of Kabul.
OF the many questions connected with the history of the Tughluq dynasty of Dihli which have not been thoroughly investigated or conclusively determined I propose to deal in this paper with five, viz.:

1. The name of the dynasty.
2. The facts of the rebellion of the army during the first expedition of Muḥammad Jauna (Ulugh Ḥān) to Warangal in A.D. 1321.
3. The reason for Sulṭān Ghiyās-al-dīn’s displeasure with his son Muḥammad Jauna during the expedition to Bengal, and the latter’s responsibility for his father’s death.
4. The chronology of the reign of Muḥammad Tughluq.
5. The parentage of the child enthroned in Dīlū by Ḥān (Khvāja Jahān) after the death of Muḥammad Tughluq.

I. The Name of the Dynasty

On this subject Firishṭa writes (ii, 230): “The historians of India, both ancient and modern, have negligently omitted to record with the pen of investigation the origin and descent
of the Tughluq dynasty. The writer of these pages, Muhammad Qasim Firishta, when, at the beginning of the reign of Nur-al-din Muhammad Jahangir Padshah, he came as an envoy from the Sultan of the age, Ibrahim 'Adil Shah (II), to the city of Lahor, inquired of many people there who delighted in reading the history of the kings of Hindustan and were well informed on the subject of the affairs of the Sultanats of India, what was the origin and descent of the Tughluq dynasty. They said that they also had failed to find in any book a clear statement on the subject, but that the tradition in that country was that Malik Tughluq, the father of the Emperor Ghiyas-al-din Tughluq Shah, was one of the Turki slaves of the emperor Ghiyas-al-din Balban, and formed an alliance with the Jats, who are natives of that country, and received from them a bride, of whom the emperor Ghiyas-al-din Tughluq Shah was born. In the Mulhaqat it is written that Tughluq was originally Qutlugh, which is a Turkish word, and that the people of India, in pronouncing it, inverted it, and turned it into Tughluq, and some turn Qutlugh into Qutlū."

The Khulasat-al-Tawarih repeats the tradition that the mother of Ghiyas-al-din Tughluq Shah was a Jatni of the Panjab, and Ibn Batuta corroborates it by saying that he was a Qarauniyyah Turk, a word which Marco Polo explains as meaning "of mixed breed", "the offspring of a Turkish father and an Indian mother".

The tradition may be held to establish the maternal descent of Ghiyas-al-din, but does not explain the origin of the cognomen Tughluq, for Firishta's or Shaikh 'Ain-al-din's suggestion is obviously a mere guess, and as an essay in philology may be classed with the derivation of Patna from Pathan, or of Khidiv from Khudd and diw.

1 Probably the Mulhaqat of Shaikh 'Ain-al-din Bijapuri, which Firishta cites (i, 6) as one of his authorities.
2 See Thomas, Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, ed. 1871, pp. 186, 187.
I have no doubt that Tughluq is a tribal name, and I believe that Ghiyās-al-dīn’s father came of the tribe of Turks now dwelling near Khotan, and called by Sir Aurel Stein, in his *Ruins of Desert Cathay*, “Taghlik.” “Tughluq Khān,” who served Balban, may have entered his service in the usual manner as an article of merchandise, or may have been expelled from “Black Cathay” by Mughul raids and found an asylum in India. The latter supposition would explain his son’s pride in his prowess against the barbarian hordes—“I have encountered the Tatars on twenty-nine occasions and defeated them; hence I am called al-Malik al-Ghāzi.”

The usual transliteration of the word is Tughlaq, Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole prefers Taghlaq, and Sir Aurel Stein, who does not employ diacritical marks and uses ḵ for ǚ, writes it Taghlik, so that it is only on the question of the vowel sounds that there is any difference. Ibn Baṭūṭah is explicit on this subject, and describes the CLUD and the 冁 as being both pointed with ꦗmorrh. He is not an infallible guide in the matter of proper names, for he corrupts Īltutmish into Lalmish, but Shams-al-dīn reigned more than a century before Ibn Baṭūṭah’s visit to India, and the error may be excused. He is not likely to have been mistaken in respect of the current pronunciation of his patron’s tribal name, which he must have heard daily. “Tughluq” seems, therefore, to be the best transliteration to adopt for the dynasty. As Tughluq is a tribal name it is not necessary to describe the second of the line as Muḥammad ibn Tughluq, as is often done. Each ruler of the dynasty is entitled to bear the tribal name as a cognomen.

II. Rebellion of the Army during the first Expedition to Warangal

In A.H. 721 (A.D. 1321) Muḥammad Jauna was sent by his father, Ghiyās-al-dīn Tughluq, to conquer the Hindu state of Telengāna, ruled by Pratāparudradeva II of the Kākatiya

---

1 Thomas, *Chronicles*, p. 192.
2 *Mohammadan Dynasties*, pp. 300, 302.
dynasty, who had his capital at Warangal and had been tributary to 'Alā-al-dīn Muḥammad Ḵhalji. The prince invaded Telingāna by way of Devagir, afterwards known as Daulatābād, and, refusing the terms offered by Pratāparaṇdradeva, who was ready to acknowledge the suzerainty of Ghīyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq as he had acknowledged that of 'Alā-al-dīn Ḵhalji, laid siege to Warangal. During the siege there broke out in the army a rebellion of which the official account, that is to say, the account authorized for circulation in the reigns of Muḥammad Tughluq and of his cousin and successor Fīrūz, was that given by the contemporary historian, Ziyā-al-dīn Baranī, who writes (447) as follows:—

"For more than one month posts failed to arrive from the capital, and no orders reached Sulṭān Muḥammad, who was accustomed to receive two or three orders from his father every week. Sulṭān Muḥammad and his intimate associates attached little importance to the failure of the posts, and attributed it to the desertion of some of the garrisons on the road. The news that Sulṭān Muḥammad attached little importance to this matter spread in the army and the rank and file were oppressed with grave anxiety and much confusion prevailed in each corps of the army. Ḥubaid, the poet, and the Shaikhzāda of Damascus, two ill-starred, base, turbulent, and lying fellows who had by some means become intimate with Sulṭān Muḥammad, circulated in the army the lying rumour that Sulṭān Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq had died in the capital, that the affairs of the state were in confusion, that a usurper had ascended the throne, and that communications with Dihlī were cut off; and everybody took his own way.

"This same ill-starred Ḥubaid and the Shaikhzāda of Damascus, most base, turbulent, ungrateful, and disloyal wretches, gave currency to yet another monstrous lie, and told Malik Tamar, Malik Tīgīn, Malik Mul the Afgān, and Malik

1 References to Baranī are to the Bibliotheca Indica text.
2 Ibn Baṭṭūṭah describes in detail the admirable system of posts existing in the empire under the Tughluq dynasty.
Kāfūr, the keeper of the seals, that Sultān Muḥammad, in view of their having held high office at the court of ‘Alā-al-dīn Khaljī and of their being the principal officers of the army, regarded them as enemies of the empire, and as being in league one with another and reckoned them unexampled traitors, and had proscribed them. They added that the prince’s intention was to seize all four maliks in one day and behead them. The maliks, who saw these two lying scoundrels at all times and at all places in the prince’s company, had no choice but to believe what they said, and having leagued themselves together, withdrew with their contingents from the camp. Their withdrawal threw the whole army into confusion, and a tumult arose. In every corps there was confusion, insomuch that no man would trust his fellow. A mishap to the army of the Muslims was the one thing that the Hindus needed for the saving of their lives, and they now sallied from the fortress, plundered the camp, and returned. Sultān Muḥammad, with his personal followers, took the road to Devagīr, and the army was scattered in every direction. On his way to Devagīr he met with postal runners bringing from the capital mails which informed him of the safety and good health of Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq, and the maliks of ‘Alā-al-dīn Khaljī, who had left the army, quarrelled with one another, and each took his own way, being deserted by his followers, whose arms and horses fell into the hands of the Hindus. Sultān Muḥammad arrived in safety at Devagīr, and there the army reassembled, and Malik Tamar, with a small number of horsemen, fled abroad and hastened into Gondwāna, where he died. The Hindus slew Malik Tīgin, the governor of Oudh, and sent his skin to Sultān Muḥammad in Devagīr, and they sent Malik Mul the Afghān, ‘Ubaid the poet, and other sedition-mongers bound to Sultān Muḥammad in Devagīr, and Sultān Muḥammad, who had previously arrested their wives and families, sent them all together to his father. Sultān Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn held an open court in the public square of Sirī and impaled alive ‘Ubaid the poet, Kāfūr the
seal-bearer, and the other sedition-mongers, and caused several others, with their wives and families, to be thrown under the feet of the elephants, and on that day, in the public square of Sīrī, a punishment was inflicted which struck fear and terror into the breasts of all beholders, and at that punishment which Sulṭān Tughluq Shāh inflicted, throwing the wives and children of many under the feet of the elephants, the whole city fell a-trembling."

This account given by Barānī, who was in the service of Muḥammad Tughluq and of his successor, Fīrūz, is followed substantially by other historians, Nizām-al-dīn Alīmad, Budāoni, and Firishṭa, some of whom add details, of which the most important is that Muḥammad himself returned to Dīlī and was presumably present at the execution of the criminals. Firishṭa adds that an epidemic which broke out in the army before Warangal contributed to its demoralization. The blame for what occurred is placed primarily on ‘Ubaid and the Shaikhzāda of Damascus, who are represented as double traitors—traitors to their sovereign, Ghīyās-al-dīn, and to their master the prince, as well as betrayers of the leading amīrs of the army. No motive is suggested for the chain of intrigues in which they engaged, and it is difficult to see what they had to gain by them.

Ibn Baṭūṭah, who visited India during the reign of Muḥammad Tughluq, twelve years after this time, tells an entirely different story of the rebellion. His version is as follows:—

"When Tughluq (Ghīyās-al-dīn) was firmly established in the capital he sent his son Muḥammad to conquer the country of Tiling, which is at a distance of three months' journey from the city of Dīlī, and he sent with him a numerous army and with it great amīrs, such as Malik Tamūr, Malik Tīgīn, Malik Kāfūr the seal-bearer, Malik Baimāram, and others. When Muḥammad reached the country of Tiling he resolved to rebel, and he had a companion named ‘Ubaid, a theologian and a poet, and he ordered him to spread the report among
the men that the emperor Tughluq was dead, believing that they would readily swear allegiance to him when they heard this. But when this news was proclaimed to the men the amīrs contradicted it, and each one caused his drums to be beaten and rose against Muḥammad, with whom there remained nobody. The amīrs purposed to slay him, but Malik Tamūr prevented them from doing this and stood by him, and Muḥammad fled to his father with ten horsemen whom he called his faithful friends, and his father furnished him with treasure and a fresh army, and ordered him to return to Tiling, and he returned thither, and his father learnt what his intention had been and slew the theologian ‘Ubaid, and ordered that Malik Kāfūr, the keeper of the seals, should be impaled, and a lance was thrust through his neck and he was impaled head downwards and his bowels gushed out, and he was left in that position until he died, and the rest of the amīrs fled to Sulṭān Shams-al-dīn [of Bengal], son of Sulṭān Nāṣir-al-dīn, son of Sulṭān Ghīyāṣ-al-dīn Balban."

Thus, according to Ibn Baṭūṭah, it was Muḥammad Jauna who was the double traitor, and who, having attempted, by means of the army, to seize the throne, subsequently left his agents to his father's vengeance. From Ibn Baṭūṭah's account it would appear that Muḥammad, having failed in his attempt to induce the army to acclaim him as emperor, fled at once, reached Dihlī before either his accomplices or his opponents could arrive there, and gave his father his own version of the rebellion in the army, the version, that is to say, subsequently recorded by Barānī. Barānī is not blind to Muḥammad Tughluq's faults, but he invariably sets off against them such virtues as he possessed and his undoubted abilities. It would have been impossible for a courtier, writing for publication in the reign of Muḥammad's successor, Firūz, who had a tender regard for his cousin's reputation, to portray Muḥammad as the despicable traitor of Ibn Baṭūṭah's narrative. Ibn Baṭūṭah, on the other hand, was untramelled by apprehensions for his personal safety, for he did not write
and publish his account of his travels until his return to his distant western home, where he was far removed from the wrath of the emperor of India; he was under considerable obligations to Muḥammad Tughluq, he was a careful and accurate inquirer and observer, and he had no motive for blackening Muḥammad’s character. It is needless to labour this point, for I believe that Ibn Baṭṭūṭah’s version is now generally accepted in preference to Baranī’s,¹ but its acceptance creates two difficulties, for it is not easy to understand how Ghiyās-al-dīn could have entrusted to his son the command of a second expedition or how he could afterwards have appointed him regent in Dihli during his own absence in Bengal.

It appears probable that Muḥammad somehow contrived to keep his father in ignorance of his guilt until he was on his way towards Telingāna with his second army. From Ibn Baṭṭūṭah’s narrative it certainly appears that Muḥammad’s guilt was not discovered until he had left Dihli. Baranī says (449): “And again, after four months, Sulṭān Ghiyās-al-dīn gave Sulṭān Muḥammad a large force and appointed him to the command of other armies, and sent him towards Warangal.” It is almost incredible the Ghiyās-al-dīn should have remained in ignorance of his son’s guilt for four months, and it seems probable that the second army was equipped and dispatched sooner than Baranī says, and had left Dihli and perhaps reached Devagir by the time four months had elapsed. When Muḥammad Jauna was at the head of his new army his father would naturally have refrained from exasperating him. Muḥammad Jauna’s appointment to the regency in his father’s absence is not so easily explained. Mr. Thomas ascribes it to infatuation, but infatuation is not usually associated with the character of Ghiyās-al-dīn. We may assume either that Muḥammad Jauna was purged of his former offence by his brilliant conquest of Telingāna, or that Ghiyās-al-dīn believed that he would be less formidable.

¹ Mr. Thomas accepted it. See Chronicles, p. 108.
at Dihlī, surrounded by amīrs and troops devoted to the
emperor's interest, than at the head of a quasi-independent
army in Telinganā, and accordingly summoned him to the
capital. The second supposition appears to be the more
probable of the two.

III. The reason for Sulṭān Ghīyās-al-dīn's displeasure with
his son Muḥammad Jauna during the expedition to Bengal,
and the latter's responsibility for his father's death.

While Muḥammad Jauna was still absent in Telingāna
with the second expedition, which terminated more success-
fully than the first, his father received an appeal for help
from Bengal, where the descendants of Ghīyās-al-dīn Balban
of Dihlī had been virtually independent sovereigns ever since
the feeble reign of Muʿizz-al-dīn Kaiqubād, the last of the
Slave dynasty of Dihlī. Shams-al-dīn Firūz, Shāh of Bengal,
son of Nāṣir-al-dīn Bughrā Khān, and grandson of Ghīyās-
al-dīn Balban, had appointed his son Ghīyās-al-dīn Bahādur
governor of Eastern Bengal, or had at least permitted him
in 1310 to assume the power of a governor there, and had
died in 1318, leaving another son, Shihāb-al-dīn Bughrā,
to succeed him on the throne of Bengal. Ghīyās-al-dīn
Bahādur, of Eastern Bengal, refused to recognize his brother's
authority and in 1319 ousted him and brought the whole of
Bengal under his sway, putting to death Qutlū Khān, another
of his brothers. Shihāb-al-dīn fled with another brother,
Nāṣir-al-dīn, to Dihlī, and there sought aid of Ghīyās-al-dīn
Tughluq, who could not resist the temptation to intervene in
Bengal, the independence of which had never been recognized
by Dihlī. He decided to take command of the expedition to
Bengal, and summoned his son Muḥammad from Telingāna
to assume the government of the capital during the absence.

There lived at this time in the city of Dihlī the well-known
saint Nizām-al-dīn Auliyā, who leaned strongly towards
Sūfī-ism and was suspected of heterodoxy. The historian
Nizām-al-dīn Aḥmad says, in the Ṭabaqāt-i-Akbarī, that he
had fallen into disfavour with Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq, but
does not mention the cause of the emperor's displeasure, and
both Barānī and Budāonī are silent on the subject. Firīštā
likewise fails to mention it in his chronicles of the emperors
of Dīlī, but in the life of Nizām-al-dīn Auliyā, which is given,
with the lives of other saints, at the end of his history, he
gives a full and detailed account of the differences between
the emperor and the saint.

On ascending the throne after the murder of Qutb-al-dīn
Mubārak Shāh the usurper Nāṣir-al-dīn Khusrav had
distributed with a lavish hand the treasure of his predecessor,
and, with a view to conciliating the religious element at the
capital, had included the Shaikhs and holy men among the
recipients of his largesse. Some refused to accept anything
at his hands, and with the exception of Nizām-al-dīn Auliyā
those who feared to refuse the money kept it as a deposit,
judging that the usurper's reign would not be of long duration
and that any responsible sovereign who might be raised to the
throne would be sure to demand restitution of public treasure
so recklessly expended. Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq took the step
which they had expected, and rigorously exacted from all
recipients of the usurper's misplaced bounty the sums which
they had received of him. All other Shaikhs at once restored
what they had received, but Nizām-al-dīn Auliyā, who had
spent the money, returned no reply to the emperor's demand.
Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq, incensed by his contumacy, readily
acceded to the request of some of his enemies, and arraigned
him before a court of fifty-three doctors of the law on a charge
of holding irregular assemblies at which were performed,
after the manner of the Sūfis, ecstatic songs and dances,
held to be unlawful by most Sunnī doctors. The Shaikh's
victory in argument stayed the emperor's hand for a time,
but can hardly have improved the relations between the two.

Ibn Baṭūṭah says that Muḥammad Jaun was a disciple
of Nizām-al-dīn Auliyā, and was in the habit of visiting
him whenever it was known that he had fallen into one of his
ecstatic trances, in the belief that his utterances when he was in that condition were prophetic. On one occasion the Shaikh, in one of these fits of hysteria, said to Muḥammad, "We give you the kingdom," and it was probably a report of this utterance which still further provoked the wrath of the emperor, for Nizām-al-dīn Alīn relates in the Ṭabaqāt-i-Akbarī that the emperor sent a message to the Shaikh from Bengal to the effect that when he returned he would settle accounts with him. The Shaikh replied in a message which has since become proverbial in India, with application to one who boasts at the beginning of an undertaking, دور أست ("Dihlī is yet afar off"), recalling the Scottish proverb, "It's a far cry to Loch Awe." The Shaikh's veiled threat was fulfilled.

According to Ibn Baṭūṭah the Shaikh himself died before the emperor returned from Bengal, and Muḥammad Jauna helped to bear his bier to the grave. When Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughrul heard of this extravagant mark of respect paid to the corpse of who one had died under the ban of his displeasure his wrath increased, and he wrote a letter to his son threatening to deprive him of the regency and accusing him of other acts which reflected on his loyalty. Various astrologers, instigated doubtless by Muḥammad, prophesied at this time that the emperor should never return to Dihlī, and Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn, who had brought his expedition to a successful conclusion, now hastened back by forced marches, breathing threats of vengeance against the prophets.

Muḥammad Jauna, on hearing of his father's return, prepared a special reception for him. He built, at a distance of some 5 or 6 miles from Tughrulqābād, the fortress-city which Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn had founded near Dihlī, a wooden pavilion in which to receive and entertain his father. All

1 According to other accounts the Shaikh outlived Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughrul by a month or two, and it was only his son's general relations with the Shaikh that displeased him.
historians mention Ṭughluqābād as the place where this pavilion was built, and Baranī places it as “three or four kurūh” and Budāoni at “three kurūh” from Dihli, that is to say, Ṭughluqābād. There is no village of this name now near Ṭughluqābād, but I am inclined to believe that the pavilion was built at Aghanpūr, a village about 5 miles from Ṭughluqābād. The name of this village may be a corruption of Aghanpūr, or the Muḥammadan historians may have corrupted, as they sometimes do, a Hindi name.

The emperor was received by his son in the pavilion, which fell on him and killed him, and the question is whether the pavilion fell by accident or by design. On this point the evidence of the historians must be heard. Baranī, who could not have ventured, even on the most conclusive evidence, to accuse Muḥammad Tughluq of parricide, writes (452) as follows:—

“When Sulṭān Muḥammad heard that Sulṭān Tughluq was returning to the capital, Ṭughluqābād, by forced marches, he ordered that a small pavilion should be built near Aghanpūr, at a distance of three or four kurūh from Ṭughluqābād, in order that the Sulṭān might spend the night there and make a state entry into Ṭughluqābād on the following morning. In Ṭughluqābād triumphal arches were erected and the drums were beaten when the Sulṭān Tughluq Shāh arrived and alighted at the new pavilion at the time of the second prayer. Sulṭān Muḥammad, with the maliks and amīrs and the principal men, went forth to meet his father and had the honour of kissing his feet. At the time when Sulṭān Tughluq Shāh had sent for his own special service of food, and the maliks and amīrs had gone outside to wash their hands, a calamity occurred, like a thunderbolt falling from heaven on the denizens of the earth, and the roof of the dais on which Sulṭān Tughluq Shāh was sitting fell, and the emperor, with five or six persons, fell beneath the roof, and was united to the neighbourhood of God’s mercy.”

The translator of the extracts from Baranī in Elliot and
Dowson's *History of India as told by its own Historians,*¹ who has been followed by Lieut.-Col. Ranking in the notes to his translation of vol. i of the *Muntakḥab-al-Tavarîkh* of Budāoni,² takes the word “thunderbolt” literally and translates, “A thunderbolt from the sky descended upon the earth, and the roof under which the Sultān was seated fell down, crushing him and five or six other persons, so that they died.”

This is a mistranslation. Had Barānī intended to say that the building was actually struck by lightning he would have written بلای صاعقة آساني (“the calamity of a thunderbolt from the sky”) instead of صاعقة بلای آساني (“a thunderbolt of a calamity from heaven”). The word صاعقة is merely a simile, comparing the calamity, in its suddenness, with a thunderbolt, but Barānī would probably have been well content to be misunderstood.

Later historians are less important than Barānī, but as they probably had access to other authorities which are lost to us their statements are worth examining. Niẓām-al-dīn Aḥmad writes as follows in his *Tabaqāt-i-Akbari* :-

“When Ulugh Khān (Mujammad Jauna) heard that his father was returning rapidly he ordered that a pavilion should be built in the space of three days near Afghānpūr, which is three kurūh from Tughluqābād, in order that when the Sultān arrived he might alight and pass the night there, that the people of the city might go out to receive him and wait upon him there, and that the next morning, at an auspicious hour, he might enter the city in royal state. When the Sultān arrived at that pavilion there were rejoicings in Tughluqābād, and triumphal arches were erected. Ulugh Khān, with the maliks, the amīrs, and the principal men of

¹ iiii, 235.
² i, 300, n. 3.
the city, went out to receive him, and had the honour of waiting upon him. Sultan Tughluq Shâh sat in that pavilion, and a special table of victuals was brought for him. When the food was removed and the people understood that the Sultan would remount at once they left the building without waiting to wash their hands, and the Sultan remained behind for the purpose of washing his hands. Meanwhile the roof of the building fell, and the Sultan, beneath it, attained to the neighbourhood of God's mercy. The duration of his reign was four years and some months.

"In some histories it is related that as the pavilion was new and freshly built, and they caused the elephants which the Sultan had brought from Bengal to trot around it, the ground around the pavilion and its roof gave way. It will not be concealed from the minds of the discerning that the construction of such a pavilion, for which there was no necessity, casts on Ulugh Khân the suspicion of having compassed his father's death, and it is evident that the author of the Tarih-i-Firuz Shâhi (Barani), since he wrote in the reign of Sultan Firuz, who had a great veneration for Sultan Muhammad, may have refrained, out of regard for Firuz, from mentioning this matter. I have, however, constantly heard this assertion made by trustworthy men."

Nizâm-al-dîn Aḥmad then describes, in corroboration of this story, the threat sent by the emperor to Nizâm-al-dîn Auliya and the Shaikh's reply.

Badâoni's account is as follows:—

"Sultan Tughluq Shâh, taking Bahadur Shâh (of Bengal) with him, returned to Dihli victorious and triumphant, and, travelling by double stages, made forced marches. Ulugh Khân (Muhammad Jauna), upon hearing this news, gave immediate orders for the erection of a lofty and noble palace near Afghânpûr, which is at a distance of three kurûh from Tughluqâbâd. It was completed in three days, so

1 Bibliotheca Indica text, i, 224. Lieut.-Col. Ranking's translation, i, 300.
that Sultān Tughluq Shāh might alight there, and, having passed the night in it and having rested, might depart thence at an auspicious moment and alight at Tughluqābād.

"The Sultān arrived there, and, Ulugh Khān having gone out to meet him with all the great men and grandees, spread a banquet of welcome. The Sultān gave orders for the elephants which he had brought from Bengal to be raced, and as the foundation of the new palace was recently laid and unsettled, the palace began to shake and totter with the tramp of the elephants. When the people became aware that the Sultān was mounting with all haste they hurriedly came out from the palace without even washing their hands. Sultān Tughluq Shāh was engaged in washing his hands, and so did not come out. In consequence he washed his hands of life and the palace fell upon him.

"We should not lose sight of the fact that from having built a palace such as this, which was quite unnecessary, there is a suspicion that Ulugh Khān may have built the palace without foundations, as was currently reported, but the author of the Tārīkh-i-Firūz Shāhī (Barānī) makes no mention of this. His omission may possibly be due to a desire to flatter Firūz Shāh, and to regard for him."

Budāoni also tells the story of the emperor's threat to Nizām-al-dīn Auliya and of the Shaikh's reply. Firishtā discusses the question in the following passage:—

"When Ulugh Khān heard that his father was returning by forced marches he built near Afghānpūr a pavilion, which was completed in three days, in order that when his father arrived he might spend the night there, and in the morning, when the city had been decorated and all preparations for a royal reception made, he might enter the city in state. When the Sultān arrived there he alighted at the pavilion, having in view the purpose for which it had been built, and there were rejoicings in Tughluqābād and triumphal arches were erected, and on the following day

1 i, 235.
Ulugh Khan and the rest of the amirs were honoured by being enabled to kiss the emperor's hand, and the Sultan, with the conourse which had come out to meet him, sat at meat in that pavilion. When the cloth was removed and men became aware that the emperor was on the point of mounting they came out with unwashed hands, and Ulugh Khan, the hour of whose death had not yet arrived, came out in order to parade before his father the horses, elephants, and other offerings which he had brought out for him. Meanwhile, the roof of the building fell, and the emperor, with five other persons who were beneath it, was received into the neighbourhood of God's mercy.

"It is written in some histories that since the pavilion was freshly built, and new, it collapsed from the shock occasioned by the racing of the elephants, and some historians have written that the construction of such a building, which was in no way necessary, gives rise to the suspicion that Ulugh Khan compassed his father's death, and that Ziyā Barani, who wrote in the time of the emperor Firūz, who had great reverence for the memory of Sultan Muḥammad, refrained, from fear of Firūz, from recording the whole truth; but it will be evident to all men of discernment that this story is most unreasonable, for Ulugh Khan was sitting with his father at meat, and whence can he have had the power to work this miracle, that the building should fall at the moment when he left it? The most ingenious story of all is that of Sadr-i-Jahān Gujraratī, who has written in his history that Ulugh Khan erected this building by means of a talisman, so that when the talisman was broken the roof fell. Ḥāji Muḥammad Qandahārī has written in his history that at the moment when the Sultan was engaged in washing his hands a thunderbolt fell from the sky and split the roof asunder, so that it fell on his head, and this account, according to the estimate of what is likely to have happened, seems to be the most probable; but God knows the truth of the matter."

Minor discrepancies between these accounts need not be
noticed. Firishâta's reference to "some historians" is evidently a covert attack on Niẓām-al-dīn Alîmad, for Firishâta was addicted to biting the hand which fed him. Ḥāji Muḥammad Qandahâri's account was probably based on the misunderstanding of Barâni, which has already been noticed. Firishâta's defence of Muḥammad Jâuna is ingenious and plausible, but it is demolished by Ibn Baṭūṭah, who had the story from eye-witnesses. He says that the building, which was mostly of wood, stood high above the ground on a substructure of wood, and was built under the general supervision of "the well-known Malikzâda" and the immediate superintendence of Alîmad ibn Ayyâz, afterwards entitled Khvâja Jahân, who was at that time supervisor of buildings, and was probably an architect by profession. Ibn Baṭūṭah writes: "The art in the construction of this building was that they contrived it in such a manner that when the elephants passed by on one side of it the pavilion fell"; he does not enter into details of the device by which the fall of the building was ensured, but from his account it appears to be likely that Şadr-i-Jahân's "talisman" was a beam left projecting from the substructure, which, when dislodged by an elephant, brought the building down. Ibn Baṭūṭah continues his account as follows:—

"The emperor alighted at the pavilion and his retinue was feasted there, and they dispersed. Muḥammad asked his father's permission to have the elephants paraded in full array before him, and the emperor assented. Shaikh Rukn-al-dīn told me that he was there with the emperor, and with the two of them was the emperor's favourite son, Maḥmūd. Muḥammad, the emperor's son, came and said to the Shaikh, "Akhund, it is now evening. Come down and retire." The Shaikh told me that he descended, and the elephants were brought up on one side [of the pavilion] as had been arranged, and when they came against the pavilion it fell on the emperor and his son Maḥmūd. The Shaikh told me that he heard the tumult and returned, and when he arrived
he found that the pavilion had fallen on the emperor. The prince ordered that axes and spades should be brought in order to dig him out, and they brought them to him at sunset, and they dug. The emperor was stretched over his son [Maḥmūd] as though to protect him from death. Some said that the emperor was dead when he was taken out, but others said that he was alive. His son [Muḥammad] made preparations for his funeral, and carried him by night to the tomb which he had built for himself without the city of Tughluqābād, which had been called after his name, and there he buried him. . . .

"On account of the art which the āmīr Khvāja Jahān [Alīmad ībn Ayyāz] had displayed in building the pavilion which fell upon Tughluq, he enjoyed much favour at the hands of Tughluq’s son, and was advanced to the highest rank."

Ibn Batūṭah’s impartial evidence is conclusive. His informant was one who had been present on the occasion, and for whose personal safety Muḥammad Jauna had shown solicitude. It was Muḥammad Jauna who suggested the parade of the elephants, by means of which the catastrophe was brought about, and the sudden promotion of Alīmad ībn Ayyāz, who appears in Barani’s list of the officials of Ghīyās-al-dīn Tughluq as a simple inspector of buildings, to be minister of the empire on Muhammad’s accession completes the chain of evidence.

IV. Chronology of the Reign of Muḥammad Tughluq

The chronology of this reign is full of difficulties. The contemporary historian, Ziyā-al-dīn Barani, a most valuable authority for details of the life and character of his master, of his measures, and of many events in his reign, fails conspicuously as a methodical chronicler. Events are not invariably recorded in their chronological order, and as dates are seldom assigned to them it is impossible to evolve order out of the chaos. Those who have followed him have
used him as their chief authority, and Nizām-al-dīn Alāmad, in
his Ṭabaqāt-i-Akbarī, has imitated him so faithfully that for
this reign of twenty-six years he gives only two dates, one
of which is that of the emperor’s death. As a source of
information on chronological questions the Ṭabaqāt-i-Akbarī
may be neglected.

Firishta also bases his account on that of Baranī, but is
less niggardly of dates. Baranī’s Tārīkh-i-Fīrūz Shāhī is
the only authority, besides general histories, cited by him for
this reign, and the source of his chronological information
cannot be ascertained. He gives us, which no other author
does, the month (Rabī‘al-awwal, 725 = Feb.-March, 1325),
but not the day of the death of Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq and
the accession of his son Muḥammad, and besides this gives
us nine dates, including that of Muḥammad’s death. One or
two others may be supplied from his account of the rebellion
in the Dakan and the foundation of the Bahmani kingdom.

‘Abd-al-Qādir Budāoni cites no authorities, except the
Ṭabaqāt-i-Akbarī of his friend Nizām-al-dīn Alāmad and the
Tārīkh-i-Mubārak Shāhī, but gives us no fewer than sixteen
dates, including those of Muḥammad’s accession and death
and attempts to marshal events in their chronological order,
but has not been entirely successful.

Ibn Baṭūṭah, the Moorish traveller who visited India
during this reign and remained in the country, is as niggardly
of dates as Baranī, but supplies a few not given by other
historians. After describing his arrival in the country, his
journey to Dihlī, the city, and his reception there, he gives
two long lists of various actions of the emperor, one of acts
of generosity and the other of acts of cruelty; then comes a
brief chronicle of the events of the reign, arranged, apparently,
in chronological order. Some of these, which occurred before
Ibn Baṭūṭah’s arrival, and four of them which occurred after
he had left Dihlī, and of which he probably heard in Bengal
on his way to China, are based on information which he
received from friends or companions, but for some others his
own experience vouched. Then follows a list of his personal experiences, and lastly an account of the journey of his mission across India after he had left Dihlī. This account supplies us with most valuable information regarding the terrible condition to which the country had been reduced by Muḥammad's tyranny and misrule.

Ibn Baṭūṭah arrived in the Indus on September 12, 1333, and reached Dihlī about the end of that year or the beginning of 1334, and except for a journey to Lāhor and two journeys in the Dūab, one of which included a pilgrimage into Oudh, to the shrine of Sālār Mas'ūd at Bahārīq, remained at the capital until July 22, 1342, when he left the city as head of a mission which Muḥammad sent to China. When, therefore, he mentions, as he often does, any event of which he was an eye-witness, it is certain that it occurred between those two dates, and the order in which he mentions events often enables us to date them more accurately.

Two dates for events in the reign are given in chronograms by the court poet, Badr-al-dīn of Chāch, usually known as Badr-i-Chāchī or Badr-i-Chāch, and other dates are satisfactorily determined by legends on coins.

The first date to be ascertained is that of the death of Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Tughluq and the accession of Muḥammad. Firīštā alone gives the month of his death. Rabī‘-al-awwal, A.H. 725, which began on February 15, 1325. Muḥammad died on Muḥarram 21, 752, and Nizām-al-dīn Alīmad, Budāoni, and Firīštā concur in giving the duration of his reign as twenty-seven years, without the addition of any months or days, regarding which Firīštā is usually particular. This calculation places Muḥammad's accession on Muḥarram 21, 725, but it appears that Firīštā, being in this case not quite sure of his dates, took no account of the forty odd days by which Muḥammad's reign fell short of twenty-seven years. His accession may be placed in February, 1325.

In the same year (A.H. 725 = A.D. 1325) Muḥammad
restored Ghiyās-al-dīn Bahādur, whom his father had brought to Dihlī as a prisoner, to the government of Eastern Bengal, as a vassal under the tutelage of Tātār Khān, now entitled Bahrām Khān, whom Ghiyās-al-dīn Tughluq had left in that province as governor.

One of Muḥammad’s earliest acts was to order the compilation of a register of the land revenue of the empire on the model of the register already maintained in the districts near the capital. The order was probably issued in a.H. 725, but as registers were compiled, according to Barānī, for the provinces of Dihlī, Gujarāt, Mālwa, Devagīr, Telingāna, Kampli, Dhorasamudra (Dvāravatipūra), Ma’bar, Thirut, Lakhnawatī, Satgāñw, and Sonārgāñw, the work cannot have been completed until a.H. 726 (a.d. 1326). In the same year, Sultān Nāṣir-al-dīn having died in Western Bengal, Qadr Khān was appointed governor of that province.

Budānī correctly places the rebellion of Malik Bahā-al-dīn Gurshāsp in a.H. 727 (a.d. 1327), but errs in saying that it occurred in Dihlī. Bahā-al-dīn Gurshāsp was the son of the sister of Ghiyās-al-dīn Tughluq, and therefore first cousin of Muḥammad. His fief was Sāgar, about 7 miles north of Shorāpūr, in the Dukan, and he had great influence in that country. Ibn Baṭūṭah says that on his uncle’s death he refused to recognize his cousin’s authority and Firīshṭa says that his rebellion assumed serious dimensions, and spread throughout the Dakan. Gurshāsp advanced towards Devagīr, where he was defeated by an army under the minister, Khvāja Jahān, and Mujir-al-dīn Abū Rijā and fled to Sāgar, whence, being unable to maintain himself against his pursuers, he fled and took refuge with the rāja of Kamplī, on the Tungabhadra, while Khvāja Jahān apparently retired to Devagīr to meet the emperor, who had arrived there from Dihlī.

It was probably Gurshāsp’s rebellion that convinced

---

1 Another author, Sīrāj-al-dīn Alāl Fāṭḥ ‘Umar, enumerates twenty-three provinces in the empire of Dihlī. See Thomas, Chronicles, p. 203.
Muḥammad of the necessity of a more central position than Dihlī for the capital of an empire which included the Dakān and the Peninsula, for in this year he made Devagīr his capital, renaming it Daulatābād. The earliest coins struck at Devagīr under its title of قبة الإسلام were struck at this time. Some confusion has arisen in connexion with the date of this event, owing to historians having confounded two distinct measures taken by Muḥammad. The first of these was the transfer of the capital from Dihlī to Daulatābād. On this occasion the great officers of state, as well as minor officials connected with the central administration, were compelled to transport their families from Dihlī, to build houses for them at Daulatābād, and to make that city their home, but it was not until two years later that Muḥammad drove all the inhabitants of Dihlī, en masse, across India to Daulatābād, and this was less an administrative than a punitive measure.

Khyāja Jahān was sent to compel the rāja of Kamplī to surrender the fugitive Gurshāsp, and the rāja, driven to extremities, sent Gurshāsp with a recommendation to Vīra Ballāla III, rāja of Dvāravatipura, and performed the rite of jauhar. His eleven sons were captured, with other inhabitants of Kamplī, and were forced to accept Islām.

Vīra Ballāla III was made of less stern stuff than the rāja and surrendered Gurshāsp who was sent to Daulatābād. Portions of his flesh, cooked with rice, were served up as food to his family, and the rest was thrown before the elephants. His skin, stuffed with straw, was exhibited in the various provinces of the empire, as an example to the disobedient, but when it reached Mūltān the governor, Malik Bahram Ali, Kishlū Khān, instead of sending it on, caused it to be buried.

The country between Daulatābād and the sea was still in the hands of the Hindūs, and towards the end of the year Khyāja Jahān was sent against the fortress of Kondhāna;
now Sinhgath, held by the Kolī, Nagā Nāik. As the gallant Kolī held out for eight months the fall of Kondhāna must be placed in 728 (A.D. 1327–8).

In the same year Malik Bahrām Aība, Kishlū Khān, rebelled in Multān. Two causes are assigned for his rebellion. Ibn Batūţah says that he had seriously displeased the emperor by interring the stuffed skin of the unfortunate Gurshāsp,¹ and that he rebelled in anticipation of being attacked. Barānī suggests, though he does not assert, that the rebellion was due to the emperor’s exorbitant demands. Firīştā says that Kishlū Khān was included in the order directing all the great amīrs to send their wives and families to Daulatābād, and that an officer sent to Multān to see that he obeyed the order behaved so insolently that he was slain. Budāonī corroborates Firīştā.

Muḥammad marched from Daulatābād to Multān by way of Dihlī, and defeated and slew Kishlū Khān. The details of the battle are given by Ibn Batūţah, who six years later saw Kishlū Khān’s head, or skull, hanging over the house which he had formerly occupied. Muḥammad was only restrained from ordering a general massacre of the inhabitants of Multān by the saint Rukn-al-dīn. Ibn Batūţah says that Muḥammad, while he was at Multān, sent Khvāja Jahān to suppress a revolt in Kamālpūr, “on the sea coast.”

From Multān Muḥammad was recalled to Dihlī by disturbances in the Gangetic Dūāb. In A.H. 729 (A.D. 1328–9) Tarmāshirīn the Mughul, who from Firīştā’s description of him appears to have been ‘Alā-al-dīn Tarmāshirīn, the Chaghatāī ruler of Transoxiana, invaded India. Firīştā wrongly places this invasion in A.H. 727, and were it not for the position which he gives to the invasion in the sequence of events I should be inclined to believe that his text has

¹ Ibn Batūţah says that the stuffed skin of Ghiyāš-al-dīn Bahādūr accompanied that of Gurshāsp, but this is a mistake, for Bahādūr did not rebel until A.H. 731 (A.D. 1330–1). Ibn Batūţah had not yet arrived in India and wrote his account of this event from hearsay.
suffered from a very common error of the scribes, the substitution of سع for سع، but as he places the invasion among the earliest events of the reign I believe that he himself has been misled by this error in one of his authorities. Historians differ as to the means by which Muḥammad rid himself of the invader, but, whether he bought him off or drove him out of the country, the invasion was no more than a raid, and Tarmāshīrīn disappeared as suddenly as he had come.

Muḥammad now remained in Dihlī for two years. He was incensed both with the inhabitants of the Dūāb and the citizens of Dihlī. The former, always turbulent and stiff-necked, were now accused, absurdly enough as it would appear, of having invited the Mughul to the country. Muḥammad could hardly have condemned himself more completely than by alleging that his subjects preferred a Mughul raid to his rule.

The citizens of Dihlī were thoroughly disaffected, probably owing to the transfer of the capital, and, as a rising of shop-keepers against an army was out of the question, their indignation found a vent in anonymous letters, filled with abuse and curses, which they contrived to introduce into the palace and council-chamber of the emperor. Muḥammad avenged himself by driving the whole of the population of the city to Daulatābād, nearly 700 miles distant. Ibn Baṭūtah was told that as the emperor looked at night, from the roof of his palace, over the desolate city and saw neither fire, smoke, nor lamp, he said: "Now is my heart rejoiced and my spirit appeased."

During the following year Muḥammad, still at Dihlī, introduced two of his most disastrous measures—the enhancement of the assessment of the land in the Dūāb and the issue of his fictitious brass currency, which was an attempt to make brass tokens pass current as silver coins. The enhancement of the assessment was intended to be both a punitive measure and a means of replenishing the treasury, and failed of both its objects. Its extent was such as to deprive
the cultivators of their livelihood, and they left their holdings, burnt their crops, and took to brigandage. The effect of the introduction of the fictitious currency, which cannot be discussed in detail within the limits of this paper, were ruinous.

Meanwhile the amirs and officials in attendance on the emperor were growing restive. At his command they had transferred their wives and families to Daulatābād, and he had now remained absent from the new capital for two years. Towards the end of the year, therefore, he returned to Daulatābād.

In the following year (A.H. 731 = A.D. 1330-1) Qhiyās-al-dīn Bahādur rebelled in Sonārgānī. The rebellion was crushed and the rebel slain by Bahrām Kḥān, who remained in Eastern Bengal as sole governor.

A.H. 732 (A.D. 1331-2) was comparatively uneventful, but matters were going from bad to worse.

Muḥammad cherished fantastic visions of extending his sway over Transoxiana and Persia, and with a view to their future realization encouraged prominent natives of those countries, by means of lavish gifts, to make India their home. It was probably in this year that Amir Naurūz, son-in-law of Tarmāshīrīn, and many other Mughuls came to India.

By A.H. 733 (A.D. 1332-3) the effects of the disastrous policy pursued in the Gangetic Dūāb, where a rural population had been converted into brigands and rebels, recalled the emperor from Daulatābād to Dihlī. No attempt was made to remedy the mistake already made. The province was treated as a hostile country. Muḥammad led a punitive expedition to Baran, now Bulandshahr, and from this centre pillaged the surrounding country, destroyed such crops as had been grown, and massacred the inhabitants, rows of whose heads soon garnished the city wall. From Baran he went on to Kanauj and Dalmau, which fared no better than Baran.

In A.H. 734 (A.D. 1333-4) Muḥammad was still in the
Kanauj and Dalmau districts, and on Muḥarram 1 of this year (Sept. 12, 1333) Ibn Baṭūṭah arrived at the mouth of the Indus and reached Dihlī either at the end of 1333 or early in 1334. He found ʿImād-al-Mulk Sartīz governor of the province of Sind and Muṭān and Qūṭb-al-Mulk governor of the city of Muṭān. Muḥammad did not return to Dihlī until June 8, 1334, and on his return was received as a conqueror.

Meanwhile Sayyid Jalāl-al-dīn Alīsan of Kaithal, who had been appointed governor of Maʿbar and had his headquarters at Madura, had risen in rebellion, and Muḥammad after resting for seven months in Dihlī set out with the object of reducing the rebel. Barānī assigns no date to this rebellion, and errrs in placing it, in point of time, after the rebellion of Fakhr-al-dīn Mubārak Shāh in Eastern Bengal, which occurred in A.H. 739 (A.D. 1338–9). This error has probably misled both Firishta and Budāonī, who assign A.H. 742 (A.D. 1341–2) as the date of this rebellion, but it does not excuse their describing Sayyid Alīsan as Sayyid ʿIṣāsan, and still less does it excuse Budāonī's error in confounding him with ʿAlā-al-dīn ʿIṣāsan Khān, who some years later ascended the throne of the Dakan under the title of Bahman Shāh, and who was certainly not a Sayyid. Barānī, in another passage, corrects his error by saying that Muḥammad Tughluq was still in the Kanauj and Dalmau districts when he heard of the rebellion in Madura, and Ibn Baṭūṭah, who is corroborated by legends on coins, indulges us, on this occasion, with a date. He says that Muḥammad, having returned from the Dūāb to Dihlī on June 8, 1334, left the city again on Jamādī-al-awwal 9, A.H. 735 (Jan. 5, 1335), in order to suppress the rebellion in Maʿbar, and his authority should carry some weight, for he was the rebel's son-in-law. The latest date on coins struck in Madura in the name of Muḥammad Tughluq is A.H. 734, and the earliest coins struck there in the name of Jalāl-al-dīn Alīsan Shāh bear the date A.H. 735,1 so that it was in that year

1 One coin is said to bear the date 734, but this is doubtful. See JASB. pt. i, lxiv, 49, and JRAS. 1909, p. 667.
that Aḥsan Shāh proclaimed his independence, and as he was killed in A.H. 740 it is clear that Muḥammad Tughluq cannot have marched against him in A.H. 742.

Muḥammad marched from Dihlī to Daulatābād, where he levied large contributions and permanently enhanced the assessment on the land in the Marāṭha country. Having sent Khyāja Jahān, the minister, back to Dihlī, he advanced, at the end of 735 or early in 736, into Telingāna, on his way to Madura.

A rebellion now broke out in Lāhor, and the minister, Khyāja Jahān, marched from Dihlī to crush it. Both Firishta and Budāonī place this rebellion in A.H. 743, the year following that in which they place the emperor’s departure from Dihlī for the south. It occurred in the year following his departure from Dihlī, but in 736, not in 743. Baranī, who probably accompanied the emperor, mentions this rebellion very briefly. He says (481), “Ahmad-i-Ayyāz (Khyāja Jahān) came to Dihlī and a rebellion broke out in Lāhor, and that rebellion, too, was suppressed by Ahmad-i-Ayyāz.” Budāonī not only misdates the rebellion, but gives an entirely wrong account of it. He says: “And in the year 743 they treacherously slew Malik Hulājūn, Gul Chandar the Khokhar, and Malik Tatār the Less, governor of Lāhor, and when Khyāja Jahān was sent against them they came forth to meet him, and the rebels were thoroughly punished and defeated.” Firishta’s account is less incorrect, but is incomplete. He says: “And in the year 743 Malik Chandar, chief of the Khokars (Khokhars), raised the standard of opposition and slew Tatār Khan. The Sultan sent Khyāja Jahān to suppress him, and he utterly defeated the Khokars.”

Ibn Baṭūtah, who accompanied Khyāja Jahān on his expedition to Lāhor, is our best authority for the details of this rebellion, and his account is the fullest which we have. He says: “After the emperor had reached Daulatābād the amīr Hulājūn rose in rebellion in the city of Lāhor and assumed the royal title, and the amīr Quljand abetted him
in his rebellion and was made his minister. This news reached the minister, Ḵẖyāja Jahān, who was in Dīhlī, and he assembled the troops and collected the army and assembled all the Khurāsānīs and all the emperor's servants who were in Dīhlī, and took all his companions, including me, as I was in Dīhlī. . . . Hulājūn came to the attack with his army, and the meeting of the two armies took place on the bank of one of the great rivers, and Hulājūn was defeated and fled, and large numbers of his men were drowned in the river."

Hulājūn is the Arabicized version of the Mughul name Hulāgū, and this amīr was evidently one of the Mughuls whom Muḥammad Tughluq had encouraged to enter his service. In "amīr Quljand" we can recognize Gul Chandar, chief of the Khokhars.

This account, given by an eye-witness, completely disposes of Budāoni and Firīshṭa. Hulāgū and Gul Chandar were the leaders of the rebels, not their victims, and Gul Chandar was not the prime mover in the rebellion, but an abettor and subordinate of Hulāgū. Budāoni is also mistaken in his description of the unfortunate governor of Lāhūr who was slain by the rebels. He is not Tātār Khān the younger, who is always described as the adopted son of Ghiyās-al-dīn Tughluq, and was now governor of Eastern Bengal, with the title of Bahrām Khān, but Tātār Khān the elder.

Meanwhile Muḥammad was continuing his march through Telingāna and had reached Warangal,1 when a pestilence, probably cholera, broke out in his army, and slew large numbers of all ranks, from amīrs to camp followers. Muḥammad himself was smitten, and the army could proceed no further. Leaving Malik Qabūl in Warangal as governor of southern Telingāna, he began, as soon as he was able to travel, to retrace his steps. Shīhāb-al-dīn received the title of Nuṣrāt Khān and was left in Bīdar as governor of northern Telingāna, or rather as farmer of the revenue, for he agreed to pay to the

---

1 Ibn Baṭūṭah says Badarkot (Bīdar), but here the authority of Barani is to be preferred.
treasury the annual sum of ten million tangaś. Muḥammad continued in his retreat, and at Bīr suffered from a severe toothache. The tooth was extracted and buried, and Muḥammad’s vanity caused to be erected over it a domed tomb, known as “the dome of the tooth,” which is still standing.

In the meantime reports had reached Daulatābād that the emperor had succumbed to the pestilence and Malik Hūshang, an amīr, whom he seems to have regarded with peculiar affection, had rebelled in Daulatābād, but on learning that Muḥammad was still alive and was returning, fled from Daulatābād and took refuge with a Hindū chieftain in the Western Ghāṣ, who refused to surrender him. Muḥammad remained for some time in Daulatābād to recover his health, and having appointed his former tutor, Qutlugh Ḫān, governor of the province, with instructions to deal with the rebel Hūshang, set out for Dīhli. Before his departure he gave permission to all natives of Dīhli to return with him, and many accompanied him, but some had become attached to their new home and remained in the Dakan. He reached Dīhli in July, 1337.

As he passed through Mālwa the famine was sore in the land, and Dīhli was in no better case. The seven lean years, during which parents ate their children and the hides of animals were sold as human food, had begun. From the ruined Dūāb, where cultivation had been well-nigh extinguished, there was no relief, but there was corn in Oudh, which had prospered under the rule of ‘Ain-al-Mulk, and the emperor led his people forth from the city to the banks of the Ganges. Here, in the autumn of 1337, he founded on the site of the ancient city of Khor,¹ about 165 miles from Dīhli, a city of booths, to which he gave the name of Sargadwāri, “the gate of heaven.” Here the people were fed from the full granaries of Oudh, the contents of which were brought to the vast

¹ Khor was situated in 27° 33' N. and 79° 35' E., about 6 miles to the east of Shamsābād. Sargadwāri was the Sanskrit Swargadwāra.
camp by 'Ain-al-Mulk, and in the following year the booths were replaced by more permanent dwellings.

During Muhammad's absence reports of his death had reached Dihli as well as Daulatābād, and his favourite, Sayyid Ibrāhīm the Purse-bearer, son of Sayyid Jalāl-al-dīn Aḥsan, had been guilty of a treasonable act in his government of Sarsuti and Hānsī. Ziyā-al-Mulk was escorting the annual remittance of treasure from Sind to Dihli and Sayyid Ibrāhīm had detained him in Hānsī on the pretext that the roads were unsafe, but with the object of seizing the treasure and proclaiming his independence as soon as the news of the emperor's death should be confirmed. When the report was discovered to be false, Ziyā-al-Mulk had been allowed to go his way, and no great harm had been done, but Ibrāhīm's design gradually transpired and some little time after the emperor's return from the Dakān he was put to death.

Nuṣrat K̪hān now rebelled in Bīdar, probably because he found himself unable to pay the promised contribution to the treasury, and the rebellion was crushed by Qutlugh K̪hān, who was sent against him from Daulatābād. Nuṣrat K̪hān, strange to say, was pardoned.

Muhammad's disastrous attempt to conquer Tibet by the dispatch of 80,000, or, according to other accounts, 100,000 horse into the Himālaya is placed, both by Budāonī and Firīshṭa, in the following year, a.h. 738 (a.d. 1337–8), and as neither Barānī nor Ibn Baṭūṭah, who both mention the expedition, assigns a date to it we have no ground for questioning the statements of the two first historians. On the other hand, they receive some corroboration from the poet Badr-i-Chāch, who has an ode commemorating the capture, in this year, of the fortress of Nagarkot (Kāŋgra), which was doubtless part of the larger enterprise. The army sent into the Himālaya was practically annihilated, and no more than ten men returned in the following year.

In a.h. 739 (a.d. 1338–9) Muhammad Tughluq was still at Sargadwārī, and in this year, according to Budāonī, Bahrām
Khan, the governor of Eastern Bengal died, and Fakhr-al-din, one of his officers, assumed independence and proclaimed himself king under the title of Fakhr-al-din Mubarak Shah. Mr Thomas was inclined to believe, on the authority of a coin on which he read the date as 737, that this event must be placed two years earlier, but there appears to be no reason to doubt the correctness of Budanis date. The date on the coin is on its margin, in Arabic words, not figures, and from Mr. Thomas’s illustration it appears to me that the common mistake of confounding \( عس \) with \( سع \) has been made.

Fakhr-al-din attacked Qadr Khan, Muhammad’s governor of Sakhnawati, but was repulsed. In the following year (A.H. 740 = A.D. 1339-40) he returned to Lakhnaowat, slew Qadr Khan, and made himself master of the whole of Bengal. Budanis statement that Muhammad Tughluq marched against him in 741, captured him, brought him to Lakhnaowat, and put him to death, is entirely incorrect. Muhammad was too much occupied, even had he not been crippled by the disaster in the Himalaya, to send an expedition into Bengal, which was lost to the empire, and Fakhr-al-din Mubarak reigned there for the next ten years.

In this year (740) Ali Shah rebelled in the Dakan. He is described by Ibn Batutah as ‘Ali Shahr Kar (“the Deaf”) by Budanis, wrongly, as ‘Ali Shahr, and by Banarsi as ‘Ali Shah, sister’s son of Zafar Khan, and one of Qutlug Khan’s centurions in the Dakan. Budanis is again astray in his chronology. He places this rebellion in A.H. 746, but admits that it happened while the emperor was at Sargadawari, which he left in A.H. 740, or at the latest, early in A.H. 741. The question is settled by Ibn Batutah’s mention of the rebellion. He finally left the court of Muhammad Tughluq on Safar 17, 743 (July 22, 1342), so that the rebellion certainly occurred before that date.

‘Ali Shahr had been sent by Qutlug Khan to collect the revenue from Gulbarga, rebelled there, slew Bhairon, the
Hindu who held the town, raised a force, and marched to Bidar, where he slew the governor and occupied the town. Qutluq Khan was sent against him and defeated him, and 'Ali Shah surrendered himself.

In the same year 'Ain-al-Mulk, governor of Oudh, rose in rebellion. Budāoni's chronology is again at fault. He places this rebellion in A.H. 747, and Firishṭa, apparently, places it in A.H. 745. Both dates are too late by some years. Ibn Baṭūṭah, who was with the emperor in Sargadwārī and accompanied him in his operations against the rebels and in his subsequent pilgrimage to Bahrāich, of both of which he gives a detailed account, left the imperial court, as has been said, early in A.H. 743. It is certain that the rebellion occurred before the emperor's return to Dihli in A.H. 740.

The circumstances of the rebellion are briefly as follows: The emperor proposed to transfer 'Ain-al-Mulk, who had held the government of Oudh for many years and had done excellent service in supplying Sargadwārī with food, to the Dakān. 'Ain-al-Mulk was unwilling to leave Oudh, and suspected the emperor of a desire to ruin him. At this time several fraudulent officials fleeing from justice took refuge in Oudh and 'Ain-al-Mulk, who was loth to surrender them but feared the emperor's wrath, rose in rebellion. Fortune at first favoured him, for he was enabled to seize all the elephants, horses, and baggage animals of the imperial camp, which had their pasture on his side of the river, and Muhammad, whose army was disorganized by the loss of the animals, and who suspected the loyalty of his amīrs, marched with all speed on Kanauj, seeking the protection of its walls. The rebels marched, on the opposite bank of the river, in the same direction and crossed the river near Kanauj, where a battle was fought, in which they were defeated and 'Ain-al-Mulk was captured. 'Ain-al-Mulk was kept in confinement and was treated with great severity until after the emperor's return to Dihli, when, in 741, he was released and pardoned in consideration of his former good service. 'Alī Shāh was
brought from the Dakan at the same time, and was banished to Ghazni, but returning afterwards to India was captured and executed.

After the suppression of ‘Ain-al-Mulk’s rebellion Muhammad Tughluq made a pilgrimage to the shrine of the martyr, Salar Mas‘ud, in Bahraich, and thence returned to Dihli.

It was at this time that Muhammad Tughluq was tormented by doubts regarding the legality of his sovereignty, which had never been recognized by a Caliph, or sovereign pontiff of Islam, but the difficulty was to find the Caliph. The ‘Abbasiid Caliphs of Baghdad, long puppets in the hands of foreign maîres du palais and bodyguards, had been finally extinguished by the Mughuls in A.D. 1258. After diligent inquiries from travellers and foreigners Muhammad learnt of the existence in Egypt of a phantom, who styled himself al-Mustakfi bi‘l-lah, and was descended from the brother of the last ‘Abbasiid Caliph in Baghdad. He sent him a humble petition, seeking his recognition and at once substituted his name for his own on the coins of the empire, but when the first coins were struck at Dihli in the name of al-Mustakfi the phantom Caliph was dead, and had been succeeded by another shadow, al-Wathiq I (of Egypt), and he by another, al-Hakim II (of Egypt).

Muhammad Tughluq had been too precipitate. A little patience would have enabled him to maintain at his court, as the Mamluks of Egypt did later, a submissive “supreme pontiff” of his own, for in this year there came to Dihli from Transoxiana, where he had been living under the protection of the Mughul Khân, ‘Alâ-al-dîn Tarmâshirin, Ghïyâs-al-dîn Muhammad, son of ‘Abd-al-Qadir, son of Yusuf, son of ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz, son of the Caliph al-Mustansir the ‘Abbâsi (A.H. 1226-42) of Baghdad. His descent having been verified, he was received with extravagant honours and became a pensioner on Muhammad’s boundless liberality. Besides enormous gifts in money, he received as a residence and private estate, almost as a petty principality, Siri, the city
of ṬAJ-al-dīn Khaljī, and one of the four cities (Dihli, Sirī, Tughluqābād, and Jahānpanāh) of which the capital was then composed. He was but a well-born beggar. Ibn Baṭūṭah, who had dealings with him, found him both mean and dishonest. He was known at court as Makhduμmzāda ("descendant of our lord").

In Dihli Muḥammad received news of the rebellion of Shāhī Lodī the Afghān, who had slain Bihzād, the governor of Multān, and had seized that city and province. He marched from Dihli to suppress it, and had left the city only a few stages behind him when he received news of the death of his mother, which deeply affected him. On reaching Dipālpūr he received a petition from Shāhī, imploring his forgiveness, and learnt that Shāhī and all his followers had fled into Afghānistān. He returned to Dihli by way of Sunām and Agroha, reaching the city in A.H. 742 (A.D. 1341-2), when the inhabitants were reduced to such straits by the famine that they were eating human flesh.

Budāoni does not mention Shāhī’s rebellion in its proper place in the sequence of events and assigns no date to it. Firishta errs in placing it immediately after Muḥammad’s return from Daulatābād and before the foundation of Sargadwārī. It occurred after his return from Sargadwārī to Dihli.

Muḥammad remained at Dihli throughout the year 743. He appointed Ibn Baṭūṭah his envoy to China, and dispatched him from Dihli on Şafar 17 (July 22, 1342). Ibn Baṭūṭah’s account of his journey, and its vicissitudes discloses to us the deplorable condition of the country. Hindūstān proper, the Gangetic Dūāb, and the country to the west of the Jauna, were seething with revolt, and the Muḥammadan governors were not safe even in their fortresses.

It seems to have been in the following year (A.H. 744) that the emperor led an expedition into the districts of Sunām, Sāmānā, Kaithal, and Guhrām, where various tribes of Hindūs had abandoned their villages and fields and retired, under the leadership of their chiefs, to encampments of
booths in the jungles, where they lived on the proceeds of brigandage and highway robbery. These large gangs of brigands were dispersed, their encampments destroyed, and their chiefs captured and brought to Dihli, where some were converted to Islam, and many were made amirs.

In this year Ḥājī Saʿīd al-Ṣarṣarī arrived as envoy from al-Ḥākim II, the ‘Abbāsid Caliph in Egypt, and was accorded a magnificent reception. The emperor humbled himself before him and received with extravagant demonstrations of respect the robe of honour and the decree conferring on him the title of Nāṣir Amīr-al-Muʿminīn. The celebration of the great festivals and the Friday prayers, which had been suspended until the emperor’s sovereignty was confirmed by pontifical recognition, was resumed with great pomp and splendour, and the formal Friday sermon was revised, the names of such of Muḥammad’s predecessors on the throne of Dihlī as had not received the recognition of one of the ‘Abbāsid Caliphs being omitted from it. Every utterance of Ḥājī Saʿīd was received as a pontifical decree, and as Barani, no unfriendly witness, writes: “He would not take a drink of water but in accordance with the Caliph’s decree.” Ḥājī Rajab Burqa’ī was sent to Egypt with an enormous quantity of treasure and many rich gifts for al-Ḥākim II.

The date (A.H. 745) assigned by Budāoni and Firīštā to a rebellion in Kara may be accepted as correct. The rebel, Niẓām-al-Mulk, was a low-born adventurer, a sweeper, according to Firīštā, who, finding himself unable to pay the large sum for which he had taken the district in farm, rose in rebellion and styled himself Sulṭān ‘Alā-al-dīn. Muḥammad Tughluq was preparing to march against him when Shahr Allāh, brother of ‘Ain-al-Mulk, marched from Oudh, attacked and captured Niẓām-al-Mulk, and sent his head to Dihlī. Shaiḥlīzāda Niẓāmī, sister’s son to the emperor, was appointed governor of Kara, and stamped out the embers of the rebellion with great rigour.

Early in this year (A.H. 745) Muḥammad Tughluq was
angered by the continuous decline in the revenue receipts in the Dakan, which had fallen, according to Baranī (501), “from crores and lakhs to thousands.” Backbiters and place-seekers attributed the deficit to the dishonesty of the collectors appointed by Qutlugh Khān. The emperor resolved to recall Qutlugh Khān from Daulatabād and fixed the revenue demand for the Marātha country, according to Baranī, at sixty-seven crores (670,000,000) of silver targas. Firishita gives the sum as 70,000,000 targas, which appears to be more reasonable. Ibn Baṭūṭah, who lodged at Daulatabād on his way to the coast, says that the revenue was 170,000,000 dinārs.

The poet Badr-i-Chāch left Dīhilī on Sha‘ban 1 of this year (December 8, 1344) charged with the duty of recalling Qutlugh Khān from the government of Daulatabād. The pill was gilded for the emperor’s faithful old tutor and servant, and the reason given by the poet for his recall was that he might gladden his eyes with a sight of the decree of the true Caliph, ʿAlīmad the Imām, Abūl ʿAbbās, “the sun of the earth and the shadow of God.”

Qutlugh Khān was replaced by his brother, Maulānā Nizām-al-dīn, ʿĀlim-al-Mulk, from Bahroch, a mild and simple man to whom little real power was entrusted, for the Marātha country was now divided into four revenue districts (ṣhīqq), over each of which was placed an official who could be trusted to enforce the emperor’s demands. The new system of administration aroused in the Dakan much murmuring, which the feeble ʿĀlim-al-Mulk was utterly unable to suppress. The roads between the Dakan and Dīhilī were so disturbed that no treasure could be remitted to the capital from Daulatabād, where the money accumulated in the citadel was a tempting and easy prey, as we shall see, to any rebel who had the hardihood to seize it.

Towards the end of the year (745) in which Qutlugh Khān was recalled from Daulatabād, ʿAzīz Khāmmār1 was dispatched

1 In the Bibliotheca Indica text of Baranī ʿAzīz is styled ʿImār (“the Ass”). In the Cairo text of Ibn Baṭūṭah, the Bibliotheca Indica text of
from Dihli to take charge of the government of Mālwa, with his headquarters at Dhār. The emperor provided him liberally with funds and instructions. The origin of every disturbance, said Muḥammad, could be traced to the "centurions", who supported, in the hope of plunder, every turbulent knave who raised his head in rebellion, and 'Azīz was instructed to take stern measures with the "centurions" of Mālwa. So prompt was his obedience that immediately after his arrival he executed eighty of these officials in Dhār. The barbarous act caused a rebellion of the centurions of the districts of Dabhōi and Baroda in the neighbouring province of Gujarāt, who rose and seized a number of valuable horses and a consignment of the revenue of that province, which Malik Maqbul, the governor, was remitting to Dihli.

Firishedta and Budāoni say that the rebellion of the "centurions" of Dabhōi and Baroda occurred in A.H. 748 (A.D. 1347-8). Barani says (503), "At the end of the year in which Quṭlugh Khān was recalled from Devagir (Daulatābād), the government of Dhār was conferred upon the low-born 'Azīz Ḥimār, and the whole of Mālwa was delivered into his charge." The chronogram in the ode of Badr-i-Chāch determines the year of Quṭlugh Khān's recall from the Dakan (A.H. 745), and Barani, in a later passage, confirms this date. After describing the execution of the centurions in Dhār, he says: "At the end of the month of

Budāoni, and the Bombay text of Firishedta he is called Khammār ("the Vintner"). One dot only constitutes the difference between the two words, as usually written, and its omission may be due to a scribe's error or an author's deliberate pleasantry. Khammār was more probably his designation.

1 This word literally translates the 'amirs of hundreds, or yuzlāshis, who were not, however, purely military officers, but civil officials responsible for the collection of the revenue in groups of about a hundred villages each. Ibn Baṭṭāsh had had dealings with 'Azīz Khammār when the latter was collector of revenue in the "thousand" of Amroha, which contained about 1,500 villages. The collectors were entitled to a commission of five per cent on their collections. The "centurions" were, of course, military officers as well, or they would not have been able to collect the revenue.
Ramazān, a.H. 745, the news of the sedition and rebellion of the centurions of Dabhoī and Baroda, of their revolt against Muqbil (sic), the deputy minister in Gujarāt, of the plundering of the horses and treasure, and of the defeat of Muqbil, reached Sulṭān Muḥammad in the city (Dihlī), and Sulṭān Muḥammad was rendered anxious by the news of this very serious rebellion, and he proposed to march in person to Gujarāt in order to quell it."

Qutlugh Khān, in a petition presented through Baranī, deprecated the emperor's marching in person against the rebels, and volunteered for the duty, but Muḥammad was obstinate. Baranī continues (509): "The Sulṭān appointed to the regency the present emperor, Fīrūz Shāh, Malik Kabīr, and Alīmad-i-Ayyāz (Khvāja Jahān), came forth from the Kūlīk-i-Humāyūn, and alighted at Sulṭānpūr, which is fifteen kurūh from the city. As three or four days yet remained of Ramazān he halted in Sulṭānpūr." That is to say, in order to avoid marching during the fast Muḥammad halted until Shawwāl 1, 745 (February 5, 1345). Baranī adds that during the halt at Sulṭānpūr the emperor consulted him personally on the causes and remedies of rebellions.

While at Sulṭānpūr Muḥammad was annoyed by the news that ‘Azīz Khammār had taken the field against the rebellious centurions of Gujarāt. ‘Azīz, he said, was no soldier, and was courting disaster. His apprehensions were almost immediately confirmed by the news that ‘Azīz had been defeated and killed. Baranī is habitually careless and inaccurate in his chronology, but there is hardly any possibility of error here. He is writing of events in which he participated and he is precise in the date which he assigns to them, which was probably fixed in his memory by the reason for the halt at Sulṭānpūr and the occurrence, before the emperor marched, of the great festival of the ‘Īd-al-Fīṭr. He also receives partial corroboration from the poet Badr-i-Chāch.

It is, however, possible to prove, by means of a catalogue of the events which occurred between the emperor's departure
from Dihli and another event, the date of which is known, that Baranī is right and that Budāonī and Firisḥta are wrong. A rebellion in the Dakan culminated on Rabī'-al-sānî 24, A.H. 748 (August 13, 1347) in the proclamation of ʿAlā-al-dīn Bahman Shāh as king of the Dakan. BetweenMulāmmad’s departure from Dihli and that date the following events occurred:—

1. Mulāmmad marched from Sulṭānpūr via Patan to Mount Ābū, a distance of about 540 miles, and probably took six weeks or two months to reach his destination.

2. From Mount Ābū a force was sent to Dabhoī and Baroda, 170 miles distant, to suppress the rebellion of the “centurions”. It is improbable that the rebellion was suppressed in less than a month from the time when the force left Mount Ābū.

3. Mūlammad marched from Mount Ābū to Bahroch, and, as he was not pressed for time, was probably three weeks or a month on the road.

4. A force was sent from Bahroch to pursue the rebellious “centurions”, who, having collected their wives and families after their defeat, were fleeing towards Daulatābād. This force came up with the fugitives on the banks of the Narbada, and again defeated them. The operations probably lasted at least a fortnight.

5. Two inquisitors were sent from Bahroch to Daulatābād for the purpose of ascertaining whether the “centurions” of the Dakan had been implicated in the rebellion in Gujarāt. One of these men loitered on the way, but the other reached Daulatābād, where his investigations caused much discontent. Two months, at least, probably elapsed before the emperor heard of this discontent.

6. After learning that the investigations had aroused opposition in Daulatābād, the emperor sent two amīrs thither, with orders to ʿĀlim-al-Mulk, the governor, to collect a force of 1,500 horse, to assemble the “centurions” of the Dakan, and to send them to Bahroch. For the journey of the two amīrs
to Daulatābād and the assembly of all the centurions of the Dakan, at least three months should be allowed.

7. The two amīrs, with the centurions, left Daulatābād, but at the first stage from the city the centurions grew apprehensive, slew the two amīrs, returned to the city, imprisoned the governor, and proclaimed Malik Muḥṭ the Afghān king of the Dakan.

8. Muḥammad, on hearing of the rebellion at Daulatābād, marched thither, arriving, say, six weeks after the rebellion had broken out, defeated the rebels in the field, and afterwards besieged them in the fortress for three months.

9. Muḥammad was recalled to Gujarāt by news of the rebellion of Malik Tagḥī, and marched from Daulatābād, leaving a force to besiege the fortress.

10. Two or three months after his return to Gujarāt, Muḥammad received news of the defeat of his army before Daulatābād and the proclamation on Rabī‘-al-šānī 24, a.H. 748 (August 13, 1347) of ʿAlā-al-dīn Bahman Shāh as king of the Dakan.¹

We thus have, roughly, about a year and a half to account for between Muḥammad’s departure from Dihlī and the proclamation of Bahman Shāh in the Dakan. To this we must add a period for Muḥammad’s stay in Bahroch, which was evidently of some duration, for while he was there he undertook the reform of the administration of Gujarāt and the collection of several years’ arrears of land revenue. If, as Budāoni and Firishtā say, the rebellion of the “centurions” of Gujarāt did not occur until a.H. 748, we have less than four months, even supposing the rebellion to have broken out on Muḥarram 1, into which to fit all the events enumerated above. Baranī’s dates allow two years, six months, and twenty-four days—a reasonable period for the occurrence of all the events and for the emperor’s prolonged stay at

¹ Another authority gives Shābān 28, 748 (Dec. 3, 1347) as the date of this event, but the earlier date is usually accepted. The adoption of the later date would not affect the argument.
Bahroch. They may therefore be accepted without question.

The chronology of the reign presents no more difficulties.

The news which had recalled the emperor to Gujarāt was that one, Ṭaghī, who had originally been a shoemaker and a slave of Ṣaffidar Malik, had raised the remaining centurions of Gujarāt, imprisoned Shaikh Muʿizz-al-dīn, governor of Patan, slain his deputy, Malik Muʿazzifar, advanced southwards and plundered Cambay, and was then besieging Bahroch. Muḥammad started from Daulatābād, Barānī meeting him when he had travelled two or three stages from the city, and accompanying him to Bahroch. Ṭaghī fled from this town on Muḥammad’s approach and Malik Yūsuf Bughrā was sent in pursuit of him, but was defeated and slain at Cambay. Muḥammad then marched to Cambay, and Ṭaghī fled to Asāwal (Aḥmadābād), but when he heard that the emperor was following him thither, continued his flight to Patan, where he had already, before Muḥammad’s arrival at Bahroch, caused Shaikh Muʿizz-al-dīn and other officials to be put to death.

Famine and privation obliged the emperor to halt for about a month at Asāwal, and while he was there the rainy season set in and news was received that Ṭaghī was advancing towards the town, and had reached Kadi. Muḥammad marched from Asāwal in a downpour of rain, attacked and defeated the rebels and drove them back on Patan. The son of Yūsuf Bughrā was sent with a force in pursuit of the rebels, who fled, with their families and dependants, from Patan to Khambāliya. The emperor marched to Patan and halted there for some time, and it was there that he learnt, in August, 1347, that his army had been compelled to flee from Daulatābād, and that Ḍalā-al-dīn Bahman Shāh had been proclaimed king of the Dakan. After some hesitation he decided to postpone the attempt to recover the Dakan, and to devote his attention to the suppression of Ṭaghī’s rebellion and to the establishment of order throughout Gujarāt.
Barānī says: "He spent three rainy seasons in Gujarāt. One (June to October, 1348) he spent in Mandal-Pātrī,¹ and during that rainy season the emperor was employed in improving the administration of Gujarāt, and in organizing his army. The second rainy season (June to October, 1349) he spent in the neighbourhood of the fortress of Gīrnr (Junagarh), and when the chief of Gīrnr saw the strength of the victorious army and the magnificence of the great host, he purposed to capture the disloyal wretch, Taghi, alive, and to surrender him. When Taghi discovered this secret design he fled from there and went to Tattah, where he joined the Jām of Tattah; and when the rainy season was over the emperor captured Gīrnr, and brought under his own administration the coasts and islands of that region; and the rānas and chiefs came to court and made their submission and received robes of honour and rewards, and in Gīrnr Khengār (the Rāo of Kachh) and the rāna of Gīrnr were captured and brought to court, and the whole of that country was annexed. The third rainy season (June to October, 1350) Sultān Muḥammad spent in Gondal.² Now this Gondal is a village in the direction of Tattah of the Sūmarus and Marīla, and in Gondal the Sultān fell sick, and fever oppressed him, and he halted for some time while the sickness lasted.... Then the Sultān recovered from his sickness and marched with his whole army from Gondal until he reached the bank of the Indus, and crossed the river at his leisure with his army and elephants, and Utlūn Bahādur, with four or five thousand Mughul horse belonging to Amīr Farghān joined the emperor.... When Sultān Muḥammad, with his countless host, moved towards Tattah and arrived within thirty kurūh of that place it was the 'Aššūrā (Muḥarram 10, A.H. 752 = March 9, 1351), and the Sultān fasted, and when he broke his fast he ate fish, and it disagreed with him, and his sickness returned and again fever

¹ Two towns immediately to the east of the Little Rann. Mandal is in 25° 16' N. and 71° 55' E. and Pātrī is in 25° 10' N. and 71° 48' E.
² In Kathiāwār, situated in 21° 58' and 70° 48' E.
Oppressed him, but notwithstanding his illness he embarked on a boat and travelled on the second and third day after the ʿĀshūrā, and halted within fourteen kurūh of Tattah. . . . In the course of two or three days, during which he halted within fourteen kurūh of Tattah, the Sultān’s illness grew much worse, and the whole army was disturbed by reason of the Sultān’s suffering. . . . On Muḥarram 21, A.H. 742 (March 20, 1351), on the bank of the Indus, within fourteen kurūh of Tattah, the Sultān went to the next world.”

I append a chronological table embodying the conclusions at which I have arrived.

**Chronological Table of the Reign of Muḥammad Tugluq.**

A.H. 725 (A.D. 1325).

**February. Accession.**
Ghiyāṣ-al-din Bahādur allowed to return to Sonargāw.

A.H. 726 (A.D. 1326).
Qadr Khān appointed governor of Lakhnāwī.
Preparation of a register of the land revenue.

A.H. 727 (A.D. 1327).
Rebellion of Bahā-al-din Gurshāsp in the Dakan.
Capital transferred to Devagir (Daulatābād).
Muḥammad goes to Daulatābād.
Capture and execution of Gurshāsp.
Expedition to Kondhāna.

A.H. 728 (A.D. 1327–8).
Capture of Kondhāna.
Rebellion of Bahrām Aiba, Kishlā Khān, in Multān, suppressed by Muḥammad.

Khvāja Jahān quells a revolt in Kamalābād.
Qavām-al-Mulk Maqbul appointed governor of Multān and Sind.
Muḥammad recalled to Dīhlī by disturbances in the Dūāb.

A.H. 729 (A.D. 1328–9).
Muḥammad at Dīhlī.
Invasion of India by Tarmāshīrīn the Mughul.
Disaffection in the Dūāb and at Dīhlī.
Removal of the inhabitants of Dīhlī to Daulatābād.

Enhancement of the assessment in the Dūāb.
Issue of the fictitious currency.
Muḥammad returns to Daulatābād.

A.H. 731 (A.D. 1330–1).
Rebellion of Ghiyāṣ-al-din Bahādur in Sonargāw crushed by Bahrām Khān, who remains sole governor of Eastern Bengal.
A.H. 732 (A.D. 1331-2).

Muḥammad at Daulatābād.

A.H. 733 (A.D. 1332-3).

Muḥammad returns from Daulatābād to Dihlī.
Expedition into the Dūāb and devastation of the districts of Baran, Kanauj, and Dalmaū.

A.H. 734 (A.D. 1333-4).

Muḥammad at Kanauj and Dalmaū.
September 12, 1333, Ibn Baṭṭāṭah arrives at the mouth of the Indus.
‘Imād-al-Mulk Sartīz governor of Sind and Multān and Quṭb-al-Mulk governor of the city of Multān.
Ibn Baṭṭāṭah arrives at Dihlī.
June 8, 1334, Muḥammad returns to Dihlī.
Ziyā-al-dīn Baraṇī enters the service of Muḥammad Tughluq.

A.H. 735 (A.D. 1334-5).

January 5, 1335, Muḥammad leaves Dihlī to quell the rebellion of Jalāl-al-dīn Aḥsan Shāḥ in Madura.
Famine in Dihlī.
Muḥammad reaches Daulatābād and levies supplies, enhancing the assessment in the Marāṭha country.
Famine in the Dakan.
Muḥammad advances into Tālingānā.
Khyāja Jahan returns to Dihlī.
Rebellion of Hulājūn and Gul Chandar the Khokhar in Lāhor.
Tātūr Khān, governor of Lāhor, slain.

A.H. 736 (A.D. 1335-6).

Muḥammad reaches Warangal but is compelled by a pestilence in his army to retreat.
Malik Qabūl appointed governor of Warangal.
Sḥībāb-al-dīn Ḫuwāṣr Khān appointed governor of Bīdar.
“Dome of the Tooth” built at Bīr.
Reports of Muḥammad’s death and rebellion of Malik Ḫūshang in Daulatābād.
Rebellion of Sayyid Ibrāhīm the Pursebearer, in Hānsī.
Muḥammad returns to Daulatābād and halts there.
Qutlugh Khān appointed governor of Daulatābād.

A.H. 737 (A.D. 1336-7).

July, 1337, Muḥammad returns to Dihlī.
Severe famine in Dihlī.
Issue of loans to cultivators.
Execution of Sayyid Ibrāhīm the Pursebearer.
Foundation of Sargadwārī.
Rebellion of Nuṣrāt Khān in Bīdar quelled by Qutlugh Khān.
A.H. 738 (A.D. 1337-8).
Muḥammad at Sargadwārī.
Disastrous expedition into the Himālaya.
Permanent buildings replace booths at Sargadwārī.

A.H. 739 (A.D. 1338-9).
Muḥammad at Sargadwārī.
Return of the remnant of the army of the Himālaya.
Death of Bahram Khān in Sonargānī. Malik Fakhr-al-dīn Silāḥdār assumes independence and is proclaimed Fakhr-al-dīn Mubārak Shāh. He attacks Qadr Khān in Lakhnāwātī, but is repulsed.

A.H. 740 (A.D. 1339-40).
Fakhr-al-dīn Mubārak Shāh again attacks Qadr Khān in Lakhnāwātī, slays him, and becomes master of both Eastern and Western Bengal.
Rebellion of ‘Alī Shāh in Gulbarga and Bidar.
Pilgrimage to Bahrāich.
Muḥammad returns to Dihlī.

A.H. 741 (A.D. 1340-1).
Coins struck in the name of al-Mustakfi.
‘Ain-al-Mulk and ‘Alī Shāh pardoned. The latter is banished to Ghaznī but afterwards returns to India and is executed.
Rebellion of Shāhī Lodi the Afgān in Multān.
Muḥammad marches to quell the rebellion.

A.H. 742 (A.D. 1341-2).
Muḥammad, on reaching Dīpālpūr, learns that Shāhī has fled and returns to Dihlī.

A.H. 743 (A.D. 1342-3).
Muḥammad at Dihlī. Famine.
Ṣafār 17 (July 22, 1342), Ibn Baṭṭāṯah leaves Dihlī.
Disturbances and revolts throughout the Duḥāb.

A.H. 744 (A.D. 1343-4).
Muḥammad’s expedition into the districts of Sunām, Sāmān, Kaithal, and Gāhārān.
Arrival in Dihlī of Ḥāji Sa‘īd Sarṣarī, envoy from the ‘Abbāsid Caliph, al-Ifākim II.
Ḥāji Rajab Burqa‘ī sent to Egypt as envoy to the Caliph.

A.H. 745 (A.D. 1344-5).
Decline in revenue receipts in the Dakan.
Sha‘bān I (December 8, 1344), Badr-i-Chāch leaves Dihlī to recall Qutlugh Khān from Daulatabād.
'Azzī Khámmār appointed governor of Mālwa. Massacre of eighty "centurions" at Dhār.

Rebellion of the "centurions" of Dabhoī and Baroda.

Shawwāl 1 (February 5, 1345), Muḥammad leaves Dīhlī (Sulṭānpūr) for Pātān and Mount Ābu.

Expedition sent against the rebellious "centurions" of Dabhoī and Baroda.

A.H. 746 (A.D. 1345-6).

Suppression of the rebellion and flight of the "centurions" towards Daulatābād.

Muḥammad marches from Mount Ābū to Bahroch, which he makes his headquarters.

Pursuit of the "centurions", who are defeated on the Narbada.

Two inquisitors sent to Daulatābād.

Unrest in Daulatābād.

Kānhayya (Krishna) Nāik of Telingāna and Vira Ballāla III of Dvāravaṭīpura unite to expel the Muslims from Telingāna and the Camatic. Warangal recovered by Krishna. Flight of 'Imād-al-Mulk Sartīz to Daulatābād. Kamplīt recovered by a son of its former rāja, who apostatizes from Islam.

Vira Ballāla III founds Vijayanagar.

Return of Ḥājī Rajab Burqa'ī with the Shāikh-al-Shuyūkh, envoy of al-Ḥākim II of Egypt.

A.H. 747 (A.D. 1346-7).

Two amūrs sent to Daulatābād to summon the "centurions" of the Dakan to Bahroch.

Revolt of the "centurions" of the Dakan.

Rebellion in Daulatābād. Ismā'īl Mūkh the Afghān proclaimed king of the Dakan under the title of Naṣīr-al-dīn Shāh.

Muḥammad marches to Daulatābād and besieges the fortress.

The "centurions" disperse to their districts. 'Imād-al-Mulk Sartīz sent to Gūlbarga to attack the "centurions".

A.H. 748 (A.D. 1347-8).

Rebellion of Ṭaghī in Gujārat.

Muḥammad returns to Gujārat.

'Imād-al-Mulk Sartīz defeated and slain by the "centurions" in Gūlbarga.

The "centurions" relieve Daulatābād.

Naṣīr-al-dīn Shāh abdicates.

Rabī’-al-ṣānī 24 (August 13, 1347), Ḥasan Zafar Kān is elected King of the Dakan under the title of ‘Alā-al-dīn Bahman Shāh.

Muḥammad arrives at Bahroch. Ṭaghī flees to Cambay. Yūsuf Bughrā defeated and slain at Cambay.

Muḥammad marches to Cambay. Ṭaghī flees to Asāwal (Aḥmadābād).

Muḥammad marches to Asāwal. Ṭaghī flees to Pātān.

June, 1347. Rainy season sets in. Muḥammad halts for a month in Asāwal.
Taghī advances to Kadī but is defeated and flees to Patan, and thence to Khambāliya. 

Muhammad occupies Patan, where he learns of the proclamation of Bahman Shāh in Daulatābād. 

Taghī takes refuge with the rūna of Girnār (Junagarh). 

A.H. 749 (A.D. 1348–9). 

Muhammad has his headquarters in Mandal and Pātrī. 

October, 1348. Muhammad marches to Girnār. 


Muhammad encamped before Girnār. 

Girnār is captured and the rūna and Khengār, Rāo of Kachh, make their submission. 

Taghī flees to Sind. 

A.H. 751 (A.D. 1350–1). 

Muhammad, on his way to Sind, falls sick at Gondal, where he spends the rainy season (June to October, 1349). 

The leading men of Dihlī are summoned to camp and large reinforcements are assembled from Dipālpūr, Multān, Uch, and Sīhwān. 

Muhammad recovers and marches from Gondal to the Indus, where he is joined by a force of Mughuls. 

A.H. 752 (A.D. 1351–2). 

Muḥarram 21 (March 20, 1351). Muhammad dies on the bank of the Indus, fourteen kurāh above Tattah. 

V. Parentage of the Child Enthroned in Dihlī by Khvājah Jahān after the Death of Muhammad Tughluq 

Firūz ibn Rajab, Muhammad’s cousin, who had been left in Dihlī as one of the council of regency when the emperor left the capital for Gujarāt in February, 1345, had been summoned to the imperial camp at Gondal in 1349, and was with the army on the Indus when Muhammad died. 

The condition of the army after the emperor’s death was deplorable. The troops were encumbered with their wives and families, who had been brought from Dihlī to Gondal and had accompanied the army to Sind, and had lost all spirit for fighting. The Mughul auxiliaries openly joined the enemy in plundering the camp, and disaster stared the demoralized and leaderless host in the face. The amīrs, from the moment when Muhammad breathed his last, urged Firūz to assume command of the army and proclaim himself emperor, but he exhibited a reluctance which, to do him
justice, does not appear to have been feigned, and for two days resisted their importunity. On March 23, however, he gave way, was proclaimed emperor, and set himself to the performance of his arduous task. There was no longer any prospect of bringing the operations against Taghī and the Jām to a successful conclusion, and all that he could hope to do was to withdraw the army, without disaster, from its perilous position. He succeeded, and the army began its retreat from Sind in safety, but not with honour. The treacherous Mughuls were bought off, the Sindīs were sufficiently intimidated to restrain them from attacking in force, and the army set out on its march to Dihlī.

The task which had lain before the new emperor was one from which a more resolute man might well have shrunk, but it is doubtful whether its difficulty is sufficient explanation of the readiness of Firūz to forgo a throne. It is possible that he did not regard himself as Muḥammad’s heir.

Barānī says that Muḥammad had always had some intention of designating Firūz his heir, and fulfilled that intention on his death-bed. Nizām-al-dīn Alīmad says that the attention shown by Firūz to Muḥammad in his last illness so affected the latter that he made him his heir. Firīshṭa follows Barānī, and Budāoni says that “Firūz ascended the throne in accordance with the authority appointing him the heir of Sulṭān Muḥammad”, and “by the consent of the chiefs of the Shaikh’s and the leading vazīrs and amīrs”. Shams-i-Sirāj ‘Affīf, in his Ṭārīkh-i-Firūz Shāhī, says that Muḥammad Tughluq treated Firūz with great kindness, and gave him special opportunities for becoming acquainted with the details of the administration of the empire, but does not say that he made him his heir.

Barānī’s statement that Muḥammad on his death-bed made Firūz his heir is to some extent discounted by his obligation, as a court official, in both reigns, to represent the succession as being perfectly regular. He wrote when Firūz’s ascent of the throne was a comparatively recent event and it was his
duty to record that it was not a usurpation. This could very easily be accomplished by representing a few kindly words spoken by a dying man as a nuncupative will.

The other contemporary, Shams-i-Sirāj ‘Afīf, wrote when Firūz had occupied the throne for many years and it was no longer necessary to justify an accomplished fact.

It may be doubted whether Firūz was Muḥammad’s heir. He was his first cousin, the son of Ghiyās-al-dīn’s younger brother, Rajab; but Muḥammad had had five brothers, Bahrām Ḵān, Maḥmūd Ṭāpānī, Mubārak Ṭāpānī, Masʿūd Ṭāpānī, and Nuṣrat Ṭāpānī. All of these princes are said by Barānī to have been living when Muḥammad Tughluq ascended the throne, though it is probable that Maḥmūd had shared the fate of his father. Masʿūd was executed for treason. The fate of the others is not known, but they are not heard of during Muḥammad’s reign. Nuṣrat Ṭāpānī probably died during the reign or his title would not have been conferred on Shihāb-al-dīn, but Mubārak Ṭāpānī, at least, seems to have been living when Firūz was proclaimed in Sind, and unless he had been blinded, a recognized disqualification, his claim was superior to that of Firūz. Nor is it certain that all the brothers of Muḥammad Tughluq died without male issue, and it is possible that Muḥammad himself left a son.

Budānī tells a curious story, to which no reference is made by the contemporary historians, to the effect that during Muḥammad’s absence in Gujarāt and before Firūz had joined him, Shaikh Ṣāḥīb-al-dīn, Chirāgh-i-Dihli, had secretly nominated Firūz as emperor, and that the nomination had been confirmed by the ‘Abbāsid Ghiyās-al-dīn, known as “the Maḥdīmzāda of Baghdād”. News of the conspiracy reached the emperor, and he summoned all three to the camp, and on their arrival issued orders for the immediate execution of the two holy men, and drank himself into a state of insensibility. Firūz, apparently, was only detained in custody. A son of Muḥammad had gone on a hunting expedition, and when the guards understood that the emperor was drunk and
his son absent, they liberated the three prisoners. Firūz then succeeded in making away, in some manner not mentioned, with Muḥammad’s son, and “raised the banner of sovereignty”. This improbable story, which is not mentioned by either of the contemporary historians, and for which Budāoni can cite no better authority than oral tradition, may be dismissed as apocryphal, but it suggests the existence of a legend to the effect that the succession of Firūz was not regular.

At Uch, on the way to Dihlī, news reached the army that Khyāja Jahān, the only member of Muḥammad’s council of regency now remaining in the capital, for Malik Qatril was dead, had proclaimed as emperor in Dihlī Ghiyāṣ-al-dīn Maḥmūd (or Muḥammad) Shāh, a child of six or seven years of age, whom he represented to be a son of Muḥammad Tughluq. Baranī describes the child as “an unknown bastard”, and is followed by Budāoni, Fīrishta, and Nizām-al-dīn Aḥmad, who describe him as “an obscure child” and “a child of obscure origin”. Baranī, then, reflecting the views of the army, proceeds to heap abuse on Khyāja Jahān for his treason and rebellion.

Shams-i-Sirāj ‘Ārif, on the other hand, casts no aspersion on the birth of the child, and absolves Khyāja Jahān from blame in the matter, though he admits that the proclamation was an unfortunate mistake. The facts of the case as related to him by Kishvar Khān, son of Bahram Aība, Kishlū Khān, were that when, on Muḥammad’s death, the Mughul auxiliaries plundered the great bazar of the imperial camp, Malīh Tūntūn, a confidential slave whom Khyājah Jahān had sent to Muḥammad, was so overcome with fear that he fled to Dihlī and reported that Muḥammad Tughluq was dead, that the Mughuls had plundered the bazar and attacked the army, that there had been much bloodshed, that Tātār Khān and Firūz had disappeared, and that most of the maliks had been killed. Malīh was a trusted slave and Khyājah Jahān believed his report and mourned alike for Muḥammad and
Firūz, whom he loved as a son. He then, in all good faith, according to ‘Affār, placed the infant son of Muḥammad on the throne. ‘Affār himself says not a word suggesting that the child was supposititious, but admits that the amīrs of the army asserted that Muḥammad had left no son.

Khvāja Jahān having placed the infant on the throne immediately raised in Dihlī an army of 20,000 horse to support him and maintain order, and on learning that Firūz was alive and was advancing with an army on Dihlī, refused to recede from the position which he had taken up, and sent envoys to Firūz to inform him that he had proclaimed Muḥammad’s son in Dihlī, and to invite him to assume the regency. Those writers who maintain that the child set up by Khvāja Jahān was supposititious represent him as bitterly regretting his precipitancy, and as persisting in the course which he adopted under the impression that rebellion was the one unpardonable sin, and that there could be no forgiveness for him.

The story as told by Barānī, the uncompromising adherent of Firūz, and those who have followed him, is unconvincing. Khvāja Jahān had been the most devoted of Muḥammad’s servants, and had regarded Firūz as a son, and it is most improbable that he should have foisted on the people of Dihlī, as his dead master’s heir, a supposititious child. The situation in the capital when Malīḥ’s disturbing news became known, was doubtless critical, but the veteran minister did not require the assistance of a puppet to enable him to cope with it. Nor is there any reason why Khvāja Jahān should have despaired of the clemency of Firūz. Even the bloodthirsty Muḥammad had pardoned more obstinate rebels, and Khvāja Jahān had acted in good faith on a credible report and in the best interests of the empire.

On the arrival of Khvāja Jahān’s envoys at the camp, Firūz assembled Muḥammad’s most intimate courtiers and consulted them. They are said to have replied that Muḥammad had left no son, and that Firūz was
unquestionably his heir, but this circumstance has the appearance of a subsequent fabrication. Nobody was more likely than Firūz to know whether Muḥammad had left a son or not, and consultation with courtiers on this subject would have been unnecessary. The account of the consultation of Firūz with the doctors of the law is more convincing. They omitted all mention of the authenticity of the child’s birth or the merits of Firūz’s hereditary claim to the throne and merely decided that the first claimant of the throne was the fitter to fill it. Their omission to consider the case in its legal aspect, which was peculiarly their business, is significant, and if it had been certain that the child was not Muḥammad’s there would have been no necessity to consult them.

It was soon apparent, even to Khvāja Jahān himself, that his case was hopeless. Qavām-al-Mulk, Kḥān Jahān Maqbul, the most powerful amīr in the capital, fled from the city and joined Firūz, and by the time the army reached Hānsī Khvāja Jahān, disregarding the advice of his friends resolved to appear before Firūz before he entered the city and to seek a pardon. After the camp had left Hānsī he appeared before Firūz as a suppliant, bareheaded, and with a chain and a naked sword suspended from his neck, and was kindly received. The badges of guilt were removed, a turban was bound on his head, and Firūz assured him that he had never believed that he had acted otherwise than in good faith. He was intent, not only on pardoning, but on reinstating him, his eighty years notwithstanding, in the office of vazīr, and was only deterred from fulfilling his benevolent intention by the vehement protests of the maliks and amīrs against such misplaced leniency. They drew a lurid picture of what their own fate would have been had Khvāja Jahān defeated the army, and were evidently resolved that he should suffer the punishment due to rebellion. The unpardonable crime, in their eyes, was probably the dissipation of much of the treasure which they had expected to share. Firūz was unwilling to abandon his old friend and colleague, and held out
for three days, but at length his resolution failed. Summoning Malik ‘Imād-al-Mulk, he privately informed him that he had decided to leave Khája Jahān’s fate in the hands of the maliks and amīrs. They told the minister that at his age he should devote the rest of his life to religious duties, and that they had assigned to him, for his support, the district of Sāmāna, where he might spend the short remainder of his days in retirement. He was sent off thither, but had travelled only a few stages when he was overtaken by Shīr Khān, the commandant of Sunām and Sāmāna, who had been sent after him by the maliks and amīrs of the army. He at once divined Shīr Khān’s mission, and submitting without a murmur to his fate, was beheaded by an executioner who had accompanied the emissary.

This completes the case. It was the officers of the army, not Firūz himself, that insisted on the minister’s death, and a motive for their animosity has already been shown. Another may be found in the severities of Muḥammad’s reign. There were probably few among the maliks and amīrs who had not at one time trembled before the minister, but Firūz displayed contemptible weakness in abandoning his old friend, of whose innocence he appears to have been convinced, to their vengeance.

The conclusions to be drawn from the evidence before us and from the conduct of Firūz and the officers of the army are as follows:—

(1) The infant enthroned in Dīlī was a son of Muḥammad, and Khája Jahān was justified in regarding him as the heir to the throne.

(2) Nothing that Muḥammad may have said on his deathbed, so long, at least, as he retained possession of his senses, amounted to recognition of Firūz as his heir, though it is highly probable that he bequeathed to him the regency and exhorted him to do all in his power to extricate the army from its dangerous situation.

(3) Khája Jahān was guiltless of disloyalty and was the
victim of the animosity of the officers of the army, to which Firūz basely abandoned him.

For the weakness of Firūz there is no excuse, but his usurpation may be defended on the ground on which Germany defended her perfidious attack on Belgium, that of necessity. Muhammad's death in the camp and in the face of the enemy had completely demoralized an already disheartened army. The Oriental is not familiar with the principle of delegated authority, and it is probable that nothing but the prestige of an emperor, present in the midst of the army, could have saved it from dissolution.
The Historical Position of Ramananda

BY J. N. FARQUHAR, M.A., D.LITT. (OXON)

I AM glad my paper in the Journal for April, 1920, on the above subject has drawn from Sir George Grierson and Mr. Sītā Rām their interesting articles in the October and April numbers.

I had already given up the theory that Rāmānanda himself came from South India before the appearance of Sir George Grierson's paper; and the evidence which he has been able to lay before us has strengthened me in my changed position. I still believe, however, that the source of the teaching of Rāmānanda is to be found, not in the Śrī-Vaishṇava sect, but in the Adhyātma Rāmāyana.

I am extremely sorry if any word of mine has caused Mr. Sītā Rām or any other Hindu the slightest pain. I have sought to write with the deepest respect, not to say reverence, for all the beliefs and feelings of the Hindu people. But I hardly think that any Hindu scholar will say that I am wrong in using the word "harem" in connexion with Sītā's captivity in Laṅkā, since Antahypura is the word used in the text of Vālmiki's Rāmāyana.¹

I should also like to assure Mr. Sītā Rām that I have considered very carefully all the similarities between the Śrī-Vaishṇava sect and Rāmānanda's position. The difference between us lies not in any want of consideration, but in a different judgment as to the conclusion which ought to be drawn from all the evidence that lies before us.

A. The question at issue, then, is the source of the Rāmānandī system. All Rāmānandīs believe to-day that Rāmānanda belonged to the Śrī-Vaishṇava sect, of which Rāmānuja is the chief ornament, but that, in consequence

¹ Aranya-kāṇḍa, canto 54, vv. 13 ff.
of a dispute arising from the extreme rigour of Śrī-Vaishnava social rules, he left it and founded a sect of his own. Yet, in spite of the breach, it is believed that he taught the Viśisṭādvaita system of Rāmānuja to his disciples, and that that has been the doctrine of his church from that day to this. The tradition is as old as Nābhāji, the author of the Bhakta-māla. The exact date of this work is not known,¹ but the general date of the author is quite clear; and we may make the bearing of his evidence on the problem intelligible by saying that he wrote about 150 years after the death of Rāmānanda.²

The tradition has not been traced farther back: no allusion to it has been found in Tulsī Dās, whose Rāmāyaṇa was begun about a century after the Master's death.³

But if the tradition is universal to-day, and if it goes back as far as Nābhāji, why should we suggest that it is untrue?

The settlement of all questions about Rāmānanda is beset with very grave difficulties, because the Master wrote no book himself; and none of his immediate disciples left a piece of literature fit to serve as a picture of the teaching of the great leader. The earliest book which gives any detailed and trustworthy evidence as to the Rāmānandī faith is Tulsī Dās's great work, and the next is the Bhakta-māla. It is quite true that the greatest of Rāmānanda's immediate disciples, Kabir, left a body of very valuable and original verses; but as his religious position is in several features very different from his Master's, we cannot take his utterances as direct evidence of Rāmānanda's beliefs, although they may possibly be used to throw light on the question indirectly. Nor do the poems of Pīpāji, Rai Dās, and Senājī give us much help. On the other hand, scholars of every type regard it as certain

¹ Sir George Grierson tells us that the year A.D. 1639 is implied in the text, JRAS., 1901, p. 607.
² My own dates for Rāmānanda's life are A.D. 1400–70; and at this point they are significant for this reason, that no scholar will be found to propose later dates.
³ The date is A.D. 1574; Grierson I.A., xxii, 93.
that Tulsī Dās represents Rāmānanda's main teaching so faithfully that we need not hesitate to turn to him for evidence. But before we study Tulsī Dās, we had better realize what Rāmānuja's system is.

In contrast to Śaṅkara's absolute monism, Rāmānuja taught a modified monism. Both say "Brahman is all that is"; but, while Śaṅkara attributes our vision of the world and all plurality to māyā, illusion, Rāmānuja regards the world and human souls as forming the body of God. Each soul is an avinśa of the body of Brahman, and is a personal being, possessing a measure of freedom. The world and souls are real: there is no māyā. Thus, both these thinkers repudiate entirely the Śaṅkhyan doctrine of prakṛti, primordial matter; and Rāmānuja repudiates māyā as well.

The Brahman of Rāmānuja is Nārāyaṇa, also called Vishṇu, the god of the sect. Release is won by knowledge of Nārāyaṇa-Vishṇu, and knowledge is gained by meditative bhakti. To Śaṅkara Brahman is undifferenced intelligence; it is impersonal and nirguṇa. To Rāmānuja Brahman is personal and "endowed with all imaginable auspicious qualities", and thus can never be regarded as nirguṇa. To Śaṅkara Brahman has no consort, but Rāmānuja calls Nārāyaṇa "the Lord of Lakshmī, the abode of Lakshmī". The goddess, however, is not woven into his theology at all.

The Śrī-Vaishṇava sect adores Nārāyaṇa-Vishṇu with his consorts, and all the Vyūhas and their consorts, and all the Avatāras with their consorts and followers. Rāma is but one of many Avatāras. They refuse to worship Śiva or any other god; but they recognize every divinity of the Vaishṇava group.

The system is called the Śrī-Vaishṇava Sampradāya; and, since the Supreme is Nārāyaṇa, the mantra of the sect is Oṁ namo Nārāyaṇāya. Brāhman ascetics belonging to the sect are Tridaṇḍī Sannyāsīs.

The teaching of Tulsī Dās is singularly different from all this. Rāma is the Supreme, and all the phrases of the
Upanishads are applied to him and to no other. In Rāma alone is there mukti in this evil Kali age. His consort is Sītā, and she is prakṛiti, the source of the material world, and also māyā. Rāma, the Supreme, wields the mighty power of māyā. There is no Viśisṭādvaita teaching to be found in the book.

Rāmānandīs call their system the Śrī-Sampradāya; and the mantra of the sect is Om Ramāya namah. Rāmānandī ascetics are not sannyāsīs, but sādhus, and are called Vairāgīs.

How are we to explain these facts? The Tulsīkṛit Rāmāyaṇa is universally held to represent the teaching of Rāmānanda; and it is the Bible of all Rāmānandīs to-day. Yet it contains no single doctrine which is characteristic of Rāmānuja.

Further, it is clear as noonday that Tulsī Dās's system is older than Rāmānanda. It is found in the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa; and while there are slight differences, the points of agreement are so numerous that the only natural solution of the problem seems to be to conclude that Rāmānanda and his guru Rāghavānanda were ascetics belonging to a Ramaite order and used the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa as their scripture. Tulsī Dās wrote not in order to displace the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa, but to give its teaching to the people in the vernacular. The following facts seem to justify these conclusions:—

1. The Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa and the Rāma-charit-mānas teach the same theological system.

Rāma is the Brahman of the Upanishads, beyond the reach of human minds, without qualities, nirguna, aguna; and yet he became incarnate for the sake of the gods and his own beloved followers: and thus, living under māyā, he has many qualities, is saguna. In this evil Kali age there is Release in Rāma alone. He is therefore the Lord of Brahmā and Śiva. Through bhakti Release is won. Those who take refuge in his name find Release.

Rāma wields māyā. By it he created the whole world. He is the great actor. By māyā he deceives men. By it he seemed
to be deceived himself when incarnate, but he is always the Lord, the Controller of māyā.

Rāma is the Lord of Sītā, who is both prakṛti and māyā.¹

What Rāma wills is done, and none can alter it; determinism is taught.

Thus the system taught in these two works is a theological conglomerate, formed from the Sāṁkhya, the Advaita Vedānta and a theistic incarnation theory.

2. The Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa is written as a sort of reproduction of the original Rāmāyaṇa, with the same number of books, each bearing the old title, although the theology is completely new. Tulsī Dās follows the same plan.

3. In the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa we are told that Śiva originally told the whole story to Pārvatī; and Tulsī Dās faithfully repeats this account.

4. In the original epic, the real Sītā is carried away by Rāvaṇa; but in the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa Rāma makes the real Sītā enter the fire before the appearance of Rāvaṇa. It is thus an illusory Sītā that is carried away to Lankā; and the real Sītā does not reappear until the fire-ordeal is held after the death of Rāvaṇa. Tulsī Dās has adopted this also.

5. The baby Rāma in the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa shows himself as the eternal One to his mother, and then takes again the form of a baby and begins to cry. The episode reappears in Tulsī Dās.

6. The Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa is used by all Rāmānandīs to-day, and they possess a Hindi commentary on it.

7. In the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa there is a reference to the Agastya Samhitā.² It was clearly used as the authoritative work for worship by those who used the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa.

¹ Sītā is identified with prakṛti and māyā in the much earlier Rāma-पूर्वतोपाल उप., 17, 24-6, 61, 89, and in the Rāma-उत्तरतोपाल उप. (Deussen, Sechzig Upanishad’s des Veda, pp. 507, 508, 813, 817, 821). Indeed, the same essential theology can be traced in these Upanishads, in the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa and in the Rāma-charit-mānas.

² IV, iv. 31.
The same *Agastya Sāmhitā* is in use in Sanskrit among Rāmānandīs to-day; and a Hindī version of several chapters has been published with a life of Rāmānanda included.

On the other hand, there is a Rāmānandī work in Sanskrit, which I have not yet seen, and which probably does contain Viśisṭādvaīta doctrine. It is called *Vaishnava Mahaṭaṇa Bhāskara*, i.e. "Light on the Lotus of Vaishnava Opinions." (Readers will at once think of the famous Mahāyāna Buddhist work, the *Saddharmo Pundarīka*.) As to its date, author, or contents, I have no information; but it is probably a fairly recent work.

B. But if Rāmānanda and Tulsī Dās after him taught a Rāma gospel so distinct from the Rāmānujiya system, how did the tradition originate and find credence? It is probable that it arose from the concurrence of two distinct causes.

First, the Śrī-bhāṣya of Rāmānuja is such a noble theistic document that it is much used in many schools besides his own; and it would be strange indeed if there were not a number of scholarly Rāmānandī Vairāgīs in the sixteenth century accustomed to read it for themselves and to teach it to disciples. Since Rāmānanda had left no bhāṣya, Rāmānuja’s work was clearly the best Vedānta treatise for them to use. The differences between it and their own Rāma-faith would not trouble them, since there was no Rāmānandī bhāṣya to make them stand out in prominence.

Secondly, there were considerable groups of Rāmānujiyas in North India in close proximity to the Rāmānandīs in those days, just as there are to-day. What, then, could be more natural than to make friends with this Vaishnava group,

---

1 Published by Seth Chhotelal Lakshmichand, Fyzabad. Śiva and Pārvati appear at the beginning, but the work is a dialogue between Agastya and Sutikṣṇa, and deals almost exclusively with ritual. A small handbook for Rāmānandī pujāris is published both in Sanskrit and Hindī, the Śrīrāmārcharana Paddhati. The publisher is Seth Chhotelal.

2 Published at the Gokuldāsji Ranahar Pushṭakālay, Dākar, near Ānand, Gujarāt, and also at the Jñānabhāskar Press, Barabāṅki.
whose Śrī-bhāshya they revered and loved? They might even receive instruction in the Viśishtādvaita system, if there were some notable guru in the neighbourhood.

From this friendship a feeling of unity would arise, and some Rāmānujiya would one day suggest that, after all, they were really one, and that there was no material difference in their teaching. Once the belief in the unity of the two groups was established, the rise of the tradition about the Master would only be a question of time.

There is another point. In the tradition itself there is clear proof that the intercourse from which it sprang took place in the north, not in the south. Rāmānujiyas in the south universally speak of their sect as the Śrī-Vaishnava Sampradāya, while in the north the phrase they use is the Śrī-Sampradāya; and it is the latter phrase that is used by Rāmānandīs. It is clear that the theory of the four Sampradāyas (Śrī, Brahmā, Rudra, and Sanakādi, i.e. the northern Rāmānujiyas, the Mādhvas, the Viśnusvāmīs, and the Nimbārkas) arose among Rāmānujiyas in the north, before the rise of the Rāmānandī, Vallabhāchārya, and Chaitanya movements, which changed so radically the balance of the sects. The Rāmānandīs would then take over the theory from their friends.

Thus the evidence suggests that Rāghavānanda, who came from the south, was a Ramaite Vairāgī, and used as his scriptures the Viśmīki and the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇas and the Agastya Samhītā, and that he won over Rāmānanda to his faith early in the fifteenth century, and thus started the new movement. At some date in the sixteenth century there came friendly intercourse with the Rāmānujiyas of the north, and the belief in their identity; and then there followed the legend about Rāmānanda. The whole had taken firm root before Nābhājī wrote, and has continued to be believed until to-day.

A most interesting parallel, from north India also, may be cited to show how easily such a mistaken theory arises.
The Vishṇusvāmī form of the Vedānta is dualist, dvaita, while the Vallabhāchārya form is monistic; indeed, it is called śuddhādvaita. To Vishṇusvāmī Rādhā was a woman, while to Vallabhāchārya she was the eternal consort of Kṛishṇa the supreme Brahman. Yet the Vallabhas have almost completely absorbed the Vishṇusvāmīs; and in the process they started the theory that the two are one; and that misstatement is almost universally believed in North India to-day.

I do not suggest that I have proved my case; but I do suggest that it is clear, on the face of the evidence, that there is a serious problem to be solved; and that my reconstruction of the history may possibly prove right. Further study of all the relevant literature may reveal decisive facts.
Spontaneous Nasalization in the Indo-Aryan Languages

By Sir George A. Grierson, K.C.I.E., M.R.A.S.

Professor Turner, in his valuable articles on Gujarāṭi Phonology, refers to what he terms “Spontaneous Nasalization”. In regard to Gujarāṭi he says (JRAS., 1921, p. 344) “there seems from the earliest times to have been a tendency to pronounce vowels with the velum incompletely raised, which results in the vowel becoming nasalized”. Similarly, Professor Bloch (La Formation de la Langue Marathe, § 70) says “Toute voyelle longue tend à développer une résonance nasale”, and he discusses this question at greater length in his article on “La Nasalité en Indo-Aryan” on pp. 61 ff. of the Cinquantenaire de l’École Pratique des Hautes Études.

Although he does not call attention to the fact, all the Gujarāṭi nasalized vowels of which Professor Turner gives examples are of secondary origin, and are long. Similar nasalization is found in Hindi and in other modern Indo-Aryan languages, except those of the extreme north-west, where the phonetic rules are different.

Both Professor Bloch and Professor Turner look upon this tendency to “spontaneous nasalization” as dating from very early times, long before the present stage of development of the modern languages had become established; but, so far as I can gather from the writings already referred to, they consider the particular instances of this nasalization to which they draw special attention as occurring in the modern languages, to be developments which have arisen in late times and which have taken their birth in these modern languages themselves. I think, however, I can show that

1 The one exception, mājār, is only apparent. Here the ā represents a theoretical ā, which has been shortened owing to its position before a long vowel with the stress accent.
the length of the vowel has nothing whatever to do with the nasalization, and that the instances of nasalization to which they refer are not peculiarities of the modern languages, but are an inheritance from earlier stages. In order to do this it is necessary to go a stage further back and to discuss the state of affairs in Prakrit.

Omitting a few less important cases, in literary Prakrit there are two classes of compound consonants, viz.:

1. Double consonants.
2. Compounds in which the first element is anusvāra or a class nasal.¹

Excluding the North-West, in the modern languages the regular developments of these compounds are respectively:

1. The double consonant is simplified, and the preceding vowel is lengthened in compensation.
2. The anusvāra or class nasal becomes anunāsika, and the preceding vowel is lengthened in compensation.

Examples of these are:

   cakra- cakka- cāk.
   kuśkaka- sukkhaa- sūkhā.
   agrē. aggahi. āgē.
   vyāghra- vaggha- bāgh.
   nṛtya- nacca. nāc.
   svidyati. sījāī. sījē.

and so on in thousands of cases.

2. kaṅkana- kaṅkana- kākan.
   jaṅghā. jaṅghā. jāgh.
   vandhya- vañjha- bājh.
   kānta- kanta- kāt.
   candra- candra- cād.

and so many others.²

¹ Prakrit grammarians treat these two as interchangeable. See Mārkaṇḍeya, iv, 24, where we have, e.g. both jalam manthāī and jalam manthāi. Cf. Pischel, § 269.
² In the above I have omitted other changes, such as kāgan, for kākan, or cân, for cād. As regards the former, see note 2, p. 385, below.
The "spontaneous nasalization" referred to above occurs only in the words falling under class I. As I have on previous occasions pointed out,¹ this nasalization is much more common than we should gather from the study of the literary dialect alone. It is very frequently met with in rural dialects. Examples from the literary dialect are:—

| karkara- | kakkara- | Bg. kākar, H. kaṅkar. |
| makṣikā. | makkhiā. | G. mākhī, H. mākhī. |
| pakṣa- | pakkha- | H. pākh, a side; H. paṅkhā, a fan. |
| aksi- | akkhi- | H. ākkh. |
| mudga- | mugga- | H. mūg, M. mūg. |
| √mārg- | √magga- | G. √māg-, H. √māg-, H. √maṅg-. |
| uccaka- | uccaa- | H. ācā, Bg. uṅca. |
| chardati. | chaḍḍāi. | H. chaṛe, Old H. chaṇḍē. |
| niḍrā. | niḍḍā. | H. niḍ, or niḍ. |
| sarpa- | sappa- | H. sāp or sāp. |

and so many others. In the above I have not mentioned all the languages in which each word occurs, contenting myself with mentioning one in each case.

It should be noted that in the above there are a number of pairs, in one of which the "spontaneous nasal" is anumāsika, with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, while, in the other, it is a class nasal without such compensatory lengthening. Thus we have:—

kākar and kaṅkar.
pākh and paṅkhā.
māg- and maṅg-.
ācā and uṅca.
sāc and saṅc.
chār- with an old form chaṇḍ-.

¹ See ZDMG., 1, 1896, pp. 21, 22.
In the rural dialects many more such pairs can be heard of which no trace will be found in the dictionaries. Such cases are rather instances of the personal equations of the respective speakers than of local dialect. In the same village one man may say sāc and another may say saṅc, or the same man may say one or other as the rhythm or the style of the sentence may demand. Many such cases will be found in the Index to Bihār Peasant Life. Now, it is clear that whatever the long vowel may have to do with the nasalization of sāc, it can have nothing to do with the nasalization of saṅc.

I think we must look upon the nasalization of such as sāc as not occurring spontaneously in the modern stage of the language, but as descendants of nasalized Prakrit forms. In Prakrit, the vowel before a compound consonant must be short, so that we cannot have any form such as saṅca-. The only possible form with a class nasal would have been saṅca-, and from that sāc would be a quite regular derivative, under head 2 above. If this is true, then in pairs such as saṅc and sāc we must look upon saṅc as the older form, of which sāc represents a further—later—stage of development.

May we therefore assume such a Prakrit form as saṅca- or saṅca- as existing in Prakrit alongside of the sacca- given by the grammarians? I think that we can.

In Mk. iv, 20 (= Vr. iv, 15; Hc. i, 26; Pischel, § 74) there are given a number of words parallel to saṅca-, which do insert a nasal instead of doubling the consonant as we should expect under the ordinary rules. To quote a few, such are:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Prakrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vakra-</td>
<td>vaṅka- instead of vakka-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>darśana-</td>
<td>daṁśaṇa- instead of dassana-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grṛṣṭi-</td>
<td>gaṁṭṭhī- instead of gaṭṭhī-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puçcha-</td>
<td>puṇīcha- instead of puçcha-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śulka-</td>
<td>suṅka- instead of sukka-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question is how did such words get into Prakrit? The answer will be found in the Prakrit grammarians' lists of
Dhātv-ādēśas. These are lists, given in the grammars, of Prakrit roots which may, or should, be substituted for Sanskrit roots of similar meanings. As pointed out by Professor Jacobi,\(^1\) a large number (I calculate about 388 out of 930) of these are admittedly Dēśī words, catalogued as such in the Dēśināmamālā. We have no grammar of these Dēśī dialects. All that we have to go by are vocabularies and lists of words, and in these we find quite a number of pairs similar to those given above for the modern languages. Taking verbal roots alone, such are:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Prakrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sprāsati</td>
<td>ālukkhai, ālumkhai, ālumghai.(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaṇati, kvaṇati</td>
<td>okkhana, oṅgaṇa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takṣati</td>
<td>caccha, caṁcha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcayatē</td>
<td>cappa, caṁpau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yunaktē</td>
<td>jujjā, jumja.(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trpyati</td>
<td>thippa, thimpau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takṣati</td>
<td>rappau, rampau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valatē</td>
<td>vappa, vaṁpha.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and so many non-verbal forms which can be collected from the Dēśināmamālā. From the above it is evident that Dēśī dialects, or at least some of them, freely substituted an anusvāra (or class nasal) plus a consonant for a double consonant prescribed for literary Prakrit by the Indian grammarians. As certain forms of this literary Prakrit had no hesitation in borrowing words from the Dēśī dialects\(^4\) we are entitled to assume that the so-called irregular words vanūka- and so forth quoted above are also Dēśī words

\(^1\) Bhavisatā Kaha, p. 63*.
\(^2\) Cf. Skt. kaṅkṣa-, Hindi kāgan, referred to in note 2, p. 382, and similar instances in the modern languages of softening after a nasal.
\(^3\) Here it is the form with the nasal which is original, and jujja which is the by-form. Similarly we have magga < maṅgati. From this we learn that Dēśī dialects looked upon nj and jj as interchangeable.
\(^4\) Jacobi, op. cit., p. 63*. 
which in the literary language have ousted the regular literary forms from use.

That this assumption is not extravagant is shown by a consideration of a work entitled the Mahārtha-maṅjarī of Mahēśvarānanda, of which a manuscript has been in my possession for some years. This consists of a series of Gāthā verses written in the old Apabhraṃsa (or Dēśī) dialect once spoken in Kashmir and is provided with a Chāyā and a commentary. The language of the verses contains numerous examples of the representation of standard Prakrit double consonants by anusvāra plus a single consonant. The metre shows that it is anusvāra, not amunāsika, that is intended, and there is no lengthening of the preceding vowel. So frequent are these spellings that when the MS. first came into my possession, I was tempted to assume that they were simply a scribe’s graphic device for indicating a double letter in the Śāradā alphabet. I made inquiries on the point from Kashmir and was assured by the most competent authorities that no such graphic device had ever existed. We may therefore take it that the spelling shows the actual word intended by the author. I here give a hurriedly made up list of such words occurring in the first twenty verses of the work, indicating in each case the number of the verse in which it is to be found:—

Mahārtha-Maṅjarī with verse number. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corresponding form in Literary Prakrit.</th>
<th>Corresponding Sanskrit form.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aamūṇya- (? read aamūṇya-), 12.</td>
<td>anyōnya-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amūpa-, 6.</td>
<td>amūpa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uṃbhāvamāntī, 17.</td>
<td>uṃbhāvamāntī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kavātārō, 11.</td>
<td>kavātārō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaṁthā, 7.</td>
<td>jaṁthā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 An edition, taken from the same unique MS. as that from which mine was copied, has lately been published as No. XI of The Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies.
Mahârtha-Mañjâri with verse number. | Corresponding form in Literary Prakrit. | Corresponding Sanskrit form.
---|---|---
jamósām, 4. | jassâ. | yasyâ.
nimca-, 1, 18. | nicca-. | nityâ-.
nimcalamjôù, 2. | niccaloïjôò. | nisicalôddyôtaò.
vanîthhi, 7. | nâtthi. | násti.
nimthhusâm, 16. | nîttusâ. | nistusâ.
tamthha, 7. | tattha. | tatra.
paccamkhân, 5. | paccakkhanî. | pratyakṣam.
pamjâlôâna-, 8. | pâjjaïlôâna-. | paryâlôcana-
pusñô, 18. | pusñô. | pûrñâ.
bhûbama-, 6. | vibbhama-. | vibhrama-
mâhânâpamî, 5. | mâhappamî. | mâhâtmyam.
vânthha-, 8. | vâtthu-. | vastu-
vianîva-, 17. | viappa-. | vikalpa-
savinâmâvî, 18. | savvanñô. | sarvajñâ.
sahâvanîsa, 8. | sahâvassâ. | svabhâvâya.
sînîpâî, 17. | sippâîm. | silpâîni.

But such nasalizations are older even than the above. As Professor Bloch himself points out,\(^1\) instances are found in the Asokâ inscriptions, where we have amínâ( anya-), amûnâtra (anyatra), punûnam (punyam), hirâmîna- (hiranyâ), tamâbpanîni (tâmraparnî), and so on. What the origin of this nasalization may be, I leave to phoneticians to decide, but I think that I have shown that this “spontaneous nasalization” spoken of by Professor Bloch and Professor Turner has not arisen spontaneously in the modern vernaculars in their present stage of development, but is an inheritance from the oldest times, and that we have documentary evidence of its existence from the days of the Asoka inscriptions through all the stages of Prakrit down to the present date. Moreover, it has nothing to do with the quantity of the vowel nasalized. It is true that in the modern languages the nasalization generally occurs with long vowels, but this is merely

\(^1\) *La Nasalité en Indo-Aryan*, p. 67.
a coincidence of two different lines of development. Neither has any causal connexion with the other. In the earlier stages of the Indian languages, these nasalizations never, and could never, occur with a long vowel, a state of affairs exactly the contrary to that which we now find existing. But the nasalization is there all the same, and is associated not with any vowel-change or vowel-quantity, but with the simplification of Sanskrit conjunct consonants.
Notes on some Babylonian Rulers

By C. J. GADD, B.A.

I. [a-d] → [a-d]

The founder of the third dynasty of Ur has long been known by the name of Ur-Engur. This has been regarded as an improved reading for Ur-Gur, a form which was once generally used by Assyriologists. The change was made when the publication of fresh material revealed that the sign [a-d] was pronounced engur by the Sumerians. It is not difficult to show that gur is untenable, for this value seems to have been inferred from a fragment of a god-list, K. 4366 (published in Cuneiform Texts, pt. xxv, pl. 48, l. 3), which has:

\[ \text{I en-gur} \rightarrow [a-d] \rightarrow [a-d] \rightarrow \text{iu E-a ša na-[a-ri ?].} \]

Hence, [a-d] was held to be phonetically equivalent to [a-d], and was accordingly read gur. But in no place elsewhere is [a-d] assigned the value of gur, whereas it is several times glossed engur. In the text quoted above, therefore, the full pronunciation which should have been given in col. 1 is en-engur, i.e. bēl apēt “lord of the deep”, a perfectly natural name for the god Ea in his aspect as a river-god (if the proposed restoration be correct). Whether the pronunciation given by the text, en-gur, is a real haplography for en-engur, or whether it is simply a phonetic writing which exemplifies the very common dropping of a consonant at the end of Sumerian words (e(n)-engur > ēŋur), it is hardly possible to decide. In any case, there is no ground for reading [a-d] as gur. On the other hand, engur is attested by Cuneiform Texts, xii, 26, rev., col. ii, 18, and xxxv, 2, 48, and is certainly a value of the sign. [a-d] → [a-d] has therefore been commonly read as “Ur-ām-Engur”. But there is no more justification for this form than for the old Ur-Gur. No ām-Engur has been found in the literature, nor, so far as we can see, did any such god ever exist. For the Sumerian engur, in both the passages just quoted, is given as the equivalent of the Akkadian loan-
words apsū and engurrnu, meaning "the deep", and is simply a concrete substantive, not a proper name. The case of 𒐽𒐕 is widely different, and some material bearing upon it may here be examined.

The tablet B.M. 46559, a fragment of a Babylonian god-list, has the following entries in reverse, col. iii, ll. 21–3 (published in Cuneiform Texts, xxix, 46):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nam-mu} & \rightarrow \equiv \\
\text{a. nina-}a & \Rightarrow \\
i-\text{id} & \Rightarrow
\end{align*}
\]

It should first be noticed that the reading of the second line differs from that of C.T. Although a. Ŗ-a was read both by the late Professor King and by Dr. Pinches in the JRAS. of 1905, p. 147, and in spite of the smallness of the sign on the original, I have little hesitation in substituting 𒐽 for 𒐕. The god Ea is bēl apsū certainly, but not apsū himself, and Ninâ is a much more suitable identification with the river-goddess. The above extract, therefore, indicates that 𒐽 was called Nammu, was identified with Ninâ, and might bear the general name of "River (id)-goddess". The next passage is from the tablet B.M. 38128, rev., col. ii, ll. 15–20 (Cuneiform Texts, xii, 26):

\[
\begin{align*}
i & \equiv \\
\text{en-gur} & \Rightarrow \\
\text{nam-mu} & \Rightarrow
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{na-a-ri} & \parallel \text{ūat. Nāru} (\rightarrow \equiv) \\
\text{ūat. Nāru} (\text{as above}) & \\
\text{šu-lu-u} & \\
\text{ap-su-u} & \\
\text{en-gur-ru} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Here it is possible to read [𒐽] in the last line, and thus 𒐽 is apparently not explained. Nevertheless it is clear that, in late documents, no distinction is generally maintained between 𒐽 and 𒐕, for, if we could believe

\[1\text{ Cf. also the passage in Reisner, Sumer.-babyl. Hymnen, quoted below.}\]
the evidence at this point in our inquiry, we should have to say that both 𒂗 and 𒂗 could be read indifferently id and nammu. Yet this is clearly not the case, since the only Sumerian word for "river" is id and the only writing of that word is 𒂗. It is to be presumed, therefore, that the Sumerian name of the river-goddess is Id, and therefore, by elimination, 𒂗 would be left with the reading Nammu, as suggested also by our first extract. The desired distinction is actually established by the "Yale" syllabary (ll. 57–60), where 𒂗 is explained as 𒂗 in l. 58 and as 𒂗 in l. 60. The Sumerian readings corresponding to these are missing from the text, but the matter is placed beyond doubt by the Assyrian duplicate, B.M. 108862 (Cuneiform Texts, xxxv, 1–8), obverse, col. i, ll. 46–9, which read as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>𒂗</th>
<th>na-a-ru.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-id</td>
<td>𒂗</td>
<td>-𒂗𒈗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en-gur</td>
<td>𒂗</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nam-mu</td>
<td>𒂗</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The close connexion of Nammu with Ninâ is exemplified in Reisner's Sumerisch-Babylonische Hymnen, p. 110, No. 57, ll. 11 and 12, where ê a. nammu is followed in the next line by ê a. ninâ. The precise nature of this relationship, however, I cannot further elucidate, nor can I say in what respect the name borne by the subject of this note differed from that of Ur-Ninâ, the early king of Lagash. But, at least, the evidence here collected seems to demonstrate that

Ur a. Nammu.

2. Ur-Ningirsu, Governor of Lagash.

The short text reproduced herewith is copied from a copper statuette in the familiar Sumerian style of the objects called kanêphoroi. It represents a man, naked from the waist upwards, carrying on his head what is presumed to be a basket of earth, which he supports with both arms upraised. Downwards from the waist the statuette, as usual, tapers off
into an elongated cone, bluntly rounded at the bottom. The inscription is engraved in one column round the upper part of this cone-shaped base; its right edge is thus damaged by oxidization, which spreads from the bottom to a point about half-way up the cone. It is quite clear that the statuette has been stuck for many years in damp ground up to this point, and this was, doubtless, the object of tapering the base in

this characteristic fashion, the figure being set in its original place by the simple expedient of sticking it into the ground. For permission to publish this text I am indebted to Major Burn, the owner of the original object. Restorations of the damaged portions are placed in square brackets.

1. \(d\). nin-mar-[(KI)]. 2. sal šag-\(a\). 3. dumu-sag \(d\). ni[na].
4. ur-\(d\). nin-g[ir-su]. 5. pa-te-si. 6. lagaš-(KI)-[ge ?].
7. \(ê\)-sal-gil-sa-ka-[ni]. 8. mu-na-[dú].
"For Ninmar, gracious lady, eldest daughter of Nina, Ur-Ningirsu, the governor of Lagash, has built her Queen's Palace of the Treasure."

Ur-Ningirsu has long been known as the son and successor of the celebrated Gudea of Lagash. It is, also, no new suggestion that he was contemporary with Šulgi,¹ the second king of the third dynasty of Ur. One of the most interesting features of the present inscription is that it seems to afford strong support to this view. For there is a short votive inscription of Šulgi, said to be derived from a black stone, presumably a gate socket, and published in I. Rawlinson 2, No. ii, 4, which records that the king "built for Ninmar her Queen's Palace of the Treasure in Girsu" (ē-sal-gil-sa-gir-su-(KI)-ku-mi). It seems only natural to infer that these two inscriptions refer to the same operation and the same occasion, and that both the suzerain (Šulgi) and the vassal (Ur-Ningirsu) deposited their memorials in the completed building; the contemporaneity of these two rulers is thus placed almost beyond doubt. The significance of this circumstance with respect to the duration of the fifth dynasty of Uruk, inaugurated by Utu-ḫegal, I have noticed elsewhere.²

Ur-Ningirsu appears to have been particularly devoted to the cult of Ninā, whose "priest" he is declared to have been in two other inscriptions, so that her "eldest daughter", Ninmar, was a fitting object of his pious care. The ē-sal-gil-sa was presumably the name of this deity's temple; if the translation given requires any explanation, it may be recalled that ē-sal, in the pre-Sargonic tablets, has been shown ³ to refer to the establishments of Baranamtarra and Shashag, the consorts of the early governors, Lugal-anda and Urukagina of Lagash, while gil-sa = šukultu is noted in Meissner, Selt. Assyr. Ideogr., 825.

The statuette from which the above inscription is taken

¹ For this version of the name hitherto read Dungi, see Zimmerm, Ber. Sächs. Gesell. Wiss., 1916, No. 5, p. 31, n. 3.
² The Early Dynasties of Sumer and Akkad, pp. 31, 32.
³ By Allotte de la Füye in Revue d'Assyriologie, vol. ix, 143.
may be supposed to come from the same site as the stone of Šulgi, which is said in I. Rawlinson to have been found at Tall Eed. This locality is to be found on the maps some 25 miles almost due west of Lagash (Tall Loḩ) and to the south of Umma (Tall Yokha). From Lagash it is now separated by two rivers, for Lagash lies to the east of the Shaṭṭ-al-Ḥayy and Tall Eed to the west of the Shaṭṭ-al-Khar. If Ur-Ningirsu was in control of this place under Šulgi, the local dominion of Lagash must have been fairly extensive at this time. And, indeed, several generations before, Nammaḫni of Lagash had probably ruled also in Umma, so that this discovery is not altogether surprising. Tall-Eed, therefore, is in all probability the site of E-Ninmar, a place of considerable importance in the days of Sargon of Akkad, who “smote E-Ninmar, its wall he destroyed, and the whole of its territory from Lagash to the sea he smote; his arms he washed in the sea” (Poebel, Historical Texts, No. 34, obv., cols. i and ii, ll. 48-60). The language of Sargon seems to suggest that, in his time, Lagash itself was subject to E-Ninmar; under Šulgi and Ur-Ningirsu the position was reversed.

3. The Eighth or “H” Dynasty of Babylon.

The break between cols. iii and iv, on the reverse of the Babylonian king-list “A” (Cuneiform Texts, xxxvi, 25), has caused the disappearance of the greater part of this dynasty, which consisted, according to the summary, of twenty-two “reigns”. The king-list preserves only traces of the first two, and the last five, names. Fortunately, several of the missing entries have been supplied by new, though still very fragmentary, material, from the excavations on the site of the ancient Ashur. Thus, the Berlin fragment VA.T. 11261 (published by Schroeder, Keilschrifttexte aus Assur verschiedenen Inhalts, No. 10) supplies the first seven kings,

1 British General Staff Geograph. Sect. No. 2563, where the place is called Tel Ede. I am informed that the proper spelling is probably Tall ‘Ayad.
and No. 182 of the same publication, col. iii, has the first nine, ending with Bau-ab-iddina, the defeated opponent of Adad-nirari IV of Assyria. From this point onwards there is a break until the king-list takes up the enumeration again with Eriba-Marduk, the eighteenth member of the dynasty. One other Ashur fragment, VA.T. 11345 (Schroeder, op. cit., No. 13), has, however, the beginnings of names 16-19, thus carrying the record back two names above the king-list. These names begin respectively Marduk-bêl-[ ] and Marduk-apal-[ ]. There is another fragment bearing upon this point in the list, which has only recently been referred to its correct position. It bears the British Museum number 81-7-27, 117, and consists of a small flake from the extreme left edge of what was probably a large tablet. It is designated in the Catalogue as a “Part of a list of names of officials and their titles, etc.”, and was published by the late Rev. Dr. C. H. W. Johns as No. 888 of his Assyrian Deeds and Documents. The editor recognized its true nature subsequently, and translated it with comments in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, 1918, pp. 125-30. A further examination of the original reveals, however, that the text of Assyrian Deeds No. 888 is not altogether satisfactory, and this circumstance has to some extent prejudiced the translation. The following modifications are to be noted:—

line 1. Is almost entirely gone, and it is difficult to understand how Dr. Johns was able to read II bugal-e-ne. . I can form no opinion as to what stood in this place.

line 2. Read ansîl MI(R), not ŠID (šangu); the sign is incomplete, but enough remains to show that it was MIR, and the line doubtless contained the title MIR-UŠ, i.e. rîd šabê, applied to the fifteenth king of the dynasty, as it is to Simmash-Shipak in King’s Chronicles, ii, p. 51.

line 3. mardu Marduk-apal-ŠE(S). The copy, Assyr. Deeds

1 "Synchronous History," col. iv, 1 ff., and Sm. 2106, rev. (Cuneif. Texts, xxxiv, 41 and 43).
888, is correct, save that the shading should come right up to the signs. The last sign, therefore, can be nothing but ŠEŠ in this context, and it can have been only by a slip that Dr. Johns made the name Marduk-apla-iddina; it should, of course, be read Marduk-apal-ūṣur. This pretender to the style of "Merodach-Baladan II" must therefore disappear, and that title revert to the celebrated enemy of Sargon and Sennacherib, who belongs to the next Babylonian dynasty.

line 4. Read I lugal bal kūr, not NU; and the line may be completed after the usual formula: I lugal bal kūr[-kal-di mu-bi X in-ag].

line 10. Read I lu(gal), not NI, and complete as above.

It will be seen, from what has preceded, that 81-7-27, 117, is a fragment of a king-list, drawn up according to the regular formulae in use since the earliest compilations of such records. In the small section preserved, it is curious to note that kings of Kaldū and the Sea-Land occupy the throne alternately. Thus, Marduk-apal-ūṣur is said to be of Kaldū, Eriba-Marduk of the Sea-Land, and, if line 9 were preserved, it would clearly have recorded that Nabû-šum-īškun was of Kaldū. Possibly it is on account of this rapid alternation of ruling-houses that the summary of this dynasty in the king-list "A" speaks of twenty-two bal, not lugal, as in all other cases. But, if this be so, and if the summary mean "twenty-two dynasties", or "ruling-houses", it is clear that the figure 22 becomes unreliable as the number of kings in the "H" dynasty; it would be quite possible that there were more, since each bal might have comprised more than one king. But the validity of this suggestion cannot be tested until a complete list is recovered, nor, in any case, could the number of kings in the gap be very considerable, since only thirty-eight years in all elapsed between the death of Adad-nirari IV, the Assyrian conqueror of Bau-ah-iddina, and the accession of Tiglath-pileser III, who was contemporary with Nabonassar.
More Notes on the Eight Immortals

BY W. PERCEVAL YETTS

THE following notes are intended to supplement an article written in 1912 and published in JRAS. for October, 1916, pp. 773–807. The theme then was the tradition of the group as generally accepted at the present day, and limitation of space confined the study to one hero-tale for each of the Eight. The tales were translated intact from an illustrated compilation of Taoist mythology which continues in popular favour and provides a fairly representative treatment of the subject. With a scope so restricted, the former article made but a small contribution towards a better understanding of an important national cult. It is essayed here to probe a little deeper and in more varied places in search of evidence about the origin and evolution of the conception.\(^1\) The writer feels that apologies are due for the scrappy nature of these notes rather than for reverting to the topic; for surely there is call for much fuller inquiry, considering the ubiquity of the Eight in the folk-lore and folk-art of the Far East during many centuries, and the scant attention paid them by Western students.

The Chinese delight in numerical categories; and it is wise to exercise caution in attributing peculiar significance to one among so many. Yet there seems reason for regarding eight as a kind of "perfect" number. Foremost are the Eight Trigrams 卦, a conception of extreme antiquity which has provided a basis for much speculation in the domains of philosophy and all kinds of magic. Corresponding to each of the Trigrams is a beast, and thus a group of Eight Animals 物 is constituted. Then there are the Eight Frontiers

\(^1\) Again grateful acknowledgment is due to my friend Dr. Lionel Giles for kindly correcting the translation of several difficult passages and for reading the proofs. His specialized knowledge of Taoist literature has rendered his generous help invaluable.
表 of the world (of China), meaning the four cardinal points and the four intermediate angles.\(^1\) Similarly, there are the Eight Regions 方 and the Eight Winds; and 八蠻 was a general term for all tribes of barbarians living on the fringes of the empire. The year has eight special periods 節 (or 正). Eight were the sacrifices 蠻 offered by the ancient sovereigns at the close of the year,\(^2\) and the conception of the Eight Spirits 神 is probably as old as history.\(^3\) Musical sounds were anciently recognized as of eight kinds, hence 八音 stood for the musical instruments that made them.\(^4\) There is a tendency, too, in literature to arrange subjects under eight heads. Witness the 八書 of the Shi hsî chi, in which Shu-ch‘en discusses various rites and branches of learning; the numerical arrangement being based, it is said, on the two equinoxes, the two solstices, and the four seasons.\(^5\)

\(^1\) Thus these lines of the poet Li Po: 仙風道骨可與神遊 八極之表 “Having the air of a hsien and my person permeated with Tao, I can wander through boundless space in the company of spirits”. Also compare the terms 八達, which means “in every direction”, and the similar 八荒.

\(^2\) v. Li chi, Legge, S.B.F., xxvii, 431.

\(^3\) v. Chavannes, Mém. Hist., iii, 432 seq. Shu-ch‘en says that the Eight Spirits have existed since earliest times; but he also quotes a tradition that the belief dated from about 1100 B.C. The Eight are the Lords of the Sky, Earth, Sun, Moon, Four Seasons, the Yin and Yang principles, and of War. It is noteworthy that the Roman Catholics have adopted the name of the first, 天主, as their term for God. The same two characters are used for Indra by Chinese translators and writers on Buddhist subjects.

\(^4\) The term denoted all musical instruments. It included those fashioned from eight kinds of materials: metal, stone, silk, bamboo, wood, earth, skin, or a gourd. v. Shu ching, Legge, Chin. Class., iii, pt. i, 41. There is no space to discuss here this interesting topic; it must suffice to mention that “metal” comprised bells, “stone” sonorous hanging stones, “silk” stringed instruments, “bamboo” flutes, “wood” sonorous box types, “earth” things like the ocarina, “skin” drums, and “gourd” that strange-shaped reed-organ 笙, the body of which resembles a teapot.

\(^5\) v. Hsiao hsüeh kan chu, 小學緑珠, ix, 12.

\(^5\) v. Chavannes, Mém. Hist., i, Intro. cxxvii.
The foregoing examples are but few among many that might be advanced to support the theory claiming peculiar significance for our group in respect of the number of its components. While not wishing to labour the point, it does seem that, among the many numerical categories of the Chinese, sets of eight are characterized by a certain quality of symmetrical completeness.

The following passage, calling attention to the catholicity of the Eight, is perhaps not out of place here, though it argues that the group embraces all sections of the community because of the personalities of its individual members, rather than because of its numerical constitution. At the same time it bears out the notion of completeness.

The Eight Immortals are Chang, Han, Lü, Ho, Ts‘ao, Han, Lan, and Li. Here we have old and young, male and female, rich and honoured, and poor and humble. The old are represented by Chang [Kuo]; the young by Lan [Ts‘ai-ho] and Han [Hsiang Tzü]; warriors by [Han] Chung-li; scholars by Lü [Tung-pin]; the noble by Ts‘ao [Kuo-chiu]; the sick (i.e. physically defective) by Li [T‘ieh-kuai]; and women by Ho [Hsien-ku].—Shih wu yüan hui 事物原會, quoted in Chi shuo ch‘üan ch‘en¹ 集記詮真, 214.

Further, to uphold the thesis that our set of Eight was no chance combination, it is proposed to show that a series of groups, the same numerically if not identical in their membership, may be traced back to various dates prior to the constitution of the modern group. So far as we know the archetypal of the lot is the legend of the Eight Worthies,² Pa Kung

¹ This is a compilation from multitudinous sources published towards the end of the last century by the native scholar Huang Po-lu 黃伯祿, who became a member of the Roman Catholic clergy. As its title suggests, the main purpose of the work is to discredit non-Christian beliefs. Its well-arranged pages have provided the basis for much that has been published by Western writers on Chinese religion, though the source of information has not always been acknowledged. It has frequently been consulted in the preparation of these notes.

² Not to be confused with the eight ministers of state under An P‘ing Wang 安平王 who were called by the same name, Pa Kung.
八公, related to the second century before the Christian era. Lately M. Pelliot has called attention to it in his important article on the writings of the Philosopher Mou 兜子. That these worthies were early recognized as hsien is proved by a sixth century inscription which speaks of a "picture of the Eight Immortals of Huai-nan" 稚南 八福之圖; and a similar phrase is attributed to the Empress Wu some two hundred years later. Popular estimate regarding the continuity of an Eight Immortals tradition dating back at least as far as the time of the Worthies is indicated, too, in the entries which the Tzu-yü yüan has under the heading 八仙.

The story of the Eight Worthies is contained in the well-known collection of Taoist hero-tales written in the fourth century by Ko Hung 洪, and takes up a large part of his article about that famous patron of Taoist philosophers and magicians, the Prince of Huai-nan 稚南王, who figures in the lore of the cult as a hsien himself. Professed adepts of Tao from all parts of the empire flocked in the second century B.C. to the palace of the Prince. One day eight of them with hoary beards and every sign of extreme age arrived at his gates. The gate-keeper, noting that their persons proclaimed failure in the quest of perennial youth which

---

1 v. T'oung Pao, xix, 318, 404-6.
2 r. Pelliot, loc. cit., 406.
3 According to the Hsiao hsüeh han chü, vi, 14, the names of Huai-nan's Eight Worthies were as follows: Tso Wu 左吳, Li Shang 李尚, Su Fei 蘇飛, T'ien Yu 田由, Mao P'i 毛拔, Lei P'i 雷拔, Chin Ch'ang 晉昌, and Wu P'i 伍跋. But it must be remarked that this list is quite inconsistent with the tale told by Ko Hung if it be intended that it should relate to the eight magicians. The names quoted in this note are those of courtiers and others frequenting the Prince's palace. Thus they constitute yet another group under the style Pa Kung, distinct from the hsien. Dr. Giles has kindly pointed out a variation of the narrative, as told by Ko Hung, appearing in Lu i chi 錄異記 (quoted in T'u shu, Section xviii, Bk. 229), where the Eight Worthies are made to declare by what names they were known. These are all fanciful pseudonyms of Taoistic import.
preoccupied his master, hesitated to admit them. Then followed a dialogue in which the gate-keeper remarked on their obvious lack of the magic means of warding off senility. They retorted that he should not judge by mere appearances. “However,” said they, “if the Prince dislikes our aged looks, we will become young.” Scarcely were the words uttered when all the Eight Worthies turned into youths of about fifteen. Their hair became black and silky, and their complexions like peach-bloom. The amazed gate-keeper ran and told the Prince, who, not waiting even to put on his shoes, hurried out to receive them with every mark of distinction. Having abased himself in suitable terms of oriental metaphor, the Prince put himself at the feet of the Worthies as their humble disciple. The latter, now appeased, changed back into their former shapes, and then proceeded to enumerate their powers of magic. Since the list provides such a complete summary of wonders claimed in Taoist lore to be worked by hsien in general, it is deemed worth while to translate it here in full:—

One of us is able without effort to call up wind and rain, and instantaneously to raise clouds and mists. He can trace lines across the land and they become rivers, and by scooping up the soil he can make mountains. Another of us can cause high hills to collapse, and the sources of deep springs to dry up. He can tame tigers and panthers, summon scaly monsters and dragons to appear, and press the spirits 鬼神 into his service. Another of us can divide his personality and transform his shape, and is also able to become visible and invisible at will. He can hide whole army corps, and turn midday into night. Another can ride the clouds and tread the empyrean, cross the sea and walk upon the waves. He can go in and out where there is no crevice, or travel in a breath one thousand 里.

1 The power of self-multiplication is possessed by many Taoist magicians and is not unknown in Christian hagiology, e.g. St. Anthony of Padua and St. Alfonso of Liguori, both of whom were seen in at least two places simultaneously. Some hsien are credited with being able to reduplicate their persons a hundredfold and more.

2 A reminiscence of Tao tê ching, xliii: 無有入於無間 “That which has no substance enters where there is no crevice”. Lieh Tzû has a story of a man who could float in and out of a rocky cliff; and a like
Another can enter flames unscathed, and plunge into water without a wetting. Neither swords wound him nor arrows find him their target. He feels no cold in winter frosts, nor does he sweat in summer heat. Another is capable of a myriad transformations: bird, beast, plant, or tree—as the fancy takes him, he can become each or any of these. He can move mountains and bring rivers to a halt; he can transport a palace or shift a house. Another can boil mud into gold, and freeze lead into silver. He is able to fuse the Eight Minerals¹ [of the alchemist] into a liquid from which pearls soar aloft [in place of vapour]. He rides in a chariot of clouds with dragons for his team, and floats above the Great Purity.²—Shên hsien chuan 神仙傳, iv, 2 seg.

After the Worthies of the Prince of Huai-nan the next group in our series seems to be the one alluded to in the second century treatise Mou Tzŭ li huo 牟子理惑, recently translated by M. Pelliot under the title "Meou-tseu ou Les doutes levés".³ The passage may, however, point back across and even beyond the four hundred years separating its writer from the Prince. It mentions certain Records of the Eight Immortals 八仙之錄, and specifies Wang Ch‘iao 王橋 and Ch‘ih Sung 赤松 as members of the group. Both these names occur in the oldest legends of Taoist saints; at least, it may truly be said so of the latter, who is presumably the Ch‘ih-sung Tzŭ written about in the Lien hsien chuan of Liu Hsiang 劉向. That famous classic of Taoist hagiology contains also a notice of Wang-tzŭ Ch‘iao feat was performed by the first so-called Taoist pope, Chang Tao-ling. Compare also a note in a book ascribed to a third century author which recounts the powers of a number of Taoist magicians who lived under the Emperor Wu Ti of the Wei dynasty: "They go in and out without using the doors".—Po wu chih 博物志, v, 1.

¹ According to the list given in the Tzŭ li yüan, they are: cinnabar, realgar, copper carbonate, sulphur, mica, ? sal ammoniac, nitre, and ochre.
² Taoists distinguish "Three Purities" 三清, each being the abode of hsien: (1) "Jade Purity" 玉 ¹ ; (2) "Upper Purity" 上 ¹ ; (3) "Great Purity" 太 ¹. The last, according to Ko Hung, is forty li above the earth and of crystalline hardness.
³ T‘oung Pao, xix, 255–433.
王子喬, in which he is described as the heir to King Líng 瑧 (571–545 B.C.). M. Pelliot has discussed the identities of Wang Ch’iao and Wang-tzu Ch’iao,¹ and therefore I will only remark that reason may be shown for taking the first two characters of the name Wang-tzu Ch’iao to mean merely “Son of the king”, and that Wang Ch’iao and Wang-tzu Ch’iao figure in art as two separate and different entities. The former is depicted carried through the air with each foot on a wild duck, while the latter rides a crane (or phoenix) and plays the reed-organ of which he was so fond. The surmise may be hazarded that from the context of this passage by the Philosopher Mou one is justified in regarding the 八仙 used there as a sort of collective term for hsien in general.

The next known group in chronological sequence of record is probably the Eight Hsien of Shu 蜀之八仙, alluded to in the Annals of Shu 蜀紀 by Ch’iao Hsiu 謹秀 of the Chin dynasty (A.D. 265–419). The passage, as quoted in the Tz'u yüan, runs as follows:—

The Eight Hsien of Shu are these: Jung Ch'êng Kung 容公, the hermit of Hung-mêng 鴻濛, now called Ch'îng-ch'êng Shan² 青城山. The next is Li Ėrh 李耳, born in Shu. The third is Tung Chung-shu 董仲舒, also a hermit of the Ch'îng-ch'êng Mountain. The fourth is Chang Tao-ling 張道陵, associated with what is now called Hiao-ming Kuan 鳴觀. The fifth is Chuang Chün-p'êng 莊君平, the diviner of Ch'êng-tu 成都. The sixth is Li Pa-po 李八百, at the Lung-mên Grotto in Hsin-tu 新都. The seventh is Fan Ch'âng-shêng 范長生 of the Ch'êng-ch'êng Mountain. The eighth is the Master Ėrh Chu 爾朱先生 of Ya-chou 雅州. Votaries have painted pictures of the Eight.

¹ Loc. cit., 406, 407.
² This famous mountain is south-west of Ch'êng-tu. It is called the “administrative centre of the hsien” 神仙都會之府, and it was the fifth in the series of the Ten Mysterious Palaces of Celestial Places 十洞天. v. Chavannes, Mém. conc. l’Asie Or., iii, 132, 137 seq.
It will be noted that all these hsien, except one or two, lived in Han times or earlier. A short biography of Jung Ch'êng Kung appears in the old Liêh hsien chuan. Said to have been a minister of state under the Yellow Emperor, he again appeared to mortal ken in the reign of King Mu (1001–946 B.C.). Li Èrh are the family and personal names respectively of Lao Tsü. Accounts do not agree that he was born in Shu. Ssü-ma Ch'ien says his native place was in the township of K'ü 呂, and critics place this in modern Anhui. Tung Chung-shu, according to the Ch'ien Han shu 前漢書, was native of a town now known as Tsao-chiang 棗強 in Chihli. About 150 B.C. his scholarly attainments brought him the post of Doctor at the Academy of Learning. Chang Tao-ling is famed as the first Celestial Preceptor 天師. He was born A.D. 34 at a spot now included in Chehkiang. Ko Hung says: "Hearing that the people of Shu were simple, honest folk, easy to teach and convert, and that there were in that region many celebrated mountains, he departed thither with his disciples, and settled on the Crane's Call Mountain."—Shên hsien chuan, iv, 8. Chuang Chün-p'ing lived at the beginning of the Christian era. He used to tell fortunes in the market-place of Ch'êng-tu. "As soon as he had taken a hundred cash he would shut up shop and let down the blind, and spend the rest of the day studying the works of Lao Tsü."—v. Chi shuo ch'üan chên, 216. Chuang, being the personal name of Han Ming Ti, was taboo, and therefore the diviner's name is generally written Yen, as in the next list, p. 405. The account given of Li Pa-po in the later Liêh hsien chuan says that he lived for eight hundred years under the Hsia, Shang, and Chou dynasties, and that he never moved without travelling eight hundred li. At times he would retire as a hermit into mountain forests, at others he would make his home amid the hurly-burly of the markets. According to the Ssü-ch'uan t'ung chih 四川通志, xxxviii, 1, Ch'ang-shêng, "Long-life," was the name given as a mark of respect to Fan Yu 范友 by his fellow-countrymen of
Shu. His tzǔ was Tzǔ-yüan 子 元; he was a native of Fou-ling 棋 陵. He mixed in worldly affairs, and is said to have refused an offer of the throne when the third ruler of the Ch'eng 成 State took possession of Ch'eng-tu in 303. The latter at his instigation assumed the imperial title, and appointed Fan Yu a Minister of State, conferring on him a marquisate and the title "Grand Preceptor of Heaven and Earth" 天地 太師. I have not been able to trace the Master Èrh Chu.

There is another list which differs little from that of the Eight Hsien of Shu just quoted. The passage recording it provides the interesting information that this particular group was recognized in the tenth century; for the Mêng Ch'ang 孟 營 referred to was the second ruler of a small state in the central part of modern Szechwan, and he surrendered in A.D. 965 to the forces of the founder of the Sung dynasty. It runs as follows:—

Tradition accounts the Eight Hsien to be Chung-li Ch'üan, Lü Tung-pin, and the rest. Now, the Taoist priest Chang Su-ch'ing 張 素 卿 presented to Mêng Ch'ang of the Later Shu State 後 蜀 a picture of the Eight Hsien on the anniversary of his birthday. It portrayed Li Èrh, Jung Ch'eng, Tung Chung-shu, Chang Tao-ling, Yen Chün-p'ing, Li Pa-po, Fan Ch'ang-shou 范 長 壽, and Ko Yung-k'uei 葛 永 棘. For particulars see Mao t'ing h'o hua 茅 亭 客 話 by Huang Hsiu-fu 黃 休 復, and T'u hua chien wén chih 圖 畫 見 聞 志, in which Li O 李 阿 and Ch'ang-shou Hsien

1 "Famous for his paintings of Taoist philosophers and divinities"—Waley, Index of Chinese Artists, 5 (London, 1922). Dr. Giles has kindly called my attention to what must be almost a contemporary notice of his work and this picture in particular in T'ai p'ing kuang chi 太 平 廣 記, cxiv, 3. Here the list of the Eight Hsien has Li I 李 己 instead of Li Èrh.

2 Lived in the third century A.D., assuming that the identification of him with Ko Hsien-wêng 葛 翁 be correct. In the prefecture of Ch'eng-tu there is a hill named after him, from which, so the legend goes, he ascended on high as a hsien. v. Chi shuo ch'üan chén, 216.

3 There is an article on Li O in Shên hsien chuan, x, 4. He used to frequent the market-places of Ch'eng-tu. Generation after generation saw him still young and showing no sign of old age.
An echo of the old tradition is traceable in the name of the eighth century coterie of bibulous *littérateurs* styled the Eight Immortals of the Wine Cup, and *Biographies of the Eight Immortals* is the recorded title of a book belonging to about the same period. Both were alluded to in my former article (p. 776). Tu Fu 杜甫, the contemporary of Li Po who was one of the famous coterie, wrote a poem called *The Song of the Eight Immortals of Drinking.*

M. Pelliot cites an inventory of a picture collection of the Southern Sung dynasty (1127–1278), in which eight scrolls are catalogued as representing the Eight Immortals painted by the eleventh century artist Sun Chih-wei 孫知微. He also refers to a passage mentioning in the middle of the twelfth century a 八仙圖.

Perhaps for some hundreds of years the Eight Immortals tradition had no wide popularity. In support of this conjecture may be advanced the fact that the conception (except in the guise of the drunken coterie mentioned above) is missing from the great collection of numerical categories compiled by the thirteenth century writer Wang Ying-lin 王應麟. Then, towards the end of the Ming period an historical critic of note, Hu Ying-lin 胡應麟, discussed the legend as if it was of no great importance nor established antiquity. The same attitude of somewhat careless contempt towards Taoist tales, so characteristic of Confucian scholars, is shown in the following essay published in 1790. The writer is Chao I 趙翼. There are several well-known books from his pen besides the one in which this appears.

1 *v. Tu Shao-ling ch’üan chi hsiang chu 杜少陵全集詳註*, i, 17 seq.
4 *r. Giles, Biog. Dict.*, 2253.
5 He took his second degree between 1573 and 1620.
The popular tradition, handed down for generations, speaks of the Eight Immortals as Han Chung-li, Chang Kuo-lao, Han Hsiang Tzu, T'ieh-kua Li, Ts'ao Kuo-chia, Lu Tung-pin, and two female hsien—Lan Ts'ai-ho and Ho Hsien-ku. Such books as the T'ai ping kung chi and the Shen hsien tung chien 神仙通鑑, while recording the lives of hsien, do not provide detailed particulars, nor make mention of the so-called "Eight Immortals". ¹

Hu Ying-lin states that stories of the Eight Immortals as a collective group date from the Yuan period. The teachings of Wang Chung-yang 王重陽 were then greatly in vogue; Chung-li was entitled Cheng-yang 正陽, and Tung-pin Shun-yang 純陽, Ho Hsien-ku being a disciple of the latter. Such was the origin from which developed, by the addition of other persons from time to time, the group under its present designation. There is a play acted at the present time, entitled The Eight Immortals going to worship the Star of Longevity. This is derived from an ancient text of the Yuan dynasty, so that there are good grounds for the view that the legend of the Eight Immortals originated in that period. Among the Eight are several persons who appear in the dynastic histories; but the rest of them are only to be found here and there in fiction and works of imagination.

While many of the wild unrealities described cannot be accepted as based on actual fact, yet we may pick out passages affording evidence of historical authenticity [for some of the Eight]. With regard to Chang Kuo, for instance, see the Old T'ang History 唐書 on the twenty-second year of the

¹ Though true in regard to the Yuan group, this statement ignores the notice in T'ai ping kung chi, referred to in note 1 on p. 405, concerning the older Shu group. The oversight is strange, especially since the notice is headed "Pictures of the Eight Immortals".

² The name by which Wang Che 王 Crest was generally known. He was the famous Taoist who drew many disciples to his headquarters at a monastery in Shantung, and became the founder of a Northern School of esoteric Taoism. He is said to have been a pupil of Lu Tung-pin; but, since he lived in the twelfth century, the tradition can hardly have an historical basis. There is no reason to doubt that one of his pupils was Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'un 邱長春, so renowned for his great journey at the age of over seventy across China to Jinghiz Khan's camp near the borders of India. His success in turning the Khan to more humane ways is an instance of the moral force of Taoist teachings too seldom recognized.
The 4th century (k'ai-yüan) period [A.D. 784], where it is recorded that the Master Chang Kuo 張果先生 of Hêng Chou¹ 恆州 had conferred on him the title Silver-and-Blue Kuang-lu Ta Fu² 光禄大夫, besides the designation (hao) of T'ung-yüan Hsien-shêng 通元先生.³

For Chung-li Ch'üan see the biography of Ch'ên T'uan 陳摶 in the Sung History 宋史. It is narrated there that once, when Ch'ên Yao-tzu 陳堯咨 was visiting T'uan, he found a Taoist with his hair done up in ancient fashion ⁴ already seated in the guest's place. Yao-tzu inquired privily of Ch'ên who the Taoist was. Ch'ên replied—The Philosopher Chung-li ⁵ 鍾離子. In the biography of Wang Lao-chih ⁶ 王老志 there is mention of a beggar, calling himself The Master Chung-li, who presented Lao-chih with some of the magic drugs. Having swallowed it, the latter lost his reason, and left his home, abandoning his wife and children.

¹ The modern Ta-t'ung 太同 in Shansi.

² "Under the Ch'in and the Han dynasties the emblem of a Kuang-lu Ta Fu was of silver and had a blue cord. Under the Chin 晉 dynasty senior and junior grades of this rank were instituted, one receiving the insignia of a gold seal with a purple cord, the other that of the Kuang-lu Ta Fu as of old. The Southern Ch'i dynasty was the first to use the titles 'Gold-and-Purple Kuang-lu Ta Fu' and 'Silver-and-Blue Kuang-lu Ta Fu', and succeeding dynasties continued the names, until the Ming who abolished them."—Tz'ü yüan under 銀青. The late Manchu dynasty retained the title Kuang-lu Ta Fu as the first grade of the highest of the titles of honour 封贈.

³ The passage quoted is to be found in viii, 23. References in these notes to the dynastic histories are to the 1878 edition.

⁴ v. infra, p. 416.

⁵ The biography referred to is in Sung shih, cnlvii, 2–4; but it does not contain this passage. Ch'ên T'uan was a famous Taoist magician who was unable to talk till the age of four or five when a river sprite suckled him. Thenceforth he exhibited supernatural powers. He was the object of imperial interest under several of the Five Dynasties, and we read the usual tales of his ignoring summonses to Court or obeying them in that off-hand manner characteristic of his kind. Later, the first two Sung emperors requested his attendance and when at last he responded he indulged in his peculiar propensity for going into a trance lasting a month or more. He is said to have departed this world about A.D. 990 at the age of 118. Two works on alchemy in the Taoist Canon (Wieger, Nos. 131, 132) are attributed to him. In pictorial art he is often represented riding on a mule, and so might be mistaken for Chang Kuo.

⁶ Sung shih, cnlxii, 8.
With regard to Lü Tung-pin, look again at Ch‘ên T’uan’s biography, where he is described as a native of Kuan-hsi¹ 关西 living in retirement. He was versed in sword magic, and lived to be more than a hundred. His steps were light and nimble, and he could travel several hundred li in an instant of time. He frequently visited T’uan at his library.² These three men are all to be found in the dynastic histories, so we may perhaps lend credence to what is said about them.

Han Hsiang Tzŭ is reputed to have been a grand-nephew of Han Ch‘ang-li³ 韓昌黎, the same to whom is addressed Han’s poem about his banishment beyond the Lan Pass. But the poem does not contain a word about his possessing any powers of Taoistic magic. Such books as the Yu yang tsa tsu⁴ 雨陽雜俎 and Ch‘ing so kao i 青瑣高議, when referring to this poem, contain the gloss that Hsiang was able to cause flowers to spring up, and made appear on their petals a couplet conveying allusions to the Ch‘in Mountains and the Lan Pass in anticipation of the event; that is, before his uncle had been exiled.⁵ When the uncle actually did come to the Lan Pass and Hsiang turned up there too, the former was able to complete the poem.

According to the genealogical tables of the ministers of the T‘ang dynasty, Hsiang was the son of Lao Ch‘êng 老成. (Note.—There is a poem of Ch‘ang-li’s addressed to his brother’s son, Lao Ch‘êng.) Hsiang took the doctor’s degree and was appointed an Assistant in the Grand Court of Revision in the third year of the ch‘ang-ch‘ing period [A.D. 828]. There is no mention at first of his having strange magical powers. But there is a stanza by Ch‘ang-li addressed to a certain cousin⁶ at Hsü-chou 徐州. It runs as follows:—

¹ In Shensi.
² The passage is in Sung shih, onlvii, 2. In the original it says: “He lived to be more than a hundred, yet had the face of a youth.”
³ Ch‘ang-li is the kao of Han Yû, and is derived from the name of the ancestral home of his family in Chihli.
⁴ This book was written by a contemporary of Han Yû. v. Wylie, Notes on Chin. Lit., 193, 2nd ed.
⁵ This applies only to the Ch‘ing so kao i. The Yu yang tsa tsu, xix, 4, makes the miracle take place after Han Yû’s banishment, which quite spoils the story.
    Strictly, son of a male paternal third cousin.
"If you ask who it is that knocks at my door,  
I reply that it is a kinsman,  
Who claims to have strange magic  
And to probe mysteries and to know the workings of  
Heaven."  

The kinsman being a cousin, he could not have been a grand-  
nephew; and the expressions "probing into mysteries and  
understanding Heaven's workings" only mean that he was  
something in the nature of an astrologer, able to tell persons'  
fortunes. Thus further on in the poem he says:—  

"His words betokening a meeting with me in the future  
were no flattery."

This must refer to the time when he was acting as an Assistant.  
As a matter of fact, Hsiang accompanied Ch'ang-li to  
Ling-nan [i.e. Kuang-tung]. (Note.—Ch'ang-li has a poem  
addressed to Hsiang entitled Passing the night at the mouth  
of the Ts'eng River. The Ts'eng River is the one at Ts'eng-  
ch'eng Hsien in Kuang-chou.) Thus Hsiang was really not  
able, like the cousin at Hsii-chou, to "understand the workings  
of Heaven", and we need not waste further time in discussing  
the gloss on the Lan-t'ien poem attributing to him feats of  
wildly improbable magic.

No historical account has anything to say about T'ieh-  
kuai Li. The biography of Ch'en Ts'ung-hsin 陳從信 in the  
Sung shih  
mentions a certain Li Pa-po, who  
called himself Eight-hundred Years 八百歲. Ts'ung-  
hsin served him with great assiduity in the hope that he would  
impart his magical arts to him, but in the end learned nothing  
at all. In the biography of Wei Han-ching 魏漢津 it is  
recorded that he (i.e. Wei) acknowledged as his preceptor a  
Li Pa-po  
who had lived under the T'ang. The latter imparted

1 This poem is not included in Han Yü's collected works.  
2 The town of Lan-t'ien, in the Shensi prefecture of Hsi-an, is near the  
Ch'in Range.  
3 colxxvi, 14.  
4 Sung shih, colxii, 7. Here his name is given as Li Liang 李貞.  
It does not appear that Taoist myth claims for him such longevity as to  
identify him with the Li Pa-po mentioned above, p. 404. The Sung shih has  
this anecdote of him: "Once when passing the Dragon Gate of San-shan,  
Li Pa-po, hearing the sound of the waters, turned to the bystanders and  
said that there must be some jade at the bottom. Forthwith he threw  
of his clothes, plunged into the river and emerged clasping a boulder which  
turned out to be real jade."
to him the secrets of the alchemist’s crucible. So there was a Li Pa-po in the Sung period who was heard and spoken of, but nothing is said about his being lame or having an iron crutch. Hu Ying-lin identifies our hsien with Liu the Cripple 劉跛子, mentioned in the Shen hsien t’ung chien; but the two surnames, Liu and Li, cannot be thus capriciously imputed to him. The Hsü t’ung k’ao 続 通考 also speaks of a Sui dynasty (589–618) man whose ming was Hung-shui 洪水 and whose child-name was Kuai-erh 拐兒, but without reference to any book as the source of information, so that this identification is just as devoid of foundation as the other.

It has been handed down that Ts’ao Kuo-chiu was the younger brother of the Empress Dowager Ts’ao of the Sung dynasty. According to the Sung shih,1 Ts’ao I 曹倉, a younger brother of the Empress Dowager Tz’u-shêng Kuang-hsien 慈聖 光獻, died at the age of 72. So he does not appear to have succeeded in becoming a hsien. Apart from him, no relative of the imperial house studied with a view to hsienship, so that this again is a case of reckless hearsay tradition. The Tao shan ch’ing hua 2 道山 清話 records that a certain Yen Shu 3 晏殊 was a re-incarnation of the hsien Ts’ao Pa-po 曹八百. The person here referred to as Ts’ao Pa-po can hardly be identified with Kuo-chiu; certainly he was not related to the royal family.

About Ho Hsien-ku the Liu kung fu shih hua 劉貢父 詩話 says that she was a native of Yung-chow 永州, while the Hsü t’ung k’ao declares her to have been born at Tseng-ch’êng in Kuangtung. Tseng Ta-ch’en 曾達臣 in his Tu hsing ts’ia chih 獨醒 雜志 4 tells us that she lived during the reign of the Emperor Jen-tsung (1022–1063) of the Sung dynasty; on the other hand, the Hsü t’ung k’ao states that she belonged to the time of the T’ang Empress Wu (684–705). Some of these tales must be false, because of the wide discrepancies between them.

1 cexlii, 10.
2 A collection of miscellaneous anecdotes. It dates from the Northern Sung dynasty (960–1126), but the author is unknown.
3 According to the Sung shih, about A.D. 1004 there was a wonderfully clever youth named Shu 殊, whose tzü was T’ung-shu 同叔.
With regard to Lan Ts’ai-ho, the T’ai p’ing kuang chi says that he was usually attired in a ragged blue gown, with one foot shod and the other bare. In summer he wore quilted garments, and in winter he would sleep in the snow. He used to go into the market-places carrying a large pair of castanets, and sing the following in a loud voice:—

"Lan Ts’ai-ho for song and dance, for song and dance!
How short our sojourn here below!
The ancients have passed away like running water, never to return;
While the men of to-day are pressing on in ever increasing multitude."

Yüan I-shan 元 遜  dispose introduced him into one of his poems; the passage runs:—

"I tremble at the appearance of white hairs even more than P’an Yo 潘 岳;
People laugh at my blue gown—like that of Ts’ai-ho."

He also inscribed the following on a picture of Lan Ts’ai-ho:—

"Long castanets and loud songs are no sure sign of madness.
You, my children, are equally excited in your pursuit of money.
Whenever, then, you meet the old fellow in the blue gown,
Dance a measure with him in the breeze of spring."

This Lan Ts’ai-ho, then, was a male, and therefore the error persisted in of making him appear dressed as a female in present-day plays is highly ridiculous.—Kai yü ts’ung k’ao 陔 偶 叢 考, xxxiv, 24 seq.

Readers of the foregoing essay will, no doubt, have formed the opinion that Chao I set out to discredit Taoist legendry. At any rate, it is evident that he did not approach the Eight Immortals in a sympathetic spirit, and the main tenor of his discourse is destructive without attempting to throw light on the human side of conceptions entering widely into the lives of his fellow-countrymen. His attitude is, nevertheless,

---

1 According to the biography in his collected works, I-shan hsien-sheng wên chi 遊山先生文集, he lived 1190–1257. His hao was Hao-wên 好 時.

2 A poet and official of the fourth century noted for his beauty.
worthy of study, for it is that of the orthodox scholar of the old type. It illustrates, too, that lack of scientific instinct which strikes some of us in the modern West as so strange. These remarks are far from intending to infer that bigotry and intolerance in religious and imaginative realms are more signal with the Chinese than with us. What is meant is that the Confucianist has not yet taken up the science of folk-lore as an intellectual exercise worthy of his dignity.

Chao I appends to his essay a number of references to books relating to the Yüan group. Unfortunately many of the works are not available in London, but accessible sources have been drawn on for the notes that follow.

The legend about Chung-li Ch‘üan, translated in the former article (p. 778) from the Lieh hsien chuan, merely says that he was in command of an expedition sent by a Han emperor against the Tibetans who defeated him. Some passages quoted in Chi shuo ch‘üan chén, 208, date him much more definitely. There it is stated that he was at one time on the staff of the general Chou Ch‘u 周處, who, as we know from the Chin shu 晉書, served under an emperor of that dynasty during the period A.D. 280–30, and died on the field of battle. The great Han dynasty came to an end in A.D. 220, so that if there be an element of truth in the popular legend it seems more probable that it was under the Minor Han 烏 漢 of the epoch of the Three Kingdoms that Chung-li Ch‘üan commanded an army.

Other writers dismiss the tale connecting our hsien with a Han dynasty, yet it does not appear that their arguments are conclusive. For example:—

Han Chung-li Ch‘üan was a T‘ang man, but at the present day he is erroneously identified with the Han general Chung-li Mei 錘 離 昧. This is, however, a mistake. The aforesaid Han Chung-li is the name of a place, not of a man.—*Ting ê tsa lu* 訂 詳 雜 錄, iii, 2.

The dictionary *Tz‘ü yüan* has the following entry under Han Chung-li:—
Chung-li Yün-fang, whose personal name was Chʻüan, was a hsien at the time of the Tʻang dynasty and a contemporary of Lü Yen 呂 贊 ... At the present day men call him Han Chung-li. This is due to the character “Han” having been erroneously connected with what follows; and consequently a legend has arisen identifying Chung-li Chʻüan with the Han general Chung-li Mei. Moreover, Han Chung-li is the name of a place, not that of a man. To give an example, the following lines occur in a poem by Tu Fu 杜 甫: “I have lately heard that my younger sister, Madame Wei, has been welcomed in Han Chung-li.”

It is not easy to follow the line of reasoning. Perhaps the argument is that our hsien was actually one named Chʻüan, a native of Han Chung-li. That this combination of names led to confusion with the famous Han general Chung-li Mei, and so the hsien figures in legend at one stage of his career as a Han general. There is, however, another clue to the riddle; and it is to be found in the famous Sung catalogue of handwriting entitled Hsüan-ho shu pʻu 宣和書譜. The book is alluded to in the above passage from the Tzʻü yüan, but, since it is there misquoted, I have omitted the sentence from the translation. The statement that the hsien himself claimed to have been born under the Han may but refer to one of those instances of Taoists dating back their births to a fabulous antiquity; so that this claim in itself presents no great obstacle to the theory that our hsien was actually a contemporary of Lü Tung-pin. Here is the passage in the catalogue:

The Master Chung-li is a hsien, whose date is unknown. His personal name is Chʻüan. From time to time he appears, and mixes in mundane affairs. He himself declared that he was born under the Han dynasty. Lü Tung-pin held him in reverence, following him as a disciple. A collection has been made of their dialogues and poems.

He is portrayed as a fine and dignified old man; sometimes with high hat and purple robes [such as persons of distinction wear]; sometimes with curly beard and shaggy whiskers, his hair twisted into a coil on either side of his uncapped head, his
skin tattooed and his feet bare. With proud mien he stands a
tall and comely figure. Of a truth his glance soars above the
Four Seas and wanders beyond the limits of earthly horizons.
Chung-li styled himself "An unofficial personage in the capital
of the empire" 天下 都 散 漢 and the "Untrammelled
One".

He wrote in running script:—
"The exalted monk who has Tao attained is hard to find:
O when! O when! shall I go back to join him?"

These lines are traced with no ordinary penmanship; their
forms are light and delicate as vapours that float upward and
mingle with the clouds.

Besides these lines he composed in the seventh month of the
seventh year of the yün-yü period [A.D. 1092] four cantos
addressed to Wang Ting-kuo1 王 定 國 mainly on the profound
and earnest study concerned with the quest of longevity and the
Philosopher’s Stone. The poem is well worthy of careful
perusal. At the end the writer discusses his own calligraphy and
declares it to be derived from his study of the sinuosities of
dragons and serpents, and the connoisseur will not question the
truth of this statement.

At present the collection in the imperial gallery contains one
example of Chung-li’s running hand, and that is the poem
addressed to Wang Ting-kuo.—Hsiün-ho shu p’u, xix, 18.

All that has been said in these notes about Chung-li Ch’üan
leaves him a very hazy figure historically. But we will not,
like Wang Ying-lin, because proof is lacking of his substantial
existence dismiss him as unworthy of our serious regard.
He is, indeed, a very real and tangible personality in the
mythic fancy of the Chinese, and we may be sure that the
conception arose from definite origin and sufficient cause.
Assuming that his mortal prototype was a contemporary of
Lü Tung-pin, and assuming, too, that the bronze mirror we
are about to discuss is justly assigned to the Sung period, we
may recognize the myth being represented pictorially at an

1 The date here given indicates that this Wang Ting-kuo cannot be the
famous statesman of that name who lived 962–1024, unless the poem was
dedicated to him after his death.
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early stage in its career. This opportunity is all the more welcome because several times in the foregoing pages instances have been given of the Eight Immortals manifested in the folk-art as well as the folk-lore of the country. But all these have been mere written allusions to pictures. Here is an actual design cut in wood taken from that well-known catalogue of antiquities called Chin shih so 金石索. It portrays a bronze mirror said by the compilers of the work to belong to Sung times. This is their comment:—

The picture on the mirror shows the two hsien Chung-li and Lü Tsu crossing the water, each standing on a sword. In the midst of the sea a pavilion is poised on the crest of a wave. Within the circular space surrounding the central knob are inscribed in intaglio two characters Chou Yüan—doubtless the man who cast the mirror.

There can be no doubt that the compilers of the Chin shih so were justified in their identification of the figures. The presentment of the Patriarch Lü will be discussed later. Chung-li Chüan is recognizable by his association with Lü Tung-pin, by the mode in which his hair is dressed, and by the indication of a fan in his left hand. This gathering of the hair into two coils, one on either side of the head, is characteristic of Chung-li Chüan. It was an ancient practice to cut short a child's hair with exception of two tufts. The tufts were kept till the parents died as reminders of filial obligations. On the death of the father the right one was cut off; on the mother's death the left.1 Perhaps this custom of antiquity was the origin of the kind of coiffure affected by Chung-li Chüan and, according to pictures, by other hsien too. In the Sung period it was considered an out-of-date fashion; but, as has been remarked, it was often the foible of eminent Taoists to associate themselves with the distant past.

No better argument could be found for the substantial nature of our hsien, whether he be the product of mythic

---

1 C. Couvreur, Li Ki, i, 629 seq. Also v. Shih ching, i, iv, 1.
Back of a Sung Mirror.

(From Chin shih so.)
fancy or of a lingering legend about an actual man, than this very human and real figure reproduced from a supplement to the well-known picture-book Chieh tzŭ yüan 菖 子 園. Certainly there is no hint of the warrior about his jovial and well-nourished person.

Accounts of Lü Tung-pin’s parentage and birth-place are varied and conflicting, and there is no space for them here, even if to detail them might serve a useful purpose. Many are to be found quoted in Father Huang’s compilation mentioned on p. 399. We have seen that Wang Ying-lin passes Lü by with a shrug; yet the student may find in the volumes devoted to him much sound historical evidence of a kind. It is evidence of modes of thought and action prevailing among the shapers and transmitters of the legend, who thus unconsciously hold up a mirror reflecting the religion and manners of their own times.

If we seek to prove that a mortal prototype of the Lü Tung-pin legend actually existed and was born towards the end of the eighth century, probably one of the strongest arguments that could be advanced is a pictorial one. In the Burlington Magazine for September of last year I attempted to trace the graphic tradition of this hsien from its supposed beginning in a contemporary portrait, through a series of intermediate pictures, down to one dated 1901—all strikingly alike in design. The first is attributed to the artist T’êng Ch’ang-yu 藤 昌 祐, and shows our hsien apparently aged between sixty and seventy. It is a masterly drawing with an air of reality that convincingly proclaims it a portrait drawn from life. A discussion and reproduction of it may be found in the first volume of Ars Asiatica jointly written by the late MM. Chavannes and Petrucci. Data are there given (p. 11) which indicate no chronological inconsistency in attributing a portrait from the living model to the brush of T’êng Ch’ang-yu. It is known that T’êng was alive in 881 and that he lived to be more than fourscore and five. The very fact that this picture has been perpetuated unchanged in all
CHUNG-LI CH’UAN.

(From Supplement to Chieh tzü yüan.)
essentials down to the present day is in itself a strong presumption that its subject was a real man. It manifests that purely indigenous art of China concerned in portraying national heroes with characteristic conservatism and unswerving fidelity to tradition.

The latest of the series described in the Burlington Magazine was in 1901 incised on a stone stele and set up at Yo-chou 岳州 in a three-storied tower, the Yo-yang Lou 岳陽樓, one of the buildings celebrated in Chinese essay and poem. Yo-chou is closely associated with the Lü Tung-pin legend. There is a popular rhyme about the hsiens' visits to this locality. It runs:—

Thrice he came to Yo-yang and men did not know him, Chanting aloud, he flew across the Tung-t'ing Lake.

三到岳陽人不識
朝吟飛過洞庭湖

In the former article (p. 797) it is told how Lü spent four centuries wandering about China, Yo-chou being one of his haunts. Several visits made there under assumed names are narrated in the book of his exploits entitled Lü Tsu ch'üan shu 吕祖全書. On one of these occasions he paid his respects to the prefect T'êng Tsung-liang 滕宗諒, who being favourably impressed by his appearance and conversation, caused a portrait of his visitor to be painted and set up in the Yo-yang Lou. The tale ends with a note that this was the beginning of the portraits of the Patriarch exhibited in the Tower.\(^1\) The point is interesting, because this part of the story may be actual fact. In the Sung shih, ccciii, 3, there is a biography of the prefect from which we can derive his date, since he is described as a contemporary of Fan Chung-yen 范仲淹, and the latter lived 989–1052.\(^2\)

The Yo-yang Lou has been destroyed from time to time, and doubtless with it the portraits of the Patriarch perished.

\(^1\) v. Lü Tsu ch'üan shu, ii, 9.
\(^2\) Giles, Biog. Dict., 535.
But it seems that memory linking him with the spot has been kept alive by the provision of fresh portraits whenever the Tower has been restored. Another presentment of Lü is now preserved there besides his traditional portrait above mentioned, and, like it, is incised on a stone slab. It was painted by one Wang Ch'i 王 誼 in 1864. The story told in the accompanying inscription is worth relating. Wang was wishful to paint the Patriarch Lü, but all the portraits he could find showed him with calabash and magic sword, looking far too much like a knight-errant to suit his fancy. One night lying slightly indisposed he dreamed he saw a Taoist holding in his hand an enormous date. Wang asked the apparition his name; but he answered not, merely pointing to two cash hanging from his girdle. When Wang awoke he was much puzzled as to the meaning of his dream. The governor heard of it, and gave the following explanation. The two cash mean two square holes, which allude to the form of the name Lü 吕, and the date refers to an old pavilion called "Fairy Date Pavilion" 仙 榭 亭 then in need of restoration. Thus the Patriarch had at the same time manifested himself to his artist votary, and expressed his desire for the rebuilding of the Taoist shrine. Wang's picture shows him holding a huge date, and differs much from the traditional version of the dignified Lü Tung-pin.

It should be remarked that this play on the form of his name character 吕 was a favourite foible of the Patriarch. Again and again he is described perpetrating a caligraphic pun or anagram by turning the two squares into different characters. For instance, he would call himself 回 道 士 or 回 處 士.

Besides his magic two-edged sword the most constant attribute or distinguishing mark of Lü Tung-pin is his cap. Many men of note have given free play to their fancy in regard to their headgear. Tung-pin was more restrained in taste than some of them, and, moreover, he shared his design with a famous contemporary, the poet Po Chü-i 白 居易. So
the cap (shown in the wood-cut reproduced opposite p. 789 of the former article) is called after one or other of the two, 純陽巾 or 樂天巾. The one represented on the Sung mirror (p. 417) is evidently intended for this pattern, though so badly is it drawn that it looks at first sight more like a Western schoolboy's cricket cap. At any rate, it is this peculiar cap that makes the identification of the figure on the mirror most certain.

Wide discrepancies in respect of time and place are found when one compares the popular account of Ho Hsien-ku as contained in the modern Lieh hsien chuan and the following story narrating her encounter with Lü Tung-pin. In this her date is given about a century later than in the other, and her native town is fixed in a neighbouring province some 250 miles distant from Canton. There seems little to suggest a historical basis for the myth of Ho Hsien-ku.

To the student of folk-lore this tale will be of special interest, since it exhibits the world-wide theme of supernatural lapse of time. Generally the mortal is summoned to perform some service for the superhuman denizens of a mysterious Otherworld. Or else he or she is drawn by curiosity, greed, love of pleasure, or perhaps unconsciously by a spell to enter their domain. Not only is the enchanted person prevented from returning to ordinary mundane existence, but remains, while under the spell, unconscious of the flight of time and immune from its ravages.

The theme occurs in a number of Taoist legends, and I fancy it may be claimed that they constitute a distinct type possessing a characteristic feature. Stories of supernatural lapse of time all over the world commonly tell of return to the inevitable fate of mortals so soon as the spell has been removed. When the human being re-enters natural life his bodily frame quickly assumes a condition more or less compatible with the actual flight of time that has occurred unknown to him during his enchantment. If in reality a lifetime has passed

1 v. San ts'ai t'u hui 三才圖會, Section on Dress, i, 23.
while he was in fairyland, he emerges a tottering grey-beard; if centuries have sped by, he promptly crumbles into a heap of dust. Such a fate would, of course, be out of place when Taoistic magic is concerned, and we see devotees of Tao regaining home and human society very little changed since they left the world of mortals. The spell on Ho Hsien-ku imposed by Lü Tung-pin with his magic peach lasted but a month, and hence the instance is not a typical one. A better example is the well-known tale of Wang Chih [王質], the Chinese Rip van Winkle, who returned after centuries to his native place, and, saddened by the disappearance of his former associations, retired to the mountains and became a hsien presumably in a condition far more youthful and vigorous than that of his Western counterpart. The story of the female member of the group of Eight is published as one of the episodes in the career of Lü Tung-pin. It runs as follows:—

Ho Hsien-ku was a girl who frequented the markets and streets of Ling-ling [零陵] [forming the prefectural city of Yung-chou in Hunan]. At the age of thirteen she accompanied a girl friend into the hills to pluck leaves of the tea-plant.¹ All at once she missed her companion, but walked on alone. When it came to retracing her footsteps she lost the way. At this juncture she spied standing at the foot of the eastern peak a man with long beard and purple eyes, wearing a tall cap on his head and dressed in cheap garments. This was none other than the Patriarch Lü. To him Hsien-ku humbly made obeisance again and again. The Patriarch gave her a peach. “Eat it all,” said he, “and some day the time will come for you to soar on high, otherwise your abode will still be here on earth.”

As soon as Hsien-ku had finished eating the fruit, the Patriarch pointed out to her the way back, and she returned home. According to her own account she had stopped away but one day, and she was not aware that a whole month had passed. From that time onward she felt no hunger, and menstruation ceased. Understanding profoundly the affairs of mortals, she was able to foresee human joy and tribulation.

¹ Tea entered into the composition of many Taoist nostrums.
In course of time she gained release from the trammels of the flesh (shih chieh).—Lü Tsu ch'üan shu, ii, 38.

The same tradition in briefer and less complete form is found in Ming i t'ung chih 明一統志:—

In her youth Ho Hsien-ku met a magician 異人, who gave her a peach to eat. Having done so, she felt no hunger. She had the power of foreknowing the misfortunes and happinesses of mortals.—Quoted in Chi shuo ch'üan chén, 214.

Another account from the book devoted to topics connected with Lü Tung-pin is as follows:—

Hsien-ku went into the hills to gather tea, and there she chanced to meet the Patriarch Lü, who imparted to her methods of cultivating vitality 修養. Moreover, he gave her some of the Drug of Immortality 金丹, which she swallowed. He took her to see the Patriarch Chung 鍾祖, and led her to the Isle of P'êng-lai 蓬萊. There she paid homage to Mu Kung 木公 and Chin Mu 金母. 3 Chin Mu carried her back with her to the Gardens of Boundless Space،

1 See note in former article, p. 783.
2 One of the Isles of the Blest in the Eastern Sea. P'êng-lai is the most famous of the group; indeed, its name is often used alone to represent this ocean paradise myth of the Taoists. It seems that P'êng-lai is exalted above its fellows; for according to the Record of the Ten Islands 十洲記 it is accessible only to those hsien who can fly, and in palaces of heavenly splendour crowning its peaks live some who rank among the holiest of adepts 太上真人. It is the home, too, of the “Nine Ancient Worthies” 九老丈人. v. Yetts, Folk-Lore, xxx, 35–62.
3 Names for Tung Wang Fu 東王父 and Hai Wang Mu 西王母 respectively, who in Taoist mythology appear to be male and female embodiments of cosmic forces, and also to exercise special control over the destinies of mortals at the time when they attain the goal of hsienship. These two early provided a subject for pictorial representation, as exemplified in the Shantung sculptures and in the decoration of several Han mirrors reproduced in Chin shih so.

4 Lang Yüan 閔苑, one of the terrestrial abodes of hsien. In the famous art catalogue of the Emperor Hui Tsung (A.D. 1101–26) entitled Hsiao ho hua p'ên 宣和畫譜, there is mention of Yüan Kao 阮告 as painting pictures of female hsien and landscapes of the Jasper Pool (Yao Ch'i'h 瑤池) and the Lang Yüan. The Jasper Pool is one of the wonders of the fairyland in the K'un-lun Mountains 崆崙山 presided
and set her to sweep up leaves fallen from trees of the magic peach 桃. Hsien-ku appeared from time to time among mortals.—_Lü Tsu ch’üan shu_, ii, 88 seq.

Oral tradition provides an explanation of the ladle which is the recognized attribute of Ho Hsien-ku. The girl had a stepmother who dealt harshly with her and kept her toiling beyond her strength at menial domestic duties. It will be recalled that the popular account tells how as the result of a dream Hsien-ku vowed never to marry.¹ The prospect of the hated daughter remaining permanently at home embittered the parent still more and resulted in further ill-usage. In spite of this treatment Hsien-ku behaved with such exemplary filial piety that Lü Tung-pin was moved to come and rescue her from her miserable servitude. One day he arrived and found her busy at work in the kitchen, and as he carried her away to paradise she still grasped in her hand the ladle which she was using at the time.²

There are variations to the tale of Li T'ieh-kuai, Li of the Iron Crutch, as told in its most popular form in the former article. One legend says that his ming was K'ung-mu 睦, and that he had a diseased foot. The Fairy Queen Hsi Wang Mu 西王母 admitted him to the celestial paradise of the hsien and gave him official status there, bestowing on him an iron crutch. Li had previously met Chung-li Ch'üan (who is described there as a Han general), and had been invested by him with a Taoist title. Another account calls him Li Ning-yang 李凝陽, and gives fuller details about his hun revitalizing the cripple's corpse.³

One version of the Eight Immortals group gives him over by Hsi Wang Mu. Both Yao Ch'ih and Lang Yüan occur frequently in the euphemistic phraseology of poets and essayists. They are, for instance, used as names for Peking.

¹ v. former article, 782.
² v. Wilhelm, _Chinesische Volksmärchen_, 74 (Jena, 1919).
³ For the foregoing see the passages quoted in _Chi shuo ch’üan chén_, 215.
the name Li Yüan-chung 李元中. From the same source comes the information that Li Yüan-chung lived in the T'ang period between the years 713 and 779, and that he studied Tao for forty years on Mount Chung-nan 终南, the famous resort near Ch'ang-an of Taoists and other recluses. The account says:

His yang spirit left its carnal tenement, which [afterwards in the spirit's absence] was eaten by a tiger. So the spirit took possession of the body of a crippled beggar, who had just died, and made that its abode—nobody realizing what had happened.—*Shih wu yüan hui*, quoted in *Chi shuo ch‘üan chén*, 214.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

THE NAME OF CARCHEMISH

An article by Lieut.-Colonel L. A. Waddell, in the last number of the Journal (J.R.A.S., 1922, p. 267), on “The Oroupus title of Carchemish”, seems to me to call for a reply.

Colonel Waddell states that “the usual Greek and Greco-Roman name for the strategic town occupying the site of the old sacred city of Carchemish was ‘Hierapolis’, which Greek name is generally assumed to be the source of the modern name by which the site is known to the Arabs—‘Jerablus.’” This is not correct. So far from being “usual”, the name is not supported by any literary or archaeological evidence; that it ever was applied to the site is a mere theory based on the resemblance between the words “Jerablus” and “Hierapolis”, and Dr. Hogarth has shown (Carchemish, pt. i, pp. 21 seq.) that the derivation is unnecessary.

Colonel Waddell then finds another origin for “Jerablus” and for “Europus”, in the name of a Homeric warrior whom he cites as “Europylos chief of the Ketei”. To obtain this result (a) he assumes that the people whom he calls “Ketei” (Homer calls them Keteioi) are the Hatti; (b) he assumes that the “Ketei” leader is named after the “Ketei” capital, stating that Homer commonly gives a chief the name of his principal town, and that “Europylos” in Greek means “wide-gated”, and could only be applied to a city. It would be difficult to parallel from Homer the alleged Homeric usage. Unfortunately, too, “Europylos,” which looks so attractively like “Europus”, but does not mean “wide-gated” in Greek, is a pure invention of Colonel Waddell’s—Homer calls the chief “Eurypylos”, which means “wide-gated”, but cannot be twisted into “Europus”. (c) He assumes that the capital of the “Ketei”—Hatti would be Carchemish,—which certainly was not the capital of the Hatti, an Anatolian power whose
chief town was at Boghaz-keui. (d) He assumes that the Selucid Greeks, finding the name “Europulos” (which he has explained as Greek), could not understand it, and supposing the termination to be Assyrian, dropped it and “Grecianized” the word into “Europus” or “Oropus”.

Apparently not quite satisfied with his own explanation, Colonel Waddell goes on to say that more probably the immediate source of the Greek “Oropus” is the Akkado-Assyrian Arba-ilu, and he has “observed some evidence indicating that Arba-ilu was Carchemish”. We now have as alternative names for the site Carchemish, Europulos, Arba-ilu, Nana, Ninus, Hierapolis, Europus, and Oropus!

The facts seem to be these. Carchemish, Gargamis, is amply certified as the name of the city throughout the whole Hittite period (v. Hogarth, l.c., p. 14). That this name was retained when the Assyrians dominated the place after 717 B.C. is proved by a neo-Babylonian inscription which I found on the site. From 604 B.C. until the Hellenistic period the site was virtually if not totally uninhabited. Refounded by the Greeks, it was by them called Europus;—not, I think, Oropus—a Greek altar found on the site favours the former version, which is also that preferred by the classical writers; Hogarth has pointed out that “Europus” is probably a Greek approximation to a native name, better represented by the Syriac form Aghropos or Aghripos, which itself may be a survival of “Gargamis”; the fact that the place had lain deserted for more than 300 years, and that the racial and linguistic character of the surrounding population had during that time been considerably modified, would account for the degradation of the old city-name to something more like the Syriac.

“Oropus” I take to be due to a confusion. Hierapolis is Membidj (Bambye). Even if Dr. Sayce’s emendation of Ammianus xiv, 8 (JRAS., 1921, p. 47) be accepted, there is still no need to apply “Hierapolis vetus” to Carchemish, and the adjective is, if anything, against the attribution;
Bambyce, while it may not have been so ancient as Hittite Carchemish, was continuously inhabited before and during the Persian period when Carchemish was unoccupied, and therefore was much older than Greek Europus. "Nimus" in Ammianus goes with Hierapolis, and otherwise see Hogarth's note on the name. Arba-ilu is Arbela. Europulos is nonsense. As to the Shatt el Arab, I fail to see what it can have to do geographically or historically with Europus, or why anyone should seek a recondite explanation of so obvious a name.

C. Leonard Woolley.

BAGHDAD

The well-documented article in the *Encyclopedia of Islam* (i, 563) contains the latest information concerning the pre-Muhammadan origin of the name Baghdaḏ. That this name is of Iranian origin is to be considered as established, and that in, or near, the site chosen by Maṃṣūr there was a locality Baghdaḏa (with slight variations in the spelling of the penultimate and the last syllables) is also admitted on all hands, but the proofs adduced by scholars in this connexion lack some important facts.

1. The "Synodicon Orientale" of the East Syrian (the so-called Nestorian) Church, mentions for the year A.D. 424 a bishop of a town or village¹ of Baghdaḏ, called Yazīḏ-Bōzīḏ (vowels uncertain).² An unavoidable misreading by J. B. Chabot, the editor of the Synods, gives the name as Baghrad³; and this error, due to the carelessness of a modern scribe, led the celebrated Syriac scholar to join the substantive dar with the proper name Baghdad and transcribe the word as Darabgerd.⁴ In 1908 I carefully examined the original MS.

¹ In the text dār.
² *Syn. Orient.*, p. 44.
³ The difference is one of a diacritical point between Dālath and Raish.
(of about A.D. 800-50) preserved in the monastery of Rabban Hormizd, near Alkosh, and noticed that the words are clearly written Dār Baghdād, and this error of Chabot’s copyist is also noted by the late Bishop A. Scher in his Arabic work, Histoire de la Chaldée, 1912, ii, 12. In the year A.D. 775, or less than ten years after its foundation, Baghdad is already known in the book of the Synods as “Baghdad, the city of Peace”.

2. The name Baghdad was and is borne by some other towns or villages in Mesopotamia. A small ancient town, entirely inhabited by West Syrian Uniates, and situated at a distance of four hours’ journey south-east of Mosul, is called even in our days Baghdaida, and the same name is also borne by an equally ancient village in the Oramâri district of Kurdistan, near the Persian frontiers.

A. Mingana.

THE LOCATION OF ISIN

Two most serious lacunae in our knowledge of the early geography of Sumer and Accad still exist, the location of Agade, capital of the old Semitic empire of Sargon and of Isin, capital of the rival kingdom of Ellasar. The kingdom of Isin, founded by Ishbi-Girra in 2357, divided the old empire of Ibi-Sin of Ur with the kingdom of Ellasar, and contained 16 kings, whose names figure largely in the history of the period. Isin was captured in the year 2132 by Rim-Sin of Ellasar, and the city together with its diminished lands passed temporarily into the control of Ellasar. The modern ruins of Isin have never been located, but Assyriologists have generally supposed this capital to have been situated somewhere north of Nippur on the old course of the Euphrates, now the Shatt-en-Nil. Meissner, in OLZ., 1917, 141, adduced a passage from a religious text to prove that Isin

¹ Syn. Orient., p. 516.
² Curiously enough in Turkish official papers the town is called since the seventeenth century Kara Kîsh, “blackbird, eagle.”
lay north of Nippur, and suggested the modern Tell Ziblujeh
on the Shatt-en-Nil, about 15 miles above Nippur. The
text cited by Meissner is a hymn to Ninsianna, Ebeling,
Keilschrifttexte aus Assur, No. 16. The obverse line 33
(Sumerian, with Semitic translation line 34) says that this
goddess descended the Euphrates to Nippur. The importance
of the passage consists in the technical use of the verb
mu-un-na-dirig = ḫkilippi, which is said to be used only of
vessels descending a stream in contrast to maḫarû, used of
boats ascending a stream. But there is nothing in this
hymn to suggest that Ni(n)-in-si-na, which is here only
a title of Ninkarrak, has any connexion at all with Isin.
Ninsianna, or as the colophon of the duplicate, No. 15, has
it, Ni(n)-in-si-na, is an astral title of the mother goddess
Innini, see Tammuz and Ishtar, 175; moreover the colophon
states that the original text came from Nippur. The voyage
of this goddess on the Euphrates clearly refers to a ceremony
of the mother goddess Gula-Ninkarrak of Nippur and not
of Isin.

Colonel Stevenson of the Mesopotamian army has brought
to Oxford a clay cone of Libit-Ishtar, duplicate of B.M. 114683,
published by Mr. Gadd, Early Dynasties of Sumer and Akkad,
pl. iii. The Arab who brought it to Colonel Stevenson
claimed to have dug it up at Bahriyat, 17 miles south of
Nippur. This officer identified the cone himself and suggested
to me that Bahriyat is Isin. Bahriyat seems to be one of
the mounds of a large tell called Bahri, which is not
described as a tell on the Ordnance Map. He says that the
tell consists of a series of mounds of considerable size and is
very accessible to Diwâniyeh, about equally distant north-
west on the Euphrates. One infers, therefore, that these
mounds lie somewhat north of Fara or Šuruppak, excavated
by a German expedition. Undoubtedly more evidence of this
kind will continue to accumulate until the problem is solved.

S. Langdon.
NOTICES OF BOOKS


Prof. Liebich, well known as an authority on the grammatical systems of Pāṇini and Candragomin, has herewith contributed four treatises to the Transactions of the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences for the purpose of facilitating in the west the study of native Indian works on Sanskrit grammar. One of them is an introduction tracing the rise and development of grammatical speculation from the earliest Vedic period down to the culmination of grammatical science in the work of Pāṇini, while the other three are concerned with the elucidation of the three grammatical texts best adapted to the object he has in view. Recognizing that the Sūtras of Pāṇini, the Mahābhāṣya of Patañjali, and the commentary of the Kāśikā Vṛtti are too intricate in their arrangement and subject-matter for beginners, he commences with a representative of the later systems which may be called elementary or school grammars, as it is composed from the point of view of the learner rather than the scholar, and is adapted even for us as a first introduction to indigenous Sanskrit grammar. He takes the earliest of these later grammars, the Kātantra (edited by Eggeling in 1874–8), which dates probably from the third century of our era and which is practically an abridgment of Pāṇini’s system. The Sūtras of this work, printed in transliteration, he renders (Part I, pp. 14–94) into German, with the addition of explanatory notes. The four chapters of this grammar deal first with Sandhi, then with the noun, together with its declensions and the use of the cases, and finally with the verb, including its various stem formations, its conjugation, and the phonetic changes involved. It
is interesting to note here that the modern term visarga is not only unknown to the Kātantra, but even to the Kāśikā Vṛtti (7–8 cent. A.C.), where the old name visarjanīya, used in the Prātiṣākhyaśas and in Pāṇini, still continues to be employed.

Part IV (pp. 38) is an analysis of the Candravṛtti, the commentary on the Sūtras of Chandragomin’s grammar (fifth century A.C.), which were edited by Prof. Liebich in 1902. This work belongs to the easy (laghu) type of commentaries. The learner is accordingly advised to work through it after the Kātantra as a preparation for the study of the more difficult Kāśikā Vṛtti.

Part III (pp. 86) deals with the Dhātupāṭha, the pre-Pāṇinean list of about 2,000 Sanskrit roots. This list has been twice printed in Europe, first by Westergaard as Radices Linguae Sanskriteæ (1841) and later by Böhtlingk in the second edition of his Pāṇini (1887). It has also been published in India: at Bombay in two editions of the Siddhānta Kaumudī (1886 and 1899), and at Benares in the edition of Sāyaṇa’s Mādhavīya Dhātuvṛtti (1897). Prof. Liebich’s text represents an advance on all these, though it does not profess to be a critical edition, as its object is simply to restore the Dhātupāṭha as far as possible to the form in which it was known to Sāyaṇa in the fourteenth century. That form will still have to be collated with the root-lists of Chandragomin, of Hemacandra (which were both unknown to Westergaard), and of the Kātantra. Prof. Liebich shows that the Dhātupāṭha goes back to before the time of Pāṇini, who, however, added the accents and indicatory letters (anubandhas) which distinguish the roots in his form of the list. He also indicates that the meaning or meanings which appear after every verb in the list and serve to separate the roots from each other, were not added till after Pāṇini’s time, and that this innovation was in fact not introduced till shortly before or after the beginning of our era. Prof. Liebich first prints this completed text with accents, indicatory letters, and meanings (pp. 5–26). Next come comments (pp. 26–38), for example, on the interesting roots.
bhrayj and majj, which Pāṇini, by a kind of divination, gives as bhrasj and masj, proved by comparative philology to be historically justified, though not a single form of these roots occurs in Sanskrit with a sibilant. Then follow (pp. 38–56) explanations of the various indicatory letters attached to the roots, and (pp. 57–61) observations on the arrangement of the whole list of roughly 2,000 verbs, which appear to have come down to Pāṇini from his predecessors already divided into groups containing the well-known ten conjugational classes. It is to be noted that of the latter the first class claims 1,059 roots, the tenth nearly 400, the sixth 143, and the fourth 136; the a- conjugation thus embraces more than 1,700 roots, leaving hardly 300 for all the remaining six. Prof. Liebich adds a few remarks (pp. 61–2), comparing the Dhatupāṭha of Chandragomin with that of Pāṇini. It is characteristic of the former that only one meaning is assigned to each root. Part III concludes (pp. 63–86) with a list of Pāṇini's roots in Sanskrit alphabetical order without indicatory letters or accents, but with the meanings in Sanskrit appended. This treatise, dealing with by far the most ancient list of roots in the world, abounds with interest to the student of Sanskrit grammar. It suggests several questions, beyond even what the author himself tells us, regarding the growth and arrangement of the Dhatupāṭha, the denominative verbs and the supposed invented roots which it contains, and the roots which are found in nominal derivatives only. It is to be hoped that Prof. Liebich will examine these matters still more fully in subsequent publications, as he is the scholar best qualified by his previous researches to do so.

Part II (pp. 52) entitled historische Einführung (historical introduction) is the most interesting to the student of the development of the Sanskrit language. It starts from the beginnings of linguistic speculation in India and comes down to the final form reached by Sanskrit grammar in the elaborate system of Pāṇini. The phenomena of prosody, as the doctrine of the forms of poetical expression, appear to have first drawn
attention to questions of language in India. Thus the names of the metres gāyatī and triśṭūḥ, sacred respectively to the two gods Agni and Indra, are mentioned in the oldest part of the Rg-veda. New names were then added till a system of seven chief metres, based on the number of syllables in the verse, was established by the end of the earliest Vedic period, for they are mentioned in the latest book of the Rg-veda (x, 130). This system can then be followed through the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa to the phonetic treatise of the Rg-veda Prātiśākhya, where it is systematically dealt with, and later to the metrical work of Pāṇgala, by whom it is further elaborated. Then come the rise and growth of technical terms of metre, which begin to appear in the Brāhmaṇas. The most interesting is perhaps pada "step", which in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa is the technical name for the verse or metrical line. This in the later Brāhmaṇas changes its meaning to "word", as the unit of the prose sentence. A new term now becoming necessary for the metrical unit, pāda "foot" (= "quarter"), was introduced, as based on the analogy between a four-footed animal and a four-quarter stanza.

Speculation on metre led to that on the meaning of words and etymology. Though Prof. Liebich does not mention this, the Rg-veda itself contains a few examples of such; thus jāta-vedas, an epithet of Agni, is explained as he who knows (veda) created beings (janimāni). But etymology does not begin to appear as a department of knowledge till the oldest Brāhmaṇas, where it occupies attention more than other grammatical matters. Thus Prof. Liebich gives a list of no fewer than 48 derivations from the first six books of the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa. I agree with him in thinking that Roth does not regard these earliest etymological attempts in the right historical spirit when he dismisses them as mere playing with words and not taken seriously even by their own inventors. For it must be remembered that the latter stood as yet only at the threshold of etymological speculation, and lacked even the phonetic knowledge acquired by their Indian successors.
In the *Aitareya Brāhmaṇa* the germs of phonetics begin to appear. Thus we find the word *om* analysed as *a + u + m*, *varṇa* in the sense of (linguistic) "sound", and *a-kāra* meaning "the letter a". The later Brāhmaṇas add more. The *Aitareya Āranyaka* and the *Chāndogya Upaniṣad* have already developed phonetics up to the level of the Śūtras; thus *mātra* is employed to express the time occupied in pronouncing a short vowel (Lat. *mora*), and technical terms for "alphabet", "vowel", "mute", "semi-vowel", and "spirant" come into use.

Very interesting is the manner in which, as Prof. Liebich shows, many of the technical terms of the later grammar developed from words of a more general meaning. Thus the word *vibhakti* "distribution" is applied, in the *Kauśītaki Brāhmaṇa*, to the name of Agni quoted in different cases as the initial word of six verses used in a certain fire ceremonial. Yāska quotes seven stanzas with Indra as the initial name inflected in the exact order of the seven cases, using *vibhakti* in the sense of the case termination of the noun, while the later grammarians include the verbal as well as the nominal inflexions in this term. In the *Chāndogya Upaniṣad* the word *dhaṭu* is found in the sense of "element of the human body", but in Pāṇini it has attained the grammatical meaning of "verbal element", "root". In the same *Upaniṣad* occurs the word *niṣṭāḥ*, expressing the completion of an action; this in the form of *niṣṭhā* has in Pāṇini become the technical name of the past participles in -*ta* and -*tavat*.

There is as yet no trace of the distinction between verb and noun in the *Aitareya Brāhmaṇa*; the distinction is made in the *nighaṅtus* or lists of words commented on by Yāska, but is not quite definite, as in the lists of verbs several participles and primary nouns are here included. The separation of the two categories is absolute with Pāṇini’s *tiṇ* and *sup*. Again, the distinction between finite verb (ākhyaṭa) and root (dhaṭu) is strictly drawn by Pāṇini, while Yāska still treats them as virtual synonyms.
Professor Liebich seems to have solved the very interesting problem of the origin of the active perfect participle in -tavat, which, though unknown in the Rg-veda and the Brāhmaṇas, became so frequent in use from Yāska onwards that by Pāṇini’s time it had ousted the reduplicated perfect participle with the exception of some half-dozen forms only. With a view to grouping together and applying to the sacrifice Vedic stanzas containing various derivatives from the same root, the authors of the Brāhmaṇas predominantly use a past passive participle with the possessive suffix -vat, e.g. yukta-vat, "having ‘joined,’" that is "containing a form of (the root) yuj" (such as yuvajate and yunajmi). The proportion of formations thus made from the past participle with the suffix -vat is in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa about 50 per cent. of all methods of expressing this sense, rising to over 90 per cent. in the Kausūtaki Brāhmaṇa. Prof. Liebich’s view that this formation is the prototype from which the new active participle arose is very probable, especially when we consider that in the nom. sing. masc. both this and the reduplicated perfect participle have the appearance of ending in the same suffix, e.g. krtavān and cakravān.

There is some reason to believe that the Nighanṭu lists (pp. 17–19) are older than the Pudāparśa (pp. 20–2) of the Rg-veda. The importance of the latter form of the text is great in the history of Indian grammar, for here all final vowels not liable to euphonic combination are indicated, compounds are analysed, and certain case-endings and nominal suffixes are separated from their stems. Prof. Liebich naturally devotes a good deal of attention to the Nirukta (pp. 22–30). He considers that the Dhātupāña did not exist in Yāska’s time, though it had come into being before that of Pāṇini. He further shows that Šaunaka (pp. 30–1), the author of the fifth chapter of the Aitareya Aranyaka and of the Rg-veda Prātiṣākhya, must be placed between Yāska and Pāṇini. One indication of this is that Šaunaka betrays no knowledge of anubandhas, while these permeate Pāṇini’s grammatical
system. On the other hand, Kātyāyana, the author of the Sarvāṅgukramanī (p. 35) and of the Vājasaneyi Prātisākhya (pp. 35–45), was familiar with the use of anusāndhas, and should be placed close to Pāṇini, but before him. As to the Bhāddevatā (pp. 31–4), Prof. Liebich convincingly shows that a reading adopted by the present writer, its editor, should be corrected (p. 33). There seems to be no doubt that the Prātisākhya of the three other Vedic Samhitās should be regarded as decidedly post-Pāṇinian (pp. 47–9).

I have here only been able to touch on some of the more important points dealt with by Prof. Liebich in his four treatises. There has been a certain stagnation during the present century as regards classical Sanskrit grammatical studies. Prof. Liebich’s contributions now mark a decided advance, and will, it is to be hoped, further stimulate historical research in this department of Sanskrit scholarship.

A. A. MACDONELL.


This volume brings within sight of completion the task which has occupied Sir George Grierson for so many years. There remain now but two volumes to be published, one by Dr. Sten Konow, already in proof, dealing with the so-called Gipsy languages of India, and the most important of all by Sir George himself surveying the whole work and forming an introduction to the series. This is probably ready or nearly ready for the Press, and we may look forward to having before us ere many months are over the completed work, the widest linguistic survey ever undertaken in any part of the world.

Vol. X discusses the Iranian languages spoken in or near India. I use the form “Iranian” partly for the reason given in a former review that when a name may be written in two or more ways it is the duty of scholars to use the spelling which
after mature consideration recommends itself to them, thus contributing to the final settlement by consent when one form will survive. I do it also because Iranian has the weight of illustrious names behind it, but chiefly because it represents the pronunciation now heard in both India and Persia. For me in matters of language what is always counts for more than what was.

Once more the story begins in the uplands of Khokhand and Badakhshān, where the great separation took place. Some tribes went east and west, the ancestors of the Iranians, others came south over the Hindu Kush and went on ultimately into India. Their descendants are the Indo-Aryans of to-day. We are here concerned with the former. Sir George Grierson has exercised a wise discretion in describing the various languages. Thus Pashto, which is well known, is summarized in four pages. But it is well to lay stress upon the value of the four pages. One of the most notable features of the Linguistic Survey is the series of skeleton grammars scattered here and there through its volumes. These are models of conciseness and clearness. Often have I wished that there had been added to them similar outlines of ancient Indian dialects, so that one might have seen at a glance the whole scheme of any bygone form of speech upon which one wished to refresh one’s memory. Perhaps in the near future, when the author is tempted to weep for more worlds to conquer, he may supply this want.

The grammar of the less well-known language Baloci, not so familiar to scholars as Pashto, takes up nearly 30 pages. The most important part of the book is that devoted to Ormurī, a language hitherto almost unknown, spoken by only 1,500 to 2,000 people. The description is founded upon a work by Ghulam Muḥammad Khān, which contains grammar, texts, and vocabulary. Sir George Grierson more suo makes the subject a living thing—the grammar of 100 pages, and the vocabulary running to between 1,600 and 1,700 words throb with vitality. The extraordinarily painstaking way in which
he deals with a vocabulary is hardly realized. It may be seen in Lallā Vākyānī, in the Kashmiri Manual, and here. It would have been so easy to give merely the meanings of words, and no one would have complained. Instead we have full references to pages or sections or even sentences. It is a concordance as well as a vocabulary.

The Ghâlcah languages are perforce briefly dealt with, for little is known about them (see, however, the Prize Publication Volume by the same author), and only one is spoken in India. But our knowledge of them is greatly increased.

To me no part of the book was more interesting than the three pages given to Badakhshī, a dialect of Persian. We are told that it closely resembles the Persian spoken in Afghānistān. I should put it more strongly than that. It is the Persian spoken in that country. When the Amir and his courtiers are not talking Pashto they speak Badakhshī unaltered and unadulterated. It is very like Persian, and a native of Iran will readily understand it, yet it follows rules of its own. The two specimens tell a tale. I have no doubt that they are printed as the original narrator dictated them, yet there are a number of mistakes. Thus in the first five lines of Badakhshī, on p. 529, there are no less than seven mistakes, due in every case but one to the dialect's being assimilated to Persian. It helps us to understand one of the difficulties with which the Survey has had to contend. Here we see a native speaker of a dialect struggling against the tendency to approximate his language to some well-known literary norm and sometimes failing in his endeavours.

Different systems of transliteration are followed in different parts of the volume. The systems used for Pashto, Ormuṣ, and Balocā differ from each other, and that used for the Ghâlcah languages is not quite the same as any of these. In each case, however, a key is given to the pronunciation, and a scholar desirous of making a study of any dialect may find out for himself the approximate sounds represented by the letters.
The debt of obligation under which the author has laid us mounts ever higher, and the only way to liquidate it is to follow his example, and having tasted the joy of the study of modern vernaculars, prosecute it con amore, not as mere imitators, but thinking for ourselves and raising our structure on well-laid foundations.

T. GRAHAME BAILEY.


Sir Charles Eliot more than modestly calls this mighty work of the deepest research and thought—nearly 1,300 (1,181 + civ) pp. large quarto—an historical sketch, thereby showing his appreciation of the vastness and importance of his subject. Incidentally the mere fact of his producing such a work shows how fortunate the British Empire has been in securing the services of so accomplished an Orientalist, and one so willing to get behind the surface of the minds of the people among whom he has been sent to represent it.

It is quite impossible to attempt a review of so great a work in the space at my disposal, and I shall do no more than merely draw attention to certain features. It so happens that during the past year I have myself been engaged in a minor way on this very subject, in order to bring before the English reading public, which is interested in such matters and yet inexpert, the religious views and feeling contained in the Sayings of the mediaeval Kashmiri poetess, Lal Ded, who was a Śaiva Yogini, conveying the ideas and beliefs of her class in language so captivating to her fellow-countrymen that many of her Sayings (Lallā Vākyānī) are proverbs to this day. The Society has had the good fortune to have an invaluable critical edition in the work it recently published for Sir George Grierson and Dr. I. D. Barnett, and in the introduction I had written for my version I ran briefly over the history and
development of Hinduism up to the fifteenth century A.D. This work has made me perhaps more appreciative of Sir Charles Eliot's formidable endeavour than might have otherwise been the case, and with his permission I shall scrap what has been written and rewrite it with the help of the bright light he has thrown upon the whole question of Hindu religious thought and the cause of the turn it has taken.

Let me begin by saying that to my mind he is quite right in treating Buddhism as part of Hinduism, and taking the two "religions" together. In very truth, if one attempts to treat them as subjects apart, one is bound to fail, so much have they through the ages continuously reacted on each other. To take Sir Charles Eliot very rapidly through his volumes, the views expressed in his introduction as to the reciprocal influence of Indian thought, both westwards, northwards, and eastwards, coincide with my own, and I agree that one cannot lay too much stress on the debt that it owes to outside influence; and that the lands outside the natural Indian boundaries owe to it. In very fact, the development of Indian religious, ethical, and philosophic thought and practice is, like every other development one can observe in the world, on the one universal plan; that is, it has developed on one general line peculiar to itself, which has been modified by every other line with which it has or is or will be in the future in active contact. It has always gone its own way, and always given a ready welcome to any foreign idea it can weld into its own chosen system. It has continuously, therefore, changed from time to time, in so far as modification can be called change. The whole method of development is admirably described in Kabir's immortal words:—

\[
\text{Sab sē hilīyē, sab sē milīyē; } \\
\text{Sab kā lījīyē nām; } \\
\text{"Hānu jī, hānu jī," sab se kahīyē; } \\
\text{Bāsīyē apnē gām.}
\]

This I venture to render in his own rough method, which borrowed a word from anywhere, so long as it was expressive:
Everyone greeting, everyone meeting,
Giving everyone his name,
"Yes, sir; yes, sir," saying to everyone;—
Dwell in yer ain hame.

Change, ceaseless change, is the keynote of religion, ethics, and philosophy in India—as, indeed, everywhere else—and if Sir Charles Eliot's volumes succeed in doing nothing further than in disabusing European minds of the now old and well-engrained but shallow observation and talk of the "changeless East", they will have achieved a distinctly beneficial end.

In discussing the origin of Hinduism, Sir Charles makes an observation after my own heart: "It would be more correct to describe Indian religion as Dravidian religion stimulated and modified by the ideas of the Aryan invaders." On reading this I can only heartily exclaim: "Hear, hear." The actual position could not in my judgment have been better put. I am also glad to observe the prominence given to the statement that faith or devotion to a particular deity as the one deity *par excellence* arose in Hinduism before the Christian era.

Sir Charles is much impressed by the almost unlimited spaciousness of the Brahman fold, which he happily styles "a menagerie" (p. xvii), but here I may throw out a suggestion. May it not be possible that the enormous variation in belief observable in Hinduism be partly due to its philosophy having one history and its practice another? It is usual to collect together religious philosophy and religious practices—creed and rituals—into the one term "religion", to general confusion of mind. It has always seemed to me that this is the reason why it is so difficult to write clearly on any form of religion of which one may be trying to give an exposition. On the same page xvii Sir Charles has had the boldness to write "aboriginee". I congratulate him on possessing more courage than myself. Such a word is wanted, although
it creates a difficulty as to "aborigines". But, then, what would the new education make of "aborigine"?

I do not quite follow Sir Charles in his dates for the spread of Buddhism into the countries now known generally as Further India or Indo-China, but the whole question is still so obscure and so complicated that one cannot deal with it in a brief review. On the whole, he appears to give later dates than such as appeal to me. But Sir Charles does well to point out Greek, Persian, and Turanian (Kushan) influence on Buddhism from about the commencement of the Christian era, and the use of the conventional Apollo of Græco-Roman art for the original iconography of the Buddha himself—carried longo intervallo to Burma and everywhere else in the Far East, just as the palace and court, etiquette and all, at Mandalay, when captured by us in 1885, were distant echoes or, perhaps better, distant lineal descendants, of Babylonian and Assyrian art and custom.

Passing on to the revival of Hinduism in the early Christian centuries, I agree that the Hindu Triad is not exactly the Christian Trinity, but to some Indian minds, at any rate, even from the first, it did not differ so much as Sir Charles seems to suggest; and in some respects the personalities of the Triad bore a curiously close analogy to the earliest conceptions of the Trinity, as they have come down to us historically. But here we are again on a point that can be discussed indefinitely. I am glad, however, to note that Sir Charles insists on a great fusion of ideas—Indian, Persian, Greek—at the famous university of Taxila in the early days. Recognition of this fact will go a long way towards explaining many things otherwise obscure.

What I may venture to call a reversion to aboriginal Dravidian religion, or perhaps to Indian non-Aryan or indigenous religion, by the introduction of Śāktism, is well brought out by Sir Charles, though apparently he has not fully appreciated how greatly it has permeated every form of Indian religious belief, in ritual at any rate. And when
further on he comes to deal with the later forms of Hinduism introduced by such reformers as Śankara and Rāmānuja from the south, leading to those enthusiasts who are usually referred to as the Medieval Reformers, Rāmānanda, Kabīr, Nānak, Chaitanya, and the like, Sir Charles does well to point out how great was the effect of Southern Dravidian emotionalism on the whole trend of subsequent Hindu thought. But I am not sure of the "small effect" of European speculation on Hinduism that seems to strike Sir Charles so strongly. Reflection and research gives me to think otherwise, especially when one contemplates the part played by the Sūfis. Here, once more, one is on ground liable to endless controversy.

I have dealt only with general principles in the above remarks, and have made them personal because, after all, study of philosophy, ethics, and religion must be personal—one man's impressions in relation to another's—and if I have ventured to differ in any degree from Sir Charles Eliot, this does not in any way detract from a hearty appreciation of the accuracy, earnestness, and skill which he has applied to every detail of this vast subject. Every page of his three volumes is worth reading and pondering, and especially would I draw attention to his Book VII at the end of his third volume, where he speaks of the influence of Christianity in India, Indian influence in the Western World, Persian and Muhammadan influence in India. Some years ago it fell to me to be responsible for "Western Influence on India" in dealing with the actual present time, and it has since been a matter of absorbing interest to watch current events, to see how far my lucubrations are turning out to be correct or otherwise. May Sir Charles live long enough to see, in his turn, how far his observations are being justified by the lapse of time.

R. C. Temple.

The high importance of the Nighaṇṭu and Nirukta in Vedic and Sanskrit studies was perceived from the first, and Roth’s edition in 1852 attested this recognition. But Roth had at his disposal only a few MSS., mostly of inferior quality, and no complete text of the Rgveda had as yet been printed. Considering the difficulties besetting him, his performance was highly creditable, and its shortcomings were to a large extent due to the inadequate nature of his materials. Satyavrata Sāmasrami’s edition in the Bibliotheca Indica (Calcutta, 1882–91) is somewhat slovenly and inaccurate, though it has the further advantage of giving the commentaries of Dēvarāja on the Nighaṇṭu and of Durga on the Nirukta. That of Śivadatta (Bombay, 1912), which also presents Durga’s commentary, is much better. Such editions as that contained in the Shaḍ-āṅga (Bombay, 1892), that of Ajmer (1893), and that of the Nighaṇṭu with notes and Bhāskara-rāya’s Vaidikakośa (Meerut, 1898) are of slight critical importance. Hitherto, therefore, with the possible exception of the edition by Messrs. H. M. and R. G. Bhadkamkar (Bombay, 1918, etc.), which we have not yet had an opportunity of examining, there has appeared no critical edition taking due account of the fact that the work exists in two distinct recensions, a longer and a shorter; and hence Mr. Lakshman Sarup has done well to set himself to filling this gap. His text is still in the press, and only the introduction lies before us; but the latter sufficiently shows the nature of his task and the manner in which he has accomplished it. More fortunate than Roth, he has had at his command ample manuscript materials in the Max Müller Memorial and the Chandra Shum Shere
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Collection, as well as in the older stores of the Bodleian and other libraries, which have enabled him to trace accurately the lines of the double recension of the text. The Introduction deals not only with these critical matters, but also with the commentators upon Yāska and with Yāska's doctrines of etymology, philology, and semantics, which are appropriately compared with those of Plato and Aristotle; and it concludes with an interesting chapter on early anti-Vedic scepticism, a current of free-thought first visible in the Gopatha Brāhmaṇa and in occasional utterances of the Upaniṣads, and reappearing in the doctrines of Kautsa controverted by Yāska and, in a more drastic form, in the preaching of Buddhism and Jainism. Altogether this Introduction gives us a high opinion of the writer's learning and critical judgment, and we await the publication of his text in the full belief that it will be thoroughly adequate.

L. D. B.


This edition of the first part of Bāṇa's beautiful romance is intended for the use of University students, and is well adapted for this purpose. Mr. Kane is a learned and competent cicerone who guides the young reader skillfully through the intricate mazes of Bāṇa's elegances. His notes, which analyse the structure of all the more difficult sentences and interpret the clauses and the words in them needing explanation, leave little to be desired in respect of fullness and clearness. The introduction, which treats of Bāṇa's personal history, his date, his works, the characteristics of Kathā and Akhyāyikā, literary criticism of Bāṇa, the Harṣa-carita, Harṣa's predecessors, his history and literary activities, etc., is erudite and judicious. From the standpoint of textual
criticism, however, the book hardly marks an advance. No new manuscript sources for the settlement of the text have been opened up, with the exception of two commentaries; and the text printed by Mr. Kane is frankly eclectic, readings apparently being chosen according to their supposed suitability rather than according to the authority of the sources from which they are drawn. However, as the object of the book is educational rather than critical, we need not lay too much stress on this side of it.

L. D. B.


The confusion of thought which is apparent in the title of this book is visible also in its interior. What Mr. Ramasubba Sastri apparently intended—and the intention is most laudable—was to publish the Sanskrit text of Book XI of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa with an English translation and a study of the interesting and important exposé of Vaishnava doctrine which is one of its leading features. What he has actually produced, however, is an edition of the text with an extremely loose English paraphrase, an introductory sermon in semi-Puranic style, and an appendix of no great profundity on “Hindu religion”. How free the “true translation” is may be judged from some examples. The short verse viii, 27, which merely says that “in her, who was greedy of substance, withered of face, depressed in mind, there arose extreme distaste, causing thought, bringing happiness”, is rendered by thirteen lines of English paraphrase. The verse viii, 37, literally means: “Surely the Lord Viṣṇu is pleased by some act of mine, inasmuch as there has arisen in me, who was sinfully desirous,¹ this distaste”; but this is not good enough for

¹ It is also possible to take durāśāyāḥ as a substantive depending on nirvēḍaḥ.
Mr. Ramasubba Sastri, who pads it out thus: "I must have done something in my prior births to propitiate Vishnu, for it is by His Grace alone that this Vairagya cutting at the root of all unholy desires has arisen in my mind to give it tranquility [sic] and bliss." Finally we may take his treatment of ix, 39. The Sanskrit says simply: "Not from one master will there be firm, ample knowledge; verily this single Brahma is sung by sages in manifold wise"; but Mr. Ramasubba Sastri renders this as follows: "Thus from a large number of preceptors, the knowledge that there is only Brahman without a second, got firmly fixed into my mind. Perhaps if I had only one Guru, the knowledge might not have been so full or permanent." It is obvious that from a "translation" of this kind no scientific results can be expected.

L. D. B.

Ṛgved-parVyākhyan. By Bhagwaddatta, M.A. Lectures on the Rigveda, containing a discussion on the questions of (1) the Rigveda's being a recension, and (2) about the attribution of its authorship. Svo. Pt. i; iv, 6, 96 pp. Lahore, 1920.

The learned author of this Hindi essay has the praiseworthy design of reconciling the doctrines of the Ārya Samāj with critical scholarship. It is perhaps fair to say that, so far as the present volume goes, he has achieved a succès d'estime. In it he contends that the Ṛgveda is not a recension (sākhā) but a primitive text, which derived its name of Śākala-samhitā from the Pada-pāṭha established by Śākalya, not because it was the recension of the school of the Śākalas; that it was not made up from various hymns composed at different times by different poets and later codified; that mantra-kṛt in Vedic literature means not "composer of hymns" but "religious adviser"; and that the Ṛgveda is not the work of any human author. Some of the writer's subsidiary arguments deserve to be noted by the Western
scholars of whose prejudice he gently complains; but his general conclusions are not likely to commend themselves to them.

L. D. B.

Principles and Methods of Physical Anthropology.

The Patna University is one of the youngest in India, but judging from the variety of its courses of studies and its scheme of higher education, it is also one of the most progressive. Perhaps it was due to the province being under the charge of Sir Edward Gait, one of the most noted of Indian ethnologists, that anthropological study had a readership assigned to it in the University. Anthropology is a comparatively new subject of study in India, but the vast masses of ethnological material collected, mainly in connexion with the periodical censuses, afford ample material on which the science can be studied in theory and practice in its bearings on Indian conditions. The province of Bihar and Orissa affords specially interesting material for that study, as it includes races of every kind of culture, from the semi-savage forest tribes of Chhota Nagpur and Orissa to the most refined Brahman of the higher Aryan type.

The volume before us deals with physical anthropology and leaves the subject of cultural anthropology for a future volume. As the author himself frankly admits, it is based mainly on the results of the investigations of previous workers in the field. But wherever possible the author has tried to bring these results into touch with Indian conditions, and he has very properly used the material that lies buried in Indian official publications, such as the Geological Survey of India. He has stated very clearly the pros and cons of all controversial
questions, and has covered his subject comprehensively. He has also gone back to such glimpses as we get from ancient Hindu books for early Hindu ideas on evolution and other kindred subjects. Mr. Roy has not used Mohammedan material, but very little of it bearing on the subject is available in English, and that is a gap which perhaps the Osmania University of Hyderabad may well attempt to fill.

Starting with the general principles and methods of anthropology, the author discusses man's place among the mammals and his relationship to the apes. He gives a clear summary of the views held by conflicting authorities, and also brings into prominence the spiritual evolution of man as distinct from and outside the scope of physical anthropology. The antiquity of man is discussed with reference to the geological history of the earth and the different fossil remains that are found in various parts of the globe. The remains found in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, and America are reviewed, and the classical examples, such as the Heidelberg Man and the Piltdown Skull, are fully discussed with reference to the original authorities.

The history of evolution is traced back to the early pre-Darwinian ideas, through Darwin and Wallace, to Weismann's germ-plasm theory and Mendel's experiments, right down to Galton, Bateson, and the modern Eugenists. The theory is then applied to man's physical evolution, and the evidence that we possess of the development and changes in the shape and use of the fore-limbs, the hind-limbs, the jaws, the cranium, the vertebral column, the pelvis and viscera, is carefully discussed, with a side glance at the evolution of morals, religion, and art. This leads to a study of the climatic conditions of the earth in the Tertiary and Quaternary periods, and the probabilities as to the location of man's first appearance as a distinct species. His probable migrations are then considered, and a clear account is given of the geographical changes and the variations in the relative positions of sea and land which conditioned those migrations.
The different human races and their classifications are then considered, and the different tests, such as colour of the skin, the shape of the head, the facial angle, etc., are discussed with reference to the latest literature on the subject. The characteristics of the Caucasian, the Mongolian, and the Negro type are set out.

The book is enriched with valuable appendices. Appendix I gives the palæontological record with special reference to the remains of the early human races and their cultures. Appendix II gives the different schemes of classification of the existing races of man, mainly based on their physical characteristics, but a general classification is also attempted on the old conventional lines, with some reference to cultural and linguistic characteristics and geographical distribution. The book is also furnished with a short bibliography and a good index.

A. YUSUF ALI.


Professor Browne has published yet another valuable work. His early studies were medical, and, consequently, he is peculiarly fitted to deal with the important and fascinating subject of "Arabian Medicine". He prefaces his theme by explaining that the "medicine" referred to was only Arabian in language, and that it was founded on the science of the Greeks, with additions made by Syrians, Jews, and Persians. To put the matter in another way, Arab translators saved the flickering torch of civilization from extinction, and preserved for mankind priceless gifts of learning that would otherwise have been lost.

The first impulse given to the desire of the Arabs for Greek science came from the Ummayyad prince Khalil, who was a grandson of Muavia. He had a passion for alchemy, and, through his influence, the first translations of Greek and
Egyptian books into Arabic were made. One of the great medical schools was at Gundishapur, now a ruin near Kazerun, and there the teaching was Greek with an underlying Persian element. In A.D. 765 the Caliph Mansur summoned the chief physician, called Bukht-Yishu or "Jesus hath delivered", to Baghdad. For two hundred and fifty years this family produced a succession of celebrated physicians, and we learn that the fees of the member of the family who attended Harun-al-Rashid and his court during a period of twenty-five years were estimated to exceed three million sterling.

Professor Browne deals briefly with some of the leading medical luminaries. More especially he refers to ar-Razi, whom he considers the greatest and most original of all Moslem physicians. He was the chief physician of the hospital at Ray, the Rhages of the book of Tobit, whence he was promoted to the great hospital that was then being founded at Baghdad. His writings were of the first importance, and include the earliest monograph on smallpox. Professor Browne points out the difficulties that attended the evolution of Arabic scientific terminology. He states that the Arabs were far more successful than the later translators from Arabic into Latin, who troubled extremely little as to reproducing the exact meaning of the author, and are therefore responsible for much delay in the progress of the West.

This short work will immediately take its place as an indispensable authority on Arabian medicine, and we may feel grateful to the author for his promise to publish more on the same subject, which he enlivens with many delightful stories.

P. M. Sykes.


Havell's new work especially deals with architecture, as only a third part of the text is dedicated to sculpture and painting. Havell possesses an extraordinary faculty in
recognizing the essential features of Indian art. In his recent work the attempt is made to construct the history of the leading architectural types, based on an interpretation of their original significance. The two elements which determine the whole development from its beginning, are stupa and sikhara. The stupa, originally the massive hemisphere covering the relics of a chieftain, becomes the typical Buddhist sanctuary. The monument is not only erected in open air, but is also used as the sacred shrine inside the assembly-hall of the rock-cut monasteries, with the result that the surrounding room has to be adapted to the shape of the stupa by cutting a hollow hemisphere out of the rock above it. But the stupa-shape is not restricted to Buddhist architecture. Sivaism, the successor of Buddhism, adopts the stupa motif as a characteristic feature in the dome of its temples. The difference between a Buddhist and Sivaite dome merely consists in the ground-plane. The Buddhist shrine is circular or wheel-shaped, and the Siva shrine square or octagonal. The prototype of a Siva shrine can already be found at Sanchi. The stupa motif is connected from its beginning with the worship of death. The Arians brought it with them from the valley of the Euphrates to India, where it was developed into a monument for enclosing the relics of Buddha or a Buddhist saint, and later on was transformed by the Sivaites the worshippers of the Lord of Death. It survives also in Mussulman architecture, as for example the “Persian” bulbous dome and dome of tombs.

The other element which determines the development of architecture is the sikhara, the curvilinear spire. It is the most remarkable part of a Vishnu temple. It is derived from the sacrificial fire-chapel, where the king presided over the tribal sacrifices as the son of Surya, the Sun-god. This chapel, a bamboo construction, was crowned by a tall spire over the shrine and pierced by sun-windows, which served admirably the purpose of a chimney. The spire is crowned by the same insignia of royalty as Açoka’s imperial standards,
namely, the Amalaka or the pericarp of the blue lotus, which is the flower of Vishnu Surya, the patron deity of a Kshatriya king. Though the peculiar form of the sikhara is derived from bambu construction, which is the universal material for temporary structures in India, it is derived as well as the stupa, ultimately from Mesopotamia and Persia, namely, from the conical mud-huts, as represented in the earliest reliefs. This fact is due to the rule of the Aryan tribes of the Kassites and Mitanni, who occupied the valley of the Tigris and the Euphrates from the eighteenth century B.C. to the twelfth century B.C. During these centuries there was certainly a close communication between the Indian and Mesopotamian branches of the Aryan family. When Mahayana Buddhism again made the king the symbol of divine majesty the builders began to give a permanent form to the royal sikhara. The sikhara, therefore, is the leading feature of Kshatriya art.

The so-called Chalukyan style owes its peculiarity to a combination of both, the stupa and the sikhara motif.

Thus Havell constructs a genealogy of architectonic motives. His point of view is symbolic and iconographical. The analysis of architectural elements is based upon their symbolism and connexion with a corresponding worship. That is the great merit of this book. Entirely interested in the symbolism of forms, Havell however does not pay sufficient attention to the artistic peculiarity of the form itself and to the technical side. Thus, for instance, Mussulman and Hindu architecture are considered as closely connected, although in an artistic sense they differ remarkably, for instance, with regard to the distribution and proportion of walls or of space.

Havell deals with sculpture from the same mythological point of view, and distinguishes the two types of Buddhas' representation, namely, as Guru and as king. An artistic distinction however is made between the Moghul painting, which has a calligraphist's technique, and the indigenous Hindu painting, which produces real painters' pictures.
Like all other books by the author, this also excels by its facile treatment and by the refined taste with which the illustrations are chosen, which make it valuable for the art student and everyone interested in Indian culture.

Stella Kkamrisch.

Zigeuner-Arabisch. By Dr. Enno Littmann. 9\(\frac{3}{4}\) × 6\(\frac{1}{4}\), 147 pp. Bonn: Leipzig, K. Schroeder, 1920.

This book aims at showing the vocabulary and grammar of the Arabic element in the Eastern dialects of the gipsies. It also contains a section on jargon or cant, and another relating to the names applied to gipsies in the East. It does not bring forward new material, but examines what has been supplied by previous publications. All the words of Arabic origin in the dialects treated of, as far as they have been revealed in this way, are collected under the Arabic roots, and their precise derivations are discussed and shown. The dialects belong to Syria, Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Persia, and appear to include nearly all, but not quite all, the Eastern dialects that are known. The language of the Nawar of Palestine, which is called Nūrī, is the only one of them that has been described with any degree of completeness, and the observations as to grammar are necessarily limited to it.

The work has been carried out with much elaboration and care, and will doubtless be useful to anyone who may want to see how the dialects are made up. In the case of Nūrī, it shows that Arabic has been freely drawn on for vocabulary, and Arabic grammar has exercised a certain amount of influence. Gipsies generally borrow largely from the languages of the peoples among whom they live. If more was known about the Ghagar of Egypt, the Dūmānī of Mesopotamia, and the Kurbâtî of Syria, it is probable that these dialects, also, would not be found to constitute exceptions to the rule. The author expects that his investigations may lead to some
more precise philological and historical results. The prospect of their doing so seems to be remote.

The jargon dealt with is called Ḥalebi. It has been mistaken for a gipsy dialect, but is shown to have Arabic for its basis and to contain only a small proportion of gipsy words.

R. Guest.


I. 1. DAS LIEDERBUCH EINES MARROKKANISCHEN SÄNGERS.

By A. FISCHER. 159 + xxii pp.

When the author was in Tangier in 1898 he purchased a small and rather tattered book of poems which apparently formed the stock-in-trade of an itinerant singer. Some of these were in the vulgar dialect, some in a mixed style, and some in more or less Classical Arabic (some of the latter attributed, in most cases wrongly, to such well-known writers as Mutanabbi and Abu Nuwas). The author had the whole work copied in a clear legible Maghrabi hand by a local calligraphist. The present volume contains a photographic reproduction of the part of this copy containing the dialect poems, which are, of course, the most interesting. Further volumes are promised containing a selection of the poems in the classical and mixed styles, a phonetic transcription of the dialect poems and a translation and commentary on the whole work. The latter have either not yet appeared or not yet reached the Society.

I. 2. DIE VOKALHARMONIE DER ENDUNGEN AN DEN FREMDWÖRTERN DES TÜRKISCHEN. By A. FISCHER.


A study, based on the pronunciation of two Turkish scholars resident in Germany, of the rules which decide whether the grammatical inflexions of Arabic and other foreign words used in Turkish shall be hard or soft. It has long been agreed by Turkish grammarians that the general
rule is that when the last syllable of the word in question is hard the inflexions are hard and vice versa, but it has always been recognized that puzzling exceptions existed. The author's conclusions briefly summarized are as follows:

In the case of foreign words other than Arabic and Persian the rule is always:

If the vowel of the final syllable of the word is:

- \( a, y, o, u \).
- \( e, i, õ, ü \).

In the case of Arabic and Persian words:

If the vowel of the final syllable of the word is:

- \( y, õ, õ \).
- \( e, i, õ, ü \).

\( ' \) followed by \( ق, ض, ط, ص \).
\( ' \) followed by other consonants,
final \(-'\).

\( ã \) followed by \( ذ, ل, دت \), the word \( ذت, لد, دت \).
\( á \) followed by other consonants,
final \( á \).

\( â \) followed by \( ك, ل, كل, د, دت \).

Arabic feminine ending \( ت, ت \).
\( â \) followed by other single or double consonants, final \(-â\).

\( ã \) followed by \( ك, ل, كل, د, دت \), and sometimes
\( ش, ت, د \).

\( á \) followed by other consonants,
final \(-â\).
If the vowel of the final syllable of the word is:—

The inflexions are:—

*āl.*

*ā* followed by other single and double consonants.

*āl.* followed by other single and double consonants.

Words of the shape *فُلْكَ* and *فَلُكَ* are soft except:—

(a) If the medial or final consonant is 

(b) If the final consonant is 

(c) If the initial or medial consonant is a *قَ,* which is not “prevelar”.

(d) 

This little book, which is plentifully supplied with examples, is a valuable contribution to the study of Turkish pronunciation.

I. 3. ÜBERSETZUNGEN UND TEXTE AUS DER NEUOSMANISCHEN LITERATUR. By A. FISCHER. I. DICHTUNGEN MEHMED EMIN. pp. 68. 1921.

Two texts and a number of translations of poems of this writer, together with notes on other poems, published in Germany and elsewhere. One is tempted to wonder that it is considered worth while to study or translate anything as dreary as these poems: there must, however, presumably be some sort of a public in Germany for them.

G. L. M. CLAUSEN.

This beautifully printed and well-arranged large 8vo forms the twenty-eighth tome of the Bibliothèques d'Études, or study books of the "Annales du Musée Guimet".

Professor Macler's aim was to determine whether the Armenian version of the Gospels was made out of a Syriac or a Greek text. This is a question which has been much debated and discussed among theologians and scholars during many years. This problem has also interested our painstaking Professor, and this is how he describes the problem in the preamble to his monumental work:—

"The Armenian text of the Bible, and particularly of the Gospel, is regarded as the basis and the starting point of all the subsequent literary progress of the Armenian nation.

"In spite of this fact the history of this translation is still almost unknown.

"This version is generally held to have been made out of a Syriac original, and this on account of the relations which the primitive Armenian Church of the South (Taron) had with the Northern provinces of Mesopotamia, and especially with the Syrian schools of Edessa and of Nisibis.

"But from the very first Greek influences have subsisted side by side with Syrian influences. The Christian words used by the Armenian language are some from the Syriac as gahanaḥ priest, and others from the Greek as episcopos. [The author might have added the words which are always used at the reading of the Gospel lessons for the day, namely, orthi stand up, and proschume let us attend.]

"History here, as elsewhere, could not dispense with the help of philology. Every verse, so to speak, of the evangelical text would deserve to be taken separately, because the reasons which gave rise to the alterations of each passage are infinitely different."
"The present study is the first work of the kind in which the Armenian text of the Gospel narrative is treated as a whole, that is to say, considered by itself, and in its relation with kindred Greek and Syriac texts, which means that it will exhibit the lacuna and the imperfections inherent in a work of unravelment (defrichement).

"I have read all the Armenian manuscripts whose variants are shown in the course of the present work. I have confined myself to the examination of the oldest manuscripts which are accurately dated. Of set purpose, I have put aside those which bore no date, although people, by means of palæography, profess to be able to give the date of a manuscript with tolerable precision."

Professor Macler did his preparatory work at Etchmiadzin. It consisted in looking up the variants of the manuscripts A, B, C, D, E, F. He compared each of these with the text of E 229, which he took up as his standard copy. From another part of his book we learn that this text was copied in A.D. 989, and belongs to the group Z, printed in the Holy Bible which Father John Zohrabian of the Mekhitarist confraternity brought out in 1805, reprinted in 1860, and its New Testament part alone in 1864.

M. Macler's researches were confined to the Gospel according to St. Matthew and the Gospel according to St. Mark. On finishing his work at Etchmiadzin he proceeded to the convent of the Mekhitarist fathers at the island of St. Lazaro, near Venice, and there he collated with E 229 the various MSS. of the Gospels confided to the care of Father Sargissian. We learn from a report which the author published at Paris in 1911, under the title of "A Scientific Mission in Russian Armenia and Turkish Armenia", that his visit to Etchmiadzin took place between July and October, 1909. We may therefore assume that it took him quite ten years to compile this unique work of reference which marks the beginning of a new epoch for the study of Armenian Biblical philology.

In his preface the author gives a full list of abbreviations
for identifying Armenian texts, the oldest of which, marked M 9, is dated A.D. 887, and the latest, marked Z, was copied in A.D. 989, is represented by E 229, which he considers to be the better text of the two and takes it for his model. Then follows a list of sixty-eight abbreviations of the best Greek texts, and lastly a list of twenty named and eleven unnamed principal codices which contain the Gospels. The first of the named ones is the celebrated Codex Sinaiticus, followed by the Alexandrinus, the Vaticanus, etc. The principal works he has consulted are given under the heading of his Bibliography, and they are one hundred in number.

But while the author mentions under No. 4, 1805, the issue of the Old and New Testaments in Armenian by Father John Zohrabian of the Mekhitarists, he omits to mention the issue of the Armenian Bible printed under the care of Woscan (Oscan or Uscan), who had a special fount of type made for his printing, which, I am assured, was used by the Mekhitarist fathers at Venice. Woscan Vartabed, born at Erivan, was of the confraternity of Etchmiadzin. He began the printing of his Bible in classical Armenian on the 11th March, 1666, at Amsterdam, and completed it on the 13th October, 1668. It is profusely illustrated with fine wood and steel engravings by Dutch artists. A second edition of it was printed at Constantinople in 1705, and a third at Venice.

Armenians believe that it was due to Woscan’s labours, however imperfect, in producing this printed Bible, and the interest he raised among European scholars that they began to study Armenian and to compare the Armenian version with other versions. One of these scholars, M. de la Croze, who, it is related, had perfectly mastered the Armenian language, was so struck with the accuracy of rendering, clearness of expression, and beauty of diction of the Armenian version of the Gospel that he called it “The Queen of Versions”.

But Woscan appears to have adopted the account given by
Moses of Khorene of the source of the Armenian version, and taught his European friends accordingly. Professor Macler, as a consequence of his own minute investigations into the accuracy of that account, affirms that the account shows that the version was based on the Syriac, and afterwards corrected with the help of the Greek; while Great Korium, who assisted Mesrop (of Mashtots), the inventor of the Armenian alphabet, states that it was based entirely on the Greek text.

The importance of the point at issue is this, that since the Syriac versions, old, or new, called Peshito, meaning "simple" or "plain", were made out of a Greek original and underwent revisions, if the Armenian version of the Gospels was made out of a Syriac original, it would amount to a translation of a translation, and hence be of comparatively little value for the purposes of criticism and verification. But if it was made out of the Greek text, its value to theologians and scholars as a witness would be inestimable.

The oldest sources of the history of the Armenian version of the Bible, and more especially of the translation of the Gospel, are found to be three, namely Korium, Lazarus of Pharpi or Pharnbi, and Moses of Khorene. The first-mentioned was a contemporary and pupil of Mesrop, the inventor of the Armenian alphabet, and worked with the latter's assistants in rendering the Holy Scriptures into Armenian. It is not known when Korium was born or when he died. But Armenian writers have copied each other in repeating that he studied in Byzantium, that he returned to his own country in A.D. 434, and that he was the bishop of Georgia.

Lazarus of Pharpi, who is described as having lived towards the end of the fifth century and the beginning of the sixth, gives precise details showing that the translation of the Holy Scriptures into Armenian was due to a regular national movement in Armenia. Since he relates that "Mesrop (of Mashtots), the priests of Armenia, the satraps and the great
men of the country waited on Vramshabouh, their king, and on the Patriarch, and asked them to have the Bible translated from the Greek into Armenian". Sahag, who, counting from St. Gregory the Illuminator, was the tenth Patriarch of Armenia, was like him of Parthian origin, and had, like him, been educated at Cæsarea and knew Greek well, and according to the same Lazarus of Pharpi, "worked day and night and translated the Holy Books written by the Prophets, and the New Testament."

According to Professor Macler, this statement would imply that these learned men translated the Bible in its entirety, and consequently, there was no translation made out of the Syriac in the first instance.

However, on the other hand, Moses of Khorene, the reputed Armenian national historian, and according to tradition, himself one of the band of "holy" translators, reports that there were two versions made: a first one out of the Syriac, and afterwards a second version from the Greek text.

In order to give his readers what ancient and modern Armenian authors have written, and what European scholars have said, the Professor quotes them all, one after the other, and gives his opinion of their views and statements, which appears to be both judicious and convincing.

The author gives on page lxi the opinion of the Armenian literati at Etchmiadzin, as he gathered it during his stay there in 1909, that there were two translations of the Armenian Bible. The one in the fifth century by Sahag, by Mesrop and their pupils, and another in the sixth and seventh centuries by a second band of translators, who revised and Hellenized the work of their predecessors, and so on, and that Moses of Khorene belonged to this school. Next he gives the written opinion of Mgr. Maghgia Ormanian, who for some years filled the office of Armenian Patriarch of Constantinople, and is the author of a work named Azgapatun, the national bond or the annals of the Orthodox Armenian Church from the earliest times till recent days. This opinion, briefly stated,
is that "the Armenian Bible as it now exists is not the translation of a given text, but presents an eclectic work made out of several translations based on various texts".

The author stops here his quotations from scholars, and informs us that he proposes to determine by the medium of philology, that is by comparison and analysis, whether the Armenian version was made out of a Syriac or Greek original, and says that "the proper method to use was to compare the different readings with each other".

With this object in view he chose the Armenian text of E 229 (copied in A.D. 989) for collation with the editio octava critica maior of Tischendorf (1872). It was, he says, only from 1913 that he could consult the edition of the New Testament of von Soden. This Tischendorf text is no other than the celebrated Codex Sinaiticus, which, he informs us, for critical study is only second to the Vatican Bible. Then the Peshito, the Codex Bezae, the Koridethi, p. xxii, 97 (1913), the old Syriac Cureton, and Mrs. Lewis.

After a varied and long series of comparison of phrases, words, and particles in the different Armenian dated manuscripts of the Gospels according to St. Matthew and St. Mark, the distinguished and learned author is step by step brought to the conclusion that "The Armenian version has not been based on the Old Syriac (Cureton, and Sinaiticus of Mrs. Lewis), that phrases abound where there is a complete identity between specific Armenian and Syriac phrases in the Peshito; still it should not be forgotten that the latter text itself has been translated out of a Greek original, and revised with the help of various Greek originals, and that there is nothing which indicates any particular agreement between the Armenian version and the Peshito".

On the other hand, he finds that (1) the order of words in the Armenian reproduces the order of the Greek words, where the rules of the Armenian language allow, and that (2) the Armenian borrows from the Greek its ways of expression. Next, he notices a truly significant closeness between the
Armenian text of the Gospel and the Greek of Codex Bezae at Cambridge (= D). He says that the circumstance might be surprising at first sight, especially if we admit with Scrivener, Scholz, and Rendal Harris that D is of Gallic origin and that it was probably copied at Lyons or at Clermont (Auvergne). That intercourse between Armenia and the Gaulic lands could not have been frequent in the sixth century of our era. "It is true," he says, "it might be objected that a portion of the works of Irenæus, lost in Greek, has been recently discovered in Armenian at Erivan by Karapet Ter-Mkrtichian, and published by Erwand Ter-Minasiantz." Then he brings forward E. Jacquier's testimony that "there are established relations between the Greek text of the Codex Bezae and that of the old Syriac . . . concluding from this circumstance that the Codex Bezae came from Antioch, and that it is the Western Text, and should in preference be called the Syro-Latin Text".

The author places next to the Codex Bezae another Greek text, which, he says, has striking resemblances with the Armenian, namely, the four Gospels in Greek called Koridéthi, after a locality where it was discovered, the locality being on the bend of an affluent of the River Tchorokh, not far from its fall into the Black Sea. This text is believed to have already been in existence in the year A.D. 629, hence very little posterior to Codex Bezae, which dated from the middle of the sixth century.

After a comparison of the various readings between these two texts and the Armenian, the author concludes with the following final statement:

"Two main points are established: the Armenian translation was made upon a Greek text, and this text was of the type represented by the Codex Bezae and the Gospel(s) of Koridéthi."

I hope a qualified translator may be found to put Professor Macler's profoundly learned and fascinating work into English. I also hope that he may be able to carry his work on to the remaining two Gospels.
The revisers of the authorized version at Jerusalem Chamber say in their preface to the New Testament, speaking of the translators of 1611, that "Their chief guides appear to have been the later editions of Stephanus and of Beza, and also, to a certain extent, the Complutensian Polyglott". This statement, taken with the close relationship between the Codex Bezae and the Armenian text now proved to exist by Professor Macler in his erudite work, suggests a long-standing kinship between the historic people of Armenia and the English-speaking world which should be remembered and never lost sight of.

G. HAGOPIAN.


The *Philosophumena*, formerly attributed to Origen but now to Hippolytus, schismatic bishop of the early third century, affords remarkable glimpses into the life of the Roman community under Bishop Callistus. The work as now restored in the text of Cruice originally contained ten books, of which II and III remain to be accounted for. Mr. Legge says that the pagination of the MS. shows that these two missing books never formed part of it, and if they ever existed they must have dealt with the mysteries and secret rites of the Egyptians, and with the theologies and cosmogonies of the Persians and Chaldaeans. For an Assyriologist the loss of this portion of Hippolytus' refutation of heresies is deplorable; it is possible that from these sections much concerning Babylonian mythology and mysticism might have been learned. It is becoming increasingly evident that the Babylonian mystic rites of the New Year Festival, and especially the great cult
of Tammuz and the Virgin Mother Ishtar, influenced the rise of Christianity on its formal side, which makes the lacunæ even more deplorable. Hippolytus was a disciple of Irenæus, and Mr. Legge apparently makes out a clear case for the thesis that the Philosophumena are really based upon lectures delivered by Irenæus. As a pupil of one who had himself known Oriental mysticism and mythology at first hand in Asia Minor before he migrated to Rome, Hippolytus should have been fully acquainted with Babylonian theology, and should have written much more about it than can be gathered from his careful discussion of the Ophite doctrines in chapter v. The fundamental doctrines of Babylonian cosmology, theology, and philosophy have been set forth in my article "The Babylonian Conception of the Logos",¹ and especially in "Tammuz and Ishtar", and transformations of these doctrines are obvious in the systems of the more philosophical gnostics.

Now it must be said at once that the author of Forerunners and Rivals of Christianity is our best English authority upon gnosticism, and his edition of Hippolytus is a contribution to the subject of the first order. The notes are learned and constitute in themselves a real handbook to the student of gnosticism. What Hippolytus has to say about Greek and Roman philosophy which he pretends to summarize is justly estimated by Mr. Legge as of "no great importance", but the information which is here preserved concerning Oriental mysticism is of great value to the Assyriologist and Egyptologist. Mr. Legge justly says in his note (i, 28 ff.) on "The value of the Work": "It preserves for us many precious relics of a literature which before its discovery seemed lost for ever."

Book I purports to explain the tenets of the natural philosophers, and Hippolytus gives a summary of the teachings of Thales, Pythagoras, Empedocles, Heraclitus, Anaximander, Anaximanes, Anaxagoras, Archelaus, Parmenides, Leucippus,

¹ JRAS. 1918.
Democritus, Xenophanes, Eaphantus, Hippo, Socrates (in seven lines!), Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, the Academics, Epicurus, the Druids, and Hesiod. Book IV, on the Diviners and Magicians, occupies fifty pages in the translation and forms one of our principal sources for the history of ancient divination. The section on Chaldaean astrology is copied mostly from Sextus Empiricus, and so inaccurately copied as to be unintelligible in many places. The Babylonians divided each sign of the Zodiac into three parts corresponding to important stars in the eastern, middle, and western portions of the sign, and these Hippolytus tells us were called "terms". This discussion of Babylonian astrology is brief, inadequate, and hardly to be controlled at all by our extensive knowledge of Babylonian astronomy and astrology. Boll, Bezold, Weidner, and Kugler have shown that Greek astronomical texts and terms are copied from cuneiform books of the great Babylonian book *Enuma Anu Enlil Enki*. Hippolytus claims that the practice of casting the horoscope by the positions of the stars was in vogue in his time, and says that it was borrowed from the Chaldaeans. Now, astrology of this kind is not mentioned at all in cuneiform texts, although astrology was, of course, widely employed in Babylonian divination. It was, however, the common belief among the Greeks and Romans that the Babylonians did invent the horoscope, but there is nothing in Babylonian astrology to confirm it. Our controversialist is quoting here from Sextus Empiricus, but the almost universal attribution of this form of astrology as of Chaldaean, that is Babylonian, origin appears to be an abuse of terms. Chaldaean seems to mean almost anything Oriental in these late Greek writers, and the system probably arose among the Asiatic Greeks themselves, who were familiar with the intricate system of Babylonian astrology.

Hippolytus also ridicules the practice of divination by numbers (arithmomancy), by metoposcopy or physiognomy, which is intimately connected with astrology. These two
forms of divination are also unknown in Babylonia, and they are correctly charged to the Greeks. The tricks of the magicians are also described at length. It is certain that this profligate traffic of the charlatans, described by Hippolytus, much of which survives to our own day, originated in the Greek Orient. The well-known Babylonian methods of divination, such as hepatoscopy, teratoscopy, leconomancy, oniromancy, which were widely adopted by the Greeks and Romans, are strangely enough not charged against the heretics.

Chapter v is a long refutation of the theories and practices of the Ophite heresies, worshippers of the Mother Goddess Cybele of Phrygia, who seem to have ignorantly combined Babylonian ideas of the creative principle of water or the "Depth" and the creative logos with the ophidian cult of Cybele and Attis. Mr. Legge in his chapter on the Ophites, in Forerunners and Rivals of Christianity, justly characterizes the founders of this heresy as an ignorant group of fanatics. The repulsive aspect of serpent worship revealed in this cult could not have been borrowed from Babylonia. Although the great cult of Ishtar and the dying god Tammuz originally contained ophidian aspects, these were outgrown and abandoned already in the early stages of Sumerian religion. The Peratae, a Mesopotamian branch of the Ophites, are described in great detail by Hippolytus, and Mr. Legge's notes on this section are unusually good. It is certainly tempting to connect this name with the Babylonian word barûtu, the art of divination, or perhaps with the plural bārûti, "the diviners."

The sixth book is peculiarly valuable as the only extant source for the teaching of Simon Magus, convert of Philip the Evangelist, and mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles. This charlatan of Samaria is characterized in the Acts of the Apostles, chapter viii, as a sorcerer and magician who was refuted and converted by Philip. But from the account of him in Hippolytus it is evident that he had some
considerable knowledge of gnostic doctrines and taught that salvation is achieved by striving to resemble God, and he proclaimed himself as divine. There is, however, no reference to his conversion, baptism, and confession of the true faith. If the Simon of Hippolytus really be Simon Magus of the Acts, as Mr. Legge believes, it is difficult to reconcile the two accounts. The heresy of Simon is associated with the first of the really philosophical gnostics Valentinus of Egypt, whose teaching is next described and refuted by Hippolytus. Books VII, VIII, and IX discuss the doctrines of the more philosophical sects of Basilides, the Docetae, Noetus, and other followers of their schools, who attempted to combine Greek philosophy with Christology in various ways. The Philosophumena are concluded by Book X or the summaries and word of truth, an epitome of all the philosophies and heresies and a statement of the apologist’s own position. Mr. Legge attributes this book to Hippolytus and identifies it with a work called the Labyrinth by Photius. Discrepancies between this so-called summary and the contents of Books I–IX have induced some critics to assign Book X to another hand. The problem is discussed by Mr. Legge in vol. i, pp. 18–20, where he sets forth his theory of the Philosophumena as a series of lectures received from Irenaeus, and concludes that Book X is from the hand of Hippolytus himself.

S. Langdon.
OBITUARY NOTICES

E. H. Whinfield, M.A.B.C.S.

Whinfield, probably the most correct and judicious translator and appreciator of Omar Khayyam, died at Norwood on 14th April, 1922. His father was an English clergyman, and he was born at Bradford-on-Avon, Wiltshire, on 28th August, 1835. He was educated at Rugby under Tait and Goulburn, and Benson was his tutor. He was a demy of Magdalen, Oxford, and became a Bengal civilian in 1859, and retired in 1878 or 1879. He was a good Persian scholar and was much interested in religion, especially in Sufism, but he never lost his faith in Christianity. Of his district work at Burdwan and Noakhali I know nothing except that he wrote a useful revenue handbook. He was an admirer of Omar Khayyam’s quatrains, and the merits of his translation were recognized by Fitzgerald, but he was of a retiring disposition, and never became a devotee of the “large infidel”, and took no public part in the Omar Khayyam cult. He also translated Jalalud-din Rumi’s Masnavi, Shabistari’s Gulshan-i-rāz, and the Lawaih of Jami. He left his Oriental MSS. to the Indian Institute. He was twice married, but never had any children. His last illness was a painful one, but was mitigated by the affectionate cares of his niece and her mother. He was a good man and a dear friend, and something in his character and aspirations reminds me of the poet Gray, whose self-written epithet says:—

Too poor for a bribe and too proud to importune,
He had not the method of making a fortune:
Could love and could hate, so was thought somewhat odd;
No very great wit, he believed in a God.

H. B.
Dr. James Nies

The Society has lost a distinguished member in the person of Dr. James Nies, the American Assyriologist, who died at Jerusalem in June. He was visiting the East for the purpose of building an American School of Archæology in Jerusalem and of inaugurating a similar institution in Baghdad.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER

ANNIVERSARY MEETING

The Anniversary Meeting of the Society was held on 9th May, 1922, with Dr. F. W. Thomas, acting-Director, in the chair.

The report of the Council was read by the Secretary.

Three Honorary Members have been elected during the past session, namely:—

Mahamahopadhyaya Ganapati Sastri, of Trivandrum.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, of Dacca University.
Professor Dalgado, of Lisbon.

The Society has lost by death its late President, Lord Rcay, and three Honorary Members—His Holiness Prince Vajirañāna, of Siam; Professor Goldziher, of Budapest; and Professor Dalgado, of Lisbon.

Mr. Longworth Dames, a member of Council, who has served at different periods as Vice-President, Honorary Treasurer, and Honorary Secretary, has passed away, together with the following distinguished members: Sir Arthur Wollaston, Mr. R. W. Frazer, Mrs. Haynes Bode, and Mr. E. H. Whinfield.

The following ten ordinary members have died during the past year:—

Mr. L. S. Berry.
Rev. W. Campbell.
Mr. S. Churchill.
Dr. C. Gayer.
Mr. J. Gillespie.

Mr. W. Morrison.
Mr. C. Pittar.
Rev. A. Renjo.
The Rt. Hon. Lord Sandhurst.
Mr. J. T. Wills.

The following twenty-six members have resigned:—

Miss F. S. Adam.
Mr. D. Ainslie.
Mr. E. L. Bevir.
Mr. M. Biswas.

Prof. J. F. Blumhardt.
The Dow. Lady Boyle.
Mr. B. E. C. Davis.
Mr. Sri L. N. K. Deb.
Mr. H. G. Edwards.  
Mr. W. M. Feldman.  
Col. Knox Niven.  
H.H. the Thakur Sahib of Gondal.  
Rev. P. Gough.  
Sir W. H. D. Haggard.  
Miss J. C. Herbert.  
Mr. A. Hill.  
Mr. C. Jinarajadasa.  

Mr. P. King.  
Mr. T. W. Morris.  
Mr. C. Proctor.  
Mr. K. R. V. Raja.  
Mr. N. Singh.  
Sir H. L. Stephen.  
Mr. H. G. Stokes.  
Miss E. Trotter.  
Mr. A. Waley.  

Seven libraries have ceased to subscribe, but their places have been filled by eight new ones.

The following forty-two members have been removed under rule 25 (c) owing to non-payment of their subscriptions:

Mr. Abul Fazl.  
Mr. C. Acharyya.  
Mr. C. F. Argyll-Saxby.  
Prof. S. W. R. Ayengar.  
Mr. J. P. Banerjea.  
Babu R. D. Banerji.  
Rao Bahadur S. Bavanandam Pillai.  
Mr. H. K. L. Bishnagratna.  
Mr. R. H. Blanchard.  
Mr. A. R. Bountra.  
Mr. J. C. Bruce.  
Mr. H. N. Chatterjee.  
Mr. K. K. Chattopadhyaya.  
Babu M. C. Das.  
Mr. D. Dutt.  
Prof. V. S. Ghate.  
Mr. R. R. S. Gupta.  
Mr. S. H. Imam.  
Mr. M. Ishaque.  
Mr. B. C. S. Iyer.  
Capt. C. King.  

Babu C. B. Lal.  
Mr. C. S. Lal.  
Mr. S. A. Majid.  
Mr. D. Mazumdar.  
Mr. W. McGovern.  
Mr. K. C. Mehra.  
Mr. P. N. Mitter.  
Babu M. Mukerji.  
Mr. S. Narain.  
Mr. K. M. Panikar.  
Mr. S. C. Patranavis.  
Mr. A. P. Peters.  
Mr. I. Prasad.  
Mr. W. F. Prins.  
Bhadur B. K. K. Ray.  
Mr. K. B. N. Ray.  
Mr. S. N. Roy.  
Rai Sahib D. R. Sahni.  
Mr. M. S. Sandhu.  
Mr. M. P. Thin.  
H.H. the Maharaja of Udaipur.

During the past year seventeen resident members have been elected:—
Major W. C. Bridge.  
Mr. R. Bruce-Low.  
The Rt. Hon. Lord Chalmers.  
The Rt. Hon. Viscount Chelmsford.  
Mrs. A. de Z. Elliot.  
Major G. W. Gilbertson.  
Capt. W. H. Ingrams.  
Mr. G. R. S. Mead.  
Mr. W. Miller.  
Miss F. Parbury.  
Dame Una Pope-Hennessy.  
Miss H. A. E. Roberts.  
Mr. B. Rubenstein.  
Miss M. Samuel.  
Mr. G. P. Stavrides.  
Mr. G. M. Wallace.  
Mr. L. Zutshi.

The following 153 non-resident members have joined the Society:—

Capt. R. C. Abraham.  
Mr. A. Afzal.  
Mr. K. L. Ahmad.  
Mr. S. A. Ahmed.  
Mr. T. Ahmed.  
Mr. B. V. K. Aiyar.  
Mr. M. A. Ali.  
Qazi M. Z. Ali.  
Mr. Z. Anwar-ul-Haqq.  
Mr. R. S. Ayyar.  
Mrs. F. Ayscough.  
Prof. S. Azar.  
Babu A. C. Banerjea.  
Dr. B. K. Banerjee.  
Mr. R. Basak.  
Babu U. M. Basu.  
Mr. H. Basu.  
Haji A. M. Belsha.  
Mr. R. D. Bhatnagar.  
Count A. Bobinskoy.  
Pandit G. L. Bonnerjee.  
Prof. A. Bonucci.  
Mr. S. M. Brown.  
Mr. J. S. F. Campbell.  
Mons. P. Cardieillac.  
Mr. S. C. Chakravarty.  
Mr. T. Chand.  
Mr. N. C. Chatterjee.  
Babu N. M. Chatterjee.  
Mr. D. N. R. Chaudhury.  
Mr. M. S. Cheema.  
Mr. O. A. O. K. C. Chettiar.  
Mr. K. K. Chowdhury.  
Rev. H. Danby.  
Mr. J. D. Darnvalla.  
Mr. A. N. Das.  
Dr. S. N. Das-Gupta.  
Mr. B. E. C. Davis.  
Mr. S. Kumar De.  
Sri G. N. Deb.  
Mr. P. L. Dickson.  
Pandit B. Dutta.  
Mr. H. N. Dutt.  
Mr. I. H. N. Evans.  
Mr. W. C. Fairweather.  
Rev. T. Fish.  
Mr. A. Frisby.  
Babu C. B. Gehlot.  
Mr. A. B. Gajendragadkar.  
Thakur L. S. Gautam.  
Mr. J. C. Ghatak.  
Mr. O. T. Ghee.  
Mr. F. N. Gilder.  
The Most Rev. A. Goedier.
Mr. H. T. Gourlay.  
Rev. Prof. A. Guillaume.  
Mr. B. L. S. Gupta.  
Babu S. C. Haldae.  
Rev. T. M. Harden.  
Rev. E. N. Harris.  
Shah Syed E. Huq.  
Maulvi S. S. E. Huque.  
Mr. J. H. Hutton.  
Mr. A. Hyman.  
Mr. C. Ikeda.  
Mrs. H. Irwell.  
Mr. C. St. J. Ives.  
Mr. S. P. Jain.  
Mr. K. P. Jayaswal.  
Miss C. M. John.  
Mr. K. C. Jones.  
Pandit R. D. Joshi.  
H.H. the Maharaja Krishnagar.  
Mr. K. Krishnaswami.  
The Mir of Khairpur.  
Mr. C. B. Kishore.  
The Imam Khan.  
Mr. D. L. Khan.  
Mr. L. Levi.  
Mr. J. V. Lewis.  
Mr. J. T. Macdonald.  
Babu Chunni Mal.  
Mr. M. S. Mangalik.  
Dr. A. Marmorstein.  
Capt. P. F. Masterton-Smith.  
Mr. J. P. Mills.  
Prof. A. Mingana.  
Mr. M. A. A. Minhas.  
Mr. B. P. Misra.  
Mr. S. T. Mohammad.  
Mr. C. S. Mohideen.  
Mr. C. J. Morris.  
Mr. A. P. K. S. A. Nadar.  
Mr. S. Nath.  
Mr. Y. Nath.  
Mr. T. K. Panalar.  
Mr. K. S. S. Parihar.  
Mr. D. D. Parmar.  
Mr. P. M. Parkat.  
Mr. M. R. R. Pillai.  
Capt. A. Platts.  
Mr. W. R. Plowes.  
Mr. B. A. Quraishi.  
Mr. K. M. Radnakrishnan.  
Mr. M. N. Rahimuddin.  
Mrs. M. J. Rajagopalan.  
Mr. M. K. Rajagopalachariar.  
Mr. J. T. Rankin.  
Mr. L. P. N. Ray.  
Mr. M. J. Rehman.  
Mr. M. N. Rehman.  
Kumar Sahib S. Roy.  
Lieut. B. P. S. Roy.  
Raja Bahadur M. L. S. Roy.  
Raja M. L. S. Roy.  
Raja M. N. Roy.  
Mr. E. Samuel.  
Mr. S. Sandapan.  
Mr. K. Sarif.  
Mr. M. Sathasivam.  
Mr. G. Shankar.  
Mr. L. M. Sherman.  
Mr. A. G. Shelley-Thompson.  
Mr. H. K. Sherwani.  
Mr. L. F. Shroff.  
Mr. Hargian Singh.  
Mr. K. R. Sitaraman.  
Sri V. Suri Sayid A. A. Gitani.  
Mr. J. E. Smart.  
Mr. F. T. Smith.  
Capt. H. M. Spink.  
Mr. E. de la M. Stowell.
Mr. M. Subramanyam. Kunwar G. S. Varma.
Mr. R. F. G. Swinson. Mr. L. A. Ravi Varma.
Mr. K. C. Tagore. Mr. S. S. G. Viran.
Mr. A. P. Tampi. Mr. S. Vivekananda.
Hon. Mrs. Tennant. Mr. R. N. Welingkar.
Mr. S. Tolkowsky. Mr. J. W. K. Wernham.
Mr. A. C. Trott. Capt. B. T. Williams.
Mr. V. V. Vadnerkar. Miss D. D. Williams.
Mr. M. A. Varesi Sahib. Mr. E. T. Williams.
Mr. B. B. M. L. Varma.

The total number of new members now stands at 170. When the 83 members lost to the Society by death, resignation, and removal have been deducted, there remains a total of 87 new resident and non-resident members.

**Letting of Rooms**

During the session all the offices on the second floor have been let.

**Lectures**

The following lectures were delivered during the session, most of them illustrated by excellent slides:—

“The sources for the History of Georgian Ecclesiastical Literature,” by Dr. R. Blake, of Harvard University.


“New Light from the East,” by Professor A. H. Sayce.

“Notes on a recent Tour in India,” by Dr. F. W. Thomas.

“Modern Babylonia,” by Mr. R. Campbell Thompson.

“Head Hunters at Home,” by Colonel T. E. Hodson.

“Some Peoples and Religions of the Punjab Himalayas,” by Mr. Lee Shuttleworth.

“A Buddhist Pilgrim Shrine in China,” by Mr. W. Perceval Yetts.

**James Forlong Fund**

The Council approved that the following courses of lectures should be given under this bequest at the School of Oriental Studies:—
(a) "The Primitive Culture of India," by Colonel T. C. Hodson.
(b) "The Hindu Culture of India," by Dr. L. D. Barnett.

Books Published

_Bakhtiari, Badakhshani, and Madaglashti Phonology_, by Major D. L. R. Lorimer. (Prize Publication Fund.)

_The Nishwār-al-Muḥāḍarah_ (Arabic Text), edited and presented by Professor D. S. Margoliouth. (Oriental Translation Fund.)

The following books are in preparation:—

_El-Asatir_, by Dr. M. Gaster. (Oriental Translation Fund.)

_The Hesht Biḥisht_, by Professor D. S. Margoliouth. (O.T. Fund.)

A translation of _The Nishwār al-Muḥāḍarah_, by Professor D. S. Margoliouth. (O.T. Fund.)

Gifts Presented

The executors of the late Dr. O. Codrington presented the copyright of his book _Musulman Numismatics._

A framed photograph of Thomas Manning was presented by the Rev. C. U. Manning, and an engraving of Dr. Gilchrist's portrait by the Trustees.

A gift of publications issued by the late Prince Vajirānāna was sent to the Society by H.R.H. the Prince of Chandaburi, and Professor Margoliouth has presented 275 copies of the _Nishwār-al-Muḥāḍarah_ in the Arabic Text.

Sir Wallis Budge has given a cast of the inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II, and an unknown donor a Pali-Burmese MS., while Mr. Beveridge and Mr. Pilcher have presented books to the library.

Other members have given various numbers of the _Journal_ and the _S.B.A. Transactions and Proceedings._

Invitations

Four delegates attended the meeting of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences at Boston last October:—
Dr. Cowley, Professor Langdon, Mr. Lee Shuttleworth, and Mr. Weld-Blundell.

The University of Padua requests delegates on the occasion of its seventh Centenary on 14th May, and Sir Richard Temple has been asked to represent the Society; Mr. Grant Brown is also attending as a delegate.

The Society regretted being unable to send a representative to the Jubilee of the Hungarian Geographical Society this month, but six delegates will attend the double Centenary of the Société Asiatische de Paris, 10th–13th July. They are as follows:—Dr. Cowley, Dr. Hall, Professor Langdon, Professor Rapson, Sir E. Denison Ross, and Dr. F. W. Thomas. The Société Asiatische celebrates both its own Centenary and that of Champollion, the decipherer of Egyptian hieroglyphics.

Presentation of the Public Schools Medal

This was presented by Viscount Chelmsford to Mr. G. F. Hudson, of Shrewsbury School, and a book prize to Mr. H. C. B. Mynors, of Marlborough College, the subject of the essay competition having been "The part taken by India in the late War". Lord Chelmsford's speech treated of the subject of the essay. Sir Francis Younghusband, Sir George Grierson, and Dr. M. Gaster spoke on the occasion, Dr. F. W. Thomas being in the chair. The subject for this year's competition is "Tipu Sahib".

The Journal

Owing to the cost of printing the Journal is confined to 160 pages. During the session twenty articles have been published, and a large number of books have been reviewed. All contributors to the Journal are voluntary.

Amendment of Rules

At a special General Meeting on 17th January, amendments of Rules 3 (1), 17, 19, 29, and 92 were passed, and it was noted that there were small alterations to be made in Rules 20 and 21 (b) consequent upon those made in Rules 3, 17, and 19. It was agreed that the amendment to Rules 29 and 92 should
come into force at once, and the other Rules should take effect on 1st January, 1923.

**Centenary**

The year 1923 will be the Centenary of the Society and a Committee, of which Professor D. S. Margoliouth is Chairman, has decided with the approval of Council, to produce a volume of about 200 pages, giving a succinct history of the Society, a list of all the articles and miscellaneous notes published in the *Transactions* and *Journals*, and an alphabetical list of the authors. Subscriptions are invited for the purchase of this volume, which for members subscribing before publication will be nine shillings.

The celebration of the Centenary will be combined with the meeting of the Entente, which is due to take place here next year.

The thanks of the Society is due to the Honorary Solicitor, Mr. Alexander Wilson, the Honorary Auditors, Mrs. Frazer and Mr. L. C. Hopkins, and the Official Auditors, Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & Co., for their kind services.

**Recommendations of the Council**

The Council has nominated the Right Hon. Lord Chalmers to be President in place of the late Lord Reay.

Sir Richard Temple, the late Acting-President, has been nominated an Hon. Vice-President, on the occasion of resigning his seat on the Council owing to reasons of health.

On the death of Lord Reay, Sir Richard Temple was invited by the Council of October, 1921, to undertake the duties of President for the remainder of the Society's year, according to Rule 28, Dr. F. W. Thomas (Hon. Secretary) being asked to undertake the duties of Director for the same period. Both accepted these posts.

The Council has decided not to nominate a Director in place of Sir Richard Temple, but a fifth Vice-President in the person of Professor E. G. Browne.

Under Rule 31 Dr. F. W. Thomas, Mr. R. Grant Brown,
Mr. Robert Mond, and Mr. A. G. Ellis retire from the offices of Hon. Secretary, Joint Hon. Treasurers, and Hon. Librarian respectively. The Council recommend their re-election except in the case of the joint Hon. Treasurers, whose post Dr. H. B. Morse has consented to fill.

Last February Dr. H. R. Hall was co-opted on the Council in place of the late Mr. Longworth Dames.

Under Rule 32 Mr. Legge retires from the Council, which nominates Dr. L. D. Barnett, Mr. R. Grant Brown, and Dr. A. E. Cowley as Ordinary Members of Council, as well as Dr. H. R. Hall and Mrs. Frazer as Hon. Auditors.

Dr. H. B. Morse, Hon. Treasurer, presented the accounts for 1921. He said that the increase of the India Office grant had greatly assisted in rehabilitating the finances of the Society after the severe drain upon them of the removal to new premises. During 1921 of the sum of £500 borrowed from the Oriental Translation Fund, £400 had been repaid, and the remaining £100 was paid in January. They had been able to make a grant of £25 to the Library, which was something, though it was to be wished that they could make it at least ten times that amount. The great changes in economic conditions since the war were reflected in a comparison he had drawn up between the financial position last year and in 1913, the last pre-war year. The percentage of subscriptions to total receipts had fallen from 48·3 to 40·8, and dividends and interest from 6·4 to 1 per cent, owing to the realizations necessary to cover the cost of removal. On the other hand, the percentage of rent receipts had advanced from 13·7 to 21·0, the Journal account from 20·0 to 21·1, and Government grants from 11·5 to 16·0. On the expenditure side rent and taxes in 1913 absorbed 25·3 of the expenditure, as compared with 15·1 last year. Salaries and wages had, however, risen from 16·6 to 23·6, and the Journal account, owing to the heavy increase in the cost of printing and notwithstanding the reduction in size of each issue, from 28·0 to 34·4, while miscellaneous expenditure had risen from
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class &quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>277 4 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class &quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>890 1 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>10 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Non-Resident Compounders at £22 2s. 6d.</td>
<td>110 12 6</td>
<td>1,278 8 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rents Received</td>
<td></td>
<td>660 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants from India and Colonial Offices, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>503 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Account—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions</td>
<td>469 5 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Copies sold</td>
<td>231 19 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of Index</td>
<td>3 18 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamphlets</td>
<td>16 7 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>661 11 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>12 5 0</td>
<td>32 2 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; per Post Office Savings</td>
<td>19 17 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax Returned</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 3 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on Deposit—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Office Savings Bank</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 16 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday Receipts—</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Accounts—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant</td>
<td>25 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Receipts</td>
<td>13 14 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>38 14 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance in Hand January 1, 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>287 15 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£3,486 6 1

Funds.
£454 16s. 9d. 3 per cent Local Loans Stock.
£350 5 per cent War Loan, 1929-47.
£125 National War Bonds (4th series), 1929.

Note.—There is a liability in respect of a balance of loan from the Oriental Translation Fund of £100.
## Payments for the Year 1921

### Payments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House Account—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent and Income Tax</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rates and Taxes</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas and Electric Light</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coals and Coke</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorations and Repairs</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Cleaning</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Expenditure</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>672</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salaries and Wages</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Stationery</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal Account—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>1,045</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1,099</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grant to Library Account</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Account, Expenditure</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Repaid to Special Funds on Account</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditors’ Fee</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Charges</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sundry Payments—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teas</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index for Centenary Vol.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning and Mounting Coat of Mail</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantern Operator</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundries</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Balances in Hand December 31, 1921—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lloyds Bank (less £200 reserved)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for repayment of loan</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyds Bank (belonging to Library Account)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Office Savings Bank</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty Cash</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>266</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**                                          | 3,486| 6   | 1   |

---

We have examined the above Abstract of Receipts and Payments with the books and vouchers of the Society, and have verified the investments therein described, and we hereby certify the said abstract to be true and correct.

L. C. HOPKINS, for the Council.
C. FRAZER, for the Society.
N. E. WATERHOUSE, Professional Auditor.

R. GRANT BROWN, Hon Treasurer.
## SPECIAL FUNDS

### Oriental Translation Fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part Refund of Loan from General Fund</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Receipts</strong></td>
<td>518</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printing and Binding Vol. XXV</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binding Vol. XXII</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loan to a Monograph Fund</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance of Quire Stock (1920 and 1921)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storing of Quire Stock</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
<td>Balance Carried to Summary</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Total** | 843 | 17 | 1 |

### Monograph Fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loan from Oriental Translation Fund</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Receipts</strong></td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printing Vol. XVIII</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binding Do.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
<td>Balance Carried to Summary</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Total** | 176 | 16 | 3 |

## TRUST FUNDS

### Prize Publication Fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Receipts</strong></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printing and Binding Vol. V 103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank Charges</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
<td>Balance Carried to Summary</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Total** | 327 | 6 | 11 |

### Gold Medal Fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Receipts</strong></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Dec. 31 | Balance Carried to Summary         | 71 | 18 | 1 |

| **Total** | 71 | 18 | 1 |
PUBLIC SCHOOLS GOLD MEDAL

Jan. 1. Balance: 26 12 5
Dividends: 19 7 4

£45 19 9

Dec. 31. Balance Carried to Summary: 45 19 9

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL FUND BALANCES

Oriental Translation Fund: 612 3 11
Monograph Fund: 47 17 9

£660 1 8

Cash at Bankers—On Current Account: 660 1 8

Note.—There is a loan outstanding from the Oriental Translation Fund to the General Fund of £100, and a loan outstanding from the Oriental Translation Fund to the Monograph Fund of £75 13s. 5d.

SUMMARY OF TRUST FUNDS

Prize Publication Fund: 224 0 8
Medal Fund: 71 18 1
Public Schools Gold Medal Fund: 45 19 9

£341 18 6

Cash at Bankers—On Current Account: 341 18 6

Trust Funds

£600 Nottingham Corporation 3 per cent Irredeemable "B" Stock (Prize Publication Fund).
£325 Nottingham Corporation 3 per cent Irredeemable "A" Stock (Medal Fund).
£645 11s. 2d. Nottingham Corporation 3 per cent Irredeemable "B" Stock (Public Schools Gold Medal).

R. GRANT BROWN, Hon. Treasurer.

L. C. HOPKINS, for the Council.
C. FRAZER, for the Society.
J. N. E. WATERHOUSE, Professional Auditor.

We have examined the above Statement with the books and vouchers, and hereby certify the same to be correct. We have also had produced to us certificates for Stock Investments and Bank Balances.

March 8, 1922.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Balance at January 1, 1921—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash at Bank on Current Account</td>
<td>195.8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deposit Account</td>
<td>352.17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New South Wales 4 per cent</td>
<td>28.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Australian Government 4 per cent</td>
<td>28.8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bengal Nagpur Railway</td>
<td>28.5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3½ percent India on £1,143 6s. 3d.</td>
<td>28.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East India Railway Co.</td>
<td>31.14.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 per cent War Loan 1929-47</td>
<td>12.13.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interests on Deposit Account</td>
<td>15.18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Return of Income Tax</td>
<td>58.12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>548.5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 31</td>
<td>Grant to Oriental School for Lectures</td>
<td>52.10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertisement of Lectures</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash at Bankers December 31, 1921—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On Current Account</td>
<td>269.15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On Deposit Account</td>
<td>452.17.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£1,010 Bengal Nagpur Railway 4 per cent Debenture Stock.
£1,015 16s. 3d. South Australian Government 4 per cent Inscribed Stock, 1940-60.
£45 East Indian Railway Company Annuity, Class "B".
£1,005 14s. 7d. New South Wales 4 per cent Stock, 1942-62.
£1,143 6s. 3d. India 3½ per cent Stock.
£253 18s. 4d. War Loan, 5 per cent, 1929-47.

We have examined the above Abstract of Receipts and Payments with the books and
vouchers of the Society and have verified the Investments therein described, and
we certify the said abstract to be true and correct.

L. C. HOPKINS, for the Council.
J. C. FRAZER, for the Society.
N. E. WATERHOUSE, Professional Auditor.
4·9 to 7·5. They had been compelled to liquidate nearly all their accumulated reserves, but to restore their position they had established as from 1st January last a redemption fund on the lease of their new premises, which was for 60 years and which would in due course give them back what they had lost from the sale of investments.

Lord Chalmers, in moving the adoption of the report, said that it was marked alike by brevity and clarity. It was twenty-five years since he was a member of the Council and a contributor to the Journal. This long interval had at least the advantage of enabling him to form a comparison between the present position and that of the end of the Victoria era. He was happy to feel that the Society was on the whole in an improved position. The facts they had listened to gave them every hope, and every reason for confidence in the closing year of their first century. The accounts presented by the Honorary Treasurer looked to him on the whole very promising, and it was especially satisfactory that in these difficult times they were able to report a net total increase of eighty-seven in the membership, and also that the debt of £500 in relation to removal to the new premises had been repaid. They were out of debt, and that was a position which many institutions, not excluding the Government of this country, would be happy to find themselves in. The Council had thus achieved a result which would do credit to the financial acumen and ability of any body of men, even if they were professionals. He found that the total rent and taxes of the house were met almost to the penny by rents which were received from tenants. It was true that money was far from being everything in connexion with a learned Society; but it was also true that without a flow of membership and without solvency any Society, however learned, was bound to collapse.

The Society had suffered a grievous loss in the death of the President, Lord Reay. All he would say in this connexion was that he believed they would agree with him that a more
catholic outlook on the things of the mind was never given
to any man. He would like to say a word or two about four
other losses they had sustained, three of Orientals and one
of an Englishwoman, all of them friends of his own. Their
Honorary Member Prince Vajirañāṇa of Siam was the head
of the confraternity of Buddhists of that country. A more
simple-minded scholar it would be difficult to find. He (the
speaker) frequently had occasion in past years to communicate
with him, and never did he fail to help him in the problems
of interpretation that arose. His name would be imperishably
associated with the publication of the Buddhist Canon.
Just before his death he was engaged in bringing out an
edition of the great commentaries, and he (Lord Chalmers)
was the more interested in this because when he was in Ceylon
he conceived the idea of an edition of these commentaries
in Sinhalese by the learned hand of Dhammārāma, a great
scholar and a great gentleman. He would also mention the
name of one who was a very old man when he was in Ceylon
who had been the friend, the teacher, and the counsellor of at
least three generations of Europeans, Subhūti. He visited
that venerable scholar during his last week in Ceylon at his
Vihara. The fourth friend to whom he wished to refer was
an Englishwoman, Mrs. Mabel Haynes Bode. He associated
himself most cordially with Miss Ridding’s tribute to her work
in the current number of the Journal, describing it as a perfect
appreciation, adding that a very valiant soul dwelt in that
fragile form.

After referring to the forthcoming Centenary celebrations
in Paris, Lord Chalmers said that it was a great satisfaction
to him to learn that their own Centenary volume was well
in hand. He was sure that it would worthily mirror the great
history of the Society, and would tend to its advancement.
They could each share in the success of the volume by taking
immediate steps to subscribe in advance for a copy. As
they entered upon a new century they must make a special
effort to broaden the basis and increase the prosperity of
the Society. There was no surer direction in which they could do this than by each bringing in if they could an extra member. What they had to do was to increase and multiply, and he indulged in the pious hope that their days and centuries might be long in the land. (Loud cheers.)

Mr. R. E. ENTHOVEN, in seconding the adoption of the report, expressed regret that when they had to sell their investments two years ago for the removal they did not adopt his suggestion and borrow on the investments instead of disposing of them, having regard to the substantial advance recently shown in the price of high-class securities.

The Chairman (Dr. F. W. Thomas) expressed the thanks of the Society to Lord Chalmers for his attendance and encouraging speech. He thought that as ex-Governor of Ceylon Lord Chalmers had special opportunities as an Orientalist in realizing one aspect of the importance of the work of such societies, namely, that the study of Oriental languages and antiquities depends in the present day not a little on the support which is supplied by the independent interest shown in the ancient history and literatures of the East by the scholars of Europe. During the past year the Society had sustained some shrewd blows at the hands of Fate. First and foremost it had been deprived of one who had been its President for nearly thirty years and whose presence had lent so much dignity and grace to the meetings of the Council and to their public gatherings. Lord Reay’s long tenure of the office of President would leave with them an endearing memory of affection and esteem. In the emergency they decided that their Director, Sir Richard Temple, should discharge the duties of President in the interim. But ill-health had compelled his spending the winter in Switzerland, and though he manifested from there constant interest in the affairs of the Society, it would be idle to pretend that they had been able to obtain that advantage which his presence would have conferred in the management of their affairs. Dr. Thomas further referred to the losses of the year by
death, noted the energy and efficiency with which the administration of the Society and the editorship of the Journal is carried on by Miss Sykes, and said that the Journal was fully maintaining the standard set in previous years. He gave details of the classification of articles to show that the balance of interest was well maintained, and that there had been an accession of scholarly strength from the amalgamation with the Society of Biblical Archaeology.

The report having been adopted Lord Chalmers withdrew.

Sir Henry Howorth proposed the election of Lord Chalmers as president. He said that in his long life he had not known a career in the Civil Service of this country of more brilliance. It was that Service which really controlled the fortunes of this country, for while politicians came and went it was there permanently to instruct, advise, and guide. Lord Chalmers told him years ago that he felt that every man ought to drive two horses abreast. One of them was that of his career in business, professional, or official life, and the other some scholarly hobby which would give him recreation and might fill the latter part of his days with congenial effort. Therefore he took up the study of Pali and he learned it so well that he was able to bring out valuable critical editions of the Pali texts. He would fill the chair mentally, morally, and physically most adequately, and would be a worthy successor to the wonderful galaxy of names associated with that post for the last hundred years.

Professor MacDonnell, in seconding, said that Lord Chalmers had three essential qualifications. He was a scholar, which was very important; he was a man of affairs, as shown by his distinguished services to this country for many years; and he had practical experience in the East behind him as Governor of Ceylon.

The motion was carried with acclamation, and the other recommendations of the Council were adopted.
The following seven were elected as members during June:—

Mr. A. F. Abdul Ali.  
Mr. Abdul Aziz, Mir Munshi.  
Mr. B. K. Datta, B.Sc.  
Mr. E. Ahmad Shah.  

Pandit Revati P. Sharma.  
Mr. E. Templer Tickell.  
Mr. Hugo Valvanne.

The Lecture Session closed on 13th June with a paper on "The Achaemenian Dynasty" by Sir Percy Sykes.

On 4th July at 3.30 there was a Special General Meeting, with the President in the chair, to pass alterations in Rules 102–5.

The following six were then elected as members:—

Babu Kishan C. Aurora, M.A., LL.B.  
Babu Biswa Nath Prasad, B.A.  
Mr. S. C. Ray.  

Mr. Khondkar A. Taher.  
Babu Bakhta Bahadur Verma.  
Mr. M. L. Varshahrai.

Lord Chalmers held a reception after the Special General Meeting, and at 4.30 the Triennial Gold Medal of the Society was presented by him to Professor Herbert Giles. An account of the proceedings is postponed to the October Journal.

The following members of the Society are attending the double centenary of the Société Asiatische at Paris:—

Dr. Cowley.  
Dr. H. R. Hall.  
Professor Langdon.  
Mr. E. S. M. Perowne.  
Professor Rapson.  

Sir E. Denison Ross.  
Mr. Lee Shuttleworth.  
Dr. F. W. Thomas.  
Mr. Weld-Blundell.

Miss R. Whinfield has presented the Society with a number of unbound copies and blocks of The Lawā’īḥ of Jāmī, translated by her uncle, the late Mr. E. H. Whinfield.

Dr. Andreas Nell has kindly helped to complete
the Society's defective copy of the Ceylon Branch Journal, and has also presented two books to the Library.

Can any member sell or present a copy of the following, which are out of print, and of which the Society has not a second copy for the publishers:—

The *Dhamma Sangāni*. By Mrs. Rhys Davids.


*The First Twenty-four Makāmāts of al-Harīrī*. By T. Chenery.
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From the Publishers.
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Krishnappa, B., Abhijnana Sakuntala Karnataka Gadyanuvada (Kanarese). From the Author.
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e, N. C., Translation of Rubā’iyāt and Qiṭa‘āt of Hālī. Bombay, 1918.
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From the Publishers.


From the Publishers.
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Debbarman, P. M., Unakotee Teertha.
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Gowen, Rev. H. H., Hebrew trade and trade terms in O.T. times.

From the Author.
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Khan, S. A., Sources for the History of seventeenth century British India.
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— Sanskrit mutes called Mūrdhanya, that is, Don.
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From the Publishers.

Mukherjee, B. L., The soma plant. Calcutta, 1922.

From the Author.


From the Publishers.
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Raychaudhuri, H., Interrelation of the two epics of ancient India.

From the Author.


From the Author.


From the Author.
Wahm in Arabic and its Cognates

By D. B. Macdonald

It may safely be said that every one who has had to do with technical Arabic has had difficulty with wahm and its cognates. Some recent investigations have led me to examine the meanings of these in detail and I endeavour in this paper to give my results. It will be understood that this is not a complete lexicographical handling of the whole root, but only an attempt to discover the more technical uses of some of its phases. In the arrangement of the material I fear that I have not always avoided logical cross-division; but the subject is complicated and will call for reading backward as well as forward. Also I make no attempt to trace the origin of these Arabic psychological conceptions, whether in Greek, Syriac, or elsewhere, or to compare them with any parallel conceptions in modern psychology. Such few references as I may make, of the one kind or the other, are simply to illumine wahm itself.

I. The classical uses, which must be taken as a basis, can be learned best from the Sīhāh and the Lisān (xvi, pp. 130 f.), Lane's notes on this root in the supplement to his lexicon (p. 3061) are illuminating, but have been slightly affected by medieval and modern usage. In classical usage Stems I, II, IV (both awḥama and at-hama) and VIII occur, and there is
the following range of meanings: to err; to occur to one's mind while meaning to think of something else; to imagine to be, to guess at, to conjecture; to suspect (some one of . . .); to drop (something) completely out (by error); to be unmindful of, disregard. The Lisān equates tawahhamā with takḥayyala and tamathkhalā, evidently in the sense "to imagine to be, to guess at"; also with tafarrasa, tavassama, and tabayyana, evidently in the sense "to scrutinize, investigate". Zuhair's Mu'allqaqa, l. 4 (cf. 'Antara's Mu'allqaqa, l. 1) is quoted, and Nöldeke (Fünf Mo'allaqāt, ii, p. 15; iii, p. 14) renders these passages with "vermuthen". The Lisān says of the noun wāhm that it is one of the movements (kḥāṭarāt) of the mind; that the mind has a wāhm which imagines a thing to be such and such, whether the thing exists or not. Also la wahma min kadha = la budda, meaning, apparently, "there is no conceivable way out, real or unreal." It is plain, then, that the root indicates sub-conscious or semi-conscious movements of the mind, not under the control of conscious reason, and so liable to error and to sudden lapses of attention. On another side, such awhām may give rise to suspicions, founded or unfounded. In all cases the actuality or possibility of error is strongly marked. It is unnecessary to enter upon the uses of wāhm as an epithet for a road (clear, plain), a camel (big, powerful, well-broken), and a man (powerful); whatever their origin, they have no connexion with the present subject. Finally, with a view to future developments, the equation tawahhamā = takḥayyala is of importance. In the Qāmūs (see, too, Lane, Supplement, p. 3061c), a common and medieval meaning is reached; wāhm, of two extremes between which one wavers, is that which is outweighed in probability; zann, on the other hand, is a preponderant opinion, although not absolutely certain (Lane, p. 1925a).

II. The broad medieval and modern usage may now be sketched. It is to be learned from Lane, Supplement; Dozy, Supplément; and the lexicons of Hava and Salmoné; opinion
or idea outweighed in probability; imagination; fancy; conjecture tending to chimera; fear and disquietude; feint in wrestling; the fifth stem is very frequent in the sense “to imagine, fancy” of empty, unreal imagination. Dozy adds the seventh stem from Bochtor, with the meaning “to be preoccupied, prepossessed, prejudiced.” Hava adds the seventh and tenth, with the meanings “to be scared, perplexed, afraid (of a child). Hava and Salmoné both equate wahm and “instinct”. Ibn Khaldūn, Prolegomena, ed. Quatr. iii, 74, l. 3 from below, ii, 77, l. 2 from below; 79, l. 5, uses the fourth stem “to arouse suspicion of something”. Horten (Theologie des Islam, p. 273) gives a series of usages from theological writers all suggesting error and improbability. Carlos Quirós Rodríguez, in his ed. of Averroes’ Metaphysics (Madrid, 1919, p. 307) gives wahmī as “hipotetico, supuesto, mental”. He adds no references, and I have not gone through his text to find them.

III. I now turn to more detailed examination of some uses of wahm in philosophy and logic. Al-Ghazzālī, in his Iljām (ed. Cairo, 1303, p. 56, ll. 13 ff.) says that wahmī proofs are “scholastic (kalāmīya), based upon conceded (musallama) positions believed because of their notoriety (ishtihār) among the great ‘Ulamā, and because of the obloquy of denying them and because of natural shrinking from entering upon controversy as to them.” “Scholastic,” here, refers to the arguments of the mutakallims, the scholastic theologians who upheld the atomic scheme and were opposed by al-Ghazzālī as a Neoplatonic Aristotelian (see article Kalām in the Leyden Encyclopedia of Islam). This is made clear by al-Ghazzālī himself in his Miḥakk an-nazar fi-l-manṭiq (Cairo, Adabiya, pp. 47 ff. n.d.). In it he divides propositions and judgments in the logical sense (muqaddimāt, qadāyā) the materials out, of which syllogisms are constructed, according to their origin and certainty, into seven classes. (i) Avvādiyyāt, “axioms,” in exactly our sense; (ii) Mushāhadāt bāṭina, “internal observations,” e.g. hunger, thirst, fear, joy; (iii) Maḥsūsāt
zāhira, “external sense-perceptions,” e.g. milk is white, the moon is round; (iv) Tajarrubīyat, “experiments,” also called Ḥṣirāḏ al-ʿādāt, “regularity of occurrence,” our “reign of law”; e.g. fire burns, a stone falls in the direction of the earth; (v) Maʿlūmāt bit-tawātur, “things known by unanimous tradition,” e.g. the acknowledged facts of history and geography; (vi) Wahnīyat, judgments on the part of the wahn, see below; (vii) Masḥurāt, “widely spread and known,” i.e. conventional principles of conduct (cf. isḥātīhār above).

This analysis, although in a treatise on logic, is evidently psychological and not logical; it deals with the substance (mādā) of propositions and not with their form (ṣūra). In consequence nothing corresponding with it will be found in such formal treatises on logic as that of Abū-ṣ-Ṣalt of Denia (A.H. 460-529), edited with a Spanish translation by Palencia (Madrid, 1915), or that of Ibn Ṭumlūs of Alcira (d. A.H. 620), edited with a Spanish translation by Asín (Madrid, 1916). But there does occur an even more detailed analysis of a similar kind, giving six classes of certain (yaqīnī) propositions and six of uncertain (ghair yaqīnī), as an appendix to the Risāla Shamsīya on logic of al-Kātibī al-Qazwīnī (d. A.H. 675). This was published by Sprenger with an English translation as an appendix to his invaluable Dictionary of Technical Terms; see in it pp. 75 f. and 34 f. There is also an excellent Cairo edition of A.H. 1311, with the commentary of ar-Rāzī (d. A.H. 766) and the Ḥāshiya on the latter, of al-Jurǧānī (d. A.H. 816); see in it pp. 127 ff. Almost the same analysis into six and six is given in a short form in the Iṣhāghūjī of al-Abhari; it was probably his source; it goes back to the Eisagōgē of Porphyry. See the collection of Mutūn published by the Ḥamīdiya Press, Cairo, 1323, pp. 377 ff.

I give these details in order to guard against any idea that the doctrine of wahnī propositions was in any way peculiar to Ghazzālī. Al-Abhari, al-Kātibī and ar-Rāzī are in essential
accord with him. There is no ḥāshiyya by al-Jurjānī on the passage, but Jurjānī's definitions in his Ta'rīfāt (ed. Cairo, 1321, pp. 175 f.) show that his doctrine was the same. To return to al-Ghazzālī—three of the above classes, he says, the Ţuwwalīyāt, the Wahmiyāt, and the Mushhūrāt are alike in being immediate and intuitive; they are reached by no process of consideration or reflection. But the Ţuwwalīyāt (axioms) are intuitions of reason ('aql), and are therefore certainly true; they are absolute yaqīniyyāt. And they depend upon reason only; if a man were to think away from himself everything but reason, the Ţuwwalīyāt would remain. The Mushhūrāt, on the other hand, would drop away from him; they are a product of environment, teaching, and training, and submission to them is often from a desire of peace and the need of adjusting one's self to one's world. They may thus be true or false; but the firmness with which they are planted in the mind is no proof of their truth. For Muslim writers the standard example of a false Mushhūra is the prohibition of the slaughter of domestic animals (baḥā'īm) and of the eating of their flesh. Further, the Mushhūrāt differ from the Wahmiyāt in that they do not spring from the primary constitution of mankind (al-fīṭra; see this in the Leyden Encyclopedia of Islam) but from accidental causes. As the Wahmiyāt have such an origin it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish between them and the Ţuwwalīyāt, and the truth or falsity of each wahmi proposition can be discovered only by testing it by means of reason. Sometimes the two classes coincide; it is both a wahmi and an Ţuwwali proposition that an individual cannot be in two places at the same time. But it is a wahmi proposition and false that an entity (marjaḏ) is always in space and in a direction so that we can point at it. So long as the wahm deals with objects of sense (maḥṣūsāt), as in the mechanical and arithmetical sciences, its judgments are true, for the wahm is a corporeal power belonging to man in his animal psyche (nafs) and perceives the particulars which are derived from objects of sense. But the wahm tries to go
farther, and deal with things that are not objects of sense as though they were objects of sense, and then its results are false. The *nafs* of man, that is his animal *nafs*, is very directly under the influence of sense and *wahm* and to such an extent that his *nafs* often does not distinguish between the *Wahmiyāt* and the *Awwalīyāt*. So the reason must enter and judge.

It will now be plain, I think, that this *wahm*, thus acting in the animal *nafs* of man, is really the instinctive perception of the lower animals which continues in him, but which he must control by reason and must especially prevent from meddling with super-sensible things and the world of abstract universals generally. Thus it belongs to man’s primary constitution; but it can be trusted only within those limits. And just because it belongs to this primary constitution of man al-Ghazzālī is very explicit as to the difficulty in distinguishing between its results and the *Awwalīyāt*. It has led to the position of the sceptics that we can never reach certainty, and that there must always remain a balance or equality (*takāfu’*) of proofs, one against another. But al-Ghazzālī suggests that we might apply doubt as to this very “equality”.¹ As for *wahm* he gives two methods of dealing with it. One, a general method, is to apply *wahm* to itself, when it would have to deny itself, as it takes account only of concrete qualities like thickness, amount, colour; or to confront it with such thought-qualities as power, knowledge, will, when it would picture each of them in concrete terms, and if it were obliged to combine these qualities could do it only in terms of space. Thus the general weakness of *wahm* would be exposed. To test the particular cases that may arise, the only way is to use reason and turn one result of *wahm* against another. This method can be put most shortly and simply in an illustration which ar-Rāzī gives. *Wahm* teaches

¹ It will be remembered that the basis of Ghazzālī’s pragmatic position was the application of the methods of scepticism to pure metaphysics.
fear of a dead body; but it also teaches, in agreement with, reason, that a dead body is only a jamād, a piece of lifeless matter, and a jamād is not to be feared. Thus instinctive attitudes can neutralize one another. Finally, it is clear that al-Ghazzālī considered that the mutakallims made use of untested wahnī propositions just as the canon lawyers in their dialectic made use of the Mashhūrāt. Thus the mutakallims had a natural shrinking (nafarat at-tab′) from the saying of the Aristotelians that beyond the world there was neither void nor plenum (la'asa warā' al-ālam lā khalā wa-lā malā'), and taught an infinity of space. This was, of course, because they were atomists (cf. Lucretious, i, 958 ff., and Munro's commentary), but al-Ghazzālī considered it a wahn fallacy on their part and brings dialectic against it.

It may be well to add here, with a view to the sequel, that the Risāla Shamsiya and ar-Rāzī's commentary thereon, with the Isāghūji and the Ta'irfāt of Jurjānī give a class of non-certain propositions which are called Mukhayyalāt. They are a product of the imagination (al-khayāl); by attractive or repulsive metaphors and comparisons they produce in the nafs pleasure or disgust, and thus play upon it to stimulate its desires and dislikes; combined in a syllogism they make poetry (shī'r), which is aided in its effect on the nafs by metre and melody. It will be remembered that the Lisān gives takhayyala in the classical language as a synonym of tawwahhama. In logic and psychology they are quite different, but in rhetoric, as we shall see, they again come close to one another. These Mukhayyalāt come in oddly in a logical treatise; but their presence there is evidently due to the schematic tendency of scholasticism. "Wine is liquid rubies" is, in form at least, a proposition or judgment; it must, therefore, be possible to use it in a syllogism; poetry, therefore, can be called a syllogism. Al-Ghazzālī, who used scholastic methods, but was not ridden by them, recognized the pathetic fallacy of argument by metaphor; but did not therefore classify poetry under syllogism.
Also, it may be well to add that there is much more on this analysis of propositions in al-Ghazzālī's Mi’yār al-‘ilm (ed. Cairo, 1329), which is an introduction to logical analysis and intended to explain his Tahāfut. The subject runs through the whole book; but he deals especially on pp. 112 ff. with premises which are not certain and which cannot be used for absolute proof (burhān); on pp. 115 ff., pp. 129 ff. with wahmīyat; and on pp. 131 ff., 136 and 142 f. with wahm. The book is thus a very remarkable study in practical logic. It gives (pp. 112 ff.) a classification of six kinds of propositions uncertain because of content, which seems to lie behind that of the Risāla Shamsīya; but it is not scholastic at all, and is of great value for the clarifying of thought. The six of the Shamsīya are (i) Mashḥūrāt (see above), (ii) Musallamāt (admissions for dialectic purposes, (iii) Maqālāt (beliefs on faith or authority), (iv) Ma‘zūnūnāt (fallible opinions and presumptions), (v) Mukhayyālāt (see above), (vi) Wahmīyat. Al-Ghazzālī divides his six into two main groups, three which may be used in practical applications of canon law (fiqh), but not for absolute demonstration and three which lead only to confusion and error. The first three are (i), (iii), (iv), of the Shamsīya; the second three are (vi) of the Shamsīya with the weak and erroneous side of (i), (ii), (iv), (v) of the Shamsīya, and a class of absolute confusions and mistakes. It will be noticed that he completely rejects the pure wahm, i.e. when it is not backed by the reason, as a basis for even the practical questions of canon law.

IV. But to make all this entirely plain it will be necessary to go into further psychological detail, and I have thrown into the form of a comparative table, in chronological order, analyses of the inner senses or powers (ḥawāss bāṭīna, quwā bāṭīna) of the animal soul (nafs ḥayawānīya) as given by five authorities. These are (i) Ibn Sinā (d. A.H. 428), Hadīyat ar-ra’īs, ed. by S. Landauer in ZDMG., xxix, pp. 335–418, see especially pp. 358 ff., and by Edward van Dyck, Cairo, A.H. 1325, pp. 51 ff.; (ii) al-Ghazzālī (d. A.H. 505), Maqāṣid
Ibn Sīnā (d. A.H. 428)

(1) al-ḥiss al-muşṭārak or al-mutasa'awwira, the “common sense” of Aristotle, ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn.
(2) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn combines and separates not only images gained from external senses but also others, unreal and false. Does not necessarily believe in them.
(3) al-mutasa'awwira or az-żāma instinctively derives ideas and judgments from sense perceptions and believes in them. So a sheep gains instinctive fear of a wolf.
(4) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn preserves these ideas.

When 3 alone uses 2, as in the lower animals, 2 is called al-mutasa'awwira; but when reason (al-ṣaql, al-qawwir a-nātīqā) uses 2, as in man, 2 is called al-qawwir a-al-mutasa'awwira. This is in the case of nafs insānī.

al-Ghazzālī (d. A.H. 505)

(1) al-ḥiss al-muşṭārak.
(2) al-mutasa'awwira is a memory to the “common sense”.
(3) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn perceives in the sense perception something that is not a sense perception, as the enmity of the wolf in the wolf. This in the lower animals plays the part of reason in man. The perception is not by the eye, but by another power.
(4) adh-dhākira preserves the ideas which 3 gains, just as 2 preserves the pictures got by 1.
(5) al-mutasa'awwira searches out the pictures and ideas in 2 and 4, combines and separates these and does not invent anything without a previous model (niḥāl); in man it is called al-mutasa'awwira, a term which really means reason (ṣaql), while this mutasa'awwira is not reason, but only an instrument of reason in its thinking. This process goes on in sleep and is the instrument of remembering by association of ideas.

al-Qazwīnī (d. A.H. 682)

(1) al-ḥiss al-muşṭārak.
(2) al-mutasa'awwira is a memory to the “common sense”.
(3) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn perceives in the sense perception something that is not a sense perception, as the enmity of the wolf in the wolf. This in the lower animals plays the part of reason in man. The perception is not by the eye, but by another power.
(4) adh-dhākira preserves the ideas which 3 gains, just as 2 preserves the pictures got by 1.
(5) al-mutasa'awwira searches out the pictures and ideas in 2 and 4, combines and separates these and does not invent anything without a previous model (niḥāl); in man it is called al-mutasa'awwira, a term which really means reason (ṣaql), while this mutasa'awwira is not reason, but only an instrument of reason in its thinking. This process goes on in sleep and is the instrument of remembering by association of ideas.

al-Ījī (d. A.H. 750) and al-Jurjānī (d. A.H. 816)

(1) al-ḥiss al-muşṭārak.
(2) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn.
(3) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn gives such particular ideas connected with sense perceptions as the instincts of animals. al-Ījī says that it is this power which judges that one particular object of sense is a particular object of another sense (e.g. that “this smaller thing is this sweet thing”); but al-Jurjānī urges that the two terms of this proposition are perceived by the “common sense” and the relationship (nīṣa) by the Wāḥima, and that, therefore, the power of forming this judgment (ḥukm) must be something else which includes all these. He means the reasonable nafs itself, which, he maintains, perceives all particulars for itself and not simply universals, as the philosophers held. Evidently the philosophers thought that receiving a relationship was the same as forming a judgment. This seems to be a form of our eighteenth century problem of empiricism which has reappeared in the radical empiricism of William James.

(4) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn.
(5) al-mutasa'awwira.

Ibn Khalīdān (d. A.H. 808)

(1) al-ḥiss al-muşṭārak.
(2) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn.
(3) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn gives such particular ideas connected with sense perceptions as the instincts of animals. al-Ījī says that it is this power which judges that one particular object of sense is a particular object of another sense (e.g. that “this smaller thing is this sweet thing”); but al-Jurjānī urges that the two terms of this proposition are perceived by the “common sense” and the relationship (nīṣa) by the Wāḥima, and that, therefore, the power of forming this judgment (ḥukm) must be something else which includes all these. He means the reasonable nafs itself, which, he maintains, perceives all particulars for itself and not simply universals, as the philosophers held. Evidently the philosophers thought that receiving a relationship was the same as forming a judgment. This seems to be a form of our eighteenth century problem of empiricism which has reappeared in the radical empiricism of William James.

(4) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn.
(5) al-mutasa'awwira.

Ibn Khalīdān’s examples are partly animal instincts and partly human perceptions of qualities.

(4) al-ṣabīnātāt kāwyīn, a storehouse for all perceptions, whether mutasa'awwira or otherwise. All these faculties mount up.

(5) al-ṣaql, thinking, meditating. See further, on this “ladder”, Religious Attitude and Life in Islam, pp. 56 ff.

Elsewhere Ibn Sīnā divides between the “common sense” and its memory. His quvā, then, are five: (i) the ħiss mushtarāk; (ii) the muṣawwīra, called also al-khayāl; (iii) the mutakhaṣṣyila or muṣaffākira; (iv) the wahrmiya; (v) the ḥāfīza ḍhākira. He calls, also, (i) banṭāsiyā, i.e. ṣawṣariša. See Shahrastānī, ed. Cureton, pp. 416 f., ed. on margin of Ibn Ḥazm, Cairo, 1320, iii, pp. 196 f., transl. Haarbrücker, pp. 314 f. and Landauer’s note on p. 403 in his article cited above.

V. It may now, perhaps, be simplest to take the application of wahr in Magic. Dozy quotes from Humbert, Guide de la conversation arabe, p. 33, wahr = ombre, spectre. This is modern Algerian Arabic, but Dozy quotes also from the “Vocabulista”, medieval Arabic of the east of Spain, the first and fifth stems, constructed with min and fi, in the meaning “mirari in prestigiis”. Combining this, as Dozy suggested, with Ducange’s article “miratores”, I have no doubt that the reference is to some form of crystal-gazing or the ink mirror as described by Lane, Modern Egyptians, chap. xii, and so I conjecture that tawahhama min . . . fi . . . meant “to conjure up an appearance to one’s self from a certain ritual in regard to a question submitted”. But in the locus classicus, for Arabic, on this art, in Ibn Khaldūn’s Prolegomena (ed. Quatr. i, pp. 191 ff., transl. De Slane, i, pp. 218 ff., my Religious Attitude, pp. 93 ff.), this term is not used except Quatr. p. 196, l. 9, where it may mean simply “imagine falsely”.

There is also a use of wahr and tawahhum, in the sense of
instinctive, automatic panic which evidently connects closely
with this. Ibn Khaldūn, in his Prolegomena (Quatr. iii, 132; De Slane, iii, 182; Religious Attitude, p. 116),
develops his theory of magic as a psychical force producing
physical effects; an influence, that is, of the nafs insānīya.
He shows by the direct influence which the psyche exerts on
its own body, that it can exercise such a power apart from
natural and physical causes. Thus joy produces physical
warmth. But, still more, the forming a picture to one’s self
in the nafs of something (taṣawwura nafsānīya) may cause
an instinctive, automatic panic (wahm and tawahhum), as in
the case of one who walks on the top of a wall. His feet do
not need more room than when he walks on the ground, but
on the wall he is sure to fall, unless this tendency to panic is
overcome by practice. This shows that it is an affection of the
nafs which can, and should, always be disciplined. The theory
and position of Shahrastānī (d. A.H. 548), two centuries and a
half earlier, had been the same (Milāl wa-n-nikal, ed. Cureton,
p. 448, ed. on margin of Ibn Ḥazm, iii, p. 243); this over-
powering, instinctive fear he, too, calls wahm. Further, he,
too, is dealing with magic, in this case the magic of Indian
ascetics, and he calls them "people of wahm and meditation
(fikr)."\(^1\)

Ibn Khaldun does not seem, as I have said, to use wahm of
the magical power; but he does use fikr of the "meditation"
by an augur on birds or animals before giving his decision
(Quatr. i, p. 195; De Slane, i, p. 222). Al-Bērūnī (d. 440), in
his India (chap. vii) discusses the same phenomena and
methods at greater length and in a more abstract and
philosophical manner; his word for the essential
"meditation" is fikr, and I do not think he uses wahm. But
Masʿūdī (d. 345), in his Murāj (Paris ed. ii, pp. 266 f.), in
dealing with Alexander in India and a magical cup which
he found there, speaks of a science of tawahhum which the
Indian sages asserted that they possessed. Still earlier Ibn

\(^1\) Professor M. H. Ananikian drew my attention to this passage.
Khuršādibbih (wrote betw. 230 and 234) gave, in his *Masālik wal-mamālik* (Bibl. Geogr. Arab. vi, pp. vi f.) a statement that the people of India asserted that they possessed *al-wahm wal-fikr* and so could loose and bind, hurt and help, produce puzzling “appearances” (*takhāyīl*), which we now call “visual hallucinations”, keep off rain and hail and make poison innocuous; generally do by spells whatever they wished. In the *Fihrist* (completed by 400) the second *Fann* of the fourth *Maqāla* is devoted to magic in the broadest sense. In it we are told (p. 309, I. 12) “the Indians especially possess the science of *tawahhum*; they have books on it, some of which have been translated into Arabic.” On p. 312, ll. 24 f., a certain Indian is mentioned whose name in the MSS. is illegible, and it is said: “He was of the ancients and his method in enchantments (*nīranjāt*, a very broad word) was that of the Indians; there is a book by him in which he follows the course of the people of *tawahhum*.” Finally, Ibn Baṭṭūta (d. 779) gives details of wonders he had seen in India and China. He is a good witness as to facts just because of his Pepys-like quality of detailed truthfulness, however the story might bear upon himself; but it is also to be remembered that he had a great liking for miracles of saints (*karāmāt*), even of the most insignificant character. He was prepared to meet the supernatural at any time. So he had several adventures with Yogis, whom he calls *Jūkīya* and whom, because of their wonders, he feels compelled to regard as crypto-Muslims (Paris ed., vol. iv, pp. 72 and 277 ff.). On the second of these two occasions he is told a story about the yogi in question, for him a Muslim Shaykh, which is a straight case of hypnotic suggestion like that told by Lane at the end of note 15 to chapter i of his *Arabian Nights*. A phrase used by the narrator is worth notice in this context: *fa-nhuwwila lī ’annī*, “then there was made to appear to me that I...”; compare *takhāyīl* above. But Ibn Baṭṭūta had no theory about all this; it was only part of the constant supernatural with which life, for him, was surrounded. So
when he uses the word wahm, as he does at least twice, it is of instinctive, automatic panic. On one occasion (iv, pp. 38 f.) it is when a yogi raises himself into the air, squatting there cross-legged (mutarabbi'). Ibn Battuta falls fainting with wahm and palpitation of the heart (řhafaqān al-qalb). The same palpitation of the heart is produced by a juggler (muslahi-‘width) in China (iv, pp. 290 ff.), who performs the rope trick, but on that occasion he does not speak of wahm, perhaps by accident. His other use of wahm is for the fear at looking down a deep cliff in climbing Adam's Peak in Ceylon (iv, 180); this is like the illustration given by Ibn Khaldūn.

In all this the interesting point is the association of wahm, on the one hand, with automatic instinct and, on the other, with intentional meditation (fikr); the animal connecting with the rational. It will be remembered, from the psychological tables given above, that the quwwa mutakhayyila searches out and works with the memory pictures contributed by the "common sense" and the ideas drawn by the quwwa wahmiya. But when this goes on in the mind of a man and not of an animal—that is, is under the rule of reason (‘aql, quwwa nātiqa)—this power is called the quwwa mutafakkira or mutafakkira, "the meditative power," not the quwwa mutakhayyila, "the power that produces for itself appearances." So, as man is both an animal (hayawān) and rational (nātiq), both wahm, simply reproductive and non-creative imagination, and fikr, intentional meditation, are at work in him. Thus "imagination" may often be used as a rendering of wahm, if we are careful to exclude the Coleridgean use of that word.

VI. This leads naturally to wahm in Rhetoric. I draw upon Garcin de Tassy's Rhétorique et Prosodie des Langues de l'Orient musulman, ii ed., 1873; A. F. Mehren's Die Rhetorik der Araber, 1853; Friedrich Rückert's Grammatik, Poetik und Rhetorik der Perser, 1874, which are all based on very careful use of the native manuals and render it unnecessary to go back to these. The first use is an ordinary development
of the meaning of *wahm* as a deceptive illusion. *'Ihām* means literally "to produce a deceptive illusion," it may be of contrast (*taḍādd*) or of relation (*tanāsūb*). A word has two meanings, one common and the other rare; you are led up to the word in such a manner that you expect the common meaning; *'īhām* is, then, to use it in the rare sense (De Tassy, pp. 81, 83, 85, 90, 112; Mehren gives four varieties and also *tawḥīm*, pp. 99, 101, 105–7, 177; Rückert, pp. 279–85). Compare, also, in Dozy (*Suppl.*, ii, 846a), *'īhāmāt*, "writings which are said to exist; but which do not exist in reality."

The second use is a division of Comparison (*tašibūh*) into *khayālī* and *wahmī*. A *khayālī* comparison is the building up of a new compound out of memory-pictures of objects of the senses; the picture is thus strictly sensuous (*hissī*), although it as a whole may never have been a sense object. A *wahmī* comparison, on the other hand, is mental (*'aqīłī*) for its elements, even, have never been perceived by the senses. The standard example of the first is to compare red anemones swaying in the wind to flags made of rubies on lances of chrysolite; and of the second, to compare sharp blue arrow points to the dog-teeth of ghūṣ (De Tassy, pp. 9, 10, 11, 13, 23; Mehren, pp. 20, 21, 58, 72). Rückert does not seem to have found anything corresponding to this in his Persian authorities. The origin of this distinction is plain in the psychological tables given above. The *khayāl* is the memory which treasures up pictures of sense percepts, while the memory connected with the *wahm* preserves particular ideas which have never been sense percepts, but which have been gained by an internal sense, the *quwua wahmīya*, from sense percepts. So this is apparently an attempt at stating a kind of sensuous imagination which yet does not use sense pictures and is ultra-rational.

VII. In Mysticism there are at least two uses, one of which is quite clear, while the other is by no means clear. Ibn Khaldūn in his *Prolegomena* gives, as we have seen, for the ordinary meaning of *wahm*, that it is one of the perceptions
(‘idrākāt) leading to knowledge of different kinds (‘ulūm, ma‘ārif), which perceptions are classified as “certain” (yaqīn), “fallible opinion” (zann), “doubt,” (shakk) and wahm. See further, and especially, Quatremère’s text, iii, p. 60, l. 4, from below, p. 68, l. 8, p. 72, l. 2. From the context wahm appears, in these cases, to mean “instinctive perception”, as also tawakkum, p. 72, l. 8. But he explicitly distinguishes from this general use a usage peculiar to the absolutely pantheistic Sūfis (ahl al-waḥda al-muṭlaqa). These use the term wahm and its plural awhām in the sense of “pure illusions” (ed. Quatr. iii, p. 68, l. 8; De Slane, iii, p. 97; ed. Quatr. iii, p. 72, l. 1), applying it to the objects of the senses and of reason, the real separate identities of which (al-qhairiyya) they deny.

The other use in Mysticism is exceedingly obscure because it belongs, on one side, to those “fables and endless genealogies which”, as St. Paul says, “minister questions”; and, on another, to the realities reached after by emotional religious experience. The origin, both in Christendom and in Islam, was the one and same Gnosticism. In Islam there had grown up a doctrine of the Person of Muḥammad, that he was the first created of all creatures, and that from him all other creatures were produced. This is given in greatest detail—it cannot be said, in greatest clarity—in the Insān al-kāmil of al-Jīli, which has been so admirably analysed by Dr. R. A. Nicholson in his Studies in Islamic Mysticism, chapter ii. I have not access to al-Jīli’s Arabic text, but the essential parts, for my present purpose, are given in the Dictionary of Technical Terms, pp. 1513 f. I put together what follows partly from Dr. Nicholson’s statement and partly from the quotations given in the Dictionary. The doctrine is: while God produced all created things from the Spirit (rūḥ) and Light (nūr) of Muḥammad, He produced especially certain beings from certain faculties (quwā) of Muḥammad. The statement of these faculties is confused and contradictory and agrees only in part with the psychological scheme given above.
But the *wahm* stands out amongst them. It, in Muḥammad, was created from Allah's name *al-Kāmil*, "the Perfect One," and from Muḥammad's *wahm* was created in turn Azrael, the Angel of Death. These three things—the Perfection of Allah, the *wahm* of Muḥammad and Azrael are essentially related. The Light of the Perfection of Allah is manifested in existence in Muḥammad, in "the garment of subjugation" (*gahr*); the faculty *al-wahm* overcomes all the others, reason (*al-ʻaql*), meditation (*al-fikr*), the picturing power (*al-muṣawwira*), and the perceptive power (*al-mudrika*); and Azrael is the most powerful of the angels. That is shown in the fact that he was the only one of the angels who was able to wring from the unwilling earth that portion of her which was needed to be formed into Adam. Further, that portion, so taken, was the soul (*rūḥ*) of the earth, and from that "soul" God made the body (*jasad*) of Adam. Therefore, again, it falls to Azrael to draw forth from men their souls at death.

Again, Allah has made the *wahm* the mirror of Himself and the place where His holiness is manifested; there is nothing in the world swifter of perception than it; it controls all existing things; through it the world serves Allah; in the Light of it He looked upon Adam; through it he who walks on the water or flies in the air does those things; it is the sure light and the source of mastership and authority; if anyone dominates this Light and rules over it he can control all existence, upper and lower; but if the *wahm* dominates him it plays with him and he wanders in perplexed obscurity through its light.

A good deal more follows, in the *Dictionary*, quoted from al-Jilī, but some points of contact with the psychological scheme given above will have become plain. *Wahm* in the sense of instinctive perception and understanding appears here again. The whole world looks back to God through this power which He has implanted in it. The lower animals worship in their degree, for they, too, possess this *wahm*. In man it rises to consciousness and becomes meditation;
man in this is "Nature's priest". Further, we have seen that if a man is walking on some narrow edge and wahm
seizes him—that is, if he cannot control his wahm—it makes him fall. Here, conversely, through the strength of his wahm,
when he controls it, he can do these miraculous things. This comes very close to our concept of "faith", the power which
puts an idea before one in such a way that it becomes absolutely certain and real, a primitive fact, "the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen." By faith ye shall remove mountains; by faith Peter walked upon the water.

But, again, this wahm must be strictly controlled; it is a good servant but a bad master. In that it is like the nafs,
the appetitive soul, which Allah has put into man and the rule and discipline of which Allah has imposed upon man.
It is part of the symmetrical structure of man that in his created nature lie hidden both his vices and his godly fear;
Allah has made man "gulp down" his nafs with all these things in it (Qur. xci, 7, 8; xcv, 5). On this see Ilhām in
the Leyden Encyclopedia of Islam and my Religious Attitude, pp. 228 ff.

That there has been some obscure contamination of meanings between wahm and 'ilhām, seems to me almost certain; 'ilhām
and 'ilhām especially, would suggest one another. But their origins were entirely different. The source of wahm I have traced above in I; the source of 'ilhām is the ἀπαξ λεγόμενον in Qur. xci, 8, fa'alamaha.
Both come together in "created instinct".
Remarks on the Text of the Prose Refutations of S. Ephrem

BY A. MINGANA

The publication in two volumes by the "Text and Translation Society" of S. Ephraim's Prose Refutation of Mani, Marcion, and Bardaisân (1912–21) is an event in Syriac literature. Ephrem is the greatest Father of all the Syrian churches, and these two volumes contain, from the point of view of a modern scholar and theologian, the cream of his polemical writings. It was only two years ago that the Pope, as head of the Catholic Church, promoted the "Edessene Deacon" to the rank of a Doctor of the Universal Church, i.e. for all practical purposes, to the rank of a Thomas Aquinas.

I believe that these two volumes will give rise to some future studies, and for many reasons I do not want to be the last to show a keen interest in the precious remains they contain. As, however, most of the points pregnant with interest to the theologian and heresiographer have been analysed by Professor Burkitt in his interesting "Introductory Essay", nothing is left to us for the present but to deal exclusively with the text, which is, after all, the ultimate touchstone of every theory.

The vast majority of Ephrem's known Syriac works are written in metrical poetry, and his only prose works are stray commentaries upon some books of the Old Testament. Apart, therefore, from any other consideration, in view of the preponderating authority possessed by Ephrem in Syriac literature in general, the volumes under review are a welcome addition to our knowledge. A word or an expression used by Ephrem is more likely to be accepted by Syrians than one used by any other known writer, because he is to Syriac more than what Cicero is to Latin or Homer to Greek. In the following pages I have ventured to put together a few remarks
which, I think, will be found useful to Syriac students who wish to make a thorough study of the present works of Ephrem.

So far as orthography and phonetics are concerned, the MS. seems to have been written at a time when most of the elaborate rules dealing with the *puḥḥāmēs*—or rhetorical signs and intonation marks of the Syrian Masora—and with the diacritical points distinguishing the different meanings of words, were fixed by the schools of Edessa and Nisibin. We will only draw attention to the following points¹:

The otiose *alaph* prefixed to words beginning with a quiescent consonant is sometimes found, e.g. ܐܠܒܥܐ (ii, 204, 46), and this is the case even when a servile letter precedes the *alaph*, e.g. ܐܠܒܥܐ (i, 177, 21), ܐܠܒܥܐ (ii, 35, 37). In the beginning of the assimilated verbs a *yodh* is generally used, e.g. ܐܝܘܕ (ii, 141, 5), but sometimes an *alaph* precedes the *yodh*, e.g. ܐܝܘܕ (ii, 119, 25), and this even occurs when a letter precedes this otiose *alaph*, e.g. ܐܝܘܕ (ii, 140, 8). In the *hamzed* verbs the *alaph* is occasionally dropped when preceded by a servile letter, e.g. ܐܠܒܐ (ii, 138, 37). In the defective verbs the *alaph* appearing in the conjugation with the objective pronouns is sometimes changed into *yodh*, e.g. ܐܝܘܕ (ii, 35, 31). About this anomaly see my Syriac Grammar, No. 479, c/.

The 3rd pers. fem. plur. of the past tense has never an erroneous *yodh*, termed the "West Syrian copyist's *yodh*"; the same may be said of the 3rd pers. fem. sing. of the aorist. In this connexion I wish Nöldeke had not forgotten in his Syriac Grammar, which is the most used in this country, to warn students against the use of this *yodh*, because one occasionally meets with scholars who want to insert this *yodh* even when happily omitted by a shrewd scribe. See my Grammar, Nos. 194, 204, 483.

¹ In our nomenclature we generally follow the Eastern (Arabic) and not the Western (Greek) terminology. In the references the first number indicates the volume, the second the page, and the third the line.
At the end of a line, as the Syrians had no hyphen to divide a word into two, the enclitic pronouns and the paragogical tau and alaph are often omitted, and are to be supplied by the reader, e.g. [σολ]ομοσ συνομοσ (ii, 54, 2).

In the concave verbs the passive form is throughout written sometimes with one tau and sometimes with two, in a most confusing manner, e.g. ἄνθρακς (ii, 21, 16), but ἄνθρακς three lines below. I hope Mitchell was careful to reproduce in this case the exact spelling of the MS. The same irregularity occurs with some foreign words, e.g. [σολ]ομοσ (ii, 51, 29), but [σολ]ομοσ (ii, 52, 5). Apart from these remarks, the Syriac orthography used in the MS. is of a noteworthy uniformity.

In the domain of syntax I have noted some characteristic points worthy of consideration:—

Ephrem makes frequent use of expletive particles somewhat like Timothy, the Patriarch, e.g. ἄνθρακς (ii, 68, 5–6), ἄνθρακς (ii, 210, 43). The expletive use of the pronoun ὅσο (with a silent ὅ) is also met with, e.g. ἄνθρακς ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο (ii, 209, 10). See my Grammar, No. 517. This is considered to be one of the stylistic methods of the famous Philoxenus of Hierapolis. Further, the pronouns and the verb ὅσο are used frequently in a sentence, mostly in a corroborative sense; see good examples in ii, 66, 30–45; we will quote here one example from p. 53, l. 11 of the same volume: ἄνθρακς ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο. These pronouns are sometimes used even after the relative pronouns and the substantives to which they belong, and before the subject, e.g. ἄνθρακς ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο (ii, 140, 35).

The aorist is used sometimes with the conjugated verb ὅσο to denote the conditional pluperfect expressing past or future action, e.g. ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο (ii, 132, 1), ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο ὅσο (ii, 205, 15–16).

1 Too much stress should not be laid on the value of this particle as quotation mark, because it is very often used expletively only.
Ephrem, like many other Syrian writers (such as Narsai), is fond of continually repeating the same word and the same sentence in order to draw special attention to the meaning conveyed by them, but without antithesis, e.g. see the repetition of the words ܐܘܫܡܪܐ and ܚܝܐ in ii, 80. There are, however, several passages in which the style is concisely cut short and almost elliptical, e.g. ܡܕܢܚܐ ܡܕܢܚܐ (ii, 201, 18–21).

The negative particle ܢ is used somewhat expletively in the following sentence: ܠܐ ܕܐ ܕܐ (ii, 31, 43–4). This peculiarity is noted in Nöldeke's Grammar (§ 267) and in Manna's Vocabulaire (p. 365), but I did not want to register it in my Grammar because I was not able to find a good example of its use in an authoritative Syrian writer; the above sentence justifies the legitimate expletive use of this particle. For the sake of emphasis the particle ܘ ܙ ܐ is also used redundantly before the first verb, but in a much lesser degree than in the Syriac translation of the Psalms of Solomon, e.g. ܡܕܢܚܐ ܡܕܢܚܐ ܡܕܢܚܐ (ii, 209, 31–3).

The rule that I gave in my Grammar (No. 405, 4°) concerning the plurality of subjects placed after the verb is fully justified by Ephrem, e.g. ܡܕܢܚܐ ܡܕܢܚܐ ܡܕܢܚܐ (ii, 199, 45–7). On the other hand, if Mitchell’s reading of ܒܕܨ ܕܡܐ (ii, 220, 22) instead of ܒܕܨ ܡ_atomic reading is correct (and I personally think it is not) the rule 336 of my Grammar is to be changed accordingly.

In the domain of lexicography the use of the following words and expressions should be noted:— ܕܿܫܬ (i, 29, 32) instead of ܕܿܫܬ, in the sense of “to fight, to struggle”.

1 This point is sufficiently emphasized in my edition of the works of Narsai. See vol. i, cap. iv of the Latin Introduction.

2 Attention has been drawn to this point in our new book Odes and Psalms of Solomon, vol. ii, p. 109.
"to be incumbent upon".

"however much, notwithstanding".

In i, 61, 24-5 the expression $\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ is also used in this sense and in that of "in spite of", somewhat like $\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$.

"to suffer to, to allow".

$\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ adverbially expresses the idea of "the contrary".

$\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ (always in plural) is frequently used (see the index) in the sense of "entity, constituent parts".

$\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ is used frequently (see the same index) in one of the following meanings: "not free; compact; not interchangeable; incompatible" (because already "bound" to some other thing).

"to stand by something, to resort to it as an argument", like $\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$. The reading $\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ may, however, be a mistake for $\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$.

$\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ (i, 143, 35 and 41) is used of fruits which have deteriorated, decayed, or rotted (not dried); cf. vulg.

Arab. $\text{\textdollar}$

(ii, 87, 7 and 34). I believed formerly that the occurrence of this particle in the Curet. Version of Matth. xi, 6 was a scribe's error for $\text{\textdollar}$, but if Mitchell’s reading is correct (and the palimpsest seems here to be legible) we must reluctantly admit that this might have been also the reading of the Diatessaron. See Epiphanius (Haer. 324) quoted in n. 1, p. xxxix.

$\text{\textdollar}$ (i, 178, 7) "to be pleased with", instead of $\text{\textdollar}$ or $\text{\textdollar}$.

$\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ (ii, 2, 39) "to venture upon". But the dalath may here be a mistake for a raish.

$\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ (ii, 19, 22) "material substance" of animals.

$\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$ (the orthography is correct, the name of unity being $\text{\textdollar}\ Ampl\text{\textdollar}$) "clefts" of mountains (ii, 36, 6).
și ܡܩ ܡܩ (ii, 43, 27; ii, 46, 40) "not the same". It is useful also to remark that in a corroborative sentence ܡܩ ܡܩ have been used (curiously enough) in plural, in an impersonal sense, e.g. ܐܠܗܐ ܡܩ ܡܩ (ii, 50, 7).

ܐܠܗܐ (ii, 50 seq.) "heresies, heretics".

ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘܢܐ ܠܘܢܐ (ii, 76, 5) "It did not become him" (the reading is correct).

ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘܢܐ (ii, 96, 23) "to confute a question".

ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘܢܐ (ii, 116, 13) "being aware of".

ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘܢܐ (ii, 142, 11) "an occasion (lit. opening) for argument, plea, excuse", from the emphatic form ܐܠܗܐ. For the use of the first member of the compound see Thesaurus.

ܐܠܗܐ (ii, 36, 1) "goldsmith".

ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘܢܐ (i, 94, 40) "quarry".

Mitchell’s decipherment, in view of the magnitude of the task, is to be considered a great success, and Professor Burkitt, who has verified his readings in many places, bears witness to his conscientious work; but we would be somewhat minimizing this gigantic task of Mitchell’s (whose premature death every Syriac scholar will deplore) were we to assume that not a single misreading occurs in the two volumes of text. In the course of my reading I came across some words which, if read with a slight change, would, in my opinion, improve the reading of these ancient Ephremic relics. Sint in exempt.

In vol ii.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p.</th>
<th>read</th>
<th>for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11, 29</td>
<td>ܠܐܕܐ</td>
<td>ܠܐܕܐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20, 28</td>
<td>ܣܘܢܘܐ</td>
<td>ܣܘܢܘܐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43, 12</td>
<td>ܠܐ</td>
<td>ܠܐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67, 17</td>
<td>ܣܘܠܐ</td>
<td>ܣܘܠܐ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are also a few misprints which any intelligent reader
can correct, such as [א] for דא (202, 3), בוד (p. clxvi, 22)
for לוד (82, 22), and some erroneous interchanges of
the diacritical points of dalath and raish, and the suffix ־י.
A word of which the reader should beware is the un-Syriac
שאדי repeated in the index (p. clxiv) from an apparently
erroneous reading of שדא in p. 142, 10.

In vol. i.

p. 39, 33 read שד for שד
p. 54, 44 , שְָנָה for שְָנָה
p. 55, 1 שְָנָה for שְָנָה
p. 88, 27 ש for ש

p. 91, 40 and 34, read שד for שד (sepulehres, נאוזוס) and not
שד (souls).

p. 105, 16 read ש for ש
p. 132, 22 ש for ש

There are also some misprints, such as שד (48, 6) for
שד, שד (49, 37) for שד, שד (50, 16) for
שד, שד (85, 2) for שד, שד (151, 23)
for שד, and a few others which a Syriac reader can easily
correct. The same may be said of some slight grammatical
mistakes that have surreptitiously crept into the text of the
two volumes.

I wish I had been able to throw some light on the word
שד (ii, 138, 38; 139, 2), which Professor Burkitt tells
me is quite legible, especially with the reagent. The word is
very obscure, and to the hypothesis of Professor Burkitt

1 Some copyists have, however, written it with a פ in an East
Syrian way.
I can only add another hypothesis, and compare it with Arab. راب (adapted by means of a servile alaph at the beginning, as above).

Another doubtful word is ܒܝܕ, which Mitchell saw appearing in i, 161, 26; ii, 164, 36, and 204, 45. The word is very strange, and I cannot induce myself to recommend its insertion in any future Syriac dictionary. I should, therefore, propose a correction into ܒܐܠܕ or ܦܝܠܕ, which suit the context.

A word must be said about the proper name ܐܕܐ given to Jesus in the Márcionite Gospel. Mitchell and Burkitt rightly derive it from the Greek form 'Ἰησοῦ, but whether it was pronounced Yēsu or Isu cannot be clearly established, and thus no light is thrown through it upon the controversy raging between the East and the West Syrians concerning the right pronunciation of the Syriac name of Jesus (see Manna's Vocabulaire, p. 13). The West Syrians resort in their pleading to the Greek form of the name and to the Hebrew pronunciation of Joshua (Yeshua'), and the East Syrians to the fact that the "Song of Light" (an acrostic and metrical\(^1\) hymn of Ephrem, formed from the letters ܢܐܬܘܕ) implies an alaph after the yodh, and this alaph is used by them in a small form over all words beginning with a yodh having an homogeneous vowel, something similar to the "chair" of the hamza among the Arabs. See my Grammar, No. 43.

Finally, we must note in passing that Mitchell read in three places the word ܐܠܡ (i, 40, 27; 73, 6 and 12), which he translated by "sepulchral vault". The Syriac word has never had such a meaning and no lexicographer will ever dare register it with such a sense, because it is clearly a

\(^1\) Syrian poetry is to be read according to the poetical licences, a good summary of which is found in Joseph David's Grammar and in my own.
mis-reading of ܚܕܐ “earth, soil”, which is in perfect harmony with the context.

While sincerely thanking Mr. Mitchell and Professors Burkitt and Bevan for the real service they have rendered to Syriac literature, I am not disposed to modify the severity of Wright’s verdict on “the miserable monk Aaron” until, through some future chemical or physical process, every Ephremic word on the palimpsest has been clearly read and translated.
Note on the Padmasana

By R. E. Enthoven, C.I.E.

On p. 174 of the late Dr. King’s History of Sumer and Akkad there is reproduced the design of a cylinder seal of Lugalanda, the patesi of Lagash. In his chronological list in Appendix II to this volume, Dr. King gives the date of Lugalanda as circa 2850 B.C. In the centre of the seal design will be noted a curious geometrical pattern, to which the following reference is made on p. 176:—

“Another peculiarity which may here be referred to is the employment on the larger seal, below the inscription, of a sort of arabesque pattern, an ingenious and symmetrical combination of straight lines and curves, the course of which may be followed without once passing along the same line a second time.”

Dr. King suggests that the design may be a religious symbol or merely decorative, to fill in the empty space. It is, however, a very well-known design in India, where it is called the Padmásana, and is in common use at the present day.

Rao Bahádur P. B. Joshi, whose attention was drawn by me to the use of this design on an early Sumerian seal, gives the following description of the Padmásana:—

The figure known as Padmásana is considered very sacred by Hindus, and more especially by Hindu women. It is supposed to bring good luck and prosperity, and, therefore, on all auspicious occasions, such as a wedding, thread-girding, house-warming, Mahápujás, etc., the figure is usually drawn in red and white powder by the ladies of the household. This is done before the host and the priest take their seats. On the Padmásana the women place low wooden stools; and on these, again, woollen ásanas (i.e. coverings), upon which the host and priest sit while the auspicious ceremonies are performed.
During the Diváli holidays the Padmásana and other sacred objects are drawn in front of most Hindu houses. On the first day of the Hindu new year, i.e. Bali Pratipada, the image of Bali Rája is placed on a Padmásana and there worshipped. In the month of Ashádh (June–July), on the Diváli Amavásya or lamps’ no-moon day, Hindu women draw on walls, in sandalwood paste, eight, sixteen, or sixty-four figures of the Mátrikás or mothers. On this occasion a large Padmásana is drawn, and in it the figures of the mother-goddesses, who are then worshipped. It will thus be seen that Hindu women hold the figure Padmásana sacred, and value it highly. It is said to be the seal of Padma (Laxmi), the goddess of good fortune.
The following Sanskrit verse refers to the origin and use of the Padmásana:—

Padmásana Mahád-dívyaṃ Padmáya Asanam Smritam,
Padma-Nábhá-Prásádát cha Padmaya Prakáti Kritam.
Yashoda-Máháve Proktam, Giriadváre Vibhutidam,
Devánám Mánavánáám cha Mangalam Shubha Karmasu.

This may be translated as follows: "The Padmásana is the great celestial Asana (seat) of Padma, the goddess of good luck and the consort of Vishnu. By the favour of the god Padmanabha (Vishnu) the guardian deity of the Hindus, the goddess Padma made its sanctity and importance known to the people."

Rao Bahadur P. B. Joshi adds that warriors using the Padmásana as their seat on horseback, or on an elephant, or in a chariot obtain victory, and that, if drawn on the front of a house, the figure brings luck to the inmates. He also describes the traditional origin of the belief in the Padmásana’s influence, i.e. that in a fight between gods and demons Vishnu blessed it, at his consort Laxmi’s request, and declared that it should in future be more luck-giving and sacred than his own vehicle.

The interesting questions suggested by the discovery of so common an Indian symbol on an ancient Sumerian seal are: Did the symbol come originally from Lagash to India, and, if so, when?

It seems unlikely that an intricate design such as this undoubtedly is could have been invented both in India and Mesopotamia. More probably it was brought from Mesopotamia at a very early date. According to the late Mr. A. M. T. Jackson, trade with Mesopotamia by the Persian Gulf sprang up not later than 750 B.C., and by this route Indian traders brought home the Brahmi alphabet, the art of brick-making, and possibly the knowledge of the lunar mansions (nakshatras), the Babylonian weights (Manā), and the legend of the Flood (vide Imp. Gaz. of India, Bombay Presidency, vol. i, p. 15).
Although it cannot be concluded on the evidence available that the Padmásana came to India by the coasting route down the Persian Gulf as early as 2850 B.C., interesting speculation arises from the fact that a symbol commonly used both as the seat of an Aryan goddess and also of the primitive, i.e. pre-Aryan, mother-goddesses was used also in Lagash in the period referred to
The Decipherment of the Hittite Hieroglyphic Texts

BY THE REV. PROFESSOR A. H. SAYCE

There are the same recognized rules for the decipherment of an unknown script as there are for that of an ordinary cipher, and if they can be followed the script can be deciphered with as much ease as the cipher. Sometimes they cannot be followed, sufficient materials being absent; in this case, all we can do is to wait patiently until the materials are forthcoming.

At one time this was the case with the so-called Hittite hieroglyphic texts. But it has long ceased to be so. The materials for a scientific decipherment of them have been gradually accumulating, and verification has gone hand in hand with the determination of the value and meaning of the characters. We are no longer dependent upon a few fragmentary inscriptions, too often in so imperfect a condition as to make the forms of the characters upon them more or less uncertain.

It is now nineteen years ago since I laid my first results before the Society of Biblical Archaeology (Proceedings, 1903). From that time forward I have contributed to the Proceedings of the Society a series of papers on the same subject, correcting, improving, and adding to my first results, as fresh texts were discovered and misreadings amended. But it was, I know, difficult for other scholars to follow what was little more than a record of the private work of the laboratory in which the main facts were necessarily obscured by a mass of details. And the restrictions upon the use of the Hittite type increased the difficulty.

With the publication by Messrs. Hogarth, Woolley, and Lawrence of the inscriptions discovered at Carchemish, the chief hindrances to successful progress in decipherment have
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been removed. At last we have a number of inscriptions of the same locality and age which are complete, and in which, above all, the forms of the characters admit of no doubt. The volume containing them was published just before the war, and I had time only to make a preliminary examination of its contents and contribute a short paper on some of the results to the *PSBA.*, 1915. Owing to absence from England I had to put the subject aside during the war, and it is only recently that I have been able to take it up again. What I now propose to do is to sum up my previous laboratory work and add a second chapter to my first paper. For the less important details and references those who are interested in the subject must consult my earlier articles. Where no proof is given of the value or meaning assigned to a character, it is in them that the evidence will be found.

**Method of Decipherment**

The starting-point of decipherment has necessarily been the bilingual seal of Tarkondemos. This, however, was not a simple matter, as the progress of my decipherment has shown that the inscription is not in two languages as we should have expected, but merely in two different scripts, the cuneiform representing the same language as the hieroglyphic, like the Cappadocian inscription of Kuaruwan, king of the Eneti, now in the Louvre. The seal, however, settled the signification of the ideographs for "king", "country", and "city", as well as the phonetic values of the character *me* and the ideographs *tarku* and *dime* or *time*. The rock-reliefs of Yasili Kaia had already given me the ideograph for "deity", and the proper names preserved in the Egyptian and cuneiform inscriptions made it clear that the nominative of the noun ended in -s, which consequently was the value of the sign (TSBA., 1881). Subsequently I pointed out in the *Academy* that the Bowl inscription in the British Museum showed that * must represent the accusative suffix which the analogy of the surrounding languages would suggest had the value of
-n, while Dr. Peiser discovered that 𒐃 was used to divide words, though it was employed very irregularly. Then came the brilliant suggestion of M. Six that a certain group of characters occurring in the Carchemish inscriptions, where it is accompanied by the determinative of "country" or "city", the third character being me, must represent the name of Carchemish—a suggestion which has been abundantly verified by subsequent discovery. As in some cases the character following me is 𒏍, which at Mer'ash takes the place of 𒎂 in the nominative of a noun, I adopted the suggestion of M. Six and made it the basis of my future work.

It soon became evident that 𒐃 and 𒐂 must be vowels, as they could be inserted or omitted freely in the same words. Since the second once follows me in the name of Carchemish, it was clear that it had the value of i or e, while other indications made it clear that the first character was a.

Then came the discovery of the name of Tyana in the Bor (Tyana) inscription, in which the values of n and a were already known. Since 𒐃 and 𒏂 frequently interchange with 𒏍, which I subsequently found to represent the word uana, uan, in, as well as the simple letter n, it was plain that the title of king of Tyana, to which the determinative of "capital-city" was attached, and the last five letters of which could now be read, must be Tu(a)-a-n-a-n-s. This gave the value of the first character, which depicts the body of a chariot.

Meanwhile, the interchange of me with the pot (𒐈), and in certain cases with the foot, furnished a clue to the values of these characters, as well as of the character which denotes a city and its correlative 𒐃 (mia, mi, "a place"). I was now in a position to read the several forms of the name of Hamath, Assyrian and Egyptian Amatu, Amitu, occurring in the texts from Hamath, and thus fix the values of some more characters. I was also able to detect the name of
Mer'ash (Ass. Markhaši) in the inscriptions from that district, though unfortunately I went wrong in what I believed to be one form of it, and imagined what is really a patronymic in -si to be a variant of the name.

The variant forms of the name of Carchemish, to which the publication of the recently discovered texts has contributed, together with the interchange of characters in words and grammatical forms, more especially the nom. sing., largely increased my syllabary. At the same time ideographs and determinatives were co-ordinated and explained, and the objects represented by the characters more or less determined.

There was one name, however, of frequent occurrence which I could read only conjecturally. This was the name of the chief deity of Carchemish, after whom also the people of the district were named. The name consisted of two characters, the second of which was mi (or wi). The first character formed the first element in the name of a country with which the Carchemish rulers were in close connexion and which forms part of the titles of the kings of Tyana, the second element in this latter name being the character which I read gha, or, as I now know, kuan, kan. Other reasons which will be found in my original article combined to lead me to the conjecture that the unknown character had the value of khal, the country over which the kings of Tyana ruled being that of the Khalkuan or "Gilicians", while the name of the deity was Khalmi-s, which reappears in that of Aleppo, the Assyrian Khalma-n, the derivative Khalmi-mi-s, or, rather, Khalbi-bis, "he of Khalmis" or "Khalbis".

1 Khalbis, I believe, was the older form of Khébè, Khubis, "the queen of heaven" and goddess of Aleppo, whose name occurs so frequently at Boghaz Keui. Khubis-na, "the land of Khubis," the Greek Kybis-tra, took its name from her. She must be the original of the Lydo-Phrygian Kybelé, one of whose names, according to Heuchelius, was Kóβηηηη, while another was Kôβηηηη, corresponding with the Khalbaba of Ordek-burnu. Kôβηηηη signified one of the eunuch-priests of the goddess, the Kôβηηη Кол being "Korybantes", whence came Kôβηηηη as a title of the deity. Kôβηηηη is the Kombabos of Lucian's "De Dea Syria", who was the eunuch-priest and chief architect of the goddess of Hierapolis or Membij, the later Carchemish. In the epic of Gilgames Kombabos appears as Khumbaba.
being probably represented by the Akhlamê of the Assyrian inscriptions who are placed by Tiglath-pileser I in the neighbourhood of Carchemish. Subsequently I found that Holwân is still the name of the village immediately to the west of Jerablus, and that in the Ordek-burnu inscription Khal-bi-bi is written "טבלת". The legendary Babylonian king Lugal-marda is said to have conquered Khalma in Northern Syria (Poebel, Historical Texts, p. 117).

If the values I assigned to the characters were correct, further study and the addition of fresh materials would verify them. And this in the majority of instances has been the case. Characters to which I had been led independently to give the same phonetic values have time after time been found to interchange with one another as new materials came to hand, e.g. ku-TE-an-na (M. ii, 7) and ku-TE-nâ (M. xxxii, 5, corrected from the squeeze), Nâ-gu(s)-is-is (M. xvi, A) and Na-a-gu(s)-KUAN-wi-sî (C. A11, a 1), Na-a-gu-KUAN-wi-sî (C. A11, b 1). The correct local names, moreover, have resulted from my decipherment, the names belonging to the localities in which

1 The name of the goddess is Khalmasuttum in the Boghaz Keui tablets, in which she is identified with Ilbaba (K.A.B. iv, No. 9, Obv. 17). In a Liverpool tablet (Annals of Archaeology, iii, 3, pl. xxviii, 7, 3) the name is spelt Khal-ma-su-tum. The form has been Semitized from Khalmas. The name of the goddess is ideographically written DUKH-SUM-SAR, "fertility—destroyed—renew," an appropriate title for the Earth-goddess. For the reading Ilbaba instead of ZA-MA-MA see Langdon, JRAS., October, 1920, p. 515. Ilba-ba = Khalma-s, Khal-was. In some passages of the hieroglyphic texts we have to read Khubis instead of Khalmis. Thus an unpublished inscription seems to make it clear that in C. A11, a 4, 6, the reading is KU-khu (rather than khal)-mis-k-is, i.e. khumis-kus, "chief mason" or "architect". (It may be noted that Khalmi or Khalbi would appear as Akhlam in Assyrian, and that just as Tiglath-pileser I states that the army of Carchemish consisted of "Hittites and Kaskians", so Shalmaneser I states (Keilschrifttexte aus Assur, 16, p. 20) that the army of Khali-galbat consisted of "Hittites and Akhlamê ")

2 We know from the way in which the name of Mer'ash is written in M. xxi, 2, that KUAN-gu(s)-is and KUAN-isî are intended to represent the Assyrian khas, gas; hence the name in the text must have been pronounced Nâkhas, or, rather, Nâgkusû. This must be the Nukhasi of the cuneiform texts, Anuqas probably in Egyptian, which lay between Melitene and Carchemish. The form of the word in cuneiform makes it probable that the first syllable should be transcribed nuâ rather than nâ.
the inscriptions have been found being met with in them. Thus we have Carchemish at Carchemish, Hamath at Hamath, Unqi at Kirsh-oghlu. Unqi was the capital of the kingdom of the Khattina according to the Assyrian texts, and in the Kirsh-oghlu inscription we have not only Un-qi, but also Khat-ti-na.\(^1\) It is the same with the personal names; the king of the Emir Ghazi inscriptions, for example, is Mami, a typical name of the district which appears in the Greek inscriptions as Μαμίας and Μάμεις. So, too, we have names which correspond with those found in the cuneiform texts, like Us-Khatti, Tuates, or Masnuan, Khalmuan from Masnis, the Sun-god, and Khalmis, exhibiting the same formation as Τάρχων, Τάρκων, or the cuneiform Kuaruwan from the god Kueras (in the Cappadocian inscription, now in the Louvre: Kuwaruan SARRU Wantuwas “Kuaruwan king of the Eneti”).

Equally cogent is the fact that the grammatical forms yielded by my decipherment are always consistent and agree with those of the other Asianic languages which have been revealed by the cuneiform texts. The nom. sing. in -s, the acc. in -n, the plur. in -s, the poss. pron. mis, the part. in -s, the 1st pers. of the aorist in -mi and wi(-bi), and the 3rd pers. in -ti, -tu, are all common to the neighbouring languages of Asia Minor. The sense, furthermore, of the inscriptions is that which we should expect. Take, for instance, the inscription discovered in 1906 on the base of a column at Nigda, which reads according to my system of decipherment: yī-i-š-a āgu-un es-tu a-na-š i-us-i-ti amiskus,

\(^1\) It was the hieroglyphic spelling in the Kirsh-oghlu inscription which originally led me to correct the false reading “Patina” for “Khattina” in the Assyrian texts, which up to that time had misled the Assyriologists. A re-examination of Mr. Anderson’s squeeze of the Kara-burna inscription (M. xlvi) has cleared up completely the reading of the last line. It is D.P. mi-MI-mi-a NUWI Tua-uran-a-na-i-yi UANA MISNA-si-[i] Khat-tu-nan-a-is-mi atti-s KAN(?)-wi a-na Mis-na-i | MISNA kuan-a-KUANA-na, “for the people of the Tyanian king, son of the Sun-god of the land of the Hittites; I the prince have erected to the lord Sun-god his (or this) sanctuary.”
"This stone the king has erected in the temple (being) chief swordsman" (M. liii); or the inscription on the base of the great statue of the god Agusimis at Carchemish, which begins: \( yi-[a] \ uana-mi-a \) \(^1\) \( A-gu-(gu)s-mi \ uan-na-wi \ yimes \ Masni-s \ ku-wi, \) "This divine place of Agusimis the god I the Sun-god have made" (C. A 4, d). It will be noticed that the word "god" follows the name of the deity as it does in the Ordek-burnu inscription, and that here, as elsewhere, the king is called "the Sun-god", as he is in the Hittite inscriptions of Bogaz Keui, the title being sometimes "my Sun-god" (\( Masnis-mes, \) C. A6, 1, 3), as also at Bogaz Keui.

The inscription of Ordek-burnu is a striking confirmation of my decipherment. Though written in the letters of the Aramaic alphabet, the language is not Semitic with the exception of the word "god" and the names of the deities Shemesh and Rekeb-el. Unfortunately, the greater part of the inscription is destroyed; of what remains, however, the line describing the erection of the monument is preserved in full. This reads:

\[
\text{ייחורי אשמו כומ maçחה נב שמש אלוה}
\]

This (with the exception of the last two words) is an exact transcription of my reading of similar hieroglyphic texts, which would be: \( yi\hi{-an\i{(m)}}\ es-mi kuin(is) my-tua nawi(s) Masni(s) uana(s), \) "This stone I have erected, (being) high-priest of this country (and) king, the Sun-god." Even the order of words is the same as my decipherment makes it in the hieroglyphic texts. As I have observed above, the name of the country, to which the erector of the monument belonged, is written \( הלברון; \) which occupies the same place as \( Khalmimi(s), \) or rather \( Khalwiwi(s), \)\(^2\) does in the texts of

\(^1\) The phonetic value of the ideograph for "god", which is usually followed by the complement \( na \) and \( ni, \) is settled by the Emir Ghazi inscriptions B 4 and C 2, where in the duplicate passage it is replaced by the character \( un. \) On a coin of Tarsus the word appears as Ana.

\(^2\) The interchange of \( m \) and \( w \) in Assyro-Babylonian was due to Asianic influence. The pot (\( \text{חפ} \)) was more usually \( wi \) or \( bi \) than \( mi; \) when \( mi \) was intended, \( \Theta \) or some other character denoting \( mi \) was usually attached to it.
Carchemish. The god Rekeb-el, which also occurs in the inscription, corresponds with the Tuana of the hieroglyphs, tua-uana being "chariot-god", while ביב הלוחם in ll. 4, 5 is the hieroglyphic nauvi-kuani(s) akumia (or akuvia), "royal high-priest of the sanctuary" (literally "hinder-place"). It may be noted that the mosque of El-Qiṣṭan at Aleppo, into the wall of which a Hittite inscription has been built, stands on a hill which bears the non-Semitic name of Akibi.

In 1914 I pointed out that the character פ, the origin of which I did not recognize at the time, must, if my system of decipherment were correct, have the value of gus. Since then I have discovered that it represents the horn of an ox mounted on a pole. Since then, also, the cuneiform tablets of Boghaz Keui have been published, from which we learn that at the entrance to a Hittite temple or city a pole was erected with an ox-horn on the top of it, which was called GIS gušias (from the Sumerian GIS-GŬ(D)-ŠI "wood+ox+horn")\(^1\); the erection of a similar gušias in front of a temple is repeatedly mentioned in the hieroglyphic texts (e.g. C. A11, c5, isy Tarku-wias-u-s Karka-mi-š-mi-i kimmia timia gusi-a-an ku-i, "supreme over the land of Tarkus in the country of Karkamish a gate-way (and) consecrated place (i.e. altar) of the ox-horn-pole I have built").

It is more than a coincidence that in the Bulgar-Maden inscription (M. xxxii, 4) the object following the picture of the pouring out of a libation reads wi-mi-n, i.e. olivov. As is well known, olivov, the Heb. yayin, Ass. īnu (winis in Boghaz-Keui Hittite), has no Indo-European or Semitic etymology, and was a word borrowed from Asia Minor. Similarly, the "vine-tree", which was planted by a king of

\(^{1}\) *Klebenschriften aus Boghazkiöy*, i, 11, Rev. 29–32, where "the AN-ZA-QAR and GIS-gušias in the city of Khatti" are mentioned. The AN-ZA-QAR ("god+stone+tie") was a pole or column of stone to which a sacred stone was attached, and the two cult-symbols are similarly associated together in the Carchemish texts (e.g. C. A6, 8; M. xi, 5). The first of them seems to have been a Sun-pillar (M. iii, 5).
Carchemish (M. x, 2, is-is uan D.P. Aram-me, "who has raised the vine of the Grape-god"), after the fashion of the Vannic kings, was called uan or wina, its phonetic value in the name of the Eneti (M. xxxiii, 3).¹

Equally conclusive, from a scientific point of view, is the translation (given above) which at once offers itself of the inscription on the base of a column from Nigda: yi-is-a ani-in a-na-s i-us-i-ti A-mi-s-ku-š, "This stone the king has erected, (being) chief prophet" (M. liii). The last word is written A-mis-ku-is in C. A 3, a 4, with a long tongue protruding from the mouth of the determinative A "man". It is, therefore, interesting that in the Boghaz Keui tablets the tongue of the inspired priest is said to be "protruded" before the deliverance of an oracle.² I will conclude with a verification which is especially cogent. Among the earliest results of my decipherment was the fact that 𒆠, the numeral 3, had the value kas, and 𒆠𒆠, the numeral 4, had the value me. Subsequently it resulted in showing that 𒆠 is ku or kê, 𒆠 is and 𒆠, the bull’s head, mi. Now comes an inscription from Carchemish of "Imuis³ priest of Khalmis, my Sun-god", in which the numeral 3 is glossed kê-is and the numeral 4 is glossed mi (C. A 6, 6).

It is natural that I should have made many mistakes in my task of decipherment and assigned erroneous values to several characters. The nature of our materials made this inevitable. They were few in number, imperfect, mutilated, and often difficult to read. Characters in relief are especially liable to defacement. The inscriptions, moreover, belonged to different countries and ages, and might, therefore, be expected

¹ The name of the god Aramme, Aramis in the hieroglyphs, is represented by the picture of a bunch of grapes.

² An inscription from Assur translated by Ebeling shows that in Assyria also a similar belief prevailed. Offerings were placed before an image of "The Mouth and Tongue" of Istar, and the priest then implored it to intercede with the goddess (Ebeling, Quellen zur Kenntnis der babylonischen Religion, ii, pp. 2, 47).

³ Or Yamuis. It is probably the Greek Imois.
to exhibit variations in dialect, particularly as regards the vowels. Some of them were in a much more cursive hand than others, and my identifications of the forms were not always correct. Some, too, were carelessly written, and the example of the Egyptian monuments proves how readily hieroglyphic signs are miscopied by an ignorant engraver. An illustration of this is to be found in the very badly written inscription of Carchemish (C. A 2, 3), where the ka of "Carchemish" is omitted in one instance and the name of the king is written with the character tua instead of the somewhat similar nā, which we find in more carefully engraved texts. If all the texts were as well engraved as C. A 6, a large part of the decipherer's difficulties would be removed.

With the increase of better preserved inscriptions from the same locality, Carchemish, some of them still unpublished, I have been able to correct former errors and make new discoveries of importance. First of all, the name of the national god of the Kaskian Hittites (as I will henceforth call them) was not Sandes, but Tarkus. The symbol of the deity, ⟨⟩, like the Assyrian ⟨⟩ and ⟨⟩, represented Tarkus, Sandes, Hadad, Rimmon, Tessub, etc., according to the district in which it was employed, and so probably did the compound ideograph ⟨⟩ ⟨⟩ Tar(ku)-ku, originally intended to indicate the pronunciation Tarku(s), but in later days regarded as a single whole, like similar compound ideographs in Assyrian. Hence the Kaskians or their princes called themselves, not "Sandians", but "Tarkuians", and the initial title of the Mer'ash kings must be read Tarku-di-mi-ti-mi-i-is-s, "he of the land of Tarkondemos." The suffix -ti denotes "belonging to", as in Tua-tes, "a charioteer," Ni-mi-tis, Mi-ni-tis, and Mi-nissi-tis, "belonging to the River-land."

"The River-land," the Naharaim of the Semites, is another discovery. The word ni denoted "water" in Kaskian; hence the value ni attached to its picture ।. Nis was
“river”, usually distinguished in writing from *ni* by a slight change in the form of the character 𒉑, giving it the appearance of a stream rather than of flowing water. Consequently in M. iv, A, B, the reading is *mi-nis-ti-nas* and *mi-nis-nas* rather than *mi-ni*, “of the land of the rivers.” One of the royal titles is that of “lord of the nine rivers”, e.g. M. x, 4, 6, *nis-IX-ana* (followed in line 6 by *Khal-kuan-a Mi-ta-a-kan-is*, “of Cilicia, belonging to the land of Mita,” or Midas).\(^1\) In M. xxi, 4, the place of the numeral is taken by the word *kuan-mi-[a]* and *kuan-mis* (preceded by *NI-S*), which is probably to be read *khāmmia*, the word for “river” in the first example being replaced by the ideograph of the River-goddess, which, as we have long known from M. vi, 2, is to be read *Na-na* or *Nina*, the Nana of the Greeks who described her as the daughter of the Sangarios. In M. xxi, 4, the ideograph is glossed by the picture of a reservoir ◇ with the phonetic complement *-nas*, and in C. A4, 3, the latter is used to represent the syllable *nis* in the word *Tua-uan-ni-◇-s-mia*, “the city of Tyana.” On the other hand, in the sense of “water-basin” ◇ is represented by ◇-*a-is-mi-i-yas* in M. i, 3, and simply *a-is-my-a-is* in M. xxxiv, C. In C. A11, c 3, reference is made to “the River Khulanis” (*Ni-is Khul-a-n-i-is*), the Khulana of the Boghaz Keui texts, which Dr. Forrer identifies with the classical Iris, the whole passage being: D.P. *Tarku-s D.P. Kar-ka-mi-s D.P. Khal-khalmi-mi-mi-s-mia atus amy kuan-ana-a-na-s-mia* D.P. *Tarku-s NI-is-Khul-a-n-i-is-mia Ni-my-mia Mi-ta-si un-ni-us,* “Tarkus-Carchemish of Khalbibi, the lord of the city of

\(^1\) Besides “the 9 rivers” we find also “the 9 states” and “kings” (M. xviii, B5, etc.), “the 9 sanctuaries” and “the 9 gods” (M. x, 3, 4). There were also the 9 sacred horses (*yuami*, M. xlvii, 2). In a Cappadocian tablet (*Cuneiform Texts from Cappadocian Tablets in the British Museum*, 113644, 4) mention is made of Khana-Narim, “Khana of the River” or “Rivers”. If it is “Rivers” it will be the name of a country, thus distinguished from Khani-galbat or Melite; otherwise it would be the name of a city. Besides *nis “water” tutis* also meant “river”.
Hierapolis, Tarkus the god of the sons of Mita of the River-land of the River Khulanis.” ¹

Nina or Nana, “the River-born” goddess, was naturally the goddess of the great river-fortress Carchemish.² Hence, in the Carchemish inscriptions, the people of that city are repeatedly called Ninatis, Nanatis, “Niretians.” This explains the name given by Ammianus Marcellinus to Carchemish, Ninus Vetus, “the old Ninus,” which has been the subject of so much controversy. The name of Nina, Nana, as I pointed out in the PSBA., January, 1915, p. 10, interchanges with the head of a horse, to which the phonetic complement ana (the three drops of lead or silver) is sometimes attached (e.g. C. A11, b 6). We are reminded of the kelpie or river-horse of the Highlands, as well as the hippocampus of the Greeks. In the Hamath inscription M. vi, 2, the “swordsmen of the people of Nana” (D.P. Na-NANA-na-yis-mia) mean the swordsmen of Carchemish. As we learn from the Carchemish texts, the consecrated “swordsmen” or “dirk-bearers” of Attys distinguished the religious cult of Carchemish, whose king accordingly bore the special title of “the Swordsman of Carchemish”, just as the ruler of Melia (Malatiyeh) bore the distinguishing title of Akuanas or Akuana-nas, “Arch-priest” (in which I see the Phrygian title akena-no-lavos). Thus, at Gurun (Olmstead, Travels and Studies, xvi), ...nais, “the processionist of Khattu, Ma and the Sun-god, the priest of Khattu and supreme king,” calls himself “Arch-priest of Melid, Swordsman of Carchemish, Arch-priestly [ruler] of the River-land (?), king of Oinoanda.” At Emir-Ghazi (M. l, 1, 5) Mamoas is entitled “the Swordsman of the goddess Amma”, or “Ma”, in whose image on Mount Sipylos the Greeks saw that of the weeping Niobé.

But to return to nis, “a river.” We find it again among the

¹ Cf. M. i, 3, D.P. a-(i)s-mi-i-us khul-i-nas, “basins of green,” i.e. “spring water?” In the Bogaz Keui tablets the Khulana is interpreted the “Green” river.
² Nana-AMEL-is, “The Man of Nana,” is the name of a son of the king of Carchemish in a Bogaz Keui text (K.A.B. iv, No. 4, Obr. 52, 58).
titles of King Imois (C. A6, 2), where it is written ♦(Nis)-MY-me-yu D.A., i.e. Nis-me-yu "of the River-land". The name forms part of a sentence which, so far as I am able to read it, runs: amis-wi kuan-wi D.P. Tarkuwis D.P. Aramawai-mia MASNI (?)-mi-wi agussi-TE-amias-mia akuan-wi mida agu-wi wanni isimian agussi-TE-ana agu-i isan Nis-me-yu-D.A. . . .-me-mis wisiy . . .-ni-D.A. . . .-me-mis wisi-mia MIA Mi-s-yi-D.A. Mi-is-ka-yi-D.A. Kusy-mi-yi-D.A. . . .-me-wis amias¹ Masni-me nawi; "I am swordsman, I am priest, a Tarkuian of Aram; in the land of the Sun-god (?) in the Northern domain (?) I have been consecrated ruler; places I have built for the gods in the highlands of the North (?) I have built a temple for the gods; I am supreme over the River-land, being supreme over the land of . . . ni in this place, supreme over this city, over the Misians, the Moschians and the Kusians, (even) the cities of my Sun-god, the king."

The Kusians, also written Kasians, occupied Northern Syria, extending westwards from Carchemish to the Gulf of Antioch, according to the Assyrian inscriptions. A letter from Nabu-sum-iddin, published by Dr. Pinches in the PSBA., November, 1881, includes Karnê (the Atu Keren of the Egyptian lists), Dâna (now Dânâ), Kullania (Calneh), Arpad and Isana (now Isân) among their cities, and states that the horses exported by them bore the name of Kusâ or Kusian. "The country of Kassi" or "Kasse" or "Kâsi", which has been erroneously identified with the people of the Kass in Babylonia, is mentioned several times in the Tel el-Amarna tablets (Knudtzon, 76, 15, 104. 20, 116. 71) as an ally of Mitanni and the Hittites, whose territories it adjoined, and has left its name in the classical Mons Casius. At Emir-Ghazi Mamoas takes the title of "king of the land of Kusi" (Ku-si-mi-a), in accordance with the fact that the Kases (Byzantine Kasin) occupied the plain stretching east-

¹ The head of the ass which was usually midâ had also the value of anas, nas (cf. Greek ἐνος); hence it could be used for anas "king".
ward from Emir Ghazi to Venata and Tyana, while another body of "Kassai" were on the frontier between Pamphylia and Isauria. In the first line of the larger Hamath inscription (M. vi, 1) the original in the Constantinople Museum reads clearly: "I am Ari(s)’atumian, chief swordsman, arch-priest of Yakhan, king of Hamath (and) the land of Kus" (amistus akuannāvis Ya-kuan-nā-a-na-D.A. navis amia Amī-it-ti-mi-[a]-s Ku-is-mia- D.A.). It is also a common title of the Carchemish kings, e.g. C. A6, 3, Khal-kuan-an k(a)-kuan-n-i-s A-m-e-i-ME Ku-su-n-na akuan-ni ku-i-is at-(at)ta-mia, "priest of the Cilicians, who has built a palace (attamia) for myself, the Kusian arch-priest"; C. A11, b3, gus-mia Agu-gus-is-si-mi mi-(mi)-a-me-i-s Ku-su-ni-i-s . . . mes-wi, "the ox-horn symbol of Agusimis I the Kusian citizen . . . have erected"; M. xi, 3, na-vis Tuan-a-wis-mia Ku-su-wis, "the king, a Kusian of Tyana." ²

The Misiands, who are conjoined with the Kusians and Moschians, are the Masu, the Egyptian monuments, the Misi of the Tel el-Amarna tablets (Knudtzon, 101. 4, 105. 27, 108. 38, etc.).³

One of the most important discoveries the Carchemish

² Perhaps we should read akuana-navis, since the word is sometimes written with a second na or nau (e.g. M. xxxiii, 2). In the Asianic languages l and n so frequently take the place one of the other that I am inclined to see in akuana-navis the Old Phrygian akenano-lawos, "High Priest." The initial a is the Kaaskan word a, "man" (literally "the speaker"); the ideograph akuana is a compound of the arm (ku), the numeral "one" (ua) and na. Just as ak(u)ana-navis, also written ak(u)anana-navis, is the Phrygian akenano-lawos, so the Hittite kuana-mia, "consecrated place" or "temple", would be the Phrygian kene-man, "consecrated place" or "tomb".

³ In a mutilated passage, Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoi, iv, 17, 17 seq., we read: "... whatsoever matter below, at home, abroad (maniam kuinī sapal biran khatrî) ... any Hittite or Arzawan (Arzawa) ... now do thou these Kusian people (kvies kis D.P. Kuwanas)."
inscriptions have enabled me to make is the reading of the name of the Sun-god. This is Mias-nis, written also Masnis, Masnas, and Misnis, Misnas. The phonetic spelling interchanges with the ideograph of the sun, to which is often attached the phonetic complements -s-n and -n. As in the cuneiform inscriptions of Boghaz Keui, the king is called "the Sun-god", and (as I have remarked above) as at Boghaz Keui he also gives himself the curious title of "my Sun-god" (e.g. C. A6, 1; in M. ii, 6, MASN-s-ni mî-i is "in the land of the Sun-god"). That the title was borne by other kings in the Hittite region besides those of the Hittite empire we learn from the impression of a seal on a tablet found at Boghaz Keui and published by Professor E. Meyer, "Reich und Kultur der Chetiter," p. 44. It contains two lines of cuneiform, which read: (1) dup-sa-ar-[r]i-i-as-ma-as Khu-uz-zi-ya-us (2) Sam-si-us Us-ta (?)-. . . -ku-va-as,"This is the seal of Khuzziyaus, (2) the Sun-god of Usta . . kus" (which incidentally informs us that the name of the Sun-god in the Boghaz Keui texts is the borrowed Assyrian Samsi-us).

Masnis or Masnas is evidently the Lydian Masnês, Masanês, found on two coins of Sardes (Head, Catalogue of Coins in the British Museum, Lydia, pp. cxi seq.). One, of the time of Alexander Severus, represents two figures with clubs, one of whom holds out a herb, and with the names Masnês and Tylos attached to them. The second, of the time of Gordian III, represents a warrior striking a huge serpent with a club, and has the name of Masanês written over him. The reference is clearly to the Lydian myth quoted by Pliny (N.H. xxv, 14) and Nonnus (Dion. xxv, 451-551), from Xanthus how the hero Tylos was restored to life by a herb called Balis after having been bitten by a serpent, which was subsequently killed by Da-mašen, son of Gê. A similar story has turned up among the Boghaz Keui tablets; here the serpent is named Illuyankas, who was slain by the god and his son (Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoi, iii, No. 7). Masnês becomes Mannês, Manês, as well as Massês, by assimilation of
s to n and n to s; see Wilamowitz-Möllendorf, *Hermes* 34, p. 222. Mesna-bö and Mesna-wö are names found in the Karian inscriptions.\(^1\)

The correct reading of the word for “priest”, *kuanis*, I owe to Dr. Cowley (see his *Hittites*, p. 63). The ram’s head and horn, however, are not n, as he suggests, but *kuan*, *kuan*, *kan*, though in combination with other characters they could be used to express simply *ku*, *ka*, and *kha*. *Kuan* is evidently the Karian κών (Tzetzes, *Lykophron*, 644), connected with the Greek κώνς and κώδιον. Another Kaskian word which has its analogue in the Karian glosses is *gus*, *gusi(s)*, “a stone,” the Karian γίσσα (Steph. Byz., s.v. *Μονογίσσα*). The name of the city over which the Kölitolu-Yaila king claims rule (M. xlv, 1, 3) now becomes intelligible. It is GUA-ku-(ku)ana, that is, Kuana or Ikonion. Kölitolu-Yaila was, in fact, in the district of Ikonion.\(^2\)

The native spelling of the name of Ikonion, according to an inscription discovered there by Sir W. M. Ramsay, was *Kuoana*. This corresponds very closely with the Kaskian *kuan*(is), which is the same word as *kuvev* “priest” in the Greek Lydian inscriptions and *gaenas* “priest” in Boghaz Keui Hittite.\(^3\) The Hebrew *kohen*, which has no Semitic root (the Arabic *kahin* being borrowed from it), is a loan-word from “the sons of Heth”, and we find the same word in the *KOAAΛΑΛΕΙΝ* of the MSS. of Hesychius, which must be read *koaev*, and is said to be the Lydian word for “king”. The initial vowel of Ikonion represents the Kaskian prefix *ā*, usually expressed by a man’s head, from which we may infer that it was supposed to be derived from *ā*, “a man.” Its

\(^1\) The first of the three Lydian tribes whose names are recorded was entitled *Maoovis*, which I should correct to *Maorvis*, “that of the Sun-god.” It would have been the royal clan.

\(^2\) The photograph reads: ID.-a(?)-mɪ *yis-mi-a atus \(\mathfrak{A}\) A-atus-A-atus

GUA-ku-(ku)ana-D.A., “ruler of this country, prince of the princes of Kuana.”

\(^3\) Cf. Vannic at-*=zanak*, “priest,” at-*=zana-ve*, “consecrated,” at-*=qana-\(\dot{d}u\)i, “he consecrated.”
presence in the Greek form of the name of the city was probably due to the fact that the $k$ was really a $q$ followed by a semi-labial. At any rate, it gave rise to the story that the city was named from an image (εἰκόν) of Perseus which stood at its entrance.\(^1\)

Kuana signifies "the priestly" or "sacred city", just as Tuana signifies "the chariot city" from the consecrated chariot of Rekeb-el, and thus is one of the many Hierapoleis or "sacred cities" that existed in the Hittite world. Not the least proof of the scientific soundness of my decipherment is that it results in finding Carchemish called not only Nina—the Ninus of Ammianus Marcellinus—but also Kuanas-mia, "the sacred city." The name occurs repeatedly in the Carchemish inscriptions by the side of Carchemish and Nina (e.g. C. A11, c 3, atus amy kuan-ana-a-na-ś-mia, "lord of Hierapolis"; A6, 5, 6, kui attamia k(a)-(k)uan-na-s-mi-a, "I have built the palace of Hierapolis").\(^2\)

In my first attempts at decipherment I identified the country over which the Hamath king claimed rule with the Yahkan of the Assyrian texts. My reading of the name, however, must be amended; it should be Ya-quan-na-a-na, Yaghannana, "the land of Yakhannas." The name of Yakhannas has now turned up in what is the earliest of the Carchemish inscriptions yet discovered, where it reads Ya-quana-s (C. A1, 1). Yakhannas claims to be the conqueror of various countries, and entitles himself "the protector (?)\(^3\) of Carchemish (Kar-ka-

---

1 Has the name of Perseus been derived from that of the Cilician city of Pursakhanda or Parsakhanda, which figures prominently in the legend of the invasion of Asia Minor by Sargon of Akkad, and appears again in the Boghaz Keui tablets? Perseus, the founder of Tarsus, is merely a Hellenization of the name of Tarsus.

2 In the Aleppo inscription (M. iii, 3) Aleppo is called Ku-GUANA-mi-MIA (Kuana-mia), "the Sanctuary-city"; the Assyrian King Shalmaneser II similarly entitles it "the city of Hadad". The inscription in question reads: "This temple-court of my (sic) Sun-god Attys Ka-atus (Katys) king of the land of Tarkondemos... has built... being a Yanātian of Hierapolis."

3 Represented by the picture of the winged genius with the head of an eagle, which was a symbol of the Assyrian god En-Urta. It was pronounced Amuš or Amois.
mi(as)-a-s-mia), the Hittite (Khat-tu-mias), supreme over the lands, Yakhannas, of the Kaskian (Ki-is-KAN-ka-a-ni-in D.A.) Tarkuians in the city of Carchemish (Ka'-ka-Kuan- mi-is) here in the River-land (Nḫ-mi-a) the god, the Sun- god” (MISN-i-š-n-i-is).

In the Aleppo inscription (M. iii, A2) the place of “the land of Yakhan” is taken by Ya-ná-tis-D.A. “of the land of Yana.” In an unpublished inscription from Carchemish this is written Ya-ni-mi-yi “of the country of Yani”, which is termed “the land of Tarkus.” Yani or Yana must be the Uan of the Egyptians, which, according to Amon-em-heb, the officer of Thothmes III, lay to the west of Aleppo, and since the name of the vine is written wi-na in M. xxxiii, 3, it will have signified “Vine-land”. A town of Oinianos (Winianda in the Boghaz Keni tablets) was situated one day’s journey from Mount Amanus according to Cicero (Ad Fam. xv, 4), where its later name of Epiphaneia is applied to it. In an Assyrian geographical list (W.A.I. ii, 53–8) the country of Ya-e-na is given as adjoining Khilakku or Cilicia in the direction of Malatiyeh.¹ Here we have the explanation of the statement by Stephanus Byzantinus that Iónē was the original name of the Syrian Antioch, and the further statement of the Periplus Maritima that Ionia was the district at the mouth of the Pyramus. The name is written Uan-na-s in M. vii, 1, 1.²

The fertile plain running westwards from Carchemish to Antioch is still known as “the Lowland of Umq”, the “Amyces campus” of classical geography, which, as was first noted by Conder, is called Amiqu in the geographical list of Thothmes III (No. 308). Umq is the Unqi of the Assyrian texts, the Unqi (Uan-ku-KU(an)-i, Uan-UAN- kuan-is, Uan-UAN-kuan-ni-is) of M. vii, 1, 1, and vi, 4, 5.

¹ Yaena stands in the same relation to Uana that the Hittite gaenas, “priest,” stands to kuanis. The passage of u (w) into i (y) was a distinguishing feature of the Hittite languages.

² The first syllable is represented by the ideograph of “god”, which interchanges as a phonetic with wan (wan, yin).
But the Semitic Emeq is also used in the Carchemish inscriptions to denote the "Valley" or "Lowlands" in contradistinction to the "Highlands"; thus we have (C. A2, 6) Ami-ku-KUAN-ti-mi-i mi-ana "city-lord of the Low-lands", and in an unpublished inscription D.P.-isi-is-ian-D.A. Ami-kuan-tu-is-ian-mi-i, "in the land of the Highlanders and Lowlanders." Here the word amikantis (or amikandus) will be a derivative from the borrowed Semitic emeq. It is evidently "the land" or "lands of Amki" of the Tel el-Amarna tablets.

Mitanni is written Mi-it-ta-an-a-(an) in M. xi, 2, and Mi-ta-a-na-s-D.A. in C. A4, 1, 2. Mitanni or Mitanna signifies "the land of Mita" whom Winckler has identified with the Greek Midas. The Carchemish princes boast of their descent from him; thus in unpublished inscriptions we find Mi-takan-is "of the race of Mita", and in M. x, 7, Mi-ta-a-kan-is, while in C. A3, 3, the god Tarkus is called A-amis-ku-is-na-a-s-mia Khal-kuan-(ua)n-s-mi-i Mi-tua-s-mi-i, "of the Chief prophet’s land, in the country of the Cilicians and of Midas." Mita, it may be observed, is associated throughout with Cilicia and not with Mitanni, and accordingly in M. xxxiii, C. 8, we read "king ruler of [the land of] Mita (Mi-MI-i-tua-[na]), the supreme" (isi-mi-s). In M. xlviii, 1, however, which is an inscription of . . . -khattis from Hissarjik, not Erzerûm, mi(a)-tua is "chariot-place" and not a proper name (mi(a)-tua ni-i-ni tua-a-uan si-nas-mi-an nismi-wi-š gua-uan-na (?)-š, "to the chariot-place I have given a chariot of bronze (and) water-basins of stone"). The city of Mita is mentioned in one of the Boghaz Keui tablets (K.A.B. ii, 31, 22).

Among the countries conquered by King Yakhanas was that of the Kanisians (Ki-a-ni-is-mi-ian-mi-a-D.A.; C. A1, a2).1 This must be the Kanes of the Boghaz Keui texts which, according to Dr. Forrer, was the primitive capital of the

---

1 The photograph shows that the other place conquered by the king was MIA-mi-a Yi-uan-na-uan, "The city of the Yuanians." Are the Ionians meant?
Hittites. It is the Ganis of the Cappadocian tablets, now represented by Kara Eyuk or Kul-tepe, 18 kilometres north-east of Kaisariyeh. The name also occurs in one of the Hamath inscriptions (M. iv, A2), which reads: (1) a-me-isy Ti-me-s Aris-atu-mian-s akuan-na-wi-s Ya-khan-nan-na-na-D.A. nauwi (2) amia-a A-mi-it-mia wi-mi MI-my n-nas-wi ur. Ko-a-n-nas-mia-a-D.A. Ni-mi-ti-nas (3) ku-wi i-us-i-ti mi-a-MIANA N-ami-kani-s-D.A., (1) "I am the supreme consecrator (or consecrated one), Ar(is)atumian, the high priest, king of Yakhan, (2) in this city of Hamath: the country I have conquered. A writing. I being of the River-land of Kanis (3) have made in the temple, city-lord of the race of the River-land." In inscription M. 3, B, instead of the last sentence we have: (2) ku Mi-ta-a-na-s-D.A. Ni-mi-ti-i-s (3) ku-wi i-us-i-ti mi-a-MIANA Tarku-di-mia-nan-us-D.A., (2) a statue I being of the River-land of Mita (Mita-nas) (3) have made in the temple, city-lord of the land of Tarkondemos"; while in inscription iv B the last line is: MA-s Na-mi-a-n-nas-D.A. Ni-mi-nas ku-wi i-us-i-ti, "Seats of the River-land I being of the River-land have made in the temple" (literally "high-place").

The phonetic value of the first character of the name of the king (which depicts a bedstead) is fixed by its occurrence in the name of Mer'ash (Ma-ar-gua-si), where it interchanges with ir, but the word it represents would be in the nominative aris, possibly a loan-word from the Assyrian ırsu. Is the name of the king, then, identical with that of the Chushan

---

1 The character is that which represents ur in (A)mur-wis, "Amorite." Since ir or ar (found in the names Gamir and Markhasi) is a picture of a seal with its string, and in M. xxxii, 2, 3, forms the first element in the compound iry-ni-me (sic)-i-us; i.e. "written stones" (ni-meis), to which the determinatives of an inscribed tablet and a stone are attached, I conclude that it means "to write." Cf. the Vannic armanida-d, "written tablets." The title ir-wis is frequently assumed by the writers of the inscriptions; e.g. in C. A6, a1, we have: yi-a...wy Yi-mi-ian-na-is ir-wi-s akuan-naawi-is-wi D.P. Aram-a-[mia] amistus a-na-is Khal-kuan-uan-mia, "This have I set up, Yimiannas, the writer; I am arch-priest, chief swordsman of Aram, king of the Cilicians."
Rish'athaim of Judg. iii, 8–10? The latter also was king of the River-land (Naharaim); he is called Chushan, i.e. Kusana(s), "of the land of Kusa," the very title assumed by Ar(is)-'atumian in M. vi, 1 (see above), and he conquered the country south of the Hittite region. Ar(is)'atumian omits the nominative suffix -s in writing his name in M. vi, 1, from which we may infer that it was not pronounced, and in the Ordek-burnu inscription neither the nominative nor the accusative terminations of the noun are written.

One of the errors which impeded my attempts to interpret the inscriptions was the supposition that in the inscription of the "Rabbit"-king of Mer'ash, what is really the name of his father represented the name of Mer'ash. I was led into the error by the patronymic suffix ši, which is also the final syllable of Markha-si, Mer'ash. When at New York I found that the inscription from Mer'ash in the Metropolitan Museum, which had been very faultily copied, begins with the name in question, without, of course, the patronymic suffix, the correct reading of the first line being: A-me-i-MIA ID.-kuan-s amis-s my-MIA + Y-wi, "I am . . . kanš (? Yakhanas), the swordsman of the city." He was the son of Mamias "of Gurgumi, arch-priest of the race of Mer'ash" (Gu-GUR-gu-mi-MI-s-mia aku-an Ma-ar-KUAN-gus-ka-ni-s), M. xxi, 2. In M. lii, 4, the name of Gurgumi is written Gur-gů-me.

In my paper in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, January, 1914, p. 10, I pointed out that the name of the god whose seated image, on a pedestal with the figure of an eagle-headed man between two lions, was discovered at Carchemish, reads Agusimis, or rather Agusiwis, if my system of decipherment were correct (C. A4 d). A few months later my reading was verified by Professor Zimmern and Dr. Scheil, who recovered the larger part of a poem composed by King Khammurabi in honour of the Syrian goddess Agusaya, the rival and antagonist of the Babylonian Istar, and describing how the antagonism was finally appealed by their fusion one into the other. Agusaya is the feminine counterpart of
Agusiwis. The inscription on the pedestal is: yî[-a] uan-mi-a A-KU-gusi-mi uan-na-yi yîmes Masni-s ku-wi Nana-nay-u an... uan-mi-MIA A-KU-gusi-mi-s KUAN-a-ti ml-a-na, “This god’s place of Agusiwis the god I the Sun-god have made; of the Nanayans... the god’s place may Agusiwis bless for the king of the land!” In C. A11, a5, the name is written D.P. A-KU-gusi-mi (“a shrine in this place belonging to Agusiwis here I have erected”); but in C. A11, b3, 5, it appears as Agu-gu(s)-is-mi and Ā-agu-gu-is-wis. I believe the name originally meant “the Ancient One”, but the Kaskian scribes made it a compound of a “man” (once also å “speaker”) and gusi(s) “a rock”, so that it would have signified “rock-man”. At Boghaz Keui three of the king’s sons are called “the gold-men” (K.A.B. iv, No. 10, Rev. 30), and Dudkhaliyas states that a “weapon of the gold-man” was set up in a certain spot on the frontiers of Tarkhun-tassa (K.A.B. iv, No. 10, Obv. 27).

The s of Agusiwi(s) is elsewhere equivalent to z, which became d in the later age of the Asianic languages. Agūsiwis could therefore correspond with the Greek Agdi-stis, the father of Attys according to one story. Arnobius (Adv. Gentes, v, 5) tells us that Agdistis was born from a stone and “received his name from his mother rock”. We are further told that he married Nana, the daughter of the Sangarius, King Midas subsequently devoting his daughter to Attys. Nana, as we have seen, was the goddess of Carchemish; the river Sangura ran a few miles to the south, and the daughters of the kings who traced their descent from Mita were dedicated to Attys. As for the suffix -tis, it is common in Kaskian (e.g. Mi-ni-tis and Minis-tis “of the River-land”, Karkamesiyis-tis “of Carchemish”) and it is also found in Vannic (e.g. Argistis).

In the Tell Ahmar text (Annals of Archaeology, ii, 4, pl. xxxviii, 2) the name of the god is denoted by a serpent (agu, cf. ĕχις, anguis, Boghaz Keui yankas) followed by a picture of a stone, the passage reading: D.P. Tarku-ku-s uan-i-is-s
The goddess 'Atu, whose name is certified by its interchanging with a-tu(a) in that of the Wanatu or Eneti, was identified with Istar in Syria (in the compound.rs enun). On the coins of Tarsus 'Ateh, 'Atu, is represented as seated on a lion and wearing a veil with her name written beside her, while Baal-Tarzi, the chief god of the city, is depicted along with her (Head, Historia Nummorum, p. 616). Hence it is not surprising that at Fraktin she appears as the supreme goddess in the company of Atys (M. xxx). In front of her stands the priestess with the inscription Am-mia-MI-mia-mi ID., "High-priestess of Ammammis," and at the back: Kuana-ana-uan-D.A.-ti D.P. [Tarku]-wi, "(and) of Tarkus of Hierapolis." The strange character which follows Kuana has the value of ana according to an unpublished inscription of Carchemish—the only other place in which I have met with it. The Hierapolis in question was probably the neighbouring Komana rather than the more distant Kastabala-Hierapolis.

Sir W. M. Ramsay has given reasons for believing that Fraktin is the Das-Tarkon of Strabo. If so, it may be the Tarkhuntas of an unpublished Bogaz Keui tablet of which

---

1 Or perhaps "king of the gods".
2 At Kara-Dagh also the inscriptions of Khattu-kuanis record the construction of "this sanctuary of the gods Tarkus, Atys, and the Serpent" (AGU-ku); Ramsay and Bell, The Thousand and One Churches, p. 515.
3 See my paper on "The Monuments of the Hittites" in the Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, vii, 2, p. 12. In M. lii, 1, 2, 4, the character 'Atu also interchanges with a-ti in the name of the country "N", written Yasiti in Assyrian (Black Obelisk, 90). In line 1 we have Ya-'atu-ya-a-si-ian-D.A., in line 2 Ya-ti-a-si-ian-D.A., in line 4 Ya-ti-[asian].
4 'Aστρυνόντι was the name of "a Hermaphrodite" deity among the Phrygians, with which Thomopoulos (Pelasgika, p. 447) compares δαγός, "an image of Aphrodite." Ada-gyus would be the Kaskan 'Atu-gus, "the oxhorn-pole of 'Atu," which might be described as Hermaphrodite, since the gušiyas or pole was properly the symbol of the bull-god Hadad-Tarkus.
Kuruntas was king. In K.A.B. iv, No. 10, instead of Tarkhuntas we have Tessubtassa, Tessub and Tarku being merely the varying national names of the same deity. In an inscription of the Vannic king Sarduris II (Sayce, l, 30, 31), two Melidian towns are mentioned called Tâsê or Tas and (AN) Quera-tâsê, the tasê (or "township"?) of the god Queras.¹

I can now explain another rock-sculpture of Asia Minor with more exactitude than was possible when I first attempted a translation of it. This is the sculpture at Ivriz (M. xxxiv). The inscription attached to the figure of the god is: (1) yi-a D.P. Tarku² kui-s Ti-ya-s ku-wi (2) U-wi-ni-a-si-s a-tu Ky-ti-is-(3)s-mia Uana-tu-ti attas, (1) "This for Tarkus making I Theias have made, (2) the son of Uwi-nias, prince of Ketis, father of the Enetî" (Wanatundî). That attached to the figure of the king is: (1) yi-a ku-wis U-wi-(2)ni-a-s ami (?) ku-(3)-yu is-wi, (1) "This making, of the High-priest Uwinias the image I have erected." In the mutilated inscription below all that can be read with certainty is: . . . ku-wis ti-mi-a-ani . . . U-wi-ni-a-s-my a-is-mi-[yas] . . . " . . . making the consecrated place . . . the water-basin(s) of the place of Uwinias . . ." Uwi-nias signifies "dedicated to the priest", as Uanna-nias (C. A6, 9) signifies "dedicated to the god".

Sufficient has now been said to show that as fresh materials have come to light the application to them of my system of decipherment has resulted in translations which are congruous in sense and yield the geographical, personal, and divine names which we should expect. I will now conclude this series of verifications with an example of another sort.

In the Journal of this Society, October, 1912, p. 1036, I published the fragment of a tablet from Boghaz Keui containing an inventory of the royal treasures and finishing with

¹ Kuaruwan above (p. 538) is a derivative from Queras. Similar formations in -uan, -ian from divine names are common on the Kaskian seals.
² Or Sanda, since we are here in Cilician territory.
the colophon: *dub II-KAM u-ul qa-ti sa D.P. Ar-nu-wa-anda-[as] Khu-o-ti-wi-is u-nu-ut bit TAK-DUB*, "Second tablet, not finished; by Arnuandas the Khutiwis; (giving) the contents of the house of stone monuments" \(^1\) (i.e. the royal museum). Then comes a counter-signature consisting of three hieroglyphic characters, which I rendered: "before the minister." The newly published cuneiform texts show that the translation is exact. The character I have rendered "minister" is the head of a large hound, and in accordance with this in the colophon of the legend of the slaying of the wicked serpent we read: D.P. *Kas-kha AMEL . . . pa-ni D.P. UR-MAKH rab DUB-[SAR-]MES is-āhur, "Kaskha the . . . before the Big-dog, the chief scribe, has written (this)."

In M. x, 4, the head of the hound is followed by the picture of the quiver (*ka*), which is probably its phonetic complement.

How the characters were pronounced in Hittite we do not know. In Kaskian *miani* was "before", in Assyrian *pāni*; but in Boghaz Keui Hittite the word was probably *ziyantaz*.\(^2\)

As in the case of the cuneiform characters, the Hittite hieroglyphic characters had different pronunciations according to the languages in which they were employed. Thus, in Cilician *is" a goat"* was *tarkus*, Greek *τρύγος*, guanas "temple" (the "consecrated" place) was *dimes* (*times*), Greek *δόμος*. In Kaskian itself an ideograph could have more than one pronunciation, though the one to be adopted is usually denoted by phonetic complements or a reproduction of the whole word; e.g. 🌿 *ana* generally represented *amins* when written perpendicularly, and 🌿 (*iżis* and *kuanas*) has *kuan-n-a-is* attached to it in M. xxi, 5.

The arm and hand in various positions occupied a prominent place in the Hittite script and represented a number of different words and phonetic values. I have had great difficulty in

---

\(^1\) This is how we now know the lines should be read and translated.

\(^2\) The Boghaz Keui reading of *MI-i-a-MI-i* would, therefore, have been *ZI-i-a-NZI-i*. 
distinguishing them, and in one or two instances have not yet been able to reach a certain conclusion. Many of the inscriptions are as carelessly written as similar Egyptian hieroglyphic ones, the result being that characters of similar form are confounded by the engravers, some of the texts are in an exceedingly cursive script rendering identifications with the original pictures a matter of difficulty, the inscriptions belong to different localities and periods, and a considerable number are mutilated or only semi-legible. It is but recently that the Tell Ahmar inscription (Annals of Archaeology, ii, 4, pl. xxxviii, 1) has given me the pronunciation of the frequent title a-gu(ku)-uam-na, i.e. kuanis or kuanas, with the prefix a “man”, which explains the Phrygian title akenano-lavos. The arm is merely a variant of the hand, which in its most cursive forms appears as and mis or wis and nas, as, and denotes the “seizer” or “conqueror” (see C. A3, 2). It is clearly related to nas-wi, “I conquered.” A variant is with the thumb expelling a word (na), which ought to have the value of nas or as, though it seems to have been employed for mis and wis. With the sword or dirk (mis) attached to it, the outstretched arm denotes ana “king” (perhaps a compound of a and nas), but when standing upright it represents “swordsmen” (a+mis), as it also does when surmounted by the ideograph of “city” (e.g. M. iii, B3). The upright arm is alta, “father,” also atus, “lord,” which may originally have had the same signification; Papas, “father,” we are told, was a title of Attys in Phrygian. With the palm turned away from the reader it was ku, probably from akuan or kuan. With the nail of the thumb turned outward it was isi, “high,” the cursive form of which I formerly mistook for a

1 So in C. A6, 5: ki-i-is ky-i alta-na-a Khattu, “I have given gifts to our father Khattu.” Cf. line 7: ki-i-is ky-i 1D. IX Mas-n-a-i, “I have given gifts to the Sun-god of the 9 heavens.”
ladder.\textsuperscript{1} The depressed hand, denoting consecration, had the value of \textit{ti}, \textit{di}; with the palm towards the reader it was \textit{ki}, “to give.” In the reverse position it was \textit{akuan}. For other uses of the arm or hand the syllabary must be consulted.

**Script and Phonology**

The Kasko-Hittite hieroglyphs originated in the highlands of Asia Minor. All were primarily pictographs, and were accordingly used to express the words of more than one language. Hence we must expect to find them polyphounous.

In course of time a few of them came to be employed phonetically. Unfortunately the number of these was limited, and a very small number had to serve for the more common sounds of the language. As in Mitannian and Vannic cuneiform, the syllabic value of a character tended to pass into an alphabetic one.

The oblique or perpendicular stroke so frequently attached to a character had a double signification. Properly the perpendicular stroke denoted the vowel \textit{u}, from \textit{ua}, “one,” while the oblique stroke indicated that the character to which it was attached was modified in pronunciation. But as this frequently meant the addition or insertion of \textit{u}, \textit{ũ}, the two came to be confounded together in the later texts. On the seal of Tarkondemos the oblique stroke attached to \textit{mi}, “four,” is represented in the cuneiform transcript by \textit{e}.\textsuperscript{2}

One of the peculiarities of the script is that an object is

\textsuperscript{1} With the forefinger crooked inward it denoted “conqueror”, “possessor.” The two forms are clearly distinguished in C. A6, 2. The name of the Karaburna king (M. xlvii, 1) is Sianas, and he calls himself “king of the land of Siana”, \textit{Si-ana-s-mi-a naiš}. Sir W. Ramsay places Sanisênê to the north of it, and the fortress itself is either the Byzantine fortress Sania-na or its earlier representative. Sianas calls it Kamissa, “the fort,” which must be the \textit{Káynros} of Polybius (xxv, 4). The use of the hieroglyph of hand or arm by the Hittites influenced their use of the Sumerian \textit{A}, “hand,” “arm.” Thus, \textit{A-DU (āttā)} is used for \textit{attas, ātās}, “lord,” \textit{A-AS} (\textit{addu}) for \textit{SI-DU-is}, “general,” \textit{A-SAL}, Assyrian Sarkhattu, for \textit{Kharđu}, “an Amazon” (\textit{Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazköi}, i, 42; ii, 7–9).

\textsuperscript{2} It is noteworthy that the same oblique stroke is found on the famous Disk of Phaestos.
generally represented only by a part of itself, a man or animal, for example, by the head alone. Hence more than one part of an object can be used indifferently for this purpose and so possess the same pronunciation; thus, a chariot is represented by its wheel and front as well as by its body, a ram by its head as well as by its horn. In different localities the same object may assume different forms; the Syrian chair, for instance, as depicted at Hamath is somewhat different in shape from that of Asia Minor. In the later cursive writing, again, many of the characters acquired forms which are sometimes difficult to identify with their originals.

The vowels seem to have been obscure and uncertain as in English. As in English, also, r was untrilled, and was a vowel rather than a consonant. But it must be remembered that the pronunciation, especially of the vowels, would have varied in the different localities and periods to which the inscriptions belong. By the side of u was ā, which often passed into i or y. The sonant nasal of the accusative is occasionally omitted in writing, and was probably but little heard.

W passed into y, as u or ā into i. This characteristic of the Hittite languages influenced the language of Canaan, the passage of w into y being a well-known characteristic of Hebrew. Perhaps the Greek Βάκχος and Ἰακχος came from the two-fold pronunciation of some Hittite word for "wine".

As in Assyrian and Sumerian, no distinction was made between m and w, w being ordinarily represented by β in Greek and by p and b in Egyptian and cuneiform. It is probable that in Assyrian this very non-Semitic characteristic was also due to northern influence.

As in other Asiatic languages the vowels could be nasalized, so in the proper name Garpa-rundas by the side of Khite-ruadas.

L is rare, in this affording a great contrast with Vannic. Its place in grammar appears to be taken by n, and I would accordingly divide the Asianic languages into the two groups of l and n languages. This would explain such double forms
as Khali-galbat and Khani-galbat,\(^1\) or the equivalent pronominal forms \(li\) and \(ni\) quoted in Assyrian lexical tablets from what are presumably Asianic dialects (cf. V.R. 27, 4, 57; 27, 34, 43). On the other hand, the Greek \(l\) often replaces \(r\) before a semi-vowel; e.g. Olba for Urwa, while conversely Tabal, Tubal, appears as Tibareni. The interchange of \(l\) and \(n\) is common enough in all languages; final \(l\) becomes \(n\) in colloquial Egyptian Arabic, and even in English \(chimbley\) is the vulgar pronunciation of \(chimney\).\(^2\)

Final \(s\) tended to pass into \(h\) and then disappear altogether. In the nominative singular its occurrence in the script seems to be etymological only; at all events it is more often dropped than written in the case of proper names in \(-uan, -ian\).

There were at least two sibilants, \(s\) and \(z\), but at present it is not possible to distinguish between them in transcription. The patronymic suffix \(-si\) is represented in Assyrian by \(-zi\), as in Tarkhu-na-zi, “son of the land of Tarkus,” Tarma-na-zi, the modern Turmannin; the Biblical Ashkenaz is similarly Aska-na-zi, “son of the land of Aska” (whence the names of Askaniös and Aska-ènos).\(^3\) On the other hand, we find in Greek Suennesis, from Zuin, the Moon-god, while Tarsus, Tarshish, is written Tarzi in Assyrian and Aramaic. In the Ordek-burnu inscription the demonstrative \(yisi\) is written \\(YW\).

The interchange of surds, sonants, and even aspirates in the Hittite region has long been known both from the Tel el-Amarna tablets and from the Assyrian inscriptions, and is reproduced in the Cypriote syllabary, where the same character represents surd, sonant, and aspirate. The Asianic \(q, kh\), is made the equivalent of the Semitic \(ghain\) in a name like that of Mer‘ash, and could be lost altogether like \(qof\) in Cairene Arabic. Hence \(Mápara\), \(Tápara\) for Mer‘ash, Tarkus.

\(^1\) Or \(galbe, kalbe\), as it should more probably be read. Does this represent the Khabî’s of the Kaskan texts?

\(^2\) Similarly, Parnassos on the Halys is the modern Parlasson.

\(^3\) In the Cappadocian tablets the name appears as Waskhana (e.g. Contenau, \(Tablettes cappadociennes du Louvre\), 4, 8).
The dentals, as in Boghaz Keui Hittite, were confounded together, and were especially addicted to the development of a preceding sonant nasal (as in rundas), which, however, was seldom written.

R, as I have said, was pronounced as in English, and before a consonant or at the end of a word could be treated as a vowel. Hence the name of Karkamis is now and then written Kē-ka-mis. On a seal the name Garpa-runda appears in Aramaic letters as 鸸鸸。

Grammar.—The leading characteristics of Kaskian grammar are those of the other Asianic languages. Adjectives are formed by the suffix -wa, -wi, which later passes into -ya, -yi. The ethnic suffix is -na, by the side of which we also find -ni. A territorial suffix is -mias, “of the land of,” to be distinguished from the purely adjectival -vis and -mis, the latter of which corresponds with the Greek -μο, as in Tarkamos. -Kanis, from an earlier -gonis, quanis, a compound of -ka and -ni, denotes “of the race” or “family.”¹ The name of the agent is denoted by -tis, as in Nana-tis, “the Nanayan,” tua-tes, “charioteer,” Karkamisiyas-na-tis, “he of the land of Carchemish.” The gentilic suffix is -sis, as in Uwinia-si-s, “son of Uwinias”; it also denotes “the child of” a city or country. In amis-tus, “chief swordsman,” -tus has the signification of “chief”; -kus, as in amis-kus, must have much the same meaning.² Many proper names are formed from those of deities by means of the suffix -wan, -yan, which apparently corresponds with the Greek -ων. Another suffix is -(n)da, as in Amikandas, “the lowlanders.”

The case-terminations of the noun are Asianic, and agree with those of Vannic, Mitannian, Boghaz Keui Hittite, Hittite, and Lycian: nom. sing. -s, acc. sing. -n, oblique case a vowel according to the stem, the genitive, however,

¹ Or rather, perhaps, “people,” since we find Markhas-kanis, “of the people of Mer’ash,” and similar formations, as well as the form -kan-mi, “in the land of the people of” such and such a locality.
² M. liii; xxxv, 3; xxxvi, 2.
being often denoted by -wi, -yi; nom. and acc. plur. -s, gen. plur. -an, -wan, -yan. Postpositions are the locative -ta, -ti, -da, -di, and the elative -mi (?). The vocative had the same termination as the nominative. A peculiar form of the accusative singular is that in -mia, -mi, which is used with words denoting "a place", like gül(m)-mia, "the place of the sacred ox-horn," di-mia or ti-mia, "a temple" (perhaps from ti, "to consecrate"). In the Ordek-burnu inscription it is represented by NE in the word NEŠEN, "sanctuary," the Kaskian aku-mia, which must have been pronounced akuvia. In place of the ordinary genitive we sometimes find the adjectival -sýi (Lycian -hi for -si); e.g. Uan-kua(n)-nas-ýi and Uan-UAN-kua(n)-ni-(n)as-ýi, "of the Unqians" (M. vi, 4, 5), mia-a Tarku-ku-uan-YIWIS-ýi-s-ýi-D.A. UAN-uan-ýi, "city of the god of the Tarkians" (or, perhaps, Sandians, i.e. Herakleia, M. xxxii, 4), kuan-a-(n)as-ýi-mia a-na-is, "king of Hierapolis." In certain proper names, moreover, -s seems to be a suffix of the genitive singular.

The prefix a- denoted a person; thus from kuanis, "consecrated," was formed a-kuanis, "a priest," from mis, "a knife" or "dirk," was formed a-mis, "a swordsman." The Kaskian scribes regarded this prefix sometimes as the word for "man", sometimes as the word for "speaker".

The adjective usually preceded the substantive with which it agreed in number and case. There were no genders. The genitive usually preceded the governing noun, the verb coming at the end of the sentence.

The 1st pers. pron. sing. was yimis, or, rather, yiwis in the nominative, the dative being ami, amia (or imi, imia), M. xxxi and v, 4. In the abbreviated form -mei (cuneiform -me-e) it could be attached to a noun, as in ana-meï, "I am king" (M. xxxii, 1; so, too, x, 8). The 2nd pers. pron. was tu in the genitive: me-s i-us-is-tu, "builder of thy high-places" (C. A3, 4). Of the 3rd pers. pron. I know only the

1 Cf. Vannic ites.
acc. plur. *sena* (M. xi, 5), which is affixed to the verb, as in Mitannian.

The poss. pron. of the 1st pers. sing. was *mis*, in the plur. *na(s)*; e.g. TE-a-na, "our sanctuary" (C. A1, a6),atta-na-a, "to our father" (C. A6, 5).

The numerals, so far as I have been able to ascertain them, are *ua*, "one," *tuuaus*, "two" or "two-fold" (M. lii, 2), *kes*, "three," *mi*, "four," *nitimi* and *nitinna*, "six" (C. A1, a3), *qaunmi* and *qaunmis*, "nine," "nine-fold," *kar*, "ten," and *gu*, "one hundred."

The demonstrative is *yi(s)* or *wi(s)*, *yia*, *ya* in the accusative. A fuller form is *yisis*, which becomes *yis-i*, *yis-a* in the accusative, and is written  in the Ordek-burnu inscription. *Yis’s* seems the older form. From *yis* was derived the adverbs *yismia*, *yismi* and *yimia*, *yimi*, "here" (literally "in this place"), as well as the adjective *yismianas*, *yimianas*, "of this country."

The plural is *yis’s*, *wis*. Another demonstrative was *tua*, which we find in *my-tua*, "of this land" (M. xxi, 3; in M. i, 3, *mi-a-tu(a) may be "of thy country").1 Whether a word *ai*, which follows a noun in some passages, is a demonstrative I do not know.2

---

1 Possibly *ti* in M. vii, 1, 2, is the demonstrative rather than the locative suffix ((gu)-ka-a-mi i-us-i-ti, "for this high-place").

2 The inscriptions attached to the series of figures in C. A7 will illustrate the use of the demonstrative and at the same time serve as a practical verification of my system of decipherment:

a. (1) *yi-s-mia-a KA-kuan-n-i-s Yi-is-mia-a-na-i ID.-yi akuan-mi-i-(y)is a-mi-mi-a-ian yi-mi ki-i-is (2) ky-ian ti-mi-a-ian UAN-KA-ti sy(?)-mi AGU-a-ku-s-mi-MI akuan-na-s a-s (3) ku-um a-mis-s, (1) "Here (is) the priest of this land, the supporter of the king, the arch-priest of the people: here (2) giving the gift, an altar in the temple-court I have erected as arch-priest of Agusimis. Now (3) I have done (it), being swordsman."

b. *yi-mi-MIA-a I-my-yu-AMIs-tu-s, "Here is Imois the chief swordsman."

c. d. *yi-[is]ya Kuan-a-Tarku-mi-MI-s yi-s-mi-a-MIA, "This (is) Kani-Tarkamos." "Here (is)"

e, f. AMIS-s mi Tarku-ku-we-s yis-mi-a Ku-ni-we-s-mi-s, "the swordsman of the country Tarkois. Here (is) the attendant of Kuniwis."

g. *yi-mia-a I-si-ku-ue-s-mi-s, "Here (is) the attendant of Isikois."

h. *yi-s-a Ise-ke-wy-s, "This (is) Isikois."

i. *yi-s-a Tarku-di-mi-á-s yi-is-s-á Is(i)-ka-wi-s-mi-s, "This (is) Tarkondemos; this is the attendant of Isikois."
There were at least two conjugations (or tenses?) of the verb, in one of which the 1st person of the past tense was expressed by -mi, and in the other by -wii, which passing through -yi became -i. -Wi is the -bi of Vannic.

The 3rd pers. sing. (and also plur.) terminates in -tu, -ti, and -t (as in Lycian, Lydian, and the Vannic plural); e.g. es-tu anas, “the king has erected” (M. liii), KUANA-ti, “may she bless” (M. xi, 5), Agusimis ID.-a-ti mia-na, “may Agusimis bless our land” (C. A4, d). We may conclude from the last two examples that the precative was denoted by -ti.

Much use is made of the present participle in the nom. sing., which can also take the place of a 3rd pers. sing.; thus we have kts kyn timian UAN-KA-ti sy-mi, “giving a gift, I have erected an altar in the temple-court” (C. A7, a2).

A derivative conjugation was formed by the suffix -mi, and we have what is probably a causative in nas-kuan-yi, “I have set up” (M. xxxi, 1; xlvi, 1), by the side of nas-me-wi (M. xxxiii, 4).1

The only conjunction I know is aš, which occurs at the beginning of a sentence in the sense of “now”, “behold” (C. C6, 4, 7, etc.; cf. M. xi, 3).

Adverbial prepositions are miami, “in front of,” also used as a postposition, and agu, “behind.” Kasmi, kesmi, probably signifies “for”, “on account of” (M. i, 3; vii, 1, 2).

Linguistic Position.—The language of the Hittite hieroglyphic inscriptions is that of the Kaskian and Moschian tribes, who in the thirteenth century B.C. overran Cilicia, Cappadocia, and Lesser Armenia, established themselves at Carchemish and Melid, made Tyana their capital and founded the second Hittite empire, called “Cilician” by Solinus,

j. (1) yi-s-mi-a-MIA Na-å-is-i-s kuan-ni-i-s Nanay-uwy (2) yi-me-s DET.-isi-mi a-kuanis yi-me-i-s ISI-MI-s, (1) “Here (is) Nawisis the priest of Nana: I (am) supreme arch-priest of the land, I (am) supreme over the land.” Isi-kuwis is really a title signifying “lifter-up of the standard”.  

1 I should now render this last passage, which reads: a-(a)nin agu-ti-is a-kuana-s nasmewi, “the (sacred) stone I the priest of the inner shrine have set up.”
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which extended from Syria to Lydia. Along with the Tabal, Tubal, or Tibareni, and other tribes, among whom Yavan, the Ionians, would have been included, they overthrew the older Hittite empire which had its centre at Boghaz Keui, made themselves masters of Northern Syria and threatened Egypt, which was saved only by the victories of Ramses III. Tiglath-pileser I tells us that under their "five kings" the Moschians had occupied the Assyrian dependencies of Alzi and Burukuzzi, on the Arsanas, and that "4,000 men of the Kaskians and Urumians, soldiers of the Hittites", had conquered the Assyrian province of Subarti. The old song quoted in Gen. ix, 27: "God shall enlarge Japhet (a Cilician deity according to Stephanus Byzantinus) and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem, and Canaan shall be his servant," must belong to the time when the Cilician empire was established.

We may assign the Kaskian occupation of Carchemish to about 1200 B.C. The conquerors carried with them the new form of culture, which has been brought to light by the British Museum excavations on the spot—the practice of cremation and the use of "Hittite" seals, special types of pottery, hieroglyphic writing, and the general substitution of iron for bronze. The kings traced their descent from Mita or Midas.

Kaskian Hittite was an Asianic language, displaying the same combination of Asianic and Hellenic elements as are found in other languages of Asia Minor. It is becoming clear that in the prehistoric age Asianic and Indo-European languages were in close geographical contact in that region; indeed, Dr. Forrer believes that Hittite, "Luvian," and the parent Indo-European were sister forms of speech. That the Greek language contains many words of Asianic origin has long been suspected, and where there is extensive lexical borrowing there is also grammatical borrowing.

It is also becoming evident that the Asianic languages

---

1 The Hittites were already established there in the time of the Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser I (1110 B.C.); cf. his Annals, v, 49.
exercised some influence upon Northern Semitic, that is to say, Canaanite or Hebrew, Aramaic and Assyrian. The use in Assyrian of the prepositions *ana* and *in* (later *ina* through assimilation) is an example of this.

The manufacture and use of bronze seem to have originated in Asia Minor. At all events it was from that country that a knowledge of the metal was carried to Babylonia, Canaan, and Egypt, and with the bronze would have come some knowledge of the language of the bronze-makers. At an early date, also, Asia Minor became a main source of supply of silver and lead to the ancient Oriental world, and iron followed at a later date.

It is not surprising that words of Asianic origin occur in Sumerian like *guskin*, "gold," the non-Indo-European *oski* of Armenian, or *annak*, "lead," the Armenian *anag*. It was from the highlands of Armenia that the brachycephalic peoples of Western Asia made their way to the south.

By way of appendix I add a note upon the two rock-inscriptions of Lydia, which had much to do with the discovery of the Hittite empire, and about which more can be said to-day than was possible a few years ago.

There is a good cast of the inscription attached to the figure of the Pseudo-Sesostris at Karabel in the Museum of the Fine Arts at Chicago. Here the second character looks like the ox-horn on a pole (*gusias*), but I confess that when I visited the monument in 1879 it seemed to me rather to resemble what we now know to be *kuanis*, "a priest." The characters in the third line are now visible in the cast, and are *amis-ku* (as in M. liii). Consequently the whole inscription reads: (1) *ku* . . . *navy* (2) *Khalwi-nay* (3) *amis-ku*, (1) "the image of . . . the king, (2) of the land of Khalwis (3), the chief swordsman." Is Khalwis the Halybê of Homer (Il. ii, 857) ? At any rate, "the land of Khalwis" seems to be the nameless "City of Midas" near Kumbet, since a hieroglyphic inscription engraved on a rock at its entrance reads: "The rock of Khalwis" (M. xxxvi B). Khalwis corresponded to Kybelê,
and since it could also be read Khubis, the name of the country ought perhaps to be Khuba or Komba.

The copy of the "Nisbe" inscription on Mount Sipylos (M. xxxviii, 5) requires correction, the boot under the bull's head being part of the head itself, which should face the reverse way. The first character is the outstretched arm found on Mount Argeus (Annals of Archaeology, i, pl. viii) (where it is followed by Amma as on Mount Sipylos), at Kara-Dagh (2b) and elsewhere; it signifies προσκύνημα, "adoration." Consequently the translation of the inscription is: "adoration to Ammi (Amma-mi), queen of the rocks." The same title is applied to the goddess Amma or Ammi at Emir Ghazi (M. 1, 2).1

**Note.**—C. denotes Carchemish, part i (1914), by D. G. Hogarth; M. Messerschmidt's Corpus inscriptionum Hettiticae, ii sqq. (1900–6); ID. "ideograph".

1 The list of Carchemish kings hitherto recoverable from the inscriptions is as follows: Yakhans (C. A1 a), Khalbi-iyaki(?)-me (M. x), Kanas (C. A2, 3, 11; M. ix, xi), Yimiannas (C. A5, a1), Imois (C. A6, 7), and Agu-sis, the father of Kanas, who was Swordsman of Nukhassi and lord of Melid (C. A11, b1, A4, b7). Yimiannas could also be read Ywiannas, and be compared with the Assyrian Yamunu, Yavanu, "Ionian." It must be remembered that the hieroglyphs were employed for more languages than one, and that consequently where the characters are used ideographically (and to a certain extent, at all events, phonetically) they would have different values in the different forms of speech. At Boghaz Keui, for example, they would not have the same pronunciation as at Mer'ash or Carchemish. That was certainly the case in Cilicia, where an Indo-European language, which we may call proto-Ionian or Yavanian, was spoken. On the seal (misnamed "boss") of Tarkondemos the goat's head (is in Kaskian) is tarku, Greek τάρκως, and the temple (guana in Kaskian) is dimme, Greek δίμη. So on the bilingual seal of Indi-limma in the Ashmolean Museum the hieroglyphic legend reads "Life-stone (NA-ZI at Boghaz Keui) of Indilimma", the name of the deity being represented by a character not found elsewhere, while limma or livva is expressed by the stone which had the value of ani, ana, syllabically na, in Kaskian. As Tarkondemos is "the temple of Tarkus", so Indi-livva is "the stone of Inda", livva being the Greek λιβω, "to stone," Doric λέω, "stone," usually identified with λᾶς, which is, however, more probably a loan-word from Asia Minor.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

A CHINESE COURT OF JUSTICE

In the lecture hall of the Royal Asiatic Society in London hangs a painting, probably by a Chinese artist, representing a trial which is noteworthy as being the first Chinese trial at which Europeans were permitted to be present.

On 24th February, 1807, a Chinese was said to have been killed in a rowdy affray between English sailors and Chinese townsmen at Canton; and the authorities held three trials to detect the culprit and determine his guilt among fifty-two sailors who were that day on liberty from the Indiaman Neptune. These three trials were held in the great hall of the old factory of the English East India Company, the hall being draped for the purpose with cotton cloth striped red and yellow. The painting represents the first trial, on 9th April, which was presided over by seven Chinese officials—so the records state, but only six could be identified in the records, and the painting shows only six. Of these, five have tables before them, with judgment vases on the tables; the sixth, the representative of the Hoppo, has no such table, since he exercised no judicial function. The officials were the following:—

At the middle table:—

In the middle the Kwangchow Fu, the Fu or Prefect of the Prefecture of Kwangchow (Canton).

On his left (the spectator’s right, the Chinese side of honour) his predecessor as Kwangchow Fu.

On his right the Künning Fu, an officer having jurisdiction over Macao.

At the side table on his left, the Punyü Hien, the magistrate of the eastern half of the city of Canton and the district to the east, in which lie Whampoa and the foreign shipping.

At the side table to his right the Namhoi Hien, or magistrate
of the western half of the city of Canton and the district to
the west, in which lie the European factories and the scene
of the riot.

The Hoppo's deputy sits retired at the spectator's left,
between the Künning Fu and the Namhó Hien.

The three at the middle table appear to have transparent
blue buttons on their hats, indicating the third rank; the
pusa on their breast is not fully delineated, but for that rank
would be a blue peacock for the two Kwangchow Fu, and a
leopard for the Künning Fu; if the buttons are opaque blue,
they indicate the fourth rank, of which the insignia are a
wild goose for the civilians and a tiger for the military. The
three at the side all appear to have crystal buttons, indicating
the fifth rank, of which (for civilians) the pusa is the silver
peasant. These were the judges.

In the pew on the spectators' right (the real left, or side of
honour) are four Hong Merchants. These are in order of
seniority:—

Puankhequa, who had been a Hong Merchant since 1788,
and since 1794 head of the Gild Merchant, Co-Hong, or
Consoo of Canton; retired from business at the close of
this year.

Mowqua, oldest of the merchants; had made his arrange-
ments for retiring this season, but this affair depleted his
purse, and he had not sufficient money left to pay for the
privilege of retirement.

Puiqua (known also as Howqua).

Conseequa.

These four all wear the red coral button, indicating the
second rank, of which the pusa is the golden pheasant. This
puts them in a higher rank than the judges; but the judges
acquired theirs by examination and official appointment,
while the merchants paid money, much money, for theirs.
The youth in a long red gown, standing next to Conseequa,
also has a red button on his cap; but it is of silk, and has no
significance.
In the pew on the spectators' left are the English representatives:—

Captain Robert Rolles, R.N., of H.M.S. Lion (Lord Macartney's ship in 1792–3), who showed great tact in a matter in which he could not venture to intervene too freely, and whose firmness on occasion was such as to command the respect of the Chinese.

John William Roberts, President of the Select Committee.
Thomas Charles Pattle, second member of the Select Committee.
William Bramston, third member of the Select Committee.
Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart., writer and interpreter. He is the page in the suite of Lord Macartney at the reception of the Emperor Kienlung in 1793, as shown in the sketch by William Alexander on the opposite wall; both pictures were presented to the Society by Sir G. T. Staunton. In 1823 he and H. T. Colebrooke founded the Royal Asiatic Society, to which he presented 3,000 volumes of Chinese.

In the painting the three supercargoes, Messrs. Roberts, Pattle, and Bramston, represent dignity and enjoyment of the good things of this life; and the records of the East India Company show that they were men of capacity and of high commercial honour. Sir G. T. Staunton, then in the 26th year of his age, retains the natural slenderness of his years, and still has a waist.

The fifty-two sailors were introduced in batches of five, as shown in the painting. The two marines lent dignity to the court; Captain Rolles had proposed to show honour to the judges by a more numerous guard of red-coated marines, but the Chinese merchants gently hinted that such an attention might instil more fear than pleasure.

H. B. Morse.
I suggest below, I believe for the first time, an arrangement of Psalm cxxx in the so-called Qinah, or elegiac, metre. Each distich is an illustration of what Dr. G. B. Gray calls *echoing rhythm*, with three stresses in the first line and two in the second. Dr. Briggs treats the Psalm as in trimeter throughout. The arrangement is secured (1) by treating the Divine Names, יהוה and אלי, as interpolations. Their omission makes the Psalm Adonaijic (cf. Ps. lxxxvi, which has many verbal similarities). (2) By omitting as glosses the "and to His word my hope", ובvale תחת, of verse 5; and the "Let Israel hope in Yahweh", יהוה תחת אלי, of verse 7 (omitted also in Gk. and by Briggs). (3) By omitting the ונהרות of verse 7, as making the line too long. I am doubtful as to the proper stressing of המסריר, and in verse 4 I have followed the Gk. ὑπέκεν τοῦ ἀνόματός σου.

A SONG OF ASCENTS

I.
Out-of-the-deeps I-call-Thee, Lord:
Hearken-to my-voice.
O-let-be Thine-ears attentive
To-the-voice-of my-entreaty.
If-iniquities Thou-shouldst-mark, Lord,
Who shall-stand?
For with-Thee (is) forgiveness,
Because-of Thy-Name.

II.
I-wait, my-soul waiteth:
My-soul (is) toward-the-Lord,
More-than watchers for-the-morn,
Watchers for-the-morn.
For with-the-Lord (is) kindness,
With-Him (is) redemption;
And-He shall-redeem Israel
From-all his-iniquities.

HERBERT H. GOWEN.
DEVESVARA

The date of Devesvara, author of the Kavi-kalpa-latā, a treatise on rhetoric, prosody and composition of verses, can be approximately settled from the internal evidence supplied by the text itself. The Kavi-kalpa-latā, as its name implies, belongs to that group of writings which is obviously directed to the practical object of kavi-śikṣā or instruction of poets, and closely follows, in its treatment of the subject and general arrangement, Arisiūṇha and Amaracandra’s well-known work on the same theme. It is not difficult to show, even from a cursory comparison of the two works, that Devesvara not only draws his inspiration from Arisiūṇha’s Kāvya-kalpa-latā and Amaracandra’s commentary thereon, but also slavishly copies wholesale the text of his predecessors, wherever the respective texts deal with the same theme. Devesvara borrows literally most of his definitions from Arisiūṇha (e.g. adbhuta-vidhi, p. 130 ed. Calcutta 1900 = Arisiūṇha, p. 93 ed. Benares), and even repeats the illustrative examples word for word. Compare, for instance, the long passages appropriated by Devesvara, pp. 157–60 and pp. 36–7, from Arisiūṇha, pp. 135–7 and pp. 30–1 respectively. This copying is found not in isolated instances but practically wholesale throughout the work, so that it is highly probable that Devesvara must have had the text of his predecessors’ work before him when he composed his own. This will place Devesvara later than the middle of the thirteenth century, thus enabling us to arrive at one terminus of his hitherto unknown date.

Apart from the probable borrowing from Devesvara (e.g. pp. 27–37, cited above) by Keśava Miśra (Alavākāra śekhara, pp. 57–69, passage beginning with nrpe kirtipratā-pājūṇā), who belongs to the second quarter of the sixteenth century, Devesvara is also cited in the Sārūgadharapaddhati (pp. 8, 14, 29, 34, 35, 39, 85, 205, 611). Of the verses which are quoted under his name in this anthology, one at least (nāga-viśeṣe seṣe, p. 85, No. 545) occurs in the text of the
Kavi-kalpa-latā (p. 155), and this makes it probable that the poet Devesvara, cited in the Paddhati, is the same as our author, and will presumably place Devesvara earlier than A.D. 1363, the date of compilation of the anthology, furnishing us with the other terminus.

It is probable, therefore, that Devesvara should be placed in the century between the middle of the thirteenth and the middle of the fourteenth. Allowing roughly half a century to elapse between him and Arisinha, on the one hand, and a similar period of time roughly between him and the compiler of the Paddhati on the other, we may reasonably fix the beginning of the fourteenth century as the approximate date of our author. This is apparently confirmed by an allusion in the text. In one of the samasyā slokas (p. 200) there is a panegyric of one Hammīra-mahīmahendra. If this Hammīra is the famous Cauhan prince, who is the hero of Nayacandra Sūri's Hammīra-mahākāvya, then Devesvara was probably a contemporary of or flourishing immediately after that prince, who began his reign about A.D. 1283 (ed. Kirtane, v, 56, also p. 27; Bhandarkar, Rep. 1882–3, p. 43; Rep. 1887–91, pp. lxvii ff.). In the text Devesvara describes himself as the son of Vāghbhaṭa, chief minister (mahāmātya) of the king of Mālava. This prince was probably one of the chiefs of the Tomara clan, who superseded the Paramāra dynasty of Mālava, and who in their turn were followed by the Cauhan princes. This makes Devesvara's eulogy of the Cauhan prince Hammīra intelligible. In the verses cited as Devesvara's in the Paddhati, he praises the poet Govindarāja (p. 29), Bhoja (p. 205), and also Hammīra (p. 611). Five verses of Govindarāja are quoted in the Paddhati itself (pp. 92, 146, 166, 469, 506), while the verse vayasyāḥ kroṣṭārah is attributed in the same anthology to Hammīra-narendra, who, as we know, was the patron of

1 The text in the Calcutta edition (p. 18, l. 5) reads mālava-pati, which is clearly a mistake. The variants in the Bibl. Indica ed. are mānava-pati and ānada-pati, of which the latter seems to be the correct reading from the author's own comment on the word (pp. 19–20). See also i, 2.
Rāghavadeva, Śāṅgadhara’s grandfather, and who is apparently the prince referred to by Deveśvara.

SUSHIL KUMAR DÉ.

LETTERS OF MAHRU

With reference to the interesting attempt of Colonel Sir Wolseley Haig, in the JRAS., July, 1922, pp. 319-72, to establish critically the exact chronology of the early princes of the Toghluqide dynasty at Delhi, it may be not entirely useless to mention a little known, or, probably, even altogether unknown work belonging to the same period. It is a treatise on inshā, i.e. a collection of specimens of epistolary style, compiled towards the end of the eighth century A.H. (or fourteenth century A.D.) by Māhrū, or ‘Ayn-i-Māhrū, as he usually calls himself, or, more officially, ‘Abdu’l-lah Māhrū. He was, as one may gather from the text, a high official, apparently a governor of Sind, under the Toghluqide princes. Unfortunately, the only manuscript copy which I have examined (which may be unique), “F 11” of the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, is very defective. The preface and the beginning of the work, as well as portions in the middle and its end, are lost in this transcript (which is apparently at least four centuries old, perhaps even older).

The part extant contains 123 letters, which seem to be “true copies” of various specimens of original correspondence, not simply exercises written on fictitious topics. Their order is more or less systematic: first come documents issued by the Central Government, such as appointments of governors, wazirs, etc. Then follows official, diplomatic, and business correspondence with various officers, divines, landowners, Indian local chiefs, etc. And finally there are a considerable number of private and family letters of Māhrū addressed to his various sons and friends.

Naturally, the documents and epistles are reproduced here for the purpose of demonstrating peculiarities of their style.
only. This is why their dates are almost invariably omitted. Only accidentally the year A.H. 763 (or A.D. 1362) is mentioned on fol. 47 verso. On fol. 227 the year 59 (A.H. 759 ?) is referred to. Firuz Shâh is referred to on fol. 70. Several letters are addressed to Hasan Gangû, the founder of the Bahmanide dynasty in Daccan (A.H. 748-59 or A.D. 1347-58). On folios 33 v.-34 v. an official message is cited containing a mention of the death of a Sultan and accession of Muhammad (the third? in such case it belongs to the year A.H. 792 or A.D. 1390).

All this is fairly sufficient to identify the period to which the correspondence pertains. But there are also a great number of references to various officials, divines, etc., and some of them may be identified in other works on the history of that time. Not being a student of Indian history I have not made any special research in this direction, but it may be very interesting.

However incomplete and haphazard these selections from actual correspondence of that time may be, the collection nevertheless contains genuine historical documents, and in such case undoubtedly possesses considerable interest for a student of the Togluqide dynasty. Even unofficial letters have their own value as depicting various sides of the contemporary life of the country, and a thorough study of the book by a specialist historian will probably reveal much new and important material.

W. IVANOW.

CALCUTTA.
24th August, 1922.

THE OROPUS OR EUROPUS TITLE OF CARCHEMISH

My corroboratory note 1 upon Professor Sayce's important identification of the Greco-Roman "Oropus" or "Europus" with "The Older Hierapolis or Ninus" of the Romans as a title of Carchemish does not appear to have pleased

1 In April number of Journal, pp. 267 f.
Mr. Woolley. In the July number of the Journal he attempts to controvert several points in my note, and in so doing perpetrates not a few misrepresentations and absurdities. As these misrepresentations are calculated to seriously mislead the readers of the Journal, they call for refutation.

Apropos of Professor Sayce having clearly established in his Geographical Notes, under reference, the literary evidence for the use by Ammianus Marcellinus of the title "The Older Hierapolis or Ninus" for Carchemish, the modern Jerablus, I incidentally remarked in introducing my supplementary note: "The usual Greek and Greco-Roman name for the strategic town occupying the site of the old sacred Hittite city of Carchemish was 'Hierapolis', which Greek name is generally assumed to be the source of the modern name by which the site is known to the Arabs—'Jerablus'."

On this Mr. Woolley remarks "so far from being 'usual', the name (Hierapolis) is not supported by any literary or archaeological evidence". Perhaps I should not have used the word "usual", seeing that so few references to Old Hierapolis are found in extant classic literature. But it will require, however, something more than the mere ipse dixit of Mr. Woolley to sweep aside Professor Sayce's evidence for the literary usage by the Greco-Romans of the name "The Older Hierapolis" as a title for Carchemish or Jerablus. And as regards archaeological evidence for the Greco-Roman usage of "Hierapolis" for Carchemish, it is yet too early in the initial stage of the excavations at Carchemish to say positively that no archaeological evidence for it exists.

The obvious equation of the name "Jerablus" with "Hierapolis" is accepted by the authorities as etymological identity, and reiterated by Professor Sayce in his note as: "the name Jerablus, which is Hierapolis," is curtly dismissed by Mr. Woolley as "a mere theory ... Dr. Hogarth has shown (Carchemish, pt. i, pp. 21 seq.) that the derivation is unnecessary". The fact, however, is that Dr. Hogarth, on

1 Id., pp. 427 f.
the contrary, admits therein the probability of the relationship of these two names, saying “it does not however follow that the name Hierapolis has nothing to do with the parentage of Djerablus [sic]”; and “it is probable that the termination -blus is πόλις”.¹

The confusion between “The Older Hierapolis” Jerablus or Carchemish, and the later “Hierapolis”, so named by Seleucus Nicator² for the Upper Syrian city of Membij, the Syrian Mabug about 25 miles S.W. of Carchemish, and a later headquarters of the Mother-goddess cult, is of long standing. It is already found in the early Syriac (or “Peshito”) second century A.D. version of the Old Testament, wherein “Mabug” is substituted for the “Karchemish” (Carchemish) of the Hebrew in 2 Chronicles, xxxv, 20. And Professor Sayce has explained how his confusion obviously occurred.³

Hitherto previous writers have assumed that the modern Arab name “Jerablus” is a direct survival or derivation of “Hierapolis”; but in my note I ventured to suggest that both of these names might be independently derived from, or coined upon, an earlier Hittite name. Such an earlier form of the name seemed to me postulated by the title given by Homer to the Trojan hero-chief of the Κέλει (who are now recognized to be “Hittites”), namely Εὐρόπολος Ευρύπολος (misspelt in my note through clerical oversight “Europulos”), who presumably had his capital at Carchemish, and had his Hittite name thus Grecianized to give it an Hellenic form and meaning. This name, I also remarked, obviously contained the elements of the later Seleucid city-name for Carchemish, namely “Oropōs” or “Europus”.

This, as I deem it, reasonable suggestion has apparently roused the ire of Mr. Woolley, and he attempts to demolish it by showing what he thinks to be the baselessness of what he calls the “assumptions” on which it rests. He states that

¹ Carchemish, pt. i, p. 24.
³ Sayce, The Hittites, 1910, 95.
I have based this suggestion on four erroneous "assumptions" which he disposes of to his own satisfaction. I shall now deal with his allegations *seriatim*. He writes:—

(a) *he assumes that the people whom he calls "Ketei" (Homer calls them Keteioi) are the Hatti.*

This is not correctly cited by Mr. Woolley. I called these people, as they themselves spelt their names, *Khatti* (the "Hittites" of modern writers), and I identified them with the Homeric *Kêtei*—the Hellenic plural affix *oi* is necessarily omitted in obtaining the native form of such a foreign name for comparative purposes. This identity of the "Kêtei" with the "Khatti" (or "Hittites") is no assumption of mine; but it is an obvious fact admitted by the leading authorities (for instance, Professors Sayce and Petrie after W. E. Gladstone) who have long recognized that the ancient ruling race of Asia Minor and Syria, who had Carchemish for long as a chief capital and called themselves "Khatti", were identical with the *Kêtei* of Homer, the *Kheta* Syrians of the Egyptians, and the *Heth* or *Hitti* of the Hebrews, which latter name is Latinized and disguised in our Old Testament version into "Hitt-ites".

(b) *he assumes that the "Ketei" leader is named after the "Ketei" capital, stating that Homer commonly gives a chief the name of his principal town, and that "Europyllos" in Greek means "wide-gated" and could only be applied to a city. It would be difficult to parallel from Homer the alleged Homeric usage. Unfortunately, too, "Europyllos" which looks so attractively like "Europus"... is a pure invention of Colonel Waddell’s—Homer calls the chief "Europyllos", which means "wide-gated", but cannot be twisted into "Europus".*

This, again, is not correctly cited—it is largely a jumble of nonsense of Mr. Woolley’s own invention. I nowhere used the word "Europyllos", and deliberately avoided the hybrid arbitrary, though fashionable, transcription "Eurypyllos" for the Homeric *Eὐρυπυλλος*—which name for comparative purposes I transcribed with strict orthographic literalness as.
"Eurupulos", though by an unfortunate oversight the second u was copied out as o. Nor did I write that "Homer commonly gives, etc." I wrote "Homer appears... in many other instances, etc.", which is a very different thing. As Mr. Woolley finds it "difficult to parallel from Homer such Homeric usage", let me instance for him an apparent parallel of such usage in Homer's account of the slaying of the Trojan hero Pēdasos, where in the fourth succeeding line his associate is said to have "dwelt in Pēdasos". Under the same initial letter, other instances of Homeric heroes bearing place-names appear to be Petēs and Pēdaios, with corresponding place-names Petēn and Pēdaion. And it was not an infrequent practice for the Hebrews in the Old Testament to call eponymic ancestors of the Syrio-Asia Minor people after their cities and lands.

Confirmatory evidence for the association of the Homeric Eurupulos with Carchemish is possibly found in Homer's description of "the hero Eurupulos" as "the son of Tēlephos". This Hellenized "Tēlephos" might postulate a Hitto-Sumerian original "Tilla-pa", wherein pa means "offspring" and Tilla is the Sumerian equivalent of Ur, Urartu or "Armenia" and Amurrū or "Amor" or "Amorite"; and Carchemish was situated in the Amurrū region according to the Assyrian and Egyptian records. And I find that Carchemish is also described in the local Carchemish inscriptions as being situated in Ur, Urartu, or Amurrū, as is established with detailed proofs in my forthcoming work on the Hittite Inscriptions.

(c) He assumes that the capital of the Ketei—Hatti would be Carchemish—which certainly was not the capital of the Hatti, an Anatolian power whose chief town was at Boghaz-keui.

1 Iliad, 6, 21 f. 2 Iliad 4, 338; 12, 355; 13, 690.
3 Id., 5, 69. 4 Id., 2, 500. 5 Id., 13, 172.
6 See Genesis, ix, x. 7 Odyssey, 11, 519.
8 See, for instance, Barton's Babylonian Writing, ii, 130, No. 249, 5.
10 Barton, op. cit. 165, No. 316.
It is, indeed, lamentable to learn that an official excavator of the ruins of Carchemish should be ignorant of the elementary fact that Carchemish was for hundreds of years the chief capital of the Khatti (or as he spells their name in Semitic fashion Ḥatti) or Hittites after the fall of their imperial capital at Boghaz-keui. Even in Mr. Hall's excellent summary of Hittite history\(^1\) we read: "Carchemish, the capital of the southern Hittite kingdom, that had come into existence at the break-up of the empire of Shubbiluliuma." Now this event, with the rise of Carchemish as the chief capital of the Khatti, is placed about 1200 B.C.,\(^2\) which is before the epoch usually assigned to the Trojan War of Homer with its episode of "The Hero Eurupulos, chief of the Kētei" in the defence of Troy against the Achaian Greek invaders.

(d) He assumes that the Seleucid Greeks, finding the name "Europulos" (which he has explained as Greek), could not understand it, and supposing the termination to be Assyrian, dropped it and "Grecianized" the word into "Europus" or "Oropus".

What I did write was: "The original Hittite form of this Grecianized name 'Eurupulos' will doubtless be disclosed when the excavations at Carchemish are further advanced. As regards the formation of the later Greek name 'Oropus' or 'Europus', it seems conceivable that the later Seleucid Greeks, who are usually credited with having had the Assyrian priest Barosos in their employ, may have treated the latter part (ulos) of the name 'Eurupulos' as the common Assyrian affix of city-names, namely alu 'a city'. This would result in a reading of 'Eurup' for the city-name, and 'Eurup' would be Grecianized into 'Europus' or 'Oropus'.' [The misspelling of o for u is herein rectified.] This suggestion seems to be expressed with sufficient clearness for ordinary comprehension, and is in itself a sufficient reply to Mr. Woolley's captious attempt to twist its meaning.

---

Regarding the probable form of the original Hittite source of this Grecianized name "Eurupulos", I went on to suggest that "the immediate source of the Greek name Oropus and the modern Arabic Jerabis—the commoner modern local name for Carchemish—is, I think, the Akkado-Assyrian 'Arba-ilu' or 'The divine Arba'. This latter city contained a famous shrine sacred to the goddess Ishtar, who bears the title of Arba; and I have observed some evidence indicating that 'Arba-ilu' was Carchemish".

As Arba has the Sumerian equivalent of Nin or Ninni, a title of the Mother-goddess Ishtar, who bears also the variant of Nina and Nana, I recalled that Professor Sayce, in his note under reference, states that he finds in the local texts of Carchemish, that that city is called "the city of Nana or Nina";¹ and thus fully confirms the statement of Ammianus Marcellinus that Carchemish as "The Older Hierapolis" was known to the Romans also as "Ninus". I then suggested, for the reasons indicated in my note, that "the modern name for the lower channel of the Euphrates as 'Shatt-el-Arab' or 'Channel of Arab' appears to me to possibly preserve the tradition of Arba or 'Oropus', when it was a chief capital of the Seleucids and pre-Selucids in Upper Mesopotamia"—especially as I had elsewhere shown ² that the modern name of the other great waterway, the "Shatt-en-Nil", presumably preserved an old title of the city of Babylon.

On this Mr. Woolley sagely remarks: "Arba-ilu is Arbela [by which he presumably means the modern Arbêla or Irbil about 50 miles east of Mosul]. . . . As to the Shatt-el-Arab, I fail to see what it can have to do geographically or historically with Europus." If, however, Mr. Woolley re-reads my former note more carefully perhaps he may see what he "failed" to see before.

In confirmation of Carchemish having been presumably the

¹ JRAS., 1921, 48.
² "Shinar and the Tower of Babel in the Babylonian Inscriptions" in Asiatic Review, April, 1922.
great *Arba-ili* of the Assyrian hymns and rituals, I may
mention here that I have found in the local Carchemish
inscriptions numerous references to that city as the especial
shrine of the goddess Ishtar under the title of *Nin* or *Ninni*,
with the Akkado-Assyrian equivalent of *Arba*. Ishtar
elsewhere is called "Queen of the city Ninā";¹ and the
Assyrian oracles during the Assyrian domination of Carchemish
make that goddess repeatedly exclaim "I am Ishtar of
Arba-ili".² This "Arba-ilu" has hitherto been identified
by Assyriologists with the modern Arbela or Irbil, to the east
of Mōšul, the ancient Nineveh—which latter city was also
called "Ninus" by the Romans. No extensive remains of
the Ishtar cult appear to have been found at this eastern
Arbela; and its mere name does not necessarily identify
it with the famous Arba-ilu of the rituals of the Spring
festival, during the Assyrian domination of Carchemish.
Place-names of sacred sites were often reduplicated. We have
already seen the confusion between "The Older Hierapolis"
of the Greeks at Carchemish with the later Hierapolis of the
Seleucids at Membij. Besides these two cities called
"Hierapolis", the Greeks had a third Hierapolis at Laodicea
in Phrygia, and a fourth at Castabala,³ north of Carchemish,
in eastern Cilicia. Similarly, as regards "Europus", in
addition to its application to Carchemish, there were two
other Seleucid sacred cities bearing that name in Asia Minor
and Babylonia, and another in Seleucis' birthplace in
Macedonia.⁴

Thus the new evidence seems to indicate that the great
"Arba-ilu" shrine was at Carchemish, or "The Older
Hierapolis or Ninus" of the Greco-Romans; and that this
Akkadian name, *Arba-ilu*, was probably the original source
from which Homer coined his "Eurupulos" (or "Euryppylοs");
and from which the later Greco-Romans coined respectively
their "Hierapolis" and "Ôrôpos" or "Europus".

¹ S. Langdon, *Tammuz and Ishtar*, 48. ² *Id.*, 128 f.
It will thus be seen, I think, that whatever defects may prove to be inherent in the suggestions put forward in my note under reference, those suggestions still stand untouched by anything contained in Mr. Woolley's captious desultory remarks.

L. A. WADDELL.

Editorial Note.—The discussion of this matter will not be continued.

THE SURROSH K. R. CAMA PRIZE

The K. R. Cama Oriental Institute (172 Sukhadwala Building, Hornby Road, Fort, Bombay) invites competitive essays for the Surrosh K. R. Cama Prize of the value of Rs. 225/- on the following subject:

“A lucid and thoroughly intelligible translation in English of the 32nd, 33rd, and 34th chapters of the Yasna (the last three chapters of the Ahnuvaiti Gatha), in due accordance with grammar and philology, with notes and comments, wherever necessary, and with the substance of the whole at the end.”

The essay should be designated by a motto and should be accompanied by a sealed cover containing the name of the competitor and his post office address, and should reach the Honorary Secretaries of the Institute on or before 5th July, 1923. The competition is open to all.
NOTICES OF BOOKS


It is only in deference to the wish expressed by the late Sir Charles Lyall that I have undertaken to write this notice of his last and most important work. To review it adequately would have been beyond my power in any case, but I had hoped, at least, to be able to read it through from beginning to end before attempting to give some account of it in the Journal of the Society with which he was so long and intimately connected. Other tasks, however, have come in the way, and in the circumstances a brief notice will not be considered inappropriate.

The collection, as its title indicates, was made by al-Mufaddal of Ḍabbah (died circa A.H. 170), the most eminent of the Kūfah philologists in his day; according to one story it was compiled at the suggestion of the Caliph al-Mansur, to whose son, Muḥammad (al-Mahdi), al-Mufaddal is said to have given instruction in literature. There seems to be little doubt that it has come down to us intact, having been transmitted by Ibn al-Aʿrābī, al-Mufaddal’s stepson, to Abū ʿIkrimah of Ḍabbah, from whom it passed to Abū Muḥammad al-Anbārī (died A.H. 304), whose commentary on it was afterwards published by his son, Abū Bakr, generally known as Ibn al-Anbārī (died A.H. 328). This is the standard recension; but another, by al-Marzūqī (died A.H. 421), is extant at Berlin and formed the basis of the unfinished edition by Thorbecke (1885), which contains the text alone of exactly one-third of the 126 pieces printed,
together with al-Anbári's commentary, in the first volume of the present edition. The selected odes (including many that reached the compiler in a fragmentary state) are chiefly pre-Islamic; no more than six of the sixty-seven authors were born after Islam was promulgated, while the great majority lived and died in paganism. The oldest pieces, those attributed to Muraqqish the Elder, must have been composed about A.D. 500. As Sir Charles points out, there is some evidence for, and none against, the view that these are genuine. His arguments in favour of the authenticity of the ancient poetry as a whole are set forth in a most lucid and effective manner, and can hardly fail to convince anyone whose mind is open to receive them.

Basing his text on two transcripts of a manuscript of al-Anbári in the Sultan's Library in Cairo, itself the copy of an original in Constantinople, the editor also had at his disposal (1) portions of the same commentary preserved at Leipzig; (2) Thorbecke's copy of the Berlin MS. of al-Marzúqí's commentary; (3) two copies, lent by the Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft and Yale University respectively, of another recension represented by a manuscript at Vienna; (4) Professor Wright's copy of a British Museum MS.; (5) the *Kitáb al-Ikhtiyárain*, purchased by the India Office from Mr. Krenkow, which contains twenty-three poems belonging to the *Mufaddalíyát*. Al-Anbári's commentary is of large extent and numerous verses are cited in it, so that critical and explanatory notes are often called for; these have been printed under the Arabic text. It need not be said that Sir Charles spared no pains to make the text perfect, and he acknowledges "the deepest obligations" to Professor Bevan and Professor Nöldeke for the help they gave him by reading the proofs throughout. Some difficulties, of course, remain unsolved, but it may be taken for granted that the number of avoidable errors is exceedingly small. The printing of the first volume, which began at Beyrout in 1910, under the care of the Jesuit Fathers, L. Cheikho and A. Salhani, was
interrupted by the European War, with the result that although the English volume had gone through the press at Oxford by 1918, Sir Charles did not live to see the publication of either. He intended to publish, separately and later, "indexes of personal and place-names, of poetical quotations, and of selected words explained in the text." This indispensable supplement is now being prepared by Professor Bevan, and it could not possibly be in better hands.

The anthology of al-Mufaḍḍal is not a collection of masterpieces, like the Mu'allaqāt, or of choice excerpts, like the Hamidah. It stands on a lower level of excellence—some of the odes seem to have been selected on account of their interest to philologists—but on the other hand, its contents exhibit the general features of Bedouin verse more truly and in greater variety. The translation is as admirable as would be expected by all who know the author's skill in this art. Most of the poems have been rendered into prose. Amongst the metrical versions (in which Sir Charles again follows the methods so successfully adopted by him, with certain modifications, from Friedrich Rückert) attention may be called to the splendidly vivid poem by Ta'abbata Sharrā (No. I), the beautiful prelude to No. XX (ash-Shansfarā), the bard's lament for his lost youth (No. XLIV: al-Aswad, son of Ya'tur), Mutammim's elegy on his brother Mālik (No. LXVII), and the famous odes of 'Alqamah (No. CXIX) and Abū Dhu'aib (No. CXXVI). The English commentary includes biographical and historical introductions to each piece, ample notes on points of language, interpretation, prosody, genealogy, folk-lore, botany, etc., and illustrates the details of old Arabian life in a way that has never been surpassed. The whole volume, in short, displays the peculiar gifts which made Lyall such a great interpreter and translator, combined with an erudition worthy of the two French scholars, Silvestre de Sacy and Caussin de Perceval, to whose memory it is dedicated. There is a valuable index of subjects as well as one of proper names.
I may conclude with a few suggestions:—

X 21. The editor takes طَوَعَ أَطَأَ عَ as equivalent to طَوَعَ عَ أَطَا عَ, adding that the lexx. do not mention this sense. I think the ordinary meaning will serve. Translate: "(A ship) whose quick-travelling sail is obeyed (i.e. not opposed) by the wind." The sail has a following wind, not a contrary one.

XI 6. فِرَأَيْتُ أَنَّ الْحُكْمَ مُجْتَنِبَ الصَّبَا. The use of hukm in the sense of wisdom is unusual, as the editor remarks; but more extraordinary is the use of hukm in this context at all. We should expect اللَّهُ. Hilm is specially contrasted with jahl (Goldziher, Muḥamm. Stud., i, 222 foll.) and with șibá, which is a species of jahl (al-șibá ǧihâla al-futûwa, Lisin, xix, 1813); cf. Muṣṭafá. xxi, 伽ً عً صاً; لَصَبَا وَلَيْسَ لَمْ يَصَبَا. Hilm; ibid. xlii; Zuhair, Diwâns, 192 penult.; et passim. I should be inclined to substitute للَصَبَا الحَلَّمُ for الْحِكْمَةَ اللَّهُ. The latter word, though supported by the gloss, seems barely possible in such a quasi-proverbial phrase as we have here.

CXIX. The statement (vol. ii, p. 328) that Mundhir, son of Má’as-Samá, was killed in the battle of ‘Ain Ubâgh is rejected by Guidi (L’Arabic antéislamique, p. 22), on what authority does not appear.

CXXIII 14. For مُرَّ الْحِيْثَ cf. al-Fakhri, ed. Deroebourg, p. 125, l. 2.

R. A. N.

In the above two volumes Sir C. A. Bell has published a revised and extended edition of his former Manual of Colloquial Tibetan, published in 1905. The fact that the former manual has been sold out and a new edition was required shows the value of Sir C. A. Bell's former work, which is now further increased by the additional matter of the present two volumes.

Sir C. A. Bell is particularly well fitted to write on colloquial Tibetan, for, as he mentions in his preface, he was, as Political Officer in Sikkim, for many years in charge of the diplomatic relations of the British Government with Tibet and Bhutan, and was brought in contact with Tibetans of all classes.

The amount of matter that has been added is shown by the fact that the grammar portion of the former manual has increased from 153 to 224 pages, and the vocabulary from 298 to 562 pages. The additions to the grammar are chiefly under the head of the verb and the conversational exercises. The portion of the grammar dealing with the pronunciation has also been printed as an introduction at the beginning of the dictionary, so that the latter can be used by itself. This introduction should be carefully read, so as to supplement the phonetic spelling of the Tibetan words, given in the Roman character. As Sir C. A. Bell observes, it is not possible to represent all the Tibetan sounds by Roman letters with exactitude. Consequently, though the phonetic spelling adopted gives the correct pronunciation in many cases, in many others it is only approximate. One or two general examples will show this. The indefinite article अँ "a", "an" is written as ch, and the definite article टैँ.
"the" as ði, but the vowel i has quite a different sound in these two words. In the first the final g, though almost, is not quite silent, and the sound would be chik. Again, ཀྲེ་ཐོ་ ངོ་ "to kill" and གྲེ་ཐོ་ "to know" are spelt se-pa and she-pa respectively, though the sound represented by the e is entirely different in the two cases, being short and abrupt in the former and long in the latter. The grammar and dictionary are of the dialect of Central Tibet. Although there are various dialects in outlying parts of the country, the Central Tibetan dialect is understood throughout the country and may be said to be the lingua franca of Tibet, and the standard form of the language. Its difference from the dialects is chiefly in the pronunciation. The grammar gives all the forms of the verb which are in current use, with perhaps one exception. I have both found in current written Tibetan, and also frequently heard in speech the form ླ རྒྱུ for the future tense, e.g. bglug-rgyu-yin, "I, or we, will pour," for which Sir C. A. Bell gives only bglug-gi-yin. Although uneducated persons may use gi for the future as for the present tense, educated Tibetans in many cases speak as well as write rgyu for the future.

It will be noticed that a number of the forms in use in literature are not used at all in current speech. We could wish that the grammar had dealt more fully with the question of tones in Tibetan, which are mentioned in paragraphs 28 and 29. Sir C. A. Bell observes that "for practical purposes we must discriminate between three tones, the high, the medium, and the low. The initial letter and the prefix" [to which should be added also a superscribed letter] "govern the tone". The Rev. E. Amundsen ¹ has dealt the most fully, so far, with the tones in Tibetan. As he notes, the Tibetans consider that there are six tones: (1) high tone, abrupt; (2) high tone, long; (3) medium, abrupt; (4)

medium, long; (5) low, abrupt (low and rising); and (6) low, long, descending.¹

As Sir G. A. Grierson has pointed out,² a pitch may be high or low, but cannot be long or short, and hence it is wrong to talk of a prolonged tone. On this basis the number of tones in Tibetan would be four, Nos. 5 and 6 being separate tones. In a future edition of the dictionary it would be useful if the tone of the word could be indicated on the notation proposed by Sir George Grierson.³

All students of Colloquial Tibetan are greatly indebted to Sir C. A. Bell for this enlarged edition of his Colloquial Grammar and Dictionary.  

E. H. C. Walsh.

---

THE ORIGIN OF THE CRUCIFORM PLAN OF CAIRENE MADRASAHS.  
By K. A. C. Creswell. pp. 54, 10 figures, xii plates.  

Hitherto the commonly accepted belief has been that the cruciform plan for a madrasah or collegiate mosque originated in Syria or perhaps further to the eastward, somewhere in the Saljûq empire. Mr. Creswell, after a very full discussion of what seems to be the whole of the evidence available, arrives at the conclusion that the plan is an Egyptian invention.

Mr. Creswell’s arguments are convincing, and he tells us that the late Monsieur Max Van Berchem (who originally threw out the conjecture which is the basis of the current belief), after seeing the evidence collected by him and discussing the matter with him, expressed himself converted to his theory. In accepting it, however, it will perhaps be safer to make some reservation as to our almost complete want

¹ See also Linguistic Survey of India, vol. iii, pt. i.
³ Ibid.
of knowledge of the plans of early Mesopotamian and Persian mosques.

The work includes a description of the eight existing Syrian madrasahs which were founded before the last quarter of the thirteenth century, and plans of seven of them, besides illustrations—a valuable supply of new material, for it appears that only a short account and an imperfect plan of one of these mosques have been published before. It represents a substantial contribution to the history of Muhammadan art, all the more acceptable as the tendency recently has been to minimize the share of Egypt in art development under Islam.

A. R. Guest.


Ahmad ibn 'Umar ibn 'Ali of Samarcand, better known by his title of Nizami, the Prosodist, flourished in the twelfth century of the Christian era. His great work, termed Chahar Maqala or the "Four Discourses" on secretaries, poets, astrologers, and physicians, gives a vivid and accurate bird's-eye view of Persia, Afghanistan, and Central Asia, and of the leading figures of the period. Professor Browne first edited this classic in 1899, and we now have to thank him for a second and improved edition with valuable notes on many subjects.

It is difficult to know what to notice, there is so much that excites our interest. We have the oldest account of Firdawsi, of how he wrote his famous epic that stands alone in Western Asia, as that of Homer did in Hellas, and of Mahmud's lack of liberality. Finally we have the dramatic scene, when the repentant monarch dispatched a rich reward on the royal camels, which entered Tus by the Rudbar gate, as the corpse of Firdawsi was being carried off to burial. The birthplace of
Firdawsi at Bazh, the site of Tubaran, of Rudbar, and of Razan, which are referred to in the anecdote, have now all been identified (vide my "Historical Notes on Khurasan", JRAS., October, 1910). Again, we have the reference to the Astronomer-poet of Nishapur, and we realize how deeply Umar Khayyam impressed his contemporaries, not, indeed, as a poet, but as an astrologer.

Perhaps one of the most typical verses quoted is that of the poet Muzzi, who, having been rewarded for a notable quatrain by the gift of a horse, immediately expressed his thanks:—

The King beheld the Fire which in me blazed;
Me from low Earth above the Moon he raised;
From me a verse, like Water fluent heard,
And swift as Wind a noble steed conferred.

This brilliant impromptu, which refers to the four elements, is an excellent example of this class of Persian poetry.

Thanks to Nizami, we gain a keen insight into the character of Mahmud, the famous "Idol-breaker". He must have been difficult to live with, for he said of himself, "Kings are like little children, in order to receive rewards from them, one should speak in accordance with their views." Mahmud certainly acted up to the above as anecdotes prove.

In conclusion, the text is just under one hundred pages, and in no other work is so much to be found in so few pages, and not only the scholar but the historian will gain much by studying what is held to be the most perfect example of Persian prose.

P. M. SYKES.


These two small octavo volumes, neatly got up and closely printed, contain an amended reprint of Erskine's edition of
Babur's *Memoirs*, two prefaces (by Sir Lucas King and Erskine), Erskine's introduction and supplementary remarks, five appendices, and an index of 22 pages. The book is, in fact, Erskine's edition of 1826 brought up to date by a thoroughly competent scholar, and thus most welcome. Of the three parts into which it is divided I hardly like to say which is the most interesting and illuminating: Babur's self-revealing text, the fine introduction, which is highly instructive reading even for the expert Orientalist, although a hundred years old, or the appendices. To all of them Sir Lucas King has added a running commentary in footnotes, distinguished from Erskine's by square brackets, which are remarkable for the self-restraint and mature scholarship exhibited.

This account of Babur, the Mughal "tiger", coming on the heels of Professor Qanungo's recent researches into the story of Sher Shah Sūr, the Afghan "tiger" of much the same time, is of supreme interest to those who would know what manner of men they were that founded Muhammadan Empires at Delhi and Agra in the sixteenth century. Sher Shah's was destined to disappear after a short while, but Babur's lasted on for two and a half centuries. Alike in many respects and both possessed of supreme military and administrative capacity, the manner of their coming by their title of "tiger" rather shows the difference between them. Babur inherited his, for he was not the first Babur of his line in the days before he thought of India: Sher Shah had his conferred upon him on account of the character he bore among his contemporaries, which they compared to that of the Royal not the savage tiger. Babur was a typical prince of his day and race, though of much more than ordinary intellectual power, which is saying much for him: Sher Shah raised himself by sheer force of intellect and character from the position of the eldest son of a country gentleman (*jāgīrdār*) to that of Emperor of Hindostan. In this sense he was the superior man of the two, though this must not be understood as any belittling of the achievements of Babur.
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It is impossible to do more than skim over so full a book as this in the space at my disposal, so I will merely touch on a point or two to indicate its extreme interest to those who study Oriental history. In Erskine's introduction there is a good deal about Tamerlane (i.e. limping Taimur or Timūr, according as one affects the Indian or Persian pronunciation), from whom Babur was directly descended. Going on the information as to this really great man that was available to Europeans a century ago, Erskine gives what is to my mind an inadequate idea of him, and Sir Lucas King does not apparently "correct" him. Two incompatible views of Timūr have come down to us: one by an enemy and one by a friend. It was the enemy's that first found its way to the world of European scholarship. To the enemy and traducer he was everything that was low and vile: to the friend and admirer everything that was the reverse. I may be wrong in my own estimate of this important man, but very briefly it is this. He was by descent the military head of the Barlās or Birlās tribe of Mongols in Samarkand, but was brought up in an atmosphere of scholarly Arab Muhammadanism in which his father and grandfather delighted, being by personal inclination peaceable, highly read antiquaries. So what Timūr inherited from his general Mongol ancestry was military capacity, and what he acquired from his immediate forebears was a cultivated taste and a habit of reading, which were engrained in him. He was anything but an unlettered savage leader, though he showed the ancestral ferocity on occasion. So, indeed, did both Babur and Sher Shah, owing to inherited characteristics. The four days' sack of Delhi by his followers (1398), which he did not try to check, was horrible, but he had the grace to devote several pages of excuses for it in his Institutes or Memoirs, which, as I think, he wrote himself. Indeed, the time has come for an amended and fully up-to-date edition of Davy's translation (1783) of the Tāzukāt-i-Timūrī, and no one could do it better than Sir Lucas King.

There are other items in the introduction on which I am
tempted to dilate, but I must pass on to the text itself. Every great man's actions spring from three sources: his intellect, his character, and his environment. His intellect governs his conscious actions; his character governs his natural, i.e. unconscious or at best subconscious, actions; his environment, including his heredity, largely colours both. There is perpetual war between his intellect and his character, each endeavouring to control the other, and in this war his environment is always intervening. So that when a man is trying to use his intellect only, his character colours the resultant action, and vice versa his intellect is at play even in his more unconscious actions; and in both cases he never quite gets over the pressure of his environment. Thus the same man may be a great administrator, a profound thinker, a fine scholar, and yet what is universally recognized as "a human being" in his every-day actions, and a prey to temptations of a certain kind—it may be, indeed, of every kind—i.e. unable to resist the promptings of his unconscious or subconscious mind—unable to escape from his surroundings and early education. In this way a far-thinking philosopher may be as weak as water and hide-bound by custom in daily life, while an intellectual dolt may be strong of will, and able to perform the difficult feat of breaking through custom. One can get at the situation thus brought about by considering the phenomenon of moral and physical courage. In every man's life there is a perpetual struggle between these "qualities", with the result that no man is either wholly a moral or a physical coward or hero.

All this is well illustrated in the outspoken pages of Babur's memoirs of his own life, and it is this that makes them so well worth study, irrespective of the greatness and importance of his personal achievements. It is all there:—the intellect that made him capable of planning and carrying through his many campaigns, great and small; that enabled him to be the first in his regions to utilize on a decisive scale the then novel idea of modern artillery; that made him set about
regulating the administration whenever he got possession of
a city or province; that caused him to apportion of care
aforethought praise and blame; that caused him to be an
accurate student of the geography of the countries within
his ken—as, indeed, every successful general must be; that
made him appreciate the difficulties of any given position at
their true worth.—The character that made him drink and
take drugs to excess; take a pride in recording his ancestry
and their doings, for which, however, we of the centuries
after him must be thankful; minutely observe the people
about him and record his observations, for which mirror of
the society of his day our heartfelt thanks; that gave him
his love of nature and natural history; that produced his
infatuation for his son, Humāyūn.—The environment that
made him an unlimited polygamist and governed his attitude
towards women and his appraisement of them in the abstract;
that caused him to act as a ferocious tyrant when he thought
it politic, taking political action to be the result of the conquest
of environment over character, when intellect has become the
handmaid of character—the conscious mind the handmaid
of the subconscious. It was unconscious subservience to
environment that made him capable of such a comment as
this: "Many young cavaliers of his party were taken
prisoners. Sultan Hussain Mirza ordered the whole of them to
have their heads struck off. Nor in this instance alone; on
every occasion when any of his sons rebelled and was defeated,
he uniformly ordered every one of his adherents who fell into
his hands to be beheaded. And why not? He had right on
his side."

So much for environment affecting a view of political
action. Now for a traditional view of an act of treachery
(nimakharāmī): "For the sake of this fleeting world, which
never was and never will be true to anyone, this thankless
and ungrateful man [Khusru Shah] seized Sultan Masa'ūd
Mirza, a prince whom he himself had reared from infancy to
manhood, and whose governor [tutor on behalf of his father,
his own patron] he had been, and blinded him by lancing his eyes. . . . Every day till the day of judgment, may a hundred curses light on the head of that man, who is guilty of such blank treachery, and on his who plans it.” Elsewhere Babur also hurls invectives at Khusru Shah, of whom he says in his own inimitable fashion that “he had not the courage to face a barn-door fowl.”

Babur’s general attitude towards women was wholly that of his race and time, i.e. it was dictated by custom and environment. Writing of his own sisters and other near relatives, he records again and again, as a matter of ordinary fact that, in consequence of political events in his turbulent day, so and so “fell into the hands of” such and such a prince or even marauder, and by him had children, whose careers he records. These misfortunes had no effect on their social status. Sometimes there was a much worse fate in store, e.g. “In the prisons of that wicked miscreant they [the captured women] departed from this perishable world.”

His marriages were strictly in accordance with custom, and he made no attempt to escape from his environment in this respect. His first wife was Aesha Sultan Begam, his cousin, to whom he was betrothed at 5 and married at 16. She was the mother of his short-lived first child, born when he was 19; but he soon tired of her, and she finally “left my family.” Subsequently “he saw” her half-sister, “and being pleased with her,” married her by the usual procedure. At the instance of his mother he married yet another cousin: “We did not agree very well,” and after a while this poor lady died of smallpox. Of one of his father’s wives, he remarks: “A year or a year and a half after the marriage she was removed from the haram.” One wonders what sort of family tragedy this bald statement covers. Of another lady we read that she acquired such influence over her husband that he could not look at another woman, and so she was put out of the way. Of a near relative, however, who, too, had married a first cousin, it is recorded that “he had no other wife or concubine”.
In his frank, outspoken way Babur also tells the world of his shyness and bashfulness when he first married Aesha Sultan Begam, but he records this fact in terms less strong than those used in the unsavoury story of the boy, Bābrūrī. That story is told with evident confidence as to its being understood as a natural and not unusual expression of feelings by his contemporaries. On the other hand, Babur was capable, when he applied his intellect, of gauging the mental capacities of women: "There were few of her sex who equalled my grandmother, Ahsān Doulat Begam, in sense and sagacity. She was uncommonly far-sighted and judicious. Many affairs and enterprises of importance were conducted by her advice." One can see the whole story. In Babur's attitude towards women, environment took charge of the situation and controlled his character, while his intellect played the part of a subservient handmaiden.

Babur's intellectual estimates of the men around him and of his own family are penetrating in a high degree, and are expressed with an astonishing picturesqueness. They form, indeed, a criterion of his intellectual powers, and perhaps in no way is his character more clearly shown than in the use he made of those through whom he most clearly saw. Thus, of Kambar 'Ali Salākh, a Mughal officer who had risen from quite the lowest ranks of life, he remarks: "From me he received distinguished favours. Till he had attained high rank, his conduct was exceedingly good, but after he had gained a certain elevation he became negligent and perverse. He talked a great deal and very idly; indeed, there can be no doubt that a great talker must talk foolishly. He was a man of contracted capacity and of a muddy brain." He is often mentioned, and Babur's mode of using such a man is a lesson in both politics and administration.

Babur founded the Indian Mughal Empire, and the Mughals were his mainstay, but characteristically he never liked them. It was always his Türkī connexion that he was so proud of. Witness the quatrain he quotes with evident gusto of "the wretches of Mughals":—
If the Mughal race were a race of angels, it is a bad race;
And were the name Mughal written in gold, it would be
odious.
Take care not to pluck one ear of corn from a Mughal’s
harvest;
The Mughal seed is such that whatever is sowed with it is
execrable.

In the above lines and the circumstances in which they are
quoted Babur shows himself to be “a man”, i.e. his
character has command of his intellect. It constantly has in
these breezy memoirs, e.g. in the wonderful story he tells of
the powers of the Mughal yākshi, or surgeon, who “cured”
him of the severe wound he received on the banks of the
Khākān in 1503, and his reasons for having “no doubt that
Khwāja Maulāna Qāzī was a Wali (Saint)” : “What better
proof of it could be required than the single fact that in a
short time no trace or memorial remained of any one of all
those who were concerned in his murder?” Here character
as subconscious intelligence, and not intellect as conscious
intelligence, is arguing.

Observing that this book is a mass of delightful tit-bits of
observation and self-revelation I must cease from quoting it
further, and close my remarks with one or two as to the
admirable notes of its latest editor. I would first call attention
to the notes on geographical identifications and to such com-
ments as those on the Uighurs, p. xxiii; on the Mongol
language, p. li; on the term Turkoman, p. lxviii; on the
Huns, p. xlix; on the introduction of modern artillery, p. 58.
On the last point I would remark that Sher Shah deliberately,
and with admirable judgment as the sequel showed, did not
follow Babur as to the use of artillery with such armies as he
was first able to raise, because the then new-fangled arm would
have prevented the rapid secret marches through mountain
jungles he was obliged to make, showing here as much genius
in eschewing artillery as Babur did in using it.

There are many of such important notes scattered through
the two volumes; but surely Sir Lucas King must be tripping, if his note on p. 80 is to be read as supporting Erskine’s error that the carved “Mosque” at Samarkand mentioned by Babur in 1497 is modelled on Sher Shah’s mosque at Delhi. Sher Shah did not get to Delhi as a ruler before 1539 in the days of Babur’s son and his opponent, Humāyūn the Unready. In fact, the Qila’-Kohna or Sher Shah’s Masjid in the Purāna Qila’ at Delhi seems to have been built in 1541.

Lastly, if any reader of Babur’s Memoirs should be inclined to judge that this mighty man of the past was after all not a very great personage, let him consider whether the stories of other such heroes have come down to us with a hundredth part of the candour or fullness of revelation as to character as is to be found in his engrossing pages.

R. C. Temple.


The Purānas and the Brahmanical literature formed thereon naturally attracted the attention of the earlier English inquirers into “Things Indian”, leading to the historical school of Wilford and his time. Their lucubrations were, however, premature and soon brought them into ridicule, when true scholarship began to tackle the vast historical subject that Sanskrit MSS. revealed. They were, as it were necessarily, followed by the better, but still imperfectly, equipped schools of the “higher criticism”. This led to the equally erroneous, as it has turned out, beliefs that no real history is contained in Hindu literature and that no acceptable chronological statements can be found between the days of Aśoka and the Muhammadan irruptions—a period of some thirteen centuries. The advance made in the deciphering of epigraphic documents and in the solution of Indian epigraphic chronological statements next led, and still erroneously, to the belief that scholarship in India itself must rely entirely on epigraphic
records for Indian chronology, and this belief was confirmed by the gradual filling up in this way of the gaps in ascertained dates for nearly the whole period desired.

As one who has taken a leading part in the publication of the labours of the Indian epigraphists I suppose I ought to support their pretensions, but all through the half century that has elapsed since Fleet and his fellow workers commenced to perfect their line of study and research I have felt that literature such as that contained in the Purānas would in the end be found to include true history in its statements. It is, therefore, with real pleasure that I have perused the results of Mr. Pargiter's scholarly and level-headed labours of the last thirty years, though it must be admitted that they are startling and revolutionary.

The space at my disposal in this Journal does not permit of my making any but the most cursory remarks on his work. Speaking in the briefest manner possible, it appears to me that he has applied to his subject a profound scholarship and treated the evidence it has brought before him with the minuteness and patience that his training as a High Court Judge must have made habitual to him. It need hardly be said that it is marshalled with the skill and fairness of an experienced lawyer.

Mr. Pargiter's great point is that the Purānas, divested of Brahmanical religious padding, and what is more important, of their sectarian clothing, are historical records of the Kshattriyas, i.e. of active men of the world, and therefore contain real history which is capable of being dug out of them.

Tradition of every kind dies hard, and in a well-known book published so lately as 1914—Professor Rapson's Ancient India—one finds the writer following the tradition established by modern European scholarship and regarding the Purānas and the like as purely Brahmanical books of no historical value whatever, leaving it to epigraphy and the works of foreign contemporary writers to supply what true historical data are obtainable about ancient India. But he does express
a hope that some day a scholar will be found who can separate
the Brahmanic dross from the old literature and thus bring
out the history that is buried in it. Such a scholar has
arisen in Mr. Pargiter, and owing to the impetus that will be
given by his book, which bids fair to become a classic on
its own account, we have a chance of developing history from
Indian literature, a line of thought that is taking root every-
where in the minds of Indian scholars.

I cannot go further here into this important work than to
point out the revolutionary nature of the main historical
inference drawn by Mr. Pargiter. This is that Indian
tradition does not support the now long-accepted theory that
the "Aryans" entered by the north-west frontier and spread
thence over North India and the Deccan, and finally from the
religious point of view dominated all India. But on the
contrary, it supports the view that the Aryans entered India
by the Mid-Himalayas and penetrated as far south as
Allahabad, and then by a reflex movement spread northwards
into Iran or Persia and North Mesopotamia (Mitanni). If
this very brief summary does Mr. Pargiter injustice I tender
him my apologies. But my point is that if he is right—and
his book is such that it cannot lightly be set aside—we must
reconstruct all our ideas of "Aryan" migrations to India,
Persia, and Europe, and one's experience of such reconstruc-
tions is that they do not take effect until a novel theory has
been subjected to every kind of criticism—friendly and
hostile.

R. C. Temple.

Fishing from the Earliest Times. By William
Radcliffe, Esq., sometime of Balliol College, Oxford.
8vo, 478 pp., with numerous illustrations. London:
John Murray, 1921.

We have here a very readable and highly entertaining book
by an English country gentleman of the old school, a veritable
Martial of our times. The author's object is to describe the
craft of the fisherman in ancient times, from the old Stone Age to A.D. 500. Done in the best of English style, savoured with classical learning, witty and full of culture, it has strong claims to attaining the reputation of Isaak Walton’s *The Compleat Angler*. The Introduction is devoted to fishing and fishing tackle in the Palæolithic Period, the cave dwellers of Europe, the Aztecs of Mexico, and the ancient Peruvians; the Eskimos and various lower races of our time are all thoroughly examined with respect to fishing. He concludes that “Only two weapons can be traceably attributed to Palæolithic man. First and pre-eminent the spear (or harpoon, with its various congeners), with possibly adjustable flint heads, and second, but to a far less extent, the gorge, or as it has been better termed, the bait-holder.” Fishing with hook and line is not a primitive contrivance and the use of the net is doubtful in the old Stone Age. In his remarks on certain Aztec pictographs, pp. 22–3, which obviously refer to boating and fishing, the author interprets probably after standard writers on the subject, certain dots and ovals to indicate the age of boys and their allowance of cakes. My own experience with pictographic writing excites a feeling of caution regarding these conjectures and many others which have been made concerning the Mendoza Codex of Aztec signs.

The subject of Greek and Roman fishing occupies the first and greater portion of the book. The civilization of Greece and Rome is Mr. Radcliffe’s specialty. He required little help and guidance from specialists here, and his chapters on this department are admirably illustrated with quotations of classical writers; especially does he lay Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Theocritus, Pliny, Vergil, and Martial under contribution. Obscure writers of all periods even down to the Middle Ages and the recently recovered Greek papyri are utilized. The statements of the text are extremely well defended by documents and citations. Fishing with spear, net, line, and rod were already familiar to the Greeks in Homer’s time, but to Aristotle belongs the credit of founding the science
of piscatorial zoology. He first determined the age of certain fish by scale reading, and Mr. Radcliffe claims to be the first historian to vindicate the distinction for Aristotle. There is an important digression on pp. 169–72, concerning Plutarch, who has been hitherto accused of "speaking against fishing as a base, illiberal employment, having neither wit nor perspicacity in it, nor worth the labour". For centuries Plutarch had been libelled as a contemner of fishing, but our author shows that it is all a stupid blunder. The words were written by Plutarch, but occur in a debate and were said by Aristotimus, who advocates the superior sagacity of terrestrial animals as against the aquatics. The false accusation against an ancient writer so well known and meritorious as Plutarch is easily dispelled, and the point will certainly secure for our author unstinted praise. Space forbids but scant notice of these delightful and learned chapters on fish and fishing among the Greeks and Romans, nor can I devote more than passing reference to the exhaustive chapters on Egyptian fishing. For Egypt is claimed the invention of the hook and, above all, the rod and the reel.

The chapters on Assyrian fishing represent the first attempt to investigate this aspect of Sumero-Babylonian-Assyrian culture. The Sumerians, from whom the civilization of ancient Mesopotamia was principally derived, fished only with net and spear; the Assyrians, at any rate, knew the hook and line, but their use in ancient Sumer is doubtful. The rod seems to have been unknown in Babylonia and Assyria, as it was among the Hebrews, an extraordinary fact in view of their long and intimate contact with Egypt. The arrival of the Semites in Mesopotamia is placed at 3800 B.C., but the author should revise his date here. Semitic kings are known to have ruled in the northern kingdom of Kish as early as 5000 B.C. See my article in the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, October, 1921, "The Early Chronology of Sumer and Egypt." As to the relations of the Sumerians with pre-historic Egypt, the statements on p. 352 now require drastic revision.
Sumerian culture and writing existed in Egypt long before the advent of the true Egyptians, and archaeological evidence of their presence there is abundant. It is a real pleasure to the specialist to see how carefully Mr. Radcliffe utilizes scientific work and makes every effort to understand problems which he approached as *terra nova* to himself. The chapter on the fish gods of Babylonia is cautious and moves the Assyriologist to question his own knowledge of the subject. It is certainly curious that the Sumero-Babylonian pantheon possessed no special deity of fishdom. The nearest approach thereto is certainly the old Sumerian aspect of the mother goddess Ninâ, whose name means "Queen of the Waters", and the pictograph for her name means "fish-house". See my *Tammuz and Ishtar*, p. 45, but she is essentially a patroness of irrigation and pastures. She was by origin most certainly a patroness of water crustacea and fish, and was later identified with the western? (Hittite?) *Išhara*, the scorpion deity. *Išhara*, the secondary name of Ninâ, is possibly derived from *eš-ḫa*, "fish-house," see ibid. 46 f., but it is curious that she is constantly identified with Scorpio in astronomy and not with Pisces.¹ As she was by origin a fish deity but in actual worship a patroness of canals, springs, and rivers, the inference is that the piscatorial craft was despised in Babylonia as it was in Egypt and Greece. Scheil, in his note "Sur le Marché aux Poissons de Larsa", *Revue d'Assyriologie*, 15, 183, comments upon the remarkable decline in the demand for fish in Sumer and Accad. In early Sumerian times economic documents contain numerous references to fish in offering and in commerce. But fish as a diet certainly declined in Babylonia, which probably accounts for the transformation of the character of Ninâ. An old Sumerian hymn to Ninâ actually describes her as patroness of fish, *PSBA*. 1918, 83, cited by the author and another, *Revue d'Assyriologie*, 15, 128, published by Scheil, again connects her with various fish.

She is, at any rate in the early period before the decline of

¹ See *JEA*. vi, 196, n. 3.
fish-eating, a fish goddess. But undoubtedly the Sumerian deity most commonly associated with fish was Enki or Ea of Eridu. He was identified with the constellation Pisces, see Kugler, *Sternkunde Ergänzung*, 65, 19, and to his regime in the heavens belonged Aquarius or in legend the fish-man (*kulīlu*), and especially Capricorn, usually called *sulhurmaš*, the goat-fish, or *kusarik-šu*, fish-antelope, or *allutu*. This god of water was usually symbolized on monuments by the goat-fish, a goat or an antelope with a fish-body. The best example is found on the kudurru of Melišipak, *Delegation en Perse*, i, pl. xvi. That he was actually associated with both goat-fish and fish-man was proven by Heuzey in *Revue d’Assyrologie*, v, 131, from a seal which shows the water-god standing on both of these fabulous beings, who are also figured above him. He holds the overflowing jar from which two streams, the Tigris and Euphrates, descend. His association with the antelope or goat probably arose after he was identified with Capricorn, and the widely spread symbol of the goat-fish or antelope-fish is due to his double association with Capricorn and Pisces. The figure of a being with body of a fish and head of a bearded man on the monuments and seals usually represents Ea of Eridu, but sometimes simply Aquarius as one of the primeval monsters of chaos, who were bound and chained to the stars by Marduk. See especially the conflict of Marduk with the fish-man (*ja-galu, ja-li, ja-li-šu = kulīlu*) in Ward, *Seal Cylinders of Western Asia*, No. 657. The fish-man (*kulīlu*) appears frequently in the epic of Creation among the monsters of the dragon of chaos, Tiamat. Senecherib honoured Ea by offerings of *balgu* and *šēlibbu* fish, Meissner-Rost, *Bauinschriften Senecheribs*, 76, 18, and by dedicating to him a boat of gold, a golden fish, and a golden goat-fish (*allutu*),¹ III R. 12, No. 2, 34.

¹ For *allutu = sulhurmašu = capricorn*, see Weidner, *Handbuch der Babylonischen Astronomie*, 66, 10; 67, 31. The Babylonians saw in Capricorn not only the figure of a goat, but alpha + beta of this constellation was also called the *kaššab ma-gur* or boat-star and assigned to Ea.
Therefore Ea or Oannes was primarily the fish-deity of Babylonia, god of wisdom, the creative word who evolved the form of all things, and to his priests of incantation he delegated mystic wisdom and power over the demons. For this reason his priests clothed themselves in robes to imitate fish, symbol of the divine and mystic wisdom of the water-god. On monuments of Nineveh there is a curious genius from whose head falls a robe in imitation of a fish. He appears to be in the act of fertilizing the sacred date-palm, see Radcliffe, p. 365, and Layard, *Nineveh and Babylon*, p. 343. This figure is certainly not Dagan, but an inferior water-deity of the cult of Eridu. The figure has been commonly taken for Dagan of Ashdod, whose cult in Babylonia is said to be a western importation. His cult appears in Babylonia in the age of Sargon and Narām-Sin of the twenty-ninth and twenty-eighth centuries, and he seems to have been worshipped at Maer, a Semitic centre on the middle Euphrates, from ancient times. He certainly does not belong to the Sumerian pantheon, except by adoption, and there is no evidence at all for his fish-character in Babylonia. There is every reason to believe that Dagan is really a very ancient Amorite deity, but there is no evidence for seeing Dagan in the fish-genii of the monuments of Nineveh. The figures designated as Dagan in chapter 33 almost certainly represent a minor deity of the great water cult of Eridu.

A study of Jewish and Chinese fishing fills the last seventy pages of the book. The fine quality of investigation is sustained to the close. Here, again, the author has taken counsel from great scholars, and his acute observations really contribute to the elucidation of Hebrew and Chinese archaeology. The only weak feature of the book is the Index, which does not do justice to the details and full literature of the contents.

S. LANGDON.
Recueil de Lois Assyriennes: Texte Assyrien en Transcription avec Traduction Francaise et Index.

By V. Scheil, Membre de l’Institut. 11$\frac{1}{4} \times 7\frac{1}{4}$, 125 pp.

The publications of the German Oriental Society appear in rapid succession, and continue to reveal the remarkable richness of the old Assyrian library of Assur. On plates 1–21 of his Keilschrifttexte aus Assur Verschiedenen Inhalts, Dr. Otto Schroeder has published two large tablets of an edition of laws which regulated society in Assyria. The more complete tablet VAT. 10000 consists of four long columns on obverse and reverse, eight in all, each containing more than 100 lines. The second tablet, originally of the same size, is less than half preserved. The Assur library contained also another edition of the Assyrian laws redacted on smaller tablets; Schroeder publishes fragments of four tablets of this edition. There are no duplicates in the material now made accessible. It is understood that an edition of these texts is being made in Germany. Meissner first called attention to some aspects of the laws in OLZ. 1920, 246, and in his Babylonien und Assyrien. A translation with notes by Jastrow appeared in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, 1921.

Naturally, the recovery of a considerable portion of the laws of the Assyrian kingdom is an event of great importance. Babylonian laws were already known from the famous Susa Stèle first published by Scheil and now more or less completed by tablets from Nippur and Warka. A new edition of all the Babylonian laws of the old kingdom and the few paragraphs of the Neo-Babylonian Code which are known, is in preparation by Mr. Driver, of Oxford, who intends to include the Assyrian Code as well. Assyriologists will receive the first transcription of the Assyrian Code from the hands of Professor Scheil with a feeling of satisfaction mingled with sentiment. Qui primus leges Babylonicas interpretatus est, quoque Assyricas. His edition has no notes to defend his interpretation, and consequently the brilliancy of some of his translations may be
easily overlooked by those who do not read him closely. The paragraphs of the Assyrian Code are numbered from their order on each tablet; it is at present impossible to assign the tablets to their proper position in the Code.

I have been studying these texts a good deal myself, and on the basis of Scheil’s edition I shall turn this review into a running commentary.

§ 1 (of VAT. 10000) concerns women who steal from a temple. The penalty is shearing of their hair. It was certainly preceded by a law concerning theft from temples by men. The latter law corresponded to § 6 of the Babylonian Code, where death was the penalty. Restore ll. 11 f. gullubta ša-a [zinnisat lu-u] aš-ša-at [lu-u marat].

§ 2 concerns women who are guilty of slander. Her husband is not responsible. On mišīt pi tartišt, “She involved on herself a slip of the mouth,” cf. mišīt ūmī, failure of the understanding.

The woman’s children are involved, and if she is convicted they are not allowed to approach her husband.

§ 6. A married woman sets up a shop in the plain. Anyone who purchases from her is a thief. The word kidū, plain, field, occurs several times in the Code, and is correctly translated. For kidū, see Hilprecht, Anniversary Volume, 162; Thureau-Dangin, Sargon, 135.

§ 7, I. 82, ille-ša-ma, “which is beside it.” irstu, īši > īlū, ilti is a favourite word for ilti, with, beside, in vernacular Assyrian. See Ylvisaker, Zur babylonischen und assyrischen Grammatik, p. 54.

1. 84, restore e-ri-m-ma, inflammation. Sumerian sa-samag = erimmu, CT. 19, 4, 31; an-sumug = erimmu, with ḫalū, boil, pendu, inflammation, Voc. Boghazkoi, 36, 6. See also Holma, Kleine Beiträge, p. 7; Meissner, SAI. 1959. See also erimu, boil, CT. 28, 29, 17; Holma, Körperteile, p. 4, n. 4.

§ 9. Here the law concerns a man who has embraced or kissed a man’s wife. The penalty I restore as follows: His
lower lip [ina] ši-e-ri-im-te ša a-pa-a-še [i-sa-]ad-du-du inakisu, with the edge of a sickle they shall draw across and sever it. For apāšu = pāšu, sickle, sword, see CT. 12, 45, K. 4408, R. 26. For line 89 I prefer the reading kipūru epussi, “he embraced her.”

§§ 10 and 11 belong together, i.e. § 10 extends to col. ii, 13, for there is no dividing line. From this point my section numbers are one less than Scheil’s.

§ 11 (12), l. 16, la-ni-ik-ki-me. me is the particle attached for direct discourse, Thureau-Dangin, RA. 11, 154. The form is for lu anik-ki, “Let me cohabit with thee.”

§ 14. A man discovers his wife in the act of adultery. He may slay both man and woman. Or he may cut off the nose of his wife and render the man a eunuch, and mutilate his face. Or he may set them both free. The Babylonian cognate of the Hebrew sārīs occurs here as a dual šarišen, but the word has been known for some time; in fact, it was suggested by Delitzsch, H.W. p. 694, and proven by Jensen, ZA. 24, 109, n. 1. The usual form is ša ri-e-ši, ša-rēši, Ebeling, Religiöse Texte, 135, ii, 14. It occurs in Aramaic dockets, Delaporte, Epigraphes Araméens, p. 14.

§ 17, l. 80, igaddimus, probably for iḥattimus, they shall circumcise him (?). See § 18, l. 92.

§ 20 corresponds to § 209 of the Bab. Code, and to § 19 of the Sumerian Code.1 The fact that this law concerning gravid women occurs in all the law codes from the earliest times is not complimentary to the ancient peoples of Mesopotamia. The circumstance that a man by violence causes a gravid woman to have a miscarriage must have been fairly common among them. See below, § 50.

§ 21. bit kāte, the crucial word in this law means treasury, chest. Scheil undoubtedly had this sense in mind. I suggest the following restorations: šum-ma ki-[di-nu ana aššati ina] bi-it ka-a-te id-[din i-tam-ma] ma-a šum-ma-a-ni [lā i-di-mi] ȗ šum-ma ašša-at [ameli taktabi] ma-a it-ti-ka-an-ni [ȗ].

1 See this Journal, 1920, 508.
amelu bit kâte [șuate] amelu (șa) id-di-nu-u-ni [a-na nari-it] u-lak, etc. “If a protégé unto the wife of a man from the treasury gave (something) he shall swear saying ‘I knew it not’, and if the wife of a man said ‘he cohabited with me’, then the keeper of the treasury that man who gave shall go to the river without cords. If he returns from the river, as the husband did to the wife so shall they do to him (i.e. to the husband, for the accused is innocent).”

§ 23. mummērtu is for mu-ma’ir-tu, mediatress as Scheil has interpreted. Hardly the niph’al particle, but the pi’el of ma’āru. In l. 33, note the irregular permansive fem. sing. subjunctive, ki-i ni-ki-tu-ni taktibi, she said that she had committed adultery. Cf. usbutuni, nasutuni, jadiutu-u-ni.

§ 24. In line 48 read be-da-at, she passed the night. Line 52, ašša-su di-it-te, but his wife knew (?), ditte for tādi ?

§ 40 contains interesting legislation about the veiling of women in the street. All free-born married women and girls must be veiled. A man’s concubine (esirtru) must veil herself when she went out with her mistress. Also a married hierodule (kadištu) must veil herself in public. But an unmarried hierodule could not wear a veil. A harlot (harimtu) could not wear a veil. If anyone saw a harlot veiled he was obliged to seize her and bring her to the palace. He then received her clothing, leaving her only her adornments. She received fifty stripes, and pitch was poured on her head. And if a man saw a harlot veiled and neglected to seize her, he received fifty stripes, his clothing and razor (?) were taken from him, his ears were pierced, a string was passed through them and tied behind his back; he was compelled to do the king’s service for a month. To veil a woman meant to marry her.

§ 42 contains an interesting reference to a ceremony of betrothal. If a man poured unguents on the head of a maiden it indicated that he had chosen her for his bride. At the same time he gave her some kind of implements called barupāte, which signified betrothal. The word occurs in Thureau-
Dangin's *Sargon*, 363, in a list of objects plundered from Muṣṣasir, *ḫurupate eti*, rakes or scrapers of bronze. I connected the word with late Hebrew *ḥārōpa*, PSBA. 1914, 32. It designated some kind of utensil which by custom signified the duties of a housewife. I would render this law as follows: "If a man in passion (āmi) unguents (rākī) of oil on the head of a man's daughter poured or in folly brought her scrapers they shall not make restitution." A man who on a rash impulse thus proposed to a girl lost his engagement presents, but he was, of course, by Assyrian law, not bound to proceed with the marriage. For rākū = rakku, sweet-smelling ointment, see rak-ku = busumtu, balsam, K. 2036, 21 in CT. 18, 23. The forms rukku and rikkku are more common, and rikkku is explained by a Canaanitish gloss as zurua, Hebrew, šušt, balsam. A Berlin vocabulary explains šim-šar by rakū, rakku. Šakultu for sakultu, folly, follows the ordinary Assyrian method of pronouncing s as š.

§ 45, l. 66, uppušu, they shall acquire. The verb is epēšu, to acquire, see Johns, *Deeds and Documents*, iii, 294.

§ 46, l. 101, ištu īten tuššāb, she shall dwell with one (of her sons).

§ 47 is translated with good insight by Scheil. The law throws much light upon the practice of sorcery. § 2 of the Babylonian Code also emphasizes the prevalent superstition about witchcraft. The older law is less complicated. If a man accused another of sorcery and could not prove it, the accused was, at any rate, passed through the water ordeal. He plunged into the river, and if he perished he was guilty, and his accuser seized his house. If he survived, he was innocent, and his accuser was executed. The accused seized his accuser's house. The Assyrian law is more detailed. It reads as follows: "If either a man or a woman practised sorcery and were taken in the act, they shall prove them and convict them. They shall slay the practitioner of sorcery. The man who saw him doing sorcery or who heard it from the mouth of one who saw the sorcery who said to him 'I saw it',

**JRAS. OCTOBER 1922.**
the hearer shall go and tell it to the king. If the one who saw it denies that which (the hearer) said to the king, he shall speak before the god Gudbanda of Shamash,¹ saying, even he, that he said it not. He (the accused of sorcery) is then innocent. The one who saw it and denied it, the king, if he pleases, shall interrogate and examine his past career (kutallu). A priest of mysteries (āšipu) when he arrives shall cause the man to speak (i.e. the accused), and that man shall say: ‘The oath which thou hast taken unto the king and his son does not dissolve you.² Thou shalt swear by the tenor of a tablet which thou swearest to unto the king and his son.’ Thus the accused had written evidence of his innocence.”

§§ 50, 51, 52, 53 go into the circumstances of miscarriage and abortion in more detail than in § 20. The former law (§ 20) refers only to a miscarriage of a man’s daughter and mentions no details. It is difficult to explain why it was separated from the main body of legislation on this point.

§ 50 refers to a miscarriage of a married woman caused by a blow inflicted by a man. He must pay the husband the price of a life. If the woman die they slew the violator. If the husband had no son they shall slay the violator for the miscarriage of a male child, but for a female child he must pay for a life.

§ 52. A man by a blow caused a harlot to miscarry. He was given blow for blow and fined for a life.

§ 53. A woman practising abortion on herself was hung to a tree and not given burial.

§ 59 = col. viii, 61ff., read ibašan uz-ni-ša u-ḫap-pa u-pal-la-aš. The remainder of VAT. 10000 is not inscribed. Col. i of VAT. 10001 is broken away, and less than half of col. ii

¹ The Gudbanda was an image of a mythological being, probably a divine bull and sacred to the sun-god. These images, along with images of Scorpion Men, Fish Men, and other astronomical signs mentioned in the Epic of Creation, stood at the gates of Assyrian temples. See Schroeder, OLZ. 1920, 243.

² 2nd pers. plur. of formal speech, for the singular. See also dibbi-kumu = dibbi-ka, iv R, 34, No. 2, 2.
is intact. The first legible section concerns the right of primogeniture. The eldest son was entitled to two parts or to twice as much as the other heirs and he had the right to choose (nasāl̂u) in some cases both of his portions, or at least one portion. The law contains the remarkable phrase ʾıškī aḥē-šū pur-šu išalli, he shall cast lots with his brothers, i.e. for the portions which remained after he had chosen one portion (išṭenit kāta). This phrase is correctly translated by the editor. The word pūru, būru, stone vase, is thus definitely proven to have been used for casting lots, and came to mean "lot", and passed into Hebrew as pūrim in ṣmē pūrim, "the days of the lots," the Feast of Purim. The eponym names of Assyrian limā, years, seem to have been chosen by lot. At any rate, such is the inference made by Sayce from the date of the year 733 on John's Deeds and Documents, Nos. 90 and 415, where Bčl-dān, who had been eponym eleven years before, is said to be the eponym, ina šanē pu-rišu, by his second lot. The suggestion of Sayce, who connected pūru here with the Purim festival, was, therefore, correct, although almost no one accepted it, and Jastrow denied the interpretation outright. Sayce will derive deserved satisfaction from the verification of his shrewd suggestion. The section is obscure. It concerns the inheritance of a field under cultivation from which the elder brother chooses two portions of the vegetables growing thereon. [maru rabā]-u 2 ka-a-ta [ina ur-ki] inasak ʾilakki. And then his brothers (ʿu aḥē-šu) the vegetables together shall choose and take. After that the younger brothers have the right to choose anything on the field together with the improvements.² After this preliminary division of crops and property on the estate, the elder brother chooses one portion and shares the remainder with his brothers by lot.

§ 3 is obscure. Line 23 I would transcribe lu dal-la-ta,

¹ See Johns, Deeds and Documents, iii, 154.
² manahṭu, usually expenses, outlay for upkeep, but here and in col. v, 25, it means the improvements.
and render the law as follows: "If a man among brothers who had not divided their inheritance either religious duty [shirked?] or sowed his portion (kat zitti-šu) of the property the king shall do as he pleases with."

§ 4 I would restore as follows. If brothers upon a field not divided [išten aḫu] one brother among them [lu še'am lu] puka³ izru, sowed either barley or rye.

§ 6 is the longest and most difficult law in the Code. The difficulty is increased by the lacuna at the beginning. The law concerns the inheritance of property for which there are no direct heirs, but only a relative of the family. The interpretation depends upon the meaning of the term amelu ILA, which Scheil renders amel našš without translation. Preferable is amel kinatta, a member of the family. In lines 1-4 there seem to be references to acquiring the property by money, which is forbidden. After line 5 the details are clear.

"Within one month the member of the family shall make proclamation in the city Assur. Thrice in the city field and house which he took he shall cause to be proclaimed, saying: 'Field and house of such a one son of such a one in the district of such a city for my property (a-na buši-ša) I will take. Whosoever objection (ba-ša?) and complaint have, let them bring their tablets, and lay them before the inspectors. Let them make complaint and justify it, and take possession.' They who within this one month have not yet even one of them brought their tablets at all² and placed them before the inspectors, the man (i.e. the kinattu) shall have full claim over his field and shall take it. At the time when the relative makes proclamation in the city Assur one of the ministers who is before the king, a scribe of the city of the relative and the inspectors of the king shall confer. Of the city where he took the field and house the governor and three great men shall confer. If the relative has made proclamation they

¹ The sign is Meissner, SAT. 689. See PSBA. 1914, 105.
² For ušni... la=not yet, see Ylvisaker, ibid., 57. In line 22 read ma-da-e=madda, verily, at all.
shall write their tablets and give to them, saying, 'In such a month the relative made proclamation thrice. He who in that month brought not his tablet and laid it not before the inspectors—his hand departs from the field and house. They are ascribed to the proclaimer which is the relative.' Three tablets which the judges write they shall . . .”

§§ 8, 9 concerning the moving of a boundary are unusually interesting. The laws take into consideration the great boundary, i.e. the line marked by stones which surrounded the entire estate, and the little boundary made of reed mats or palings, which surrounded the dwelling and garden. In line 21 read ša-a būrāni, i.e. of reed palings. For būrānu, see Meissner, MVAG. 1907, 161.

§ 10, dunna, is rendered “dike”, perhaps rightly. But dunnu may be a loan-word from Sumerian ḏun, ditch. See Sumerian Grammar, p. 211.

§ 17 concerns the use of irrigating waters by neighbours. In line 4 and line 23 ana šakāni, for gardening, is preferable to a more ordinary sense of šakānu. For šakānu, to work a garden, see Ungnad, Briefe, p. 385.

Professor Scheil has good reason to be congratulated. The first edition of such difficult texts involves profound knowledge of lexicography and grammar, and he possesses the necessary equipment. Undoubtedly more fragments of the Assyrian Code will be recovered, and we all hope that he again will be their first interpreter.

S. LANGDON.


The modern tell Abu Shahrain, which lies in the extreme south of ancient Babylonia, west of the present course of the Euphrates and about 12 miles south-west of the ancient city
Ur, has long since been identified with the famous Sumerian city Eridu, centre of the cult of the water god Enki or Ea, and home of a great school of Sumerian theology. Located in the most desolate region of a notoriously inhospitable country, not even the lure of fame and tradition has been able to induce a well-equipped expedition to adopt Abu Shahrain as a site for excavations. J. E. Taylor, the intrepid British explorer of Babylonia, worked there for a short time in 1854, and from the few stamped bricks which he recovered the site was identified. Since that time Eridu has received no serious attention. It was most commendable on the part of the British Museum to seize the opportunity of exploration in the extreme south, and to have secured the services of Captain Campbell Thompson, soon after the British occupation of southern Mesopotamia. The Museum sent him to Eridu, and in the following year Dr. Hall, of their own staff, was sent to Muqayyar, the vast ruins of Ur. The results of the former expedition are admirably described in the brochure under review.

A good topographical drawing of the region of Ur and Eridu is given on p. 102. His description of the topography is most welcome to Assyriologists, for it rectifies a good many old misconceptions. From Ur to the south-west the land slopes slightly upward, until a low sandstone ridge is reached 6 miles east of Abu Shahrain. The sandstone ridge drops abruptly only 15 or 20 feet, and from that point to the mound the soil is perfectly flat. The intervening ridge must be very low, for the peak of the stage tower of Eridu can be seen from Ur. Apparently Eridu lay in a wide flat plain almost on the same level as Ur.

The author gives a good résumé of what is known concerning Eridu in history and tradition. Although it figures little in the early inscriptions and ceased to be of importance already in the age of Hammurabi, tradition regarded it as one of the oldest cities of Sumer, and it is mentioned as late as the seventh century. A Babylonian chronicle states that Eridu
lay on the shore of the sea by which we commonly understood that it was situated on the ancient sea-coast. But Mr. Thompson makes a strong argument for regarding the "sea" not the Persian Gulf, but the great Euphrates lagoon. He observed a fact never before brought to the notice of archaeologists, that the mussel-shells which abound in all strata are not marine shells, but freshwater shells. An incantation text seems to imply that Eridu lay at the mouth of the two rivers,\(^1\) by which one infers the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates. If this statement refers to Eridu and not the lower world in this passage it is impossible to explain it on any assumption, except that the scribe refers to the junction of the Euphrates and the old canal the Shatt el Hai. This would mean that the old bed of the Euphrates reached the sea via the plain of Eridu from Erech. A Sumerian hymn concerning the building of Eridu\(^2\) enables us now to state with certainty that Eridu actually stood on the bank of the Euphrates, and beside the sea. It also gives the name of the temple of Eridu as Esirra or Esira, for which a well-known epithet E-apsû, House of the nether sea, was often substituted. Its ziggurat was named E-unir.

The temple is constructed with gold and lapis lazuli,
Its foundation on the nether-sea (apsu) is filled in.
By the river of Sippar (Euphrates) it stands.
O Apsu pure place of propriety,
Esira, may thy king stand within thee.

Other passages refer to the glory of the temple, and its quay-wall was of carnelian.\(^3\)

The results of the excavation which consisted principally in soundings at various points are important. The explorer has brought to light numerous fragments of geometrical

\(^1\) CT. 16, 47, 198.
\(^3\) samtu. Thompson found carnelian in considerable quantity, which tends to confirm the identification samtu = carnelian.
pottery of the earliest period. This kind of pottery is characteristic of pre-historic Elam, and was found at Anau in Russian Turkestân, as well as in predynastic Egypt and Syria. Thompson concludes that the makers of this ware were not Sumerians, but proto-Elamites, or, at any rate, he argues that they belonged to the widely extended race of pre-historic times represented by the inhabitants of the earliest strata at Anau and Susa. The argument is based upon the accepted theory that the Sumerians did not make this fine type of pottery. Certainly the extensive explorations at Nippur, Lagash, and Umma have brought to light almost nothing of the kind from the earliest Sumerian period. Only one vase of the second or realistic period was found at Lagash. But the statuary, dress, and tonsure of proto-Elamitic times are obviously Sumerian, and I, for one, am not convinced that the Sumerians did not belong to the same race. Hall has also found the same type of pottery at Ur. This point is not yet settled, and I cannot see why it is not debatable.

The author gives a detailed and admirable account of the various kinds of pots which are unmistakably Sumerian, the flints and stone axes of the neolithic period and baked clay reaping knives. His drawings of the trenches and detailed data are a model of what such field work should be. But he and all Assyriologists had hoped for tablets and the discovery of the temple library. That pious expectation was not realized, only a few stamped bricks and round tablets inscribed with short lists of Sumerian words represent the sum total of the inscribed material. We now have for the first time from Eridu a stamped brick of Ur-Engur, “who built the temple of Eaki in Eridu.” Duplicates of the well-known Bur-Sin brick inscription were found. A copy is given on page 115, and a translation on p. 116. The text contains the word *sag-us*, which Thureau-Dangin rendered by “he who lifts the head of”. A new syllabar now in Berlin gives *mukil resi* as the Semitic equivalent, that is “supporter, patron”.

A stamped brick of Nur-Immer, eighth king of the
dynasty of Ellasar, is the most interesting inscription yet found at Eridu. A copy is given on p. 115, and a translation on p. 116 f. It reads: "Nur-Immer, the mighty man, the true irrigator of Ur, king of Ellasar, who has purged the rituals of the house of Ebabbar. Of Eridu, which since ancient days had been destroyed, its income he caused to be regular. He commanded to build it. Of Enki he built the abode, the holy, which he loved. Its designs (sculptures) of eternity he restored to their places." A duplicate of the Nabonidus brick stamp from Ur, No. 14, p. 296 of my *Neue Babylonische Köngsinschriften*, and two fragments of other Nabonidus bricks afford welcome evidence of the work of the last Babylonian king at Eridu.

S. Langdon.

**Works on the Dutch East Indies**


This volume contains two separate works. The first ninety pages consist of an anthropological dissertation by Dr. J. P. Kleiweg de Zwaan on the inhabitants of the Tanimbar (or Timor Laut) Islands, with special reference to their craniology. The rest is a brief study by Herman F. E. Visser of the native decorative art of Seram (or Ceram), particularly the north-western part of that island. Both opuscula are of a somewhat specialist character, contributing new data to our knowledge of two rather remote regions. The illustrations are good, the coloured reproductions of Seram designs being particularly pleasing.

**KOLONIAL INSTITUUT TE AMSTERDAM.** Mededeeling No. IV. Afdeeling Volkenkunde No. 2. PANDECTEN VAN HET ADATRECHT. IV. De overige Rechten op Grond en Water. Stuk A, Stuk B. 8½ × 6½, pp. x, 1302.

These are three tomes of a large compilation of Indonesian customary law still in course of publication. They are based on a number of different sources of very varying value, and must be regarded rather as materials for further study than as a final authoritative statement of law or custom. But subject to that inevitable qualification they are of the utmost value. Each article ends with a reference to the source from which it is derived, and there are full bibliographical lists of the authorities in question. It were much to be wished that the adat of the Malay Peninsula (and some other British possessions and dependencies) could be systematically set forth in a similar way before it has been modified out of all recognition by changing conditions and the effect of legislation. In the work under review so many persons have collaborated that it is impracticable to give all their names here; they will be found in the work itself, which, by the technical excellence of its preparation, does them every credit. It would be tempting to go into details and compare some sections of the customary law herein exemplified with that of other regions. But even if this were not rather a case of trespassing into the field of a journal of comparative jurisprudence, it is to be feared that I should not be allowed to use as much space here as an adequate treatment of the subject would necessarily demand.


These are two volumes of the catalogue of the well-known Ethnographical Museum at Leyden. The objects dealt with
are, of course, of the most miscellaneous character, but they are methodically classified and briefly but sufficiently described. A number of indexes, as well as bibliographical and other lists, besides the excellent plates and some illustrations in the text, add materially to the value of the catalogue. I trust that some day the collection itself will be more adequately housed, in quarters where its valuable contents can be conveniently inspected, which was not the case when I visited it some few years ago.

**Pararaton (Ken Arok) of Het Boek der Koningen van Tumapél en van Majapahit, uitgegeven en toegelicht door Dr. J. L. A. Brandes. Tweede Druk bewerkt door Dr. N. J. Krom met medewerking van Professor Mr. Dr. J. C. G. Jonker, H. Kraemer en R. Ng. Poerbatjaraka.** (Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, Deel LXII.) 10\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 7\(\frac{3}{4}\), xv, 9*, 343 pp., one folding pedigree. 's Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff, 1920.

This relatively brief chronicle is of exceptional importance as being one of the two extant literary sources of fairly ancient date for the study of the history of Java in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. It was originally published in 1896 by that eminent scholar, the late Dr. Brandes, who furnished it with a translation and a copious and most valuable commentary. The present revised issue does not depart very widely from the first edition, but embodies facts which have come to light during the last quarter of a century, and suggests the solution of a number of small problems which had baffled the original editor. The language, while not as archaic as the old Javanese of the early inscriptions, is sufficiently far removed from modern Javanese to raise a good many difficulties. Several additional MSS. of the work have now been critically collated. Among the new notes added to the translation one in particular deserves to be mentioned, namely the suggestion on p. 140
that the word Pamêlêkahan in the text means the region of Malacca. If that conjecture is correct, it would follow that Malacca was in existence about the beginning of the fourteenth century. But this interpretation is at present quite hypothetical.

The editors seem to have done their work very conscientiously; indeed, their names are in themselves a sufficient guarantee of it. One cannot but regret that Professor Jonker (for some years one of our honorary members) should have died before he could put the finishing touch to his share of the work, but the notes bear witness to the fact that it was no small one.


This is the second part of a popular history of Java and deals with the Muhammadan kingdoms and the gradual establishment of the Dutch East India Company in that island, comprising the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and about the first third of the seventeenth. I have not seen the first part, which no doubt dealt with the Hindu kingdoms of earlier date. The work is succinct and simply written, but I am glad to see that it is essentially sound and scientific. The latest sources of information have been used by the author, and if her work does not profess to be anything but an ouevre de vulgarisation, it is an excellent one of its kind. It is also well got up and illustrated.

SUPPLEMENT OP DE IN DEEL LXI, 3E EN 4E STUK, DER VERHANDELINGEN GEPUBLICEERDE NADERE AANVULLINGEN EN VERBETERINGEN OP DE BIJDRAGEN TOT DE KENNIS VAN HET MIDDEN MALEISCH (BESÊMAHSCH EN SÊRAWAISCH DIALECT). Door O. L. Helfrich. (Verhandelingen van

This is a further supplement of addenda and corrigenda to a vocabulary of two Sumatran dialects of Malay, originally published in Deel LIII (1904) of the above Verhandelingen, and calls for no special remark.


This, the first congress held in Java for the discussion of matters relating to the languages, literatures, ethnography, archaeology, history, etc., of that island, is an event of importance; and its Transactions, now issued in this very pleasing form, are of the utmost interest. It is to be hoped that it is only the first of many such congresses, and will have worthy successors. There is no room here to discuss all the papers read on this occasion; I can only single out a few for special reference. There are several valuable contributions to our knowledge of the three principal languages and literatures of the country (Javanese, Sundanese, and Madurese). The early relations of Java with Southern and Central Sumatra are discussed by L. C. Westerenk, in a long historical paper, which, though to some extent hypothetical, is based on a great number of sources and will serve as a good starting point for further investigations. The relation of Javanese to Indian art is dealt with in a very fascinating way by Dr. F. D. K. Bosch, who essays to show that Javanese architecture is in no sense a mere copy of any particular Indian prototype, but has a large measure of originality, especially in its treatment of decorative features. Considerable interest attaches to an Arabic funeral inscription in a sort of Kufic character, dated A.H. 495, the most ancient Arabic record as yet found in Java, which is explained by J. P. Moquette.
The formal meeting of the congress was preceded by an entertainment of native music and dancing, and on the two following evenings two Javanese plays were performed; an account of their plots is prefixed to these Transactions. The congress was held at Surakarta, the capital of one of the two surviving Javanese principalities, and it is to be noted that natives of the island took an active part in the proceedings and contributed some valuable papers. The numerous illustrations, many of them very beautiful, add greatly to the interest of this attractive volume.


In this pamphlet, the first of a series, the author essays to show from linguistic data that the psychology of the Indonesians is in essentials the same as that of the Indo-Europeans. For this purpose he analyses and compares the words which denote "soul", "vital principle", "departed spirits," and various mental functions, etc., and has no difficulty in establishing analogies between the way in which such matters are expressed by these two unrelated groups of peoples. As usual, his method is linguistically sound, and his conclusions are of great interest. To what extent they can serve as a basis for wider psychological deductions is a matter I am incompetent to discuss. While freely accepting the essential unity of mankind, as evidenced inter alia by such facts as are here illustrated, one must bear in mind that they relate back to a somewhat remote period, and that subsequent differentiation, in various directions and at different rates of change, may have done much to create very diverse mentalities. Perhaps the learned author, after establishing the fundamental identities, will complete the picture by also giving us the characteristic differences; this would no doubt be equally interesting and important.
GESCHIEDENIS VAN JAVA. Door W. FRUIN-MEES. Met een inleidend woord van Raden Dr. Hoesein Djajadiningrat. Deel I. Het Hindoetijdperk. 10\textfrac{1}{4} \times 7\textfrac{1}{4}, iv + 113 pp., 30 plates, and 3 maps. Weltevreden: Commissie voor de Volkslectuur, 1919 (on the cover, 1920).

The second part of this excellent little work came to hand first and has already been noticed. This first part deals with the period of Indian civilization in Java, and attempts also to give some estimate of the standard of Javanese culture before the Hindus first settled in the island. It continues to the end of the great Hindu-Buddhist kingdom of Majapahit. The work is soundly based on the historical data derivable from the inscriptions, etc., so far as they had been deciphered when it was written (1918) and embodies the results of the century of research that had elapsed since Raffles published his History of Java. The latter was founded merely on garbled legends contained in comparatively modern native chronicles, and has now been entirely superseded by the study of the genuine contemporary records that have been interpreted since its time.

But this study is still in progress, and it is unfortunate that just after Mevr. Fruin-Meess had finished this first part of her work, fresh documents should have turned up which have thrown a new light on the early relations between Java and Sumatra, and particularly the influence exercised for some time by the latter island on the former. These newly deciphered records would have caused our author to modify some parts of the first few chapters of her book, if they had been available when she wrote. For the rest, she has done her work admirably, and the book makes very interesting reading. The portions devoted to the religions and arts of medieval Java, though brief, are adequate to the scale of the work, and are supplemented by very fine illustrations. The list of Errata is unusually long, but might be augmented by some additional cases, which are, however, mostly of trifling importance. I may point out that in the third map Cape Rachado is misplaced; it should be a little way southeast of Kélang. I have elsewhere already expressed my opinion
that the "Saimwang" of the Nāgarakrtagama list of countries should not be read Semong (or Seumang or Semang, as here, p. 83 and map), but represents Sai, one of the Patani districts or "states", the word mwang being merely the conjunction "and".


The Royal Asiatic Society welcomes the creation of a new sister society in the Netherlands. It is curious that in spite of the great interest taken by Dutchmen in various branches of Oriental study, and the excellent work done by many of them in contributing to the progress of knowledge in these departments, no such society had been established before. The Royal Institute at the Hague, an Orientalist body of the highest standing, confines its attention, for the most part, to the Dutch colonial possessions; so there was room for an association of a more general character and wider scope. This small volume contains the proceedings of the first congress of the new society, and consists mainly of abstracts of the papers read on that occasion, the sections represented being Semitics and Egyptology, Aryan studies (including Iranian), the Far East, and Hellenistic and Byzantine studies. There is not space available here to discuss the details of these contributions, but many of them are of much interest and deserve to be published in fuller form. A paper by Lieut.-Col. T. van Erp on the decorative features of the Hindu architecture of Central Java, should be compared with Dr. Bosch's paper at the Java congress of 1919: the points of view are curiously in contrast; inasmuch as the former authority maintains the essentially Indian character of these features, while the latter insists on differences from the Indian type.

C. O. BLAGDEN.

Professor Rapson has projected, with the collaboration of other scholars, to publish the Cambridge History of India in six volumes, and this is the first volume dealing with ancient India from the earliest times till about the middle of the first century A.D. It is an imposing book containing 760 pages of print and 34 fine plates of coins and antiques. It begins with a geographical description of India, and the surrounding countries and peoples, and includes in its historical purview all the kingdoms beyond India to the north and west that influenced India or into which Indian influence directly extended; and Dr. P. Giles propounds the theory that the Indo-European race arose in what was the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

The early history of India itself is dealt with in chapters that treat separately of the periods in which were composed the Rigveda, the Brāhmaṇas and Upaniṣads, the Sūtras, Epics and Law-books, and the Purāṇas, and of the Jain and Buddhist periods. The former are expounded by Professors Keith, Washburn Hopkins, and Rapson, and the last two by Dr. Charpentier and Dr. and Mrs. Rhys Davids. The materials for these are almost wholly the Sanskrit, Jain, and Buddhist literatures. These scholars have given a résumé of whatever can be gathered therefrom, expressing it so as to make it as nearly as possible historically a religious, social, legal, and political retrospect. As those periods are somewhat indefinite in duration and character, the accounts cannot take the shape of real history, though as general expositions they are full and excellent. This is the first part of the volume.

True history begins where the Persian Empire extended its conquests into India, and from then there are reliable materials available from Persian, Greek, and other foreign records and accounts, together with inscriptions and coins,
and with some help from the lists of Indian dynasties in some of the Purāṇas. Professor A. V. W. Jackson deals with the Persian Empire, Mr. E. R. Bevan with Alexander’s invasion, Dr. G. Macdonald with the Hellenic kingdoms of Syria, Bactria, and Parthia, Dr. Thomas with the Maurya Empire, and Professor Rapson with the dynasties that arose afterwards in India and on the frontier till the Scythian and Parthian invasions. South India and Ceylon are then noticed and Dr. Barnett states what is known of them—alas, tantalizingly little. Finally the monumental history is fully and clearly described by Sir J. H. Marshall with abundant illustrations. All this second part is excellently done, for each scholar is specially qualified to handle his subject, and he has real historical material to utilize.

The volume is enriched with a very detailed table of contents, a bibliography for each chapter, a chronology and a copious index. It embodies excellently the progress that research has now reached, yet there is a real difference between the above two parts as regards history. The second part makes solid advance in recovering lost history, and though all differences of opinion are not dissipated, yet the historical presentation will no doubt stand in all its main features. But the ancient portion of the first part is based almost entirely on literature that was composed by brahmans, who lacked the historical sense, and that does not deal with history. That manifestly is not a sound historical guide. Moreover, the Aryan conquest of North India was effected by warriors, and not by priests. The kṣatriyas maintained their own tradition as well as the brahmans, as was pointed out in this Journal in 1910 (pp. 1-5), and Professor Rapson has accepted the distinction in this book; but practically nothing has been incorporated from kṣatriya tradition in the Purāṇas and Mahābhārata, because it had not been critically investigated when this book was written in 1914. The whole of the ancient period will have to be reconsidered from the kṣatriya standpoint, not only as regards its political history, but also as
regards its religious and social developments, and how important the latter may be may be inferred from the assertion in tradition that Indra originally was a non-Aryan god.

F. E. P.

The Babylonian Talmud: Tractate Berakhot. By the Rev. A. Cohen, M.A. Translated into English for the first time, with introduction, commentary, glossary, and indices. 8vo, xxxix, 460 pp. Cambridge University Press, 1921.

Among the legends woven round the Talmud, there is the one that this book could not be translated. The language is of an Aramaic peculiar to Babylon, resembling somewhat the Mandæan; the compilation is apparently unsystematic, subjects of diverse kind jostling one another in a manner which looks incoherent; the discussions and dialogues are very terse, seeming to lead to no definite conclusion; quaint stories mix with abstruse dialectics, the highest ethical conceptions are mentioned almost on the same page with minute trivialities of daily life and superstitions of many origins—all these seem to justify the belief that the book was untranslatable. And yet this has proved to be a mere legend, for the book lay open to every serious student; there was nothing mysterious in it or behind it, and in fact many a treatise has been translated during the last few centuries into Latin, German, and other European languages. Parts of the Mishnah, the Code from which the discussions in the Talmud start, have also been translated into English in the middle of the last century, and now the Rev. Mr. Cohen has given us for the first time a complete translation of one of these treatises. It is more or less typical of the rest, and anyone who has been able to master the original text with the help of this translation will find no great difficulties in grappling with the others. The subjects chiefly treated are prayers and blessings, and a careful student will find that
though the thread seems to be continually broken by the
details above mentioned, yet it is taken up regularly
throughout the book and is never entirely lost to sight.
It was not an easy task to find adequate English expressions
for the terse, technical terminology which baffles the student
when he first takes up the work. Of course, in a work of
this kind, slips must occur here and there, but in view of
the magnitude of the task accomplished, they can easily be
condoned.

In addition to the reliable translation, which, of course,
is the chief merit of the book, the author has accompanied the
translation with marginal rubrics of contents and numerous
explanatory footnotes. A long introduction, which seems to
have been written for readers very little acquainted with the
Talmud, is also unnecessarily apologetic in tone. The book
is also made more serviceable by a glossary as well as by
the copious indices of (1) rabbinical authorities cited,
(2) Scriptural and liturgical texts, and (3) a general index of
subjects.

The book has been printed with the usual care and beauty
of the Cambridge University Press.

M. GASTER.

UN MONUMENT DES PREMIERS SIÈCLES DE L’HÉGIRE EN
PERSE. Extrait de la Revue Syria. By H. VIOLETTE
and S. FLURY. 21 pp., 8 x 10 in., 11 plates. 1921.

The monument is the mosque of Nāyin, an out-of-the-way
place on the edge of the great desert, and the date is inferred
from the character of a Quranic inscription and from some
ornament remarkable for its resemblance to a pattern in
a convent of Wādī Naṭrūn in Egypt. M. Viollet is to be
thanked for again adding to our still scanty list of descriptions
of early Persian mosques. The analysis of the inscription
and decorative elements is undertaken by Mr. Flury.

A. R. GUEST.
OBITUARY NOTICE

W. Harry Rylands, F.S.A.

William Harry Rylands was the second son of Thomas Glazebrook Rylands, a member of the well-known family of north country ironmasters and manufacturers, of whom his cousin, Sir William Peter Rylands, is perhaps the most prominent in the public eye. He inherited his life-long and absorbing interest in antiquity from his father, himself a munificent patron of nearly every branch of learning, a diligent and enlightened collector of books, a fluent writer on such diverse subjects as Ptolemy's geography, the early history of Lancashire, and meteorology, besides being a practical astronomer and mathematician. Both the subject of this note and his elder brother followed their father's bent at an early age, and Professor A. P. Duncan, F.R.S., left it on record that their house at Highfields in Cheshire, after he had "spent many hours in the libraries of Mr. Rylands and his two sons", seemed to him "more like a literary and scientific institute than a private residence". In his later days, Mr. T. G. Rylands turned his attention to the study of Eastern religions, and joined in succession the then recently formed Society of Biblical Archaeology and this Society. He had previously been elected F.S.A. in 1877 and was made a member of the Royal Irish Academy eight years afterwards.

It was possibly from his father's study of the exact sciences that W. H. Rylands derived his great power of rapid yet careful and accurate delineation which enabled him to transfer immediately to paper any object of antiquity set before him, whether MS., inscription, scarab, or other museum exhibit, and this before the development of photography gave him an advantage that few archaeologists possessed. But this gift first became known to Orientalists when he became Secretary to the Society of Biblical Archaeology in circumstances already
made known to readers of this *Journal* in the January number of 1919. Mr. Arthur Cates, in a subsequent report, did not exaggerate when he spoke of Mr. Rylands' acceptance of the office as "a fresh starting-point for the Society", and as "the period when its real development commenced", and the *Proceedings* with which he supplemented the earlier *Transactions* at once took a unique place among the publications of learned societies from the punctuality of their monthly appearance and the wealth of illustrations that they contained. For the first time even untried writers found a means of publishing either their discoveries or their views without waiting and with the Secretary's ever-ready pencil to help them, and it may be doubted whether this state of things has ever been repeated. Its effect on the fortunes of the Society may be judged from the fact that its numbers suddenly rose from 400 to 625.

In spite of the labour which this entailed and the tact and zeal displayed in recruiting fresh members and obtaining papers, he yet found time to make solid contributions to archaeology on his own account. The Hittite question had not long arisen, and his first appearance in the *Proceedings* was in the year of his election, with "Inscribed Stones from Jerabis, Hamath, Aleppo, etc." Then, in 1880, came "Comments on the Boss of Tarkondemos", one of the first Hittite inscriptions to receive adequate treatment; in 1882 his "Aleppo Inscription", to which he returned the following year; in 1884, the "Terracotta Bowl from M. Schlumberger's Collection" and on "Engraved [Hittite] Gem from Nineveh"; in 1887, the "Inscribed Lion from Marash"; and in 1898, a complete corpus of the Hittite inscriptions up to then discovered. In all these cases the Hittite hieroglyphs, often much rubbed and doubtful, were more accurately and graphically delineated than they could have been by photography, and they have since been made use of by nearly every Hittologist. From this corpus, too, he was able to design a fount of Hittite type, which is still in use; and he may
therefore be fairly claimed as a pioneer indispensable in the
decipherment of this still mysterious language.

His Hittite work, however, by no means exhausted his
activities in Oriental archaeology. In 1888 he gave in the
Proceedings the first of the Egyptian Magic Ivories, which have
since been collated and interpreted. In 1884 he began the
reproduction of the Hypocephali in the British Museum,
which he continued until the death of his friend, Sir Peter
Renouf; and in 1897 he published a Biographical Record of
Peter Lepage Renouf, to which, in his thorough-going fashion
he appended a list of all the scattered papers of
that voluminous writer. Coupled with his excellent
administrative work, he thus laid the Society during his
period of office from 1878 to 1902 under an obligation which
it would have been impossible to repay. Some slight evidence
of the affection and esteem which he had at the same time
inspired in the members was shown by the fine service of
plate which they and other friends presented to him on his
retirement.

His activity in other branches of learning was not less
marked. Following again in his father's footsteps, he early
joined the Holbein Society, for which he published a facsimile
of "Ars Moriendi", a rare tract of 1450, and he also became
a member of the Harleian, of which he was Chairman at the
time of his death. For this last he edited in succession the
Heralds' Visitations for the Counties of Bucks, Suffolk,
Hampshire, Warwick, Stafford, and Berkshire, and those of
Lincoln for the Lincoln Record Society. He also was much
attracted by Freemasonry, and was a Past Master of the
Masons' Company, Past Assistant Grand Director of
Ceremonies, a Past Master of the Lodge of Antiquity, the
Records of which he published, and Founder and for some time
Secretary of the Quatuor Coronati Lodge, to whose Trans-
actions he was a constant contributor.

Personally, Rylands was one of the most charming of men.
Always modest and retiring, he never sought publicity or the
distinctions to which his real learning entitled him. He was, too, entirely free from the jealousy and rivalry which is sometimes said with justice to be the bane of learned societies, and was always ready to put his knowledge and talent at the disposal of those who wanted his help. Hence he was an ideal coadjutor in archæological matters and rendered many more services to learning than have come to light. He was also one of the most warm-hearted of friends, with a keen sense of humour and a great fund of varied information. His death at the age of 74 followed on a painful illness of six years' duration, borne with perfect courage and patience; and only those who knew him well can tell what they have lost by it. His widow, formerly Miss Alice Mary Meymott, daughter of the late Charles Meymott, M.R.C.S., of Sydney, N.S.W., survives him.

F. Legge.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER

It has been suggested that the title of the subject for the Public School Gold Medal Competition be altered from Tipú Sahib to Tipú Sultán. The President and Committee have agreed to this change.

By an unfortunate error the name of H.H. the Maharajah of Udaipur was placed on the list of those members who had not paid their subscriptions. The Secretary much regrets the mistake.

_Society Biblical Archaeology._—Will any members present or sell vols. i–x of the _Proceedings_?

_China Review._—Will members present or sell any of the following numbers in order that the Library may complete its set? Odd numbers from vols. i–iv, vol. ix, and vols. xiv to the end of the series.

During August the exterior of the premises of the Society has been re-painted and done up.

_Lectures._—The President opened the Session in October with a paper entitled "Some Indian Nuns and others"; Professor E. G. Browne will speak on "A Persian Library" in November; and Mr. Blagden lectures on "The Malay Peninsula" in December.

The Secretary begs to remind Non-Resident Members in the British Isles that according to the new rule their subscription for 1923 will be £2 2s.
TRIENNIAL MEDAL PRESENTATION

At a largely attended meeting of the Society on 4th July the Triennial Gold Medal was presented to Professor Herbert A. Giles, Professor of Chinese in the University of Cambridge.

The President, Lord Chalmers, read a letter from Viscount Peel expressing his extreme regret that as he had to take charge of the Irish Constabulary Bill in the House of Lords the same afternoon he was compelled to ask to be excused from making the presentation.

Mr. L. C. Hopkins said that his task in speaking of the qualifications of Professor Giles to receive the medal was most welcome and grateful, but he confessed he could not carry it out in a spirit of entirely judicial dispassionateness. As his former official subordinate, as for many years his spiritual pupil, so to speak, and as from the first his unchanging friend, he naturally could not claim absolute and theoretic impartiality. If he were asked to formulate in a sentence the special mark and merit of Professor Giles's lifelong labours, he would say that beyond all other living scholars he had humanized Chinese studies. He had by his writings made more readers know more things about China, things that were material, things that were vital—he had diffused a better and a truer understanding of the Chinese intellect, its capabilities and achievements, than any other scholar. By his insight, his sympathetic appreciation, and his unflagging industry through something like fifty laborious years, he had been largely instrumental in lifting us out of that arrogant foolishness typified in Charles Lamb's story of the Chinese who burnt his house down in order to have roast pork for dinner. (Laughter.) From that dismal slough of despond the Western world was gradually shaking itself free, and one great cause was the slow but sure influence of such writers as Professor Giles and the late Eduard Chavannes, by the compulsion of rational explanation. (Cheers.)
Sir Charles Addis said it would be impossible to exaggerate the influence which Dr. Giles exercised on Chinese affairs with increasing force as the years went on. It was significant of the thoroughness with which he had done his work that he had provided for the continuance of the succession of scholars he was following in the persons of his distinguished family. Speaking as a banker, he would say that banking and trading must depend in China, as elsewhere, for their success upon the degree of security on which their foundations were laid. The real source of insecurity, that which made trading and banking in China specially difficult, was just the misunderstanding and to some extent the misrepresentation which created a cleavage between East and West, and prevented a uniting of their forces. For years Dr. Giles had been an interpreter between Britain and China. It was not sufficient for the Chinese to understand something about us; it was equally incumbent if unity was to be attained that we should know something of the Chinese. (Applause.) Unfortunately the number of Chinese who had taken the pains to make themselves acquainted with our language, life, and literature contrasted most markedly with the small number of English people who had really taken any pains at all to acquaint themselves in any degree with any one of these things in regard to China. Professor Giles had done all he could to remove this reproach and to interpret to this country the ideas of the Chinese mind, but in no direction had he done better work than in the example he had set, especially to the younger members of the Anglo-Chinese community of a long life devoted with exhaustless zeal, self-sacrificing labour, and purity of ideals to the study and interpretation of the Chinese mind.

Sir John Jordan said he gladly paid his tribute to Dr. Giles as a member of the service to which he considered he still belonged—the Consular Service in China. While the foreigner in China generally failed to take advantage of the opportunities to study Chinese language and thought, he would make an
exception in the case of the Consular Service, which might fairly claim to have done its duty in this respect. This was largely due to the wise policy of the British Government in establishing student interpreterships, whereby all men recruited to the Consular Service in China spent two years on probation in Pekin. He believed that Dr. Giles was one of the earliest batch of men to come under this most useful system, which had produced a great number of excellent scholars. He hoped that Sir Charles Addis and other heads of great banking and business concerns in China would do more than hitherto to encourage young men designated for service there to avail themselves of the splendid opportunities offered by the School of Oriental Studies. He added that he had always been a great admirer of the wonderful felicity of Dr. Giles’s translations. He always felt that nothing could be better. (Cheers.)

The President said, the Royal Asiatic Society was founded ninety-nine years ago on the joint initiative of Henry Thomas Colebrooke and of Sir George Thomas Staunton, the latter of whom was a Sinologue and, indeed, the first Englishman to publish (in 1810) a translation from the Chinese. In this room there is a portrait of Staunton as a boy of 12—already able to talk Chinese—holding the train of Lord Macartney at the audience with the Emperor of China on 14th September, 1793; and opposite there is another portrait of him in 1807 at the trial of the fifty-two sailors of the Neptune. We are therefore closing the first century of our corporate life by what is incidentally almost a pious form of ancestor worship, in awarding to-day our triennial gold medal for Chinese studies, of which our co-founder was a pioneer.

This medal, founded in 1897 by the efforts of Sir Arthur Wollaston, “in recognition of distinguished services in Oriental research,” has already been awarded eight times—the first recipient being my old friend and master, Professor E. B. Cowell, for Sanskrit studies. His successors were E. W. West, for Pahlavi, William Muir, for Arabic, G. U. Pope, for
Tamil, Sir George Grierson, for Indian languages, J. F. Fleet, for Indian Epigraphy, Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Gibson (jointly), for Syriac, Vincent Smith, for Indian History, and now Herbert Giles, for Chinese—truly a catholic list befitting a Society with the motto of "quot rami tot arbores".

I, who am not a Sinologue, cannot vie with the learned Mr. Hopkins in appraising the scholarship of our Gold Medallist, nor have I that intimate acquaintance with men and things in China which informed so happily the meed of personal praise of Professor Giles as a man, which we have just heard from my friend, Sir Chas. Addis. But, though I am not a Sinologue, and have never set foot in China, I, in common with you all, am the grateful debtor of Professor Giles for opening to English readers the treasure chambers of Chinese history, literature, and thought. Let me quote to you the opening words of the Professor's preface to his delightful "Gems of Chinese Literature", written now forty years ago:

"English readers will search in vain for any work leading to an acquaintanceship, however slight, with the general literature of China. Dr. Legge's colossal labours have indeed placed the canonical books of Confucianism within easy reach of the curious; but the immense bulk of Chinese authorship is still virgin soil and remains to be efficiently explored. I have therefore (he says) ventured to offer an instalment of short extracts from the works of the most famous writers of all ages, upon which time has set an approving seal."

If I do not lead you to the Professor's "Tower of Contentment", or to his "Peach Blossom Fountain", it is because I ask you to view with me for a very brief space one general aspect of Chinese poetry, which is an aspect also of the life work of the Professor himself, namely, the interweaving of the practical life of governing with the literary life. Yesterday I was reading again Lord Rosebery's Statesmen and Bookmen, in the course of which he remarks that "nowhere in history so far as I know is there an instance of so intensely
bookish a man as Mr. Gladstone—who was at the same time so consummate a man of affairs."

Thanks to our Medallist, who has broadened our outlook by introducing us to immemorial China, I take leave to differ, for we now know that many of China’s greatest poets were also her greatest statesmen, particularly under the Tang Dynasties. I quote the following interesting passage from Chuang Tzu, to show "how the men of ancient China attained their dual citizenship and achieved greatness in two worlds through the doctrine of the guarded life: "Outwardly you may adapt yourself, but inwardly you must keep to your own standard. In this there are two points to be guarded against. You must not let the outward adaptation penetrate within, nor the inward standard manifest itself without."

And of those who carried out these precepts, Chuang Tzu finely remarks that: "They seemed to be of the world around, while proudly treading beyond its limits."

I am not in a position to say how far Chinese statesmen of to-day maintain the life-standard of their Augustan age, and, amid the crowding cares of office, habitually burst into deathless song. A possible clue to the poetic fecundity of some, at least of their predecessors, is furnished by the recurrent periods of spacious leisure which was theirs when dismissed from office or exiled from their homes. Be this as it may as regards China, it is certain that in the West—whether you take ancient Greece and Rome or modern Europe—we fail to find the great poets among the great statesmen. In the sub-acid words of Lord Crewe: "'Mute inglorious Miltons' may rest in the country churchyard, but not on the benches of the House of Commons," nor—he might have added—of the House of Lords. (Laughter.)

But if we turn from the first rank of statesmen to their lieutenants in the business of government, we come at once on a galaxy of names of high poetic rank. For this country I need cite three names only—Chaucer, Spenser, and Milton.
And outside poetry, in the realm of belles-lettres and the humanities at large, we are fortunate indeed in our long roll of famous men who to service to the State have added abiding service to literature and thought. It is pertinent here to quote the words of Carlyle—adopted by Professor Giles himself as a motto for one of his books—'what work nobler than to transplant foreign thought?' And this brings me directly to the object of our meeting here to-day.

Professor Giles, it is now my privilege to hand to you our Triennial Gold Medal, the highest honour which it is in the Society's power to confer. We ask you to accept it from us as our tribute to the ripe scholarship and literary insight with which, amid the exacting duties of an honourable career as Consul in China, you have garnered for us so abundant a harvest from over half a century's labours in the field of Chinese language, Chinese history, and Chinese literature. (Cheers.)

Professor Giles, who was received with hearty applause, said he had to thank the Society in two senses for the honour conferred on him. The first sense was a purely personal one; but he would ask their attention more intimately to the second sense, in which he would offer them, if possible, still warmer thanks. He continued:—

This is the first occasion on which the Royal Asiatic Society has allotted its gold medal for Chinese studies. It will be a great encouragement to future students, who have little to look forward to at the present day in the way either of emolument or of honorary distinction. There are, of course, those dazzling stipends paid to Professors of Chinese by the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and, I believe, Manchester (laughter); while that of the Professor at the Oriental School in London soars, I am given to understand, into quite phenomenal figures. (Renewed Laughter.)

I am tired of calling Chinese the Cinderella of languages. Luckily, however poorly remunerated, to the genuine student this language is like blood to a tiger; once really tasted,
always a man-eater—or a Sinologue, as the case may be. (Cheers and laughter.) For the benefit of those to whom this term may not be familiar in all its bearings, I may say that in China a Sinologue is generally regarded as a wild man whose judgment and other faculties have been seriously impaired by laborious days, and even nights, devoted to the study of Chinese. (Laughter.)

Many years ago, my old friend, L. C. Hopkins, openly declared that to speak of a man as a Sinologue was to think of him as a fool. (Laughter.) But, as the poet tells us, "Time at last sets all things even"; and Mr. Hopkins, a member of your Society, is now himself widely known as one of the most eminent Sinologues in Europe. (Laughter and cheers.)

Fears have been expressed of late, in public prints, that no new students are coming forward to take the places of those older ones who must soon disappear from the field. This is a view which, in my opinion, is only fit to be bound up with the pessimistic utterances which fall daily from the lips of the gloomy dean. I cannot see that the genus Sinologue is at all likely to become extinct. Rather would I say that Sinologues are—

Like the waves of the summer, as one dies away,
Another as sweet and as shining comes on.

There was the primeval wave, which carried on its crest—I am dealing only with British Sinologues—Morrison, Marshman, Medhurst, followed by the wave of Edkins, Legge, Wylie, Chalmers, McClatchie, Eitel, Mayers.

We have still with us some survivors from the later Victorian wave, with another huge tidal wave rolling up behind them so that it is difficult to say where one ends and the other begins—Parker, Hopkins, Soothill, Hillier, Brewitt-Taylor, Werner, Couling, Johnston, Steele, Warren, Fletcher, Waley, Arlington, Moule, Yetts, Hopkyn Rees, Woodward, McGovern, Morley, Hutson, Chatley, and many others, including that rara avis in Sinology, a woman, Mrs. Florence Ayscough.
Thus, to me, the future seems full of promise. I feel that some day Chinese will have a triumphant innings, and my only regret is that I shall not be present to witness the realization of my dreams. (Loud cheers.)

The Chinese Chargé d’Affaires (Mr. Choa-Hsin Chu), in proposing a vote of thanks to the President, said that the Royal Asiatic Society was one of the oldest of such institutions to devote some of its attention to China. He would like to stress the value to China of the life work of such a scholar as the one they honoured that day. There were far too few students of Chinese literature and history, and it was almost an unknown field in the West, except for the initiated few. He was only following in the footsteps of those who had preceded him at the Legation in pressing for a better understanding in this country of things Chinese. Good relations could not be better promoted than by mutual study of the writings and ideas of their respective leaders of thought. He had always claimed that it was as easy for the Westerner to study Chinese as it was for the Chinese to study a Western language. He presumed that Professor Giles agreed with him on this point, but very few Englishmen believed it. The Chinese had seen with keen interest and gratitude the suggestions that the British Government should ear-mark certain sums over which they had control and which came from the Far East for the purpose of promoting Anglo-Chinese education (cheers), to be administered in such a way as to promote the interests of nationals of both countries. He trusted the Society would never lose any opportunity to help in bringing about a better understanding between the two countries, a bringing together of the older and new civilizations for which they stood. (Cheers).
THE CENTENARY OF THE SOCIÉTÉ ASIATIQUE

The Centenary of our sister society, founded in 1822, was celebrated in Paris with great éclat on July 10–13. In addition to two mornings devoted to the reading of Addresses and papers the proceedings included a public commemoration at the Sorbonne in the presence of the President of the Republic, a reception at the Hotel de Ville, a preliminary meeting at the Musée Guimet, a ceremony in honour of Champollion at the Louvre, evening receptions by M. Émile Senart, President of the Société Asiatique, and by Prince Bonaparte, and a concluding banquet. There was a large assemblage of delegates from Societies and institutions, European, American, and Asiatic, interested in Oriental studies. The Royal Asiatic Society was represented by the Hon. Secretary, Dr. F. W. Thomas, and by Dr. Cowley, Dr. Hall, Professor Langdon, Mr. Perowne, Sir E. D. Ross, Members of the Council, most of whom were present on behalf also of other bodies; also Dr. Pinches, Professor Rapson, Mr. Lee Shuttleworth, and Mr. Weld-Blundell. In addition to the reading of the Address printed below the Hon. Secretary was called upon to deliver a locution at the Sorbonne. The whole of the proceedings will, it is understood, be recorded by the Société Asiatique in print. A volume dealing with the progress in various branches of orientalism during the century and edited by M. Finot has already appeared under the title Le Livre du Centenaire.

We cannot refrain from tendering to M. Senart, upon whom the greatest responsibility fell, and to his colleagues and all our French friends, our sincere congratulations upon the success of the celebration and our warmest thanks for their public and private cordiality and hospitality.

Advantage was taken of the occasion to hold meetings of delegates of the Entente Societies for the discussion of matters connected with the contemplated Dictionary of Buddhism.
To the Société Asiatique
(Founded 1822)

Engaged in Celebrating the Centenary of its Institution

In tendering to the Société Asiatique its hearty felicitations the Royal Asiatic Society is fully aware that it is not commemorating the Centenary of French orientalism. Not to recur to times as remote as the thirteenth century, when Albertus Magnus was lecturing in Paris on the philosophy of Avicenna and Averroes, or even to the sixteenth, when there was a Chair of Arabic at the Collège de France, it cannot forget that the seventeenth century is illuminated by the names of Bernier, Chardin, and d’Herbelot, while the eighteenth discloses a constellation of scholars such as Du Halde, De Mailla, Renaudot, and Anquetil Duperron. At the moment when the recently founded Royal Asiatic Society was contemplating the agencies whence it would look for co-operation in its great task it was conscious of the commanding position of France:—

"France," it was remarked in a report published in 1828, "from the very early encouragement which she gave to the study of Oriental literature; from the value and number of the Oriental works in her libraries; from her early intercourse with Siam; from the able men she has had in her different factories in Asia Minor; from the researches made by La Bourdonnais and Dupleix into every branch of the trade and politics of India; from the works of Commerçon, Lechenarde de la Tour and Gentil on the science and natural history of India and the Indian seas; from the knowledge acquired by the French Institute, while in Egypt, relative to that country and its connection with Asia; and finally from her having established at Paris a Society, whose sole object is to carry on researches relative to the literature and science of Asia, must be considered as one of the most able and efficient coadjutors which the Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and Ireland can have in prosecuting the researches for which it was instituted."

In no case, however, can the foundation of a Society such as yours fail to be momentous for the studies to which it is dedicated. It is not merely that such an association serves to focus the scattered rays emitted by the isolated planets and stars of genius; nor that it is able to maintain a standard, to instil a method, and to foster a spirit; nor even that it encourages the collaboration of workers in different, if adjacent, fields. Beyond all this it is apparent that a great society has a personality of its own; and in its degree it becomes an expression of intuitions which do not through being corporate or national lose their value as apprehensions of truth.

It is with profound satisfaction that the Royal Asiatic Society records the fact that the personality of the Société Asiatique has ever been congenial to its own. No cloud of war or peace has dimmed their initial cordiality. With ready co-operation the two Societies have opened the pages of their journals to mutual contributions of research; they have celebrated the notable achievements of each other; and they have at all times rejoiced to recognize by such titles as were at their command the outstanding figures in their respective memberships.

It would be vain to attempt even the most general estimate of the services rendered by your Society to the cause of Orientalism. The very first volume of your journal, with its articles above such names as Chézy, Jules Saint Martin, Abel-Rémusat, Silvestre de Sacy, Klaproth, Langlois, Garcin de Tassy, seems to map out wide spheres of influence dominated by great masters. And, when we pass from volume to volume and from series to series, and some names no longer recur, there are always successors who may not fear comparison with them, a Burnouf, a Stanislas Julien, a Quatremère, a Biot, a Caussin de Perceval, a De Slane, a Reinaud, a Botta, an Oppert, a Barbier de Meynard, a Barth, a Chavannes. To the living we must not refer by name; but we cannot be blind to the fact
that your Society includes a group of scholars, representative of almost all branches of Oriental study, which in penetrating insight and in conscientious erudition is unsurpassed in any centre of learning.

There is no fear that the series will be interrupted. The field of our studies becomes ever vaster and more complex; and research not only discovers new spheres of work, but even, as in the case of Central Asia, creates them. These hundred years have witnessed large advances in our comprehension of the mentality and civilizations of Asiatic peoples from the earliest times. But the goal will not be attained until it becomes possible to discern, and feel, beneath all these developments the response of the one sole humanity to diverse environment.

The Royal Asiatic Society cannot on this occasion fail to evince its gratification at the thought that the close of the first century of joint existence finds the two bodies united in a special intimacy. The compact made five years ago was dictated by a feeling of friendship which was not long in taking a wider range. It was none the less designed as an act of constructive statesmanship for the advancement of learning. Force lay in the conviction that the edifice of orientalism could in the future be supported only on the solid basis of corporations of scholars. The recent multiplication of societies in countries east and west serves to confirm the principle; and we may look forward in time to an organization adequate to the burden of our many-sided undertaking.

Signed on behalf of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,

Chalmers of Northiam,

President.

7th July, 1922.
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1920  *SINHA, Babu Manoranjan, Asst. Settlement Officer, Chupra, B. & O.
1913  *SINHA, Babu Rudra Datta, M.A., LL.B., Vakil, High Court, Lucknow, U.P.
1921  *SINHA, Kumar Gangananda, B.A., M.A., Srinagar P.O., Purnea, B. & O.
1920  *SIRCAR, Babu Ganopati, Vidyaratna, 69 Beliaghata Main Rd., Calcutta.
1920  *STARAM, K. N., B.A., 21 Cromwell Road, S.W. 7.
1921  *STARAMAN, Kadayam R., B.A., B.L., High Court Vakil, 8/2 Badriah Garden Street, Park Town, Madras.
1900  *SKEAT, W. W., 17 Coombe Rd., Croydon.

820  1921  *SMART, J. E., B.A., M.C., C.M.G., 34 Albemarle Av., High West Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1922  *SMITH, F. Trednell, M.A., B.D., Oriel College, Oxford.
Hon. 1909  *SNOCK HURGONJE, Prof. C., Rapenburg 61, Leiden, Holland.
1915  *SOM, Atul Chandra, B.A., Land Acquisition Officer, Chaibasa P.O., Singhbhum.
1912  *SOOD, Babu Hira Lal, Sub-Judge, Kotah, Rajputana.
1912  *SPOONER, Mrs. D. B., Elysium Hotel, Simla.
1918  *SRIKANTAIYA, S., B.A., B.L., Bengal As, Madras.
1920  *SRINIVASACHARI, C. S., M.A., Prof. of History, Pachaiyappa’s College, Madras.
1910  *STAEL-HOLSTEIN, Baron A. von, c/o Peking Club, Peking, China.
1919  *STANTON, J., High St., Chorley, Lancs.
1907  *STAPLETON, H. E., I.E.S., c/o Director Public Instruction in Bengal, Writers’ Buildings, Calcutta.
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1921 *Staveides, G. Paniotes, Royal Societies' Club, St. James's St., S.W. 1.


1905 *Stevens, George F. A., Sultanabad, Persia.

840 1921 *Stevenson, W. B., D.Litt., Prof. of Hebrew & Semitic Languages, 7 College Curr, The University, Glasgow.


1921 *Stowell, E. de la M., Malay Educational Service, The Malay Coll., Kuala Kangsar, Perak, F.M.S.

1912 *Strauss, Dr. Otto, Die Universität, Kiel, Germany.

1919 Stringer, E. W.

1918 *Subrahmanya, Palamadai P., Sastri, B.A., Cathedral P.O., Madras.

1921 *Subramanyam, M., M.B., Health Officer, Ootacamund, Madras.

1917 *Suryanarayana, Satalur S., Lalagraraham, Madura.

1893 *Svasti Sobhana, H.R.H. Prince, Bangkok, Siam.


1895*§Sykes, Brig.-Gen. Sir Percy Molesworth, K.C.I.E., O.B., C.M.G.


1921 *Taggart, W. Q., I.C.S., c/o The Secretariat, Rangoon, Burma.

1915 *Tagore, Babu Kshitindra Nath, B.A., 6/1 Dwarkanath Tagore Lane, E. Gate, Jorasanko, Calcutta.

1922 *Tagore, Kishitar Chandra, M.V.R.S., Hon. Magistrate and Zemindar, P.O. Pakuria, Rajshahi, Bengal.

1912 *Tahoor, Gholam, Interpreter, High Court, 44b Police Hospital Rd., Calcutta.

1896 *Takakuwai, Jyan, Ph.D., 902 Sendagaya, Tokyo, Japan.


Hon. 1910 Tallqvist, K. L., Prof. of Oriental Literatures, Fabrikgasse 21, Helsingfors, Finland.

860 1921 *Tame, G. C., B.A., LL.B., Sec. to Maharashtra Maṇḍakōśa M. Ltd., Council Hall, Nagpur, C.P.

1913 *Tampah, T. Isaac, Barr.-at-Law, 18 Beach St., Penang, Malay Peninsula.

1921 *Tampti, A. Parameswaran, Indian Students' Hostel, Keppel Street, W.C. 1.

1914 *Tampi, Vatasseri Sri Velayudhan, son of H.H. Maharaja of Travancore, Trivandrum, Travancore.

1921 *Tangri, Rustam H., 72 Kipin Crescent, W.11.

1912 *Tankan, Mohan Lall, Barr.-at-Law, Sydenham College Hostel, Chami Rd., Bombay, 4.

1916 *Tantraratna, Nitu G., Lalgola P.O., Murshidabad, Bengal.

1897 *Tate, George P., Ind. Survey Dept. St. Quentin, Naini Tal, U.P.
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870 1879 §TEMPLE, Lt.-Col. Sir Richard C., Bart., C.B., C.I.E., F.S.A.,
Director, The Nash, Worcester.

1922 *TENNANT, Hon. Mrs. Ruth, St. Anne's Manor, Sutton, Loughborough.

1898 *THATCHER, Rev. G. W., M.A., Camden College, Sydney, N.S.W.,
Australia.

1921 *THIRTLE, Rev. David G., 23 Borthwick Rd., E. 15.

1905 §THIRTLE, James Wm., LL.D., 23 Borthwick Rd., E. 15.


1898 §THOMAS, F.W., Ph.D., Hon. Secretary, Librarian, India Office, S.W. 1.

1918 THOMPSON, Sir Herbert, Bart., The Old House, Apeley GUIER, Beds.

1907 *THOMPSON, J. Perronet, I.C.S., c/o Grindlay & Co., 54 Parliament St.,
S.W. 1.

1919 §THOMPSON, R. Campbell, M.A., F.S.A., Milburn Lodge, Boar's Hill,
Oxford.

880 HON. 1909 THOMSEN, Prof. Dr. Vilhelm, St. Knuds Vej 36, Copenhagen,
Denmark.


1880 §THORBURN, S. S., Bracknell House, Bracknell, Berks.


1903 *TILBE, Rev. H. H., Ph.D., Amer. Baptist Mission, Riverview, Athlone,
Burma.

1921 *TIN, Pè Maung, Exeter College, Oxford.

1921 *TOLKOWSKY, S., 3 Allenby Road, Tel-Aviv, Jaffa, Palestine.

1895 §TRAVANOORE, H.H. Sri Padmanabha Sir Rama Varma Maharaja

1921 *TRENCH, C. G. C., I.C.S., Nagpur, C.P.

890 1917 *TRIPATHI, Prof. Deva Datta, Sahityacharya, Patna College, Bankipore,
B. & O.

1918 *TRIPATHI, Pandit Ram P., Reader in Modern Ind. Hist., The University,
Allahabad, U.P.

1921 *TROLLOPE, Rt. Rev. Mark N., Bishop in Corea, Eng. Ch. Mission,
Seoul, Corea, via Japan.

1921 *Trott, A. C., H.B.M.'s Legation, Tehran, c/o The Foreign Office, S.W. 1.

1912 *TROUP, James, "Woolscote," Spring Hill, Ventnor, I.W.

1919 *TRUMPER, Lt.-Commander V. L., R.N.R. (ret.), Hon. Sec. Palestine
Exp. Fund, Maison Perrin, Port Said.

1902 *TSAILAI, Moung, Pegu, Lower Burma.

1900 *TUCKWELL, Rev. John, 1 Onslow Gdns., N. 10.

1912 *TURNER, Prof. R. L., Sigd, Benares, U.P.

1919 *TURNER, Capt. Vere E., c/o Thomson, Leckan & Co., Ltd., Chartered
Bank Buildings, Calcutta.

800 1882 *UDAIPUR-MEWAR, H.H. Maharajdhira Maharana Sir Fateh Singh,

1919 *UZ, Prof. H., c/o Sōtōshū Daigaku Komazawa Mura, Tokyo-fu, Japan.

1920 *URDHWARESH, Waman Gopalrao, M.A., Kārṇa-Tīrtha, 35 Krishnapura, Indore City, Cent. India.
1921 *Vadnerkar, V. V., 44 Hilldrop Road, N. 7.
1922 Valvanne, Hugo, Sec. to the Finnish Legation, 2 Moreton Gardens, S.W.5.
1921 *Varest Sahib, Ma’sud Ali, Asst. Director of Public Instruction, Bhopal State, C. India.
1920 *Varma, Gopi N. S., Zamindar, Mohalla Quanungoyam, Bereilly, U.P.
1921 *Varma, Kunwar G. Suryabhan, Editor “Kahriyamali Saini Mittra” P.O. Kuram, Akola, C.P.

910 1921 *Varma, L. A. Ravi, Ophthalmic Hospital, Trivandrum.
1921 *Varma, Prem Mohan Lal, B.Sc., of “Gokul Nivas”, Budaun, U.P.
1921 *Varma, Sheo Prasad, M.A., Prof. of English, Robertson Coll., Jubbulpore.
1884 *†Vasudev, Madhav Samarth, R. R., R.A.
1913 *Vidyabhushana, Pandit Upendranath, B.A., Sr. Prof. of Sanskrit, City College, Calcutta.
1922 *Vivekananda, S., Indian Telegraphs, Madras.
1905 *Voegel, Prof. J. Ph., Ph.D., The University, Leiden, Holland.

1908 *Wackernagel, Prof. Dr. Jakob, University of Basle, Switzerland.

1914 *Wahid, Maulvi Syed Abdul, M.A., Prof. Mayo College, Ajmer.
1912 *Wahhshat, Raza Ali, Sahib-i-Diwani, 2/1/2 Dilkusha St., P.O. Ballygunge, Calcutta.
1919 Waitz, Mrs. A. R., 8 Mount Park Crescent, W. 5.

930 1916 *Wardrop, Oliver, C.M.G., M.A., Brit. Consulate Gen., 27 Rue Erckmann-
Chatrian, Strasbourg, France.
1900 *Weir, T. H., B.D., Rockcliff, Bowling, Dumbartonshire.
1921 Weldon-Blundell, H., 17 Ovington Sq., S.W. 3.
1921 *Welikohar, Ramechandra N., Wadham College, Oxford.
1921 *Westlake, A. R. C., I.C.S., c/o Chief Sec. to Govt. of Madras.
1906 *Whitehead, R. B., I.C.S., Lahore

940 1919 *Wickham, H. T., Ind. Police, Peshawar, N.W.F.P.
1911  *Wijewardene, Don Richard, Rickman House, Colpetty, Colombo, Ceylon.
1921  *Williams, Capt. B. T., Sevenoaks School, Sevenoaks, Kent.
1921  *Williams, Eric T., Colonial Secretariat, Singapore, Straits Settlement.
1915  *Williams, L. F. Rushbrook, B.A., B.Litt., O.B.E., c/o Home Dept., Govt. of India, Simla.
1921  Willoughby-Meade, G., c/o N. Brit. & Mercantile Ins. Co., Ltd.,

60 Watling St., E.C. 4.

950  1919  *Winkworth, Chauncey, Fitzwilliam Hall, Cambridge.
1907  *Woodley, Rev. Edward C., American Mission Seminary, Marash, Turkey in Asia.
1909  *Woods, Prof. Jas. H., Ph.D., Harvard University, 179 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
1900  *Workman, Mrs. Bullock, c/o Amer. Exp. Co., 6 Haymarket, S.W. 1.
1894  *Wright, H. Nelson, I.C.S., Judges' House, Bareilly, U.P.


1919  *Yahuda, Dr. A. S., 45 Brondesbury Rd., N.W. 6.
1911  *Yazedan Mash'udi, Ghulam, Supt. of Arch., Nizam's Dominions, Hyderabad, Deccan.
1921  *Yellin, David, M.B.E., Sicron Moste, Jerusalem.
1921  *Yezz, Maj. L. M., M.C., c/o Civil Commissioner, Baghdad, Mesopotamia.
1910  §Yezz, W. Perceval, O.B.E., Jr. United Service Club, Charles St., S.W. 1.
1913  *Yusuf, S. Azhar, Yusuf Manzil, 53/82 Pitar Kunda, Benares City.
1921  *Yusuf, Md., M.A., Head Master, Calcutta Madrasah, Calcutta.


970  1920  *Zutshi, Pandit Chand N., Happy Cottage, Morar, Gwalior State.
1922  Zutshi, Lambodhar, 21 Cromwell Road, S.W. 7.
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Honorary Members.

1906 Professor René Basset, Algiers.
1920 Professor W. Caland, Utrecht.
1920 Professor C. Clermont-Ganneau, Paris.
1893 Professor Henri Cordier, Paris.
1908 Professor Friedrich Delitzsch, Berlin.
1918 Monsieur A. Foucher, Paris.
1921 Mahamahopadhyaya T. Gananati Sastri.
1893 Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Budapest.
1898 Professor Ignace Guidi, Rome.
1921 Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E., M.A.
1902 Professor Houtsma, Utrecht.
1912 Professor Hermann Jacobi, Bonn.
1904 Professor Julius Jolly, Wurzburg.
1902 Professor Lanman, Cambridge, U.S.A.
1916 Professor Sylvain Lévi, Paris.
1895 Professor Edouard Naville, Geneva.
1920 Professor Theodor Nöldeke, Karlsruhe.
1920 Professeur L. de la Vallée Poussin, Brussels.
1887 Professor Eduard Sachau, Berlin.
1906 Sir Ernest Satow, G.C.M.G.
1892 Monsieur Émile Senart, Paris.
1913 Leone Caetani, Duca di Sermoneta, Rome.
1909 Professor C. Snouck Hurgronje, Leiden.
1910 Professor K. L. Tallqvist, Helsinki.
1909 Professor Vilhelm Thomsen, Copenhagen.

Extraordinary Member


Note.—The number of Honorary Members is limited by Rule 9 to thirty.

Gold Medallists

N.B.—The Gold Medal was founded in 1897.

1897 Professor E. B. Cowell.
1900 E. W. West.
1903 Sir William Muir.
1906 G. U. Pope.
1909 G. A. Grierson.
1912 J. F. Fleet.
1915 (Mrs. Agnes Smith Lewis.
1915 (Mrs. Margaret Dunlop Gibson
1918 V. A. Smith.
1922 Professor H. A. Giles.
Branch and Associate Societies

The Bombay Branch of the R.A.S.
The Ceylon Branch of the R.A.S.
The North China Branch of the R.A.S.
The Korean Branch of the R.A.S.
The Madras Literary Society and Auxiliary of the Royal Asiatic Society.
The McGill University Oriental Society, Montreal.
The Straits Branch of the R.A.S.
The Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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LIST OF LIBRARIES AND NON-MEMBERS

SUBSCRIBING TO THE

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

Aberdeen : University Library.
Aberystwyth : University of Wales.
Adelaide : Public Library.
Adyar Library, Madras.
Ajmer : Mayo College.
Aligarh : Lytton Library, M.A.O. College.
Allahabad : Public Library.
Allahabad University : History Department.
Allahabad : Muir Central College.
Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Library.
Baltimore : Peabody Institute.
Bangalore : Director Archeological Researches.
Bangalore : Inspector-General of Education.
Bangkok : Library.
Bangkok : Vajirañāna National Library.
Bankipur : Patna College.
Beirut : Syrian Protestant College.
Benares : Government Sanskrit Library.
Benares : Hindu University.
Benares : Queen's College.
Berkeley : California University Library.
Blavanagar : Samaldas College.
Birmingham : Public Library.
Bombay : Elphinstone College.
Bombay : Jamjetsu N. Petit Institute.
Bombay : University Library.
Brighton : Public Library.
Bristol University.
Bryn Mawr : College Library, Penn., U.S.A.
Cairo : Institut Français.
Cairo : Ministry of Education.
Calcutta : Sultania Training College.
Calcutta : Bangiya Sahitya Parishad Mandar.
Calcutta : Imperial Library.
Calcutta : Indian Museum, Archeological Section.
Calcutta : Madrasah.
Calcutta : Presidency College.
Calcutta : Ripon College.
Calcutta : Sanskrit College.
Calcutta : Scottish Churches' College.
Calcutta : St. Xavier's College.
Calcutta : University Library.
Central Provinces : Chief Commissioner.
Chester, U.S.A. : Bucknell Library.
Chicago : Newberry Library.
Chicago : University Library.
Chittagong : The College.
Cincinnati : Public Library.
Cleveland : Adelbert College Library.
Constantinople : Robert College.
Copenhagen : Royal Library.
Copenhagen : University Library.
Dacca : Jugannath College.
Dairen, Manchuria : Bank of Chosen.
Detroit : Public Library.
Dharwar : Karnatak College.
Duntroon, Australia : Royal Military College.
Edinburgh : Public Library.
Edinburgh : Royal Scotttish Museum.
Egmore, Madras : University Library.
Florence : Biblioteca Nazionale.
Guahati : Cotton College.
Geneva : Bibliothèque Publique.
Glasgow : Mitchell Library.
Goteborg, Sweden : Librarie Wittergren.
Gottingen : Universitäts Bibliothek.
Gwallor State : Inspector of Archaeology.
Hankow: Hankow Club.
Haverford, U.S.A.: College Library.
Hosokawa, M., Esq., Tokyo.
Hyderabad: Nizam's College.
Hyderabad: Nizam's State Library.
Hyderabad: Osmania University College.
Indianapolis, U.S.A.: College of Missions.
Ishihama, J, Esq., Osaka.
Ithaca: Cornell University Library.
Jingu Kogakukwan, Japan.
Junagadh Archaeological Society, Kathiawar.
Kanazawa, Japan: Fourth High School.
Khartoum: Director of Education.
Kyoto: Indian Philosophy.
Lahore: Dayanand Anglo-Vedic College.
Lahore: Dyal Singh Library Trust.
Lahore: Forman Christian College.
Lahore: Panjab Public Library.
Lahore: Panjab University.
Lahore: Tilak School of Politics.
Liverpool: The Athenaeum.
Liverpool: Institute of Archaeology.
London: Science Library.
    Athenæum Club.
    British Museum.
    East India United Service Club.
    London Library.
Louisville, U.S.A.: S. Baptist Theological Seminary.
Lucknow: Canning College.
Lucknow: Provincial Museum.
Lucknow: Public Library.
Lyon: University Library.
Madras: Archaeological Survey.
Madras: Connemara Public Library.
Madras: Kumbakonam College.
Madras: National College of Commerce.
Madras: Oriental Manuscripts Library.
Madras: Presidency College.
Manchester: Free Reference Library.
Manchester: John Rylands Library.
Manchester: Lancashire Independent College.
Manchester University (Victoria).
Manchuria: "Chosabu."
Manila: Bureau of Science.
Maynooth: St. Patrick's College.
Meadville, U.S.A.: Alleghany College Library.
Melbourne: Victoria Public Library.
Michigan University.
Minneapolis Athenæum.
Montreal: McGill University.
Muzaffarpur: Greer Bhumiwar Brahman College.
Mysore Archaeological Researches Office.
Mysore: Government Oriental Library.
Mysore: University Library.
Nanking: National South-Eastern University.
Newcastle-on-Tyne: Public Library.
New York: Jewish Theological Seminary.
New York: Missionary Research Library.
New York: Public Library.
New York: Union Theological Seminary.
Niigata: Koto-Gakko.
Paris: Institut de France.
Pavia: Facolta di Lettere-e-Philosophia.
Philadelphia: Commercial Museum.
Philadelphia Library Company.
Pittsburg: Carnegie Library.
Pittsburg: Western Theological Seminary.
Poona: Archaeological Survey, Western Circle.
Poona: Ferguson College.
Princeton: Theological Seminary.
Princeton University Library.
Santiniketan: Brahmacharya-Ashrama.  
Seattle: University of Washington.  
Simla: Bureau of Education.  
Srinagar: Sri Pratap Singh Museum.  
Stationary Office.  
Stockholm: Nordiska Bokhandel.  
Stockholm: Royal Library.  
Strasbourg: Bibliothèque Universitaire et Regionale.  
Suga, Mr. T.  
Sylhet: Muraichand College.  
Tirunelvelly: Hindu College.

Note.—There are other libraries which subscribe through the booksellers. The Secretary would be much obliged by the Librarians of such libraries sending their names to be added to the above list.

### SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>June 1, 1921</th>
<th>June 1, 1922</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident Members</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident Compounders</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-resident Members</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-resident Compounders</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Members</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorary and Extraordinary Members</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>883</td>
<td>971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscribing Libraries, etc.</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1052</strong></td>
<td><strong>1141</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"A book that is shut is but a block"

CENTRAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL LIBRARY

GOVT. OF INDIA
Department of Archaeology
NEW DELHI.

Please help us to keep the book clean and moving.